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EDOUAED NAVILLE

In Professor Edouard Naville the Egypt Exploration Society has lost its first excavator.

So long ago as April 1882, not long after the foundation of the Society, he accepted his

first call to excavate for it. ‘‘I cannot conceive/’ he writes to the Secretary, '^anything

more interesting for an egyptologist than to make excavations, and I feel most honoured

that the Society should have asked me to be one of its agents.” He went to Egypt at

the close of 1882 and began work for us at Tell el-Maskhutah in January 1883. Pithom

and Hamses were dug also during the winter of 1883, and in 1884 followed the investi-

gation of the Route of the Exodus. The results were published in 1885 in a thin volume,

The Store-City of Pithom and the Ponte of the Exodus, which was the firstfruits of the Society’s

work. In his preface Naville says: '*in publishing...the results of the first expedition, I

hasten to seize the opportunity of paying a just tribute of gratitude to those founders

and promoters of the Egypt Exploratiox Fund to whom I am indebted for my initiatory

experience as an explorer in the Eastern Delta of the Xile. The first name which presents

itself to my pen—the name of Sir Erasmus Wilsox, the enlightened patron of Egyptology

in England, and first President of the Ega^pt Exploration Fund—recalls the heavy

bereavement which the Society has recently sustained in the loss of that eminent man,

whose commanding intellect ranged over the widest domains of knowledge, and whose

nobleness of character and inexhaustible liberality have graven an ineffaceable record

upon the age in which he lived.” Xa\fille, it may be observed, par was rather

fond of Johnsonian periods in writing English: it was the influence of French classicism,

no doubt. He goes on to say: ''I also tender my acknowledgements to the members of

the Committee, and especially to the two honorary Secretaries, Miss Amelia B. Edwards

and Mr. Reginald Stuart Poole, to whose indefatigable zeal the foundation and populariza-

tion of the Society are due, and to both of whom I am much indebted for their constant

support..,.” He further thanks others, as M. Maspero, then Director-General of the

Museums of Egypt, for their help.

The format of the book was that retained by the Society until the publication of its

thirty-seventh memoir, Balabish, in 1920. The next volume, The City of Ahhenaten, i, was

presented with a new form of page, although the size remained uniform with the preceding

volumes. Some of us may have regretted the abolition of the old-fashioned double column

which had been characteristic of the Fund’s memoirs for so many years, but really only

for sentimental reasons, as the new page is much clearer and more easy to read.

In the same year (1885) appeared the second memoir, Petrie’s Tunis, i. For in 1884

Sir Flinders Petrie had joined the Fund, and was digging for it at San el-Hagar. For

many years Naville and he continued to be the protagonists of the Fund, their work

representing two different schools of archaeologists: Xaville the older-fashioned deblayetir

of great temples and bringer back of great monuments, Petrie the carer for small

things and originator of methodical recording of everything found: for might not the

trifle unconsidered to-day be regarded as a crucial object by some future generation

of the learned? Naville. however, cared little for ^Ges menus objets.”

He pursued with ardour his investigation of the sites in the Eastern Delta which he

considered to be connected with the Exodus, In 1885-6 he explored the Wadi Tumilat

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xiii. f



2 EDOUARD NAYILLE

or land of Goshen, published in 1887 as Goshen and the Shrine of Soft eUHenneh, and in

1886-9 he excavated Bubastis, published in three important memoirs, Bubastis i and ri

and The Festival-Hall of Osorlcon II, From Bubastis he brought back some important as

well as big trophies to the British Museum, including the Twelfth Dynasty colossus and

head which are now generally attributed to Amenemhet III, though then the head was

usually considered to be that of a Hyksos. Unfortunately, owing to the earliest actual

royal name upon it being that of Osorkon II, and in the absence of any definite conclu-

sion as to its real date, it had then to be mounted among the monuments of the

Twenty-second Dynasty, where it is still, many centuries away from its own time.

Perhaps later on it may be found possible to move it to its proper position, in spite of its

enormous weight. Whole pillars too, and great Hathor-capitals, came to Cairo and to

England and America. Naville was fond, when he came to London, of pointing out the

big things he had brought back for our national collection; and there are some very fine

things among them. His Bubastite Hathor-capital in the Museum it is hoped at no distant

date to raise on a high pedestal, in order to give some idea of its real appearance, as has
been done with a similar capital at Berlin, and as Naville always hoped he might see it.

Naville now decided to leave the Delta and examine at Ahnas (Ahnasiyat el-Medinah)
the site of the ancient Hnes (Herakleopolis). There he worked in 1890-1. Next year he
returned to the Delta for work at Tiiiai el-Amdid (Mendes) and Tell Mukdam. From Ahnas
too came big columns, probably in reality of very early date, though with the names of

Ramesses II on them, and from Tell Mukdam fragments of Twelfth Dynastv royal statues.
Naville probably considered his greatest work to be the discovery of Pithom and his

reconstruction of the route of the Exodus
; but posterity will certainly prefer to extol the

excavations of Der el-bahri. The Temple of Hatshepsut was of course well known already.
Mariette had dug there, Maspero also; Diimichen had partly copied its inscriptions. The
general lay-out of the place with its terraces and friezes was always easily recognizable
beneath the stone rubbish and the tumble-down walls and tower of the Coptic monastery
of St. Phoibammon. NaviUe through the Egypt Exploration Fund (or the Egypt Ex-
ploration Fund through Naville) cleared the site in the years 1893-6. He had for two
seasons the help of Mr, D. G. Hogarth: the plans were supervised by the late Mr. Somers

ar e, w o alone superintended the later works of preservation of the terrace-sculptures
and upper halls that were necessary, and the facsimile drawing of the reliefs was admirably
came out y Mr. Howard Carter. The results, published in a larger format than usual,
orme a sp en id series of volumes with Carter’s wonderful drawings of sculptures, the
hnest of aU the Fund’s publications in appearance, and a worthy commemoration of a
grea piece o wor well carried out. A tablet on the restored wall of the ramp com-
memorates the excavation of the Temple of Queen Hatshepsut by the Egypt Exploration
Society. And, as Naville liked to say, the Temple of Der el-bahri, the most picturesque

where tourists most do congregate, opposite Luxor,
is e nes^a \er isenient the Fund ever had. And this is true. For although academic
and scientific circles may appreciate the work of the newer school of anthropological
archaeolojsts at its true value, the layman cannot. The clearance and preservation of a
great building, however, are something that he can easily understand.

ircumstances prevented Naville’s return to excavation till November, 1903, when
*« the mom.* sooth of

We3 , “"f
‘b'" w™ mdicstioBs of ao Eleventh Dynasty necropolis.

rntTeto m ?r T'f Nelhapet Ret
entuhetcp III which now stands, entirely cleared, south of Hatshepsut’s temple, with its
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platform approached by a ramp between two colonnades, the plan which Hatshepsut’s

architect obviously imitated in duplicate in her temple. Xa\nlle was never until the last

year able to spend the whole winter on this work: just as I carried on after he left in

December 1903, so during the ensuing winters till 1905-6 I ran the work until he came
out (usually in January) and then went home, so that he and I played Cox and Box in the

direction of the excavations, rarely overlapping for more than a week, sometimes not at all.

Ayrton in 1904-5, Currelly after that till the end, Dalison and Dennis, also assisted him.

In 1906-7 I came out as a visitor and stayed with Ayrton in the Tombs of the Kings,

going over the hill to Der el-bahri every day, Currelly being Naville’s ofhcial chief co-

adjutor. The premature closing down of the work before the whole of its surroundings

had been cleared up was a great disappointment to Currelly and myself, but circumstances

at the moment were adverse to a continuation, and Kaville thought there would be little

more to find. No more big things, either in buildings or statues, perhaps; but that there

was more of interest yet to be found the later diggings of the Metropolitan Museum of

New York have proved.

For a year or two Naville did not dig, but in 1909 he went to Abydos to see if he

could glean, with Ayrton’s help, something more from Umm el-Ka'ab, an attempt

carried on next year with the assistance of Legge and myself, with Peet and Dixon in

charge of the necropolis-excavations. Practically nothing turned up at the royal tombs.

The digging of the necropolis was not Naville ’s type of work, and he was not much
interested in it except when he thought it proved that the predynastic*’ Egyptians

were not predynastic, a heresy in which he occasionally indulged, but without, it always

seemed to me, much conviction. What he really was interested in at Abydos was the

Osireion, the entrance to which had been discovered by Professor Petrie and Miss Murray

in 1902, but had been left since then owing to the obviously large amount of money that

would be needed to effect its clearance of sand. The Book of the Dead was one of Naville’s

earliest Egyptological loves, and he was always attracted by a religious or funerary text,

preferably of the New Kingdom. So that the inscriptions of Meneptah on the sides of the

descending staircase were an irresistible magnet to him. His wish was carried out: he

dug the Osireion for the Fund, and found that it was an immense subterranean hall, built

of large granite and quartzite blocks, and closely resembling the Temple of the Sphinx

at Gizah. So close is the resemblance, in fact, that Na\dlle may easily be excused for

thinking (erroneously, as later it turned out) that the Osireion was actually a building

of the Old Kingdom. The low transverse hall at its further end, which he discovered,

with its beautiful rebef sculptures of the time of Seti I, must of course be of the Nineteenth

Dynasty, unless it were an old building merely decorated by Seti. Naville was assisted in

this work by G. E. Wainwright and by Capt. Gibson as engineer. He did not quite finish it,

again; but this time it was from no wish of his own. It was the outbreak of the Great War

that put a stop to his excavation of the Osireion: and after the war other commitments

at El-Amarnah prevented our finishing his work at once. When it could be taken up again,

to be brought to a conclusion, he was too old to go out, and Mr. H. Frankfort has com-

pleted his work, with the assistance of Mr. Felton as engineer. Frankfort has found

indisputable proof that the whole building, in spite of its archaic appearance, was erected

by Seti. It is in fact his funerary temple at Abydos. and the transverse gallery with its

sculptures, at the foot of the great temple which he built, is his cenotaph. Naville saw

the completion of his work. It is much to be regretted that he could not himself complete

it, but his great age forbade this. The excavation of the Osireion, of which by far the

greatest part is his discovery and his digging, was a worthy crown to the work of a long
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career in the field. His natural nomination a.s one of our Vice-Presidents was a great

pleasure to him.

Naville’s association with British work was characteristic. Few who did not know

him, or know something of him, realized, probably, that he was not an Englishman; so

closely did he identify himself with this country. As a Swiss Protestant of course he had

obvious connexion with Evangelical circles in England. He was a past President of the

Evangelical Alliance, and for a time in his youth was a student at King’s College, London.

This special connexion with England was maintained throughout his life. He never lost

his affection for and interest in this country. From religious matters his sympathy with

a certain party among us spread to the politics of another, the party with which, as a

Genevese of means, connected with many Protestant families of importance, financial or

noble, in Switzerland and Prussia, he naturally sympathized: the Tory party. In his

English aratarNa^fille was a true-blue Tory, and the Imperialist movement of the ’nineties

found in him a strong adherent. During the Boer War he was one of the few prominent

Continental men of learning who actively sympathized with the British point of view, so

much so that he contributed articles in our favour to the Journal de Geneve, and wrote

numerous pamphlets in our defence and had them translated into most of the languages

of Europe, thereby doing the British cause service of undoubted magnitude, and in-

curring considerable odium himself. In the Great War his sympathies were of course

with us and France: but as a neutral, and as one of the directors of the International

Bed Cross, he could not show them so openly. In the war of 1870-71 he had as a captain
in the Swiss military forces helped to escort the prisoners of Bourbaki's army in their

winter retreat into Switzerland after his defeat by v. Werder near Dijon. So that he
had seen something of military life and a little of war or its results: enough to make
him all his life a profound sympathizer with the work of alleviating the suffering.s of the
wounded, associated by the Geneva Convention with the name of his native city.

Work for a British or Anglo-American Society was then quite natural to him, as of
course it is (even without his special connexion) to citizens of small countries in which
national enterpiises of this kind are not .so u.sual as in the big countries. As an Egypto-
logist he was of course a great asset to the Fund. His name already was prominent in
Egyptology in 1882, and he always remained one of the great figures of the scholarly side
of the science. He was primarily a scholar: an excavator and archaeologist secondarily.
Yet as an excavator he was certainly better known to the public than as a scholar. He
took up excavation when he was over forty years of age, modelling his work on that best
known to him, that of Mariette and Maspero and Schliemann. The new wavs were not
yet. And he was never altogether convinced that they were the best wavs. At any rate
they were not the best for him; so he went on in his wav, leaving other waVs to others who
preferred them. He was of the generation of Maspero, and began to produce about the same
time as he, i.e. about 1870, and like all the men of that generation, was a connoisseur and
scholar, not an anthropologist. As a student at Bonn, after his stay in EnMand he had
studied in the German way, and his Egyptological master was the great Lepslus, whom he
always regarded with reverence, and whose literary executor he was. His first attention was
directed towards religious texts, and his edition of the texts relating to the Mythe d’Horus
at Edfu, published in 1870, and his collated edition of the Eighteenth Dvnasty Todtenhuch
(1886) are among the great Egyptological works of the century. His fimt visit to Egypt
was in 1868, when he copied the Horns texts at Edfu. The Litanie du soleil, texts from
the Theban royal tombs, appeared in 1875. He was as conservative in his scholarship as
in other matters, and never forgave the modern German Egvptologists for improving
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upon the science of Lepsius and Brugsch so far as to claim a Semitic origin for the

Egyptian language, a very doubtful “improvement/’ to his mind, and one against which

he fought tooth and nail till the day of his death. For Na\nlle was a vigorous contro-

versialist, and if he thought an idea was wrong he said so with emphasis. The' result

was long controversy with the “Berlin School/’ by whom however he was always

treated with courtesy. And he contributed to the pages of the Aeg]iptische Zeitschrift as

freely as to other journals. Not did he always come off second-best in the argument,

by any means. But his opposition was extreme, and he could see no good idea at Berlin,

no, not one. So that the proposals of Sethe and Breasted with regard to the Thutniosid

Thronwirren were opposed by the excavator of Der el-bahri as vigorously as had been

those of Erman and Sethe on the language by the scholar at Geneva. And here again he

struck shrewd blows, and got by no means the worst of the argument on the whole,

though on certain points the verdict must be given against him.

Yet it must not be supposed that he was a contentious man. He honestly thought

that the German School was wrong on certain points, and thought it his duty to say so. He
thought that Petrie and he were right about the Eoute of the Exodus, and so did most

others, till recently, when further critical research has made it by no means so clear as it

seemed at first that the Exodus took place in the reign of Meneptah and followed the

course they marked out for it. Others are beginning to think that possibly Manetho and

Josephus were right, and that the Exodus is really nothing but the Expulsion of the

Hyksos looked at from the Hebrew angle of vision. If so^ it took place c. 1580 b.c., which

is certainly more probable than so late a date as c. 1225 (really, as Burney pointed out,

even rather later), which is what Naville had to suppose. The middle view that it must

have taken place about 1440 b.c.—in the reign, therefore, of Amenophis II—is one that

no Egyptologist can accept, and that Xaville would rightly out of his knowledge have

rejected with decision, because to us that is the one time when such an event cannot

possibly have happened, since that was precisely the time when Egyptian rule in Palestine

was least contested, when in fact a pax aegyptia ruled the whole of the Near Eastern

world. And the route is now generally deflected, in the minds of some of us, northward

along the Mediterranean coast through Pelusium, the way the Hyksos fled. AVhether

afterwards they went south across the Wilderness to the traditional Sinai, or got into

the region north of Akaba, if the true Sinai lies in that direction, is another matter.

But in its time Naville’s route to the Bed Sea seemed to clear up all difficulties, and

his date was generally accepted, until the discovery of the “ Israel-Stela” by Petrie at

Thebes in 1896 showed that in the reign of Meneptah Israel was already a people of

Canaan, so that the Exodus can hardly have ended his reign. We may still accept part

of Naville’s ffiew, for Ramesses II may still have been the Pharaoh of the Oppression,

even if not his successor Meneptah, but his predecessor by two centuries, Amosis, was

the Pharaoh of the Exodus. For there is no doubt that during the period of the

Nineteenth Dynasty, when as we know from recent excavations Seti I and Rainesses II

held down Palestine with their chief fortress at Bethshean, many trains of Canaanitish

prisoners must have been passed into the land of Goshen to work at the buildings of

the great king, and among them no doubt many Hebrews and Israelites (the Aperiu of

the inscriptions?). And of their labour a .tradition would have survived that has in the

connected story become intermingled with the older tradition of the stay in Egypt.

Such a theory would hardly have commended itself to Naville, who was conservative

in the matter of Biblical criticism, as in all other things. In fact he was generally regarded

as an opponent of the “Higher Criticism,” though in reality only of its more extreme
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manifestations. He wrote a good deal on tke subject of Biblical origins, and his pet

theory, that the Pentateuch was originally written in Babylonian cuneiform, was expounded
in the Schweich Lectures which he delivered here during the war, in December 1915.

Naville was a big man personally, of imposing presence and strong features. An
Egyptian sight that never failed to cause a smile, first and foremost on the face of the
great man himself, was Naville riding a very small donkey: the contrast was piquant.
His brown topi, tweed Norfolk jacket, and full trousers were well known in Egypt, and
his attire there never altered any more than did his grey moming-coat and square hard
felt or top-hat in England. The tall figure with the pince-nez on the prominent nose, the
benevolent face framed in old-fashioned side-whiskers which he shortened considerably of
late years, and with its close-clipped reddish-grey moustache, will be missed by many
of us, and more especially by those who worked with him. In all his work he had the
help of his devoted wife, whose labours as a copjfist of inscriptions are well-known to
all users of his pubhcations. The sympathy of the Society is tendered to Madame Naville
in full measure.

Naville was Professor at the University of Geneva, a doctor of several universities
both in Britain and abroad, an Hon. P.S.A., and Vice-President of our Society. The
distinction of which he probably was most proud was that of a Foreign Associate of the
Institute of France.

Plate ii. Fig. 1 shows him in a characteristic attitude at Der el-bahri: in Fig. 2 he
is seen with Dr. Schweinfurth, the African explorer, at the old German house at Kumah.
The admirable portrait in our frontispiece we owe to the kindness of Madame Naville.

H. E. Hall.
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THE OINTMENT SPOONS IN THE EGYPTIAN
SECTION OF THE BRITISH MUSEUM

By MADELEINE FEED^EICQ

With Plates iii—ix.

The richness and variety of the decoration of Egyptian ointment spoons justify a

special study of these products of industrial art. Few objects indeed display more
decorative imagination; it would seem that the observation of the artist is constantly

on the alert to discover some new method of treatment or to give fresh detail to a theme
already employed.

The decoration of these trifling objects, never intended to play any part outside the

limits of the private life of the Egyptian, throws a singularly brilliant light on the sur-

roundings in which his existence was passed. Here there is no preoccupation with the

effect to be produced, no convention which the artist must follow; the pure delight of

the eyes inspires these little masterpieces. Their diversity and the richness of their

ornamentation do as much credit to those who executed them as to the public whose
requirements were of so refined a nature, and it is surprisingly instructive, to those who
would properly understand the artistic sense of an entire race, to observe this common
striving towards beauty applied to the most trifling details of private life.

The artist who conceived these implements of a few centimetres in length succeeded

in introducing into their ornamentation an infinite number of combinations; sometimes

they take their theme from the flora or fauna of the country; at other times one finds

represented on the handles of the spoons male figures treated with a consummate know-
ledge of pose, or female figures rendered with a freedom of expression and a suppleness

of movement which raise an everyday object to the level of a work of art.

The British Museum possesses a remarkable collection of ointment spoons. In this

single group the diversity of types which is offered us enables us to appreciate the full

importance of their decoration. The present catalogue is only the first stage of a more

extended study. It presents in itself a collection the diversity of which will not fail to

astonish the reader accustomed only to conceive of the ointment spoons as represented

by the few examples constantly represented in text-books of Egyptian art.

I propose, in a more comprehensive work, to describe and illustrate photographically

as many spoons as possible, to group the subjects which have been used in their decora-

tion, to study the material of which they are made, to determine the period at which

they appeared in Egyptian civilization and that during which they had their greatest

vogue, and to draw, it may be, from their examination, some conclusions as to the

evolution of Egyptian art as a whole, all of which questions it would be premature to

treat on the strength of the examination of about fifty examples. The examination will

only be complete when one has been able to compare the spoons of the British Museum

with those of the Louvre and the museums of Berlin and Cairo. I take this opportunity

of thanking heartily Dr. H. E. Hall, Keeper of the Egyptian and Assyrian Antiquities

in the British Museum, who has enabled me to undertake this work by authorizing me
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to publish for the first time the beautiful collection of spoons in his care; also the Egypt

Exploration Society, who have agreed to accept this article in their Journal and have

iUustrated it with such a large number of remarkable photographs. In addition to the

spoons described below, the British Museum possesses two examples of spoons w c

MUe Mogensen of Copenhagen is to publish (Nos. 37924, 38188).
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Description^

5975. PL iii. Ivory. Lth. 12 '4 cm.

Spoon consisting of an oval-shaped bowl edged by a dog-tooth design. The handle is

formed of 7 stems of water plants. Two flower buds complete the bunch, joined by two

ties in the middle of the stems. Two birds fill the angles formed by the bowl and the

handle.

Bowl broken in the upper part. Handle intact.

5957. PL V. Ivory. Lth. 9'5 cm.

Fragment of a spoon; small male figure, naked and full face, carrying on its head a

mussel-shaped shell which it supports with both arms raised. The right arm is broken.

The figure rests on a floral capital which must have surmounted a round and thin stem.

The right arm is missing, as also is the handle of the spoon.

5955. PL iii. Ivory. Lth. 11cm.

Spoon with a circular bowl edged by a dog-tooth design. The handle consists of a

Hathor-head seen full face. The head is adorned with two uraei. The angles between
the bowl and the handle are filled by lotus flowers surmounted by Mimusojps fruit. The
handle has possibly been shortened.

5963. Ivory. Lth. 27*5 cm.

Small spoon in the form of an elongated shell (mussel) with a circular stem ending
in a duck’s head. Wilkinson, op. cit., ii, 46, Fig. 312, 3.

32147. Ivory. Lth. 6*5 cm.

Small spoon in the form of a duck or goose trussed for sacrifice. The body is

hollowed out and forms the receptacle. The feet are bent round on to the back of the
body, on which are also two hands, with arms stretched out and broken above the neck;
these must have belonged to a female swimmer forming the handle of the spoon.

5972. PL iv. Wood. Lth. 5*7 cm.
Fragment of a spoon in the form of a lotus flower with a bud on each side—trace of

a pivot at the base of the flower. The central subject, consisting of the full blown flower,
forms the lid of the bowl. On the back of this two open hands coming from out-stretched
arms (broken) indicate that the handle of the spoon was formed by a female swimmer

1 The spoonN are described in the order in which they were exhibited at the moment of my visit and
the numbers given are those of the Inventory.

’
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pushing before her a bouquet of flowers. Trace of incrustation in green paste. Handle

broken off. Wilkinson, ojp, cit., ii, 46, Fig. 312.

26783. Wood. Lth. 13 cm.

Circular bowl with handle undecorated and splintered.

38189. Wood. Lth. 10'5 cm.

Fragment of a spoon consisting of a lotus surmounted by the fruit of the Mimuso'ps.

The whole forms a lid with traces of rivets at the base and at the top. Trace of in-

crustation in green and white paste, green for the petals and white for the interstices of

the petals. The handle and the bowl are missing.

5976. PI. V. Wood. Ht. 13*5 cm.

Spoon of indefinable shape; does not seem to be a floral motif; might be a reminis-

cence of the sceptre. Decoration of the bowl and of the handle formed by four groups

of incised bands, of which three are on the handle. Wilkinson, op. cit., ii, 45, Fig. 31.

5968. PI. V. Wood. Lth. 15 cm.

Spoon with oval-shaped bowl, the point turned down. Handle in the form of a lotus

sceptre (?). Perhaps a representation of the sistrum.

5959. Wood. Lth. 8 cm.

Spoon with circular bowl. Short handle formed by a hand holding a bowl. The

handle ends in a duck’s head. From Thebes.

5974. PI. iii. Wood. Ht. 14*5 cm.

Spoon with circular decorated bowl. Two falcons right and left on the upper part

of the rim. Handle formed by three flower stems held by two ties. Two flowers hori-

zontally arranged fill the angles between bowl and handle.

5978. PI. vii. Wood. Ht. 13*5 cm.

Spoon in form of royal cartouche. Bowl with border of dog-tooth. A cluster of

flowers supports the bowl. Traces of greenish blue incrustation.

38186. PI. vi. Wood. Ht. 28*9 cm.

Spoon in the form of a female swimmer of negroid type, pushing before her an aquatic

fowl (duck?). Hair in plaits carried on to the back of the head. Round ear-rings. The

lid, forming the wings of the duck, is missing. Traces of three rivets. Specimen damaged.

Guide, 84, No. 36.

12564. Wood. Ht. 17 cm.

Plain spoon with oval bowl; handle undecorated.

5967. PI. V. Wood. Lth. 16*5 cm.

Bowl consisting of an elongated lotus bud, flanked by two smaller buds the stems of

which are entwined round the principal stem forming the handle. H. Fechheimer, op.

cit.y 150.

5960. Wood. Lth. 15*5 cm.

Bowl in the form of a shell (mussel). The round handle ends in a duck’s head

drawn back on the stem. Handle broken in the middle; both fragments are preserved.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xiii. -
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5973. PL iii. Wood. Ht. 12-3 cm.

Spoon with round bowl edged by a zigzag pattern. The bowl has at its upper edge

to right and left respectively a falcon with spread wings, and a quadruped l^ng down.

Two lotus flowers are placed horizontally under the bowl. A single stem joins them,

forming a loop, which constitutes a short handle.

5969. Wood. Ht. 11 cm.

Fragment of spoon. Handle consisting of two flower stems coming from a plain

basket ^ The stems are broken before their opening into flowers or buds. They are

fastened by two ties. Traces of incrustation in blue paste on the ties. The bowl and

the flowers which hold it are missing.

5979. Wood. Ht. 11cm.

Bowl in the form of a royal cartouche with dog-tooth border. The cartouche is held

by three lotus flowers the stems of which must have formed the handle. A horizontal

bunch of flowers separates the handle from the cartouche. The handle is missing.

21968. Wood. Lth. 5’5cin.

Lid of circular spoon: rosette or open flower on a stippled background, interspersed

with a decoration of half and quarter petals. Two incised lines surround the design.

The object doubtless served as a lid to a spoon with a circular bowl, now lost. At the

back there still adheres some hard matter (soapstone? wood?) torn from the receptacle

which the lid covered.

4720. Serpentine of greenish grey colour. Lth. 10*5 cm.

Fish with ointment-cavity sunk in the hollowed-out body: incised scales and flns

above and below. No sign of lid.

5970. Wood. Lth. 10 cm.

Oval bowl edged with a dog-tooth border. Of the handle there remains only a lotus

flower supporting a cluster of flowers placed horizontally. Handle partly broken, also

cluster. Bowl chipped.

5971. Wood. Lth. 10 cm.

Oval bowl surrounded by a flat rim decorated with lotus flowers and buds. Handle

broken at the base of the bowl, which is itself chipped. Trace of incrustation of blue

paste.

5954. PI. \di. Wood. Ht. 18*8 cm.

Spoon with representation of the god Bes. Oval-shaped bowl, the point turned

downwards, surrounded by a dog-tooth design and held by a cluster of flowers. Eivet at

the base of the bowl. Two aquatic fowl, one on each side of the cluster, join the bowl
to the handle. The handle consists of a figure of Bes seen full face in the usual squatting

attitude, the two hands on the thighs. Two lotus flowers and two buds form a portico.

Trace of blue in the flowers and in the dog-tooth and the beard, and of red in the buds.

The lid is missing. Guide, 84, No. 49; Wilkinson, op. cit., ii, 13, Fig. 382.

5962. PI. ix. Wood. Lth. 24 cm.

Spoon with handle in the form of a human arm. Bowl consisting of a depression in

the form of a shell. The index finger of the hand stretches out over the under part of

1 What we suppose to be a basket is perhaps a very compact bundle of stems the details of which
were originally shown by painting, now effaced.
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Ointment-spoons in the British Museum.

Scale: c,\.
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the bowl, the thumb over the upper. Finger nails indicated. The round handle ends in

the head of a serpent (?). Guide, 84, No. 50.

5965. PI. iv. Wood and ivory. Lth. 30*4 cm.

Spoon in the form of a made-up bouquet. Basket^ from which emerge two lotus

flowers and three lotus buds, surmounted by six smaller buds(?). Four of them are

formed of a pink substance applied on the wood in slight relief (no doubt painted ivory).

Bunch of lotus flowers and leaves placed horizontally supports the oval bowl with dog-

tooth design. Ivory pivot at the base of the bowl. Ivory button at the top serves as

knob to the lid, which is formed of lotus flowers surmounted by fruit of the Miviusojis.

Colours stiU very bright. Light green for the leaves and the basket, dark green for the

flowers, bluish green for the dog-tooth design. Two shades of pink for the ivory applique

(perhaps imitation of poppy petals, Papaver Rhoeas). Guide, 85, No. 52; Wilktxson,

op, cit,, II, 14, Fig. 283.

5966. PL iv. Wood. Lth. 28 cm.

The receptacle of the spoon consists of a lotus flower surmounted by fruit of the

Mimusops. The flower and the Munusops are in two parts, sliding the one on the other,

and held by a pivot at the base of the flower. Two lotus buds flank the flower. The

three stems forming the handle are held by a tie made of nine ribbons. Green incrusta-

tions for the sepals and the lines indicating the flowers and buds. The base of the

flowers is painted red (not incrusted). In the same way, between the petals and on the

Mimusops, touches of red separated by incised lines. The same decoration is reproduced

on the back of the spoon, but merely indicated by lines and stippling incrusted with

green. No large surfaces incrusted. Also traces of red. Guide, 85, No. 53; J. Capart,

op, cit,, Fig. 10.

21972. PI. ix. Wood. Lth. 22 cm.

Plain spoon, deep oval bowl. Handle in the form of the foot of an ox, ended by the

hoof of the animal.

5961. Wood. Lth. 23 cm.

Spoon formed by a shell held by a hand, the index finger stretched out under the

back of the shell. The hand merges into an arm with four incrusted lines of green at

the wrist, forming a bracelet. The handle ends in a duck’s head bent back, decorated

by three incrusted Hues. In the shell a fish and some lotus flowers, incised in light and

sketchy lines.

5953. PL vii. Wood. Ht. 18 cm.

Spoon representing the god Bes. Twin bowls in the form of two coupled cartouches.

Birds and papyri are incised in the cartouches. Two figures of the god Bes, seen side

face, looking towards each other, decorate the handle. They hold clubs in their hands;

signs of protection hang from their arms. Each figure is in a separate frame decorated

by incised lines. In the outer angle of each frame the sign nefer. Remains of incrusta-

tion of white paste still fill the incised lines. In the bowls, remains of wax(?) or oint-

ment (?). Guide, 85, No. 56.

5958. PL vii. Wood. Lth. 18 cm.

Spoon in the form of a royal cartouche. Bowl with edge decorated by three lines

which once contained coloured matter. Two fish (face to face) and aquatic flowers are

1 The same remark applies as for the basket previously described under Xo. 5009. See p. lo, note i.
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incised in the bowl. Traces of greenish blue paste incnisted in the lines. The short

handle is formed by a gazelle seen from the side and lying down, the fore-part turned

towards the right. The bent head rests between the feet. From Memphis. Wilkinson,

op. cit., n, 15, Fig. 285,

5956. PL V. Wood. Lth. 15’5 cm.

Portion of spoon. Bowl of irregular form, perhaps suggesting the corolla of a

flower. Traces of four rivets, two at the base and two at the top. On the handle small

female figure, naked and front face. Eyes incrusted with paste, white for the eye-ball,

black for the iris. The bowl is placed on the head of the figure. The lifted arms are

broken. The tips of the feet are missing. Specimen defective and very much damaged.

5977. Wood. Lth. 13 cm.

Bowl in the form of a royal cartouche. No handle. Specimen very much damaged.

42156. Black composition. Lth. 4*4 cm.

Bowl in the form of fruits (grapes'?)-

5951. Ivory. Lth. 13 cm.

Duck in ivory; head drawn back; body hollowed out to form the bowl. Three lines

round the bowl, and traces of rivets. Hollowed surface no doubt contained incrusted
paste. Lid missing, bowl very much chipped.

5952. PL viii. Wood. Lth. 18*5 cm.
Spoon with handle in the form of a fish. Round and shallow bowl, without decora-

tion, and Very much damaged. The handle in the form of a fish with dorsal fin. Two
lotus flowers fiU the angles formed by the bowl and the handle. The back is not decorated.
The lid is very much deteriorated. Trace of rivet. From Thebes. Guide, 85, No. 63;
Wilkinson, op. cit., ii, 16, Fig. 260.

26770. Wood. Lth. 13 cm.

Spoon in the form of a duck. Traces of two rivets near the head and the tail. The
body, hoUowed out, forms the receptacle. Dog-tooth decoration round the bowl. Traces
of incrustations of black and green paste. The bent back head has disappeared. The lid
IS missing.

38187. PI. viii. Wood. Lth. 23 cm.
Spoon with handle in the form of a jackal or dog, a large sheU held in its mouth

forming the bowl. Four lines form a collar on the animal’s neck. The head is seen
from above and IS consequently symmetrical. The body is turned sideways, seen from
t e right; the tail is thick and long. The two fore paws are placed symmetrically one
above and one below the bowl. The hairs of the tail and the coat of the animal are
shown on the front and back of the representation by incised lines. Guide, 85, No. 65;
VViLKiNSON, op. at., II, 16, Fig. 387 (mentioned as belonging to Mr. Salt).

5945. PI. \dii. Wood. Lth. 26-5 cm.
Spoon in the form of a dog holding a fish by the tail. The fish, which constitutes

the receptacle, is composed of two parts, one of which forms the lid; the body is hoUowed
• u ti

indicated by incised lines and hollows stiU containing
greemsh blue paste which has served as incrustation. A rivet holds the lid to the tail-
another, placed near the head, forms a knob to the lid. The dog’s (or jackal’s) head
seen from above is symmetrical, while the body is seen from the left. A large collar with
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incrusted notches adorns its neck. The fish is seen from the side. Same decoration on
the back of the spoon with indication of collar, scales, fins, and tail. Guide, 85, No. 66;
H. Fechheimer, op. cit., 144.

26368. Turquoise blue fayence. Shade lighter on the back. Lth. 4 cm.
Spoon in the form of a quadruped bound for sacrifice. A ca\aty in the body forms

the bowl. The head is missing; the remains of a horn are still attached to the back.
The reverse is well finished.

5949. PI. ix. Wood. Lth. 11 cm.

Spoon in the form of a goose or duck, the feet bent back under the body, which is

hollowed out into a deep cavity. The head is turned to the right and bent back along
the body. Lid with simply decorated border. Peg holding the lid to the base of the neck.

Trace of rivet or stud on the opposite side and on the tail. The reverse side is carefully

finished, and the feet are indicated.

20757. PL ix. Wood. Lth. 16 5 cm.

Spoon in the form of a gazelle with feet bound for the sacrifice
;
the head turned

to the right. The animal seems to be uttering a cry. Admirably realistic treatment of

the muscles of the neck. The ears are deeply separated from the neck and the head.

The body is hollowed out and forms the bowl. The horns are broken. The lid is missing;

nothing indicates that there was one. No trace of rivet.

21940. Serpentine. Lth. 6 cm.

Spoon in the form of a fish, with incised indications of scales, eye, mouth, fins, and
tail. The part forming the back of the animal in particular is carefully finished; it seems
therefore to have formed the lid of a lost receptacle. Tail chipped.

21969. Wood. Lth. 9*5 cm.

Spoon with circular bowl decorated with three Lines. At the upper end of the bowl
on each side a decorative design. On the right an indistinct broken object, on the left

an aquatic fowl. The handle, formed of flowers, is broken, the flower on the left hand
still exists, as also part of the stem of that on the right hand. The handle no doubt
presented the same form as that of spoon No. 5973.

5964. Ivory. Lth. 6 cm.

Small spoon with plain circular bowl without decoration. Bowl chipped. Stem
curtailed. Circular handle.

50985. PI. V. Wood. Lth. 25-8 cm.

Fragment of a very beautiful spoon with a female figure. The rectangular bowl has

a flat rim decorated with a spear-head design. The bottom of the bowl is decorated

with a lightly incised design of aquatic fowl; water is indicated. The handle, split from
top to bottom like the bowl, shows the left arm of a young girl playing an instrument of

music. A fragment of short plaited hair is also visible. The left leg is bent and naked.

The rest of the decoration on the left is constituted by umbels of papyrus emerging

from a basket (?) adorned with a spear-head decoration. Trace of green-blue paste in

the decoration of the bowl, in the basket, and in the flowers. Half of the spoon has

disappeared from top to bottom.
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NOTES ON THE CHRONOLOGY OF THE ROMAN
EMPERORS FROM VALERIAN TO DIOCLETIAN

By HAKOLD aiATTINGLY

In that dark age of the Eoman Empire, the middle and end of the third century,

even the bare system of chronology is not free from contradictions and uncertainties. It

has therefore seemed worth while to put together a few notes based (1) on the Roman
Imperial coins, (2) on the Alexandrian coins, (3) on the issues of Viminacium and Dacia
and (4) on the papyri, and, finally, to attempt to sum up the evidence and draw some
of the main conclusions. The most serious point of debate seems to be this, whether
the first Egyptian year of Valerian and Gallienus was a.d. 252 to 253 or 253 to 254 ^.

(1) The Roman Imperial Coins. Valerian, who was Cos. Ill in a.d. 255, has coins

with TR. p. Ill cos. II and tr. p, hi cos. hi; he was Cos, IIII in a.d. 257 and has coins
with TR. p. V cos. HI and tr. p. v cos. riii^. From this it is evident that his second
tribunician year begins before the end of a.d. 253. Gallienus at first used his father’s
titles^, later, in his sole reign, he uses his own titles, which show that his tribunician
power ran from the same date as his father s. He was Cos. VI in a.d, 264 and has coins
with TR. p. XH cos. V and tr. p. xii cos. vih

V e must next glance at the vexed question of the manner in which the Roman
Emperors reckoned their tribunician power. The principle has been laid down that, from
Trajan on, the first tribunician year runs from the date of conferment of the power to the
next December 10th, and that subsequent years are reckoned from December lOth to
December 10th. This view, though it has been generally accepted, will hardly commend
itself to those who have studied the coins closely. It seems more probable that the
normal practice was to reckon in full years, dating from the first conferment. It is im-
possi e heie to go full} into the question, but a single example, drawn from a period
near the one we are studying, will prove illuminating. Trebonianus Gallus and Volusian
both have TR. p. mi in a.d. 253, the year of Volusian’s second consulship. As the date
of their accession was certainly somewhere about July a.d. 251, and as they reigned a
1 e ess than two years, it will readily be seen that on no normal reckoning can they
reach a fourth tribunicmn yearS. The only reasonable explanation seems to he that they
carried on the tribunician year of Trajan Decius. This has in it nothing that need

in a reVw orvocy
’
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surprise us, for Hostilian, the surviving son of Trajan Decius, who was adopted by
Gallus as colleague, might be expected, on the analogy of Philip II, to carry on his

fathers dating; and, if Hostilian carried it on, could one expect Trebonianus to begin
with a lower tribunician power than his young colleague? Xow, if we reckon this con-
tinued tribunician power of Decius on the orthodox system, we get the following result:

A.D. 249 Sept, to December 10th tr. p.

249 Dec. 10th to 250 Dec, 10th tr. p. ir.

250 „ 251 „ TR, p. III.

251 ,, 252 ,, TR. p. mi.

This does not carry us, as we need to be carried, into a.d. 253. But, if we reckon

A.D. 249 Sept, to 250 Sept. TR. P.

250 251
,, TR. P. ir.

251 252 „ TR. P. nr.

252 253 „ TR. 1’. nil.

we obtain the result we need.

We have already seen that the second tribunician year of Valerian and Gallienus

begins before the end of a.d. 253. On the view which we have tried to demonstrate
above this implies a first conferment before the end of a.d. 252, when Trebonianus
Gallus and Volusian were certainly still in power at Rome. We will consider later

whether, despite that fact, our result may still hold good.

(2) The Alexandrian Coins. It will be best here to set out in tabular form what we
believe to be the correct dating, and then to add the few comments that are required.

A.D. 251-252 Trebonianus Gallus r

252-253 Valerian & Gallienus A Aernilian (A)^

253-254
,5 B „ B

254-255
55

r

255-256 A
256-257

55 55 E

257-258
55 55 r

258-259
55 5, Z

259-260 55 5 ,
H Macrian II & Quietus A

260-261 G.illienu.s 0
261-262

55 I

262-263
55 lA

263-264
55 IB

264-265
55 ir

265-266
55 lA

266-267
55 IE Vaballathiis i'A i

267-268 Gallienus ir) Claudius II A
,, TB;

268-269 Claudius II B
,, ('Fj

269-270
55 r „ A Aurelian

270-271 Aurelian B „ E
271-272

55 P

272-273 55 A
273-274 55 E
274-275 55 r
275-276 55 Z Tacitus A Probus A

* The dates hi brackets do not actually appear on the coins.
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276-

277 Probus B
277-

278 „ r
278-

279 „ A

279-

280 „ E

280-

281 „ r

281-

282 ,, Z

282-

283 „ H Garus A, Carinus & Xumerian A

283-

284 Cams B, Carinus & Numeriau B

284-

285 Carinus & Numerian r, Diocletian A

285-

286 Diocletian B

286-

287 „ r

287-

288 „ A

288-

289 „ E

289-

290 „ r

290-

291 „ Z

291-

292 „ H

292-

293 „ e

293-

294 „ I

294-

295 „ lA

295-

296 „ IB

This system seems to be consistent in itself and to satisfy all the demands of the
coins. On the analogy of the Eoman coins, I take year V of Trebonianus Gallus to con-
tinue the reckoning of Trajan Decius and to represent a.d. 251-252: I think, however,
that Aemilian’s years must be a.d. 252-253, 253-254, not 251-252, 252-253, as I suggested in

Num. Chron., 1924. For a complete intermission in a.d. 251-252 (year B of Trebonianus
Gallus, if he used his own date) no real reason has been suggested. Gallienus has a
sixteenth year in Egypt, which however is not mentioned on the coins: the usurpation
of Vaballathus supplies a plausible explanation, and we have what looks like definite
evidence from papyri i that the year before the first of Claudius was the fifteenth of
Gallienus. W e have no need to postulate any disturbance of the normal reckoning in the
reign of Claudius or Aurehan.

(3) The issues of Viminacium and Dacia. Both mints reckon from dates in the
summer, July or later. For Dacia, we have the following years:

Trajan Decius V.

Trebonianus Gallus Y.

Aemilian VII, YIII.

Valerian VI, VIII-X (or XI).

Gallienus VI, VIII-XI.

The sixth year, 251-252, is only represented by coins of Valerian and GaUienus. We
naturally suspect that this is an error, but the absence of coins of Trebonianus Gallus of
the year gives us pause. Aemilian has coins of the year VII (ending July(?) 253) and
year VIII, and Valerian and Gallienus continue with year VIII. For Viminacium we
have the following years:

’

Trajan Decius XII.

Trebonianus Gallus XII-XIV.
Aemilian XIV, XVI.
Valerian XIV-XVL

The sixteenth year of Aemfiian seems to be quite inexplicable and may rest only on
an error. Philip I, who was kiUed at Verona, near the end of Sept. 249, has a year XI

^ P. Strassb. 11.
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(249-250)—2 .e., the era date was before the end of September. Why then has Aemilian

only year XIV, not year XV (252-3, not 253-4), for E<?yptian coins of year 11 show him

still in power in September?

(4) The papyri. This subject, which is handled with such mastery by Stein, lies

away from my ordinary studies, and I propose to do no more than offer a few com-

ments on the material, which he has placed at the disposal of scholars.

There can be no doubt that the first year of Valerian and Gallicmis was sometimes

reckoned as a.d. 253-254: Stein has placed this bevond question. But the Strassburg

Papyri i, 7, 8, 10, 11, which assign 16 years to Gallienus, 3 to Claudius, 7 to Aurelian,

seem to recognize a.d. 252-3 as Gallieiiu^'s fii^t year. So too does P. Oxy. xii, 1407

;

for, although the Egyptian date, October 14th of the seventh year, is not necessarily of

the same year as the Eoman consular a.d. 258, it seems strange that an edict of

A.D. 258 should not be published in Egypt until October 259. Again P. Strassb. 11

shows us the first year of Claudius as the year succeeding the fifteenth year of Gallienus.

Stein has recorded, with exemplary fidelity, the evidence which can be brought forward

against his own views; but, when he declares that there is no evidence in favour of

A.D. 252-3 as the first year of Valerian and Gallienus, I am still obliged to dissent. He

would probably lay stress on P. Strassb. 10, 11. 23-25, which gives us October 16th of

Claudius’s first year, which must presumably here be a.d. 268, as Claudius appears only

to have come to the throne in that year. But this date is quite irreconcilable with the

evidence of Alexandrian coins and must not therefore be stressed.

Stein has supposed that I had not noted the existence of a number of papyri dated

to the second year of Trebonianus Gallus. This is not the case. Here again there seems

to be a double system—(1) the official system of the coins beginning with a.d. 251-252 as

year P, (2) the unofficial with the same year as year B.

To sum up. Both at Rome and Alexandria Trebonianus Gallus has dates, which are

difficult or impossible to explain as his own, but which at once become intelligible, if we

regard them as continuations of the dates of Trajan Decius. The tribunician power of

Valerian at Rome seems to be reckoned from a date before the end of a.d. 252, hi^ first

year in Egypt seems to be a.d. 2o2—2o3, This would impl\ that, while Tiebonianus Gallus

still held Rome, Valerian was proclaimed in his province (Rhaetia) and acknowdedged in

Egypt. Aemilian, on conquering Trebonianus (c. June 253), was accepted in Eg\pt as

well as in Rome, but had to give wmy to ^ alerian in the autumn of a.d. 253. The

popular reckoning in Egypt often counted ^ alerian s reign only from this final conquest.

W^hether the year VI of Valerian at the mint of Dacia can be taken as e\idence for his

acknowledgment there in the summer of a.d. 252 mu^'t remain doubtful, peihaps, after

all, we have only to do with a die-engraver’s error. Trebonianus Gallus has, as our

authorities tell us, nearly two years in Rome, but he was never recognized throughout

the whole Empire. The literary tradition is too scanty to enable us to check the

accuracy of these conclusions^; derived, how'ever, as they are from a close study of the

coins, official documents of the first rank, they deserve caieful attention.

Valerian’s Egyptian coinage ends in his eighth year, at Rome, his latest dated coins

are of tr. p. vii i.e. 258-259. The eighth Egyptian year then should be rather 259-260, than

260-261.' Stein points out, in all probability rightly, that the usurpation of Macrian II

and Quietus falls in the year H of Gallienus: papyri, he adds, also show it in }eai H,

whereas, on my showing, thev ought to indicate year Z. This does not. howe\er, affect

^ Zosimus, I, 2, S, tells us that Trehouianus Oallu" ^ent

troops against Aemilian.

tn (hu’in-tiiv and Rh<ieti.i to hring up

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xiii. 3
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my argument, for I hold that papyri follow either of the two datings—some the dating

based on a.d. 252-253 as first year, some that based on A.x>. 253-254. In the eighth year

too ends the Egyptian coinage of Saloninus, who appears to have been seized and

executed by Postumus after his successful revolt in Gaul. The dates of the Gallic

Emperors are unfortunately uncertain, but the reconquest of Gaul by Aurelian seems

certainly to faU in a.d. 273. The coins show us tr. p. x for Postumus, TR. p. iii for

Victorinus, tr. p. in for Tetricus, i.e., on the system we have defended above, 13 com-

plete years + three incomplete years,—not to mention a possible addition to be made
for Marius and Laelian. We see ground then to place the beginning of the reign of

Postumus in a.d. 258: Postumus’s first year is 258-259, his tenth and last 267-268,

Victorinus continues with 268-269, 269-270, 270-271, Tetricus with 270-271, 271-272,

272-273. A similar result is suggested by the legionary coins of Gallienus, on which the

vi(vii) p., vi(vii) F. seem to record so many annual renewals of loyalty. The issue certainly

was connected with the trouble in Gaul and ends in a.d. 258-259, thus confirming the

result guessed at above. We should therefore expect Saloninus’s last year (year H) in

Egypt to be 259-260, rather than 260-261. The absence of coins of Gallienus of year 16

in Egypt can be readily accounted for by the usurpation of Vaballathus, whose later

coinage indicates a.d. 267-268 as his first Egyptian year. After that all is in order in

the Alexandrian coinage.

These brief notes on an intricate and doubtfid subject have not been written in any
spirit of contention against Stein, whose labours have earned the gratitude of all Roman
students of the third century. It has, however, seemed only right to state in full some
relevant considerations which he seems hardly as yet to appraise at their true value.
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SOME FURTHER MELETIAN DOCUMENTS

By W. E. CEUM

With Plate x.

The interest aroused by the Meletian letters edited by Mr. BelP juvStifies the publica-

tion of an additional Coptic letter, from the same dossier, subsequently bought by the

British Museum, where it bears the number P. 2724. The script of this papyrus the

Plate) has some resemblance to that of P. 1922 (which significantly shows the same

archaically reversed £.) and also to Eylands Catalogue, PL 4, nos. 270, 272. The address on
the verso is on a larger scale, attempting more of an uncial style, but is doubtless by the

same hand. The extreme measurement of the fragment is 23 < 27*5 cm. PI. x.

Recto

[tJimo^coc iieTcjivi nTi€qAiepi[T ii

iipMMA>ic[oii] n[Ai]«vi*a.iKewiocTruH upAi , th . . . ^[

CT^opi n[, . . .]tc* neTge^qKio h[c]cuq ntij^iiKOCMOc end^nennHOT*

€ n€Tp*.q[Ka) iicjwq eqcJ'toujT eiii*.TT*.KO ncTT^eqio® nAioq

5 iincTCHug epoq cThen-xice T€® n€MiiH[oTr]€ neTKU) eko'K neiinoicie itequjHpe

€TheTA4CTiie>.H[T] itTC nitoTiTe iieTK[uj] efeoA netiii«).pek[iiT(A)]Ai«w n€qcn[H]ov

eThenicdw^q iifelqc iicon hctru) c£ioA iieT'epooTT iineqpAoTrie CTfience

iiiieVA.rT'€[Ai o]ii TenoTT^e nes^iwT' €ico*.i eiiiiwpeKKd.A€i uaioiT cTfee

OLed^iei P'it[o]tTK‘ CKAiOKg^ iipKT' €Tep*kI‘2S.OC TCUOT^C 'J'TA.AIO

lo itAiOK ‘:iene^*».i[‘s.]oc ei’MeoTTfe] eunpoq Te^'i-xoc €T&eii^m€ nTAien

Tpu>Me qcooirn: [v]ivp nstOTTTe n[a^Ji cTitd^d" €n€u[. . . eii€iipu)M€ ‘s.e

€pc 'i^enMOU 'J-newpd.KiiAeKS'e n[AiOK .]y . . h[ kco]

ehoA ii€nno&[e
.
}2t . [ .

]'\ eT&€[nc€‘2£e nii€T]*.t*r[€Aion . . .]£!o[ Jie

nT^vAi^^ nn€ic[« . .] . n . evuiw . . [
17 letters Jcootai .

15 p&.nT(ji>&c n[. . . TfiAieiv^

on [n]AiOK .]Td^Ten[

npooTT. [. . . . .]iMe o[

na^noirn eR[

A , OTTTC h . *^P*^[

^ In Jews and Christians in Eggjjt, 1924, 38 If. (here cited as J.C.). Two imprnvenients have been made
in the Coptic texts there printed: P. 1921, 1, n€Tc[pe^i (Prof. P. Jernstedt); P. 1922, 15, MiKioov
(Prof. C. Schmidt).

- Apparently not c^opi nnex^* ^ Here and in next line is a correction from r.
^ Possibly ncM-, as in 1. 5.

^ This 2,

has the reversed form S, as in J.C.^ P- 1922 a?id Crum, Short Texts, 184.

® For RTe, ^ Corrected from neR. ^ Corrected from C

3—2
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20 ]pHTI\[

].H.‘.p[

].

].TIH.[

Along left margin

iidwK €T^i€Hi^j ^iCKeKU) e&oA ue»wiio{i[€

25 'SwIOCKOpOC t'CponT^ Ain'^HAiHTpiOC , . . +[

Verso (at right-angles to text on redo)'^

+ TiAvo^eoc TieTcod^i nneqAAepsT n. .

““ "" Tld^IHOT

Timotlieus that wTiteth unto his beloved^
,
brother(^)-loving, righteousness-

loving (-diKaioavvr])^ who beareth ((^opetu)..,®; who hath renounced worldly things

(/cofT/xo?), looking tov^ard things heavenly; who hath [renounced] things that perish,

looking toward things imperishable; who humbleth himself unto such as be unworthy of

him'^ because of the height of heaven®; who forgiveth the sins of his children because of

God's mercy; who forgiveth the trespasses {TrapaTTroyfia) of his brethren
( G because of the

seventy-times seven who forgiveth the debts of his because of the word of the

Go'^peP®. So now. my father, I write unto thee, beseeching (Trapa/^aXetz;) thee; for when

1 quitted thee^^ thou wast grieved because of the lie that I had told. So now I would have

thee know that I told it not intending deception, but (dXXri) I told it because of human
shame For {''pip) God knoweth, that shall give of men whether Yea or Nay^^.

I beseech (TrapaKaXeti;) [thee], then, for]give the sins... because of [the word? of the

Gos]pel(G[
"

Translation of 11. 15-23 is impossible. In 15 “concerning the bricks” may be read.

In IT the name Apa Prow ” seems to occur, in 18 “ Anoup.” L. 2-i “ ...I wrote unto thee

for this, that thou shouldest forgive me my sins ” (25) “and Apa Dioscorus and Apa
Gerontius(?) and

( G Demetrius (?)
”

Verso. “ Timotheus that writeth unto his beloved [father?
]
Paiew.”

The extant contents of the above letter are not impoitant. Timothy, its wwiter, is

concerned to persuade Paiew^'^ that a falsehood, whereof he had been lately guilty, was
due, not to premeditated guile, but merely to an impulse of timidity. The first eight lines

1 ^'ep' very doidat’ul
;

of. in 1. 8. After ii not
’J’.

- The .strokes ai)ove und below are precisely half-way across the sheet and indicate the point at

which the binding ribbon crossed the p.qiyrus when folded.

^ Room for imr. ^ ^‘father,"’ or or both.

I do not reniemher this ejhthet elsewhere.

Neither Christ-bearing,'^ so common in monkish letters {Mon. of Epiphnnias, ii, 373, C.O., 50, 11.,

etc.), nor ‘'verily (^itoij'Aie) Christ-bearing,'’ seems possible here.

Cf. Siitich xx\
,
s II I, ed. H, Tliornp^^on, hctch^ €poc| dvd^Lo^ aurov.

^ Reminiscent ' f'f Ln. xiv, 11, or Ja. iv, 10. ^ Mat. xviii, 22. Mat. vi 12.
Lit. "I quitted thee, thou being grieved."’

Lit “the shame of humanity,'’ man’s natural timidity.

Reading ‘X€...'s.€..., rather than
(
— ‘2£m). A reference to some biblical verse?

1 think that Holl ( Berlin 1925, iii, 18} must be right (pace Bell, J.C., 51; in identifying
nai^ots-Paicw with Uay^LS of P. 1913. Cf Vpuvs^'Epy€vs (ClUFFiTH, KyUlids Demot. Pap.., Ill, 190)
Rfot'X '(leu. xxxvi, 18, Munxer).

’
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are occupied with rather extravagant appeals to the recipient's re])ntation for clenKUicy.

Something more concrete may have followed—in 1. 15 hricks are in question and in 17,

other persons are referred to. The letter ends (I. 2i) with a final re(juest for forgiveness.

PaiSw is clearly, here as elsewhere, a venerated personage, with moral autliority in Ids

community^. Timothy, his supplicant—not necessarily hi ui self a joojik—occurs here onU-
Prow (1. 17) is presumably the monk greeted in P. 1914-, 52 Anouj) (1. \H) might be the

Anonbas of the same letter. A Dioscorus (1. 25) is likewise greeted in PP. 1910, 1918,

1921, and with him, as here, a Gerontius in P. 1918.

More interesting than what Timothy says is the idiom in which he says it: archaic (as

might be expected in an unliterary text of the early part of the fourth century) and in

some points comparable with that of the contemporary P. I922‘‘^. Conspicuous in both is

the perfect tense prefix etc., for Here we find it pluperfect (10), relative

(9), d) and presumably perfect (21)^. Additional instances of this

prefix known to me are: Acta Pa>di. where f]‘e(|uent, but only bidore a nominal

subject^; the Oxyrhynchus fragment of lloma^is, pj-inted at the end of this article, as

perfect and pluperfect; an early and interesting fragment, also from Oxyrhynchns, in the

Hoskyns collection at Cainbridge. B.M. 1111 (an otherwise Sahdic text)

once; Ryl. 415 (Favyumie); Z.A.T.ll'., 1925, 81. 88 J.T.Sf., 25, 22(), 229; B.M. 580. 5, 6

relat. but context obscure. It a})pears to characterize an early stage

of the idiom current throughout Middle Egypt and perha])S furtlier south (Acta Paali)^.

Further to be noted are the hybrid forms (7)". .ueT- (0, rf. .ueiiT- 10), .ucoi>€ (BO^

HHOTC (3). Tg^eqio (4): the use of c^ht as absolute (24)-: the unusual (4. cf. R.O.C.,

1914, 73 ncT^cvqTisAve, Cod. Morgan 31. 122 Ti€T^ekp€ri':ioeic Tov^sq): the Bohairic use of

nT€ (6) and of the forms tot-, -zioe: also the doubled consonant in tottr (9), as often in

P. 1922, while in iteq- (5, (>) an n- is omitted.

The only novelty to be had from this letter is oAo^ie (7). a ])lural form comparable to

Achm. Toveie (Sa''. to-mh). One might expect it here to mean debtors," or something of

the sort; but I would suggest that it is tin* plural of oeA ‘“servant," whereof elsewhere

the singular form does duty as plural (Mt. xiii. 27. Apoc. vi, 15, C(jd. Morgan 30, 51).

To the Coptic references to the Jfeletians already given^. I can add :

(1) The patriarch Alexander, in his Encomium on Peter P't declares that Melitius

(.ueAnioc) aimed at (eVidugeci/) nothing short of the archbishopric, in Peter's absence.

1 Bell, JP., 4:3.

- JP,, 70. The name is that of a :^aint invoked upon several gravestones from Middle Egypt
:
Quibele-

TuOMrsoK, t^aqqara, VJi-2, fil, n. 0, PKKr, L of Ah;i>h>^^ in, (k ^fA^rKUo, JA/.sfr it, ?1. xyi,

Turaief, MaterkOe, n<c .">4. Perhaps the ^ame name a'> rAioot, t'.N ^'O., 4:3, 202 ^o, not as Zokoa, :30,

e^ncAAto, thanks to 5[gr. HebhelynckA collation and .i> nipmOT the martyr, Hyverxat, At^es, 135.

^ 97,

^ The reference, op. cd., 97, to 9 Ac/f necd> correctum . for /\ aq. S'pz., 1915, read 1914.

^loreover Sethe pointed out letter s. 5 . i?3) that, in Job xxx, 9, the terwe is present, not perfect.

^ A"ote on p. 2\,

® Another abnormal, but merely phonetic A is found in Achuiimic, sc[»arating vowels :

Hos. viii, 4, Jo, xii, 9, ( Jeuiont iv, Ifi, vavootiia^av Zech. iii, 1 ; a'' lu Sa^idic also:

MA^pig^A^Ai, oTc^'A.g^ei Krall, i xvi, 15,51. 11:^3. In fiJvOivA; hcyAA.o*.AV; uo^g^ecAv
f.

itg. Spr., LV, 71, A represents a^ often in modern Egyptian Arabic.

‘ AEo in tlie Subachuiimic St. John and in the ahove-mcntioued Iloskyus fragment.

^ kf. ceT B.M. 5b0, 599, ckt 12*27, Cr>KT Culm, Ciq>t. J/SX, xxxl
;

all F.iyyumic.

y jp., 41-43. HrvERXAf, d.Xcv, 200 .
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Compare the words of the Hamburg text of the Patriarchal History'^: “And M., bishop of

Asiut, descended upon the city of Alexandria and entered it, bringing money, which

he distributed among a few folk, weak in faith and understanding; and they received him

and he became their leader; and he found favour with the clergy and carried out

ordinations of bishops On this last matter cf, the Athanasian Epistle printed

below.

(2) “AMioso saith that the Meletians {or Melitius) have a church, the same is accursed.’’

So says the twenty-fifth of the Canons ascribed to Athanasius^.

(3) But church discipline was evidently no longer the main ground of contention with

the Meletians in later times; doctrinal heresies—presumably resulting from their fusion

with the Arians—were ascribed to them, as can be seen in the sixth-seventh century

Encomium by Constantine of Siut on the martyr Claudius®, a phrase from which is:

“Flee the Meletians, that divide the indivisible Christ”; while the author, shortly before,

tells how the Meletians “taught not to recite (fieXerdv) from the Scriptures, but to say,

‘The Father, the Son, the Holy Ghost,' dividing them one from another,” whereas “the
faithful (TTicTTo?) divide not the Holy Trinity^.” This same Encomium relates elsewhere^

that these heretics practised various abominations, such as using defiled animals for food.

Sorcery too they were accused of, as we learn from the tales of their evil-doings current in

the eighth century®.

(4) Heretical too were their doctrines as to the bodily Assumption of the Virgin"^.

(5) The Twelfth Athanasian Canon forbids the singing of the hymns composed by “ the

Meletians and the ignorant and wandering (monks)®,” showing that, like the Arians, their

innovations extended to liturgical matters.

(6) The disciples of St. Antony protested against being confounded with Meletian

monks ^ and the Pachomian communities must have suffered from these heretics; for

Horsiese, in his vision of hell, saw “those that had renounced the Apostles’ teaching and
hearkened to the Meletians^®.”

(7) Shenoute (o6. 451) reprobates the Meletians ''those brute-beasts,” that take the

sacrament up to 18 times a day, devouring it as bodily food; by whom many “of us” have
been led astray (c/t the experience of Damianus, J,C., 42), and he seems to refer to them
as allies (koivcovo^) of the Arians In his Apocalypse wx read (perhaps) of a Meletian soul

seen in helP®.

(8) Not the least interesting reference is that, again from bishop Constantine's En-
comium wherein a priest confesses his unorthodoxy: “Thus have I secretly believed,

thus taught me Marcion and that deceiver {irXdvo^) Pilates (nrAis^THc), the authors

(dp^r)y6<=;) of the heresy of Melitius (.ui'Aitioc). ’ To find a seventh-century writer making
Marcion responsible for the Meletian “ heresy ” is perhaps not more surprising than many
other historical confusions whereof Coptic writers of that age are guilty. But who is

* Ed. Seybold, 42, mpra ;
not in Evetts's MSS.

- Ed. Riedel and Crum, 3 j 42. ^ This from the B.M. fragt. of the text (no. 358).
^ Cod. Morgan 47, 154. ^ P.O., v, 200. “ Crum, TkeoL Texts, 11 n., 13 n.

® Op, cit,, 24, cf. Arabic text, p )
\. The rare word cA.pes.ROL>T€ (comparable perhaps to 5ara5atV«€)

may designate the yirunigi, of whom the ortln^dox church always disapproved. The preceding
would then be a mere guess at its translation. 9 Missioii fram^., iv, 572.

Wessely, Stud
,
XVIII, 52, translated hy W. Henostenberg in Festgahe A. Ehrhard, 1922, 229.

“ 1<- 1- Paris, 130®, 28 ; Leipoldt, Scheaute, 87.
C,S,C.O., <3, 202. 14 Cod. Morgan 47, 185.
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Pilates? No trace of any one so named is discoverable in the church historians, nor does

plausible emendation suggest itself. It is however to be noted that not only is lliXaro? a

not uncommon name among Egyptian Christians of the sixth-seventh centuries but that

this very form, Pilates, is twice met with Only once does the name occur in the Theban

neighbourhood®, once (presumably) in the north all other occurrences are from Middle

Egypt, i.e., from the provinces lying, say. between Achmim and the Fayyum. This may be

due to mere accident, but it seems more likely to indicate that the name was native to the

middle country—where in fact the Meletian schism originated and appears to have main-

tained itself®. One is tempted to wonder whether the names Melitius and Pilatus (Pilates)

may not be one and the same, the former—otherwise scarcely known in Egypt®—perhaps

a euphemistic manipulation of the latter, whose biblical associations may have rendered

it ill-omened for a bishop^.

This name “Pilatus” cannot but recall the tradition, lurking evidently in the Egyptian

form of the Pilate legend®, that the procurator of Judea had in fact been of Egyptian

origin. Of this claim—one is reminded of Jean Maspero's observations on Coptic national

vanity®—traces may be seen in the Egyptian (Arabic) version of the hesta Pilati, where

the angry Jews appeal to Herod against "Pilate the king (sue), the wicked foreigner from

the land of Egypt and again, in speaking to Tiberius's envoy of Pilate’s defence:

“ What profit thee his words, seeing he lieth unto thee in the Egyptian (Coptic) tongue ?
”

See too Herod’s contemptuous words: “A man of Pontus art thou, a Galilean (— Christian),

a foreigner {d\\6<j)v\o<;) and Egyptian [Only when this was in print did I discover that

E, Galtier had noted it and edited the Arabic text: Mem. Fning., xxvii.]

(9) Athanasius, in two at least of his Festal Epistles, finds occasion to condemn

Meletian iniquities: in the thirty-ninth i® he speaks of the apocryphal scriptures of which

they boasted and in another he reprobates their sacrilegious traffic in martyrs’ rehes: “An

> Coptic texts: Ryl. 250, 3:58 (Siut Krall, clxviii (Hef.idecp . nt supr., no. 182; Greek

texts: B.M. (Copt, Cat.), no.s. 1075, 1076 (Hermop.), P. Lend., iv, no. 1419, v, no. 1661 (Aphrod.), P. Cairo,

saepe (do.).

2 Cl^dat, Baoilit
,

ii, 159 and a Balaiza fragt. (Bodleian Copt. (P.) J 17).

3 WiNLOCK and Crum, Jlonast. of Epiphanies, no. 217. tiiAotc Jirne 90, 28, seems more likely-

^lAoe-eoc ;
so too ? tihAottoc Lefebvre no. 402.

4 Horner’s Bohairic New Test., i, p. cviii, in a modern MS. of unknown provenance.

3 Though Meiitius.in his Brief indeed claim follower- throughout the length of Egypt.

® Cf. Preisigke’s Nanieahuch, 212.

7 Initial n- is nowand then replaced by M- in C(»ptic, and oftenest in Middle Egypt; cf. Monast. oj

Epiphanius, i, 243, infra.

8 Fantastic developments whereof appear in a homily of Pi-eudo-Cyril Ilieros., Cod. :Morgan 44, 40ft:

® Hist, des Patriarches, 24 ff.

Cod. Vat. Syr. (Karshuni) 199, 351 (from photographs lent me, years ago, by Prof, von Dobschiitz)

The Ethio[)ic tran^latinn lias Pdt/fiU masari (B.^b, Or. 690, 99a),

“P. the magician,” doubtless merely ill transcribed from ‘‘the Egyptian.'’ Melkite tradition did

not apparently accept this; Eutychius gives Pilate an Italian origin: from an i^lc near Rome, named

Po7ita aJauj (ed. Cheikho in C.S.C.O., i, 91).

11 Yslyis arahe 152, 15a, AaJJU

12 Gdidi, Frarn. Copti. 97 — Forbes Robinson, C<>pt. Apoer. (ii>sp., 177 iv. 243' = P.O., ii, 152. Similarly,

though with more justitication, the Copts make of Herod a Saracen : Paris I29^b 153,

T€TTHC ncd.pd.T'cnoc (Br. Mus. Cat ,
220 n,^ Ros-i, ii. iv, 15, onpm'N.HC iic«>.p*.Kmc>c.

13 Ed. Carl Schmidt, Gottinger Xachr., 1901, 326 lb

ZOEGA, CCLXXVII, fol. 2 (pp. 215, 216^. That this is from the Rental Epistle.*- is proved by its duplicate,

Paris 129^1, 90, one of four leaves (pp. 18, 19; 29, 30; 47, 48; [193], 194 respectively), from the same
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iniquity {iroiijpla) it is to take toll of (?)^ and to rob {av\dv) the martyrs’ tombs and not

to bury them like the saints, and before all. like the Lord Who doth behold the corpses

of the martyrs and the prophets, cast out and exposed, and trembleth not ? No Christian

work is this; Paul hath not enjoined it upon us, neither did patriarchs thus, nor prophets

aforetime {Kara /catpor); but the Meletians it was devised these things for gain. For this

is after the manner of Jeroboam’s guile, which selleth doves and taketh change (/coXXv/So?)^

in the temple of God.”

It may in this connexion be noted that bishop Constantine, in the above-cited Enco-

mium recalls how Melitius himself had attempted to carry with him the martvr Claudius’s

body, when he went northward.

That a further passage from the Epistles remained, still unpublished, at Oxford was
known since Prof. Schmidt edited one of the two leaves. As he obligingly renounces in my
favour his former intention to edit the other, I print it here; for, to me at least, it appears

to be concerned with the activities of the Meletian bishops, intrusively ordaining clerics in

dioceses not their own. To which Epistle this passage belongs it is didicult to say with
certainty; the gap of eight pages between Schmidt’s leaf (pp. 185^^186) and this one

(pp. 195, 196) might be suSciently filled by the final words of Epistle 39 and the first

portion of 40 (a.d. 368); at most we may here have reached no. 41 (a.d. 369). The MS.
is by the scribe of Brit. Mus., no. 363 and the other leaves there enumerated and may be

of the ninth or tenth century.

Clarendon Press no. 50, fol. 2. P. pqe. ^€i]po'2>,on€i n^enuAnpiKoc cg^enTouj enovov

hcxXooKC sv-sio iiTienepHY • i\Tru) eurxn nnenepHV •

tmAo cTJeipe Muei^oofi etoA t'ivp ^iTein^\piMiov* i x uTei uiue • ye^peo'a’J-OTTton (sic) ^Oi)ii€

Mno'STixpo^TTCAioc • Mnitccoc p€uAoi(3^e AinoapQs. nss-i €^*>.irujTopT p ^itootott

ixKeeRKAnciA. iiKe.uon^cTHpiou • ^Miei^vciooT t'^p fiTeiAvme ^ei.poao'S'

• niAi j^cboTire neiooofi ctootou' • h en©.i lirpevr^H

evu AOtTevT ncTOTn^v-xctoq i^evp av^^AAoii e^seipe .Cmcwi ctcwk. aiaioott

MAiooT oiTHTeTeuie^i Ail*. AiAiiu AiAioov • t»^p niAi *.^6 pivTq 2^0TrT(jjy €ne>knoTrq •

TiOTA, noTA. ^nctoitT <5'€€T ite^€ MAvoq €TCH^ • d,npH coyh TieqAies.

n^CDTii evTU) nooo eqoxpe^ uT^vp^H iit€7^h eAieqc-yeTfe neqTOUj • dwTrto AVAvoTneiooTfe Aieit

is^qROj new-y noTTO^ iineTc^v^.Tq • rcs^t^s. u^x's.g avii€\^6.A[avoo]':^oc • o^T€ nnevROTOT e^eEc
nR*.[2^ •] iiTo^eiH gWoTiyi ^lTtco neRpcoor onoTrAva^uje • nc[ooAi«v] (P. p^) r^sta,

cTqcs.w AiAvoc n^i ncv^Aoc cvqcuuRepx MAioq nuo'STe • eivq'J* uovTd^eio U£o^o MUeT^O's.fe

‘2i€Ri>,c nneiuopSL u^ooue fi^HTq • i^AAis. nTCAiAveAoc qi pooTTUj ^i^uerepHT • ottrovr enei'^H

RCU)nT THpOT THy R*,AC0C ewTOO AIR A^viv T QSL! €RGT£^ITOT(jOq • OTTG RCCTtOpll ewR RRC^pId^
RR€i>epHT d.AAe», rgo^ih'^g RReRRAnciev otsrtcv'^' rg'srAhpoc aiaiir ai.ucot MAid^^y • nd^u; n^e
OTrg^U)fc *.R eqA^eg^ n^ine ii€TO'>€ip€ M vioq royhh£i • h Re^uj R^e avr n^.<3'R d,piR€

CpOR -l^IRiMljJC crig^^pcg. CRTOUJ RT*^'^ • ivAA^i^ O^TIAIIRC d.RTl€ RGCAIOT JUTIA.VAOC •

RTGpeq's.ojR uevp etoA RT'^i.i^.RORies. RTdwTT*.i^c CTOOTq • cvqujOTjtyoT MAioq iwq’J- cflU) n*,R eTpcR’^

• qcoivi RRROpuieoc eqrsu) maioc ‘Js.eR’J-R^i.ujODUiOTj’ aiaioi e*.R nfeoA • *,AAa.

n^I AmKd.RU)R RTdAlROTTe TO^ R*.R eTpCRRlOg ^
I

^ivpCOTR g^iOTTHTTR • RTd^Rp
Rivp i^R RRGTeRccRH^ uj.\pa)TR • e^R[nop]^ cfioA i\Rn(x>g^ ^cvptoTR AlOR Mlle5^
rrcrujo^ujov [aiaioJr ^kR utoA Ain^i • ^^CRgice (sic ej'pL).

MS. a« B.M. 173 pp. 213-220
;
pagination in several cases altered, hence its apparent duplication here).

The Paris leaves preserve hegiiniings and ends of at least two Epistles, but f. 90 is nut among these.
* ujiTe means to demaod a tax, or alms 'aTraiTdiv usually'i. But 2)ossibl7 it here^ujiRe “dig up,” as

in Achm. Prov. xxvi, 27, Zach. iii, 9 (r. Till, Zeitschr, f\ up. Sp/\, lxit, 126).
“ As in Mt. xxi, 12. 3 Cr)d. Morgan 47, 153.
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ordain (x^ipor.) clerics {k\i]pik<j^) to dioceses other than their (the bishops') own.

But this is naught else than biting and devouring one another and destroying one another,

unless they cease to do this thing. For (yap) from unlawfulness (irripavopla) such as this

come strife and envy and irritation (Trapo^vapio^;). thereafter causes of disruption. Whereby

not the churches (ifc.) alone are upset, but the monasteries [piovaa.) likewise; for them also

hath the aforesaid recklessness^ attained to. And who is it hath enjoined this thing upon

them, or from what scripture {ypa6i)) have they been taught this ? They will not be able to

answer, for they have naught to say. But rather (d\Xa puaWov) they do this for gain^, being

enticed and beguiled {cnrarav) through their own lusts {iirLOvfjLLa). For {yap) everything

standeth in a right {Jit, good) order and each created thing abideth even as it hath been

set, as it is written^: the sun knoweth his place of going down and the moon doth hold

the governance {apxv) of the night overstepping not his limits
;
and for the waters like-

wise He hath set a hmit which they may not exceed, according to the Psalmist's words ^

nor may they return to cover the earth. And the mountains hath He measured with a

measure and the valleys with a balance the body (crw/xa), (p. 195) even as Paul saith’,

hath God compounded {avyKepavvvvai), having given greater honour unto the (part) which

lacketh, so that there be therein no schism, but that the members (//-eX.) should have care

one for another. So then {ovicovv), seeing that (eVefS/)) all creatures are rightly (/caXw?)

ordered and there is none interfereth with^ his neighbour, neither seize they on the business

(xpela) one of another, but (dXXd) that the affairs of the churches (likewise) have their own

allotted-parts {/cXP/po ^)—how is it not a shameful thing which the priests® do, or how shall

not any one justly {Si/calco^;) blame us. if we observe not the limits that have been set us ?

But (dXXd)not such was Paul; for after that he had fulblled the ministry (8mA:.) that had

been committed unto him, he boasted and taught us, that we might have profit. For he

writeth to the Corinthians, saying^®; ' I will not boast ’ {sic expJ.),

I will conclude with the fragment of Komans referred to on p. 21 above. It was found

by Messrs. Grenfell and Hunt at Ox^T'hynchus, in the early years of their work there and

is written on vellum, in “fine, early uncials ”—siich is all that my copy, made at the time,

has to tell. Professor Hunt kindly assents to my printing it.

The version clearly approximates to the Sa^idic, though divergent in detail. In 16

cWX and erpe- recall the Bohairic, while noirewn hiai, etc., is perhaps due to i, 16. In 17

ewTdw is characteristic of the dialect, and in 19 ncujc (usually a^Lardvai. i^tardvai) is

remarkable^^. For Sa"'. k*. in that verse one might here read v^c^enei. The use of

nc*.- in 24 for dXXa would be unique, preceding another preposition. Perhaps misread by

me for

1 The qiial. of thus, as a noun, is unknown to me elsewhere 'cf. Sterx, 349, suh fa.). Evidently

ill an abstract sense; a ‘‘reckless person’’ would here seem incongruous. And yet the word Crinnot but

remind us of the epithets used of Melitius himself in the Synodal Letter to the Alexandrine clergy ('Socrates,

i^ 9= Theodoret, i, 9): to Trpo^cipov TTpomres t^s yvoiprjs. I do not understand this reference to

monasteries.

2 Or “advantage,’’ 'qirofit.” ^ Ps, ciii, 19.

* This reading is presumably a reminiscence of Gen. i, 16.

^ Cf. Ps. ciii, 9. Is. xl, 12. Cor. xii, 24.

^ TS.\ e- dui(p€p€iVj piXeiv. Comparable t<j this is C.S.C.O., 73, 209: oTit pio.we

encT^iTOTOiq, presumably in a similar sense, though the context is apht)ri>tic and rather obscure,

9 “Priests” perhaps stands for priesthood, including the bishops.

19 2 Cor. X, 13-15 (text practically as in Horner).

11 It recalls Boh. Ac., iii, 10 .ueTefiH cKorao-ty^SaC while 2 Kgs. iii, 1 p =

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xin. 4
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THE HEAD OF AN OLD MAN (NO. 37883) IN
THE BRITISH MUSEUM

By H. R. hall

With Plates xi and xii.

One of the finest examples of Egyptian art of its period is the white quartzite sand-

stone head of an old man. No. 37883, in the British Museum, exhibited at the present time

in the Fifth Egyptian Room on a special stand, as befits its pre-eminence as a work of art.

It formed part of the Harris Collection, and was bought by the Trustees in 1875 with the

rest of that collection. Its place of origin was very probably Thebes. Its date in my
opinion is the Twenty-fifth Dynasty, circa 700 b.c.

The head is broken ofi from a statue, roughly life-size. The old man wears a rather

heavy plain wig, the hair of which is wavy, not curled, and is disposed in six horizontal waves

all round from the crown to the shoulders. It is set behind the ears, which are completely

exposed and pushed a little forward by it, and comes down low on the forehead. The

portrait is that of a man of between 70 and 80 years of age, judging from its appearance.

The eyes are small, much wrinkled, and hollow; the face heavily lined, especially round

the mouth; the skin is stretched taut over the cheekbones, which thus appear higher than

perhaps they did in youth. Crow’s feet are not indicated at the corners of the eyes: the

skin was drawn too tight over the skull to show them. The nose was well-formed, pro-

minent, and perhaps shghtly aquiline, but is unluckily broken ofi at the tip. The mouth
is small, tightly closed, the upper lip long, thin, but well formed, the lower lip compara-

tively full. The chin is small but well shaped; its lower portion is broken away.

The wig hides the wrinkles on the forehead, but the evidence of the eyes and mouth,

and the prominent bony structure of the skull are enough to show us that the subject

was aged. And the bust is one of the finest Egyptian portraits of an old man that exists,

rivalling those of Amenophis son of Hapu and that of Nsiptah at Cairo. In one wav it

gives a more pleasing impression than those of Amenophis, since it is not so senile. This

man, if not younger in age, is younger in spirit than the Eighteenth Dynasty sage, is more
alert, more master of himself. And he is a much more intelligent and resolute and less

seK-indulgent person than Nsiptah. It is very much the face of a typical British judge in

his seventies (a likeness to which possibly the wig contributes!). It is proud and coiti-

posed, yet not unhumorous: the mouth has a slightly ironical, almost quizzical smile,

rendered with extraordinary subtlety. It is determined, yet by no means devoid of human
kindness; narrow in outlook, perhaps, but enlightened. In any case it is the face of a

most intelligent member of the ruling caste of his time: that we can see at a glance.

The question is : when did he live \ When the object first came into the British Museum,
Dr. Birch very plausibly assigned it to the second half of the Eighteenth Dynasty. Now this

was, given the uncrystallized knowledge of the ’seventies, a very good guess indeed, in

view of what we have since learned of the peculiar character of the work of that time.

But, though superficially it may remind us of the heads of Amenophis, it is questionable

whether this was a correct attribution. Birch himself abandoned this view later in favmur

4—2
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of one that regarded it as a portrait of a Hyksos, because, forsooth, in the early

’eighties it was fashionable to regard the Hyksos, like the Hittites, as Mongols, to

seek in their high cheekbones (if they had them) and the Hittites’ pigtails proof of the

Mongolian origin of both, and to call everybody in ancient Egyptian art with high cheek-

bones a Hyksos, and everybody with a pigtail a Hittite. But just as other persons besides

Hittites have worn pigtails and have not necessarily been turned into Mongols thereby

(I may instance Frederick the Great, King George III, George Washington, Lord Nelson,

and in fact every European male person of the eighteenth century above the age of

sixteen!), so everybody with high cheekbones and small eyes is not necessarily a Mongol,

more especially when the eyes are not of the almond-shaped variety. And those of our

ancient noble certainly are not that. They look small, but that is mainly because they

are withered from age. The cheekbones are accentuated for the same reason, though no

doubt in youth also they were high, since high cheekbones are common enough in Egypt.

While the Mongol character of the Hyksos was still credited the two great heads of a

king with high cheekbones found by Naville at Bubastis and now, respectively, at Cairo

and in the British Museum (No. 1063), were assigned to an Apepi. And the remarkable

colossi found by Mariette at Tanis, the fish-bearers at Cairo, the bearded head at Rome^,

and the ‘‘Hyksos” sphinxes were all considered to bear this Mongol imprint. But now
that it is obvious that the Hyksos were not Mongols at all, but Semites, the two Bubastite

heads have been transferred from Apepi to Amenemhet III on the ground of their apparent

relationship to Twelfth D}Tiasty portrait-heads, and possibly to Amenemhet’s in particular.

And the sphinxes follow them, the Hyksos name on them being but a later addition like

others, but whether back to the Twelfth Dynasty or even further is not yet certain
;
while

the strange fish-bearers, the Rome head, and their like have been pushed back to the archaic

period of the Third Dynasty, on account of the undoubted likeness between their type and
that of the head of king Zoser and other heads of that early dynasty found at Sakkarah

by Mr. FirtP. And our head under discussion must also be rescued from the Chinese

associations into which it has been thrust. It is not Hyksos: that is quite certain. Is it

not, however, Twelfth Dynasty, like the “Amenemhet” heads? There is a good deal to

be said for this attribution. The type of wig is if anything in favour of it, the large size

and the position of the ears are not against it. (We shall see however that their treatment

is not characteristic of the Twelfth Dynasty.) The fact that the ears are not pierced is

against the late Eighteenth Dynasty attribution of Birch, as most ears were then pierced,

whereas under the Twelfth Dynasty this fashion had not yet reached Egypt. The wig is

certainly more of the Twelfth than the Eighteenth Dynasty type, even that of the early

Eighteenth. And the stark truth of the portrait would seem at first sight to guarantee a
Twelfth Dynasty date. But if we look again and more carefully, I think we shall see in

it a delicacy absent from Twelfth Dynasty work. And it is more sophisticated, so to
speak, than that of the Eighteenth. There is a careful fineness and delicacy about it

that we do not find until the work of the late Theban school in the early Saite period.

The known work of this school with which I would compare it are the heads of Mont-
emhet or Mentumehet and his son Nsiptah at Cairo, the prince of Thebes at the time
of the Assyrian sack in 663 b.c. and his successor. The treatment of the old face, with
its subtle suggestion of the lines of age, and above all the sympathetic handling of the old
and tired eyes, seem to me to recall more than anything else the head of Nsiptah®. The

1 In the Museo delle Terme ; Fechheimer, Pladik der Aegypter^ 59.
“ See CapART, Chronique d'Egypte^ 81 f.

3 See the illustration in Maspero, Art in Egypt (“Ars Una” Series), Fig. 462, p. 241.
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ears, too, the fat, rather flabby old ears, are treated in the same way in our head and
that of Nsiptah, very differently from the outstanding, jug-handle-like appearance of the

usual Twelfth Dynasty ears, though disproportionately large like them (whereas Seventeenth

Dynasty ears are usually better proportioned) and as unnaturally placed: a defect in most
Egyptian heads, and the only one that we can see in our head. Montemliet's head is more
vigorous of course, but in it too we see the same Saite sophistication, the same more
delicate edition of the realism of the Pyramid-period and the Twelfth Dynasty. I have
not considered at all the possibihty that our head is of the Pyramid-period : that is ruled

out at first sight. It has nothing in common with the style of that time except the fact

that it is a good portrait. It must be either Twelfth Dynasty or Saite Theban of 700-

650 B.C., and for the reasons stated above I believe it to be of the later age. Montemhet’s

head has rather more in common with the work of the Old Kingdom, but we see the

difference between it and the portraits of that time: it could not belong to any other

period than the early Saite, even did we not know whom it represents.

In regard to details the fact that the ears are unpierced is as good evidence in favour

of Saite as of Twelfth Dynasty date. We know that earrings were worn at the later period,

though possibly not as commonly as under the Eighteenth Dynasty: but the piercing

is not represented in the statues. Probably only small earrings were worn, not the studs

that made great holes in late Eighteenth and the Nineteenth Dynasty ears. The wig is as

possibly Saite as Twelfth Dynasty, though its horizontal waves are often found under the

Twelfth Dynasty, and not often under the Twenty-sixth. Amenophis has them under the

Eighteenth; but he is obviously wearing his own hair, like Montemhet, whereas our old

man and Nsiptah as obviously are wearing wigs. Nsiptah has the typical full Saite wig

without that wave or line, either horizontal or vertical, that is usual under the Eighteenth

Dynasty when the elaborate curled wig is not shown. Amenophis’s hair is parted in the

middle and combed down on either side like that of the extraordinarily naturalistic late

Eighteenth Dynasty head of a young man at Florence (in Fraulein Fechheimer’s Plastik

der Aegyfter, Fig. 63, miscalled a woman^), but this young man’s hair covers his ears, while

that of Amenophis is put back behind them in a rather old-fashioned way, revived in the

Saite wigs; the usual Eighteenth Dynasty wig covered the upper half of the ear, as

Montemhet’s hair does. But his hair is cut in a very unusual and individual style of his

own, showing his baldness in front and turning up behind in a way reminding us of the
celebrated short coiffure of the Marquis of Granby in the eighteenth century, which was
considered extremely eccentric in that long-haired and bewigged age. Our old man’s wig
might perhaps be decisive for a Twelfth Dynasty date did not the other characteristics

of his head, notably the treatment of the ears and eyes, the delicate suggestion of old age,
the subtle suggestion of a smile, more subtle than anything the Twelfth Dynasty can
show, decisively incline us to attribute it to the Saite-Theban period.

We have no other criteria to guide us: the stone, a white quartzite sandstone is

very probable under the Twelfth Dvnasty, when quartzite sandstone was much in favour
But it is equally possible under the Eighteenth or Twenty-fifth—Twenty-sixth Dynasties.

The height of the head is 9 inches (227 cm.).

1 The face to me is distioLtly that of a ynuiig man, imt a woman
; and women did not wear their hair

in this way without any confining band when no wig was placed over it. Amenophis’s head is enough'to
show that men under the Eighteenth Dynasty often did wear their own hair parted in the middle in this
way, and we find the Scime ooifiure in the sketeii of the painter Huy {ZeiUchr. f. mj. xlii, 1:30 repro
diiced in Journal^ i, 202).
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A MARRIAGE SETTLEMENT OF THE TWENTIETH
DYNASTY

AN UNPUBLISHED DOCUMENT FROM TURIN^

Bv J. CERNY AND T. ERIC FEET

With Plates xiii—xv.

Among the hieratic papyri in the Turin Museum is one which stands out from the

rest by reason of its contents, which are of a legal nature. The papyrus itself, or rather

the main portion of it, is numbered 2021 in the Museum Catalogue, and also bears a

number 271. This main piece measures 23 cm. in height by 67 cm. in length, and there are

in addition five fragments, four of which join, whose exact position relative to the main
portion cannot be determined.

The papyrus has a curious light colour and a soft powdery surface. It was already

far from new when our text was inscribed on its recto, for in some places the upper layer

of fibres had already perished and here the writing lies on the exposed back of the lower

layer. The verso, ^.e., the face on which the vertical fibres lie uppermost, bears two lines

(PL XV, bottom) in a large rough script typical of the end of the Twentieth Dynasty,
running as follows: ‘‘The army commander and chiefs of the troops of Pharaoh Pionkh
to the troop-captain Peseges of the troops of Pharaoh, saying, AVhen my letter reaches.^’

Here the text breaks ofi. The persons mentioned are historical, or at least one of them
is, for Pionkh the commander in chief is the son of Herihor, and is already known to us
from several letters^. These two lines do not form the address of a letter, which would
not have contained the words “When my letter reaches,’’ nor can they well be the
beginning of a letter, for this would surely have been placed nearer the top of the page
and would probably have been completed. They were perhaps written to try a pen.

Accepting the usual criterion that the recto of a papyrus is always filled before the
verso we may take the period of Pionkh, Lc., the beginning of the Twenty-first Dynasty,
as a terminus ad queyn for the legal document on the recto. We can, however, be more
precise than this, for several persons are mentioned in it who are well known to us from
papyri dating either from the reign of Ramesses IX, Neferkere^, or from the “Renewal
of Births, which seems either to have succeeded that reign or to have been a name for
the later part of it, from the 19th year onward, or yet again from the succeeding reigns
of Ramesses X, Khepermare^ and Ramesses XI, Menmare^. Thus one of the witnesses,
the scribe Dhoutmose of the Necropolis, occurs in Spiegelberg, Thehanische Graffiti,
Indexes, 151, no. 425, and 151-2, no. 426 (these two persons are shown to be identical
by an unpublished graffito copied by Cerny). Add Pap. Turin, P.R. 91, 1. 1^ P.R.

^ e are indebted to Professor E. Schiaparelli for his kind permission to publish the papyrus.
- For thi.'^ title cf. Pap. Turin P.E. Co c. 5 and Maspeeo, Momies royales, 678.
3 Spiegelberg, Vorreapond^hres du teiaps rois-prkres, 13-19. Ermax, Ein Fall ahgekilrzter Justiz

in Agijpten >^Abha,alL d,>r Kgl, Akud. d, IDaA, Phil.-Hist. Klasse, 1913, Xr. 1). Gardiner, A Political
Cnme in Ancient Eggpt, in Journ. ManrAester Eg. and 0/\ Soc., 1912-13, 57 ff.

P.R. have obscured the name in their facsimile by tracing as it lies an inverted fragment.
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100+155-7 jpassim (part of P.R. 65 c), P.R. 61, 1. 17 and unpublished continuation of

this, both mentioning the vizier Wennufer^ (all collated). This may well be the same

man who appears as scribe of the Necropolis in Pap. B.M. 10052, 5. 14, 8. 11 and 10. 14,

a document dated in Year 1 of the Renewal of Births,

The w^b-^iiest and chief workman Howtenufer, son of Amenkhau, is possibly identical

with the workman of the same name and parentage who appears in Pap. Mayer A, 2. 13,

and without filiation 2. 13, 6. 2, and 6. 7, also Pap. B.M. 10403, 1.3, where he is described

as a workman of the temple of Raniesses III: the first of these two papyri is dated in

Years 1 and 2 of the Renewal of Births and the second in Year 2 of the same epoch.

Pap. B.M. 10068, in its list of houses on the West of Thebes, mentions three Howtenufers,

a priest (w^b), a workman and a chief workman, vs. 2. 5, 5. 7 and 7. 3, one of whom may
possibly be that of our document: the papyrus is dated in Year 12 of an unknown king,

but its mention of the houses of Prince Pewer^o, the scribe of the army Kashuti and the

scribe of the quarter Wennufer dates it to the end of the Twentieth Dynasty.

The priest Nebnufer cannot with certainty be identified from any other document.

A priest of this name occurs in a much damaged context in Pap. B.M. 10053, vs. 2. 6,

but the name of his father, which must have occurred in the previous line, is lost. This

page of the papyrus is dated in Year 9, but of whose reign is quite uncertain.

The name Amenkhau is so common at this period that the occurrence of a prophet

of that name in another papyrus is hardly to be used as a basis for any conclusion. Let

it suflfice therefore to state that we have a it-ntr Amenkhau in Pap. Ambras (Vienna,

no. 30), 1. 5, and two in the B.M. list of houses mentioned above, vs. 3. 27 and 4. 28,

The chief workman Bekenmut is doubtless identical with the man quoted in

Spiegelberg, ThebaniscJie Graffiti, 110, no. 118.

The scribe of the quarter Nesamenope might conceivably be the same as the scribe

of that name mentioned in Pap. Turin, P.R. 100. 10, 155. 6 and 156. 4: there is also a

scribe Nesamenope of the Necropolis in Pap. B.M. 10052, 1. 19, 5. 17 and 5. 21, also

B.M. 10403, 1. 2 and 3. 16.

This evidence, or at least such of it as is completely cogent, makes it clear that our

document is to be dated to the obscure last years of the Twentieth Dynasty.

The legal text on the recto is written in a moderately large and not unattractive

hand, remarkably free from the extravagant ligatures and cursive strokes of the usual

legal and business hands of this period, except in the list of witnesses. The main piece

contains two complete pages of text, the second of which clearly forms the conclusion of

the document. These two pages we shall call 3 and 4. On the right-hand edge of the

main piece are the ends of the 12 lines of a preceding page, page 2, and considerations of

sense and grammar show at once that the beginnings of the last six of these lines are on

the combined fragments 3 and 4, but between the beginnings and the ends there is a

sadly long gap. See PI. xiii.

Fragments 1 and 2 are both from the top of the sheet, as the space above their first

lines shows. In line 1 of fragment 2 the sign ! is followed by a blank space of nearly

10 mm. in width, reaching to the torn edge, and in \dew of this we at first regarded it

as the end of a line, despite the fact that it does not complete a word, and took the

fragment to be the last relic of a lost preceding page. At the last moment, however.

Dr. Botti found a small fragment (fragment 5) which joins it on the right. This new
fragment has down its right side a blank margin, and clearly contains the beginnings of

1 For this vizier Jourunt , xii, The difficulty there propounded pnffiahly to he solved by
assigning P.R. 61 to the reign of Menniarc^.
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lines. Consequently the space after the
(|

in line 1 of fragment 2 must have been left

blank owing to a defect of the papyrus at that spot.

Fragments 5 and 2 then contain the beginnings of the top lines of a page. What

is more, it seems highly probable that the combined fragments 3 and 4 join the combined

5 and 2 just below line 6. The join cannot actually be tested, for the papyrus is mounted

under glass and the two pieces are separated, but the edges appear to correspond, and

the combination would bring the beginnings of the lines on 3 and 4 correctly under those

on 5. This join may therefore be regarded as practically certain^ and it has been made

in the plate. The combined 2, 3, 4 and 5 thus give the beginning of a page the end of

which is on the right-hand edge of the main papyrus. We have called this page 2, since

it is clear from its first words that at least one page has been lost in front of it.

There remains fragment 1, which probably comes from the middle portion of page 2.

The position given to it in the plate is conjectural, and is based purely on the proposed

restorations in 11. 6 and 7, see p. 34, note 5.

Translation.

Page 2, line 1. The god rejected concerning her all that I acquired^

(2) with her .for the citizeness in front of the Vizier. (3) I brought in^ four

slaves 1 am satisfied {'\) what has been done (4) ...went I gave her the female

slave Nu together with (5) I will give her up (?)® [Sed]emarnen\jgafoLsh (??)^

(6) two slaves who were in my possession as [m^] share^ along with her^ (7) for^

she was a child the children of Ta[thari]^ udio were in my (8) house, though did

not in front of the Vizier (9) and the officials of the Court children [inf^

(10) this manner this (11) day, for [Pharaoh {"1) has^ said^ “aZ/ that he

acquires (12) along with her^^ consisting of (Page 3, 1. 1) the two male^ slaves and the

two feynale slaves, total four, with children; the (sic)^® two thirds in addition to her one

eighth^^, and I (2) gave these nine slaves^^ which had fallen to my lot^^ in my two thirds

along with the citizeness Tathari to my (3) children along with the house of their^^ mother^

s

father also. They are not [ignorant^^^ of anything that {/) brought in^^ with their mother,

(4) And I would^'^ have given them some of what I am bringing in with the citizeness

Anoksunozem, but Pharaoh has said. Let (5) every woman’s dowry be given to her.

Said the vizier to the priest and chief workman Howtenufer and the priest Nebnufer, the

children (6) of the prophet Amenkhau who stood before him, (being) the eldest brothers of his

children^^, ''What say ye of the statement which the qnophet (7) Amenkhau your father has

made? Is^^ it true about the nine slaves which he says he gave to you as his two thirds which

he divided udth (8) your mother, together with the house of (yourj mother’s father?” They
said with one accord, '' Our father is correct; they are in our possession in truth{1)^^’'‘ The
vizier said (9) [''What think ye ofY^ this arrangement which your father is making for the

citizeness Anoksunozem, this ivfe of his?” (10) They said. "[We have heard^'^'^ what our
father is doing, and as for what he is doing, uho shall question it?^^ His property is his

own, (11) let him give it [to u'ho7n] he [will]^.” Said the vizier "Even if it had not been

his wife but^ a Syrian or a Nubian whom'^’^ he loved and to tvhom he gave (12) property Oj

his [whoY^ should make void ivhat he did? Let the four slaves which [fall to his ht] with
the citizeness Anoksunozem be given [to lier'iY^ (13) together with [all that he may acquiref^
with her, which he has said he would give her, 'my two thirds^^ [in addition toY^ her one
eighth, and no son or daughter of mine shall (Page 4, 1. 1) question this arrangement which

^ The matter i.i indee<I clinched hy the sequence of words [/>/] iryd nh Inms in line 1 (end) and line 2
(beginning).
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[/]®^ have made for her this day.’^^ Said the vizier^ Let it be done^^ in accordance with

what the prophet Amenkhau, this prophet who stayids before me, has saidT (2) The vizier

gave instructions to the priest and scribe of accounts Pfahemhab of the Court of the temple of
Usimare^ Miamun saying, Let this arrangement which I have made stand recorded (3) on a
roll in the temple of Usimare^ Miamun. The like teas done^ for the Great Court of No. In
the presence of many witnesses. List thereof:

Right-hand column.

(4) Chief guard and scribe of the prison Dhoutemhab of the army.

(5) Chief guard Hori, soil of Dhoiitnakht, of the army.

(6) Deputy Neskhons of the army.

(7) Overseer of the stable Mensenu of Eheni,..^^.

(8) Groom Bekenese of [the temple}.

(9) The scribe Dhoutmose of the necropolis.

(10) The scribe Efenkhons of the necropolis.

(11) The chief ivorkmayi Bekenmiit of [the necropolis].

(12) The lector-priests of the teynple.

(13) The prince Nesaynenope.

(14) The scribe of the quarter Nesamendpe.

Left-hand column.

(15) The chiefs of Mazoi of the necropolis.

(16) The controller Amenkhau of the West of No.

(17) The controller Pekhal of the West of No.

(18) The controller Pnekhtope.

(19) The controller Amenhotpe.

(20) The controller Amendpenakht

.

(21) The controller Ankhtuemdiayyiun,

Notes on the Text.

1. The form iry4 may just possibly be a survival of the Prospective Relative Form
in legal Late Egyptian. It probably has prospective meaning here “all that I might

acquire,” and almost certainly in 2 11, where it forms part of a statement of a law “all

that he may acquire along with her.*’ It seems to correspond exactly to the shpr nb yiH

iw4 r irt'W irm-s, “all profits which I may make with her,” of the later hieratic contracts (see

Moller, Zicei dgyptische Eheverfrdge aus vorsaitischer Zeit, 12, text c, 7/8 and text d, 6/7)

and the n^ nti iw4 r dit hprav of demotic {e.g., Griffith, Rylands Papyri, Pap. xx, 1. 4).

In 3. 10 the form might again be prospective in meaning “what our father is going to

do,” but in view of the form used by the vizier in the previous line, which
cannot, from its form, be Prospective, it seems more natural to take them as the

ordinary L.E. Relative, the form
^

without prosthetic aleph being used when the

definite article preceded. The same explanation may also apply to the forms of 2. 1 and

2.

11. For this form without an <=> and with the written out compare Pap. Mayer A,
1. 18, (preceded by the definite article) and Pap. B.M. 10052, 16. 11, p/ shr

(past tense in both cases). The occurrence of the in the 2nd Plural in

Pap. Abbott, 5. 15-16, may have another explanation, see Sethe, Verbum, § 794, p. 344.

2. See note 16 below.

3. What can dwn, “to stretch,” mean here? Read r wn-s, “I will forego her”?

4. “Amun hears the call” or similar name of a slave? A pure guess.

Joum. of Egypt. Arch. xiii. 5
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5. It is very tempting to restore simply in the lacuna, thus bringing

Frag. 1 within about three groups of the edge of the main piece of papyrus. This spacing

would also suit the very plausible restoration in the next line.

6. Beading hr before nti,

7. Restoring 7n.

8. The third person singular in irjj'f at the end of the bne shows that we have here

some sort of legal dictum quoted by the speaker, as in 3. 4-5. Note that in both cases

it is introduced by the particle hr.

9. For ^hhvtij, ''male,” cf. Ostr. B.M. 5624, vs. 4 {Journal, xn, 177) and Worterhuch,

217.

10. I, "the two-thirds,” i.e., "my two-thirds”; cf. 3. 13. Perhaps pH4 should be

read.

11. It is unfortunate that the fragmentary state of the previous page makes it quite

uncertain whether 3. 1 relates to Anoksunozem or to Tathari. It is tempting in the light

of 3. 12-13, where 4 slaves are settled upon Anoksunozem and a division made with her

on a basis of two-thirds and one-eighth, to refer 3. 1 to her. But it must not be forgotten

that the 4 slaves plus children may just be identical with the 9 given to Tathari, and,

what is more, a division on this same basis of two-thirds and one-eighth may have been
made with both wives, the proportions being perhaps fixed by law.

12. These may be the 4 mentioned above plus (five) children. See note 11 above.
13. hh, "to fall to the lot of.” Cf. Pap. B.M. 10052, 6, 5, and Maspero, Momies

roj/aJes^ 705, line 16 of the text {^Zeitschr. f dg. Spr., 1883, 73), in both cases with
preposition r. ]\layer B, 11, 13 and 14, with m (reading uncertain). The use with r must
be distinguished from another with the meaning illustrated by Bulletin Museum of Fine
Arts Boston, xii, 15, fig. 10, rht dhivt h^ r, 'Hhe number of bricks contained in ” Cf.
probably Pap. Harris, 21 b. 11, where h^ rf may be a technical term for "content.”

14. mdiov. Probably an anticipation of the demotic use of mdi to indicate the
possessive case; Spiegelbero, Bemotische Grammatih,

§ 376. For a good hieratic example
cf Ostracon Petrie 92, vs. 5 (unpubl.), twi whm mdt mdif ^n, "I repeat his speech.” It
IS hardly possible to translate our passage "and the house of (their) mother’s father is

in their possession,” though the simple “house of mother’s father” is found in 3. 8 below,
for hn^ cannot join two sentences unless the second begins with an infinitive.

15. Restore perhaps hn st hr hm{t), “They are not ignorant of all that I acquired
with their mother,” and they are thus competent to tell whether it has aU been handed
over to them or not. To restore a pseudoparticiple with the meaning '‘They have not
been deprived of, which would make excellent sense, is difficult in the lack of a pre-
position such as 7n after it.

16. Here probabU to bring in as one s share in the common property of the
married rather than ‘‘to acquire,” which in this papyrus is rendered by irt (2. 1,
2. 11). bee above, note 1.

For hi. ‘ to acquire by purchase,” cf. Pap. Turin P.E. 10, 6. 10, Ostr. B.M. 5649, 1,Pap yienna 30. 1. 4, etc., Rhine! Math. Pap., No. 62, Pap. Berlin 9784, 22.

p f
“’Cribe has omitted a ^ {in-i, Rel. Form) we must translate as a Passive

Participle what wa.s brought m,” a clumsy expression.

• tm''
7"'' sentence. At the beginning of 1. 4 the top half of a vertical sign

IS still ^J,l)ie Either tie or bw would suit the traces, but, as the latter is grammaticaUy
impossible before m- may be regarded as certain. Now wn iwi dit might quite weU
stand m the apodosis of an unfulfilled conditional sentence, e.g., Wenamon 2. 29, B.M.
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10052, 4. 11-12, “I saw no one,” hn ptrd ivn hod dchf. ‘Tf I had seen I would tell.” (Cf,

B.M. 10403, 3. 29, hn wn ptr4 wn iw4 dd-f nh,) If this is the force of ai) here we must
take iw as a mere conjunction ‘"and,” for which there is ample authority. The following

hr will then have to be adversative ‘^but,” giving the reason why the speaker does not

bequeath any of his second wife’s property to the children of his first.

18. The word sfr, the reading of which, except for the illegible detm^minative, scnmis

beyond doubt, is unknown to us. Its writing shows it to be a foreign word. Is it the

Hebrew TSD, “a writing”? Note the position of ns which, containing a sullix pronoun,

should come before the nominal direct object sfr n st nbt: it is coirectly held back

because until the subject has appeared the -s has no antecedent. Cf. Todf(>nbi/rh (Xaville),

22. 1-2, / n rdit ib n NN nf m hrt-ntr, “’Spell for giving NX's heart to liini in tlie

necropolis.” Similarly op. cit., 26. 1, and Book of Dead, ed. Budok, 1898. 33.

19. snw ^Hw nHf hrdw. syiiv is presumably in explanatory ap])o<ition to hnhr

at the end of line 5, and nUf stands perhaps for yi nUf or m nUf. The childien of

Tathari, some of whom were doubtless young, are represented by the two eldest brothers.

20. We can quote no instances of - used for — in direct que"'ti<ms though it is

not uncommon in indirect questions after such verbs as ptri^ "to see”: see Gaediner,

Inscription of Mes, note 28 on pp. 16-17, and add to his examples Anastas! iv, 8. 6

(written ^), Pap. Bologna 1094, 5. 5-6, and Wenamon 1. 17. The word in when used

as the emphatic particle before a noun is often in Late Egyptian written -
, y ,

or

For examples of .— for (]— expressing the agent after an infinitive cf. Pap. Chabas

Lieblein No. 1 (Turin) 3. 7, Ostr. Berlin, 10632. 1, Pap. Turin P.R. 61, 1. 11.

21. The damaged signs near the end of 1. 8 are very difficult to re>tore (see note 5

on PI. xiv). The reading dd'tn seems to be required by the occurrence of td at the

beginning of 1. 9. This does not quite fill the space and there is a vertical sign visible

before ddtn, for which [5 seems to be the only possibility. This writing would be very

unusual, but the sense given ^vould be admirable. For an excellent parallel to the whole

sentence cf Ostracon Gardiner 53, 7-8, “His deposition was heard. He said

Necropolis Journal

of Year 17, ro. B, 9. H, n^ rnit ist hr, where, however, may indicate the

Vocative Case “True, 0 workmen.”

22. Restore ih hr-tn as in 1. 6 above.

23. The m, if correct, suggests ni r as in 3. 8, but this would practically fill the

lacuna and leave iri without construction, imless we took it as sthnf. They said, Our

father is doing it,” where the omission of a word for ’it would be very liarslu We
marked the m as “a mere trace; quite uncertain.' Restore perhaps sdnioipy.

" We have

heard what our father has done,P where the use of a khnf form for the first main verb

of a direct speech introduced by dd would be quite regular: in such cases a second main

verb, though exactly parallel to the first, is generally rendered not by ^fof but by the

much more common iwf (hr) sdm. Cf. Pap. B.^I. 10052, 1. 18-19, 2a. 15.

24. For mdw m, Late Egyptian irf wdw w, "to dispute,” “find fault with,” see

Piehl in Zeitschr. f. dg. Spr., xxix, 49 fP. Cf. Ostr. B.M. 5625 (Jonrnol. xn, 182), also an

unpublished ostracon from Der el-Medinah, adh Imn udh p^ hk,

25. Restore imi dif sw n mrf (Rel. Form).

26. Good example of iw used purely as a conjunction,

27. sw for st^ as often.

28. The ^ suits the trace admirably and suggests tun, “who.” The meaning is
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bound to be future, iim being a compound of the particle in with mi, '^who.” See Gunn,
Studies in Egyptian Syntax, 46. But why do we here have nm irr^f while in 1. 10 above

we find irr nm'l

29. Restore imi ns p^ 4 hk i-JiH rf. invmi didiv ns is what we should expect, but

there is no room for it and the simpler imi ns is by no means uncommon. Cf, 1. 3

above, Pap. Mayer A, 10. 23, Ostr. B.M. 5625, vs. 3, Ostr. Univ. Coll. 4 {=Anc, Egypt,

1914, 107).

30. Restore hn^ p^ iry-f nb irm-s. {iry^f, Relative form. See above, note 1.)

31. Note the omission (quite correctly) of the resumptive pronoun sw (‘‘it’’) after the

Relative Form i-dd^f. pH4 \lir pH^s is thus a subordinate nominal clause. If we took
it as object to dit we should need a resumptive pronoun rf, “concerning which he said

he would give her his § in addition to her J.”

32. Restore hr pH-s

33. Restore

34. Or, since the Vizier has just given his decision in the previous sentence, should
we render '’Let a copy be made of what A. has said”?

35. Hardly a continuation of the vizier’s instructions “and let the like be done,”
which would require the Conjunctive mtiV’tw.

36. The reading is assured by Pap. Turin P.R. 158. 2 (collated),

For the name see Lieblein, Diet, des noms, No. 2204,

The circumstances of the case appear to be as follows. A certain prophet called
Amenkhau had been twice married, first to a lady called Tathari, who is dead, and
second!} to a certain Anoksunozem. By Tathari he had children, here represented by
the two eldest of the brothers (3. 5). We hear of no children by Anoksunozem. By
virtue of his marriage with Tathari Amenkhau had “divided with her” (3. 7) two-thirds
of some property, consisting of, or at least including, nine slaves. These nine slaves he
has, m accordance with Egyptian law, passed on, on his second marriage, to his chUdren
by Tathari, along with the house of this lady’s father.

Anoksunozem, Amenkhau proposes an arrangement or settlement
(slir) by which she is to have four slaves who formed part or the whole of his “two-
t ir s a eighth. The one-eighth must have been his wife’s share in some
propert} o er own famih

, and the two-thirds settled on her by Amenkhau was clearly
private property of his own, quite independent of the common fund of himself and his
first wife, as is admitted bv the children

But what is the bearing of the document? With more than half of it lost it is not
easj o e ist suirmng page, page 2, seems to consist entirely of a monologue

? r . y ^ description of certain arrangements made for his two wives,
tea mg chiefly with the disposition of various slaves. This monologue appears to be

wnrri?L%r - ’r^ apparent, for the

(ri\- nhxrH
in the line introduce the quotation of some dictum or judgment

ft h nnfo t*"

' I’^araoh, as is clear from the use of a similar phrase in 3. 4.

rp,
,

relate to the rejection of an appeal made to an oracle^

questi.ms"of lie
continues down to 3. 5. The vizier then asks two

present on behah
Amenkhau by his first wife Tathari, who are

P . behalf of themselves and their younger brothers and sisters. The first question
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is whether they admit the truth of Amenkhau’s statement, more particularly his assertion

that they had received the nine slaves which formed part of the property of the first

marriage. To this the children agree. The second question is what they think of the

settlement he is proposing to make on his second wife AnoksuriozeTii, their stepmother.

They take no exception to the arrangement, admitting that the property of which he is

disposing is his own.

Thus the papyrus does not record a dispute of any kind, but simply tin* making by

Amenkhau of a marriage settlement on his second wife Anoksunozem. In order to make

this legal it was done in front of the vizier, and representatives of the children of his

first wife were present in order to testify to the fact that the goods of which their father

was disposing were no part of the common property of the first marriage, which had

passed, as it should, to the children.

The four slaves which Amenkhau ’’gives” to Anoksunozem may in this case be of

the nature of the spe n s-limt (Coptic of the later marriage contracts (Moller,

Zwei Ehevertrdge, 24—6), a contribution made by the husband to the wife at the time of

the marriage, but which does not become her undivided property except in the case of

his dying or divorcing her.

If this explanation be correct it must be noted that our document is not the actual

marriage contract but the record of proceedings before the vizier preliminary to the

making of such a contract. Whether such preliminaries were necessary in all cases or

whether they were required only in the case of a second marriage, where the rights of

the children by the first wife must be satisfied before any settlement could be made on

the second, we have no means of telling.

It is not clear from what remains to us whether the declaration was made before a

court (knbt) presided over by the vizier, or simply before the vizier himself, we do not

even know whether the \fizier when he dealt with cases of this kind was always accom-

panied by a court (n^ snc). In the fragmentary page 2 Amenkhau seems twice previously

to have appeared before the vizier in connexion with his marriage settlements, on the

first occasion the phrase used is simply m bQi tU (2. 2), while on the second occasion we

have m b^Ji tU srw n knbt (2. 8-9). The list of w^itnes^es wfith which the papyrus

closes might lead us to think that w^e are dealing here not with a fulh constituted court

of officials, where witnesses wmuld hardly have been necessary, the court itself performing

that function, but with a simple declaration in front of the \izier.

Two institutions, however, seem to be interested in the proceedings. The \iziers

decision is to stand recorded on a roll in the temple of Ramesses III, in which Amenkhau

doubtless served as a priest, and the person made responsible for making this entry is the

‘Spriest and scribe of accounts Ptahemhab of the knbt of the temple.” This title need not

imply the existence of a court in the legal sense of the term connected with the temple,

for knbt may here be used, just as in the Hapzefa contracts, for the staff of the temple or a

certain portion of it^. ‘^The like was done” (iu'tw irt m mitt), i.e., a similar record was

made, for the Great Court of X5, and it would seem probable from this that this court

kept in its archives copies of all deeds relating to property in the Theban area. If, as is

1 Sint, Tomb l, :2S3-9, wlicrc a li>t of tlu* fifficiab coinpo^in^^ the i- given. Those >eem to be the

permanent and senior officers as distinct troin the a/o./Y, who '-cn^ d a niontli rit a tunc. how

ever, the temple of Harnesses III was, in the late Twentieth Dynasty, the seat of the necropolis adminis-

tration, the permanent staff of the temple may well ha\e con^'fituted to it not tt jiut a couit o

justice for persons employed both in the cemetery and m the temple itself.
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likely, our document was found at Medinat Habu with the great mass of cemetery

papyri now at Turin, it must be the copy made for the temple.

It is most unfortunate that the earlier pages have perished. These, judging by their

remains, would have told us what the two portions of two-thirds were, which Amenkhau
received with his two wives respectively, and of what unit was the one-eighth brought in by
Anoksunozem^. It is unfortunate, too, that the sentence contained in 3. 4-5 should be so

difficult of translation. Did it contain a statement of a general law in Egypt or of a special

enactment of the reigning king is normally^ used only of the living Pharaoh)?

Through the kindness of Dr. Alan Gardiner we are able to publish here an ostracon,

No. 55 of his collection, which, though its exact meaning is uncertain, seems to deal with

a case somewhat similar to that of our papyrus.

The recto bore a list of objects of which very little is now readable.

1 .

2 .

J|(|(j

3. Lost.

4. Lost.

8. Lost.

9. Lost.

10 .

12 .

n

‘Doors, 5.’

‘Wood, footstool, 1.’

This is clearly the specification of the things {hiw) mentioned in 1. 1 of the verso.
Owing to the obscurity of the text on the verso it is far from certain that this list is a
specification of the bridal possessions similar to those usual in the later contracts
{Rylands, xvi, etc. See Griffith, hi, 135-6).

The text of the verso is as follows

:

1 And perhaps by Tathari See p. 34, n. H.
- See, however, the interesting pas.sage Pap. Bulaq 10, ro. 11. 9-10 (collated).
3 Gardiner marks a .small vertical trace as visible at the bottom, perhaps the remains of

[p
J.
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We translate very tentatively as follows:

(1) Now as for the things which he gave, (2) they are the two-thirds given to me
when he divided (3) with their mother. Her share is (4) in her own possession.

But everything whatsoever which is in (5) my house belongs to my wife together with
her (6) children: it was she who brought^ it in (7) I having done it in order to

(8) in order to claim (?).

It is not easy to say what are the circumstances underlying this declaration. It

seems clear that ‘'their mother’’ and “my wife” are two separate persons, and on the
analogy of our papyrus it may be presumed that the speaker has been married twice and
has divorced the first wife, “their mother.” The “he” of lines 1 and 2 is perhaps the
father of this first wife. It would appear that he had given a certain property, perhaps
two-thirds of his own possessions, to his daughter on her marriage. This property was
naturally shared by the daughter’s husband. Divorce has taken place and the father

now claims that his daughter has not received back the property which was hers. The
speaker claims that she has, and in proof states that all the property now in his house
belongs to his present wife and her children, having been brought into the menage by her.

Other explanations are possible. Gardiner, for instance, suggests to us in a letter

that what is being claimed back is the two-thirds given to the husband by the father of

the first wife, and that the husband’s reply is that whereas the one-third made over to the

first wife by name has been duly returned to her, the remaining two-thirds is not return-

able, and has now been made over by him to his second wife and their children. This

would of course necessitate a different rendering of the words mnts idn st.

Quite clearly we have not the material for deciding these points, still less for drawing
any conclusions as to the law or custom governing the disposition of the property of

married persons in the case of a divorce or the death of one party. All that may be
taken as certain is that there were in such cases certain regulations which aimed at

protecting the rights of the children as against the father.

' Taking <=» for the prosthetic aleph, and vln as .Active Pax’ticipie. For the meaning of Inl cf. above

p. 34, n. 16.
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MAKING A MUM31Y

By WAEKEN E. DAWSON

With Plates xvi-xviii.

A prolonged study of the literature of mummification has convinced me that most

of the accounts we possess of the technique of Egyptian embalming abound in errors

and omissions. In the course of this enquiry I have read and annotated scores of accounts

by various writers between the time of Herodotus and the present day, but many of

them describe processes that it would be impossible to put into operation, and the

examination of a large series of actual mummies of various periods has revealed to me
many details which the writers do not take into account at all. With the exception of

the works of Professor Elliot Smith, to whom we are indebted for almost all our scientific

knowledge of mummification and its significance, and of Professor Wood Jones, the

majority of the accounts of mummification even by modern writers are of little value.

In a recently published handbook of Egyptian funereal archaeology the same old errors and
generalizations which appear again and again in the works of earlier writers are presented
to the reader once more. I shall therefore attempt to describe in outline all the mani-
pulations to which the body of an Egyptian was subjected between the day of his death
and that of his funeral. In spite of the foregoing strictures on the accounts of the older
writers I hasten to say that there are certain notable exceptions. The observations of

Eouyer, Granville and Pettigrew (to name but three), considering their materials and the
state of knowledge of Egyptian archaeology which existed in their day, are contributions
of the highest value, and embody much original research.

This account is based mainly upon the technique of the New Kingdom, and I have
generalized as far as possible in describing procedure which varied in certain details from
time to time, and almost from reign to reign. Full particulars of these details will

be found in Elliot Smith s descriptions of the royal mummies at Cairo and in various
other monographs he has written. He has, in the main, described the mummies them-
selves, that is to say the results of the various manipulations of the embalmers: I have
endeavoured to reconstruct in consecutive order the various processes employed to obtain
those results. I have chosen the above specified period because we have insufficient
material to deal at all fully with the earlier periods, and because in the Twenty-first
D}nast} a new and distinctive technique was introduced, a description of which would
not only require too much space but is moreover needless, since Elliot Smith, who first
discovered this peculiar technique, has already worked the subject out in the fullest
possible mannerb I shall, however, note the principal variations in method revealed by
the earlier and later mummies respectively in their appropriate places.

The whole process of mummification, it is almost superfluous to say, was one of pro-
found religious significance, and the embalmers and their assistants impersonated the
gods who figured in the mythological embalming of Osiris. The embalmer’s chamber was

^ ContnhUioa to Studj of Mamnoficutioa la Egypt (Memoires preseiites a ITustitut Egyptieii,
tome V, fasc. 1, Cairo, 1906.'^
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consequently not a mere workshop, but in a sense a kind of shrine in which certain pre-

scribed rites were performed. From the general statements made in various Egyptological

books we have become accustomed to think of the embalmer's workshop as a permanent

establishment, like a mortuary or an anatomical theatre, to which bodies were taken for

treatment. This notion has arisen from the use of such ex})ressions as "’the embalmer’s

laboratory,” ^‘the embalmer’s studio” and the like. There is no evidence, however, that

any such permanent establishment existed, but there is evidence which seems to leave

no doubt that the workshop was a temporary structure or tent, erected for each person as

occasion arose, and that, having fulfilled its purpose, it was dismantled. Possibly for such

communal burials as those of the priesthood -of Aniun in the Twenty-first and Twenty-

second Dynasties a more or less permanent place of embalming was maintained, but for

nobles and private individuals it would seem that each had his own booth or kiosk

erected. Certain texts speak specifically of "tJuj j^lace of embalming,” or ^'his place of

embalming,” which again implies that each person had his own^. The usual Egyptian

word for the embalming place is ‘'pure place,” or nt pr nfr, "pure place of the

Good House.” It was probably erected near the tomb of the deceased, but in any case

it was in the necropolis, far removed from the habitations of the living, for on the death

of a person his body was conveyed to the embalmer’s shed, probably with appropriate

ceremony. In the tomb of Pepionkh at 3Ier there is a scene labelled ‘'escorting to the

workshop of the embalmer^.” The word w^bt occurs in texts of all periods from the Old

Kingdom to Roman times.

Another phrase of frequent occurrence is si/h ntr, “tent of the god,” or “god’s booth.”

The temporary nature of the embaimer's workship is again indicated by this word.

In the tent or kiosk of the embalmer the whole process of mummification was

carried out, and it occupied a period of seventy days^. The actual manipulative pro-

cesses could have been completed in a much shorter time, but it must be remembered

that the whole ceremonv was a religious one, and was carried out in conformity with a

definite ritual, one or more priests being present during a great part of the time reciting

formulae as each manipulation was completed, and the period was consequently much
protracted. We have references to this canon or I'itual in the inscription of Aueniher,

where the expression "according to that which comes in writing” follows each ceremony

or process enumerated^. In addition to this we have the remains of the ritual which

was used during the lengthy process of anointing and bandaging the mummy and

finally, in various pictures in certain tombs at Thebes, to be mentioned later, an offici-

ating priest armed with a papyrus-roll is seen superintending the manipulations of the

embalmers.

On its arrival at the workshop, the body was first stripped, then laid upon a board

or platform. One of these boards has actually been found: it is a wooden platform 7 ft.

1 in. long, and 4 ft. 24 in. wide, and is provided with transverse battens, and was prob-

ably supported upon two blocks or trestles®, A wicker-work bier which had served the

1 Gardiner, The Torah of A taeuerahu^ .j6. - Gardiner, op, dt.^ 45, n. 4.

2 To the instances relating to the seventy-daj period collected in Elliot Smith & Dawson, Egyptioa

Mumhiies^ 53 ff,, must be added Vupyrvs Hylands /A, p. 10, 1. 10.

Brugsch, Thesaurus^ 893: Grifiiih, High Priests of Me niphis, 29: Elliot .Smith Daw.son, up.

dt.y 54.

^ The so-called “Ritual <>f Eiubalniing, ' published by ^MasPERo, Memoire sur (paehpies papyrus du

Louvre., Paris, 1875.

6 WiNLoCK, Bulletin of the Metrop. Mus. Sexr \urk^ Part ii, Dec. 1922, 34.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch, xili. 6
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same purpose was discovered in similar circumstances two years later In the conven-

tional representation of embalming a mummy, which is an extremely common decorative

device on coffins, and is also represented in the vignette to Chapter 151 of the Book of

the Dead, the mummy is shown lying upon a lion-headed bier attended by the embalmer,

who impersonated the god Anubis, and wears a jackal-headed mask^. Probably this

ornate lion-couch was not really used until the process of actual embalming was nearly

finished, and the mummy merely awaited the final ceremonies. The kings had three such

couches, one with a cow’s, the second wdth a lion’s and the third with a hippopotamus’

head, as we know from the pictures in the tomb of Seti I, the fragments found in the

tomb of Haremhab, and the complete specimens in the tomb of Tut^ankhamun^. These

luxurious biers were almost certainly not used until the ‘’dirty work” of evisceration

and anointing had been completed.

The first process to be performed was the extraction of the brain. I have elsewhere

described this feat in detaiD, and need make no further reference to it than to point out

that a passage was forced with a chisel through the nostril (usually the left) and the

ethmoid bone into the cranial cavity. This was the normal procedure, but sometimes

the operator missed the ethmoid, and broke through the sphenoid. Considerable force

was used to effect this fracture, which often did much damage to the facial skeleton.

A metal rod, hooked at the end, was then inserted, and the membranes and tissues of

the brain were lacerated and reduced to fragments by this means. The broken brain

was then removed piecemeal by means of another rod, the end of which was spirally

twisted so as to form a kind of spatula In many cases every particle of brain has been
so completely removed, that it is evident that the cranial-cavitv had been irrigated with
a corrosive fluid in order to wash it out. It often happens however that the operation
was less carefully performed and fragments of the brain were left behind. There were
other methods of removing the brain which did not involve a forced passage through the
nose, and these I have described in the memoir referred to. For the moment the cranial

cavity received no further treatment. The mouth was washed out, and then stuffed with
resin-soaked linen, and sometimes also the ears. The face was then thickly coated with
resinous paste. The eyes, which were not ablated, collapsed into the orbits, and pads of
linen were placed over them and the lids drawn over this packing material. In the
Twenty-first and Twenty-second D}masties artificial eyes of obsidian or some other suit-
able material were placed over the shrunken eyeballs, and the lids adjusted, but not closed.

The next process was the removal of the viscera. Herodotus tells us that an incision
was made in the flank (Diodorus specifically says the left flank) through which the
entrails were removed and washed. The examination of scores of mummies of all periods
from the Fourth Dynasty onwards proves the truth of these assertions, for the embalming-
wound is found almost always on the left side. I know of onlv two recorded cases in
which the right flank has been incised 6. The embalmer inserted his hand through the

1 Win LOCK, tit., 1924, Part ii, 32.

^ was « the ,,a„l „f euihahning. A frequent title of tin. god i. “ Chief of tlie god’,
ted.; An aetual mask m the .shape of a jnckal's head which wa« u.sed by the embalmer has been found,
and 1^ tigured in Lexa, La rnagie dans I'Eggptp u'utigue, Pari<, 1025, PL xxxiii

•' Elliot Smith, Tntnidhnuam and the Disrovenj of his Tomh, 109.
^ Vroe. Unit. Sqc. Mi divine^ xx, Part vi.

For the implements u..ed in mummification see K. Sudhoff, Agyt>thchc ihanienmacher-Instrumente,
111 Arrhu- THr isre^rh. d^r AM}zin. v (1912^ 161-171 and 2 plates.

>()(•• ^ 1907-S, II (Report on the Hnninn Remrrhis), Cairo, 1910,
- "« Ma,amies....The Mummy of Bok-ran, London, 1890, 25.
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incision, and vrith a knife severed all the organs from their connexions. The abdominal

viscera were first removed, then an incision was made in the diaphragm, and through

this opening and the original flank-incision, the operator inserted his arm and removed

the thoracic viscera, except the heart, which was always carefully left in situ attached

to its great vessels. Diodorus tells us that the kidneys also were left in the body, and

in some instances they have actually been so found, but the rule was not invariable as

it was in the case of the heart. Except when through clumsy or careless manipulation

the heart was accidentally severed (in which case it was left either lying loose in the

thorax or else attached by a ligament) it is always to be found in its place. This fact

has great significance when considered in relation to certain Egyptian texts, but the

subject is one into which we cannot enter now. Elliot Smith demonstrated this fact years

ago, but still the time-honoured fallacy is repeated, that the heart was taken from the

body and placed with the other viscera in a Canopic jar^.

The exact situation of the embalming-wound varied from time to time and its posi-

tion, taken in conjunction with various other details of technique, is a valuable indication

of date. In the early part of the Eighteenth Dynasty, the embalming-wound was a

vertical incision, extending upward from near the anterior superior spine of the ilium

towards the ribs. Later in the same dynasty, in the time of Tuthmosis III, a change

was made, and the incision was cut downwards from the same point, taking an obli(pie

course parallel to Poupart’s ligament. Later on the vertical position was resumed-.

Herodotus states that the body-cavity was next washed and filled with myrrh and other

preservative agents, then sewn up, and soaked in natron for seventy days. His account

is here at fault in several particulars. In the first place, it would have been wasted

labour and entirely ineflectual to have filled the cavity with spices before its long immer-

sion: in the second place, the custom of sewing up the wound, whilst not unknown, is

so extremely rare as to be the exception and not the rule: in the third place, seventy

days was the period occupied by the entire process of mummification, not merely the

salting-process alone, which we know from various Egyptian texts to have occupied only

part of that time. The actual procedure after removal of the viscera was merely to wash

out the body-cavity, and then to immerse the corpse in the salt-bath. During this long

immersion the epidermis peeled off, taking with it all the body-hair, and it was for this

reason also that special care was taken to secure the nails so that they should not come

away with the macerated skin and be lost. To accomplish this end, the embalmers cut

the skill round the base of the nail of each finger and toe, so as to form a natural

thimble of skin. Around each such thimble they wound a thread or a twist of wire to

hold the nail in its place In the case of kings and wealthy persons, the thiinbles of

skin with their nails were kept in position by means of metal stalls. The mummy of

Tut^ankhamun had a set of gold stalls in position. It is specially to be noted that the

head was not immersed, for it always retains the epidermis and the hair (unless the scalp

had been previously shaved) and does not present the same appearance of emaciation as

the rest of the body.

It has generally been assumed that the salt-bath was a long tank in which the body

lay horizontally: but a little reflexion will show that if this were the case, it would be

^ For the treatment of the heart, see especially Elliot Smith, ( oiUrib^tt(<ni^ etc. \op. , 17 aii<l

28, and Heart and Reins in the Jouni. Manchester Orienfad Soc.^ i, 1911, 4o d.

- Elliot Smith, The Roy<d Murnmies^ 33-4.

The nails were affixed in exactly the same inaiiuer hy the Guanclie.^ of the Canary hslaiid>. See my
paper, Proc, Roy, Soc. Med,, xx, Part vi.

6—2
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impossible to prevent the immersion of the head. I believe that the salt-bath was a large

jar, in which the body was placed in a sharply flexed position, the liquid being poured

in to the level of the neck, and maintained at that level after loss by absorption and

evaporation. The head, while thus exposed, was preserved from disintegration by a thick

coating of resinous paste. In order to accommodate the corpse to the confined space of

the jar, it would have been necessary to double it into the smallest possible compass.

This method of immersing the body (excluding the head) was sugge.sted to my mind by
the extremely contracted position in which Peruvian and Australian mummies are found.

It will be observed that these mummies are in a position of extreme contraction and are

not in the attitude assumed by the normal posture of a .sitting man. The legs are bent

sharply on themselves and compressed tightly again.st the body, and in some Australian

mummies the knees are trussed up into so unnatural a portion that they are actually

forced behind the shoulders ^ ; in other examples the limbs are bound tightly to the body, the

whole being made into a compact bundle (PL xvi. Pig. a). Peruvian mummies are similarly

compressed^ The intention in these case.s is evidently to pack the body into the .smallest

possible compass. Dr. Placknian, who has jiiade a special studv of the significance of

lustrations amongst the Egyptians, has collected a series of representations from tombs
of the Middle and New Kingdoms, which depict in a highly conventionalized manner the
washing of the corpse after it is taken out of the salt-bath, and before its final anointing
and bandaging. In some of these scenes the corpse is represented in a .sitting posture
above a large jar, whilst the embalmer and a priest pour a stream of lustration-water
o\ er it. The vhole scene is cerenionial in character, and is borrowed, as Dr. Blackman
has emphasized, from the daily temple ritual of the king, and adapted to the ritual of
embalming . The v ashing of the corpse after its iiiiniei^iou in the salt-bath, however
much it mat hat e been formalized and invested with religious significance, was neverthe-
less an essential utilitarian process, for the body would be in an'extrcmely unwholesome
condition after having been packed for .several weeks in a jar of saline ‘solution The
liquid in the jar would be turgid with fatty acids and other organic matter from the
corpse, besides containing a great quantity of macerated epidermis reduced to a pulpy
condition, and it would therefore be necessary to purify the bodv thoroughlv with clean
water before the ensuing stages of the embalming could be proceeded with. Dr Blackman
sees in the large jar represented in the pictures previously referred to merelv a medium
for collecting the lustration-water, but I believe that it actually rej.re.sents the salt-bath
Itself, out of which the body has just been lifted, making, of 'course, due allowance for
the conventions of Egyptian drawing. Herodotus specifically states' that the body, was
V ashed after its emersion and before its wrapping in bandages. This statement, taken
in conjunction with the above-mentioned lustration scenes, appears to me to lend con-
siderable probability to iny suggestion that the salting was carried out in a jar. This
suggestion, moreover would explain the significance of a peculiar potterv fiimre formerly
in he Rustafjaell Collection, the meaning of which has not been understood hitherJ

.See the e.xample in i lower, Jouni. Aetk,-oj.,o/,y,-,,d ]n,t.. via ls79 w

xL” v,“
“ « " fw- n,. .S*.

/iV. c/e 7 XXXIX (11)21 \ 44-78 11 V ^ i i
•

117 if.

’ ^ W ashing the Dead m Journot,

^ The pre.sent whereabouts of thi^ oViject is unknown to mo Th. ..ii
in 1913. In Sotheby’s Sale Cdt.alueue the obiert U T ,.f .10-,

’

.

collection was disposed of by auction

served in the Wellcorno Historical ifedical !uid l.JthJrMuseum (No. 50945;.

sume attitude is pre-

souiewhat similar, is in the British
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(Plate xvi, Fig. b). The figure is that of a man in a contracted posture squatting

inside a large jar which reaches to the level of the chin. The limbs are folded closely

against the sides of the body, and the hands are placed one on each cheek, a position

frequently assumed by Peruvian and Australian mummies. Pettigrew figures a mummy
from Peru with the hands and limbs exactly in this position. I cannot doubt that this

figure is intended to represent a mummy in course of immersion in the salt-bath.

The body having been duly salted, washed, and straightened out into a horizontal

position, would consist of little more than the skin, the underlying muscular tissue, and

the flesh reduced to a spongy mass, hanging loosely upon the skeleton. Whilst the body

was in this pliable condition, the embalniers of the Twenty-first Dynasty, by an elaborate

process which Prof. Elliot Smith has fully described^, packed the body under the skin

with padding material, and moulded on this basis a life-like form and filled out the

shrunken trunk and limbs into* the plumpness they possessed during life. In the New
Kingdom these modelling innovations had not been made, and such packing as the body

received was done externally by padding the cavities with linen before the bandages were

applied.

The next stage in the process of mummification is the most essential of all, yet it is

not even mentioned by Herodotus, and is usually entirely ignored by modern writers

—

I refer to the desiccation of the body. Rouelle in 1754 from the examination of mummies

came to the conclusion that complete desiccation had been accomplished and Eouyer in

1822, speaking of desiccation, says ‘‘ Cette operation dont aucun historien n’a parle, etait

sans doute la principale et la plus importante de rembaumement^.”

A very considerable amount of heat would be necessary in order completely to

desiccate the corpse when in the condition that it would assume after its long immersion

in the saline bath and its subsequent washing, but we do not know by what method

heat was applied, nor the extent to which sun-heat or fire-heat respectively were employed.

Without complete desiccation the subsequent dressings with resin would be of little avail,

and it is probably the imperfect method of drying, or the total neglect of it, which

accounts for the very fragile state of most mummies embalmed before the beginning of

the New Kingdom. There is reason to believe that an advanced state of efiiciency had

been reached by the embalmers of the Pyramid Age (Dynasties IV-YI), and that there-

after the art deteriorated and was only made thoroughly efficient in the Eighteenth

Dynasty. It seems unlikely that sun-heat alone could be the only medium for desicca-

tion. The atmospheric conditions of the country and the abundance of insects would

rather tend to the destruction than the preservation of a body exposed to their influence,

and it therefore seems probable that fire-heat was used, through the medium of some

apparatus of which we at present have no information. A discovery made in the season

1924-5 in a Theban tomb by Mr. S. Yeivin, excavating for Mr. Robert Mond, is interesting

and suggestive in this connexion. In some of the chambers of the tomb “a vast number

of dried mummies were piled up almost to the ceiling in a state of disorder....The mum-

mies, to judge from their appearance, seem to have been dried over a slow fire, which

would explain the smoky appearance of all the chambers and passages above From

^ Contribution^ etc., op rit., suprn and Ann. Scry., vir, loatf.

2 G. F. Rouelle, Sur les emhanelements des Fgpj^tinns (Hibtoire de rAcadeuiie Royale des Sciences,

annee mdccl), Paris, 1754, 123-50.

3 P. C. Rouyer, Xotice sur les e/nhaumements des anciens Eejyptitns, in the Description de VEgypte^ 2nd

edn,, Tome vi—-Antiquites—Moinoires, Paris, 1822, 461-80.

^ S. Yeivix, Annals of Archaeology and Anthropology, xiii, 15.
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this it would appear that a chamber in an old and disused tomb had been utilized in

later times as a convenient place in which to desiccate mummies. Many tombs m Egypt

bear evidence of having been the scene of fire. The blackened ceilings and walls, wi

damage to the plaster and chemical changes in the colouring matter used for decorative

purposes, and the above instance, may give a hint as to how they came to be in is

condition. The above points are to be taken as no more than mere suggestions, for until

the mummies have been minutely examined no definite evidence can be afiorded by

However it may have been accomplished, the body was dried, and was then^ rendered

more or less supple by a liberal application of a paste consisting of resin, mixed wfith

natron or salt, and animal fat. In later times unmixed resin seems to have been used,

and to have been poured into and over the body in a molten condition. Possibly also

fire-heat was used to render the stream of resin more mobile, for it penetrates into every

cavity and crevice, and even into the structure of the bones. I may take this opportunity

of saying that bitumen, although described in modern books as the staple embalming

material, was never used until Graeco-Roman times, and if then by no means universally.

The resinous paste used by the embalmers of the Xew Kingdom was heated in order to

render it freely liquid, and into it balls and w^ads of linen were dipped, and these were

packed into the vacant body-cavity b The edges of the embalming-wound were then

brought into apposition, and covered by a metal or wax plate, usually engraved with

the symbolic eye. This plate required no fixing, for it became embedded in the thick

coat of resinous paste with which the body was smeared. Occasionally the wound was

sewn up by a running suture of string or a thin band of linen, but this practice was

seldom resorted to, and in such cases no wax plate was used^. The cranium was next

packed with strips of linen dipped in resin, and the nostrils similarly plugged, their

orifices often being closed by a lump of resin or wax pushed into the fossae. The body

and limbs were then treated with more resinous paste, and the trunk and limbs separately

swathed. After each had received several layers of bandage, the arms were arranged in

position, either crossed on the breast or extended by the side of the trunk (the positions

varied from time to time) and the wrapping then proceeded over the whole, body and

limbs together. During the anointing and bandaging processes, a priest recited from a

service book the appropriate liturgy.

In two of the Theban tombs (and possibly more) pictures of bandaging the mummy
have survived. In that of Thoy (Ko. 23, Dynasty XIX) are four badly damaged scenes

each of which represents an episode in the ritual of embalming (Plate xvii). The theatre

of operations is the embalmer's workshop, the door of which, following the usual con-

vention, is shown on the left side of each picture. The mummy lies extended, and is

supported upon two blocks or pedestals, and two men, one at the head the other at the

foot, proceed with its toilet. Between the mummy and the door stands a priest holding

a papyrus and making ceremonial gestures. In the first scene the operators have their

hands extended over the mummy, apparently adjusting its bandages. The inscription is

too fragmentary to enlighten us, but the remains of the determinative show that it was

concerned in some way with cloth and refers to the bandages. In the second picture,

one of the operators is kneeling, but the scene is so mutilated, that little can be

learned from it. The third picture is more complete, and gives some interesting details.

Herodotus tells us that the linen bandages were smeared with ‘*gum,” and here we see

1 In the Twenty-tirst Dynu^ty the were «e[),trately eniDilmed and wrapped iu linen parcels and
restored to the body-cavity. Such fi-ee ^pace ajs remained was tilled with packing material.

- Example^ in Dynast le.'^ X^ 111-XX are the mummies of Thuiu, Siptah, Seti II and Ramesses lY.
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the two operators actually applying this ''gum’’ (resin) to the bandages. Each holds a

saucer in one hand, and with the other applies the liquid with a brush. Under the

mummy is a large two-handled pan from which they replenish their saucers, and over

the door is a similar pan heating upon a stove or brazier to replace the first pan when

empty. The examination of mummies themselves makes it quite evident that the resinous

paste was applied to the body and to the bandages hot, and it is interesting to find this

confirmation. The Ehind Papyri also state that the paste was heated^. The text when

complete described the picture, and just sufficient of it remains to read "applying the

paste.” The fourth scene is too badly damaged to give us any information, but it is

evident that further bandages are being applied, as a chest or colier now rejjlaces the

brazier of the former scene. In another tomb, that of Amenemope (Xo. 41), a very

similar series of scenes, six in number, formerly existed. A copy made by Eosellini a

century ago has fortunately been preserved (Plate xviii), for all that is now left of the

pictures is the poor fragment reproduced in the accompanying Figure 1, which 31r. Xorman

de Garis Davies was kind enough to sketch for me from the original last year“. The

Fig. I

first scene shows the brazier and the application of hot resin, as in the other tomb, and

the others represent the bandaging of the mummy, the decoration of the cartonage mask

and other objects connected with the embalming. The fifth scene is of particular interest.

The rectangular object over the head of the seated man on the right, seems to be the

board with its transverse bars upon which the mummy was laid when the first oj)erations

were performed upon it. The seated man cleaning out a large jar may have in his hands

either the jar in which the salting was carried out, or else one of the jars in which the

embalming materials were stowed after the process had been completed. All the materials

used, including the soiled linen and surplus drugs, were carefully packed into jars, and

placed in the tomb or in a small chamber or pit near it 3. Occasionally these materials

were put into a coffin ^ such was the respect with which they were treated, for it must

1 Papt/rus Rhind Aa /, p. 3, 1. 6, j\o. II, p. 4, 1. 3.

2 Mr. Davies was also kind enough t<-> copy the scenes in Tomb Xo. rei)roduced in PI. xvii. For the

photograph of Rosellini’s dniwing. I am indebted to Pr(.)f. Capart.

3 Several such dumps of embalming materials have been di’^coverod in recent years. For examples, see

WiXLOCK, Op. cit.^ 19^2, 34 and 1924, 32, (p iBKcr, Toud* of 1 oii.d Tlnni/^ vf and To.

^ Naville, Deir el Dahari, Part ii, 6 ;
Wixlock, op. cit., 1922, Fig. 3o and ]>. 32.
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not be forgotten that the whole process of mmnmification, apart from its avowed physical

purpose of preserxdng the body from decay, was a religious ceremony closely connected

with the cult of Osiris.

It is not necessary to describe in detail the treatment of the organs which were

removed from the body. It is not known what was done with the brain; Herodotus does

not refer to it, and it is probable that it was treated as waste, for it must have been

removed in very small fragments through the nose. The viscera were wrapped into four

parcels, and each parcel was placed, under the protection of one of the Four Sons of

Horns, in an appropriate Canopic jar. These jars have been found of all periods from

the Fourth Dynasty onwards. During the Twenty-first and Twenty-second Dynasties the

practice of placing the viscera in Canopic jars was given up, and they were wrapped in

four parcels, each with a wax image of its appropriate guardian deity, and returned to

the body^. Canopic jars of this period are known, but they are dummies, and figure

amongst the burial equipment merely in servile obedience to the old tradition^. The
use of Canopic jars was revived during the Saite period, but at that time a new method
of disposing of the viscera was introduced, for they were often covered with spices and
placed between the legs of the mummy.

The general method of mummification summarily described above was not the only

one in use, for mummies have been found without embalming-wounds, and these were

either eviscerated per anuni, or were not eviscerated at all. Herodotus’ “second method,”
that of removing the viscera in a fluid state by means of cedar oil, is not possible as he
states it; but the injection of a corrosive or astringent fluid might have arrested decom-
position until the body was ready for desiccation. In certain cases some of the viscera

were actually excised per anum^, and in others no attempt at all had been made to

remove them. I recently examined two well-preserved mummies of the Twenty-sixth
Dynasty which had been neither eviscerated nor immersed in a salt-bath, yet both were
in an excellent state of preservation. There was no embalming-wound, nor had the anal
method been resorted to. The epidermis was intact, and all the body-hair was present,
for it happens that these mummies were both of muscular men, with abundant hair on
the chest and limbs. The nails were in situ, and had not been artificially attached. The
bodies had been merely desiccated, then covered with a liberal supply of resinous paste
in which numerous white crystals can be seen^. The skin is soft and flexible, and the
bodies do not show the considerable shrinking which inevitably occurs whenever the salt-
bath has been used^.

Another method of preservation was to sprinkle the body after desiccation with
crude natron. This has a corrosive effect on the bandages nearest to the body, which
often present the appearance of having been scorched or burnt. This sprinkling with
natron was common in the Xew Kingdom and was probably intended to absorb any
moisture which might exude from the body or from the paste with which it was coated.

The application of the bandages was a long and complicated process. The Ritual of
Embabning gives directions for anointing and bandaging the head, back, hands and legs.

^"pra.
^ Elliot Smith, op. cit..

2 Journrd, V, 273.

3 Dawsox, Journal, xr, 70.

^ rp,
Iluo 1)0011 fatt} acids. See Lucas, PresorvatixeMaferiah vspA in Embabning, 35.

e muimiiy of Tut aiikhamuu been described as much emaciated. This need not imply emacia-

rednce pvf^

^ 6 londitiun. The metliod.s of the Eighteenth Dynasty embalmers would always
reduce even the ,,lnm,.e,st t.ody to the ..tate of a mere skeleton covered with shrunken skin.
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Tlie bandages all had magical names, and as each was applied a long utterance was

recited by the priest. According to this text, many of the bandages were inscribed with

their names or had drawings traced upon them. So far as I am aware, the only attempt

hitherto made to verify the particulars of the Eitual by observation of the bandaging of

actual mummies is that made many years ago by the late Professor Macalister, but as the

mummies he examined were of various dates, and little was known as to their age or

provenance, he did not obtain any useful results

With regard to the preservative materials employed, little need be said here, as the

chemical analyses of many specimens have been published. In general terms, it may be

said that for the immersion-bath common salt (mixed with various impurities), and not

natron, was used. For the subsequent anointing, the principal ingredient was juniper-

resin. The resins of several coniferous trees have been identified, and cedar and olive oil

were also used. The presence of alcohol in some of the tissues lends support to Herodotus’

statement that palm-wine was used for cleansing. Crude natron, as mentioned before,

was often sprinkled upon the body after treating it with resin as a dehydrating agent.

The resin, which was used in large quantities in mummies of late periods, was applied

in a molten condition, and in this state often closely simulates both pitch and bitumen,

but must not be confounded with these substances as is usually done; there is as yet no

evidence that bitumen was ever used. With regard to the packing materials, apart from

rags of linen which formed the exclusive material used for filling the body-cavity in the

Eighteenth and Nineteenth Dynasties, lichen, sawdust, sand and mud were used in the

Twentieth and succeeding dynasties, and sometimes a mixture of butter and soda was

used for packing the face.

Such in outline is a summary of the processes to which the body was subjected by

the embalmers of the New Kingdom. In writing this account I am conscious of the

fact that I have added yet another to the well-nigh innumerable accounts of mummifica-

tion already extant in Egyptological books. I hope, however, I may claim to have once

more called attention to the many misstatements with which we are all familiar, and to

have suggested some additions to our knowledge of the subject, particularly as regards

the order of procedure, the method of employing the salt-bath, the importance of desic-

cation, and the temporary nature of the embalmer’s workshop.

1 Jovra. Royal Aathrop, List., xxiii, 101-21. In Archieologia, xxxvi, 161 ff., a mummy i.s described

the bandages of which have pictures of gods drawn upon them.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xiii.
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XOTE ON TEIE NATURE AND DATE OF THE
PAPYRI” OF NAKHT, B.M. 10471 AND 10473

By S. K. K. GLANVILLE

With Plates xix—xxi.

For some years there have been exhibited among the funerary papyri in the Sixth

Egyptian Eoom of the British Museum^ four sheets of a papyrus numbered 10471 and

one of a similar document numbered 10473. They were both acquired for the Museum
in 1888 by Sir Ernest Budge, who in 1898 pointed out^ the importance of the former,

which is by far the longer of the two. This copy of the frt m hnv ritual was 47 feet

long, before it was cut up for mounting into 22 sheets of varying length, and contained

many chapters; but it is remarkable for the design and execution of its vignettes, the

best examples of which are exhibited in Case H of the Sixth Egyptian Room. It is

inscribed with the name of a ‘'Royal Scribe and Military Commander” Nakht,

Originally it was dated by Budge to the Twentieth Dynasty^, but later

he revised this opinion, and assigned it, or, at any rate, its owner’s lifetime, to the

Nineteenth or Twentieth Dynasty^. This revised dating is very satisfactory for our pur-

poses; but I hope to show that we can go further, and exclude the Twentieth Dynasty
from consideration.

The B.M. ‘‘Papyrus” 10473 is only a fragment; valueless (at all events at first sight)

as a source for the compilation of a text of the “Book of the Dead,” but of considerable

interest because of certain peculiarities—some of them unique—in its general make-up.
In the first place the material used for this document is not papyrus, but vellum®, which
from the examples that have survived appears to have been even more rarely used than
leather® as a writing material. In this respect I believe B.M. 10473 is unique among copies

of the pTt m but the fact is of no value beyond its intrinsic interest®. This vellum
roll, or as much of it as reached the British Museum, was originally 4 feet 8 inches long,
and has been divided into three pieces which are pasted to stout paper and mounted in

glazed wooden frames. It was appropriated to the use of a man with the same name and
titles as the owner of B.M. 10471, and there is ample evidence to show that the persons

^ See Budge, A Giiale to the Fourth^ Fifth and Sixth Roonis, etc.^ 1922, 294.
2 Budge, Book or the Bend. 1 89S. Text, xix f. Only one text is taken from this papyrus, namely the

Hymn to on jsheet 21.

^ ^ Budge, J Qukh to the Fourth, etc., 294.
5 Ct. Budge, ihld., also below, note 8. e p.p j^y^cd, xii, 171, for a leather roll.
• Dr. Gardiner tells mo that there is a “ vellum ” roll of accounts from the New Kingdom in the Louvre.
« The name •vellum," although an anachronism, is retained here for want of a better. “Parchment”

(of which \tllum vas a nioio letiiied deielopnieiit,; is scarcely more correct, since our document is over a
thousand years earlier than the invention of that material. At the same time the “vellum ” roll is nearer
in quality to parchment and vellum—the .specially prepared skins of sheep and goats, on the one hand,
and kids and calves on the other—than to the thick dark-coloured leather to which we are accustomed as
an occasional writing-material. But while much less thick than such leather, it differs from the later
materials m having .apparently') only one side prepared to receive writing. It is worth noting that as a
re.snlt of recent analvLcal examination of New Kingdom leather remain.s, goat skin has been identified in
a number of ease.s. bee Luc.v.s, Aueient Eg^/ptinn Materials, 107 f.)
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named in the two documents are one and the same, a fact which is clearly implied by
Budge in his description in the Guide. In addition to sharing the same official titles,

and the two Nakhts both associate with themselves in the ritual representations

of their respective wives whose names and titles are also identical

—

teloved sister, the singer of Amun, the Lady of the house Thuiu.”

A comparison of the variant writings of Xakht’s titles and of the laudatory phrases with

which he describes himself in the two works gives further proof, as the following table

shows:

B.M. 10471 2. BAL 10473.

L

2 .

3.

4.

5.

6 .

L

2 .

3.

4.

5.

6.

ss nswt m-T ms^w S N
ss nswt (1^ m-r ms^w A.

ss nswt m^l mr-f m-r ms^w^ ^

ss nswt m^l mr-f ^ s[ ^
ss nswt mr-f m-r ms^w nnh they

f ^ ^

1 .

2 . SS nsivt m-r ms^w S A.

(Of. 5 below, opening phrase.)

A. 3. ss nsivt m-r ms^w n nb tlwy f A.

The Royal Scribe and Military Commander XakJit.''

The Royal Scribe and Military Commander of the Lord of the Two Lands, iS

‘'The true Royal Scribe whom he (i.e. the Ung) loves, the Military Commander A.’'

“The true Royal Scribe ivhom he (i.e. the hing) loves, the Chief Military Commander of

his Majesty

X

“The true Royal Scribe whom he (i.e. the ling) loves, highly esteemed of the Lord of the

Two Lands,

“The [true]^ Royal Scribe [whom he (i.e. the ling) the Military Commander of

the Lord of the Two Lands, esteemed of the Good God, iS .

In addition, B.M. 10473 gives two much longer descriptions.'

“(For the Ka of) the truly silent one, mFo is void of evil, who is well disposed (?),

the beloved of his majesty, one highly esteemed of the Good God, one who perfectly

satisfies his lord, the Royal Scribe and Military Commander, N.

5. il:f ^ ^ -- I 1 ' '.V -XT ^ ——. t

qi! ss nswt m-r ms^w A. One highly esteemed of Jhe Lord of the Two

Lands, who perfectly satisfies his lord, the two eyes of the King throughout the

entire land, esteemed of the King in his palace, one trul} silent, who is \ oid of

evil, one loved of his lord every day, the Royal Scribe and Militar} Commander, N.

A final piece of evidence for the identification of the two Xakhts is the marked

similarity in the writing of the names and titles where these have been inserted after the

completion of the roll of texts. The combination of all these facts the identity of the

two men’s names and titles, and of their wives names, of mant of the honorific phrases

HU LIMC tae ld(iv,^ Whatever the legal status of a snt as ()p2M)'>ed
to a /o//^ may ha\e l>cen it is qiute dec

Thuiu, was in effect the wife of Xakht.

2 For a good reproduction in colour of the last sheet of thi- P^pyru^ dmwing Naklit and Thuiu a<Ioring

Osiris, see the Frontispiece to Budge, Osiris und the Egyptian Resurrection.

" Written the . obviously a mistake for ^ Bracketed jiarts in 10471 only.
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in their descriptions, and of the handwriting of the inserted names and titles, which is

differentiated from both the two distinct hands of the rest of the texts—leaves no room
for doubt that there was but a single owner for the two rolls. That being the case it

would be natural to assign B.M. 10473 also to the Nineteenth or Twentieth Dynasty.
There are reasons, however, for putting its date earlier than the Nineteenth Dynasty.

Sheet 2 of the vellum roll which is exhibited in the Galleries derives its position not
only from the nature of the material, and certainly not from the texts inscribed on it^.

These are too familiar^ to contribute an}d:hing to the importance of the sheet: but the
vignette is so finely and so naturalistically executed that it has compelled special attention
in spite of the familiarity of its subject matter (PI. xxi, Fig. 6). It is extremely un-
fortunate that at some time in antiquity the roll has suffered from fire, which has not
only destroyed a large part, but has also discoloured much of what remains, of sheet 1

(Pis, xix and xx). By the actual destruction of the vellum we have lost a comparatively
short piece of text, which, however, we can ill spare since it contained the names of
NakhPs youngest daughters—a possible means, at some later date, of identification—
besides a large part of the best representation of Nakht. The brown and black smudges
of the burn have obscured, without making impossible, the reading of the signs and an
appreciation of the drawing. But the double effect of complete destruction and partial
discoloration is to make what is still by a long way the most interesting vignette of the
roll, almost too unsightly for exhibition. This vignette is the most important of all those
V 1C occur in the Theban recension of the jprt m line, namely the appearance or
presentation before Osins of the dead man or woman, usually—as here—in the company
0 is or er consort. The whole scene in B.M. 10473 is beautifully coloured with a
e icacy equalling the best specimens of this work. As an example of fine painting in
unerary texts it would be worthy of publication by itself were it in better condition. As

1 is, t e arc aeo ogical e\ idence contained in the vignette is perhaps of greater interest
an its artistic merit. The general indication of the technique suggests the Eighteenth
ynasty as the date of the copy. The date is confirmed by certain details which are all

associated with the Eighteenth rather than with the Nineteenth Dyna.sty. They are, first,
the forms of the hieroglyphs both in this vignette, where they are painted with full
e ail, m black, red, yellow, blue and white; and in the rest of the text, where they are
rawn ™ outhne. In both cases the most important forms are those of the with dotted

edge, and of the stubby, looped arms of the U. Secondly, the gemination of in the

elieh^’ 'vZ TZ-

A

w oI honorific

ttZ time, the fnlly developed and

Sward th

technique of the actual painting shows that the work wL done

r endhet
'

fl )
-

^''7 ’ execution and accuracy, which saves it from

T^euSeth DvlS-
’ ® the style of the Nineteenth and

and will I think hi

^ examination of the details strengthens the general impression,and y 111, I think, enable us to define the date of the roll more closely

exailnirortha’tT r its supporting pillars, an excellent

which we now h
^chesses m the decoration of furniture and ohjets d’art

I ta The ur!
to believe reached its zenith at the time of TntCankh-

* un. The uraei round the roof, and the striped cornice, can be paralleled not only from

^ See ])e](.\v, p. ,54.

- The titles and descriptions of Nakht in cols.
pre.seiit discussion.

13 15 are of course exceedingly interesting for the
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actual remains^ and from representations in the tombs but also from other examples of

this vignette in funerary papyri^; but the care with which the detail of each individual

uraeus has been painted is noteworthy, and with its obvious representations of inlaid

glass and glazes reminds us forcibly of the popularity of inlay work at Tell el-Amarnah^.

The columns are of a type known from a number of tombs ^ to have been commonly used

in such constructions, where the bird (under the left-hand edge of the uraei) is frequently

found; but the use of the gazelle's head to support rosettes (left column), or as a

gargoyle (?) (right edge of cornice), is perhaps unique, certainly very rare. The frequent

occurrence of the gazelle as a motif in the art of Tell el-Ainarnah is another indication of

the period of the work. Lastly, there is a very remarkable feature about our vignette,

which so far as I know is unique among copies of the prt m Jiriv. The appearance of a

man and his wife together in this scene is as common, if not more usual, than the

presence of one or other alone. But there are never more than those two persons. In

the vignette of B.M. 10473 Xakht and his wife are followed by four daughters—the eldest,

whose name is the only one not destroyed, Takaykay (Takayi?) is described as ‘'his

daughter’^—standing immediately behind Thuiu, and as the last is still a very small child,

we may conclude that this is their whole family. The unusualness of this group in a

funerary text is at first sight disguised, for the portrayal of a man’s whole family on

funerary stelae or tomb-walls is typical of Egyptian art and religious ideas; but it is not

possible to parallel this actual scene on either. The nearest approach to it, however, is

in representations of Akhenaten and his family at EI-‘Amarnah—worshipping the Aten or

honouring a noble, or sitting at meat®. Indeed, so close is the parallel in the tomb of

Panehsy^, that if we were to put Osiris in the place of the Aten and its rays, we should

have a replica of the scene from our \dgnette®. Thus all the evidence points to one thing;

that the artist who prepared this copy of the pri m hru' was working under the direct

influence of the ‘Amarnah period ^ if not in that period itself. There is nothing to suggest

the latter; it is impossible to suppose that there was any place at all for the old Theban

pH m hnv in the Atenist theology^®. Moreover, Nakht’s wife was a ^

must date the roll, therefore, after the return of the court to Thebes, probably in the

reign of Ai or Horemheb^^.

* Viz.^ Shawabti boxes, e.g. B.M. 35762
;
furniture, e.g. B.^l. 5532/, etc.

- See Davies, Rod- Totnhs of El-Ahiarna, paisim.

3 E,g. the Papyrus of Am (B.M. 10470), sheet 4. (.Y. the shht s in the Pip. of Xchseni (B.M. OOOoi,

sheet 4. ^ See Petkie, Tell d-Armniah, PL vi, 10 and 12.

° See Jequier, Man. darck. eggpt.; archittrt>ire, 169, with note 1 and hg. 93.

^ E.g, Davies, op. cit., iv, PL v; v, PL lii
;
n, PL x; iii, PL vi. ' IhuL, ii, PL v.

® It appears from the representations in the Tomh^^ that during Akhenaten s lifetime only tlie Royal

family was allowed to be shown in private tombs; the one exception heiiig the small daui^htei ot Paneh>y.

(See Davies, op, eit,, ii, 28.)

^ Smaller points of evidence in the technique of the painting are Y) the unusually full cuive'? of the

women’s thighs, (2) the realism of the tiguros in the vignette^ on sheets 2 <ind 3, giving them a lifelike

appearance in spite of the hieratic poses, (3; Xakht's .simpler drc.-s (sheets 2, 3, PL xxi, Figs, a and h) falling

just below the knee, in typical El-‘Amarnah fashion, as opposed to the long, full dres:3 which he wears

in 10471, (4) the nakedness of the youngest child, analogous to many of the repiesentations ot the young

princesses at ‘Amarnah.

But cf. Hall, A ncient History of the Xeur East,^ 303, with Note 3.

But see Peet and AVoollet, City of Akhenaten^ i, 95 f., who discuss a stele on which Shed and Isis

are worshipped by a devotee of the Aten, and assign it to the reigns of .Sakere or Tiit^ankh-Amun.

For the type of inscription with full honorihc phrases see Gcxn in Peet-M oolle\, op. oU
,,

14.),

PL vii, 4; and for the shorter i)lirases--^5j/ n nh they, etc.—c/. Davies, Rod Tombs, passim.
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It remains to try to solve the double problem of there being (a) two copies of the

prt m hrw for one man, (6) written at different dates. The dates themselves are not

inconsistent with the lifetime of a single man. An official who started his career under

Akhenaten might be expected to live well into the first half of the Nineteenth Dynasty,

and in view of the apparent continuation of royal favour to the end of his life, it seems

more probable that Nakht began his career after the Aten heresy had been discarded.

While therefore defining the date of 10471 more closely than Budge did, we shall still

keep within the period suggested by him if we assign the papyrus to the early part of

the Nineteenth Dynasty. B.M. 10471 was not written “to order*’ for Nakht, still less

was it his own handiwork, as was the case with some well-known copies of the prt m hrw.

The insertion of his name and titles in a more cursive and less formal handwriting than

that of the rest of the book in spaces left in the text and beside the representations of

the dead man in the vignettes shows that this roll was bought in the ordinary way from
an undertaker or professional scribe. But whereas sheet 22, which consists of a piece of un-

inscribed papyrus 14 by ins., shows that the Hymn to Ee^, with its handsome vignette,

was the original end of the papyrus, the torn right-hand edge of sheet 1 shows that we
have lost the beginning. B.M. 10473, on the other hand, appears from what remained of

the right-hand edge of sheet 1 to have originally begun with the large vignette which
occupies the whole of that sheet, while the ragged left-hand edge of sheet 3 indicates

that there was once more to follow. That both documents are incomplete is also apparent
from the fact that the two torn edges—the end in the case of the earlier, 10473, and the
beginning in the case of the later, 10471—occur in the middle of a chapter. But the
interesting point is that the chapter is the same in both cases

—

viz., cxlv, or rather an
abridged version of it. The vellum roll ends with the address to the fifth

[-fJ“l^: the
papyrus begins with the address to the fifth The vellum roll has been tom
carefully, with the evident intention of preserving the whole of this address, although the
ends of a few signs are lost. But the papyrus, on the contrary, is so raggedly torn that
we must conclude either that it was an accident, or that the person who did it was not
concerned to preserve the section. Nearly half of it, in fact, is lost. 10473 contains,
besides the vignette from chapter cxxv (Pis. xix and xx), chapters xxx B, xxvi and xxx a
(sheet 2), an address to

] j

—
,

(the “^Arits,” a version of cxLiv) and the
beginning of chapter cxlv. None of these is duplicated in 10471 which contains chapters
I, VIII, XI, XIII, XVII, XVIII, XXIII, XXXI, XXXIII, xxxvi (twice), xxxvii, xxxviii a, xl,
XLII, LXII, LXIII a, LXIV (twice), lxv, lxxi, lxxii, lxxvii, lxxx, lxxxi a, lxxxii, lxxxiii,
LXXXIV, LXXXV, LXXXVI, LXXXVII, LXXXVIII, LXXXIX, XCV, XCIX, CIII, CXVII, CXXV,
cxxxvi A and B (twice), cxlv, cxlix, cl, cliii A, clv, clvi, and two Hymns to Ke^.
One cannot believe that it was an accident that has made it possible to juxtapose the
two ro s at their respective breaks and thus produce a continuous copy of the prt m hrw,

^iids. It is not possible, now that they hav'e been mounted, to examine
the backs of the papyrus and vellum in the region of their breaks, so that we can never
know if they were actually joined in ancient times. But it is quite clear that they were
regarded as one continuous document when Kakht’s name and titles were inserted in the
text, in order to supply him with an adequate copy of the prt m hrw.

single purpose of the two rolls is contained in the identity of
the handwriting of Nakht’s name and titles in both. B.M. 10473, like 10471, appears to

' The Si;.;ns are hi the order in which they occur in the two te.xts, though of course (in both case.s) they
are there written verticallv.
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have come from an undertaker’s stock in hand. The names and titles of Xakht, including
the long list of honorific phrases in the last two columns of sheet 2 (see above, p. 51),

are all inserted in the text (or beside the vignettes), in a handwriting quite di^tinct from
its own, but identical with that of the insertions in lOtTl. On the other hand, it is

abundantly clear that these honorific phrases are merely signs of the times with no real

value, since the majority of them occur in the elaborately painted inscription over the

large vignette on sheet 1. They were e^ndently considered the correct introduction, at

that time, to the titles of anybody of importance. Nakht’s real titles and his name, here

as elsewhere, are in a different hand; but in order not to let this appear too obvious, the

black ink of the linear hieroglyphs has been overlaid with red, and, where they occur,

spaces are filled in with yellow. Even so it hardly requires a second glance—in spite of

the fading of the colours in the surrounding painted inscription—to detect the difference.

Column 8 having ended with Xakht’s name, the inscription continues with the words:

^ being written with full,

painted hieroglyphs, and col. 10 with clever imitations of these, which, however, only

deceive for a short time. The hieroglyphs have not quite the linear appearance of those

used in Nakht’s name, chiefly because the latter do not offer much opportunity for filling

in the body of the sign with colour; but the technique is entirely different from that of

the proper painted hieroglyph of the first seven columns of the inscription. There the

outline, if any, is in red or black—never both: in the imitation, the outlines of all the

signs are done in black, which is then inked over—in almost every case—with red, the

field being filled in everywhere^ with yellow. The general effect, however, at first sight

closely resembles the rest of the inscription, the last five columns of which (containing

names of the daughters) are lost^.

It is clear, then, that at the period when the vellum roll was inscribed it was customary

to add the words ‘'his beloved wife, the singer of Amfin," leaving a space for the name
and those of any children to follow. That it was further customary to represent the

children also seems certain, since the figures of the four daughters were evidently put in

with the rest of the vignette. The universality of the title implied by its use here

in a "ready-made” article, is convincing evidence for the assumption made above that

Nakht was in favour at Thebes well after the fall of the Aten worship, ne., in the reign of

Ai or Horemheb.
It has been shown that the B.M. "Papyri” 10471, 10473, which must be presumed

to have been originally separate documents, were actually used as one. e still have to

explain—if we can—how that came about. It is not credible that the two rolls vrere

acquired as a single text of the jirt m hriv after Xakht’s death. The difference in their

dates by itself quashes that idea.

On the other hand, the e\ddence of the damage received by the earlier roll, suggests

that this was acquired by Xakht long before his death, for some reason which we cannot

guess, and was almost destroyed by fire during the time that elapsed before it was

required. Only the beginning remained, and that was badly damaged. But after trimming

the ragged left-hand edge, nearly five feet of the roll were left. Sentiment or thrift may
have been responsible for its preservation; probably the former, since it must have been

necessary to buy a complete new copy of the work to obtain the 47 feet which were

added. Whoever tore the papijrus in two was careful to allow himself the greater part of

1 The of T^^iw is the only possible exception.

At the bottom of cols. 13 (?; and 15 t and “ respectively are legible.
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a section (the address to 0 ’) to spare, but took no trouble with the trimming.

In fact, we may probably argue from the difference between these broken edges that the

two pieces were never actually joined. The priority of 10473 over 10471, the damaged

state of the former compared with the excellent preservation of all that we have of the

latter, the careful trimming of one edge as opposed to the careless tearing of the other,

which, at the same time, allowed plenty of overlap—all these points are consistent with

this reconstruction. But it is only a guess.
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THREE HIPPOPOTAMt S-FIGI RES OF THE
3IIDDLE KIA"GD03I

By H. R. hall

With Plates xxii and xxiii.

The three hippopotamus-figures shown in Plates xxii and xxiii are among the finest

treasures of the British Museum in faience. They are of the 3Iiddle Kingdom, and presumably

of the Eleventh—Twelfth Dynasty (if No. 36346 he not even older), hut nothing is known

of their provenance except that both are said to have come from Thebe.s, no doubt from

Dira<^ abu’l Naga. No. 35004 was bought from the late Rev. Greville Chester in 1882,

No. 36346 was acquired in 1902. No. 22880 in 1891. None has till now been published.

The first (No. 35004) shows the hippopotamus at rest, or at any rate peacefully inclined,

the second (No. 36346) shows him alert and roaring. Both are admirable representations

of the animal, showing his heavy jowl and the characteristic pig’s eyes and little ears

with remarkable fidelity.

No. 35004 differs from the other in being ornamented on the surface (iu a manner

common on these Twelfth Dynasty figures) with representations of the water-lilies amid

which he may be imagined to be standing. Over the forehead and back of the head is

a flower; on the back are the stalks and bilobed fronds of the plant, on the sides and

buttocks are again the petalled flowers. On the face, however, the markings are intended

merely to accentuate the features; thus on the broad muzzle beneath the eyes are spots

representing the bristly hairs that grow there. The legs of this figure are unluckily broken

off. It is of a fine blue, somewhat decoloured and greenish in parts; the drawing of

course in brownish-black.

No. 36346 is made of a harder faience, in a lighter colour, which has faded all over

to a uniform pale blue. There is no drawing of water-plants or features on it. even the

eyes are not indicated in another colour. But the inside of the mouth is red.

The animal is shown just rising from the ground as if suddenly surprised, and roar-

ing, with its head lifted and turned towards the spectator. The rear limbs are still

lying at rest, and the body half-raised on the fore-legs; the off foredeg is broken. The

mouth, wide open, is, as has been said, all red within ; a cavern in av hich are in the upper

jaw four, in the lower five, holes for the insertion of peg-like teeth of another material,

that have disappeared. It is an unusual piece, and is one of the finest Egyptian lepre-

sentations of a hippopotamus that exists. I think, too, that it is possibl}, judging b\

the faience and its general appearance, the oldest figure of the kind knoyn. Mr. H. G.

Evers tells me that he would date it to about the time of Amenemmes II, but personally

I should have been inclined to date it to the Eleventh Dynasty, if not before.

This characteristic attitude of the hippopotamus was evidently often represented.

We find it also in the figure formerly in the Hilton Price Collection, illustrated by

Henry Wallis, Egyptian Ceramic Art {Macgregor Collection), Fig. p. 4, which is how-

ever adorned with lilies like No. 35004 and has ornamental spot and zigzag bands upon

Joiirn. of Egypt. Arch. xiit.
^
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it. This was republished in the Burlington Fine Arts Club Exhibition Catalogue, 1922

(PI. xxsvii, p. 56), with another larger and finer example also then in the Macgregor

Collection, with ornamentation in deep manganese violet of lily flowers and leaves,

rosettes, and even a dragon-fly. No. 35004 may well be compared with H. Wallis, op. cit.,

PL 1, also formerly in the Macgregor Collection, but somewhat damaged. The hippo-

potamus at Cairo figured by H. Wallis, op. cit., Fig. 5, has its head turned to its

right, as also has the third British Museum hippopotamus, No. 22880 (PI. xxiii, a), which

is a good deal smaller than the others described. It also has lilies painted in manganese

brown-black glaze on its back, but they are rather faded, while its blue ground-colour is

brilliant. The damaged Macgregor example is of a magnificent deep blue; that of another

Cairo specimen (H. Wallis, op. cit,, Fig. 6=Egyptian Ceramic Art, ii (1900), PL 1) is also

of a fine, but much paler blue. Its head is not very well modelled.

Berhn possesses a fine green specimen (No. 10724) on which are represented flowers,

buds, a butterfly, and even a flying bird. Berlin No. 13890 has the jaws and throat open;

Nos. 13891 and 13892 are both “young” {Ausfuhr. Verzeichnis, 1899, 106). And
Dr. Scharfi kindly informs me that there are two more examples at Berlin, Nos. 15258

and 20601, the first blue green, the second “weisshch” (presumably faded pale blue), both
without plants painted on them and “ziemlich massig in der Durchbildung,” The second

came from the Martyn Kennard Collection. There are also very fine examples in the

Louvre. But in spite of their comparative deficiency in colour (and the leglessness of

No. 35004), the two larger British Museum specimens are probably the finest of all their

kind as representations of the animal. The measurements of the three are: No. 35004:
L. ins. (19 cm.); H. 3J ins. (8*8 cm.). No. 36346: L. 6| ins. (16*5 cm.); H. 6 ins. (15*2 cm.).

No. 22880: L. l|in. (4*4 cm.); H. fin. (1*85 cm.).



Plate XXIII.

b.

a. Hippopotamus in blue faience (Brit. Mus. No. 22880).

,yn.it' r.
I.

b. Hippopotamus in blue faience (Brit. Mus. No 35004).
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.
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THE FAMILY LETTERS OF PAXISKOS

By J. G. WINTEE (University of Micliigan)

With Plates xxiv—xxvi.

The following letters, which are here published for the first time came from Gerzah,

the ancient Philadelphia, in the Fayyum, and were purchased by the University of

Michigan in 1923. They belong to the latter part of the third century or the beginning

of the fourth and form part of a family archive representing the correspondence of a

certain Paniskos with Ploutogenia, his wife, and Aion, his brother, as well as of Plouto-

genia with her mother HeHodora. Ploutogenia's letter to her mother, written in Alexandria

(1362), is in a fairly large, easily flowing cursive which may have been her own, but it is

much more likely to have been that of a well-practised letter-writer to whom she dictated.

Paniskos’ letters, too, seem to have been dictated. This would explain the error of

Protogenia for Ploutogenia in 1369, 1—an unpardonable mistake if the husband were

himself the writer—and would account also for the spelling of his daughter s name

iXioBwpa for HXioScopa in the same letter (1369, 27). The style of writing, moreover,

varies noticeably in his letters. The use of flourishes and the marked separation of words

in 1367 set it apart from the rest palaeographically ;
136-1 and 1369 show individual

characteristics which separate them from each other as well as from the others in the

group, but the person who wrote 1365 may also have written 1366 and 1368.

The special value of a group of family letters lies in the fact that the} re\ eal more

completely and distinctlv than xmrelated individual letters can ever do the character of

both writers and recipients. An interesting illustration of this may be found in the well-

known family archives in P. Fcuj. 110-123 and iv, 1203-1209. A letter from a

husband to his wife may be filled with the common concerns which the papyri have made

abundantly familiar to us—the details of petty business, various wants, anxieties, com-

missions and the like—and as such it has a value which has been recognized by students

of history and philology. When, however, we know not onl\ the husband s letter but

also his wife’s reaction to it we are aware of an added element of humanity. Both

husband and wife then stand forth in a new light because we know the one not only

directly through his own utterances but also indirectly through the mood of the other.

The chief members of this Greek family reveal themselves, and are revealed, with

unusual distinctness. First, although perhaps not foremost in the domestic economy, is

Paniskos, the husband of Ploutogenia. All his letters seem to have been written during

his stay in Upper Egypt, and at least three of them are in close sequence (1367, 1365,

1364). The first of these, 1367, was written at Koptos, the modern Kuft, an important

trading-centre below Thebes on the Nile^ This letter I regard as the earhest because in

^ The writer acknowledges with thanks the help he has received fiorn Mi . II. 1.

2 For Koptos see W. Schubart, Aegyptea von Alexander dem Grossen his aaf Muhararaed (Berlin 19^2),

68, 320. An interesting picture of its trade in armour is aff.'^rded by a letter to the strategus Apolloniu.s

in the time of Trajan, P. Giss, (P. M. Clever) i, 47= Wilckex, Chr^^sto>nathk, no. 320 = Schubart, Ein

Jahrtausend am Nil (2nd edition, Berlin, 1923,), no. .>3 i
translation).

8—2
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it Paniskos takes particular pains to inform his wife where he is (1367, 7 S,), assumes

that she will come to him as soon as he sends for her (1367, 17 ff.)—an assumption which

proved fallacious—and bids her in greater detail than elsewhere to bring with her an

assortment of food, weapons, and all his clothing. He even adds the prudent counsel:

bring your gold ornaments when you come but do not wear them on the boat (1367,

31-33). Then, too, there is no reference here to a previous letter and none of the natural

vexation which her conduct inspires in 1364 and 1365. From his references to various

pieces of armour which he has left behind (1364, 16 ff.; 1365, 11, 13; 1367, 24fiE.) and

to his colleagues and the prefect "‘ across the river"’ (1369, 17 ff.) one would conclude that

he is a soldier in Upper Egypt, although it seems strange that he should have left so

much of his kit in the Fayyum. He may, of course, be a small merchant engaged in

the armour-trade^. His wife and her mother appear to be settled on small farms at

Philadelphia.

We think of him as a man approaching, or in, the middle years, frank in thought

and speech, and taught by trial to preserve a fair amount of philosophic calm. When
Ploutogenia pays no heed to his parting injunction about going to her home (1364, 3 ff.)

he feels somewhat helplessly grieved about it, remarking rather grimly that he is familiar

with the excuse ""mother does this” (1364, 7). He wants her to come to him but knows

that he cannot compel her (1364, 10), although he makes it sufficiently plain that she

might write, if not about the journey then at least about herself (1364, 14, 23 ff.; 1365,

6 ff.). He is solicitous for her repute (1364, 16) and safety (1367, 32 f.), and sends her

money (1364, 26; 1366, 10; 1369, 10) and wool (1366, 6) for her own use. Of his

daughter Heliodora, who seems to be his only child—certainly the only one specifically

mentioned as such—he seems genuinely fond, not only remembering her constantly in his

greetings (1365, 2, 5, 23; 1366, 2; 1367, 2 and verso 1) and sending her money for

making anklets (1366, 10) but also recommending her explicitly to the care of Plouto-

genia (1366, 3) and of Aion, his brother (1368, 6). Even the mother-in-law, though she

seems to have exercised in fact the role commonly found in fiction (1364, 7, 23; cf,

1362, 6), shares his salutations (1364, 20; 1365, 24; 1366, 19) in a manner which bears

witness to the fine solidarity of family life in ancient Egypt. Such salutations are, to be

sure, largely a formula of the period, but in the case of Paniskos they seem to be
groimded in sincerity and goodwill. That he is thoughtful of the members of the

family is further shown by his desire that Nonnos should travel in the company of good
men when he journeys to Koptos (1367, 28; cf. 1366, margin 2).

In Ploutogenia we find traits which tend to increase pur regard for Paniskos. She
has independence, resoluteness, and, on occasion, the gift of silence—admirable qualities

when viewed objectively but somewhat irritating when one is at Koptos and expects
compliance, consideration, and, above all, replies to repeated letters. She has the habit of

doing as she pleases (1364, 5) and justifying her course by an excuse whose novelty no
longer impresses Paniskos (1364, 7). She certainly has no intention of joining him at
Koptos and does not answer his questions on that subject (1364, 9; 1365, 6ff.), and even
disregards the unusual plea made by the letter-carrier (1364, 21 ff.). From a postscript
in 1365, 26, and perhaps from 1365, 14, it appears that she did write in regard to armour.
To her mother she writes with singular force and directness. After a stay of eight
months in Alexandria, during which the daughter has had no letter, she remarks sharply,
"'so you regard me again not as your daughter but as your enemy” (1362, 4ff.), and

1 The presence of tronps in the Thebais in Diocletian’s time was caused by the insecurity of the
southern frontier {ct. ilckkn, Orundzuge, 30, 68 ; Schubart, Aegy^Aen^ 347).
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proceeds at once to give directions about pots and pans. Competent, with a will of her
own and some acerbity of temper, she doubtless dominated the family circle.

Ploutogenia’s daughter Heliodora, named after her maternal grandmother, seems to
be still a child but old enough to tend cattle if 1368, 11 refers to her. Paniskos sends
her money to be turned into anklets (1366, 10) and is solicitous for her welfare {1366, 3;
1368, 6). Although she seems to have been the only child tlie family circle is not small.

We meet a sister of Ploutogenia whose marriage is alluded to in 1362, 16 and the same
letter carries salutations to the elder Heliodora’s children (1362, 18). At Koptos Plouto-
genia has a sister who has children, as well as brothers (136t, 12: 1367, 12)> of whom
Hermias alone is mentioned byname (1367, rerso 2; 1369, 17). doubtless because he is

journeying with Paniskos. Paniskos has a brother named Aion (1366, 5) to whom he
writes 1368. Besides these there are others whose degree of relationship is not mentioned

:

Ata or Atat, who may be an Egyptian neighbour (1362, 9), Papylion, whose armour is

twice requested by Paniskos (1365, 13: 1367, 26), Xonnos, who has children and is

apparently planning a journey to Koptos (1366, 20; 1367, 30), Sarapion (1366, 20),

Cornelius (1368, 22), and finally Anilla (1368, 25).

I.

Paniskos to Ploutogenia, his wife.

Inventory number 1367. The papyrus measures 24r*T cm. by 11 cm. and is of a

medium-brown colour. The writing is on the recfo in a large, well-practised hand

characterized by sweeping strokes in certain letters, especially alpha and kappa, and by
a marked separation of words.

The contents, as has been said, seem to indicate that this letter is the first of those

sent to Ploutogenia from Upper Egypt. It will be observed that Paniskos takes particular

pains to inform his wife where he is (lines 7-8), assumes tliat she will come to him as

soon as he sends for her (17 ff.), and tells her to bring with her wool, oliv'es, honey, a

shield, helmet, lances, all his clothing, her own jew^elry. and the outfit of Papylion.

I WavierKo\s;'] tt) aoi^jS^iyp fiov

XWovroyevia t/}9 Ovyarpo^

pLov TrXlara ^alpeiv.

Trpo fiev €u;^o/4€ aot rrjv 6\o/cXrjpLa[v]

5 fcaO^ e/cdo-TT)v i)pLepav Trapn roU
ert

OeoU 7ra[[Tp]]. yivwcXKGLV ere ovv

OeXay, dSeX(f)r]^ on ev KoTrrcoc

ail[^]lialvajLcev dvyv^ ri]^

f/xouj aov fcal rdiv re/cvcov avry]^

lo OTTO)? fir] Xv7r't]6fjs ipxop^ivr]

ev rrj KoTTTty. elcrl yap ivffdSe

ol dS6X<f>ol croVy oirep fcal av

7rdvro)<i jSovXy avri]v daird-

aaerre avrrjv TroXXd. to?9 6^eoi9

rjpL^pav /SovXojuiprj

cTf d(T7rd^e{(T]0ai^ fierd firjrpo^

agv, ovv /lov rd ypdpL{pLa)—
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ra ravra Troirjaov aov ra X^pa

OTTft)? iav 7refi'^(o €7rt crev

20 Ta%€&)? e\6r)^, Kal evey fcov

ipX0fi€V7) TTOKapta epthicdv

Se/ca, eXeSiV Kepap^ia

ara^v\ffiaro^ K€pdfiia reacrepa^

KCU TO 6ir\oV pLOV TO K^VOV fJLOVOV^

KoX

25 TO Kaaihiov fiov. (pepe ra \oyx^^

pov, fpepe Kal rd rov Tla7rv\Lco-

vof; crKevrj, idv evprjre evKepi-

av perd dvOpcoircov KaXdov

Bevre ipx^o’T(o ped^ rjpoov

30 x\ 6vvo^, €vey*Kov '^p&v rrav-

ra rd 't^pdria ipxopevTj, evey kov

ipXopevT) aov rd ^pvcrta aXXa

(continued in one line in the left margin)

pr) avrd (popear)^ ev rw 7rA.o[t]«.

Yerso:

1 daird^ope rrjv Kvpiav pov Ovyarepav ^^XtoBtdpav. do-Trd^ere vpd^

2 "Ep/xia?.

3 d7roS(o9) rfj aoip^Lcp pov koX X Tfj dvyarpL pov 7r{apd) YlayLaKoy ^arp\o^\

Traistslation.

Paniskos to my wife Ploutogenia the mother of my daughter, heartiest greetings.

First of all I pray daily for your prosperity in the presence of all the gods. I would have

you know then, sister, that we are in Koptos near your sister and her children, that you

may not be distressed when you come to Koptos. For your brothers are here, and which

no doubt you yourself like to send her many greetings. She prays to the gods dady

desiring to salute you and your mother. So when you have received this letter of mine

make your necessary preparations to come quickly if I send for you. And when you

come bring ten shearings of wool, six jars of olives, four jars of distilled honey, and my
shield, only my new one, (and) my helmet. Bring also my lances. Bring also the outfit

of Papylion. If you find an opportunity, let Nonnos come here with us in the company
of good men. Bring all our clothes when you come. When you come bring your gold

ornaments but do not wear them on the boat.

Yerso: I salute my dear daughter Heliodora. Hermias salutes you.

(Address) : Deliver to my wife and daughter, from Paniskos her father.

Notes.

2. The daughter’s name is Heliodora; cf. the address and 1366, 2.

4. Trdvrcov was inadvertently omitted from the usual formula.

5. In 1365, 6 and 1368, 3 we find rS Kvplm dew, 1367 is anterior to 1365—the place

of 1368 in the series cannot be determined altWgh it seems to follow 1366 (cf. line 5)

—

and the change from the pagan to the Christian formula may indicate conversion. It is

not improbable, however, that 1367 may have been composed during some phase of
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Diocletian’s persecution, when prudence or other considerations might dictate the pagan
formula, and that when the immediate danger was past the Christian formula once more
emerged in the subsequent letters.

6. In Tract the letters' at are written above the cancelled rp\ the scribe evidently

began to write irarpwoi^,

7. aSeX(/)77, as often in the papyri — wife.

8. efxtvafjLev was corrected to aipnvapiev ip^eivapiev) by crossing out e and adding ai

in the left margin, where it di\ddes the word cf^ope ct;?.

13. avrrjv= avrrj
]
da7rdcracrT€= da7rdcra(T6€=acr7rdaa(j0ai', c/*, (= 6py€cr^(t)),

hne 29. The thought behind the crude expression seems to be : I am writing to you that

we are staying at Koptos near your sister (for your i.e,, your brothers and sister,

are here) because I know that on learning this you will want to send her many greetings.

[I am indebted for this interpretation to Mr, H. I. Bell.]

16. The mother’s name is Heliodora
; cf. 1364, 20.

17. The edge seems intact and it appears that the division into ypapL\{l%)fiaTa was

intended but only ra was actually written.

18. raxepa is clear enough palaeographically but is meaningless as it stands. The

edge is probably intact as far as the writing is concerned, and the flourish of the a would

seem to indicate the end of the word, av raxvTepa had first occurred to me as a solu-

tion, but that involves attributing two errors to the scribe and leaves no force to raxetix?

below. It is, I believe, fairly certain that iroirjo-ov crov rd XP^^ meant; the meta-

thesis is a rather natural one, and the context requires the idea of making necessary

preparation.

19. aev = ae,

20. For y\ cf. lines 30, 31, and 1364, 3. Wilcken, Grundzuge, xlvii.

23. (TTavjfiaro^ was corrected to araypLaro^.

24. fcevov = Katvov.

25. Kaaidtov, Lat. cassis. This form of the word does not occur in Preisigke’s

Worterbach. Cf. 1364, 17; 1365, 11.

26. Papylion is also mentioned in 1365, 13. The name does not appear in Preisigke s

Namenbuch.

27. evKepiav — evfcaipiav.

29. ipx^aro), cf line 13. The 0 of peff was corrected from r.

30. Nonnos reappears in 1366, 20.

33. <l>opeo'7f^y cf, note on line 8.

Verso.

2. For Hermias see also 1369, 17. This brother of Ploutogenia was probably

accompanying Paniskos and that fact may account for the use of the plural in line 8.

3. Pap. uTTo^" and tt'.

II.

Paniskos to his wife and daughter.

Inventory number 1365. This papyrus, measuring 9-5 cm. by 3-5 cm., is in less

satisfactory condition than the preceding one. The colour is a medium to dark brown.

The writing is on the recto, slightly larger and cruder than that of 1367, and is certamly

by a different hand; but it, too, is the work of a practised scribe. The rather ungainly

appearance is caused in part by the fact that the writer found it necessar)- to dip his
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pen frequently and wrote heavy black letters soon followed by lighter ones. Pen or ink

or both rather than the writer himself seem responsible for the lack of firmness and even

distinction which he seems capable of achieving.

The reference to this as the second letter (line 7), the grim comment on his wife’s

failure to come, and the repetition of the request for his new shield and the outfit of

Papylion make its place in the series fairly certain. Line 21 as well as the repetition

alluded to seem to imply confidence that Ploutogenia will still come to Koptos.

I Ylav\^i\aKO^ rf) (TVfx^iov A:[a]t

rfj Ov^/arpl iroXka ')(^alpeiv,

TTpo jJLev iravTCOv

ere oXoKXrjpov ere diroXa^lv

5 pLerd T?;? Ov^/arpo^s;) fiov irapd

r(p KVpl(p 6€(p, r]Srj Sevre-

pav croi iiTL(TTo\\\^v ^p\^ci\(^w

Lva e\0^9 7rpo9 e/xe, fcai ov~

fc dX0a<;. ovv ov 6eXt<i iX6 l\v\

10 dvTLjpayjrov pbOL, eveyKov piov

TO ottXov to K€v\^dv Kal t]p KaaL-

hiv Ka\ ra 7r6?^[Te Xoy^ta^ Kal

rd rov YlairvX[L(iivo^ aKevr]. /c]al 6-

ypa^frd[<;'] puot OT[t ] Tla[v]-

15 iaK(p drt S[
]

Kat o’[oi eK\o)Ka [ Sarvp]-

vLv(p 7va (Toi [ pL^ d]“

p€X}]<Tr]<^ ov[v ]

ovv oXeei yvv\^* *•]•[ ]••

20 (OTfov KaL o*o[i;] kcu ^p^Mv. r)

ovv avve^pYfci €ve\^K\ov av-

rd Kal Tepv[e]re ivOdhe.

daitd^opai t['^]v Ovjarepa^v^

pov TToXXd [/ejai rrjv pr}Te-

25 pav (Tov Kal t[o]i;9 (faXovvTa^i

rjpd^; Kar ovopa,

€ppd)(Ta6aL ae ev')(^opaL

TlavvL K^,

The following postscript, added in the same hand but in smaller characters, begins
in line 26, continues in tvo lines above the eppoytradai (1, eppdxjOai) formula, and con-
cludes between that and the date of the month. Below the latter the salutations seem
to have been resumed.

K]al eypa-

27 ^jrd<i pot on ^pKe^ eiKocrL [....] OTrXa

28 rappepv ovBev avr&l^v^ Kdreo

30 etpTjvev T7]pva^

32 [ao-7ra]fo[/Aat]

(The papyrus is broken off here.)
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Yerso (address):

1 d7r(oSo'?) rfi (tv/jL^lov \/ 7r(apa) T[avia\^Kov

2 / \ ev Tw Xlap^Lov ?].

Tkaxslation.

Paniskos to his wife and daughter, many greetings. Before ail else I pray before the

Lord God that you and my daughter may receiye this in good health. I am now
writing you a second letter that you may come to me, and you have not come. If, then,

you do not wish to come write me a reply. Bring my shield, the new one, and my
helmet and my five lances and the outfit of Papylion, And you wrote me that...to

Paniskos...that... and I gave you...to Saturninus in order that...to you...do not neglect

it then... accordingly.... So if you have the trimmings bring them and cut them here,

I salute my daughter often and your mother and those who love us, by name. I pray

for your welfare. Pauni 22.

(Postscript): You wrote, ‘'you took twenty... shields...none of them.*’ Temnas has

remained below. I salute you.

Verso (address): Deliver to my wife, from Paniskos, in the house of Par(ios?).

Notes.

1. In 1367, 1 and address, the spelling aoLp.^L(p is used; 1366, 1 and address, agrees

with the present letter in having rfj aypuiSLov.

2. For the daughter, cf. 1367, note on line 2.

4. The repetition of pronouns is not uncommon; c/. Mayser, Gram., ii, 63.

5. Pap. dv^arpo.

6. On TW KvpL(p Oe(p, cf. 1367, 5. The second e of Sevripav seems to be a correction

from another letter or a heavy retracing of € itself.

11. Kevov'=^ fcaivov\ cf. 1367, 24.

13. There is a similar reference to Papylion in 1367, 26. Near the end of lines 12

and 13 is a patch in the same hand but out of place here. It contains the letters (12)

/xaS, followed by Ka\ which is in place; (13) a, again followed by Kai which is also in

place.

16. The lower half of the papyrus, comprising lines 16 ff., was glued to the upper

half before its purchase* There can be no doubt that the two pieces belong to the same

letter but one or more lines may be lost.

17. The name was probably ^arvpvlvtp.

19. oXeet is not clear. The doubtful letter certainly looks like X : t is a possibility;

S is not.

21. In P. Oxy. vii, 1069, 8 (III cent.) and P. Oxy. viii, 1159, 15, 20 (late III),

Professor Hunt translates crvvepja by ‘’tools ^ with a question, and in his note on viii,

1159, 15 remarks that the word “apparently means weaving implements.’’ This inter-

pretation he bases on a passage (not conclusive) in Damascenus Studita, Howil. 2o. In

the present letter the connexion clearly points to cloth of some sort used for the chiton

(cf. 1366, 11), and that may well be the meaning of the word in the Oxyrhynchus papyri also.

24. For the mother Heliodora, cf. 1367, 16.

26. After kut ovofia and the closing formula of ippoyaadat (1. ippwadai), with a

large e, had been finished, a postscript was crowded into the vacant space. This can be

seen from the fact that the last two letters of rayixrpv were accommodated to the large

loop of the 6 of ippwaadaty the being partially enclosed by it.

Joum. of Egypt. Arch. xiii. 9
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27. Following eiKoai tke surface of the papyrus is abraded. From the o of oifKa

there is a rough stroke extending over the word; this is probably not intentional. The
large number of shields referred to (20 +) would lead one to infer that Paniskos is a
merchant rather than a soldier; but the illegibility of part of the postscript makes
certainty impossible.

28. Tajj^ixav seems to be the reading but it gives no meaning; perhaps a name,
[no]Td/i/nft)i;? Kara)-, the first two letters are very uncertain, the r seems fairly sure but
the possibility of X cannot be excluded.

30. The name Trjfxva^, or, less probably, T77Xi'a9, is unknown to me.
31. Pauni /c/3 is June 16. The year was not written.

Verso.

1. Pap. air' and w.

Transcript of fragment found with 1365.

With 1365 there came a small fragment, evidently the conclusion of a letter,
measuring 7 cm. by 3'1 cm., of the same colour, texture, and precisely the same writing.’
But the line in the left margin shows that it does not belong to 1365, whose left margin
is intact. Nor does the fragment fit any other of the Paniskos group.

(The top is gone.)

I ]fiv [
]paTTi[

]Xez/

5 ]/cat ou[

]/3tov Ka\_

(Here the papyrus is broken off.)

One line in the left margin:

ippS}a\6aL ae ev-)(^op.ai *I’ap/r[o5dt ?

III.

Paniskos to Ploutogenia.

Inventory number 1364 is a medium-brown papyrus, 25 cm. by 13 cm. with anupper margin of about 1-7 cm. The left margin, where it is preserved, is about’ 2 cm It
IS badly broken across the centre (lines 12, 13). The writing is on the recio in veryblack ink in a hand which is fluent but rather careless: the script becomes somewhatsmaller and more crow^ded towards the end.

In this letter from Koptos Paniskos again refers to his wife’s journey to join himHe seems to have abandoned hope, however, and in speaking of his Irmour once more itwill be observed that he uses 7^e^l^lrov and not evejKov as before. His apparent vexationwith her conduct and his allusion to her mother are natural enough under the circum-stances. and have a directness which breaks the barriers of centuries. Paniskos and hisobscure l.ttle people of the third ceot.ry, wrr. ne» reality and becoJet.TnaSSy
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1 Yiaviaico^ Yl\Xo^vToyeviai rfj

<7V(jL^L(p ')^atpeLV.

irap'qy yeCKa croi e^ep^opievo^ on

/jLT) aTveXOr]^ eh rrjv olfciav aov

5 Kal diT^Xde^ TrdvTO)^, et n deXi^;

TTOieh^ \p^r]v piov pir) e^ovcrav.

dXXd olSa on 7
)
p^Trjp pov ravra iroi-

ei. eihov Tpeh iiriaroXa^^ eirepT^a croi

Kal ovBeptav pot €ypa^lra^. el pev

10 [o]v OeXi^ dva^yjvai tt/^o? epe, ovSeh

[o-e dv]ayKd^[eL]. ravT[ah eVtcrroXa?

[€ypaylr]d aoc iirl 7
)
a8[6]A.(^?; [<7o]u dvayK^dy

[^ei pe] ivOdBe ypd-^aL e^[t S]e g'[o]i oi5

1^
]i/ (tol ypd^|ral> irepl rovrov, aXXa

I- [ypdyjr]oi' ovv Trepl aov. dXXd r]Kovaa ra

[/t^] dv 7]K 0VTd aoi. Trepyjrov pot to

\_Ka(T]tStv pov Kal TO oTrXdpLv Kal rd

[7r€]z/T£ Xoyx^^ XcopiKCV pov

[K]aL TO ^dXTLV pov, ciaTTa^opaL ttjv

20 ^llXioScopap. elirev

[poi\ dva/3d<; 7rpo9 ipe 6 i'7n<TToXo4>6po<;

[oTt] ore epeXXov e^eXOecp, elirov rfj

[yvva~\iKl Kal tt) p7]Tpl ai;T^9 otl Sore

[pot i]7riaToXrjv direveyKelv rw Tlavta-

25 [kw] Kal ov SeScoKaat. eirepylrd crot Sid ’Ar-

[to)p]lov diro ^ViveaTov^ TaXavTov ev,

epptoaOai ae

evxopcti'-

Verso (address):

I nXouT07e2;tat t^ (t[vp^l^.

Translation.

Paniskos to Ploutogenia his Yrife, greeting. I enjoined you when I do not go

off to your home” and yet you went. If you wish an\^hing }ou do it, without taking

account of me. But I know your ‘'mother does this.” See, I have sent you three

letters and you have not written me one. If you do not wish to come up to me no one

compels you. These letters I have written to you because your sibter compels me to

write from here. But since you do not wish ( 0 write about this at least v rite a out

yourself. I have heard things that do not become you. Send me my helmet and my

shield and my five lances and my breastplate and my belt. I
^

salute }our mot er

Heliodora. The letter-carrier said to me when he came to me: ‘Svhen I was on the

point of departing, I said to your wife and her mother, 'give me a letter ta ^e to

Paniskos,’ and they did not give it.” I have sent you one talent bj * ntonius rom

Psinestes. I pray for your welfare.

Verso (address): To Ploutogenia my wife.

9-2
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Notes.

2. The word ^aipeiv stands apart in unusually large letters.

3. oTz, as often, introduces a direct statement.

6. -Xg-yrtv seems certain. The letter foUowing \ was apparently traced three times

and the result is a large blot. The writer doubtless intended \6yov.

L. e\ovaa.

8. The third letter is the present one.

9. The statement about the three letters and no reply is inconsistent with 1365,

.vhich is the second letter (c/. line 6) and which has in its postscript (U. 26-7) eypaylrd<;

pot. Paniskos either forgot or he means that Ploutogenia had not written specifically

about her coming.
_

12. The reference to Ploutogenia’s sister (c/. 1367, 8) shows that Paniskos is in

Koptos.

eTri^eVet.

13. The end of the line is badly damaged. The connexion seems to require ‘^but

since you do not wish to write’’ or “since she said I did not wish to write.” The last

letter of the line may be /c,

15. For the personal pronoun of the second person used as a reflexive after a pre-

position cf. Mayser, Gram,, ii, 67.

17. Kaaihtv, cf. 1367, 25; 1365, 11. The oifkapiv (— oirKapiov) is the oifKov of 1367,

24; 1365, 11.

18. The \6y\ia are mentioned in 1367, 25 and doubtless stood in the lacuna of

1365, 12. The XtopiKiv (—XcopiKLov lorica) and the ^dXriv (= = Latin

b(dteus) are not mentioned elsewhere in the correspondence. ^oXtlv does not appear in

Preisigke, Worterhuch, or the new L. and S.; Xojx^a is not cited in Preisigke in this

form, and Xwp'iKLv is not mentioned. The words are not listed in Calderini-Monbini,

Repertorio.

26. ^z^eo'TOL'^ or ^iXearov^, the former more probably.

IV.

Paniskos to his wife.

Inventory number 1366 is a dark-brown papyrus written in very black ink on the

recto. It is 10‘8 cm. by 11 ’2 cm., perhaps by the same hand that wrote 1365 and 1368.

The writing is smaller, however, than in either of these and much more carefully done

but shows the same ductus.

Its place in the series cannot be determined but the reference to his return home
(line 13) would imply that it follows the preceding letters in point of time. The allusion

to cattle both here (line 8) and in 1362, 13 would indicate that the family had small

holdings in the Fayyum.

I UaviaKO^ rfj <tv/x^[io]v iroXXd ^aipetv.

d(T7rd^opat ^HXzo86i[p]ai^ Trjj/ Ovya-

repav pov TroXXa, /cal [Trpjocre^e ai/rf]. de-

Xft) iSlp tj TLVo^ eypayjra

5 'Alwvi /cal ^ TL d<p7']KL<i ei9 ^HXioi; 7r(6Xiv) Trep.-

^jrov iir avTci. /cal d(f>7]Ka rd iplBca

aeavrf) 7pa r) rt deXt? dvriXcdcrr)^; ere-

avrfj. Kai irpocreye Kai crov roi^ /ctt^ctl,



Plate XXV.

V ^ivml - , .

. ,

University of ATichigan Papyrus 1366.
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KoX ra rpia oXoicorTiva TToir^crov av^

10 ra 7^oSo^[r€\a rp dvyarpL pioVy fcal irol-

fiacTov ra crvvepja rov klOcovlov aov

Kal rov elfiartov, fcal pav 6 6eo^ OiXi

Kai €\9w /BdWa) eKp.a'yaoy. Ka\ eru-

fiaaov TO hepp.aTLK[^Lv] puovy koI i] n
15 \_d~\e\ov<yLv aKoXovOt q\y^Tol<;. 7€tVcycr-

[/c€ o^vv on &>? aSe[\^69 cr]oi ypacfxo ovk C09

[o'o]v, [ipp]d)(T[9]al ere ev)(^o-

{^pbai

(The papyrus is broken off here.)

Continued in the left margin in two lines:

I da7rd^o/jLa(t) rpv pprepav <ro[v] 7ro\[\«]

/cal l^ovvev orvp reKvoi^i Kal 'Sapa7rio)y[a~\.

Verso:

1 d7r(o8o9) rp avpi- \ / 7ra(pd) UaplaKco

2 ^lov / \ iy Mo\jrap[ov,

Translation.

Paniskos to his wife, many greetings. I salute often Heliodora my daughter. And

do you attend to her. I wish to know if you have need of anything. I wrote to Aion;

and if you have dispatched anything to Heliopolis send for it. I have also sent you wool

for yourself in order that if you wish you may use it for yourself. And attend also to

your cattle. And as for the three holokottina, make anklets of them for my daughter,

and prepare the accessories of your chiton and himation. And if God wills and I come,

I (shall) strike (or pay).... Make ready also my cloak with a hood; and if they wish

anything follow them. Know that I write to you as a brother and not as jour.,., I pray

for your health. I salute your mother often, also Nonnos with his children and Sarapion.

Verso (address): Deliver to my wife Ploutogenia, from Paniskos in the house of

Mopsarios.

Notes.

1. Enough is left of the final y to make evpi^Lov certain; c/. the address and

1365, 1.

4. L. '^peiav,

5. Aion is Paniskos’ brother to whom 1368 is addressed.

Pap. pXcOVTT.

9. oXoKorriva (the masculine form of the word occurs elsewhere, cf. Calderini-

Mondini, Repertorio) are the ctuTei of Diocletian and solidi of Constantine. In a papyrus

which cannot be far from contemporary with the present letter, P. Oxy. xiv, 1653

(306 A.D.), the average weight of the holokottinos is l-g gr. of gold. Under Constantine

the weight was fixed at 4 gr. See Grenfell and Hunt, ad loc., and on P. Oxy. xii, 1430

(324 A.D.). Professor H. A. Sanders discusses the history and meaning of the word in

University of Michigan Studies, xxi, 22 ff. (modifying his earlier views in Philological

Quarterly, in, 161 ff.). A gift of three gold holokottinoi by Paniskos would seem to in-

dicate a degree of prosperity, and this is borne out by the reference to Ploutogenia s

gold ornaments in 1367, 32.
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10. TToBoylreXa I have not found elsewhere but it is the equivalent of ttoSo? yjriWia,

The phraseology implies that the coins are themselves to be used to form a bangle.

11. For (Tvvepya, cf. 1365, 21. The o of aov was retraced.

12. o 0609 implies that Paniskos is a Christian; c/*. 1367, line 5, note.

13. I have found no solution for eKp ,a^aov or

14. hepfiariKLv was probably written; c/. Pbeisioke, Worterbuch, and the new

revised Liddell and Scott.

17. The first vestige of a letter resembles the top of k, v, or X' Neither exOpo^, cf.

1362, 7, nor SecrTror???, although affording a satisfactory meaning, seems to suit both the

space and the extant traces of letters.

Margin 2. L. N6z/z^oi/.

Verso:

1. Pap. utt' and ttu, L. UaviaKov.

2. Cf. 1366, verso 2.

V.

Paniskos to Aion his brother.

Inventory number 1368 arrived as a rather clumsy composite of three pieces glued

together, with the addition of two small fragments of alien origin. The latter I omit

here. The lower half of the composite letter measures 11 cm. by 9 cm. and forms the

mutilated upper portion of a letter by Paniskos to Aion his brother. The upper part, in

two pieces (maximum measurement 9-5 cm. by 9 cm.) badly joined, probably forms the

conclusion of the same letter and is so printed here. It is devoted to the customary
extended salutations. The whole is so badly damaged that it is impossible to recover

much more than the evidence of his regard for his brother and concern for his daughter.

The writing is on the recto

:

the papyrus is light-brown.

I \JiLav i\(TKO'^i [tw] po~[y 7ro\(X.)a

[irpo 7rdi'[r]cov ere [oXjo/cA?/-

[povvra] a7ro\[a^3yLV irapd fcvpLw Oeco.

\f^/LV(o\cTKiv vpLd<; 06[X]ct) ort deov OiXov-

5 [to? o\\o/c\T)pOVIjL6J/. Kal €VT6WoU€ (TOL

[tt^o oJXot;, Trpocre^e dvya-

[rpt piov] Kai 7] rtPo<; XP^^^ aurf}.

[ ] Se iTTird^alre] avrj] Kal r)dv

[ ]o'J7 di'T[L]ypd\lraTe fxoL Kal

lo [tw SeJpyyVw '^dv A:a[X]co9 irpci^ei Kal

['Trpo(Te\xei roi? irp6^a\^aiv]. e7ri/ieX[Xe]re

[ ]S66)9 aXXc£)[ ....]. 64 Kal o[ . . '\Ka

[ ]^9[* • • 7ro4?7cr[e49] pe

[ ]^x[ ]

(Line or lines missing.)

15 [about 20 letters p]r}Tpl Ka\l . .]

[ ]oi<? fcal [ ]^ep p[. .

[ ]pi](Ta) Kuyd) [. . d7r]oS48o)^[.]

[ ]*a^ k[. .]‘3o[. . .
. ]e Kal vpe\Z\y





Plate XXVI

Lniversity of Michigan Papyrus 1362.
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. aB]€\(f>m fjfjiOiv [. .]acro€LTL fcal

20 [fiT] d/ui]€\7']<7r}i;, di/TL[y~\payjr6v fiOL 'Trepl

[rpv a](or7]plav vpid)v. dcnra^o-

[puac . . •lav crvv re/cvoi^^ koli Ko^p?;-

\\iov avv~\ Tefci>L<; fcal rrjv crvp/3iov av-

[roi) ]op avv t€/cvoi<; fcal rfj avpL~

25 [/3 l(P nai r^v OvY/cirepav [pd\ov Kal"'\vvi\-

[Xav ]'['•• dcrird^opiai

[ ] iroWd Kal ^H[Xt]oSco/?a[p]

[about 23 letters] t6/cp[ . , .
, ]

(The papyrus breaks off here.)

TEA^fl'SLATION.

Paniskos to Aion my brother, many greetings. Before all else I pray before our

Lord God that you may receive this in prosperity. I wish you to know that, God
willing, we are prospering. And I enjoin you, brother, before all else attend to my
daughter, and if she has need of an}’thing give it to her...do you order her...and if...to

us. Write a reply to me and Serenus if she fares well and attends to the flocks. Take
care... please...know...to my (?) mother and. ..and. ..repay. ..and to you. ..our brother. ..do

not neglect it. Write me then about your health. I salute... with his children and
Cornelius with his children and his wife...with children and his wife and my daughter

and Anilla..., I salute... often and Heliodora... children.

Notes.

1. Aion is mentioned in 1366, 5.

3. 6>€w; c/. 1367, 5.

4. The iota of on was corrected or retraced.

5. pe of oXoKXrjpovpev was retraced.

6. L. dBeXcfye. For the daughter see 1365, 2; 1367, 2.

9. (TT]] the first letter may be part of tt.

10. ^eprjvfp; the last letter is very probably but not certainly «.

13. /caXft)]? 7rot7]ae[L<^] or €7rot7](7q[. . .

18 . vp€[l]v or i//x6[i]9.

19. aaoetri
;
the letters probably form the conclusion of a name.

20. The last word in the line was roughly retraced and is very uncertain.

23. L. Te/cpoi?.

25. ''XviXXav was probably intended; the spelling with w does not occur in

Preisigke’s Namenbuch,

VI.

Paniskos to his wife Ploutogenia.

Inventory number 1369 is a medium-brown papyrus measuring 24 cm. by 10 cm.

There is a left margin of about 2 cm. The upper part is badly damaged and at line 16

the two parts of the letter were pasted together before its arrival. There may be a loss

at this point of a line or two. The contents are on the recto. The letter was written

while Paniskos was still in Koptos or its vicinity. Paniskos wuites of various matters:
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of the letter given to Dioskoros to carry to Ploutogenia, of a talent which Dioskoros has

from Paniskos and which Ploutogenia is to secure, of her brother Hermias who is across

the river with the prefect and who has been repeatedly summoned in vain to return to

the epanorthotes Achilles, of nineteen colleagues who have returned, apparently from the

other side. There was ample room in the concluding line for the inclusion of the year

but that, unfortunately for us, was not given. The seal or tie-mark appears on the verso

but nothing of the address is left. The papyrus has been mended with a strip of alien

origin which has a few traces of letters in a different hand.

1 Yia\vi\(TKo^ TIpotoj€v[l]-

a[t rjiy avv^'icp irXelcr-

[rja ^(^aipeLv.

'y\^LV(jtf\(TKeLv (je 06X[co]

5 o[rL e7rC\q-roX7]v eSco-

K[a Atocr]/cop« avrov

e\[0oi'To]9 Trap’ ipcov. e[7r£ 0-]-

Tp[\r]v Se aoL 7[pd]-

<f)(p
[oTt] ou SeSofca av-

lo Tto [rjp lrd~\\avrov dX\a

iK[6/ji]L(T€p. he^ai ovv

7rap[d IhLoyv av-

Tov TO raXavTov.

Kai hLeirefJi^^dpiTjv

on avTov rpv iinOi]-

\^icr)v . . . , ]TaXa[ ]

Xd/3^? fca6d>^ 7rpoe£7ro[i^].

6 8e 'Ep/xeca? d dSeX^d?

crou icTTiv iv rtp 7r6p[ai^]

TO /xera rov eirapyov. ttoX-

Xd/cx[<?] <f>(ov7]v CLy[r(jo~\

i^d[\o/jL^eP iva 6X[^p]

TTpO? TOl^ €7ravopda)T7]{v)

’A;;^xXX[ea] Kal ovk rjXOev.

tO

25 01 7rX€LcrTOL rwp a:oX[X7;]-

yd)P -ppidiP 7)X0ap TTpo^

7}/xd[?. a]cr7rdfop.e

'iXio^oypav pLov

TOP Ovyarepap pLov

30 fcai rod? of^wp

ra?. 0 CO0 ijB.

Tkaxslatiox.

Paniskos to Protogenia (Ploutogenia) his wife, heartiest greetings. I would have you
know that I have given a letter to Dioskoros inasmuch as he was coming from me. I am
now writing that I did not give him the talent but he bore it. Accordingly, take it from
his possessions. And I sent word that... his deposit. Take it as I told you. Your
brother Hermias is across the river with the prefect. We sent him word repeatedlv that
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he might come to the epanorthotes Achilles, and he has not come, ^lost of our nineteen

colleagues have come to us. I salute you, Heliodora my daughter, and all of our

household. Thoth 12.

XOTES.

1, Uporoyercai is perfectly legible and can only be the letter-writer's error: it i^.

I believe, one of the proofs that Paniskos dictated.

8. The second v of vvv was retraced.

18. For Hermias see 13b7, rerso 2.

19. irepar] sc. rov 'rrorapov.

21. I know of no parallel to ^rovrjv e/3d\outv but its meaning is evident. Sophocles,

Lexicon, cites fSdWco fcpavyvr.

23. Pap. €7ra}’opffOTr. The eTravopOrorr'^^ is the corrector iuventutis charged with

revision of the service lists: cf, Preisic^ke. Fnrliirdrfcr,

24. The name Achilles in a papyrus of Diocletian’s time is an interesting reminder

of the usurper slain at Alexandria.

25. The numeral tO was added above, after T(7n>.

28. For Heliodora see 1367, 2.

29. On the repetition of the pronoun cf. ^Iayser, Gram., ii, 63.

31. Thoth 12 = Sept. 9.

YII.

Ploutogenia to her mother.

Papvrus number 1362 measures 20 cm. bv 12'5 cm. The left maT-gin is from 2 Xo

2*3 cm.: the up2)er one about 1*1 cm., and the lower, t cm. The colour is light-brown.

The writing shows the ease and even elegance of a professional letter-writer.

In this letter, written at Alexandria. Ploutogenia rej)roaches lier mother Heliodora

for failure to write during the daughter s eight months ''tay in the metro])olis. Her mood

is less conciliatory than that of Paniskos under somewhat similar provocation. Thi^. he

might have reflected, is another of those things mother doc'^ (13b4, i ). Ploutogenia s

visit cannot of course be explained liy 1364. 3—6 >ince s]ie was then vitli or lU'ar her

mother in Philadelphia, as the salutations in that letter show. During her ab'^ence she

has not forgotten the concerns of life in the Fayvum. There i^ nothing in its content‘d

to indicate its position in tlie archive: Pani'^kos i>, not mentioned, and the oml^''lon of

his name is perfectlv natural inasmuch a> he too was doubtle<s at\a\ fiom home. One

might have expected a greeting to her daughter Heliodora but Ploutog^niia, t\ho is

certainlv not communicati^'e, merely closes with a general salutation. It i'> uIm) possible,

but rather improbable, that the letter antedates her marriage.

I U\ov[Toyei>L]a rp jJipTpi pLOv TroWd

y^atpeiv.

irpo yUc'P iznvTcov 6\ok\t}pli>

Trap I TO) Kvplm Oef. rjarj okto) ppves

5 dcj)" €i(Tri\0a eh 'We^dvSpiav ovSe

jjiiav pOL eirLdToXrjV h/pa\}ra^. Tra\i ovv

ovK e'xis pe Ovyarepav crov ce? ex^Pdr

crov. TO yaX/cw/zara irapd aot,

avrd Xrar fca} crv avrd irapaXa/Se

lo d7r’ [a]uTr;9 Ara TrXrjpr]^. Kai ypayfrov

Joum. of Egypt. Arch. xiii. 10
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fxot TTocrov fcepfxa eXa/Se^ nrapa

KoviT[i\vrjpi fcal /x?) dp.eXr]crr}<^, irpoarexe

rfj pLaxavf} /crfjcrei <tov, ur)

ofcvTjap^ Kal pLp OeXrjdp^ (TKvXt}-

15 [vat ]. [edv] Se fieXXp

}j 0[vydT~\y]p (Tou yapti]o-at ypciy^ov p^ot

Kat epxopai iyco. dcnvatopai ae

perd Tcov reKVcov aov. acr^rd^opai

fcal T01/9 cf)tXovvra<; ?;/xa9

20 Ka[T o]vopa. eppwcrdai vpd^

evx^pcLf- TToA-Aot?

XpdvoL^,

Verso (address):

I dir{oho^) rfj prjTpl ptov 'rT(apd) X UXovroyevia Ovyarpl,

Translation.

Ploutogenia to my mother, many greetings. First of all I pray for your prosperity

in the presence of the Lord God. It is eight months since I came to Alexandria and you

have not written me a letter. You again consider me then not as your daughter but as

vour enemy. The bronze vessels which you have by you, give to At at. and do you take

them back filled from Ata herself. And write me how much money you got from

Koiipiner and do not forget. Attend to your irrigation wheel and your cattle; do not

hesitate and do not wish to trouble.... And if your daughter intends to marry write me

and I will come. I salute you together with your children. I salute also by name those

who love us. I pray for your continued health.

Verso (address) : Deliver to my mother, from Ploutogenia her daughter.

Notes.

I. The mother's name is Heliodora; r/. 1364, 7, 20, 23; 1365, 24.

4. Ploutogenia uses the Christian formula: cf. 1367, 5.

L. eta'i,

6. L. TrdXtv ; cf, 3L4.YSER, Gram,, i, 240 and Ghedini, Lettere cristiane, 71 with

references.

7 . 0)9 = (dXXa) 0)^;.

8. For rd as a relative pronoun cf, Mayser, ii, 59. The e of 6;)^t9 was corrected

from T.

9. Arar is followed by a small abrasion which can have contained only the k of Kac.

In the following line the name is certainly Ara. The only reason I can see for the

variation lies in the accidental omission of r before tt where Ploutogenia might have

slurred it in dictating. Preisigke, Xamenbiich, cites only Ara, *Ataou = ^Ata, under

Arabic names.

10. 7r/\?;e?/ 9 ,
indeclinable as often after the third century B.C.; cf. Mayser, i, 63, 297.

II. K€ppa\ ^‘Xicht selten werden die Obolen als Scheidmiinze bezeichnet.... Gele-

gentlich werden auch die Kupferdrachmen als fceppa bezeichnet/’ Wilcken, Ostraha, i, 731.

12. Kov7r[L]r7)pi\ the tt seems fairly certain and the lacuna leaves little room except

for i. The name is unknown to me. For the case cf. the address on the verso,

13. L. pTjxavp and KrrjCL.

16. For this use of yapfjcrai, cf. X.T., Mark x, 12; i Cor. vii, 28.

Verso. Pap. aw and tt'.



AN ADMINISTRATIVE LETTER OF PROTEST

By ALAX H. GARDIXER
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The stereotyped and impersonal style favoured by the Egyptians in tlieir writings, no

less than in their paintings and sculptures, is apt to make us foiget that they inhabited

a world constituted not so very differently from our own. It is wearisome, no doubt, to

read for the hundredth time that such and such an olhcial did what tlie gods loved

and what men praised,’’ but the harm done by the fulsome self-laudati(Ui which we find

in the autobiographical inscriptions lies rather in the mesmeric eftect that this self-

laudation has upon our imaginations. e grow unconscious that there vere human

problems and passions in Pharaonic times, just as there are in modern lihL e come to

think of the ancient administrative machine as absolutely free from friction. An\ docu-

ment that serves to correct these erroneous impressions is of real value, and herein, as it

seems to me, lies the special interest of the small papyrus wldch I\Ir. Battiscombt^ (.ninn

has recently published under the title ‘‘A Sixth Dynasty Letter from Saijqara^. The

admirable transcription and commentary which Gunn has appended to his article lea\ e

little to be done from the purely linguistic side, but it will be seen fi*om tlie following

account that I do not agree with his interpretation of the document as a wlujie.

In order to make the following discussion comprehensible, it is necessary to reproduce

here Gunn’s transcription and translation of the text.

(1) [fo Gcc-
A'yV^/‘A^ AW.‘/A

W <
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IX Y'A (5) A
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TV! /r/j
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e ay

r /y-A* ,A

—... X— /“A A* A
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P .=

^ I <')®J X A A*-WA\UP-1

ia

ia A
V.,

“(1) [Regnal-year] 11, First Month of Skotnu, Day 23.

(2) The Commander of Soldiers says:

(3) There has been brought to this servant- the writing of the Chief Justice and YiDcr

about bringing the battalion of the gangs of Turn (1) to he given clothes in his presence on (.^)

the very beautiful &vh-building. Now this servant is spcaJdng (i.e., writing) an out-of-

thc-icay place {??), and the letter-carrier (o) comes to Tura with the stone-barge, you- when

this servant spent six days at the Residence (G) with this battalion, it was not given clothes.

It is an injuring of the work from this servant, and it is a whole day (7) that is wa.sted for

this battalion when it is given clothes. This .servant sags: let the letter-carrier he informed.^’

1 A/in.Scrr,, xxv, ’2A’2-d-k

- “A polite WAV <tf referring to the writer, umriI in letter^. iCD'XN.,

10—

e
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According to Gunn this letter, which he rightly assigns to the end of the Sixth

Dynasty, was written by '' an unnamed military commander to some person unknown,

perhaps an official of the Vizier, concerning a written order from the latter to bring a

body of soldiers from the limestone quarries of Tura to probably either Memphis or

Saqqara, to receive clothing in the Vizier’s presence at a place called the The

writer complains,” so Gunn conjectures, that while he is writing from some rather

inaccessible place away from Tura, the letter-carrier, availing himself of the transport

afforded by a stone-barge, comes no nearer to him than Tura
;

{b) that when he

recently spent six days with the battalion in question at the royal Eesidence-city there

was ample time for them to be giv^n clothing, and yet they received none
;

(c) that

to make him bring them over again is a vexatious hindrance to the writer’s work (at

Tura or in the neighbourhood)
; and ((/) that it will entail the loss of a whole day’s work

to the soldiers. Finally, he asks that the letter-carrier be informed—of his present

whereabouts, perhaps.”

In criticizing Gunn’s interpretation, my point of departure will be the manner in

which the writer of the letter is designated (1. 2). The use of the bare title ''the Com-
mander of Soldiers ' can only signify that the officer in question was too important to

need naming. This is also the reason why, both in our letter and elsewhere, the Vizier

is not named, but only quoted by his title. If we review the entire situation, other

grounds will be apparent why the writer cannot have been an officer of subordinate rank.

A\ ould such a man have risked incurring the displeasure of the highest magistrate in the
land by criticizing an order of his? And if so, to whom could the complaint have been
usefully addressed? It might indeed be suggested that the addressee was a powerful rival

of the ^ izier. but even so it is difficult to see how such a rival could have intervened in

the matter. In any case, the omission of the writer s name remains unexplained except
upon the hypothesis which I have adopted. Let us now see how the letter as a whole
looks when regarded from this angle.

The quarries of Turah were the source whence the Pharaohs drew the stone for their

pyramids, and the well-known inscription of Weni hints how important a personage the
commander of the troops there is likely to have been. The writer of our letter was un-
doubtedly the Commandant at Turah, the high officer in charge of the thousands of

quarrymen there employed. But, however exalted his position, that of the addressee was
more exalted still, for the writer uses the phrase b^k im '’this servant” in addressing him
It follows that the addressee can only have been the Vizier himself, so that the letter
now presents itself to us in the much more natural aspect of a protest against an order
addressed to the gi\er of that order. For such a protest to have been possible, the two
parties to the dispute cannot have differed very much in their respective degrees of
power. Gunn is clearly right in his \dew that the head and front of the writer’s com-
plaint wms the loss of time that would be involved in taking the troops back again to
Sakkarah. The chief rei^ining point of obscurity is, accordingly, the mysterious mention
of the letter-cariiei in 11. 4 and 7. Gunn s translation disguises the importance of
the preposition hn^ in the former passage. Not only is the letter-carrier coming^ ‘‘with”

1 It might 1)0 objected (and indeed (4uiin has put the objection to me orally) that b^klm is a mere term
of politene^^'>, and implies nothing a> to the relati\e stations of the correspondents. This may well be so
for the Middle Kingdom, but I dou])t it for the Old Kingdom, since the Elephantine papyri show us that
in the latter period .v/n/t* ^'this thy brother” wa,s the expressi,ui used between equals.

- (Timn translates ‘‘comes/' but the literal sen^e of rn lirt ‘Ms (in; coming’* yields hotter sense. I point
out in m} E<jiipti<iu (jranimar 331; that tins idiom often refers to immediate future time.
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the stone-barge, but he is also coming ‘‘together with’’ the stone-barge. The use of the

preposition hn^ shows that the stone-barge is an important factor in the story. What
part can it have played? Clearly the wiiter must be hinting tluit the clothes for his

troops could easily be brought over to Turah on the stone-barge. Consequently, the gist

of the letter is an appeal to the Vizier to rescind his order in favour of a more practical

way of achieving the same result. The final words of tlu^ letter now ])rosent an int(‘lligible

meaning; the letter-carrier is to be acquainted with the wiiters protect in order tliat he

may arrange for the transport of the clothes in the stone-barge.

That the letter was written at Tiirali itself, not away fiom it a> (ilimn supposes, is

indicated by the word '’coming'’ in 1. 5; the letter-canier i-^ not “going" (.hnt) to

Turah, but is “coming" there. And whei'e else, indeed, should the writer have been save

on the site of his habitual work? But Cfunn translates the phrase ),hIi ni dJi/nv k^hw in

such a way as to support his view of tin' writer's a]J^ence from Tiirali. Tlie plirase is

undoubtedly a difficult one, but I do not think that “-jieak from" (a jdace) is at all a

likely, perhaps not even a possible, rendering of the verb r>tdt followed by the preposition

m. Surely we have here a new example of the common idiom t)tdl /// for to '\spj*ak against”

something^. Now we know quite well what the wiiter is sjieaking ai/ainst: he is speak-

ing against the demand that the troops should be taken over to Sakkaiah. Consequently,

dhhw kQiw must somehow express the demand. This conclusion gains in plausibility

when we note that the word “ dbhw comes from a ^tem wliicli lias tlie meanings

“ask,” “require,” “demand.'’ The word Vdi sometimes mean^ “corner'’ or the

like, but it is connected with a feminine word which later meant “district" or "locality'’

in a rather general way, and I would conjecturally render k'^hr here as “localities." If

so, the entire sentence will signify that the writer protests against the stipulation as to

locality, the literal sense of the words being “speaks against the requirement of localities.”

Dhhw may well be an abstract {nomen action Is) from the ^tem dhly which has taken over

the determinative because the “rec|uirement" in ({uestion was a requirement in con-

nexion with land. Such an “attraction of determinatives," as it may be called, though

not common, is by no means unknown^.

Thus far I think to see clearlv, though the writer of the letter has obscured the

sequence of his argument by the fourfold use of the veiy ambiguous particle sk.

That particle habitually expresses an attendant circumstance, and it appears to me that

in the Egyptian the order of the Viziei is represented as being conditioned by four

separate circumstances, whereas an English writer would have interrelated those four

circumstances in very different ways. Since we cannot escape from our own linguistic

habits so far as to employ the English particle “while” in all four cases, I fancy that in

translating we shall be justiffed in substituting the conjunctions “however for

moreover whereas.” There remain difficulties which I confess my>elf unable to solve.

I do not know what the -bullding ( ?) was, or why it should have been qualified by

the epithet “very beautiful" [njr wrt). It is hard to connect srh with the well-known

term for the “banner’' which carricfl royal llorus-names. Another obscurity is in con-

nexion with the clause ik b^k im if-f hrir 6. Gunn thinks that this refers to a recent

visit of the writer to the Residence, when six days were spent there and still the troops

1 See Zidtsehr, f, xxix, 40. In th<' Ifiter hoiv, the noun following 7u

rei)resents the thing .spoken agRiii^t. In /i/d/r //? /v/g dn' ’‘tho^e \\hi> >[)eak evilly again.^t hib name’’

(Sethe, Pyriuiiideutexte^ I, 10) the idiom seem'- to ha\o <t slightly ditierent >en^e.

2 At the moment I can only <piote Adiin>i>iti<)n!i 4, 14. (luun informs me that a word dhk determined

as here occurs Ehers 37, :20, where, howe\er, the context is quite obscure.
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received no clothing. For mj own part I have grounds for thinking—slender ones it is

true!—that what is there communicated to us was the normal experience of the writer:

he has often had to spend six days at the Residence before the troops were clothed.

However this may be, I am certain that sJc hriv is pw hht'f n tzt tn hbM-s should be

rendered ^^it is a single day only that ought to be subtracted for this troop when it is

clothed.’’ In translating ^^a whole day’* Gunn has missed the point of tv^, which is the

contrast between the ''one day only^” which would be a legitimate and excusable loss of

time, and the "six days” which were always lost when the troops went to Sakkarah to

get their new clothes.

As the result of the considerations set forth above, I offer the following as a revised

rendering of the papyrus:

"(1) [Regiial i/ear] ll, first month of summer, day 23.

(2) The Commander of Soldiers says:

(3) There has been brought to this servant a rescript of the Chief Justice and Vizier

with regard to the bringing of the battalion of the gangs of Turah (4) to be given clothes in

his presence at {?) the very beautiful ^vh-buildi)tg. {Ho}veve)\) this servant protests against

the requirement as to localities, (for) the letter-carrier (5) is about to come to Turah with a

stone-barge. {Moreover,) this servant has been wont to spend six days at the Residence

(6) with this battalion before it is clothed—a hindrance to^ the work {done) by this servant—
{whereas) it is a single day {only) that (7) should be ivasted for this battalion when it is

clothed. {Hence) this servant says: Lef^ the letter-carrier be toldV

Mr. Gunn points out that the letter was found at Sakkarah and had been folded up
and then torn in two. Is it too fanciful to think that this was the Vizier’s first impulsive
comment, perhaps later reconsidered, on the receipt of what he may have regarded as

a rather impertinent disputing of his own high authority ?

1 I have pointed out in lay Egyptian ilranmvir 107, that Itv could not he employed after such
pal tides a^ kk. There woidd be analogies tor regarding sk hEc an itg here as a sub.'stitute for a theoretical
* kk lo: hH Ini U-f. If so, these words will virtually contain the construction hr-fUnaf'^o frequently used
to describe custom or rule, whether past, present, or future . cit., ^ 463). Chum comes near to the mark
when he conjectures that the coustruLtion here employed may have imperfect meaning. I can add to his
examples only Munieh 3, 15 M^uotcd og>. dt., ^

'212', where at wl hd-l undoubtedly means “now when I

used to fare downstream."
- For “one only ' cf. Eloquent Peas^mt, B 1, 13.

Literally, “it i> ’^omethlng' that damages the work in the hand of the servant there.”
^ Read am, see Slthe, I ^u'hian, II, 7)37.
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NOTES AND NEWS
The work of the Society’s expedition party at Tell el-^Amarnah has been attended

with considerable success. Mr. Frankfort reached the site about November 22nd, 1926,

and was joined later by Mr. Glanville, whose knowledge of the site from previous ex-

perience proved of great assistance, and the Society was fortunate in once more securing

the services of Mr. H. B. Clark, who worked there during the season 1924-25 as drafts-

man and architect under Mr. F. G, Xewton. The excavations were chiefly devoted to

the northern part of the site, where valuable archaeological and arcliitectural evidence

was obtained, especially in the precincts of the temple excavated in part by Professor

Petrie in 1891. Several objects of great interest were discovered, among them a limestone

altar-piece on which are incised figures of the King, the Queen and Meritaten, some

bronze temple vessels, a beautiful head of one of the princesses in red quartzite, and a

pottery rattle in the shape of a gazelle. Many of the most interesting objects are being

retained by the Cairo 3Iuseum, but the head of the princess may pos-ibly be on exhibi-

tion in London during the summer, though unfortunately it has to be returned to the

Cairo collection after exhibition.

Mrs. N, de Garis DaAues was in the camp for some weeks copying the beautiful fres-

coes in the northern palace before they were removed. i\Irs. Frankfort undertook the

most difficult part of the work of removal with complete success, and it is largely due to

her delicate handling that they have been safely detached, and though, again, the Cairo

Museum is retaining the best fragments, some will be on exhibition with the other

objects this summer. Another special feature of the summer exhibition will be the

facsimile copies of the original frescoes made by Mrs. Davies for the volume on

Mural Decoration at Tell el-'Amarnah which is to be a memorial to the late Mr. F. G.

Newton. Mr. Clark was fully occupied making plans and drawings for the final publica-

tion of the site generally. It is much to be regretted that the Society is to lose his

expert serffices. Mr. Frankfort, after having attended to the final division of the antiqui-

ties and to their packing and despatch, went to Abydos to complete and prepare for

publication the notes made last season on the Cenotaph of Seti T. i\Ir. Glanville, whose

official leave was at an end, returned to the British Museum, while Mr. Clark went on to

join Dr. Nelson.

At Abvdos, though the photographic survey received sundry checks at the beginning

of the season, work was in full swing early in January. The installation of an electric

plant has greatly accelerated operations and Mr. Felton hopes to bring home some

hundreds of negatives when the work is closed down in April. ^Ir. Faulkner has been

very fully occupied in the recording of the photographs and on the philological and

archaeological side of the work.

The lectures on “Cities of Egypt,” so far as they have been delivered, have proved

particularly attractive. The first of the series, given by Dr. H. R. Hall on October 20th,

1926, on Thebes, was supplemented with a wealth (d excellent lantern slides. Dr, A. M.

Blackman lectured on Herakleopolis on November 17th, laying special stress on the
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religious development of the town. Owing to the fact that most of those who had
promised lectures were in Egypt no other could be arranged till February 23rd, 1927,

when Mr. H. I. Bell gave an extremely interesting one on Alexandria, followed on

March 16th by Dr. D. G. Hogarth on Xaukratis. The two last of the series, Memphis,
by Mr. S. E. K. Glanvilie, and Sais, by Professor Newberry, at the time of going to

press, have not yet been delivered.

Mr. Somers Clarke died on August 31st, 1926, aged 85 years. Born in Brighton on
July 22nd, 1841, and trained as an architect, he was long in partnership with Mr. J. T.

Micklethwaite, a well-known authority on western architecture, and in 1897 was appointed
surveyor of the fabric of St Paul’s Cathedral, an office which he retained till 1922. In
1892 he made the acquaintance of the late Mr. S. S. Tylor, and vi.sited Egypt with him,
spending some time at El-Kfib, the place which was ultimately to become his home.
The two friends thereafter cooperated to record the monuments of El-Kab, publishing
three tombs and the small temple of Amenophis III in large folio volumes. Somers
Clarke took part in Quibell s excavations at the same place in 1897 and afterwards
(1897—1899), with Quibell and Crreeu, in the wonderful di.scoveries of verv early royal
monuments at Hieracon

2
>olis on the o])posite bank. He also made plans and restorations

of the two temple^ at Her el-Bahari after their excavation by our Society, but unhappily
was too late to preserve the ^Jan of the old monastery from which the site derives its

name. In 1912 appeared his most important work. Chrigtinn Antiquities in the Nile
Yalleij, describing monastic buildings and churches which he had visited at various times
in Eg} pt as well as in Nubia and the Sudan on an exjtedition wdtli Professor Sayce in
1J09-1910. He contributed a valuable jrajjer on the famous town walls of El-Kab to
Volume VII of this Journal Somers Clarke was interested also in Moorish and Arab
architecture and served on the Comite de conservation des mouument.s de Tart arabe.
His remarks on the injuries done in the name of archaeology to architectural history by
e.xcavators and restorers were many and pungent. It is satisfactorv to learn that his
observations concerning the methods of the ancient builders, which he began to put into
shape in his old age, will appear before long in the work of a skilled collaborator Over
twenty years ago hMm.lt himself a beautiful house in the solitudes of Mehamid, close to
El-Kab^where he lived hospitably with his excellent Nubian servant and interpreter.
Baud Hasan of Argm. latterly going no further in the summer than to his other
gnitiaii residence at HAi,, polls, A few days before his death he was removed fromHeho

2
.olis to Mehamid. deunng to be buried in a tomb constructed for himself Iona

beforv in a cemeteiy which lie gave to the inhabitants of the village. Plate ii. Fig 4 for
which we are rmlebted to Dr. H. R. Hall, shows him at the temple of Amenophis III,
lo t mg he measiiniig pole which was Ins invariable companion in his expeditions.

The death of Professor \ aldemar Schmidt at the age of 90 has removed the dotjen of
Egyptologists in his tune. He was born on January 7, 1836, in the village of Hammel
n ( h . utland. familiar figure not only in Copenhagen, but also in Egyptand in London as he had English connexion.s, and was often over here. Once a ySre\en o le enr of m (lays he paid a vrsit to London and was to be seen seated on a

'rw;
' tfie coffins and their inscriptions. His major workog mhn

I

gande Eqqptrn. with its supplement Sarhofager, Jlumienkister^g -hglstre is amseful collection of illustrations of the styles of the different periods. He Vas for VanJ
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years keeper of the Ny-Carlsberg Egyptian collection, in which post he has been succeeded

by Miss Maria Mogensen. The existing catalogue of the collection and the edition of its

inscriptions are due to him. He was a constant traveller between Denmark and Egypt,

and is once said (though we do not vouch for the authenticity of the tale) to have gone

all the way back from Copenhagen to Cairo to recover a favourite umbrella, whicli on

his arrival at home he found he had left behind. He was a good example of the savant

of the old school. The photograph, PL ii, Fig. 3 (facing p. 6), which is excellent, shows

him amid characteristic surroundings.

Yet another hea\y misfortune has befallen Egyptology in the untimely death of

Henri Sottas. Sottas was born in 1880. He chose the army as a career, and it was

during his training at Saint-Cyr that he developed an interest in antiquity, more par-

ticularly in ancient Egypt. He began by taking a Diploma at the Ecole pratique des

hautes etudes with a thesis called La preservation de la propriete funeraire en Egypte,

The reception accorded to this work encouraged him to fresh efforts and he determined

to devote himself to the study of demotic. The war called him to his regiment and he

was unfortunately very seriously wounded in its early months. Unfit for service in the

field he was then drafted into the Intelligence Department where his time was appro-

priately spent in the study of codes and ciphers. His work in this department brought

him several mentions in despatches, the Legion dLionneur and the Croix de guerre.

In 1919 he was elected Professor of Egyptian Philology at the Ecole des hautes

etudes. Here in addition to an Introduction a Fetude des Jiieroghjplies written in collabora-

tion with M. Tabbe Drioton he produced an important volume called Lcs papgrus dhno-

tiques de Lille, He had other important work in hand when he was struck down by

influenza.

Those who knew him in these recent years cannot cease to admire the courage which

enabled him, broken in the war, unable sometimes to work for days on end, saddened

by the loss of his wife, to produce work of the highest scholarly type. He leaves a place

which it will be hard to fill.

Dr. Alan Gardiner has spent the winter in Egypt and has visited the Society’s ex-

cavations both at Tell el-Amarnah and at Abydos. He has now settled down in Cairo

with Dr. de Buck to work on the collection of Middle Kingdom Coffin Texts planned by

Professor Breasted. This work is now well advanced and proves of imexpected value not

only from the religious and mythological point of view but also from the philological.

We do not know what Professor Breasted’s arrangements are for the ultimate publication

of this immense mass of material, but we have sufiicient faith in his powers of organiza-

tion to feel sure that it will not remain too long locked up in the form of a card catalogue

in Chicago. May we further express the hope that the many duties which he has under-

taken will not delay indefinitely his publication of the Edwin Smith papyrus, the appear-

ance of which is awaited anxiously not only by Egyptologists but also by medical men,

among whom an interest in ancient medicine and the history of their art is at present

very widespread?

Mr. H. I. Bell, the Society’s Honorary Secretary, whom we congratulate on his com-

plete restoration to health, has also passed part of the winter in Egypt. His Bibliography

of Graeco-Roman Egypt which appears in this number is longer and more detailed than

Journ. of Egypt, Arch. xiii. 11
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ever. He has been aided in his task this year by Messrs. A. D. Nock and H. J. M. Milne,

to wliom our tlianks are due for this service, but in spite of this help he finds that owing

to the ever increasing amount of publication the task of collecting and condensing the

material is now literally beyond his powers in the time at his disposal. It would be a

tragedy if this bibliography, one of the most valuable ser^dces rendered to Egyptology

by our Jourtial, should ha^^e to cease, and the Editor hopes that by distributing the work

between four or five volunteers it may still be possible to carry on. The main difficulty

lies in the strange lack of scholars of the younger generation with the desire and the

ability to deal with work of this important kind.

According to an article which recently appeared in The Times, and which is evidently

to be regarded as official, Mr. Robert Mond finds himself forced by the demands made on
his time by his business engagements in this country to discontinue his excavations in

Egypt, which for the last two years have been carried on in the name of the University

of Liverpool Institute of Archaeology, of which Mr. Mond has for many years been a

generous friend. His retirement from the field of excavation is a serious blow to

Egyptology, but we trust that this need not involve his renunciation of the equally

important if less spectacular work of preservation of tombs. Not only every Egyptologist
but every tourist who has visited Shekh Abd el-Kurnah knows what the private tombs
owe to Mr. Mond’s enthusiasm and generosity.

During the past season he and his assistants, Messrs. Emery and Callender, have
been excavating a site at Erment which appears to be that of the burial ground of the
mothers of the sacred Buchis bull. Very little news has as yet come to hand about the
site but it is clearly one of considerable importance, if not on the magnificent scale of
the Serapeum at Memphis, and will doubtless repay at least one more season’s excavation.

The official reports of Mr. Mond’s excavations are being published in the Annals of
Archacolog^l and Aiithropologg. issued by the University of Liverpool Institute of
Archaeology. The work of the season 1924-25 appears in Yol. xiii, and that of the
following season is just about to appear in Yol. xiv. This latter report deals with a
number of the private tombs and is very fully illustrated, the plates including twelve full
page photographs of scenes in the tomb of Paheqmen.

°

Dr. Gardiners Eggptian Grammar has at length appeared, and no one who has seen
and ii^ed the book will regret the long delays on which Dr. Gardiner has insisted in the
interests of completion and perfection, in so far as either is possible. Professor Griffith
has undertaken the arduous task of reviewing it in our next number.

Dr. Gardiner may be interested to know from one who has already used the book in
class that It has revolutionized the teaching of Egyptian, and that two pupils who have
been u^mg it have in the short time since its appearance made quite remarkable progress.

The Timc^ newspaper has recently published articles by Dr. Reisner on the tomb of
wife of ^uoteru and mother of Khufu, which he has found not far from the

Great Pyramid at Gizah. The condition of the objects, especially those of wood, in thistomb IS Mich that we can only be thankful that it has fallen into the hands of so con-summate an oxcava or as Dr. Reisner, whose methods of excavation and restoration wUlwe mav rest assured, reconstruct as nearly as possible in its pristine form this mass of
metal and timber which thirty years ago would have been deemed fit onlv for the Museum
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The double statue of Wersu and his wife described by Professor Griihth in Journal,

II, 5 ff., has now found its way into the Folkwang Museum at Essen. We mention this

because isolated monuments of this kind have a habit of disappearing, and it is most
important that their movements should be traced in case re-study should ever become
necessary. Readers may remember that the highly important statue of Prince Ahmose,
son of King Sekenenre^ Ta^o II of the Seventeenth Dynasty, published by Mr. Winlock
in Journal, x, Plates xii and xviii-xx, is for the present a lost monument. The faded and
not too satisfactory prints from which our plates were made are the sole remaining record

of its existence.

The following is from a letter which we have received from Sir Herbert Thompson.

‘‘May I ask to be allowed to correct an erroneous reading in the papyrus of St. John's

Gospel which I edited for the British School of Archaeology in Egypt in 1924 ?

In Ch. IX, 39 I read the last words as nrewq ce, and I called attention to it as a

unique phrase on p. xviii. At the instance of Professor Spiegelberg I made a re-examina-

tion of the original papyrus recently and the result is that the c can be, and therefore

should be read as having been originally a n, and the abnormal reading abandoned in

favour of the normal ne.

The following corrections are therefore called for, viz.

:

p. 19, col. ii, fourth Hne from bottom, for c read t\,

p. 47, mid. col., sak ce pronom. suffix, dele ‘3 sg,...9 37.’

Introd. p. xviii, col. i, 11. 21-22, dele ‘An interesting...ix. 37.’

The Cambridge University Press, which jnints the Journal for the Society, has ac-

quired a fount of the new pica hieroglyjffiic ty[)e mmle by Dr. Gardiner for the j^rinting

of his Grammar. The advantages of this type are twf)f()ld. In the first place it is so

designed as to be capable of incorporation in the ordinary letterpress without the intro-

duction of extra space between the lines: anyone who will compare p. 51 of this number
with p. 214 of Yol. xi will realize the improvement which has been elfected. In the

second place the new types instead of being copied from the debased forms of the

Twenty-sixth Dynasty are all taken from originals of the Eighteenth Dynasty in the

Theban tombs. The drawings for the matrices are the woik of i\lr. and i\Irs. de Garis Davies,

and they have been modified only so far as was required by tlie process of reduction to

small size. The type has a charm which is altogether wanting in earlier founts, and there

is not the slightest doubt that it will set the standard for the future in all scientific

Egyptian publications. The use of this fount has neceN><itated a slight change in the

make up of the Journal page. It is so slight, however, that few will notice it, and those

who do will at least admit that it is not a change for the worse.

Dr. Gardiner’s fount has also been cut in the size technically known as 3-line non-

pareil, used on p. 38 continuous. This is a larger size designed for use in the publication

of texts where the smaller forms of the pica fount might in the long run become trying

to the eyes.

The long delay in the issuing of the present number is due to our desire to make

use in it of the new fount, portions of which have only just been delivered to us.

11—2
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BIBLIOGRAPHY: GRAECO-ROMAY EGYPT
A. PAPYRI (1924—1926)

By H. I. BELL, A. D. NOCK and H. J. M. MILNE^

1. Literary Texts.

{O/nittl/uj rdigious and magical trryrlcs, for which see § 2.)

Since the issue of this bibliography two years ago {Journal^ xi, 84-106) only one important collection

of new literary ])apyri has appeared (P.S.L, vii, see 3j. 4Ve may mention nos. 7dO-.5 Homer, two comic

fragments 846-7, Aesop (848, 4th cent.) in Greek and Latin, interpretations of Aeneid, II, 443-537 (756,

4th 5th cent.), Alexander the Great and the gymnosn]>hists (743, Gk. text in Lat. script, 1st, 2nd cent.),

besides philosophy, grammar, mathematics, and so on.

A c<nivenient collection of material in Russia and Georgia is being made by Zereteli and IvRUGER, of
which the literary part has appeared (Papgri Russ, vvd €9brg. Saniudungen, i, Tiflis, 1925). These have
practically all been published before but in rather inaccessible places. Xoticed by Caldekixi ni Aeggptus^ v
1 1924 , 368, and reviewed with suggestions by L. Castiglioxi, oy>. cit

,
vii (1920;, 223-3G. Lrief but laudatory

re\ iew b\ tscHiBARi in tmonion^ i (1925
,
34< t. Account of the contents by H. O. in Journal des savants.^

1926, 38-9.

Hint promise'- a new Volume of the Oygrhgnuhus Pngjgri (xvii) soon, ct>ntaining, besides further
'-craps belonging to the Irhmjutae, the Enrgpgl Bacf'hijlhh ii^ etc., impin’taiit new fragments from the Aitia
ot talhmachus. A ol. x\ is re \ lowed by K, Cahex in Bulletin de i Associotton (JuHlaiitne Bade^ no. 3.

Here we inay niention 1 ov eel s t ulh^rta uea Alexaudrin>t (Oxford, 1925), bringing tngethor in convenient
compass the smaller fragments epic, elegiac, lyric, ethic; of the Greek poets of the Ptolemaic Age 323-
146 n.c. The epigrammatists are reserved for a srcoiid volume in pre})aratinu. Reviewed with suggestions
by A. 1). Kxox in Cluss. AVa., XXXIX '1925 ,190-3. Other reviews by Edmonds in Cambridge Review, 11 March,
1926, Rostagni in Rie. di Fil, X.8., iii , 1925), 571-3, P. Shorey in Clas.<. Phil, xx, 348-9, E. Cahen in
Rev. C. anc., XXII 1925), IS5-7.

A nuiiiUa* of papM-tjlogical cuntnbutioiis appear in Raccolto di scritti in onore di Giacomo Lnrahroso
•'"Aegupfui pnhhruttons, htieiitipc serie'<, ill, 1925). Most are mentioned in their proper place. Here we
may refer to Drei 0-<traLt dcs Berliner Maseutas, 253-9, by P. Viereck, containing Theognis, frg. of
LonifJy, fr. 11 from the Aegeus of Euriiiides, mond lines (prose) and a smutty epigram on Kleitorios.”

1 learn from Rm\ et. gr, <'xxxvii, 431) of a new book on Alexandrian poetry by Ph. E, Legrand, La
poesie nlej-andriae, P.iris, Pagot, 1924, p^). 168. lOmo.

^

Oldfather s Literary Texts is reviewed by M. Humbert in P^ew beige de philologie et dhistoire, v (1926),
547-9.

’

III Culm iiiul Ev£Lyx White, Monastery of Eylphainns (full title, etc. in g 3j are to be found the
fcllouhig t.reek literary .acr.ipn :—tjll, lUad, I, 1 (vi—early vii coat.) as exercise, 612 (samel, 613 (Jl. i,
201, etc. a 614 //., I. 21, etc.). 61.j .seuteace.s from ileaandor). 016 {Anth. Pul, l.x, 538). All these interestlid
a.s .sluovin- survivals of Gk. literature even iu monastic schools. 621 .list of bird-names; glos-sary?) 622
(medical prescri

2
>tioii;.

’

i The labuiu of prc4)anng this bibliogiaphy has so much increased for some years that after the completion of
t 1 C aA mAidmcnt I .Iccidcd that if it wa^ to be continued I muA lind some assistance. Mr. Milne kindly under-mu' to be rc.poiiGble for 1 and Mr. A’uck tor ^ 2. The hist joint article should have appealed last year, but aua '.t ,.Aui m health m the autumn of 192o and a consequent medical veto on all private work for two or threemom 1 , attciwanG made it impo^.ible tor me to do my portion, and it was therefore decided to defer the whole
o u pit tiu )rtai. le m-tahiient theiefure covers two years. It follows the same general principles as previous
ones, and, a> before, Mr. Tod and Mr. Baynes have contributed some valuable references. H. I. B.
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Epic, In Syniholae OsloeiiSf;8^ iii (1925 , 20-5 G. Rudberg edits a vulgai e-text of Iliads vi, 19G-275 from
a Christiania papyrus. A new papyrus of the i 21 90 is described by 0. Gceuacd in /t*er. ^ L anc.

(1925), 8S-131. It belongs to the second half of the 3rd cent, and the text is analog* )Us to the viilgate, present-

ing only 5 extra verses and omitting 13. Important coutirmation of Aleidanias' connexion with the C^jrtamea

of Homer and Hesiod is provided by a new fragment found at Karanis (2nd 3rd cent.) published by J. G.

INTER in Ti’Uns. and Proc, Atix. PJiiL G.:?^f. ,LVi (1925 120-9 with sub'^crL}>tinn Trepl d^firjpov.

P. Mich. Inv. Xo. 2754. The evidence of papyri is used in a book by G. M. Bolling, The External Eridence

for Pnterpolation in Bonier^ Oxford, 1925, Reviewed in Tinier Lit, Snppl.^ 4 March, 1920, and by P. Shorey
in Class. Phil., xxi (192^) ', 279-80. An important article by X. AVecklkin ap^iear^ in AV*. lxxiv

(1925), 13-24, Die Homerculgata und die aegyptueJarn PupyrvBn nde. Successive volumes of Berard’s

Odyssey in the Bude series are reviewed by G. Radet in Pxc, (t. a,ie., xxvii i 1925 -, 47-50 and xxvin i 1926),

69-72. A. Rzach writes in Bursian’s Jahresberieht, 1924, Heft lo, 1-1 15, a report ou publicatituis rel. to

Hesiod for the ten years 1909-18. D. Meuli's dissert-ition '^oe Jonnud, xr, ^5 on the 3rd cent. b.c. hymns
at Chicago is reviewed by G. ^[eautis in Aegyptn^, vi 1925\ 282.

MTlamowitz in cciii of his Leiefraehte [Bemxs, LXi, 277-8 doubts if the He'^lodIc ( 'atalogue (P. Oxy.

1359) is really Hesiod's. P. Oxy. xv, 1794 discussed by W. XIorel in Pint. IPocA., xlvi, 351. He restores

verse 21.

Lyric Poetry, The study of S.ippho ha> been placed on a new basis by Lobrt''. 2ATI<I>05'2 MEAH,
Oxford, 1925, with its rigorous research into Sappho's usage. Edmonds in Camh. B r,, 2^ -fan. 1926, and
Tin'tes Lit. 4 Feb. 1920, thinks Loull too strict and f istidi'ni'^, while J. F. l)op.'^oN in CJa.<s. Per., XL

(1926), 196-7, thinks him too cautious. Briefly noticed by A. Y. in Ric. di Fd., X.S., iv G926), 134-5.

Review by C. D. B[rcK] in Clas<. Phil., xxi 192(0, 2()7 -9. An Tt.ilian editi*in, I eKori fra minenti di Sofo
(version! ritmicdie seguite de tre note critiche), by Salvatore Stell.v, i> reviewed in Class. yAn\, xl

(1926), 171.

Edmonds’ Lyra. Oraeca, ir, receives unf tvourable comparis*)n with Diehl’s Anfhologia. Lyrica from
E. Bethe in Ifoc/o, xt.vi 1926), 113-4. Shorey revie\V'> it in /V//A, xx, 17 1. Diehl is review ed

by T. EIud.sON "Williams in Class. Rec.^ xxxix, 182-3. A re'.turation of Sappho
,
Diehl fr. 38) bv Vogli.yno

in Note Critiche (Boll, di Fil. Class., xxxii, 37;.

In ALtaoaosyne, Liii (1925\ 343-50, W. E. J. IvrirER reconstrii«-ts the initial voises *>f Ode xv of

Bacchylides as an invocation to DionyMis, De Bao hylidi^ Cormtne, xv. The Persia n.'i of Timotheiis is

trcvited by H. L. Ebelin<i ill Am. Journ. of Phil., xT.vi 19251, 317 -31, with refereir e to K. Aron\
Greifswald Diss., 1920 The Alexandrian Erotic Eragineut ' P. Grenf. i, 1‘ has been dune into Italian,

‘"L' EscluNi by Catandella in Ati'ioi e Ro/na, X S., vi 1925 , 225-6. In his Le^> fr>n-ht>\(_i\.:, WilamoWitz
deals wdth the sailors' song, P. Oxy. 1883. XIarckl Humbert in an es'^ay, A prupos de<i lectures preferfes

des lettrfsde VKgypte iRer. Lelge de phdohple et clhistoire, in>. -4, 1924 ', connects tin.* relatively large number
of 2ml cent, lyric papyri wdth the popularity of the rhetoriLiau'^ who drew' largely on the lyric pi>cts.

Maass attac'hes P. Oxv. iv, 661 to the Dietynna legend in Berme.'s, lviii, 175-^6.

In Zeitschr, f. Vergleith. Sprachforsch e ,,g, rii 0925;, 311, 5Y. Schulze ha^ a note on Aeolic dXcoTra and

oXocfvs.

ElegiaeSj Epigranis, Satire. Knox continues his important diNcoverio'- on the Kerkkhm papyrus in Class.

Rev.,, XXXIX (1925), 50-5, In ihid., 28-9, Barber review's Knox's FirR Greek Anttwlogid. An important

review of the same work by J. Sitzeer a[)pears in Phil, llh^'/a, xlv (1925;, 721-36.

^YILAMOWITZ in Lesefruchte, ccix Hermes, lxi
,
finds a verse of Euphi>rion in the Didymu.s commentary

on Demosthenes.

MTlamowitz's Helk'nistisrhe Dichtvng is reviewed by Shorey in Class. Phil., xx, 75-7. Critical. The
same wmrk is jiraised, especially the Callimachu> part, in Llass, Rec., xxxix, 189-90, by G. Barber, w'ho also

review's Pfeiffer’s Callimachus (ibid., 29-30". Does not think So^ibin'> sati>f letorily identified. Corrections

of Callimachus are published by Maass in Reruies, lx (1925), 259.

Drama, The new^ Oxford Sophocles by A. C. Pearson is reviewed with special reference to papyri by

A. E. HorsMAN in Class. Rev., xxxix 1925
1,
and by 0. Xavarre in an article, Lespapyrus grers et la critaiue

verhade, a propos eVvne edition uourelle de Sophode {Rev. et. atic., xxvir '1925), 239-43;. In Rcc. et. <jr.,

XXXVII (1924), 367), T. R[eINACH] reviews Tudeer, De rucah. gu.ihus Soph, in Ichn. vsus est, and in

Aegyptus, vi (1925), 313-29, G. Guarini relates the Linguago of the Ichneutae to that of comedy—Za
lingua degli Ichneatai di Sofocle. The up-to-date of papyri is commended by Pearson Class. Rev.,
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XXXIX, 180-1) in a review of Vols. iii and iv of the Bade Euripides. Milne would identify Pap. Petrie ii,

49 (d; DX as belonging" to the Hypsipyle {Class. Rec.^ XL, 64).

Two important publications on Menander have ap[)eared, Capovilla’s book mentioned in the last

bibliography and Wilamowitz’s edition of the Epitrepontes {Das Schiedsyericht^ 1925). The former seeks to

sketedi the development of Menander’s technique and the chronological sequence of the plays. Reviews

by Lavaonini in Ric. di Fil.^ in (1925), 423-5, and by A. Annaratone in Rii\ Indo-Gr.-Ital.., ix

'1925\ 137-8. MTlamowitz provides text, translation, and commentary, and prefixes an essay on

Menander’s art. Reviewed by Korte in Gnomon^ i (1925), 18-23, E. "West in Phil. TToc/o, xlv, 865-70,

1). S. Robertson in Class. Aer., xxxix, 188-9, and A. Yogliano in Boll. fl. class.j xxxii (1925-6),

145-53.

The attribution to the Epitrepontes of the Didot plja-is, first made by D. S. Robertson in the Class. Rev.,

XXX VI, 106 ff., has drawn an answer from Korte in Hermes^ Lxr (1926), 134-56. K. assents to the author

ship of Menander but assigns the speech to an earlier play. He disagrees with the sugge.stion of Milne
{Cl<(ss. /ter., XXXIX, 117) that the meaningless cnrobpeyarrj^ harks back at some removes to cirtTpeTrovres.

Kobert.son maintains his previous argument in Hermes^ lxi, 34S-50, and Korte adds a final note (350-1)

postulating cnTo{v)^€pyaTri^ as a solution of the cryptic woid. Legal issues in the Epitr^yioates are dealt

with by R. Taubenschlag, Das attische Recht in der Koniodie Mtaaaders Epitrepontes., in Z. Sav. St.,

XLVI (1926), 68-82. The conclusion of the Sarnia is discussed by ^Y. E. Blake in Proc. Atn. Phil.

LV >T 924 ), xxv-XXVI, and the same }>lay forms the subject of an article, Zur Suuiia des Menandros^ by K.
Kcnst in Wiener Studan, xliii (1922-3 ), 147-56 .

In Raerolta Lunibroso, pp. 29-35, K. Kalbplelsch publishes from an anthology (P. Giessen, 152) a comic
fragment of 10 lines followed by a pcisv^age from the A omothetes of Menander. 0. Hense continues in Wiener
Stndiea, xliii, 1-7, his notes on fragments of comedy.

Xew editions of Herodas are in pre]iaratioii, by Knox for the Loeh and by Nairn for the series.

An Italian edition by N. Terzaghi has already appeared, Eroda : I Mimianihi. Testo critico e commento.
Pp. viii4'200. Turin: Chiantore, 1925. Introdiiziune e traduzione. Pp. 100. Turin: Paravia, 1925.
Devastating review by Knox in Class. Rer.^ xL (1926), 68-9. Reviewed also by A. Taccone in Boll. Fil. Cl,
XXXII, 193-5, and along with Knoxs and Groeneboom’s eilitions by Herzog in Phil. Woch., XLVi (1926),
193-211. Herzog has aLo i^»sued a second edition of CRUsirs’.s translation, remodelled and with textual
improveiiionts

—

Die Mind'fjnhea des Herondas, Dietrich sche Yerlagsbuchhandlung, 1926. Herondea by
Herzog in Philoloyns, lxxxii !l926', 27-66, is important. Knox has also published new readings in
tla.ss. hei XXXIX, 13-0, and ill Phd. ^ och., XLVi, /7 fi. opposes many suggestions made bv Edmonds in
Clas^. Qnart., XIX ( 192o i, 129-46. In dlerodes and C<dli,na(ditis (Philol, Lxxxi, 241-55), Knox interprets the
Dream as involving a literary dispute between these two authors. A. Yogliano in Rir. di Fil. N.S. iii
' 1925), 395-412, gives the fiist in--talment of Xuoci stndd sui Mimiarahi di Eroda. In Ric. Indo-Grec.-It.., x
. 1926), 14, F. Ribezzo interprets Mime iv, 94-5. The legend of Kanarese speeches in the mime P. Oxy. 413
will scarcely survive the strictures of L. 1). Barnett in Jo>>rnad, xiii, 13-5,

History, bragments of an archaeological commentary on Thaeydides, i are identifieil by H. Gerstinger
lit the ^lenna papyrus 29247 {Deuksrhr. Wien. AL, lxvii (1925), 2 Abh. Pp. 20). The Helhnka Oxy-
rhyaehia has had a new auth.M- assigned to it, Daimaehos of Plataea, by F. Jacoby—/>c/- Verfasser der
HGh nira ron Oxyrhynchos in Gott. Xaehr., 1924, 13-8, and under that name it is published in pt. ii of his
Froym. der Grieeh. HistoriDr (1926). Kalinka has edited the Hell Oxy. for Teubner (1927) with full
bibliography. Bilabels Hutnrdcerjragineate is reviewed in Museum (Leiclen\ xxxii

(
1924-0 )

17*^-4 byM En.^er., nnd by W. Wkber in PUL Woch., xlv (1925), 15<D.3. A. AV, (Iomjie contribute, cnticll notes
on the Ayr„,a,r m Umm. AVr, XXXIX, 152-4, xl (1928), and in Joora. Hdl. Stud., xlvi (1926), 171-8.
In Luo-oU.j Lunihro^o, .l(J..-lo, S. Luiua makx'.s comments on 'xd. HoX. 1-16. The Pkeidicts papyrus at
< .eneva IS api.n connected with the sculptor by W. Judeich, Zcii Pheidins-P,pyrus, in Hennes, ,.x (1925),

A,r».
7' des Hippolytm, in Philo-

y 'y '
“ y to A'ic. Xio/iXTOso, Choxert re-edits the Mahaffy

fr.igiiient on the 8'ynan wars

—

De entiei arte in papuris ^‘xercenda 439-534
The epitome, first publi,shed in Khinere HUtonUrfrag.aeat'e, is reis,sue,) by Bilabel with

coiiimoutary in the ISadmpupyri. Heft 4 (1924^ uo .59
y a tn i n.

A (r », .6«)
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P. DE Francisci contributes Xitore ossercazione iutorno al F,S.L (index to the Digest). Hue. Lamh.^

217-22.

Lexicogmphj. Bell and Crum publish in Aeggptus, vi, 177-226, A Greeh-Coptic Glossary, by Dioscorus

of Aphrodite. Interesting and late uses of words, suinetiines cuntirtning the loxicograpliers. Iinport<int

review by Cronert in Gnomon (1926 655-66.

P.B.L VIII, 892 is a small fragment from a 4th cent, lexicon.

Medicine. I see from Rio. FiL CL, Liii, 596-7, that E. Xachmanson has edited in Mlnio^s^hrift 'ofgiven

cic Filologiska Samfu/idet i Gotehurg 19 -to, a conmieiit on Galen, i, 64 ff. (Kiihn), U^p\ alpetrecov tols eluayo-

piuoisj from Berlin Pap. 11739. Fin A'evplatonischer GcdenJconimentor onf Papyrus.

An extract from Anonymus Londinensis 137 is ascribed to ‘‘ Hippokrates des Thessalos Soliii by
M. Wellmann in Ilennes, LXi (1926;, 329-34.

Music. X. Terzaghi discusses tlie Christian hymn with notation (P. Oxy. xv, 1786; in Race, Lvnihroso,

229-34.

Orators. An interesting text of Demosthenes' 3rd P/dJippic, 29-34, 61-8, with 12 peculiar readings,

some contirining conjectures, has been published from a Michigan vellum leaf in Chiss. PhiJ<J,, xx (1925),

97-114, by J. G. Winter. In Hermes, lx, 372, F. Heichelheim identities P.S.I. vii, 762, as from the

Panegyricus of Isocrates.

In Rev. et. anc., xxvii (1925), 5-10, P. RoussEL writes on La pretendae defense d Antiplton, a papyrus

published by Xicole in 1907.

I learn from Pldl. Woeh., xliv G924\ 998, of an article Zoni Papyres Dugit, by L. Rademacher, in

Anz. Ak. ir'iss. in Wien, 21 Xov. 1923. Hierocles of Alabanda suggested a^? author.

Philosophy. Calderini gave an address on II contrihuito deUo f_>apirolngiu greeu ullo st^alio della

filosofia to the Fifth Internat. Congress of Philosophy (extracted from the Attl, 5-9, May, 1924;. The
Sophist Antiphon is studied by Fr. Peister in Phd. Woeh., XLV (1925), 201-5, with reference to P. Oxy.

1364 and 1797, and by S. Luria in Aegyptus, v (1924;, 326-30, where a comparison is instituted with the

Alexander of Euripides

—

Aglottia.

Jensen’s Philodemos hher die Gedichte is reviewed in Atene e Rorna, X.S., vi (1925), 316-8, by
G. Coppola, and by J. van Lee uwen, Jr. in Museum (Leiden), xxxii (1924-5;, 58-60. T. Kuiper’s Philo-

demos Over den dood is reviewed by D, Bassi in Aegyptus, vi (1925), 279 f.

V. DE Falco’s H Epicureo Deiuetrio Lacone is reviewed by H. Janssens in BulL hihl, et ped. du Musee

Beige, xxviii (1924), 14-5, while de Falco himself writes on Pap. Here. 1675 in Rir. Indu-Grero-ItaL, x

(1926), 15-26—Appunti svl Ilepl KoXtuceias dt FdodemO.

I see from Riv. td. cL, Liii, 595, that S. Luria inter})rets P. Oxy. iii, 414 as the work of an op[)oiieiit

of Homer, perhaps Antiphon Sophistes, in Bull. Acad. Bcieitt. Russ., 1924, 373-82.

VOGLIANO re- edits a philosophic text in Xote Critiche {B>>11, di Fil. CL, xxxii, 36-8).

Romance. In Aegyptus^ vii G926\ 163, A. Calderini reviews Jaroslav LudvikoVsky, Reeky Roman
DohrodnPny^FdiQxAio.^ Philosf)phica Uuiversitatis Carolinae Pragensis, xi, 4'*, pp. 160, Praha, 1925, on

the origins of Greek romance.

A new interpretation of the Chione fragments is given by R. M. Battenbury in Class, ipiart.^ xx
(1926), 181-4, while in Rac. Lamb, 407-38, A. Xeppi Modona discusses the nature of the so-called pagan

“Acta Martyrum ”—Protocolli giudizia.rl o romanzo storico.'

2. Religion, Magic, Astrology.

{Including Texts.)

Pagan cults. Gener<d. Th. Hopfner has }>ublishcd the concluding part of his Funtes Hisioriae

Religionis Aegyptiacae {Pars V anctores aetatis Byza ntinae mediae, addenda et eavrigenda., eonspeetum

iiiictorum omnium, indices noniinuni et rerum continens, liumiae, Marcus and MT'bor, 1925. Pp. 711-932).

The general index is of the highest value and the book as a whole an indispensable working iiistrumeut.

The whole has been reviewed by W. Heiuel (.D/g Journ. Phil., XLVii (1926;, 103;; Parts ii, iii and v

by A. Wiedemann {Or. Lit.~Z., xxvii (1924), 709-10; xxviii (1925;, 71; xxix (1926;, 36-7); Parts iv

and V by F. von Bissing {Phil. WoeL, xlv 1925;, 128-9, 1364-6;; and by G. Radet {Picv. et. anc.. xxvii

(1925), 160, 341-2); cf also J.H.S., xlv, 279. G, Roeder's account of Egyptian beliefs in the divinity

of the monarch (Ebert, Realle.cikon der Vorgeschichte, vii, 26) should be mentioned as affecting our

subject.
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In A. I>. Cook’s Zcm^ ii (Caiub. Univ. Press; in two jjarts ; 1925. Pp. xliii + 1397. £8. 85.) we may

note specially his admirable collection of materidl on Hypsiston^ ])p. 876-90, and his note on Agathos

Duimofi
^

[>p. 1127-9. may also remark 0. 'Wlinreich’s excellent bibliography of Greek Religion,

Archie far PLeligiocsivmenschuft^ NNiii, 45-150, and the most useful summaries and criticisms of recent

study in Jahrlark fur Litargiev:i$sci>srhuft^ i- (1921- ;
Munster). E. E. Eruck, Totenteil uiid Seelgei'iit im

(jriiuhisvhcn Reckt {Munchcuer Btitrugc Papyrurf u, antil'cu llechUga^ch.^ Otes Heft. C. H. Beck, Munchen,

1926. Pp. xxiv-f 374), is an admirable survey lu er a long period and breaks new ground. It has been

reviewed by K. Latte frnomou., 1927, 3b-43; very instructive comment) and H. J. Rose {Cla^s,

XL, 214).

For the religious signiticance of Greek names in 7ra)(Ofx~ sec ^ 8 below. For Spiegelberg’s article, Her

Gott A\*phot€s, see § 9.

Pre-Ptolcuiaic. Y. Ehrenbekg, Alixauder uad 'Agyptea {Beihefte zum Alien Orientf vn, 1926),

p. \1 sqq. discusses usefully the attitude of Alexander to the Egyptian gods, p. 18 disputes Wilcken’s vie^v

that Osorapis must ha^e been a seated tigure, p. 19 treats of the 6th centmy Greek Apis statuette,

p. 33 remarks well on the double religious aspects, Greek and Egyptian, of the visit to Ammon s oracle.

Reviewed by F. Jacoby, Guu'nion., 11 ('1926/, 459-63 (favourably), J. G, M., J.H.S.^ 1926, 282 f. (who holds

that the religious motive was pure camouflage. But ?).

Attention may be drawn to Kroll’s admirable edition of Ps. Callistbeiie.s iHlstoria Alexandn
Magni [P.'^evdo-CulUstheiieb'^ vchnneu I, recensio ertastn cdidit Guhelmus Kroll); IVeidmann, Berlin; 1926.

Pp. xvi-f 166.

Bk. I i^. an Ah'XO/idreinyC'ichichte., rather than an Aleocundergc^clticldc. On the account therein of the

founding of the altar of Agathos Daimon, cf. Vogt, Hie Alexuudriuuchea Huazea^ i, 109.

Ptolritcnc. L. Kornlmann, Satrapeitpol ittk des ersten Lugideu, in Raccolta -Lambroso, 235 sqq.,

interprets Zeis Baa-cXeiis in AiTian, in, 5. 2 as Osorapis: Ehrenuero, 40, is very likely riglit in preferring

to think of Ammon. Kounemann, der Gchudsstiuide eines Gutted Mitt. d. schles. Ges. f. Volkshinde,

XXVII, 1926, o is an excellent treatment of the early history of the cult of Sarapis, tirst at Meuipliis,

then at Alexandria and of its general development at Alexandria^ H. Gre^smann in the course of

a general article on the Ilelleni/ation of Oriental cults. Yortrageder Blhliothek Y^urhurg, 1923/4 (published

1926\ 170-95, devotes some pages ,179 ff.) to those of Egypt. ML Schubart, Helhnismus and YYehreligion

ifeoe Jahrh. f. II a, Jugendbddtntg. ii (1926i, 505-20j, gives a brilliant and imaginative sketch of
a more or le.-s popular character of the significance of HellenUnia^ for the development of the conception
of personality and a world religion.

Ptolemaic religion,, policy is discussed also by U. vox AYilamowitz-Moellem>orff in Helleuistische
Dk-hUUKj I'lbi-t), I, 2i: the attitude of the Egyptian priesthood by Th. Hoppxfh, Ofient unci griechische
Phdosophie iB^dh. z. n, 0., 4; 1925 ', 46 ff.

Yh SpiK(4Ef BERG, Beitrnge zar Erklurnug de9 near,, dreUprachigen Priesterdekretes zif Ehreii des Ptole-
rnaios Phdop<>tur 'S. B. h'ly, Ak. Wirs. plilos.-phihiL v, h. Kl., 1925, iy), discusses a text jweserved wholly
in demotic, partly in liierogh ])hic, partly in Greek, relating to a celelwation in honour of the victory of
this Pt< Jemv over Autioi hu'' at Raplna.

W. Si’IFoelbergAV. Otto. Elne ii-v<- Urkuncle zv chr Siegenfekr des PtolcM'ilos JV uiid die Fcage der
ngi/ptis,:l,en Pek sters,/„nd< n -S. Tl. h„n. Ak. Wis.<. jchilo^.-philol. u. 1. Kh, ] 9e>6, ii), .show from P. Berol. 13565
(demotic) that this celebration took place in Alexandria.

S. discU'so.-- the religious imp.irtanco of the dh'h-Stnnissen 'Lehens-Stnnmen) laid before the king.
He and Otto give divergent interpretations of the papyrus, and Otto sketcho.s the history of priestlv synods
in Egypt, and the evidence for their annual meeting, and for their acquisition of influence under Ptolemy
Pliilopator.

^

lor tlie religious signiflcaucc of Cleopatra's death by snake-bite cf Spiegelberg’s aidicle noticed in § 4
F. Bil.vbei reinforces a conjecture of Rpiegeleerg’s that the per.son.al name is connected

with the god Kind by citing two other occurrences of the Greek form in an obviously divine sense Ber
Gott Kohiuthe.^, in d/v/oV, viii, 62.

/wpivio/. F. Bir.ABEL, P. pden, Heft 4 (see Ji 3), includes a.s no. 89 most intore.sting regulations for
the ‘ Alexander and Julia ilamaea at Hermopolls Magna, uufortunatelv a good deal
mutiiatect lait yielding material of value.

"

^ For J. G. Milm/s article, The Kline of Strapis, in

Empire cf. J. Yogt, Die Ahjntnfh’inisehcn Miutzcn. jnifidui

Journaf xi (192*5), 6-9, see § 5. On Sarapis under the
,
as for instance i, 75, 85 fi., 104 f

, 150, 155 f., 172.
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In his Agyptische Thronbesteigunysurkundeii {Cimhria^ 63-70; Riihfus, Dortmund; 1926; obtainable

separately) he discusses P. Oxy. 1021 and traces back the formulae of homage used on Nero’s accession to

Pharaonic models. {Cf. Yogt, Die AlexandrinischeR Miinzea^ i, 231, on the Emperor as successor of the old

monarchs.)

E. Peterson, EI2 0EO2. Epigraphische formgeschichtliche iind Reliqionsgesehiektliche Uatersuchungea

{Forschungen zur Religion und Literatur des Alien vnd Nexten Testaments
\
Neue Edge, 24 Heft; Vanden-

hoeck u. Rupprecht, Gottingen; 1926. Pp. viii-f-346), is a corpus of ec? Seos monuments and the like

with most important discussion of the religious importance of acclamations, of the Sisinnios legend, etc.

In Theol. Lit-Z.^ 1925,485-7, he shows reason to doubt the existence of the Egyptian religious my.'^ticism

which CuMONT held to have influenced Plotinus.

W. Weber, Der Prophet iind sebi Gott {Beit, z. a, D,, 3; 1925), 118, regards P. Oxy. 1380, 103 as identi-

fying Isis and the Indian Maya. On that text of. also J. A ogt, op. cit.^ i, 63 f., who regards it as a

composition of the 1st cent. a.d. and an Alexandrine attempt to centralize worships

A. D. Nock, Studies in the Graeco-Roman beliefs of the Empire {J.H.S., XLV, 84-101), discusses the

kinship of magical and mystery thought, the various manifestations of an interest in divine power rather

than divine personality 2
,
dedications irriTayrjs^ and inter alia the Karoxoi question ('p. lOOn;; generally

to be taken in the religious sense).

H&rmetica. Volumes ii and iii of Scott’s Hermetica have now appeared (pp. 482 and 632; Oxf Univ.

Press. 25s. each). Since Scott’s death, which all fellow-students will regret, A. S. Fergcson has under-

taken the task of seeing the rest of the edition through the press. The subjective nature of Scott’s

text has been deplored by all critics, but the Commentary has put together a great quantity of illu.strative

material for the use of others and its appearance should prove a great stimulus to study of this difficult

and important field 2
.

Volumes i and ii have been reviewed in Joiirn. Hell. Stud., XLV (1925), 135; by A. Puech in Rev. it.

anc., XXVII, 166-8, 352-6, Fr. Pfister in Phd. Woch., xlv, 615-22 (with useful bibliographical material),

F. CcMONT in J.R.S., xv (1925), 272-4, E. Riess in Joura. Phil., XLVii, 191-7, J. M. Creed in Jonra.

Theol. Stud., xxvii (1925), 77-81, L. Fahz in Or. Lit.-Z., 1925, 853 ff. (with a revised text of the prayer

from the Mimaut papyrus which is the original of the end of the Asdepius ) ;
Vol. r by R. Reitzenstein in

Gnomon, l (1925), 250-3, H. J. Rose in Class. Rev., xxxix (1925), 133-5 (important as illustrating the

kinship of the language of the Corpus with papyri) ;
Vols. ii and iii by H. J. Rose in Class. Rev., xl, 204 f.,

and J.R.S., xvi, 136 f.

A useful investigation has been made by F. Brauninger, Untersuchungen zu den Schriften des Hermes

Trismegistos (Diss. Berlin. Pp. 42. 1926), who carries further Bousset’s separation of the dialogues into

the Orientalizing group and the group akin to popular philosophy and studies specially iv and xiii.

J. Ruska, Tabula smaragdina; ein Beitrag zur Geschichte der hermetischen Literatur (1926; Heidel-

berg. Pp. vii-f246), publishes a Hermetic text on alchemy from the Arabic with full discussions.

A. D. Nock, A netc edition of the Hermetic rntings {Journal, xi, 1 26-37\ has criticized Scott’s first

volume, illustrated the element of popular philosophy in the Corpus, and given notes on various pa^,.sages.

I may be allowed to take this opportunity of withdrawing the conjecture there made on p. 512. 19 Scott.

S. C. Neill and A. D. Nock, Two notes on the Asdepius {Journ. Theol. Stud., xxvi, 173-7), date the

interpolations in xxiv and xxv between 384 and 391, suggest an origin for them, and discuss ch. xxiii

(on idols).

C. Clemen, Religionsgeschichtliehe Erklarung des neuen Testaments (1924), 39-44, studies contact

between Hermetism and Christianity.

E. Reitzenstein, in Studien zum antiken Synkretismus aus Iran und Griechenland {Stud. d. Bibl.

Warburg, vii
;
1926. Pp. 355), which he has produced in collaboration with H. H. Schaeder, argued that

the Poimandres (of which he gives a revised text), the prophecy in the Asdepius, and the potter’s oracle

go back to Iranian originalsh On prophecies in general cf. W, Weber, Der Prophet und sein Gott {Beih.

1 In 1. 77 he regards 'kpa^ia as the name of the nome.

2 A propos of p. 94 f. (victory of Christianity in superior bvvapL^) note the Coptic combination in magic of the

old religion and the new (Lexa, La rnagie, i, 143).

3 Perhaps I may be allowed to say that I am preparing a new edition in conjunction with A. Boulanger, to

appear in Collection Bade. We should be grateful for any notes other scholars may communicate to us.

** He has some notes on Hermetism in Gott. gel. Anz., 1924, 38 S. also.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xiii. 12
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a. 0., 3; 1925}, M. P. Nilsson, Deutsche Lit.-Z., 1926, 1085 ff., on the pottePs oracle in ^particular*,

and C. C. McCown, Eebrev: and Egyptian Apocalyptic Literature {Harr, Theol. xviil (192o), 3a7 411},

who discusses also the Dream of Nectanebus.
• 7

Magic. S. Eitrem has laid students of this subject yet more heavily in his debt by Papyri Osloenses

Ease. I. Edited by S. Eitrem. Det Norske Yidenskaps-Akademi i Oslo, Jacob Dvbwad. 1925.

13 plates. Commentary, etc. in English. This contains a long magical text and four short ones (including

a Christian amulet published earlier), with a most illuminating commentary.
^ ^

It has been reviewed by K. Preisendanz in D. Lit.-Z., ii (1926), 1705-8, and Fhil. Wocli., xlvi, 401-/ ;

L Deubner in Gnoraoiu n, 406-12 (with some notes of hi.s own); E Peterson in Theol Z/Y.-Z, 508-10;

M. Hombert in Rente hehje de philologie. v (1926), 546-7; A. D. XoCK in Class, Rev,, xL (1926), 26-7;

from all who have criticized it, it has received the highest praise.

Eitrem has published also P. Brit. Mus. cxxi verso col. i in Journal, xi, 80-3, not published by

Kenyon, from a copv made by H. 1. Bell, with notes on readings, etc., and re-edited a fragment in Kenyon’s

edition, p. 115 ;
'papyrus Mimaut dii Louvre {Raccolta Lumhroso, 135-8), in which he corrects and com-

pletes from autopsy his edition in Les pap. mag. gr. de Pans, 24 ff., giving full text of fr. 4 of inventory

^
— fY. 1 of his ed.) as far as read, a TrpoyvaxrrLKri ri\vr] addressed to Apollo, who plays the same role as in

frr. 2 and 3, on which as on col. viii (a further note on vri, 183 in Symb. Oslo., iii, 61^) Eitrem contributes

corrections; a note on 2ripvo^\r in P. Par. 1846 {Syrnh. Oslo., iii, 75); notes on P. Leid. v [Aegyptus,yi,

1 17^20); and a valuable paper, Die vier Elemente in derMysterienweiheiSyrnh. 39-59, to be continued),

explaining P. Par. 939 ff. in an illuminating way and throwing light on ritual rebirth in the mysteries.

C. C. Edgar, A Love Charm from the Foyoura {Bull Soc. Arch. JAlex., xxi (1925), 42-7), publishes

a leaden tablet, Cairo Mus. 48217, not later than 3rd cent, a.d., with four small holes, probably to be

attached, as in the charm formula in the Paris papyrus, to two wax figures, male and female, and laid in

a tomb. The text is identical with P. Par. 355-84, which illustrates the diffusion of charms. K. Preisen-

DANZ remarks on it in Gnomon, ii (1926), 191-2, and mentions an interesting Berlin text no. 13895,

intended to produce a dream revelation.

J. B-oHR, Die okkulte Krafthegriff im Altertura {Philologus, Supplementhand, XTO, Heft 1; pp. 133;

1923), is an important study of the dwapeii ascribed to various objects and of operations based on this

concept,

E. Peterson, Engel- und DOmonennomen. Fomiyia harhara {Rhein. Mus., LXXV (1926), 393-422), gives a

most serviceable list of demons in magical and astrological texts, etc.

K. Fr. 4V. Schmidt, Textkritische Bemerkungen zu den rnogischen Papyn {Symholae Osloenses, iii (192.5),

78-9), publishes textual notes on P. Bibl. Kat. 31 (Eitrem, Pap. mag. Paris, 6) and P. Mimaut {ibid., 24 ff.).

J. CiBULKA, Le papyrus rnagica Leyd. V (J SSJf) et le graffito^^ du PaJatin {Strena Bidiciana\ Zagreb,

1924. P. 729 f.), reads zfc in col. iv, 32 (denied by Preisendanz ap. 4V. AVeber, Agypt.-griech. Terr., i,

and finds in the papyrus and in the graffito an identification of Christ and Seth
; cf. earlier Blanchet,

C. R. Ac. Inscr., 1920, 147 ff.

K. Preisendanz has published notes on charms from Cod. Par. gr. 2 119 f. {Byz.-neugr. Jahrh., in (1922),

276 f.f on P.S.I. 29 {Raccolta Lumhroso. 212-6
;
fuller publication of a man’s charm to secure love of

another man and vengeance on Paulus Julianus), on P. O.slo. 3 {Symb. Oslo., in, 60-1 an important mono-

graph Akephalos der kopflose Gi)tt {Beih. z. a. 0., 8, 1926
; pp. 80; 3 plates), which inter alia disputes the

solar character of Seth-Tvphon and the justifiability of M^UNschs application of the term Sethianische

Verfluchungstafehi to most of his Koinan tabulae, and argues that the aK€(j)a\os is Osiris, with astonishing

command of most difficult material, and a good bibliography, Die griechischen Z<tuberpapyri, including a

libt of texts {Archiw viii, 104-67).

A. D. XocK, MagteoJ Aotes {Journal xi, 154-8\ A) analyses P. Par. 1716 ff., as an illustration of the

accumulation of magical elements in a npa^is, (T explains t6 p.v(rTrfptov in P. Berl. 9909 as the magic

act, ('3) recognizes pr^^ixOoiv in the form pyja-tx^tjov on an intaglio in Cat. Wyndham Cook, 55, no. 248 {cf.

(^o)^ for "SliOpa^ for A. B. CooK, Zeus, I, 234, 5 for x in inscriptions at Carthage (Delattre,

B>dl arch com. travaux, 1916, 138), and for prj^lxOcnr P. Oslo, i, 154, 331, with Eitrem’s note, p. 133). In a

note on Theocritus ij, 38 [Class. Rev., 1925, 18) he explains the emphasis or silence from magical considera-

tions (add EiTEiKM, P. mag. dc Pans, 39, 1. 45) and remarks on the magical use of mythological parallels

1 A translation <*f this text by Schubakt in Gres^manx, Altor. T.z. A.T.- (1926), 49 f., of the Egyptian parallels

by K.vnke, ihuL, 46 tf. For this oracle see aKo below, 4 and 9.

2 On this papyrus cf. also Preisexd.\nz, Akephalos, 52-8.
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{cf. Lexa, La magie^ I, 53-6 for these in older Egyptian magic, 144 in Coptic magic) ^
;
in P. Leid, J 395,

VII, 11, he defends y^via-Qai iv ovogaai rravTcov (Journ, Theol, Stud.^ XXV, 177); in Xotes oit Beliefs and
Myths XL VI, 48 ff.) he discusses the two magical aspects of contact with earth and the parallelism

of Hecate ritual and magic.

W. Schubart, Or. Lit.-Z.^ xxviii (1925), 646-7, reviews EiTREii, Les papyrus taagiq^es de Paris^ and

Hopfner’s great Offenbarungszauher
;
the former ha:^ been reviewed also by !S. de Kictii, Her. et. gr.^

XXXVII (1924), 250-2 {ihid.^ 253 on Eitrem, Zu de/i Berliner Zauherpapyri, also reviewed by P. Thomsex,

Phil. Woch., 1924, 1152), the latter by 0. Weinreich, Phil. IFoc/l, xlv, 795-8(j4 (interesting and appre-

ciative notice)
;

its first volume by P. Alparic, Rev. it. auc.., xxvii (1925), 165-6, both by A. Delatte,

Revue beige de phil..^ v (1926), 549-52.

Dornseiff, Das Alphabet has been reviewed by C. 0. Zuretti, Boll. Fil. Cl.^ xxxii (1926;, 271-2.

Fr. Lexa, La niagie dans VEgypte antique de Vancien enipire Jusqiia Vipoque copte (tome I, Expose.^

pp. 220; tome Ii, Les textes inagiques.^ pp. 235; tome in, Atlas., })p. ix and PL lx5>), Geuthiier, Paris,

1925 (£1. 12*\ 6ci?.), is of the greatest value. It gives the earlier Egyptian and later Coptic material in con-

venient form, and discusses the whole theory and practice of Egyptian magic in a most illuminating way.

His analysis of some Graeco-Roman texts (i, 155 if.) is important and shows what has to be done in

disentangling various elements in them.

A good translation of the Pistis Sophia has been given by C. Schmidt (Hinrichs, Leipzig, 1925.

Pp. xcii4-308). On pp. xxi fi'. he discusses its affinities to magic texts C. Hohxek ha,-5 reviewed his edition

of the original, Journal., xi, 335 f.

AV. R. Dawson, Bats as Materia Medica (see § 5), deals inter alia with bats in magic. In The Lore

of the Hoopoe {The Ibis, Jan. 1925, 31-9
;
July, 593 f.) he discusses medical and magical uses in Egyptian

Greek and Coptic papyri.

For Germanic analogies to the magic of Graeco-Roman Egypt cf Fr. Pfister, Schicdhische Volkshrauche

(Augsburg, 1924), 44 ff.

Astrology. P.S.I. vii contains two horoscopes, 764, for 277 a.d., and 765, fur 314 a.d. (?).

Catalogus codicurn astrologicorum graeeoriun. Codices Athenienses descrii)sit Armandus Delatte.

Tomus X. Pp. viii + 291. Bruxelles, Lamertin, 1924 \2b fr.), contains a number of late texts, edited in

masterly fashion. It has been review'ed by A. D. XoCK, Class. Rev., XL (1926), 217 f.

Bold-Bezold, Sternglaube und Sterndeutung, die Geschlchte und Wesen der Astrologie. Dritte Auflage

nach des Verfassers Tod herausgegeben von AV. Gundel. Teubner, Berlin, 1926. Pp. xii-h211. 48 text

figures. 20 plates, and a plan of the stars. A welcome re-edition of a fully documented study by a master

of the subject.

H. Gressmann, Die hellenistische Gestirnreligion {Beil. z. a. 0., 5 ;
1926. Pp. 32. 4 plates), gives an

excellent sketch of the rise of astrology, well illustrated! He mentions, p. 21, an Isis statuette with a

fake-Egyptian inscription published in Syria, v, 49; cf another in Cat. Antiquities Wther \^Sotheby, 1919),

17, no. 148.

A. D, Nock, Joarn. Theol. Stud., xxvi, 407 f., explains dTrarco in C.C.A.G., vi, 76, as ‘‘place to which no

man comes.” It may however be for dTroTrdrw, ‘‘privy,” as Professor H. J. Rose has suggested \^by letter).

F. H. Colson, The Week, an Es.say on the origin and development of the seven day cycle (Cambridge,

1926. Pp. viii-M26. 5^.). A lucid and convincing book, which students of Christian beginnings cannot

afford to neglect.

J. Vogt, Die AUxandrinischen Manzen, i, 10 f., 115 ffi, connects the astronomical representations on

coins of Alexandria under Pius with the rise of astrology. I note that at the same tune (p. 116; he refuses

to connect the order of the planets on coins of Pius wnth their order in governing the week.

A. ScHLACHTER, Der Clohus viii. Teubner. Pp. viii -1-118. 1926;, herausgegeben von Dr.

Friedrich Gisinger, is an exhaustive monograph which will no doubt be of much use.

Christianity. C. AVessely, plus aaciens monuments da Christianisme icrits sur papyrus; textes iditis,

traduits, et a/inotes, ii, 1924. Pp. 345-508 [Patrologia Orientalis, xviii, fasc. 3;. A supplement to the

previous series (1907), divided as follows : Introduction (includes a new text of cols, ii and iii of old no. 7,

I For Theocr., ii, 28, cj. the parallel discussed in Arehiv fiir Reliuionsicis^enschaft, xxiv, 172-3 (public envoute-

ment ; cf. also the burning in etfigy by officials of the Inquisition of offenders who had escaped).

- Cf. PREISEXDAXZ, Akepluilos, 28.

3 On p. 24 by a common error he speaks of the snake-entwined deity found on the Janiculum as a goddess.

Further cleaning since the discovery has revealed male yenitalia
;

cj . R. Pakiueni, 2 er me di l)iucUzUino'^, 121.

12—2
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and add« 3 letters to the previous list, viz. P. Lend. 417, P. Oxy. 939, P. Loud. 891 all from WincKE^s

Chrestomathie)-, chap, i, Libelli libellaticorum, published since previous part; ii. New Christian letters,

III, This chapter is new and consists of Christian anmlets. One in Bashmurio is from 1\esselvs own

collection - IV (Also new), Liturgical fragments and prayers, including 11 unpublished Rainer papyri;

V Fragments of canonical books
;

vi, Miscellaneous texts of Christian literature. At the end a supplement

w'ith recently published texts. All are equipped with translation, commentary, bibliography, and an index

of Biblical quotations. Praise of Wesselt is perhaps superfluous ;
this is naturally a standard work from

the moment of publication. It has been reviewed by J. Simon, Anal Boll, XLlii (1925), 377-9.

G. Rudberg’s Septuaginta-Fragments has been reviewed by P. Thomsen, Fhil Woch., xln, 196.

M. Norsa, Fapiri del Museo greco-romano di Alessandria {Bull. Soc. Arch, di Alex.., xxii, 157-88), No.^ 1

is a register of bank-diagraphai dated a.d. 143/4. On the verso is Ps. Ixxvii, 1-18. M. Norsa says '‘La scrit-

tura sembra piuttosto della fine del secolo ii che non del secolo If so, this is the earliest MS. of the

Greek Psalter yet published. [See, however, § 3 below.] A number of texts will be found in P.S.I. vii,

including no. 757, Ep. of Barnabas (ix, 1-6). 4th cent. (?). Folio of pap. codex. 758, Text perhaps (?)

Christian. Unidentified. 3rd;4th cent. 759, Fragment of homily, unidentified. 5th cent. On the verso is

beginning of Ps. xl (c/. P. Loud. 1928, etc., where this Ps, was used as an amulet), apparently unrecognized

by\he editors. 778, Libellus of Decian persecution, a.d. 250. Small fragment, probably from Fayytlm.

W. E. Crum and H. G. Evelyn White, The Monastery of Epiphanius at Thebes (see § 3). Part ii

contains some texts 579—583 Biblical, 584—591 Patristic and Homiletic, o92—610 Liturgical.

P. Baden, Heft 4 {cf. § 3), includes 56 Exodus and Deut. (Bilabel regards as early 2nd cent. : but ?) ;

57 Romans
;
58 Christian liturgy

; 60 (tablet) Lord's Prayer; 65 (tablet) Christian text. Bilabel thinks 60

and 65 are in effect magical.

H. I. Bell and H. Thompson publish in Journal xi, 241-6 (four plates),

Hosea and Amos.

J. A. JuNGMANN, Zivei Textergilnzungen iin literarischen Papyrus con Der-Balyzeh {Zeitschr. f. Katk.

TheoL, XLViii (1924), 465-71), makes two emendations of importance.

H, A. Sanders, An early papyrus fragraent of Matthew in the Michigaii Collection {Haro. Theol. Rev.^

XIX (1926), 215—226), publishes P. Mich. 1570, containing Mt. xxvi, 19 o-ui/era^ei/—52 aTroXoiyrat, in a hand

probably to be assigned to the 3rd century. The text is free from Antiochian, Alexandrian, and Caesarean

revision and has affinities to the Western text, though lacking some of its readings,

C. Schmidt, Das Koptische Didache-Fragment des British Museum {Z. iieut. 117^5., xxiv (1925), 81-99),

re-edits with commentary and translation the fragment published by Horner, Joarn. Theol. Btud.., 1924,

225 ff". He thinks the Didache was adapted to liturgical use in Egypt and that in consequence additions

and omissions were made to tit it to this jiurpose, and discusses the bearing of the new fragment on

textual problems. A. Xeppi Modona, Bilychnis., ii (1926), 3-16, also translates this fragment and discusses

its value : the first part of the article is devoted to P. Lond. 2486 (Apology of Aristides). Reference may
also be made to Lietzmann’s interesting treatment of the Didache in Herrenniakl und Messe (1926), 230-8.

I have not seen E. Buonaiuti, Detti extracanonici di Gesu., Roma, 1924, mentioned in Aegyptus., V, 248.

E. Schwartz, Byz. Z.., xxv (1925), 155-6, in a review (unfavoui’able) of Lickt com proposes a new

restoration of the second Logion (P. Oxy. iv).

Campbell Bonner, .1 Papyrus code.v of the Shepherd of Hernias {Harv. Theol. xviii (1925), 115-

27), discusses P. ^lich. 917.

C. W ess ELY, Catalog us Uhrorum saecnli v-vi p. Chr. n. {Festschrift za Ehren Emil v. OUenthals, 2 pages),

publishes, from a papyrus in his own possession, a list of books 7r€y(f)d{€vr<ov) tm d5eX(^<a pov. Thev are all

theological or liturgical.

K. Stade, Der PoUtiker Diokietian nad die letzte grosse Christenverfolgung (Kommissionsverlag Hof-

biiclihandlung Heinrich Stadt, Wiesbaden. 1926. Pp. 197). In this substantial Frankfurt dissertation

S. considers the evidence of Lactantius, sketches the general policy of Diocletian, and gives an excellent

conspectus of dedications made by the Emperor and his magistrates (here luppiter Optimus IHaximus,
Hercules, Mai*s, and varitms forms of Genius predominate^), by municipal magistrates (where local gods

also appearj, by private persons (more numerous because of the revival of prosperity due to Diocletian).

He argues cogently, p. 106, that the dedication to Mithras at Camunturn, faiitori imperil does not suffice

I The explanation, p. 97^0 1 of C.l.P., in. 11111, Genio ccistroriiin, 1,0. M., as implying identification of luppiter
with the Genius is probably right, cf. APTEMIiS TTXH TEPASON (J.H.H., 1925, 9203).
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to prove a general favoiuing of the Ecisteni cult as affording a basis for absolutism, referring to Diocletian’s

express deprecation of the Persian origin of Manichaeism
;
p. 108, that the Emperor extended his patronage

to ail cults of importance ; ibid., that Sol is less prominent than luppiter in his coins and inscriptions, and
that these show a Graeco-Koman, not an Oriental, conception of the gods ; 1 1 1 h, that his conception of

monarchy is Graeco-Roman as opposed to the Deo et Domino nato of Aurelian Probus and Carus^;

114, louius and Herculius merely stress the close relation of the Emperor to the gods wlio protect him;

114ff., this position of Hercules corresponded to old Greek thought. This emphasis on the Roman character

of Diocletian’s religious policy is salutary. In ch. ii S. studies the opposition of pagan and Christian

thought, emphasizing the dualism of the latter^, their breach with ancient usage their unpatriotic attitude

as prominent fdctoi*s. The remaining chapters are devoted to the history of the perbecutions from Decius

onwards. The monograph seems to me excellent; it is a pity that the authnr is unac(piainted with the

investigations of X. H. Baynes.

A. JuLiCHER, Zur Geschichte der Moiiophysiteiikirche {Z. neut. ITm., xxiv 17-43). After a brief

appreciation of Maspero’s Histoire des Fatntrrches dAlexandrie he deals in detail with two important

points on which he thinks Maspero has gone entirely wrong. (1 )
M.’s conjecture of a ib^nophysite Patriarch

named Johannes about 620 and his theory in connexion with this as to the date of Anastasius Sinaita

and the Entstehifngsoerhaltaisse of his Hodegos. He regards Johannes as '‘eiiie pure Schaumgeburt ” and

rejects Maspero’s theory as to Anastasius, which H. I. Bell informs me he albO regarded as very weak.

(2) M.’s theories as to the confused period 566-75. Julicher proposes an alternative conjectural recon-

struction.

J. Lindblom, Altchnstliche Kreuzessymholik, Einige Bemerkinigen zii eiaer Stelle der Belhchen Papyrus-

edition von 1924 (Studia Orientalia [^W. Orient. Feniiica\ i Comraentatioaes in honorem Knut Tallquist., Hel-

singforsiae, 1925. Pp. 102-13). On the phrase a>s tolttcos crravpio
(
= ^s tvttos aTcwpov) in P. Lond. 1917.

Shows that this idea, that the stretching out of the hands in prayer typitied the Cross, was fairly common
among early Christian writers, and traces many similar fancies {e.g. horns of an ox, letter T, nose and eyes

in human face, etc.). In general for literature relating to H. 1. Bell, Jeu's and Christicnis^ cf. ^5 3 ;
a

popular account of Athanasius with use of the new material is given by H. I. Bell, Athanasius : a chapter

in Church History {The Congregational {Quarterly., ill (1925), 158-76). N. H. Baynes, Athaaasiana

{Journal., XI (1925), 58-69), g 1, Uie Recall of xinusfrom Exile. The letter of November 27 sine anno from

Constantine to Arius was a.d. 333. Probably in late 334 Constantine wrote to Athanasius to receive

Aldus into communion. §2, An Athanasian forgery^. Rejects Seeck’s theory that the crucial letter from

Constantine summoning the bishops from Council of Tyre was a forgery by Athanasius. Explains dis-

crepancies between our three versions
;
that in Apologia c. Ana nos., 86, probably edited by Athanasius.

§ 3, The Return of Athanasius from his first Exile. Constantine wrote to Alex, announcing Athanasius’

restoration, June 17, 337. Masscicre of Constantine’s family, summer 337. The three brothers met in 337 and

Ath. then met Constantius at Yiminacium. Can hardly then have reached Alexandria early in November

337. He arrived in Alexandria after meeting Constantins a second time at Caesarea on November 23, 338.

Suhsidia. Mention must here be made of the religious importance of J. Vogt, Bie Alexandrinischen

Munzen (cf. § 4), a minute historical survey of the coins struck under the Empire at Alexandria. Tiiis is

extremely instructive-^ and readable, a worthy continuation cf the work of Wilhelm Weber, to whom it

is dedicated ;
and a contribution of very high value to the religious history of the Empire. Vogt has

summarized his views in Romische Politik in Agypten (cf. g 4). J. G. Milne has made some jKirtiiient

criticisms of the smaller work in Journal, xi, 346-7.

Erom Vogt we have also the publication of the Graeco-Roman terracottas of the Saramlung Sieglin

1 Herein Julian is his heir
; cf. Sallustius, ITcpi dewv Kal Koa/iov, xviii, and A. D. Nock s edition, lxxxix.,jy. The

praise of Diocletian in Hist. Aug., Anton. 19. 12 is very suitable if we hold with N. H. Baynes that it was written

under Julian.

2 Cf. A. D. Nock, Sallustiud, Ixxixi;;.

a He notes, p. 127, what Porphyry says of Jesus as becoming a god in his ’Ea \071W 0tWo0ia It should be

noted that this was an early work of Porphyry’s; he had not then considered the matter as much as he did later.

* Note, for instance, his remarks on the festival of Kpar-qais on August 1, p. '69 i.; on the riding Agathos

Daimon, 52 f.
;
on Domitian, 53-5; on nome-tvpes, 58 ff.; on Trajan's policy, 72 f.; on Hadrian, 97 ff

, and in

particular 110 f.; on archaism, 12011.; on conditions under Marcus, 145 ff.; on Canicalla, 171 f. (cf. 1925,

89, and E. Biekebmann, JJas Edikt des KaUers Caracalla in P. Giss. 40, Diss. Berlin, 1926. P. 6 f.)
;
on Elagabalus,

178 n.
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{Die Gnechkch-dyyptische Sammlang E. v. Sieglin, ii, Termkotten. Leipzig, 1924. Text vol. and Plates

Tht httdsomely illustrated work will take its place beside the great works of IVebee and PerdkizetL

Inter alia Vogt notes the continued popularity of old Egyptian deities (<’/. his Alex. J/,, i, i, o7, and

Eitrem P. Oslo., i, p. 56), inferior, of course, to what may be called the Graeco-Egyptian deities.

IV. Deoxn.\, Terres euites gre'co-e'gyptiemies (Revue arche'ologique, xx, 1924, 80 ft.), catalogues the terra-

cottas of this class in the museum of Geneva. Hi.s religious commentary is most useful, notably pp. 96 ff.

on Egyptian influence in Gaul.

3. PublicATION8 op Non-Literary Texts.

{E.B. Miscellaneous notes and corrections of documents previously puhlished are placed vn § 9 helow.

Reckii's are noticed in the 'present section.)

It i.s matter for gratification that the heavy los:s suffered by papyrology through the death of Preisigke

is being in part repaired by the labours of F. Pilabel and E. Kiesslinu, who are carrying on some of the

publications undertaken by him. The former has now produced Part i of the third volume of the S.B.,

that valuable collection of texts previously published in periodicals or elsewhere and unindexed. The new

part, which is arranged on the same lines as the others, ^h(.)ws signs of haste in place.s and some overlapping,

but represents a vast amount of labour and will be of immeuse utility. Rammelhuch Grieckischer Urkundeii

aus Agypten, Berlin und Leipzig. Walter de Gruyter, 192b. Pp. vii, 1-151 (nos. 6U01-824).

A selection of papyrus text.'^, published some years ago by E. Helbing, has now reached a second

edition, but is known to me only through favourable reviews by M. Dibelius \
Theol. Lit.~Z., L, 1925, 512-

13) and K. Fr. AV. Schmidt {^Phil. Woch., xlv, 1925, 438-9). Ai/sn-ahl aus griechischen Papyri (Sammlung

Goschen 625). 2iid ed. Berlin und Leipzig, AValter de Gruyter, 1924. Pp. 132. Mk. 1.25.

One of the great events of the period under review is the publication by C. 0. Edgar of the 1st volume

of a complete catalogue of the Zeno papyri at Cairo. The extent of this archive may be gauged from the

fact that this volume, containing 139 texts arranged chronologically, brings down the Cairo papyri, which

are only a part, though the largest part in any one Museum, of the whole archive, no further than the

29th year of Philadelphins, just after Zeno's settlement at Philadelphia. The volume, which is uniform

with the other volumes of the Cairo Catalogue, is sumptuously produced and is rendered particularly

valuable by the inclusion of 24 facsimiles, several of which are excellent, though others are less successful.

It has separate indexes. Many of the texts have previously been published in the Annales^ but there are

many not previoii.'Tily known. The quality of the editing needs no emphasizing for those acquainted with

Edgar's work. The commentaries are brief but to the point, Catalogue general des antupiites egyptiennes

dll Alusee du Caire. Nos. 59001-59139. Zcuon Ptipyri. Volume i. Le Caire, Impr. dePInst. Fran^ais d’Arch.

Or., 1925. Pp. viii + 183. 24 plates. The volume is review^ed, along wuth P. Edgar 89-111, previously pub-

lished in the Anuales^ by MTlcken (A/r/nV, viil, 66-9 1

.
[Since the above was written I have received

Vol, II (1926. Pp. viii-f207. 30 plates; of Edgar’s Catalcjgue. It contains nos. 59140-59297 and covers

the period from the beginning of year 30 to the end of year 35.]

1 niav mention here that a further large collection (ff' Zeno pain ri has recently been acquired in joint

purchase by the British Museum and the Universities of Michigan and Ciffumbia, and that the two latter

institutions have subsequently piirclLised a ciuisiderable number of others from a different source. Those

assigned to the British Museum are destined, along with their predecessors, for AWL vi of the Museum
Catalogue ;

the Alichigan ones are to be edited by Edgar, and tho.se of Columbia by AAWstermann.

In addition to Edgar's handsome volume, a number of Zeno papyri have appeared elsewhere, either

singly or in volumes of miscellaneous text'-. One wffiicb, though not itself of great importance, is interesting

because it brings down Zeno s life to a later date than has previously been suspected, has been edited by

Hunt. It is a list of arrears of taxes, with a copy of a letter from Achoapis to Ptolemaeus dated

Choiach 28 in the 18th year (of Euergetes;. Zeno himself is recorded as owing 169 dr. 4 obols for the

16th and 17th years, a sum which indicates that he was a landowner of importance. A Zenon Papyrus at

Corpus Christi College^ Cambridge, in Journal, xil (1926;, 113-5.

An interesting petition to Zeno and Nestor from a musician regarding an instrument bequeathed

him by his instructor, but deposited as security lor a debt, has been published from a papyrus in the

British Museum, along wuth a fragment relating to the same subject from the Cairo collection, by H. I. Bell.

A Musical Competition in the Third Century b.c., in the Raccolta Lamhroso (see § 10 below), 13-22. Th.
i On one female type cj. Peteilson, EIZ 0EON, 88 f.
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Reinach calls attention to this document, which he translates into French, suggesting, on the evidence of

the Cairo fragment, that the petitioner obtained the place of teacher of the cithara at the gymnasium

of Philadelphia in place of his instructor Demeas. Le& dolmaces don professeur de masique it y a 2000

a?is, in Rev. de Muskologie, ix (1925), 145-7. Bell's edition is reviewed by 'Wilcken {Archiv, vin, 72-4).

I may mention that through the courtesy of Mr. Edgar and Prof. Kelsey the missing right side of the

papyrus has recently been act^uired by the British Museum from the Cairo and Michigan collections.

A revised text will be published in P. Lond, vi.

WiLCKEN also reviews the Cornell Zeno papyrus edited by 5Vestermann ('see Journal^ xi, 93), ib}d.^

69—72. This papvrus is apparently republished in a volume edited by 55 , L. 55 estermann and C. J.

Kraemer which is clearly of considerable importance and to which, as the tirst American volume of non-

literary papyrus texts since the appearance of the Goodspced papyri, a heart\ welcome must be given.

It seems to contain mainly texts of the Roman j^eriod, but at present I know it only from a useful review,

with valuable corrections, by G. 5 itelli {Da papn'i greci deV^ Egitto^ in Studi xtal. di JiL claims.

^

X.S.,

V, 3-11). Greek Papyri in the Library of Cf^riieU L ni vf^rsity. Xew 1 ork. Col. L niv. Press, 1926. Pp. 287.

19 plates. [I have received the volume since this article went to press.]

55^estermann also publishes a Zeno papyrus (P. Col. Inv. Xo. 12) of 256 b.c., a letter to Zeno about the

exemption of orchards [from apornoira'^]. See below, ^ 5.

Thirteen Zeno texts were included in the third and concluding part of P. M. Meyer’s edition of the

Hamburg papyri (see Journal, xi, 94). Reviews of this volume, additional to those noted at the last

reference, have been published by Pringsheim M terfeljahr^sehr. f. i>oz. n. ^Y^rtslch.-Geseh.^ XVIIT, 1925, 403-

4), ScHUBART {Gnomon, ir, 1926, 744-5), and 55 esterm.ynn PlaL, xx, 1925, 1/6-/).

Sixteen further Zeno texts appear in P.S.T. vii, which has been published since my last bibliography.

They are all more or less incomplete, and include no text of outstanding importance, though they offer

points of interest. Apart from them and a number of literary texts, noticed above in § 1, the volume

contains chiefly documents of the Roman period, though there are some Byzantine. Many of the best were

presented by Prof. Capovill.y
;

the others came from the old stocks of the society, and were acquired

partly by excavation at Ashmunen and Behneseh and partly by purchase. On the whole, the volume is

distinctly inferior in the interest and importance of its contents (though not in the quality of the editorial

work) to its predecessors; among the more noteworthy documents may be mentioned: 731, 732, epicrisis

declarations; 733, accounts for the crown-tax, a.d. 235; 734, oath of potamophylakes
; 737, a petition

concerning fishing, which might be of some interest if it were in better condition (compare also 735,

accounts of inspectors of the fisheries, and 798; ; 741, a letter which illustrates the slump in the currency

in the 4th cent.
; 767, a juristically interesting petition

; 770, a sale of land at Xikiu
; 776, with a puzzling

text on the verso
; 787, a lease of a mill

; 804, an interesting request to take over the writer's place

as prytanis; some good accounts (812, 820, etc.) and letters (824, 831, 843); 870, fragments of official

correspondence. PubhL d. Soc. Ital. p. 1. ricerca d. papiri greci e latini in Egitto : Papin Greci e Latini,

VII (nos. 731-870,. Firenze, E. Ariani, 1925. Pp. xiii-l-231.

Besides the above volume, the first part of Vol. viii (Firenze, Librerla Pnternazionale, 1925. Pp. 88.

3 plates), which, unlike its predecessors, is being is'^ued by m>talments, has also appeared. It contains

further Capovilla papyri and adds to these a number of papyri in the Cairo Museum, permi.ssion to publish

which was granted by the authorities, and a small but very tine cifilection of papyri in the posses.sion of

King Fuad I. Among the Cairo papyri are : 871, an interesting application to register a change of address

consequent on apprenticeship; 872, a petition to the Defensor of Oxyrhynchus; 873, a noteworthy agree-

ment with comarchs to go and work at Babylon an Egypt; on behalf of the village of Theadelphia, no doubt

as a liturgist, showing, in the year 299, a system similar to that m use during the early Arab period
; 876, a

petition to proximi, showing that these oflicials had some sort of judicial function; 8<83, revealing the

existence of a single strategus for Themistes and Polemon in July, 137
; 886, concerning the supply of

military boots; and 889, an interesting though very imperfect Byzantine letter. The Fuad papyri form

part of the very remarkable archive discovered a few years ago on the site of Tebtunis and dating from the

period Augustus-Gai us. The greater part of it was acquired by the University of Michigan, but it appears

that a portion came into the royal library, and these documents have been published by the Societa

Italiana. They are all of considerable interest from several points of view
;
among them special mention

may be made of the following : 901, a very interesting oath of fishers not to catch sacred fish (the nomarch

has the title eTrl tqjv 7Tpo(jo^<nv kqi ctti toO eTTihiiapov ) ; 902, a contract for vork b\ a ve<i\er
; 903, an

interesting division of slaves (the personal name ’Apa^apyr;? is noticeable; of 0. Strassb. 525, 11) ; 907, a
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sale of half a house illustrating the excessive subdivision of such property 908, showing that Apovaievs

was Epeiph ;
and 909, a fine bilingual sale, the Demotic text of which is edited by Spiegelberg. The part

concludes with two remarkable novelties. The first (919) is a very fine drawing (PI. ii) of Cupid and

Psyche (2nd cent.?), the second (PI. iii) a crude but none the less interesting drawing of Christ and his

disciples on the Sea of Galilee. Altogether this part, though not up to the same level of interest as

Vols. IV and v, ranks among the best of the Society’s publications. It and Vol. vii are reviewed by

IViLCKEN in Archivy viii, 81-7.

In order to notice the publications of the Societa Italiana together, I have departed from strict chrono-

logical order, but now return to the Ptolemaic period. Wilcken’s U,P,Z, has been reviewed by P. M. Meyer

{Z, vergl. Rechtsw.^ xli, 287-91, Part iii), E. Kornemann {KUo, xx, 1925-6, 245-7, all three), W. Schubart

Or. Lit.'Z.^ XXVIII, 1925, 646, Part iii), and H. I, Bell {Gnomon^ ii, 1926, 561-9, all three).

P. CoLLART and P. Jouguet collaborate in the publication of four papyri of the 3rd cent. b.c. derived

from the Ghoran cartonnage. All four come from one mummy. They are as follows:—1. Letter of

Cresilaus to Artemidorus, on the sale of a cargo of incense. Year 39 of Philadelphus. The editors add

a very interesting and valuable discussion of the trade in and monopoly of incense, 2. Letter of Philo to

Cresilaus, concerning delay in the inspection of the vintage for the ^fiLaevpara, Year 4 of Euergetes I.

Interesting. 3. Letter of Diodes, agent of Sosibius, to Ammonius. Year 5. The editors identify Sosibius

with the man who occurs in P. Edgar 63 and with the Sosibius known to history as the minister of

Philopator. They suggest that he was dioecetes in year 5. Here his agent intervenes to procure the release

of his KvAepvqTTjs, detained di* alTia[y^ Patter of Horns to Cresilaus, on a failure of the

bank to supply fiiaSos to the Xaol engaged on the dykes. Petites recherckes sur Veconomie politique des

LagideSy in Raccolta Luruhroso, 109-34. This publication is reviewed by Wilcken {Archiv^ viii, 75-6).

P. Lille I, Part ill is reviewed by S. de Ricci {Rev, et. gr,, xxxvii, 1924, 252-3).

The subject of incense, mentioned above, also comes to the fore in an article by IYilcken, in which he

publishes a very interesting, though fragmentary, papyrus of the early 2nd cent. B.c. (P. Berl. 5883+ 5853).

This is a loan of money by a capitalist to five men who undertake a voyage to Punt (17 Apa)/iaro0dpos) to buy
dpw/iara. The loan is apparently without interest, but Wilcken suggests that the creditor had a share in

the profits, if any. In the course of his commentary he discusses the spice trade, the monopoly, etc. The
list of borrowers and their sureties is itself of great interest. Among the borrowers are a Massaliot and
a Lacedaemonian, and the sureties are a Thessalonian, an Elean, a Massaliot named Kmtos (a Celtic name),
a Carthaginian, and another Kintos, apparently not a Massaliot. Punt-Fahrten in der Ptolemderzeity in

Zeitschr. f. ag. Spr.^ LX (1925), 86-102.

In the course of a long article in which he treats afresh, both in the way of commentary and with
proposals for new readings or restorations, a number of miscellaneous papyri (see below, § 9), Cronekt
publishes a papyrus of the Cle<)n archive (P. Lond. 593) of which hitherto only the beginning had been
published. Raccolta Lanihroso, 530-3. Wilcken reviews this publication in ArchiVy viii, 74.

C. C. Edgar publishes an interesting papyrus found among the Zeno fragments and sent him by
Vitelli. Though of the Ptolemaic period, it does not belong to the Zeno archive, being later in date, but
it probably comes from Philadelphia. It contains the minutes and accounts of a convivial club, probably
composed of servants. The president had the title of and one member that of /epo^rotdf.
Payments are recorded to an avXrjrijs and a kivol^os. The place of meeting is recorded, as also the members
present. Records of a village club,, in Raccolta Lionhroso,, 369-76. Reviewed by Wilcken {Arekivy Vili, 77—8).

0. Kruger publishes from the Moscow collection a ixapyrus which has an at least indirect connexion with
the Theban revolt of 88 b.c. This is a letter from “Plato the younger” (presumably a relative—qu. the
brother?—of tlie Plato already known in this connexion) to “the elders at Pathyris” about a donkey and
her colt belonging to the epistates of the Eileithyopolite nome. The letter is dated 15 Athyr of the
30th year

(
= 88 b.c.). Zum thebanischen Aufstand von 8S v, Chr.y in Raccolta LtimbrosOy 316-8. Reviewed

by Wilcken {Archii\ viii, 78-9).

Among Wilcken s reviews in Archii\ vin, besides those mentioned above, the following deal with
papyri of the Ptolemaic age Pp. 76-7 on Collart and Jouguet’s Bail de verger (see Journal^ xi 94)

•

p. 77 on Bilabel’s publication (AeggptuSy vi, 107-13) of two “double deeds” in his article on this class of
document, for which see below,

§ 6.

H. Lewald has found a small fragment which contains the beginnings of 11. 8-16 of P. Grad, i and
republishes this portion of the text with the new fragment and revised readings. 8ul papiro Gradenldtz i,
in Raccolta Lumbrosoy 340-2. Reviewed by Wilcken {Archiv viii 74-5)
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Yiereck^s edition of the Strassbiirg ostraca has been reviewed bv M. Rostovtzeff (Gnomon^ ir, 10:26,

173-4; high prai'^e), G, D[e] S[anctis] {Ric. di Fil.^ X.S., iii, 1925, 587
;
Liudat^jiy), and J. G. ^Vinter

{Glass. Weekly^ xviii, 1925, 101).

Fr. Bilabel has issued Part iv of P. Bad. The texts here published represent in part the tinds made

during the excavations at Karara and Hibeh in 1914, in part earlier acquisitinns of the Heidelberg library.

Some of the must notable of them fall under 1 and 2 above : those which belong to the })resent section

are not of outstanding interest, though there are a few texts above the average and interesting features in

others. There are several Ptolemaic texts : 47, an official letter concerning a soldier’^s pay
; 48, an interest-

ing private letter about a law case (note aTro(rK€vr] as— “family’' and others. The majority are however

of the Homan or Byzantine period. Among the better texts may be mentioned : 54, an inventory of church

propertv (5th cent.''
; 55, a sale of wine in advance

;
72, a petition in a law ease

;
74, the dociunent previously

edited by Bilabel as establishing the Greek name of Hibeh ; 75g and 5, census declarations
;
89, a very

notable though unfortunately imperfect text containing regulations for the cult ot 8everus Alexander and

Julia Mamaea at Hermopolis ; 93, a 7th cent, list which would be of extraordinary interest were it really,

as Bilabel takes it, one of ephebi, but he is quite certainly wrong
;
and 94, a rather interesting and very

lengthy account of about the 5th century, the editing of which, it must be confes^ed, leaves something to be

desired. Indeed, Bilabel seems less at home with the Byzantine documents than with those of an earlier

age. The volume concludes with some ostraca. Veroffeiitlicloj lujon aas dea hadischf^ti Papifr^is-Sanihduvgea.

Heft 4. Griechische Papyri {Urkunder, Briefe, Schreihtafeln, Ostraka, etc.). Heidelberg, Selbstverlag des

Verfissers, 1924. Pp. 180. 2 plates. The volume has been reviewed by Wilckex fd/r/a'r, viii, 88-92),

Schubart {^Gdomoa, ii, 1926, 232-5; appreciative but critical; thinks the work sufiers from haste), and

Calderini {Aegyptus, vi, 1925, 281).

M. Hombert has published a number of papyrus texts drawn partly from the Ghent collection and

partly from that at the Sorbonne. His editorial work is good and it is matter for congratulation that

papyrology at Brussels University is in such capable hands. The Ghent texts include : 1, the important

papyrus previously printed in the Appendix to P. Ryl. ii as a revision (without consultation of the

original) of the very uns<itisfactory editio princeps, here further revised from the !MS. and with additions

;

3, a ceitilicate of sitologi; 5, a letter about an arbitration, very imperfect
; 7, an Aphrodito papyrus. The

Sorbonne texts, which are the more interesting, include : 8, a register of official correspondence of the

3rd cent, b.c., from the Fayyum but apparently not from the Zeno archive; and 11-13, three more docu-

ments dealing wuth the v€KpoTd(poL of the Great Oasis. There are indexes of personal and geographical

names and of words. Quelqaes papyrus des collections de Gand et de Perris.^ in Rev. beige de phil..^ iv

(1925b 633-76. 3 plates. Review^ed by A. Calderixi {Aegyptus, vii, 164-5).

A useful publication of papyrus texts at Giessen is due to H. Klixg. These papyri belong to the

University Library, and are apparently to be referred to as “ P. bibl. univ. Giss.,’' to distinguish them from

“ P. Giss.,” which are preserved in the Museum of the Oberhessischer Geschichtsverein. Those here

published include ten of the Ptolemaic period and six of the Roman. They are none of them documents

of great importance, but they offer various points of interest, which Klixg well brings out, giving good

promise of his future as an editor of papyri. Mention may be made of : 2, concerning the illicit importa-

tion and sacritice of pigs; 5, illustrating the employment of Egyptians in the army, perhaps in the war

between Euergetes II and Cleopatra II
; 10, including an interesting list of articles

;
13 (90 a.d.), containing

a reference to d-mpov ; 14, a census return
; 16, an interesting fragment wdiich, if Wilckex’s,

supplements are correct, concerns a festival in honour of the praefecti praetorio and the prefect of Egypt.

Ail were acquired from a Cairo dealer in 1913. A later instalment is to contain papyri previously published,

and indexes will follow in the third part. Schriften der Hess. Hochschidea, Univ. Giessen, 1924, Heft 4,

Mitteiluagen aus der Papyrussauirnlung der Giessener LniversitutshihliOthek. i. Griechische Papyrus-

vrkaaden aus ptoleniaischcr und romischer Zeit {P. hibl. unir. Giss. J-Kl). Giessen, A. Topelmann, 1924.

Pp. 38. Reviewed by Wilckex {Archiv, viii, 79-81), E. Petersox {Tkeol. Lit.-Z., l, 1925, 529-30; with

special reference to the linguistic interest for theologians), and K, Fr. W, Schmidt {Phil. Woch., xlv,

1925, 1219-20).

The papyri at Jena, together with some documents of the late Middle Ages, have been published, with

facsimiles of all, by Fr. Zccker (for the papyri) and Fr. Schxeider (the mediaeval documents) in a small

volume which is interesting not only for its contents but for its form, since it was produced by a new and

verv cheap process known as the “ Manuldruckverfabren.” This process seems to offer great possibilities,

since a facsimile even of a papyrus can be made direct from the original without photography in the

Journ, of Egypt. Arch. xiii. 13
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ordin.irv ^en>e. and at a feictiou of the u.iial co.t. The re.ult^. where the original is defaced, are not

altouother liappv, l»ur in the tM.^e ot a well preserved papyrir-. tht* proce-.- >eonis it i.'.factory enough. The

papyri niiin her four, all of them of some interest. They are: 1, a letter of Dleo^thene^ to Pythonicus.

connected witli P, Hal. 7 and 8, :>31 n.c. : ih rocei[)ts for tax payments (noriiarchic taxe.s), a.d. 214-5;

3, lease of land in the Hermopolite nome, a.d. 477; 4, a letter of the 5th-6th cent. Jtnaer Papyras-

ork>nid-n nd .^yatndW'luU^u'Jdhe Urk>n>dr„ nrhst dnin'Min VnderdtuUordmnxjen vnd Stotudn vom Jahre

154s, Zwickau 1 . Sa., F. Allmann, 192(j Seminar f. Kl. Phil. Jena . Pp. N 10 facsimiles IHk. 2 8.

A new volume of C.D.r. has <irn\'ed just in time f<*r inclusion in this hibliography, though not in time

to receive the study which it calK for. Thm. the seventh, edited hy P. Vierdck and Fr. Zccker, contain.^

the papjri, o.straca^ and waxed tablets found by the (alitors at Darb ei-Gerza. the ancient Philadelphhi,

durint^ the excavations of lOOS-1). It i'^ sad, by the way, to reflect th.it they must have been within

a very httle of discovering the Zeno papyri, which, had they fallen int.) the hancK of European excavators,

would h<ive e^Criped being scattered to the fljur winds, not without loss and damage.; Ajiait from a group

of ostraca helonging to the 3rd cent. B.c., the documents all date from the Roman or. to a less extent, the

Rvzaiitiiie periods, Tiicrc is an inteiv^ting group of Latin waxed tablet^, d iting fr<*ui the 2nd century.

a' valuable account of the ruins of Philadelphia is pretixed. and the commentaries are more elab<»rate, the

wliole [»r<)ductLon of the volume less pai'^inioniou.^, than was found neco^ary for Vol. M. There are even

rive plates, two of them }>lan>, one a photograph and reconstruction of part of the temple, and the other

two facsimiles of two ostraea and a wuxed tablet respectively. Aifypft{<che Ci'k'Ui>de» nai dtit stffatlichen

Musten zu Bedin: G/"dchuch>‘ CrkanKln^. Tii Band, P^tpyri Ostmka vnd Wadfdfifdn av.^ Ph 'daddphin

int pinji'fin. Berlin, eidnirinn, lll2ri. Pp. iv + -D). o Plates,

Several of the publications noticed above coii'-Lst only in part of Ptolemaic doeument.s. I come now t<i

those which are purely PonirLii.

B. Gls,sC>n has [aihhsiied a most useful and exeellently edited collection of the priv.ite letters of the

earlv Roman t»eriod to the end of the 1st cent.;. Eighty letters are here collected from various souree.s,

edited in handy foi'in, oftiai wntli improved readings, ,nid furnished with translations and eonanent.iry.

The volume gives proof of wide reading and a very acute judgement, and it is to be hoped that the editor

will .some day follow' it up w'ith <i simihir collection of later letters. Pryv/rnsbriefe (ms der frnhesten

lunacrzeit. L'ppsala, Alinqvist ik iksell, 1925. Pp. xii + 240. Inaug.-Diss. The volume lias been much
reviewed hy A. IJebuuaxj r Lit -Z., L, 1925, 48s p . K, p'n. AV, Schmidt (G.br'.G., clxxxviii, 1920,

44-50; many suggestions J. 5IuFFatt \Erpo<it<ji\ 1925, 317-8 1

, G, Ghedixi (Aeyyptas, vi, 1925, 277-9;

fa\ourahle; some siiggostiuns , ( h ])k Saxctis Jlir. di /VL, N.8 , iii, 1925, 500-2 ; favourable;, Fr. ZrcKER
/>. N.F.. II, 1925, 1800-2; eritieal but aijpreciativc

,
and H. I. Bell •Class. Puu\, XL, 1920, 139;

Jo^mnaJ. xir, 1920. 318-9'.

The British 5[useum publication, and Christians in. Idjypt hsee JavrnaL XI, 94 f. 1, has continued
to attract a greit <1cm1 of atteiitiiui. M-my of the articles on this subject, which deal with historical

([ue''tion'> rai'^otl jjy the letter of ( 'laudius or tlio later ilocunients, belong more stnctlv to 5:; 4 or 2 but
I iiave collected here all tho'-e which are in the nature of review^s, leaving to 4 those which merelv discuss
single hi'^torical prohhens. [ give .t h^t .not systematically arranged; of the articles in <.piestioii with brief
indication of tlieu’ nature . P. JoUiTCET in Jnnraal dm sa cants, N.>S., xxiii (1925), 5-19 (review

;
occupied

entirely with tlie letter of (Tiudnis,; A. Steix. Partdkamp/c i>n hdhnlstisnhtn Ale.randriea {Xeues aus
ctrgdbtea PapycaAdftPm . in Pr^-uss. Jahd>nrhm. 1925, 54-73 (very interesting synop-is and discussion of
the Glau<liu>^ letttu-, liold. that Rie Jews were not citizens and that the senate was not abolished by
AugU'^tu^

;
R. Laqueuh, Pf c Brbf dm Kaise rs Clandi,,^ na die Alr^vandriner, in x\ (1925) 89-106

(an ingenious iait in my opinion fant-istic and (pate uncouvihcmg analysis of the letter. He finds "in its
corapoGtion two di^riia-t ^tage. : at tirst Glaudiu> answered the embassy ly accepting the Alexandrian
ortbrs, granting >ome r.Mpe>.ts, and assuming a 4uite impartial attitude as\egards the Jews, which in
eflbet meant deciding against the Alexandrine, but then a Jewish eud.issy arrived and aimoved Claudius,
who became anti Jewish, inserted some aiiti-Jewish passage^, mid made of his own motion requests for
furtlier Imnours. The pass^tue ab<,ut introducing Jews from S s na .ind Egypt refers to Rome, not Alex-
andria, ami (lAAorpm -.Aei me<ais Rome. This m a letter addressed to Alexandria’- M Hombekt in
ly, hdr a, IV n.o.-,

, :rev.,w, : F. ( ;. Khnyon, r/«. « Ro.nun E.jyptim Edinburgh
Il.r..,r. July, 197,, .12-4 , u'vvi.v, with luten-tu,. ch,cu^^ion of the Ronun govornineutVs policy toward.s
the Jew,- ; MK.vriis, A’. ^ „„„r,,n,r <••, I'hiMnire a „.Ac„ ,,e.m Reeje dr Fnn.cr vC97o) 902-8
.brief rJM.me. tr .n-lntir;, port,,.,,. , H. Crk.oukk in A'vw.Ab., i, .3:58.47 ,rev,eu-; rat tier

' fAu5 the
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view [see § 4 below] of S. Eeinach and De Sanctis a^to Clin.^tianitv ; think'? the Athanasian authoiship of

the last letter at least possible); Schubart in Gaoiinui, l 1 10:25 , :^4-37 OYO-iew ;
unportant, with useful

corrections; on p. 29, note 1, alrruidrcov is right. He holds that Alexander gave Alexaialria no senate,

perhaps becau>e he died too soon, but later Alexandria possibly obtained ri scn.ite without autliorizatnui,

which was afterwards suppressed, perhaps by Eiiergetes IT ;
(1. (Ihedini, // fin '/nt/fo thu^n ,m'nto rHjno.r-

dante il cristianesimo G lo Scuolu CattoHoi, vi, v 1925., 3b9-7b, and L>/ri tum.r

nieleziuno e il to Eydto, ibid., S. vi, VI ' i025 ', 2bl-S0 ^leview in two j^irts ; in the tirst he

agrees with De Sanctis a*' to the eitizen'''iiip of the Jews and aKo partially a> to the suguo^tion about

Chri?>tiaiuty, adding however, “ uia non e che ipote-'i, e purtroppo, a niio avvi'-o, non ne< e---? iri.i a ''})iegare

anche la chiusa della letteni'”; in the second he de.iK with the Chnstiau letter:?, with intereAing remarks

on the organization of the Meletian monastery. He thinks the writer of the ]a?t letter was prrha]>N not

the great Athaira.-^iiis. He has references to other article^, >omc of winch are not acce'?-ible to me):

M. Kadin in Class. Chil.^ xx H1^25 ,,
3(;s-75 (ro\ lew' ;

interesting and with \,diiablc material from the

JewiHi side); W. Otto in Phil, xlvi -dlOb
,
6-15 revie\v ; intere-*ting and valuable: thinks that

Alexandria had a senate, iiboli'?hed by Augu'^tus, and that [a'? AVii.lricH inde[)endcntly '?uggcAcd . m'o 4j

there were two dtU'ish emba>.siest
:
E. STA^E, o<‘h Ivt't-:>tjtLt i C<j

o

in K^/i'kijhfSt'ii't.Gc

XXIV Ob-dy 363-71 (review): Ev. Eklcxia m Bull. >Sbc. At'< h. J Al>\r.^ part 21 i 1925
, 117-3t‘ (review;

rejects S. Ekinacu’s view as U) Ohristianity, as also on the v^hole th.it of I )e Sanciis, but is inelim'd to

agree with Lagceur exce[)t as reg<irds the siip[>oscd retcrence to Jews in Eomc' ; 11 vox Sohen in

Lit.-Z. L (1925', 251-3 (review; decisively rejects S. Eeinach s view, aKo tlie Athaiiasian authorship of

the last letter)
;
Adhemer d'Ales in /iVr. A. yr., xxxviii (1925 , 112-4 review; : (_b ( Eiedini in Aeyyyfus^

VI (1925), 273-7 (review)
;

P. P[eetkrs] in Attal. />(>/(., xi.iii (1925), 1 10-3 i review; : H. P[olklsiein] in

Tijdschr. i\ Oescli.^ XL '1925;, 2h2-3 .^review ; E. Davin in Attyliran Th>ul. iCr. iPerkeley iJiv. Schnol,

Connecticut), ix (1926), 182-5 ' review;
;

1). de Bkcyne in lu‘i\ l92o, 134 o i*eview , does not believe,

despite the evidence to the contrary in P. Loud. 1914, that the 51eletiaii ae<aisatioiis agiinst Athanasius

had auv foundation;: A. Donini in Iltccoi h*. 192.), i, [oO-G resu'w: in»t aeeessil)l(' to me .

While on the subject of the Jews, I may just mention, though this comes under tiie head of epiai’aphy,

a publiCritioii by (G Leeebvre of four Jewish funerary '^tcLic oiit.uned at Cliibin el- K.iiiatir, tbn'e at le^st

from Tell el-Vahudiyeh, thouglt the fourth m<Lyhave<i dirteient provenance. All are of the nmc'oi Augustus.

hiscriptwtts yre'eu-juit'es. in AtuL. du Sarctn^ xx[\ (1924;, 1 .). A. Alme-Ciron publi-«.hes three Aramaic

ustraca fr<jni Elephantine, none of them litcmry. loots itritno'o //s d Kl^'phll itf t ii,‘^ m Attn, dt>

XXVI (1926), 23-31.

C. Cf Edgar has piiblislu‘il tuo further tombstones from the .Tewisb (a'uietery ar 4541 el-Y,dmdiyeli,

one on a Jewess named Sablcition, the other on three children, two of whom died m year 23, the third in

vear 2. Ed(tAR takes these as 23 Tibenu'? -h 1 C.nus and 2 Caiiw, vIirIi gu\e> another tixi'd point for

dating, the previous identitiable dates being in the reign of Augu'«tu''. Tu'o niooo Tuiid>stoi*K^ fmin Toll

el-Yahuudioh., in A /on du Strvi<x\ xxvi, IfC- 1.

The double part viiiux of the New PalaeogiMphical Society's f.tcsimiles - Scries iii contains three

papyri, two of them previously uii[)ublished. 4'hcse arc': No. 13G. two iirivate lettci?., one dated a.d. 5-G

(P. Lund. Inv. 2553', the other a.d. 9 ( P. LoniL liiv. 2552 .
ProljaUy both are fnan the Fayyum. The

second is in a very interesting hand, with curious tonus. No. 13>, tlie "ale ot a.d, 36') ;P. Loud. Inv. 2227)

edited in the Rot ut il Chauipoilioo isee Jttuntad ix, 10*;.

The double part x xi, received as this goes to press, contains. No. 156, one of the Dura p.irchments,

circa 195-190 B.C.; Abe 157, P. Oxy. 1953, 2001, 1949, 1950.

H. Henne has published two very interesting and historically importaiit papyri from the collection

bought in 1921 and 1922 in the Fayyum and at Alexandria out of the Craiix fund. The tirst, bought in

the Fciyyum but of uncertain provenance, and dated 18 Apr., a.d. lo, i> a letter .addressetl by Dionysodorus

to C. Julius lollas, strategus of the Heracleopolite iiome, reporting the [iresiuico m liis nome of some poll-

tax-payers from PhiLidelphia—no doubt a case of dvaxiopricTL^. The second is a dr<ift of a petition to the

prefect Tib. Claudius Balbillus (.see below, ^ 4' from six })oll-tax-colleutors of Milages in the Division of

Themiste.s, who declare that owing to the depopulation of their villages, partly thrnugh Hight and partly

through death, they are iii danger of having to 7rpo/\t77f[i4'] r;)i' TzpaKrttpeiav. The two [japyri show that

the economic difficulties which ruined Egy[)t under the Eomaiis had already begun in the 1st century.

Papyrus OratLC {Sos. 1 et 2). La depopulation dr sir rdh(q.‘,< du Ftnu^uni an h-r silrle upr'ts J.-C., in BtdL

Inst. Fr. dArcL Or., XXI (1923;, 189-219.
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Thunell’s Sitologen-Papyri is reviewed by G. D[e] S[anctis] {Riv. di Fil.^ X.S., iil, 1925, 587-8).

XoRSA has published a number of papyri in the Museum of Alexandria. They are edited with her

usual skill and include several noteworthy texts. Among them are ; 1, an interesting register of bank-

diagraphai, a.d. 143-4 (the Psalter fragment on the verso would be indubitaVdy the earliest MS. of the

Greek Psalter yet discovered if Signorina Xorsa’s date, 2nd cent., could be upheld, but it seems improbable,

and she informs me that she now dates it in the 3rd cent. It thus ranks along with P, Lund. Inv. 2556,

which is of about the same period)
; 2, an imperfect register of contracts, a.d. 180-92

; 7, an interesting

]>etition
; 10, a Heroniuus letter

;
11-19, papyri from the Gth cent. A]>hrodito archive ; the Apollos in 17

is certainly the father of the poet. Papiri del Museo Greco-romano di Alessandria^ in Ball. 8oc. Arch.

d'Ale.v., Xo. 22, 157-88.

AV. ScHCBART has edited from the Berlin collection a parallel text to P.S.I. 690, a document of oiko-

geneia. With it he publishes also a similar text from the British Museum (P. Bond. Inv. 2226) and

republishes P.S.I. 690, adding a very interesting and valuable discussion of the whole question of oiko-

geneia. Oikogeneia, in Raccolta Lumhroso, 49-67. Reviewed by Wilcken (Archil^ viil, 96-7).

SCHUBART has also published an important papyrus (P. Berl. 13992) containing a copy of a dossier of

papers relating to a dispute about the transfer of documents by retiring biblioj^liylakes. There is a

duplicate of this dossier in the British Museum, which also ])ossesses a much longer roll of 2>apers relating

to the same or a similar dispute, and Schubart is able to give a collation of the London wnth the Berlin

document. He a^qiends a brief discussion of the case. Die Bihliophylahes und ihr Grammateas, in Archiv,

VIII, 14-24.

In his Jiiristischer Papyr ushericht (Z. Sac.-St., XLVi, 1926, 314\ P. M. Meyer publishes the text of

P. Berl 11053, which is a document of the same cla.ss as P.S.I. 777, a record of entry among the ephebi.

Inde[)endently H. I. Bell has published, with a discussion of tliis species of document, which was
evidently a well-established institution, a papyrus of the same kind from the Michigan collection. In a

note at the end he refers to ]\Ieykr’s text. Uncords of Entry aniong the Ephehi^ in Journal^ xii (1926), 245-7.

A. E. R. Boak has published a complete and interesting papyrus from the Michigan collection

(P. Mich 645), dated in a.d. 25, in which four priests take oath to perform the office of at
Tcbtunis, two of them for each An Oath of the A^>E204»YAAKE2 at Tehtunis^ in Raccolta Lumhroso,
45-8. Reviewed by Wilcken {Archie, viii, 92-3).

A noteworthy Latin papyrus, of interest both palaeographically and for its contents, has been published,
with a facsimile, by H. A. yAXDERs. This is P. Mich. 1320 (bought in 1923). It is a judgement in

a dispute about an inhuritance. Soldiers of the Ala Vocoutiorum, Ala Apriaiia, and Ala Xoitana and a
eeiiturum of the Legio in Cyreriaica occur. A Latin Document from Egypt, in Trans, Am. Phil. Ass., lv
(1924;, 21-34. The puffiicati.m is reviewed fiy Wilcken (Archir, vin, 93-4), and P. 51. 5Ieyer and E. Levy
have republished the text with revised readings (made from the facsimile) and a commentary. They
consider that the partie.'^ vere not Roman citizens; the law is Graeco-Alexandrian and the use of Latin
WAS due merely to its employment in the routine business of the Homan army. Senientia des index datus
in einem Erhrechtsprozess nnter Claudius, in Z XLvi (1926), 276-85. Another Latin document,
aLo but more directly throwing liglit on military matters, has been edited by Hunt. This very valuable
document, bought by him in Egypt, is nothing less than a fragment of a pridianum of an auxiliary cohort
stationed in 5Ioesia. Hunt thinks that the unit in question was the Cohors i Hi.-^panorum veterana
quingcnaria equitata and that this was identical with the Cohors i Hispanorum equitata which was in
Egypt during the latter part of the 1st century. It perhaps went to Lower 51oesia in 99, may later have
been sent back to Egypt at the time of the Jewish revolt, and returned to Moesia when it was over. It is
hoped that a facsimile of this papyrus will appear in the next part of the Xew Palaeographical Society's
series. Registm' of a Cohort in Moesia, in Raccolta Lumhroso, 265-72. Reviewed by Wiluken {Archiv vni
94-5). A third document connected with the army i^ a bilingual papyrus published by M* Xorsa. This
text, dated m a.d. 220, consists of a Greek receipt to the eutheniarch of Oxyrbynchus for breid and
a Latin receipt to the same for wine, both at tixed prices, the bread at 1 ob. per loaf, the wine at 4 ob. per
sextaniis castrensis. The receipts were issued by the agrirnensor prefect! Egjpti = yecoyueVpj;? roC riyeaovos.
Ihe papyriLS also contains cunuiis accounts in Greek, unconnected with the receipts. Un papiro greco-
latino del Museo deliairo: Ricccute per vettovagliamenti militari, in Raccolta Lumbroso, 319-24 Review'ed
by Wilcken {Archir^ vin, 99-100).

G. Vitelli has published a papyrus at Cairo, sent him by Capovilla, which contains notes of letters
concerning charges against an ex^strategus and others. It throws light on the technique of registers.
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There were at least 11 rolls of fxireoipa (ca.ses proceeding^ at leas^t nine of 6^uA oya) (ca*es &ettlod), and at

least eight of e^erda-Lfia (eases reserved for e^eVao-t? '. Atti di Uti'otturia <( cmdco di fa dzioiKiril delP Efjitta

romanoy in RaccoUa Lumbroso^ ^3-8. Reviewed by Wilckex Archiv, viii, 97;.

H. B. Van Hoesex <uid A. C. Jonxsox pai>lisli ti fiMgmeiit from the Princeton ctdlcction 81)3S;,

which, despite its incompletene.'r»s, is of nnusiial interest, as it provides evidence for the alham de<mnoiiunt

in Egypt, as also for the classification of public duties into .iouXeeriAcal Xfirou^iyau and bi]fjiOTLK.(ii h7rt]p€crtai.

The date is lost, but it cannot be before Severuss municipal organization of 202. The editors suggest that

the document may be “a co2>y of the regulations devised for the assignment of the liturgies in the period

of transition from the old to the new system.'' They give a restoration which, though (.onjectural, seems

likely to be right in the mam lines. The subject a})2iears to be the liability to liturgies ()f men of senatorial

fortune whose names have not yet been included in the <dhairi. A facsimile i^ given. A Papyrus dealing

with Liturgies, in Journal, xii 1,1926;, 116-9. An abstract of a
2
)a 2 )er on this

2
Ja[>yrus had previously been

2
)ublished in Proc. Am. Phil. As*’., lv (1924;, xxxiii.

A. E. R. Boak publishes, from the long roll P. Mich. 622, jJreviously described by him, abstracts of

five alimentary contracts with a discussion of this ty^ie of document, dcriling in [^articular with their

relation to Demotic contracts - he refers to an imtaiblished Demotic contract, P. Mich. 624;. The new

evidence tends to confirm Juxkeks view, xih niefUii ry Contrart'^ jrom Tthtanis. in doffrufd, xii (1926),

100-9.

P. M. Meyer has published, from the Berlin collection P. Berl. 13993), a tri-yxcopi/o-i? of a.d. 120-1

addres.sed to the ArchidicaMes and concerning a distmte a?5 to the paternity of a child. He provides the

text with a commentary of the masterly kind which he has taught us to ex^iect from him. (JerodtUnota-

rirlle alex<itidrinische VrrghiehmrPande nher An.y>rnrhe a as ‘‘fo.S'V hhe ' za'ischeit Uncchatt^ in Pnccolta

Lumhroso, 223-8. Reviewed by XVilckex ^ ArcJtir, viii, 95-6 .

H. Hexxe jiublishes two Cairo papyri, riz. i, <in offer to lease an olive-yard, a du
2
)licate of P.S. I. 33,

which it heljjs to restore; ii, an extract, headed eT XaoypacpUis KaP di^^pa, from a list of Xaot. He thinks

that the 9th year mentioned is that of Xero, and that the ^dirase Xaoypacpla kuP avbpn
2
>ersisted till then.

Deux papyrus grecs dii iMuste da Caire, in Aegyptas.^ vi, 330-4.

H. B. Van Hoeskx and A. C. Johxsux [lublish, from the Gbirrett Collection, de^Jo^^ited in the Princebm

Univer.sity Library, a rather interesting lease of crown land, <lated in a.d. 254. It has been made up from

11 fragments and is still not quite com^ilete. There are three lessees, and the contract contriins some

unusual
2
>rovisions. The land was at Taiiis. The text otters various ^u’obleni^ and seems to require

correction in several places. The editors add a translation and an elahurcite commentary. A Ltose of

CroiCii Lxfid on Papyrus., in Proc. Afti. Phd. lvi ;lb25;, 213-2*^.

In the same number of these Proceedings p. xlii^ is given an abstract of a
2
>aper by S. H. Weber on

two of the Princeton jia^iyri, P. Princeton AM 8909^ a i^ctition like P. U}1. 124-52, by a h-qpii\(TU)^ yfajpy{k

to the eVio-T-ar?^? ipvXaKiTcov of A.D. 13 ‘the text IS given;, and AM 8928, a letter from Theano to her brother

Aext given but no date assigned), Tu'o Papyri from the Prntectun CtdO^ijujit.

XViLCKEX reviews AVestermaxx's Castanet Dancers c\nd BeliAs a^^jendix to it See Journal, xi, 94) in

Archie, Viii, 97-8.

G. Zereteli
2
>ublishos a rather interesting letter of the late 2nd century in which the writer urges his

brother with great insistence to buy up and ^lut on the market all the i^eaclies he can obtain. A transla-

tion and commentary are given
;
the editor [loints out that iieaches became known to the f iraeco-Rornan

world com^iarativelv late, and that the trade in them must have been 2>rofitabie. Brief des Anmwuios an

xipiott uber Pdrsiche, in Aegyptus, vit i,192b;, 27<-8i.

I come now to the Byzantine ijeriod. P. Oxy. xvi has been reviewed by W. Schubart Jdaonajn, ii,

1926, 174-82; iuq)ortaiit
;
some good suggestions), K. Fr. \V. Schmidt {0.0. A., CLXXxvir, 1925,8-32;

many suggestions, both for reading and interpretation!, Y. Araxgio-Rciz {Pdc. di fiL, X.S., iv, 1926,

91-9; imijortant), and R. IlELBiXcGiVe/A llbc/o, XLV, 1925, 921-3). Ghedixis L'ttcrc eristiam^ has been

reviewed by Fr. Bilabel {Phd. WocL, xlvi, 1926, 492-4;, P. Collart {Rer. eV. gr., xxxvii, 1924, 248-9),

and X. Hohlweix {Bad. bill, et ped. du Musd Beige, xxrx, 1925, 18-19;.

I may refer here to the publication of S. Eitrem s masterly P. Oslo, i, which is noticed in detail in
g 2

above.

A. CaldERIXI publishes, with an ohiborate commentary, a contract of a.d. 303 relating to tow, and

collects all the papyrus references to this material. Contratto di somuiimstraznjne di sfoppa in vn paptro

iuedito della raccolta Castelli, in liaccoltu Lambruso, i < -92. Reviewed by AA ilckex [Archie, \ iii, lOU— 1;.
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To illu^tiuto the word \V. L. Westermanx bus published a 4th cent. Columbia papyrus

from Kciraiiis containing a certihcate of work on the dykes in which thi>» w«>rd, \Yhich he discusses at

length, occurs. Dike Cui'cte iti Ronu-tti Eg^pt / On the Mcutimg of A4>VAI2M02, in Aegyptus^ VI (1925),

121-9. Reviewed by Wilckex (Archie, vni, 102-3).

il. L Bell publishes a petition of the 5th cent. (P. Loud. Inv. 2217; addressed to Theodore, Bishop of

Oxyrhynchu.s, ^shich illustrates the epi^copalls <nidA'iiti<i. The epUropolm nadicuha in Bguintine Egyptfva

Ihizuntiou, I (1924', 139-44. Reviewed by Wilckex { Archie, viii, 101-2,.

G. F. Zerei’Ei.i publishe‘^ from a wooden tablet at the Ilernutage a palimpsest document, apparently

of the 5th cent., which ^eeins to have been written as <an exercise in the use of the chancery hand. He
tpaUos a parallel from a papyrus in las collection, (jrctk Mooden Tahhg oj the Eft/t OenViry Jroni the

Hennltuge in Russian
,
in Ball. Inst. Canr. d et dArch., in 1 1925 1

,
17-30. P. Jerx.stedt lias published

a t>rivate letter of the bth cent., lutfU'Csting both linguistically and for its contents, from a certain Scho-

lasticiu.s to his luother. Middle Urcek Ihtpyri : i. LeW‘r <f Schohuticius to his Alother Philostorgia (in

Russian), in dunctnd. Jes ru.'is. Minister in.,ns f. l^olks^/afkl., 1917, 2^7-98. [For a synopsis of these two

piibhcatioiiN I am indebted to 5[r. 5[ilxe, as I dt) not read Riis''ian. The second was mentioned in my
la'^t bibliography, but I had not then seen it.]

H. I. Bell and "VAh E. Crum have published, from P. Loiul 1821, an interesting ( Ireek-Coptic glossary

by the welhknnwn Dioscorus of Aphrodito. They add an introduction, a translation of the Coptic, a

detailed coiumentary, and a M'ord-index. A Oreek-Coptie Oioss^iry, in Aigyptas, vi (1925), 177-226. An
elaborate review by AV. Croxkrt Mj/onion, ii, 1926, 654-66: deals generally with the literary equipment
of Dioscorus and his period. See also below, ii 9.

G. Rocillarl) republishes two inscriptions (on one stele, from Ornbos included in Halids Coptic and
Ore> k Texts (Plates 1 and 2 >, giving a [>hotogi'aphic facsimile of the verso and discussing them in detail,

the text on the recto recoi‘d.s the cleaning and rebuilding ot a lijjfjLuaLos tottos for the reception of

tra\ellors, that on the \er'>i> the building c>l an cittcivtjjplov (qu. the same etv olktjo'lv tcov el(r€p^op.[€vot}t^^

crTpldTicoTihv). Sotes sar deux msertytio/is d'O/nbo.s, in Me'himje.s ojferts d M. (Justarc Sehluntherger, 1924,
.S5-1O0.

A reference ruu^t be given to the magnificent publiuatiou by H. 12. Wixlock, AV. E. Crum and H, G.
Evelyx A\ HITE of their loug-expected work on the monastery of E[/iphcinius at Thebes, excavated for the
New York Aletropcfiitau Museum. P irt i is a general description of the monastery and the finds there
made

;
lu Part it arc published the ostraca and papyri, Mfiiich are of con'^iderablc lii^torical importance.

The Greek texts are naturally much fewer in niiniber than the Coi)tic, and most of them fall under §§ 1

and 5 of this bibliography, hut there are a few documents .'623-34;. 623 is an inventory of church
property, 624 .m intere-^tmg letter illustrating the unsettled state of Egypt at the luuiod 1 6th-7th cent), 630
a list of naiueN .several of them Teutonic. The Mnnostery <f Epiphanins nt Thebes.

( The Metropolitan Museum
if Art Egyptian Exhdition. Part i. The ArehaeologCal Alaterial by H. E. AATxlock, The Literary Material
by \V. E. Crum. Part li, 0>pf(<- O.Araca a,td Papyri })y \V. E. CuLAi, tJreek O.itraca ami Papyri by H. G.
Evelix A\ hue. New \ urk, 1926. Parti,

2 )p>. xxvi-F2j6. 35 Plates. Part ii, pp. xvi 4-375. 17 Plates.
Indexes in each volume.

1 know only from a >ummary by E. Bilk:er3Iaxx iPhil Woch., slv, 1925, 887-8) an article by P. V.
JerxsTEDT ill Russian, in which lie pubhsiies with a Co[)tie and Russian translation a Greek letter (quoted
by B.t of the iieriod <if the Persian Comiuest under Hcraclius in hi^ own collection. It is extremely in-
teresting alike linguistically, for its bad Greek, historically, as it describes the writer’s ilbtreatnient by the
Persians, and gei graphically, snice it proves that the name epoo-aarov sFusUit;, wduch i.s here used, must
go back to Roman times and roter, not as hitherto supposed, to Amr s camp’,' but to the cantonments of
the R<miHn garrison. Denkmaler dtr grieehlsihea iypraehe Agyptcn.s, in Ball. Acad. Se. de Hussie, 1921,
6m

-

724, [Addition in prui-f : this text is now accessible in P. Ro-s-Georg. iv (see below), where it is
rc[>rinted.]

\V. IlBX.j.sTLXBi:R(i h.is i.ul.li<hud .'Ui iiiterusting review of Ckoi and Bell's Wndi Sarqa (B>r Z xxv
192.-), loS-y).

J \ J >

All imi>ortaiit event for ^tudeut^ of the Aral, period and the Graeco-Araiiie jnotocol is the ]>ubIicatioii
l.y A. (iiioHMAN.v of \ ol. I of lii. edition of the Kainer And.ie papyri. This consi.sts, first of a .General in-
troduet.on to these papyri, second of an edition, with elaborate introduction and commentories and
adunraide faesun.les, of tl.e proto, .oK, with which puldishes also the Graeco-Arabic protocols
of other collections. The volume is superbly produced and the editor's work shows wide erudition, tireless
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patience, and great rnasteiy of the material. CorpVA Papi/roni-n Ru.it>>‘ri ArchtthjKi^ Av.^trlrn^^ Ti)ums i,

Pars 1-3. Viiidohonae, Burgverlag, F. Ziillner, 1023, 1024. Tcil 1, Alhji^nit^i Eipf^lirniHj in di<‘ </o/-

bh^ckea Papyri^ pp. ix 4-108. 5 Illustrations in the text. Teil 2, Prt>tokolb.\ p[>. cii 4*311. 1 Table and
4 ilhistrcition.^ in the text. Teil 3, Plates i3G,'. Reviewed by Willeen d/v/oo Mil, lo3-4i.

A Coptic papyrus •, Brit. Mus. Or. 8903
-
published by W. E. CAum calls for inention here beeau'^e of its

historical interest. It is an acknowledgenient by reprc'>entativcs of the tradi* guilds of Apollnnnpoli.s

Magna of the receipt of pep[>er, which they undertake to distrilfute and not to unlnad on to the poor.

The Governor was klbdallah. the indiction the 8tli, but the date cannot be po^cisely tixed A translation

is given. The dociunent well illustrates the working of the pepper monopoly under the Arabs. KoptiArkf^

Zunfte imd dij.< Pfefermonopoly in ZeiUchr. f. (nj. Epr.. lx > 11>25;, 103-11.

H. I. Pell [lublishes two ofhcial letters of the Arab period. Tlie Erst is a very tinely preserved papyrus

belonging to the Metropolitan Museum of Art, Xew York, Ydiich eontains a letter frtan At ms, no doubt

the Duke of the Thebaid, to a Theban mona'^tcry res])ecting a fdlure to pav jmll-t.ix duiang a recent

revolt. It is in the nature of a hrmaii of protection and may date from a d. 712. The editor diseusses tlie

historical and administnitive problems which it raises. A much red need fiesmiile m given. The otlnu-

letter is P. Leajd. 1393, which was published in Yol. iv of the London Catalogue Imt in an imperfect form,

having lost the right half. ^Lost of the missing portion has recently Ik'Oii ac<piii'ed, and the whede text i--

now republished with introduction and commentary. Tvo (ffeird LetErs of Arab Ptriffd, in Joyrntd^

XII (1926), 265-81.

As this goes to pres.s I have received Part iv of P. Ro>s-Georg., edited by P. .Ikrnstedt. It contains

the Aphrodito papyri from the Kurrah archive belonging to the Lichafov collection and is })rirticularlv

valuable because several of these are the missing halves of frac^ments in P. Loml. iv. No. 6 in par-

ticular (joining P. Loud, 1391; is a document of really great histurical importance. The editorial work is

of the tirst ({uality. The papyrus referred to above is republished m an appendix. Pupnfri lltf.^sisrJnn' n„d
Georgischer Samrnlimgen. iv. Die Ko/ac-Aphrudifo-Popgri der S<( nutile ng Lirhurnr. Titlis, L^niversitat^-

lithographie, 1927. Pp. viii4-130. 3 Plates.

4. Political History, Biography, Administration, Topography, C'hronoloctY.

General. I know only from a prospectus a history of Egypt from prehmtonc times to tlie present dav
by F. Schubart. \ on der FlegeDonite zurn Halbniond. Leipzig, Hinriclis, 1926. 65 Illustrations

' 40 Plates)

and 2 maps. Mk, 12.

A brief reference should perhaps be made to an article by P. Cloche, Le^ rapports d<.s Grecs avee

I'Eqypte de la <‘on<jitete de Ca/nhyse, 5A7, a edle d'Alexandre^ J il (Re>\ e't. ati <-
, xxvii, 1925, 230-8g whicli is

a critical examination of Mallet’s wxjrk under this title.

W, ScHUR sketches in an interesting article the history of Egypt from 104 b.c. to the n'conquest bv

Persia, dealing also with the economic and aesthetic sides of tlie natioii<il life. He ditler-« from Erman in hi^

estimate of the power of Egypt, vhicli he rates much higher. The chief eaime of the eolLipse of the revived

empire he holds to be the lailure of the Egyptian kings to ineorpnrate orgaiiicvdlv into the structure of the

state the Greek mercenary army. They did however prepare the way for the HelleiiiZrUiun of Egvpt. Zc/*

Xorgt^selaiJite de^ !*toh'niaerrricIt>’S^ in Kho^ XX 1926 ', 2 j 0-302.

Schbbarts Agypteii has been reviewed, along with his Jain'ta esenel^ by AV. (4tto - PLil. BYe//., xLv
1925, 328-31 : laudatory but rogn^ts failure to [irc'^ent ‘ulie gros'^en Entwicklungdinien und -tendoii/en "

;

points out sorne historical blunders).

P. Shorey reviews the joint volume IIellr,nsfi<' Age see Journal

,

xi, 97 in Cl<iss. Phil.^ xx, 1925,

350-1

A very important volume, received just in time for mention here, has been published b\ P. Jouglet.
It is a volume in H. Berr’s series Llcolation de Hoitnanite and deals with tlie effects of the ^Macedonian

conquest of the Persian Empire and the Ilellenization of the East. Though I have not yet had time

to study it in detail, it is clear that Jouguet has here rendered a great service to historical science.

The volume, to which H. Berr contributes a preface, eoutaiiis a bibliography, a table of dyna.sties,

and an index. LImperialisnie inare'donien et I‘kelUaddition de I' Orient. Paris, La Renaissance du Livre.

Pp. xiv 4- 4-95, 7 Plates, 4 maps.

Reference must be made here to the ap
2
)earancG of Vol. iv. Part i of the second edition of K. J. Beloch’s

Griechisehe Ge.sckiehte, under the sub-title Die grieehisehe ^yelf}^v rrsehaft (Berlin and Leipzig, ^Yalter de

Gruyter, 1925. Pp. xiii-F734).
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AV. Otto, in an article dealing with Sid>^ey Smith’s volume of Bahyloniaii historical texts, brings out

the historical importance of the new nnitter. He discusses the date of the murder of Alexander IT and the

beginning of Seleucus’s regnal years. The new material allows, he considers, an argtunentum ex silentio

not permissible in the case of Diodorus. T)le Bech^nt^hig der von Sidnf^y South, Dffhyloniun historical texts

verofrntHrhien Biadocheiuhroaih, in Stzsher. Bay. Al\ 1925, 7 Nov.

J. 0. Milne has brought out a third edition of his history of Roman Egypt, fully revised and largely

rewritten to incorporate the new material. The old edition of this invaluable work, though still indis-

pensable to Jitudents, was out of date, and the new edition, which slmws the same combination of thorough-

ness and compression as the old, most welcome. .1 History of Egypt under Rouian Ride, (Vol. v of A
History of Egypt.) Lond<*n, Methuen, 1924. Pp. xxiii 4-331. Many illustrations. Reviewed by H. I. Bell
{Journal xii, 1926, 317-8).

J. Vogt lias contributed to the series Beihefte zuni ^A\lten Orinitf edited }>y Schubart, a very interest-

ing account of the development of Roman policy as illustrated by the coins of Alexandria, which reflect

all the various tendencies. Romisohe Polifik in Agypten. {Bvihefte, Heft 2.) Leipzig, Hinrichs, 1924.

Pp. .30. 4 Plates. Reviewed by E. Hohl {(iuoniou^ i, 1925, 346; unfavourable; the volume fails to do
justice to “der populare Zweck” of the series) and W. Kunkel {Phil Work., xlv, 1925, 996-7). Vogt’s
Die ale.rondriniSf'hen Manzen: Gru ndiegung euxer aiexandr} niscluo} Kaiseiu^eschicldc {\Yii\.\ Text. Ii Bd. :

Miinzverzeichiiis. Stuttgart, Kohlhammer. Pp. x4'234. 5 plates 4* iv p 185 pp. Mk. 32) is reviewed by
Schubart {Phil. Worh., xlv, 1925, 16-17

;
favourable;, A. Barb (Xumisoi. Z., N.F., xvii, 1924, 109-14

;

unfavourable), E. Breccia {Bxdl Soc. Arch. dAlex.^ No. 21, 1925, 131-4), and H. M[attinglyJ {Xuniism.
Chron., 5th 8., iv, 1924, 117-201

L. Wenger, in a .-peech on his inauguration as rector of lyiunich University, 29 Nov. 1924, sketches
the principles of Roman administration and the importance (jf the executive. In form the constitution was
a demociacw, but the power of the magistracy prevented the more extreme forms of democracy, pre.scrving
the aristocratic element. He >peaks in conclusion of Rome’s failure to solve the social problem. There are
some references to the evidence of papyri. Von der Staatshunst der Router. Monchener Unit'ersitutsreden,
Heft 1, Munchen, Max Huebor. 1925. Pp. 40.

:\rARTiN-'s paper La f.-^caCC referred to below in § 5, is a brilhdut sketch of Roman financial
police, emphasizing the pitilessness of the exploitation to which Ege-pt was subjected.

B. A. VAX Groxixgex discusses tlie relation of Eg\pt to the Rouian Empire, concluding that it was
definitely annexed to the dominions of the pnpnlus Rduhifi vi^ and wa.s not a personal pos-session of the
pmxa’ps. The difiereuce between it anil the other provinces, in the fact that it was governed only by men
of equestrian rank, was one of administrative practice, not of principle. LEqyptect FEmpire, in ’Aeivptus
VII (1926 ,

1S9-202. w >

M. Gelzer, m an interesting paper, originally a lecture at a meeting of classical scholars at Veimar,
protests against the tendency to treat the Byzantine period even before .Justinian as a mere appendix to
ancient history or even to separate it from ancient history altogether. He emphasizes the fact that, despite
the sweeping changes of Diocletian, there was at that time no sense of any radical break with tradition •

Biocletian wa.s but completing and rendering explicit tendencies present from the beginnim^ of the
pnnci

2
>ate. Altertinns*'’,.'^.'}et> s<‘haff uud Sputantike, in Hist. Z., cxxxv, 173-87.

^

,, ffff flgp'! "f ’^"eonalitk-s. Ehrexbehg contributes to the series Beihefte zirmA t.-,, Jmeat ‘ Heft , a st^y of Ale.xanders policy with regard to Egypt, Alexander und Ag,jpten.
Leipzig Hinrichs, 1926. Pp. „9. Mk. 2 Reviewed by J. G, M[ilxeJ (J.U.S., xi.vi, 1926, 282-3 : fiUour-
able but thinks Ehre-Nbero over-emphasizes “spirit,wl rather than material explanations of facts”) and
F. Jacoby fraouton. ii, 1926, 659-63

; fivourableb

D. CoHFX collect, the ei idence of ancient authorities for Alexander's visit to the oracle of Ammon,
concluding that ( a berates, the oldest, invented the story that Alexander was vnexpectedh, bailed as theson of the god, and that the legend erew ,uid develoned out of tlG .1 .

^
,

,,
s' -'V ,ui,i uevtiopeU out ot thi.s. A,tnolatw,m ud amoi-es et papiiros

‘‘"'-'P y
'

'
p""' * T/'"’ -E/o/fmos Ontrahjm (doimi.ltaate, in Alaemostpie, liv (1926) 83-6

E, Korxemax.x has puhl. shed a study of the policy of Ptolemy I with relation to llexaLpsM erschmoizungspo itik, ne. h.s attempt at a fusion of Greek and Oriental elements. Ptolemv hecom
chides, at first, while satrap followed this course, but abandoned it when Seleucus did, reveiin. to a
‘ Herrenstelluug ,use,ns ot the native,s. lest he should be left behind by Seleucus. Ei RatJZloilides ersten Lagulcn. m Rocxolhi Lmahvoso, 235-45

jptapoimK

JV. Mb Tarn publishes an article on Thn First Sy.-ian W„,-, xlvi (1926), 15.V62.
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A monograph by A. Pridik entitled Lev Mitregent dts Kvnigs Ptolemalos 11. Philadelpkos (Dorpat,

C. Mattiesen, 19^4. Pp. 43), in which he maintains that Ptolemy the son” (ccamnandant of Miletus and
Ephesus) was the son of Lysimachus king of Thrace and Arsinoe II and that the co-regent with Ptolemy II

was the later Ptolemy III, is known to mo only from review^ by E. Kiessling [^D. 1926, 2055) and
H. Berve {Phil. TfocA., xlv, 1925, 834-7).

W. Struve, in an article on the so-called '‘Topferorakel,'’ concludes that the text is a translation from

the Eg}'ptian, Kepafxev^ being a rendering of led or nhp, which =:Topfer and were epithets of Chnum.
Perhaps the prophet was the sacred ram. The text dates from the time of Ptulomy III and was the work
of an Egyptian priest, who sought in this way to reconcile his countrymen to (4reek rule. Znm Topfer-

orahel.^ in Raccolta Lmnhroso, 273-81.

W. Spiegelberg publishes a monograph on the new trilingual decree in honour of Ptolemy IV (see

Journal^ xr, 97, where the reference, Un nouveau dJeret triliague ptoleniaaiue.^ in V. li. Ac, Pnscr.y 1923,

376-83, was accidentally omitted), which has now been published separately by (Jauthier and Sottas

(Cairo, 1925
;
not accessible to me). He gives a new rendering and valuable notes. Beitntge zuv Erllarung

des neaen dreisprachigea Priesterdekretes zu Ehren des Ptohiivdo-'^ Philopator, in Btzgdx'r. BfO/. Ak\

1925, 4. Abh. Pp, 30. At the moment of going to press I have received from him a further study, Eine

7ieue Urkunde zu der Siegesfeier des Ptoleniaios IV und die Frage d^>r agyptischi'n Pnestersynodea^ von

W. Spiegelberg imd W. Otto {Btzgsber. Bay. ME 1926, 2. Abh. Pp. 40. 1 Plate), in which he

publishes a Demotic papyrus found in 1906-1907 at Elephantine in the excavations of the Berlin Museum,
relating to the departure of a priest to the festival in honour of Philopator s victory. It appears from this

that the festival was at Alexandria. Spiegelberg also publishes two Demotic ostraca at Strassburg, and

Otto adds an article on the priestly synods of Ptolemaic times.

WiLCKEN, in an article on the alleged coup d'etat of Octavian, in which he uses the evidence of Chrest.

462, decides that there was no coup d’etat and no contradiction between the Monuinoiitum Ancyranum
and Augustus’s autobiography. The triumvirate legally expired not in 33 but in 32. When in 32 Antony
w^as deposed Octavian considered his triumvirate at an end but accepted a “ Kotstandskoinmando ” (un-

limited in time) and combined with it the triumviral power. Per angehliche Staatsstreich Octa/cians hn
Jakre SA v. Chr.., in Stzgsher. Preuss. Ak, 1925, x, 66-87.

F. Heichelheim has published a useful book on the foreign element in the Ptolemaic dominions. He
discusses with great acuteness such problems as the nature of the Epigone, the iliperat rijs imyovTjsy and
the meaning of the term aycoyi/xos* as applied to them, analyses the statistics of foreigners in Egypt, and
gives a valuable prosopography. Die ausivariige Bevolkeriing vm Ptoleniaerreich. (A7m, xviii. Beiheft, X.F.
V. Beiheft.) Leipzig, Dieterich, 1925. Pp. vi4-109. Reviewed by A. Wiedemann (Theol. Lit.-Z., li, 1926,

77-8), Fr. Geyer {Hist. Z., cxxxiii, 1925, 345-6), W. Otto {Or. Lit.^Z., 1926, 633-5), E. Bickermann
{Gnomon.^ ii, 1926, 608-12; important), and (in this number of the JoumaV) H. 1. Bell.

At the moment of going to press I have received from W. Schubart what is clearly a valuable mono-
graph on the Greeks in Egypt. It is Heft 10 of the Beikefte zarn Alien (>i\ent''' and bears the title Die

Grieche/i m Agypten. Leipzig, Hinrichs, 1927. Pp. 54. 2 Plates. B. A. van Groningen in his inaugural

lecture as Privat-Docent in Greek papyrology at Groningen, 13 Oct. 1925, treats the same subject, giving

an interesting sketch of Hellenism in Egypt, in wRich he shows how impossible it reiilly was for

Hellenism to penetrate the Egyptian populace. Xeither Islam nor Christianity was the true slayer

of Hellenism, but rather the Egyptian himself. Islam could conquer Egypt because it was of the Orient,

but Hellenism belonged to the Occident. Bellenisnie op Vreernden Bodein. Groningen, P. Koordhoff, 1925.

Pp. 21. Reviewed by H. B[olkestein] {Tijdsdir. v. Gesch., xli, 1926, 84). W. L. Westermann deals with

one aspect of the same theme in an interesting and readable account of the activities of the Greeks under

the early Ptolemies, with special but not exclusive reference to the Zeno papyri. The Greek Exploitation

of Egypt
^
in Pol. Ednice Quarterhp XL (1925), 517-39. Reference may also be made to a review by

AV. Otto {Phil. Woch., xlvi, 1926, 39-46} of J, Juthner’s Hellenen und Barharen (Leipzig, 1923), which,

though not papyrological, is useful to papyrologists inasmuch as it deals with the use of the term Hellene

as= “ Greek by culture.”

For the Persians of the Epigone see Tait's review of von Woes&’s Asylu 'esen
^ referred to below, ^ 6.

Fuchs’s Die Juden Aegyptens (see Journal, xi, 99), of which a synopsis is given by Premerstein in

the Jahrh. Phil. Fok, in Marburg, 1923, 209-11, is reviewed by Schubart {Or. Lit,-Z., xxvni, 1925, 376-8:

laudatory) and F. Perles {Rev. et. jnives, Lxxix, 1924, 220-1); Petrie’s Jews in Egypt by M. Lohr {Or.

Lit.-Z,, XXVIII, 1925, 78). H. L Bell has contributed to the Beihefte zvm ^dMten Orient"’ (Heft 9) a

Jouni. of Egypt. Arch. xiii. 14
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monograph entitled Jaden und Griechen ira romischen Alexandreia (Leipzig, Hinrichs, 1926. Pp. 52.

2 Plates, 1 illustration in the text), in which he sketches historically the relatums between the ewis

comuiunitv of Alexandria and the Greeks. Though primarily concerned with the Roman period the

volume deah also with the fortunes of the Alexandrian Jews in Ptolemaic and Byzantine times, and dis-

cusses the organization and legal position of the community. There is a select bibliography^ Reviewed

by A. Xeppi Modona {Gli Ehrei in Alesmndna, in Bilychnis, xxviii, 1926, 322-3) and A. Galoerini

lAegyptus^ vii, 1926, 336-7). M, Exgers, in an article on the relations between Alexandria and the Julio-

Claudian Caesars, deals specially with the Imperial policy towards the Jews, the root idea of which was,

he holds, to widen or at least perpetuate the gulf between them and the Greeks, on the principle Divide

ct impeni. Alexandrie en de Keizers uit het Julisch-Claiiduche huis, in Tijdschr. i\ GescL, xli (1926), 113-36.

For the position of the Jews see also the article of Engers mentioned under Admviistratio?i below.

As mentioned in 3 above, many of the items to be recorded in connexion with the volume Jeu's and

Christians fall propei^ in the present section. The following refer particularly to the letter of Claudius :

The theory of S. Reinach, that there is a reference in the section on the Jews to Christian propaganda,

mentioned in my last bibliography, was developed in a paper read to the Societe Ernest Renan, 27 Dec.

1924, and published under the title La premiere allusion au christianisme dans Pkistoire; snr un passage

enigmatiqitr d^inie lettre de Claude, in Rev. Hist. ReL, xc, 1924, 108-22. In this paper ReixaCh doubtfully

identifies the Babylon of I Peter v. 13 with the E^tian Babylon. Fr. Cumoxt brought some reinforce-

ment to Reixach^s view by citing the parallel phrase in Acts xxiv. 5, and suggested that the writer of the

letter knew of the accusation brought by Jewish conservatives against innovators of being “a plague to

the whole world.’’ Cliristianity may have spread to Alexandria already
;
hence Claudius forbids the intro-

duction of Jews from outside. La lettre de Claude aux Alexandrms et les Actes des Aputres, in Rev. Hist.

ReL, xci iT92o), 3-6. In a later note Reixach calls attention to the fact that De Saxctis bad anticipated

his idea [see the review in Riv. Fil. Class, mentioned in Journal, XI, 95]. He refers to a note by Batiffol

in La Vie Catholique (3 Jan. 1925). Encore la lettre de Claude, in Rec. ArcheoL, v S., XXii (1925), 171-2,

In a still later note he calls attention to Cumoxt’s article. Encore la lettre de Claude, ibid., 317. De

Saxctis also calls attention to Cumoxt’s article, accepting his view, in Riv. di Fil..^ N.S., iv (1926j, 128.

In an earlier note in the same periodical (N.S., Ul, 1925, 245-6, I Oiudei e le fazioni dei ludi) he had

noticed the emendation eV((F)to- 7ra/etv for iTTianaipeLv (which I accepted. Journal, xi, 95“), saying that it

does not alter his view of the sense, which he fortifies by a reference to Malalas. The view of De Saxctis

is favoured by L. Toxdelli {Scuola Cattolica, liii, 1925, 20), and P. P[eeters {Rev. dhist. eccL, 1925,

703;. P, ScHMiEDEL, On the other hand, decisively rejects the Reinach-De Sanctis theory {Xeue Zurcher

Zeitung, 4 Apr. 1925, morning, Kaiser Claudius iiher das Christeniurn im Jahre Th. Reixach, in a

valuable discussion of the letter entitled Dempereur Claude et les Juifs dapres un nouveau document, in

Rev. k.juives, Lxxrx (1924), 113-44, rejects S. Reixach s view, and accepts Wilckexs date for the Acta

Isidori. He accepts the genuineness of Claudius’s letter in Josephus in the main, but rejects the clause

about the tar] iro'Xirela as an interpolation. He is decidedly against the Jewish citizenship. The following

articles deal with the Claudius letter more generally: IM. Exgeks, Der Brief des Kaisens Claudius an die

Alexandriner {Pap. Loud. 191 in Klio, xx (1925), 168-78 (holds that Alexandria had a senate, abolished

bv Augustus, and that Claudius’s attitude changed between the writing of the letter in Josephus, which

is genuine, and the writing of the London letter. He was weak and wanting in independence. In an

appendix Exgers rejects Laqueur’s theory as to the section relating to the Jews [see above, § 3])

;

H. IViLLRiCH, Zum Brief des Kaisers Claudius an die Alexaudnner, in Hermes, lx (1925), 482-9 (1. Die

jndischen Gesandtschaften, thinks the Jews sent two embassies, representing two opposing jjarties. [This

removes the difficulty of the passage, and seems to me correct
;

see Otto’s review mentioned in ^ 3.]

2. Die Gesandtschaft der Alexandriner. There were 12 ambassadors, Tib. Claudius Archibius being men-

tioned in L 19, where be supplied before ATroXXcii'iv. [This had already been suggested to

me privately by Kruger and is certainly right.])
;
A, Camerox-, The Letter of Claudius to the Alexandrines,

in Class. Quart., xx (1926), 45 (notes on several points, quoting some interesting parallels from other

utterances of Claudius. One passage supports the genuineness of the letter in Josephus. Claudius

“evidently supervised the drafting of his letters and edicts.” Thinks the letter “passed through a Latin

stage”); A. D’Auks, Les Juifs d'Alexandrie et VEmpereur Claude d^apres une decouverte recente, in Etudes

(Paris), CLXXXii (1925), 693-701 (an interesting account of the letter but adding nothing fresh)
;
A. Neppi

^ On p. 16, last line but one, “ Avidius” is a misprint for “Avillius.”
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Modona, .4 proposito del P. Lond. 1912 7S~104^ in Aegpptus, Til 41-8 (on Laqceur’s theories,

which he decisively rejects
;
takes note also of Willrich's article)

;
H. Stuart Jones, Claudhfs and the

Jeicish Question at Alexandria^ in J.R.S.^ xvi (1926), 17-35 (an interesting examination of the letter with

special reference to the Jews, with many acute observations). Finally, M. Rostovtzeff publishes an

article on the statue of the Pax Augusta Claudiana which Claudius, after tirst refusing as (^opri/ccorepo?,

ordered to be set up at Rome, making the interesting suggestion that the Pax Augusta was here repre-

sented with the attributes of Nemesis as a side-blow at the Jews, and that this wa^ why Claudius accepted

it only for Rome, where its offensive suggestion would be less obvious. In a plate he illustrates some coins

and an Alexandrian statuette of Nemesis, which give some support to his theory. In an appendix he

discusses the identity of the Barbillus mentioned in the letter, whom he identities, no doubt rightly, with

the prefect Balbillus [see also below, under Biography\ and also of two others of the ambassadors. Pax
Augusta Claudiana^ in Journal^ xii (1926 ,

24-9.

M. P. Charlesworth, referring inter alia to P. Lond. 1912, discusses Claudiu'j’s attitude towards the

cult of the living Emperor, to which he thinks there was a marked tendency during his reign. He attri-

butes it not so much to “ the deliberate policy of Claudius ’’ as to “ the act of his counsellors.” Claudius

was “very susceptible to the influence of stronger wills.” Deus Xosttr Caesar^ in Class. Rev., xxxix (1925),

113-15.

A, Neppi Modona, in a well-documented and elaborate article, discusses the whole question of the

so-called “pagan Acts of the Martyrs ” or Alexandrian patriotic literature, coming to a conclusion very

similar to that of von Premerstein. Proiocolli giudizuol o ronianzo storieo/ {1 eosl detti ^^atti dei niartiri

pagani o alessandrinV^ ),
in Raccolta Lanihroso, 407-38. Reviewed by G. Ammon {Phil. lYoeh., xlvi, 1926,

561-3). Premerstein’s work is reviewed by P. P[eeters] (Anal. Boll., xliti, 1925, 143).

I must refer here to K. Stade's Der Politiker Diokletian dealt with in § 2 above.

K. Hole has published a very valuable discussion of the Meletian documents included in Jeirs and
Christians in Egypt, making many good suggestions. He holds, probably with truth, that Heraiscus was
a Meletian Bishop of Alexandria. He rejects the Athanasian authorship) of the last letter. He stresses the

importance for the history of monasticisrn of these documents, which help to fix the date of Pachomiu.s’s

rule, which apparently the Meletians followed, for it is unlikely that he followed theirs. Die Bf^deatung der

neuveroffentlichten melitianischen Urkunden far die Kirchengeschichte, in Stzgsher Pret/ss. Ak\, 1925, ill, 18-31.

N. H. Baynes has published a masterly sketch of the relations between Alexandria and Constantinople

in ecclesiastical politics, which was originally given as a lecture for the Egypt Exploration Society.

Alexandria and Constantinople: A Study in Ecclesiastical Diplomacy, in Journal, xii (1926), 145-56.

Administration. P. Collomp has published what seems to be an important volume on the chancery and

diplomacy of the Lagids. 1 have unfortunately been unable to see this work. Recherches sur la chancellerie

et la diplomatique cles Lagides {Publications de la faculte des lettres de V Universite de Strashou,rg, fasc. 29).

Paris, Les Belles Lettres, 1926. Pp. viii-f 245. Referred to in Archie, viii, 103. Reviewed by A. Calderini

{Aegyptus, vii, 1026, 333-4) and E. Bickermann (Phil. ILocA., xlvi, 1926, 1241-6
;
irnp^ortant).

WiLCKEN has j)ublished a study of P, Edgar 67, 68 (
= P. Zenon 59036, 59037;, in which he discusses

the question of the trierarchy in the Ptolemaic Empiire. He diflers from Edgar in thinking that Xan-
thippjus was a man of Halicarnassus; it was a Halicariias.sian trierarchy. (Edgar in his re-edition of the

papiyri is rather inclined to accejjt this view.) Halicarnassus was required in fact to provide a ship) or

ship)s for the Ptolemaic fleet. If, then, we place the Battle of Cos in 261 or 260, as now seems probable, its

effects cannot have been so disastrous to the Ptolemaic Emp)ire as generally sup)p)osed. Ziir Trierarchie iin

LagidenreicK in Raccolta Lumhroso, 93-9.

D. Cohen, by a hap)py collocation of two passages of Diodorus and Arrian, exp)lains oi e^a> rd^ecov as

drrofiaxoL, i.€. “ milites qui aut vulnerati aut invalidi pugnas non obibant, sed levia muiiia exsequebantur.”

A}inotatio7ies ad Aiictores et papyros nonnullas. Ii. ol ru^ecoi/, in Mnemosyne, Liv ('1926), 82-3.

M. Engers studies the term TroXirevga, concluding that “ irdkiTevgara liberae sunt civitates, sive

Graecorum siv^e aliarum gentium, in territorio cuiusdam urbis cum aliis incolis collocatae.” Alexander

in fact, when founding Alexandria, made two civitates (perhaps more, since the Phrygians ap)p)ear to have

had a iroXtrevga), each with its own laws and cTutonomy. Hence the Jews were really \\\€^av8p€is, though

not TToXlrai of the Greek ttoXis. HOAITEYMA, in Mnemosyne, N.S., Liv (1926), 154-61.

An important inscrip)tion, which, according to AYilamowitz-Moellendorff, contains a bidypagga

of Ptolemy II or III regulating the constitution of Cyrene, has been piublished by S. Ferri. Alcune

iscrizioni di Gireae, in Ahhandlungen d. Akad. d. zu Berlin, 1925 q)ubl. 1926), no. 5, 3ff.

14—2
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Letter livii from Lumbroso to Breccia discusses the office of iddarpos {Bull Soc. Arch. d’Alex.,

No. 21, 34).
, . , ^ , • I • ^ 1,

B \ Y\N Groningen has published a thorough and conscientious study of the gymnasiarch m tne

Egyptian metropoleis. There are many uncertainties about this office, numerous though the references

to it are in the papyri, and many must at present be left unsolved, but van Groningen’s work marks a

real advance in the discussion of the subject. Le gymncmarqu^. des metropoles de VEgypU romaim,

Groningue, Noordhoff, 1924. Pp. viii+164. Eeviewed by J. G. M[ilne] {J,R.S., zvi, 1926, 132; im-

portant), P. JOUGUET {Ubt. it, am,, zzvii, 1925, 261-3), M. Hombert 'Rm, beige de phil, iv, 192o, .43-8),

and H. L Bell {Jouryial, zi, 1925, 118-19
;

Class. Rev., xxxiz, 1925, 211;.

S. BE Ricci discusses the inscription at Alexandria, nroXe^fho? o-rparr^yo? TriAeojj, published in 1893 by

Botti, who gave the provenance as Alexandria but spoke of it as showing that Ptolemais had a strategus.

There has been much controversy as to how this evidence should be treated. De Pacci ha^ now found in

the note-books of the American ivilbom a copy of the inscription in which it is recorded that in May 1887

it was at Meushiyeh (Ptolemais), which settles the question. He notes that the year sign occurs at the

end. It probably therefore belongs to the reign of August u^s or one of the later Ptolemies. Le Stratege

dCilexandne et le StraRge de PtoUmais, in Raccolta Lumhroso, 299-301.

Ill letter Ixxi to Breccia, Li meroso illustrates the practice of exhibiting laws and decrees fur public

inspection (in Bull. Soc. Arch. d'AIej:., 'So. 21, 38). For von 1Voess*s UrkuiidciKO'sea, see below, § 6, as

also for Xaber’s articles on Trrw/xa and

In a discussion of the edict of Hadrian published by Jouguet in Rer, it. gr.^ xzxirr, V. Martin

suggests some new readings in 11. 15-20 of copy A. as a result of winch the two texts agree. He holds

that a? ivtavalov^ KaraSoXd^ means merely that cultivators were allowed to pay in successive instalments

over several years. The concession only affected the current year. LEdit d'lladrle’i de Van ISO en farevr

des cultivateurs egyptiens, in Raccolta Lumhruso, 260-4.

In his article Corcee in Roman Egyyt referred to above, ;< 3, Mh L. IVestermvnn discusse.s the

corvee for the maintenance of the dykes, giving a useful account of the technique of irrigation.

G. Rouillard’s Adiiiinistratioa civile has been reviewed by S, R[einach] \Rev. Arch., xviii, 1923, 355).

A. Stein, in an article ou the Praefecti Praetorio, deals incidentally (p. 100 f.) with papyrus evidence.

Stellvertreter der Praefecti Praetorio, in Hermes, LX (1925;, 94-103.

G. Rouillard in an article on the title decurion attributed to Theodore, Duke of the Thebaid, is no doubt

rio-ht in explaining it as a Byzantine court title
;
the decurion was, she says, jirobably the head of ten

silentiarii. De Vattributioii du titre de decurion an due de Thehaide Thiodore, in Byzantio/i, II (1925),

141-8.

Biography. G. Lefebvre brings further evidence that the UoracTLfjLrw of the Abou Simbel inscription,

commanding the foreign (mainly Greek) detachments of Psamrnetichu?-, was a genercil of Psammetichus II,

not I He also suggests that the Aiimose who ha 1 the “beau uom” of Neferibre-nekht was the Amasis of

the Abou Simbel inscription, noratriftro), in Bull. Soc. Arch. d'Ale.c.., No. 21, 48-57.

B. A. VAN Groningen, in an interesting but necessarily (since the materials are very scanty) largely

conjectural article, discusses the career of Cleomeues of Naucratis. He takes, on the whole, a fa\R>arable

view of Cleoracnes, rather more favourable indeed than the evidence justifies. He deals with Arrian’s

quotation from Alexander's letter, making a not very convincing attempt to explain away the evidence

against Cleomenes. But the letter is certainly extraordinary. (The meaning may very likely have been,

as Groningen also suggests : If you see to the shrines and the Heroa of Hephaestion rightly, I will over-

look any previous neglect [of religious duties] and even any future neglect [of this kind].) De Cleomene

Hancratita, in Mncmo.fyne, Lin (1925;, 101-30.

D. C’oHEN has begun to publish a detailed study of Demetrius Phalereus, in which he proposes to deal

with (i) his work at Atheii>, (ii) his inea.Mires at Alexandria, (hi) bis connexion with the library. The first

instalment is devoted to the Athenian part of his career only. In this Cohen takes a very favourable view

of Demetrius, bringing out the way in which he translated into practice the political principles of the

Peripatetic School. De Dena^trio Phalereo, in Mnemosyne, N.S., Liv (1926), 88-98.

A reference may be m<ide to an article by W. Koch on tlie early princesses of the Ptolemaic dynasty

as illustrated by their coins. Die ersten Ptoleuiaerinnen nach ihren Alanzen, in Z. f. Xiini,, zzxiv ( 1924 ),

67-106 .

XV. Sptegelberg raises the que.stion why Cleopatra chose to die by the bite of a snake. His answer is

that it was for cult reasons: ''Dieser Sclilangontod stellte Agypten und der ganzen XVelt noch einraal die
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Gottlichkeit des ligyptischen Konigtuuis ergreifend luid gross vor Augen." He supports his explanation

by citations from Josephus and Herodotus. Stzgsher. Bay. Ak. 1025, 2. Abh., Aggptologische Afit-

teilungen. Miinchen. Pp. 35. 4 Plates. 1. WeskaJb ictfklte KU.opatva cUa To I durch Schlangenhissl

In an appendix to his edition of two Graux papyri (see ^ 3 above) H. Hexxe discusses, u propos of an

article by CuiiONT, the question whether the prefect Balbillus was the same as the astrologer Barbilliis.

He leaves it open, but the identity may now be regarded as very probable : see Rostovtzeff s article on

the Pax Augusta Claudiana referred to above. Le pre'Pd Ti Claudius Balbillus et lustrologuc Balbilbis^ in

Bull. Inst Fr. dArch. Or., xxi (1923), 211-14.

In the first of what is apparently to be a series of articles, L. Caxtarelli deals with the prefect

Juncinus. As regards date, he suggests 211-214 as the likeliest term. He further discusses the question

of his identity with Junemus, gov'ernor of Sardinia, deciding against it. Finally, he suggests “Flavius’’

as a not unlikely praeiiomen. Per V a iiituiaistrazioue e la stnria ddV Egitto Romano: i. \_Flaoius^ Baehius

Aurelius Iiuiciaus Praefectus Aegypti, m Aegyptvs, vii (1920 1

,
282-4.

E. R. Goodenough, in an interesting article, maintains that Philo was not, as usually thought, a mere

scholarly recluse unused to public afidirs till his famous embassy to Gains. He translates a jiassage from

the Be Bpec. Lcgg., which he holds surely with justice; to refer to earlier political activities, not to the

embassy. Philo a.ud Public Life, in Journal, xii
: 1926), 77-9.

Bidez’s L Emperear Jtdien (see Journal, xi, 98) has been much reviewed: by C. CeSsI {Boll. Fil. Cl.

XXXI, 1924, 203-4), W. Koch [^Maseam, Leiden, xxxri, 1924-5, 2.58-9), P. Shorev (Class. Phil,, xx, 1925,

161-2), G. Ammon {Phil. TFoc/o, xlvi, 1926, 325-9), A. Puech {Rev. et. gr.. xxxvir, 1924, 462), G. Radet
{Rev. et. ane., xxvii, 1925, 69-71), H. D[elehaye] Aaal. Boll., xliv, 1926, 167), E. Hohl {D. Lit.-Z., N.F.,

III, 1926, 427-8), and J. Hubaux {Rev. beige de phil., iv, 1925, 443-S).

S. Gaselee calls attention to the possibility that in P. Loud. 1929 we have an autograph letter of

St. Athanasius. An Autograph of i>t. Athanasius the Great, in The Christian East, v (1924), 185-6.

Reference may here be made to H. I. Bell’s sketch of the career of St. Athanasius mentioned in § 2

above.

A. d’Ale.s discusses the correspondents of Paphnutius in Jeu's and Christians in Egypt, translating

all the letters. He weighs the arguments for and against the Athanasian authorship of 1929, leaving

the question undecided but with a tendency to incline to the negative side. Paphnutius he identifies

with Paphnutius Cephalas. Les correspondants de Vahbe Paphnuce, in Rev. d. Quest. Hist., Liii (1925),

110-18.

G. Furlani discusses the biography in Arab sources of Johannes Philoponus, which he thinks a purely
literary deduction from the chronological notice that he lived till the entry of Llmr into Egvpt. Giovanni

il Filopono e V iacendio delhx hihlioteca di Alessandria, in Bull. Soc. Arch, dAlex., Xo. 21, 58-77.

Topography. In Aegyptiis, V >1924^, 356-7, is given a summary of a communication by A. Calderini
read by Oapovilla at the Cairo Geographical Congress m 1925 entitled Per una raccolta e uno studio

integrale della toponornastica deli Egitto greeo-romano (a motion on the subject was unanimouslv approved),

of one by Cafovilla (p. 356), I dati geografiei nei papiri della societd iudiana, and of another by Cal-

derini, 11 norae Egitto, nei docunienti locali deli etd greea e romana.

B. A. VAN Groningen discusses Alexander’s motives in cho(^sing the site of Alexandria. They were,

he thinks, not quite those read into the foundation by scholars knowing the later history. Alexander wars

struck by the resemblance of the site to that of Tyre, whose place he intended Alexandria to take. Had
he lived, coming to think of Persia rather than Greece as the centre of his Empire, he would very likely

have revived Tyre. Alexandria owed its success to the failure of its founder’s further projects. propos

de la fondotion dAlexandrie, in Raeeolta Lumhroso, 200-11. E. Breccia emphasizes and accounts for the

disappearance of ancient Alexandria, collecting evidence for the pillaging of the site in ancient and modern
times. At the end he mentions that he is gathering materials for an inventory of Alexandrian monuments
taken to the collections of Europe and America; he intends to collect in a special section of the Alexandrian

Museum as many photographs and casts as possible. '"'Etianx penere ruinaer in Rarcolta Lumhroso, 1-11.

Lumbroso, in letter 72 to AVilcken {Archie, viii, 60), collects some references to Alexandria as metropolis

of the world. Calderini gives an account of Lumbroso’s great glossary of Alexandria, an immense col-

lection of Alexandrian material which, it is good news to hear, there is a prospect of publishing. Specimens

are given. iZ ^""Glossario Lumbroso'^ e la sua puhbUeazione, in Aegyptus, vi (1925), 227-46. S. Breccia

publishes separately {Bull Soc. Arch. dAlex., No. 21, 3-26) the first chapter of his work II porto di

Alessandria d Egitto under the title Cenni Storici sai purtt d Alessandria dalle origini ai nostri giorni.
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Lumbroso in Jetter kix to Breccia (Bull. Soc. Arch cVAlex., No. 21, 36) quotes from Caesar’s Bell. Alex.

some passages illustrating Alexandrian topography, and in letter Ixviii {ibid., 35) adduces evidence to

show that the Museum and Palace were in Bruchium.

The Societe Archeologique of Alexandria has published a handsome volume, by E. Breccia, the first

of a series on monuments of Graeco-Roman Egypt, which deals with the ruins of Canopus and the temple

of Pnepheros at Theadelphia. Monuments de VEgypte greco-rornaine

.

Tome i. 1. Le rovine e t monumenti

di Canopo
;

2. Teadeljia e il tenipio di Fneferds. Bergamo, Officine deih 1st. ital. d’ arti gratiche, 1926.

Pp. 135. 76 Plates.

A. Caldertni has commenced the publication of a very valuable piece of work on the topography of

Oxyrhynehus. This contains a list of all Oxyrhynchite place-names known to him in a single alphabetical

sequence, giving after the references and the description of the place (kw/xt?, eTroUiov, etc.; forms of name):

(1) the position
; (2) places near or named along with it

; (3) buildings, etc. named there
; f4) oflScials

;

(5) trades and professions; (6) products; (7) taxes, etc.
; (8) contracts and other deeds

; (9) prosopography.

The first instalment, the only one published, reaches
’E 7rt ( ) tottol. Ricerche topografiche sopra il nomo

Ossirinchite, in Aegyptus, vi (1925), 79-92.

Chronology. The Early Ptolemaic calendar continues to exercise the minds of historians and papyro-

logists. EdoaAs theory, supplemented by Beloch^s addendum (see Journal, xi, 100), in the main holds

the field, but E. Meyer, in an elaborate study of the subject published as the second Beiheft of the Arckiv,

has propounded a rival explanation. Untersuchungeu zur Chronologie der ersten Ptoleniaer auf Grund der

Papyri. Leipzig and Berlin, Teubner, 1925. Pp. viii-f 90. This new theory has found little favour so far.

Beloch himself, in a reply to Meyer’.s book, shows that his basic hypothesis (that Euergetes^s reign began

on 27 or 28 Loos) is inconsistent with the papyrus evidence, that the system is therefore fundamentally

unsound and further irreconcilable with the evidence of papyri, and defends his own theories against

Meyer’s criticisms. Zur Chronologie der ersten Ptolcmaer, ir, in Archie, viii, 1-10. W. Tarn, in a

review {Class. Rev., XL, 1926, 86-7), is also rather sceptical. Meyer’s work is also reviewed by Fr. Geyer
{Hist. Z., cxxxiii, 1925, 528-9). Meantime E. Cavaignac, in a short article, had tried, as he puts it, to

“explain psychologically why the Macedonian calendar under Philadelphus got out of gear.” Le calendrier

ptolemaique, in Rev. beige de phil., ii (1923), 447-52.

Another vexed question, that of the regnal years of the Roman Emperors in the third century, has also

been receiving some attention. In the review of Vogt’s Die alexandrinisehen Mniizen, referred to above,
Mattingly had criticized A. Stein's theory (see Journal, x, 164 f.). Stein replies to IMattingly in a
note. A ochoials zur Chronologie der roinischen Kaiser, in Archie, viii, 11—13. A reply bv Mattingly appears
in the present number. P. Schnebel, from a difierent point of view, also rejects Stein’s theory, main-
taining that the supposed discrepancy between the Alexandrian coins and the papyri of Middle and Upper

is illusory. The evidence of these two sources agrees ; Aurelians dies imperii fell before 29. viii.

2/0, Claudius 3 death not hjng before. After the fall of ^ aballathus the chronology was correct, the
reckoning 271-2 = 3 Aurelian being introduced into Egypt. Not the 16th year of Gallienus but the 3rd of
Claudius was regarded by the Alexandrian chronogi*aphers as the superfluous year. Schnebel deduces
that the breach between Aurelian and Vaballathus fell, not in the spring of 271, but in that of 272. The
conquest of Palmyra was not before August 272, the freeing of Syria and Egypt in the summer of 272.
Die Chronologie Aurelians, in Klio, xx (1925-6), 363-8. Stein replies to this article, decisively rejecting
Schnebel’s theories on the ground mainly that they are inconsistent with the numismatic evidence. He
maintains his own theory, which he points out is conjectural but for the present the safest hypothesis.
Zeitbestirnniungen von Gallienus bis Aurelian, in Klio, xxi, 78-82.

5. Social Life, Education, Art, Economic History, Numismatics and Metrology.

General. W . Otto has published a brilliant sketch of the Kulturgeschichte of the ancient world. It is
not exactly a history but rather a review of recent literature on the subject; and yet it is more than a
mere review and gives a connected account of cultural development in so far as this falls within the
purview of the books referred to. Kulturgeschichte des Altertums. MUnchen, C. H. Beck, 1925. Pp. x 4-175.
Reviewed by M. Gelzer {Gnomon, ii, 1926, 198-205

; very interesting; critical but appreciative) Ehren-
BERG {Hist. Z, cxxxiv, 1926, 83-6

; favourable, though critical), F. Ribezzo {Riv. Indo^Greclltal. x
1926, 111-14), N. H. Baynes {J.R.^., xv, 1925, 107-8; recognizes the value of the work but stronglv
censures Otto’s view of Rome), E. Hohl {Phil. Work., xlv, 1925, 1291-2), and H. I. Bell (in this number).A very important work, eagerly looked for and now published, is M. Rostovtzefp’s The Social and
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Economic History of the Roman Empire (Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1926. Pp. xxv + 695, 60 Plates).

Rostovtzeff, who of course makes much use of papyrus evidence, deals with many subjects and brings

his acute and critical intelligence to hear on many problems, but in particular he develops further the

idea, sketched in an article in the Musee hehje (see Joarnal^ xi, 97), that the collapse in the 3rd century

was in large measure due to the hostility of the army, representing the peasantry, to the bourgeoisie. His

conclusion (p. 486 f.) is interesting but likely to provoke some dissent (the final sentence in particular is

perhaps a too narrow and hasty generalization from the experience of the Graeco-Roman \vorld) :
“ Our

civilization will not last unless it be a civilization not ot one chiss, but of the ma'^ses. The Oriental

civilizations were more stable and lasting than the Greco-Roman, because, being chiefiy based on religion,

they were nearer to the masses. Another lesson is that violent attempts at levelling have never helped to

uplift the ma.sses. They have destroyed the upper classes, and resulted in accelerating the process of

barbarization. But the ultimate problem remains like a ghost, ever present and unlaid. Is it possible

to extend a higher civilization to the lower classes without debcising its standard and diluting its quality

to the vanishing point ? Is not every civilization bound to decay as soon as it begins to penetrate the

masses The volume has already been reviewed by W. L. estermann {The ]Satwn^ Xew lork, cxxiii,

1926, 368-70
;
laudatory though critical) and H. Last J,R,S., xvi, 1926, 120-8

;
important

;
while stressing

the merits and value of the book, vigorously challenges many of Rgstovtzeff’s views).

Social life. Under this heading a reference may be made to an article, in the form of a review of

Rostovtzeff's Large Estate, by H. I. Bell on the Zeno papyri, which deals with them specially from the

point of view of their interest as a picture of life in the Egypt of the 3rd century b.c. A Greek Adventurer

in Egypt, in Edinh^tryh Review, ccxLiii (1926;, Jan., 123-38.

J. G. Milne, in an article on the meals at the table of Sarapis,” suggests that these were not really

cult meals but dining clubs which met (partly for precautionary reasems, because the Roman Government

disliked clubs) under the cloak of religion. They might meet anywhere
;
Sarapis was the patron. As one

invitation is to the Demetreion, Milne suggests that temples might run a restaurant. The Kline of Sarapis,

in Journal, xi (1925), 6-9.

In letter Ixxii to Breccia {Bull. Soc. Arcti. d'Alex., Xo. 21, 39) Lumbroso discusses the meaning of

irrfKovaios, Pelusiae in passages he quotes from Jo. Lydus and Julius Capitolinus.

In some notes on Greek graffiti contained in the second part of Baillet’s Inscriptions grecques et latines

des tomheaux des rois ou syringes a Thebes, M. X. Tod convincingly and amusingly explains one which

puzzled Baillet as being an ancient (almost exact) parallel to the modern “ Does your mother know

yoffire out 1” The other notes are concerned chiefiy with names. Xotes on Some Greek Graffiti, in Journal,

XI (1925), 256-8.

In letter 74 to Wilcken {Archiv, viii, 74) Lumbroso calls attention to the mention in III Maccab. of

a tower in the royal court and the use of houses with towers in Egypt. In letter Ixiv to Breccia {Bull.

Soc. Arch. cPAlex., Xo. 21, 30-1) he discusse.^ the use of passports for leaving Alexandria (Strabo and

P. Oxy. 1271), and the po.sition of the Roman prefect ab taking the place of the kings
;
and in letter Ixx

{ibid., 37) he quotes with approval from Meautis's Hermoupolis-la-Grande a passage on the part played

by athletics towards linking the Empire together.

Editcation, Science, and Art. In P. Bad., Heft 4 (see above, § 3), Xo. Ill is a school-taiJet, each syllable

being separated by a space. This marking of syllables was of course a recognized practice in ancient

schools. In Part ii of The Monastery of Epiphanius (above, § 3) are a number of school pieces (611-20),

some of which were noted above in § 1 as being literary, but they must also be referred to here as

illustrations of monastic education in the 6th-7th century. Besides the Iliad, Menander, and Anthology

quotations there are also : 617, a list of Coptic months
;
618, a list of days of the week

; 619, Greek ordinal

numbers; 620, Greek alphabet and exercise. A reference must also be made to the catalogue of books

(5th or 6th cent.) published by AVessely and noted in § 2. ‘Cilia tempora, alii libri,” exclaims AVessely
;

there are no Socratic dialogues here but only theology. (Yet the texts in The Monastery of Epiphanius

just referred to show that even in mon.istic schools classical literature was not utterly f(»rgotten, though

it probably survived mainly in the form of elegant extracts.”)

Qu. Abetter, d propos of P. Mich. 621, discusses Egyptian mathematics with special reference to the

method of dividing. Quelques rernarques sur le papyrus matheraaiique no. 621 de la Michigan Collection, in

Class. Phil., XX (1925), 309-12.

In an article on the medical uses of the bat, AAL R. Dawson uses the evidence of Greek, Coptic and

Egyptian papyri. Bats as Matena Medica, in Annals and Mag, of A at. Hist., Ser. 9, xvi, 221-7.
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A. Osborne has publi>shed a catalogue of his collectiou of terracotta lamps. E. Breccia contributes

a preface. Lychnos et Licvenia, (Societe Archeologique d'Alexandrie.) Alexandrie, Soc. de Publications

Egyptiennes, 1924. Pp. 18. 7 Plates.

Finance^ Agriculture^ Industry. V. Martin, in a readable and penetrating study of Roman financial

policy, shows how thoroughgoing and ruthlessly efficient in its working and at the same time how short-

sighted and how disastrous in its effects was the Roman financial policy in Egypt. The paper was a

lectiu'e given at the University of Geneva on 26 Oct., 1925. La fiscaiite romaine ea Egypte aux trois

premiers siedes de VEmpire : ses principes^ ses methodes^ ses restdtats. Geneve, Georg et 1926. Pp. 31.

Publishing a Columbia Zeno papyrus (see above, § 3), W. L. Westermann appends an interesting and

valuable discussion of the taxes on vineyards and orchard,'^. He gives a translation and explanation (I am
not convinced that this is correct) of P. Edgar 38, and also translates B.G.U. 1307, Meyer, Gr, Texte^

ostr. 2, and P.S.L 508. He holds that the money for the wine w’as paid to the bank and that when the

Government had taken its quota the surplus was left to the account of the cultivator. He also considers

that in P.S.L 508 Zeno was oeconomus. Orchard and Vineyard Taxes in the Zenoa Papyri, in Journal, xii

(1926), 38-51.

J. G. Milne collects, tabulates, and examines instances of double entries in Ptolemaic tax-receipts,

showing that there is (apart from exceptional cases) a regular ratio. The result is to confirm substantially

the view of Grenfell and Hunt that the higher figures are the sums actually pai<l and the lower those

credited in respect of the tax after deduction of the extra charges. Double Entries in Ptolemaic Tax-
Peceipts, in Journal, xi (1925), 269-83.

F. Lot, in a study of the Byzantine caput, ’ decides that a piguui corresponded to ^‘une quantite de
terrain egale au moins a une douzaine, peut-^tre a une quinzaine d'hectares, niais a coup sfir, inferieure

a cinquante hectares.’' On the whole he thinks it safe to reckon “sur des terres labourables” the con-

ventional figure of 25 hectares or 100 jugera. His conclusion is: “j’oserai nieme...avancer rnaintenant

que jugum ou caput cest toute exploitation rurale dont le revenu permet de payer une somme consacree,

sept sous dor, k mon avjs. He defends Ammianus's statement that Julian found on reaching Gaul
25 solidi per caput as the rate and left Gaul with the charge reduced to 7. He supports it by a long
examination of the evidence, including Egypt. Be Vetendue et de la caleur du capvC Uscal sous le bas-

empire, in Re%\ hist, de droit fr. et etr., 4 Ser., iv (1925), 5-60, 117-92.

L. Fiesel has published an elaborate study of the frontier customs dues {Geleitszolle) in Graeco-
Roman Egypt as compared with mediaeval practice. Geleitszolle irn griechisch-romischen Agypten und im
germanisch-romanischen Ahendland, in G.G.iV., 1925, 57-107. In another article he treats specially of the
connexion between the two, deriving the mediaeval ZoUgehit from Egypt, via the Arabs. Woher stammt
das Zollgeleit?, in Vierteljahrsschr. f. Soz. v. Wirtscha ftsgescL, xix, 385-412.

Schnebel’s Landivirtschaft has been review^ed by E. Kiessling :Gnomon, i, 1925, 348-53; interesting^;
laudatory), E. Kornemann {Klio, xx, 247), Y. Arangio-Ruiz {BuU. Fil Class., 192.5, 200-2)^

Ensslin (^Phil. V och., XLvi, 1926, / 93—801 ; laudatory), and A. Calderini i^xiegyptus, vii, 1926, 332—3).
G. CoRRADi reviews Ricci’s Coltura della Vite (see Journal, xi, 102) along wfith Calderinm’s eH-

2AYPOI and Caldara’s Connotati, in Boll. Fil. Class., xxxii (1925), 106-7.

Ch. Dubois publishes separately an account of the olive in ancient Egypt, part of a work in preparation
to be called Eohrier et Iknile Jolive dans lantip/jte. After an introductiun he deals with (1) Pharaonic
times, (2) the Ptolemaic period (chiefly the 3rd cent, b.c.), making thorough use of the papyri. E Olivier
et Vhuile dholive dans I'ancienne Egypte, in Rec. de Phil., XLix (1925^ 60-83

In two articles A. E. R. Boak deals with irrigation in the Fayyiim. In one {Irrigation and Popidation
in the Faijurn, the Garden of Egypt, in Geogr. Rec., xxi, 1926, 353-64) he gives a geographical account of
the district with a summary of the history of irrigation and population. He includes plans and views. In
the other {iSotes on Canal and Bike k\ork in Roman Egypt, in Aegyptos, VII, 1926 215-9) he gives an
extremely interesting and valuable account of his observations on the Wahabi Abdullah canal near Karanis
showing how rapidly a canal tends to become obstructed, and describing the methods of clearing now
employed Arguing from modern practice, he suggest.^, very plausibly, that the naubion “was estimated

^
a fixed number of basket loads o a standard .size.” He amplifies the idea of d-^vXnraor (see

Westermaxns article above, § 3) to include the removal of brushwood. [It seems to me in view of what
he says, that this may be the primary meaning, the notion of removing sediment and earth beim^
secondary.] ®

An important work, which I have unfortunately been unable to see, has been published by A. E.
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Perssox under the title JStaat imd Manf/foktur irn ronilschei> Reidte (Lund, 19:^3^. It ia reviewed by

M. A. Levi {Boll. Fil. Cktss., xxxi, 1925, 211; Luidutoryb

In letter Ixii to Breccia (BifU. Soc. Arch. d'Alr.r,^ No. 21, 2S', Lumbroso, h prop^.-^ of a liinrvellous

piece of weaving from Kashmir in the Wembley exhibition, recalls a [)af3^age of Pliny which mentions a

similar triumph of the textile iirt at Alexandria.

A^ur/iisniatics aad Metrology. I have inentiimed above 4 but mu^t recall here Vogt's two works on

the Alexandrian coinage.

A. Segre has sent me an otf-print of an article, without a note of the iieriudicol whence it comes (q^u.

Studi di Fil. Class.]')., in which he traces the devaluation of the Ptolemaic bronze coinacc Ironi the 3rd

century b.c. down to the end of the 2nd century b.c., when it reached, as shown by B.G.I . vii, 1532, the

ratio of 500 : 1 to the silver drachma which it kept till the 2nd century of niir era. La scahitazione

della nayn eta di hronzo toltanaica.

J. G. Milne deals with a hoard of late Eoman coins found by Bruntun at Qau el-Kebir in 1925.

Among them were a number of coins which were not Imperial coins and apparently not ordinary forgeries

but miniature copies. Milne suggests that they w'crc struck by one ot the great feudal houses of Lgypt.

Feudal Currency in Homan Egypt, in Ancient Egypt, 1920, 5~0. In another article, on two recent finds

and older hoards, he repeats this suguestion, and, finding nuiny co})ies ' and also occasional non-Roman

coins, he concludes that “the bronze coinage in Egypt was effectively demonetized [in the 5th century],

and reduced to the same level as, for instance, cowries in some uncivilized countries. ' The Currency of

Egypt in the Fifth Century, in Sunii^ni. Chron., 5th Ser., vi 192(1 ,
43-92.

H. Thompson translates P. Bern. Heidelberg 1289, pid Wished in facsimile by Spiegelberg, with a

2>ai*tial translation, and discusses its metrological evidence. J^ength-Mcasnres in Ptoleniaic Egypt, in

Journal, xi (1925), 151-3. H. Sottas seeks to carry his results further, clearing up the difficulty of an

unexplained sign, which yields the complete name yqm iiKH.ue — Alyvirno^. He suggests that the

document is perhaiis a ready-reckoner used in the postal service to fix the distances travelled. Les rnesures

itineraires ptoleniaiques et le papyrus demutique 1 JS9 de Heidelberg, in Aegyptus, vii (1926y 23<-42.

A. Segre discusses the artaba of 30 choenices recorded in P. Edgar 71 and its bearing on Jewish

metrologv. Una nuoca misura palesiinense nel '‘P. Edgar" i 1, in Studi dt Fil. Class., X.S., iv (1926', 83-4.

6. Law.

General u'orks. The fourth instalment of P. M. Meyek\s invaluable Juristischer l\qyyrushtrickt, covering

the period Oct. 1923-Nov. 1925, appeared in Z. Sav.-St., xlvi (1926;, 305-49.

I have not seen the fifth edition of P. P. Girard's Textes de Droit lioniavn pubhes et an notes (Paris,

Rousseau, 1923).

E. AVeIss’s Grieehisehes Priratreeht (see Journal, xi, 103) has ])een reviewed by H. F. J. iJ.H.S., XLV,

1925, 287-8
;
favourable : some criticisms), K. Latte Jj nomon, i, 1925, 255-64

;
critical

;
very guarded

praise: ^‘eiue willkommene, wemi auch nicht ganz zuverhissige Ubersicht ilber das bi.sher (Jeleistetc

;

shows ‘"Mangel an geschichtlicher Anschauung Ah Ehrenberg {Phil. TToc/o, xlv, 1925, 586-92;, and

Kahrstedt {D. Lit.~Z., N.P., i, 1924, 2493-6; favourable;.

The second part of R. AIayr's vocahuiary to the Codex, which contains the Greek words and is due

to AL San NiCoLo, is must welcome and uill be of immense service to all who have to deal with (juestioiis

of Roman law, as well as to students of the Greek language in its later phases, Voeabalariani Codicis

histiniani: Pars altera {Pars Graeea\ Pragae, Ceska Graticka Unie A. S., Lipsiae, Alfred Lorentz, 1925.

Pp. 501. Reviewed by Gradenwmtz \Z. Sac.-St., xlvi, 1926, 412-13;.

R. Taubenschlag shows in the various spheres from pre-Diocletian constitutions the influence of

local law. His conclusion is "’utie nouvelle confirmation de la these de Alitteis daipres laquelle les tdements

locaux se soiit conserves presque dans toils les domaines dii droit local apres la cvnstitutio Antotdniana:'

“’L’elemeut local etait invincible et sc preparait a la transformation du droit officiel conformement a sou

esprit.” Le droit local dans les constitutions pre-dioeUtknnes, in Melanges de Droit Roniain dedies d Georges

Cornil, 1926, 499-512.

G. SEGRk publishes a lecture, given on o Nov. 1923, to inaugurate the academic year 1923-4 at Turin,

on Graeco-Oriental elements in the private law of the AVest. Eleuienti elUno^orientali del diritto privato

delV alto niedioevo in Occidente. Torino, E. Schioppo, 1924. Pp, 31.

R. Taubenschlag reviews E. Sachau s Syrische Rechtshueher, A ol. iii {Z. Sav.-St., xlv, 493-514).

P. CoLLiNET maintains that Berytus was the centre through which constitutions dc.stiiied for the East

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xiii. 15
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were tratisinittoJ aud the depot iu which copies were kept. The early codifiers deri^•ed their material from

this archive. The armiigemeiit dates back at least to 196, perhap.s to Marcus Aurelius or Commodus.

Beyrooth^ centre d^ainchage et de depot des constitvtions imperudc^^ in Sgrio, 1924, 359-72.

*

The Docuuient. San Xicolo gives an intere.^tiug sketch of the development of the formulary of

Babylonian contracts. iTi/e EntwicHang cler hah/lonischen Urtaudenfom}, in Festschrift fur Gvstav

Ho.navsek (13 pages).

SriEGELBERa shows stroiig I'casous for believing that in ancient times in Egypt independent docu-

ments coiicerniiVA a single legal transaction were exceptional. Tlie transaction was oral, being a repetition

of stereotyped formulae. These were written down in the form of a protocol, and hence aro^e the document.

Agyptologische Mnteihingen (see ^ 4), v. Btr Ursprnng ,i,\d d*ts Wesen der Formehprache der detnoUschen

Url'unden,

F. VON WoESs's UrkiUideae'esen (see Jourtad, Xi, 99) is reviewed by A. voN Premerstein {Hist.

cxxxii, 1925, 481-4
;
laudatory; ditfers in some points from voN WoESsy F. Pringsheim

( Viertelj.f. Soz.

u. Wirtsr/ioftsgesclL, xviii, 1925, 4U2-3y and E. Eabel (Z. Sar.-St., xlv, 192.3, 519-37
;
laudatory; accepts

main conclusions as ti; the Uriindbuch ’ theory; an important review <.

A. Segre has been devoting a good deal of attention to documentary law. In an article entitled

Jkote suf docuniento nei diritto grevo-egizio (B/dL 1st. Dir. Rom.^ xxxiv, 67-lbl) lie ili^cus^^e^, lir>tly, the

Ccincellatiou of documents. A loan in the form of a public document must be cancelled by a public

document, in that of a chirograijh by the return of the chirograph. If the chirogra]i)h was publi.Aied

another mu^t be drawn up, with restitution of the copy of the hrst. An independent bank-Staypa^r} could

cancel a public document. A DeimMic document of credit was usually cancelled by the mere restitution

of the document, ev^en wlien registered. Probably a receipt was given only in the early years of the

Imperial period. In the Ptolemaic age, but not in the Roman, agoraiiouiic documents circulated in the

original form. Secondly, he discusses the KVjjUi clause in documents. Ills final conclusion is: “nella

cLiusohi al portatore, almeno iu diritto greco-egizio, non mi pare si possa vedere che iina elausola atta a

facihtare la riscossioiie del credito ad uii terzo portatore del docuniento di credito.” Sote s*d docuuiento

greeo-eglzio del gra]>heioii {Aegyptos., vii, 1926, 97-107; is an interesting and useful article in which he

deals with the im[)ortant evidence tT the Fuad pap}ri (P.S.I. 901-18; and those from the sAxme archive in

the University of Michigan. Two further articles, which I have received too late foi* study before this

bibliography goes to press, are I doeanienti agora noudei in Egitto nelV eta imperiale [Bidl. 1st. Dir. Roin..^

1926, 61-8; and Sote sulla forma del docurae/itu greco-roniaiLO iihid..^ 69-104;.

I referred last time to the first instalment of F. BilabelS Z>Lr DoppJa nsfertigting <tayptischer Crkun-

den. This article has ilow been concluded {Aegypt^s^ vi, 1925, 93-113;. Bilabel here deals with Demotic

double deeds, giving a list, examples outside Eg\pt, es})ecially those from Avroman, agoranomic examines

(li.st given;, and avgAdha StTrXa ia(f>payL(rg€va (list). There is no coiinexit)ii, he holds, between Babylonian

case-tablets ’’ and the Graeco-Egyptian double deed, which <irose iu Hellenistic Egypt. In an appendix he

publishes a Munich and a Heidelberg document of this class.

J. G. Xaber, wdio has started a new senes of articles under the title Ohservatuhiculae ad papyros inri-

dicae.i devote^' the fii'st two to a discussion of the terms irroiga and ycipaypa in connexion with the registra-

tion of documents. ^ 1-10. XIEBI nTllMATON, in Mnemosyne^ LJii (1925), 417-45, and ^ 11-14. HEPI
XAPAEMATON, ibid., Liv ,]926', 42-76.

Btatus. P. Giss. 401, hitherto supposed to be the C’onstitutio Antoniniana, has received a great deal of

attention lately. M Gabocci has published a very elaborate and profusely documented discussion of all

the questions raised by it, with a survey of previuus contributions to the subject, and with a facsimile of

the edict. He produces Meyer^s original tramscript, his later one, and that of G. SEGRk (.see Journal, x, 162
and below), Avith whose viow^, in the main, he agrees. He collects the ancient literary evidence. His
general conclusions are : i. The pripvru^ d ijrobabiy part of a collection of Imperial ordinances posted at

Alexandria. Ii. The date of the edict in question is certainly after the death of Geta (in any ease 1 Jan.

212), but may be before or after 11 July 212, when the second ordinance Avas promulgated, iii. Caracallals

principal motives were fiscal, his secemdary, to gain supi)ort after Geta’s murder, and religious, iv. The
concession applied to the free inhabitants of the Empire and AA^as general. In part it was purely personal

because the constitutions of cities Avere left, but there aams a limitation in the exclusion of communities
which were stipeixdia rii. In an ap2.)endix Cahjcci seeks to 2)roA'e the existence ot peregnui dediticii under
the principate. La Constituiio Antoniniana/''' : Stadi di papirologia e di diritto pubhlico romatw, iu Atti

d. R. Acc. d. Linceiy cccxxii ^1925;, S. vi, l. Roma, G. Bardi, 1925. Pp. 13(), 1 Plate.
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Meanwhile G. Segre had published a more elaborate treatment of the subject than in his previous

article (see Journal^ x, 162), though on the same lines {L' editto di CaracuMu. saVa concp^dotie. della cittadi-

natiza /'Oniaaa e il papiro Giessea i, in Stadi in oaore di Silcio Perozzi^ and P. M. Meyer had

made a very cogent reply to Segrk's theory Con^titutio Aatoniiiia ii>(^ in Z. S<ic.-St., xlvi, 1926, 264-7;.

And all the time (if I may be allowed to cpiote Serjeant Buzfuz in Pirliricl'} the train wa> laid, the mine

was preparing, the sap
2
)er and miner wa.'^ at work." E. Bickermaxn has published a brilliant doctoral thesis

in which he maintains, with considerable plausibility—that P. Giss. 4U is not the famous Constitution after

all I He shows that the existing text is in part irreconcilable with the palaeographical evidence and that

it could not mean what it is required to mean. Further, he maintains that the word dedituii could not be

applied b) the Egyptian'<. So far he seems likely to meet with a good deal of assent. His more positive

suggestion is more disputable and his supplements are still more so. His tlieory i'^ that the edict is really

an extension of the ( ’onstitutio Antoniniana to the barbarian immignints, issued after the victory over the

Alemanni, and therefore in the autumn of 213. This couhl only happen after all provincials had received

the citizenship. He proceeds to shmv, very convincingly, chieti}' by papyrus evidence, that they had

actually done so. The presence or absence of the nomeii Aurelius is no evidence fur or against citizenship,

but only for the class of document in which it is observed. It will be interesting to see what scholars who

have ‘‘put tlieir money on^' the old theory will reply to this revolutionary w^ork. (As this goes to press

I receive an article by A. Segre, La Costituzione Ai^tennniana^ from Rte, di FiL^ X.S., iv, 1926, 471-87.)

Das Edil-t des Kaisers Caracalla in P. Giss, pJ. Berlin Dis'>., A. Oolligiion, 1926. Pp. 39.

Inheritance and the Family. P. Koschaker has published aii interesting article on the Dura parch-

ments, wuth special reference to the law of inheritance. He holds Pav de jjLrjSeG, rov viwov d/x[o 7r]d-

TpLOL to be a gloss w'hicli has got out of place. Zu den (jrirchiSi‘J>en Reehtsnrki/nden aus D}iru in Mesopota-

niien, in Z. Rar.-St.^ XLVI ^626), 290-304. He has also ^'ublishcd an artale, to which bnof reference may
here be made, on Sumerian contracts relating to inherit<tnce and marriage. Beitra^/a zn Hi althithyhatisrhen

Recht. I. Snmerische Erh- und Ehepakten aus Kippnr. ii. Zn ^ Ipi KH., in Z. f. Assyr,^ X.F., i

(xxxv), 192-212.

An interesting review of Kreller's Erbrechtliehe Cntersvehnagen^ w’itli references to P. Loud. 1709

and P. Oxy. Ihi29, has been published by A. Steixuventer \Krit. Vierteljahrssehr f. Ges. u. Reehtsir.^

. Folge, XXI, 160~70y

Use is made of papyri in a WT>rk by E. Levy, Der Tlrrgang der rntnisrhea Eln-.^elieido ng^ Weimar, H.
Bohlaus Xachfolger, 1925, Pp. vii-i-159. The same subject i'^ treated by S. Solazzt in an article which
though mainly concerned wuth Roman Liav, deals with papyrus evidence P. blor. 36, pp. 23-7, P. Elor. 93,

p. 305, p. 3BT, other papyru> references'. In tenvf di dirorziu. i. II tUcorziu ddht '\hha famih'fsp in Bull.

1st. Dir. Rom.., xxxiv (1925\ 1-28; >itudi sul dirorzio^ ii. II dicorzio de^hi liherto^ ill. // dicorzio settza forme.,

ibid., 295 -3H).

F. Maroi publishes an article on the ;oloptioii of ex^Kjj^ed infints. Intorao oil adozione dngli esposti

neir Egitto ronaino, in Romolta Lutnbros<z 377-406. Revie^ved by V. Araxgio-Ruiz {IlJf Ed. CL, xxxi,

1925, 177-8). I know’ only from a review by E. S. Forster Rrc.. xi., 1926, 200-1} a w’ork by

P, S, PhOTIADHIS on the institution of d7ro<r]pv^ii. 'H aTroK-qpv^LS iv Tcp LXpxalo) '¥.X\7)vlkcc> Ai*ca/&>. Athens,

Eleiitherudakis and Barth, 1925- Pp. 53. 25 Drachmas.

A reference must here be made to 8. Ll RIA^s Vater und Solnie in den loo/en lihrarisrhen Papyri (see ^1^.

S. SoLAZzr discusses the question of the cessio hereditntis in P. Ryl, 117. P, RyL 111^ in Roxcolta

Lumhroso., 246-52. L. Ggexoux’s La eessio honor u,

a

is rcwiew’od by P. Jouguet ^Rrr. ft. anc., xxvii, 1925,

259-60).

I must here refer to Bruck's elaborate work Totenteil und Seehjvrot ini griechischen Recht noticed above

in 1.

Property and obligation. I know only from a review by A. Steixwexter {Krit. Viertdjahrsschr. f. Ges,

. Rechtsn'., 3. Folge, xxi, 170-90} a work by H. vSteinek, Datio in solntma. Steixek himself makes no
use of papyri, but Steinwenter's review contains some important remarks on them pp. 182-4, 189-90\

especially on the class i>f document described by some as datio in solatum
;
he regards it as PranunLera-

tionskauf.

R. Taubenschlag discusses the various ways in which provision is made in contracts for ingress and
egress and the legal aspect of the question. He concludes that it is best ‘Mas Recht auf PiVoSoy und
nur als Pertinenz mis Immobiiiarzubehor; aufzufassen." D^s Recht auf Claohos und in den Pa,pyri^

in Archil', viii, 25-33.

15—2
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I know only from a reference by P. M. Meyer a work by Schonbacer, Beitrage zur Geschichte des

Liege/ischaftsrechts^ which evidently deals Liter alia wdtli jiapyri.

B. Brugi discusses the evidence of P, Stud. Pap. xxii, 131 for the law as to responsibility for damage

to neighbouring property. Rapporti di vicinanza tra edifizi in un papiro di Bok/wpeion, in llaccolta Luni-

hroso^ 302-4.

Kunkel, in an article on Diligentia in Z. Sav.-8t.^ XLV, 266 flf., makes some use of papyrus material.

Associations. A. Stockle reviews San Nicolo's Vereinsicese/i, ii, 1 ^ Byz. xxv, 192o, 170-2).

Process. A. Steinwenter reviews M. Wla.ssak, Bus Hassische Prozessformel iStzgsher. Wiener Ak\^

ecu. 3. Abh., 1924. Pp. 249). The work itself is not papyrological, but in his review Steinwenter (pp.

379-82) discusses the Greek law as to Trp6a-K\r)cni with papyrus references. In Z. Bar.-St.y XLVi (1926),

373-83.

L. Wenger's Praetor uncX Formel [Stzgsher. Buy. Ak. W5.?., 1926, 3. Abh., Mlinchen, 1926. Pp. 122),

received just as this goes to press, has some papyrus references. I niu^t refer aL>o to another important

work by Wenger, his Institutionen des roraischen ZivilprozessreehtSy Mlinchen, M. Hueber, 192o. Pp.

xi4'3o5.

J. C. Xaber, in § exxT of his Ohservutimicnlue de inre PiommiOy refer-^ {Mnetnosyae. Liii, 192o, 51-2) t(^

P. Tebt. 286 = Mitteis, Ckrest. 83.

The new Oxyrhyuchus documents exemplifying the process per lihethnn have attracted a good deal of

attention. I have noted the following articles on them : P. Collinet, Les P. (Jj tf. h^7<l-lSS2 et la proce-

dure par lihelle acant Jestinietiy in Rec. hist, dr, fr. et etr.y 4 S., iii 1924;, 720-5
;
A. Steinwenter, A'eue

Crkunden znni hyzaatinisehea Lihellprozessey in Fesfs<-hrift fur iJustur Huunusek >^6 pages)
;
L. Wenger,

Seiie Lihellpupyriy in Puiccolta Lmahroso^ 325-34.

A. Steinwenter has contributed to the series Mnncheiuu' Beitruge vjr Papf/rnsfi^rsehuyg und Autiken
(Heft 8) a monograph entitled Die Btreitbee,) dignng dureh Urteily Sehiedsprurh und Ver-

gleich uach grieddschem RechU (Munchen, C. H. Beck, 1925. Pp. x + 205), which, though dealing mainly
with classical Greek law and that seen in inscriptions, refers, on occasion to papyri. Revii^wed bv K. Latte
{ O/ioniotiy II, 1926, 209-12

;
favourable).

D, EnsSLIN studies the interesting Princeton p.ipyrus published by Dewing. Fin Prozessrergleich unter
Klerikern veyni Juhre IfSl {Zu Papyrus Princeton ~>~n, in RJ(ein. X.F., lxxv, 422-46

Finally, a reference may be made to Taubenschlag’s article on the law of Menander’s Epitreponte.%
for which .see § 1.

PanetHury. F. voN WoESs’s Asylweseii has been reviewed by Fr. Pkingsheim (Viertdj.f. Poz. it.

Wu'tsehuftsgesch.y xviii, 1925, 399-402 ; laudatory
; evidently thinks it better on the social and political

than on the legal side), D. Cohen {Museum, Leiden, xxxii, 1924-5, 246-8), G. JIelbki iTheol. Lit.-Z.
XLix, 1924, 509-10; laudatory; prefers Wilcken's view of the KaroY.}), ai/d J. G. T[AiT] g/.Z/.X., xlvi'
1926, 143-4

;
important for the Persians of the Epigone). In an artirlo Ao-t-Xm in Pur.-St., xlvi*(1926)!

32-67, von Woess supplements Ins book with non-Fgyptian exaniides )f asylum and some new Egyptian
ones. He upholds bis theory of the Epigone and Lis view of the Karoxf He brings forward some good
arguments on the last point, which, however, though they give additional support to his view, fad to
convince me that he is right.

7. Palaeography and Diplomatic.

A very important puLlieation under this head is a handbook of Greek palaeography by W. Schubart
Though it bears the wider title, its subject is, strictly speaking, the palaeography of Greik papyri rather
than Greek palaeography in general, since Schdbart, altliongh he adds a section' on mediaeval minuscule
script, treats this part of his theme only summarily, confessing himself « u.,t at home ” on this subject and
confining himself to the no doubt excellent but far from exhaustive selection of foesimiles in Cavaueri
and Lietzhanm s Specimiaa todicum Graecoram \ atu’anoriaa. It is the first section of the book that
dealing with the script of papyri, to which students will mainly turn, and indeed it would perhaps, in the
circumstances, h.ave been better to cut out the sccoiid part altogether and devote the space saved to even
fuller illustration of the papyrus han.ls. Here Schcbakt is a master, and his work is of immense value
for Kenyons earlier treatment of the subject is now out of date, and a comprehensive ^uide to it making
use of recent material, was badly needed. Tliere are numerous aiid g.,od facsimiles,Ind besides these
Schubart constantly makes use of the handy and wonderfully cheap volume Papyri Graecae BeroUnenses
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which he himself contributed to the serie.'i Tabulae in Usani Seholaratn. Xut onlj i-^ his treatment far

fuller than any which has preceded it, but he handle:- the -abject in a ditfereut way, seeking to write, in

some sort, a history of style in handwriting. There are
2
)oiiits on which one feels inclined to challenge his

views, but that merely shows that he makes an individird approach to the subject and is not content to

repeat received opinions. ^More serious complaint might be made in some matters of form. The utility of

a book of this kind does not end with a single reading ; it is inevitably ii^ed as a handy work of reference,

as a storehouse of examples by which one may refresh ones memory of hainls and with which new papyri

m<iy be compared. But as such its utility is serioudy impaired by the fact that the facsimiles have no

descriptions under them
; it is sometimes a lengthy business to find the date, reference and transcri

2
)ts of

given plate, and the transcripts are rendered still more ditficult to collate witli the facsimiles by the

fact that they are [)rinte<l continuously, without separation of lines. It is much to bo hoped that in a

second edition an improveuient will be made in thi> respect. This however is only a formal blemish ; the

volume is a real achievement, and Schubart has rendereil papyrology and palaeogra]>hy a valuable service.

Handbucli der Alttrtu'insu'imn.^ehaft (1. v. Muller, new ed. by \V. Otto), Band, 4. Abteilimg, 1. Halfte:

Talaeographie. Erster Teil. (JriuuhUche Palacagraphan ^luiwhen, 0. 11. Beck, BJilo. P]). viii+184. 120

Illustrations. Reviewed by A. H[Ei.sENnERo] Z., xxvt, 15)2G, 1G3-4 ; brief notice/ and (b Zereteli

{Oifonion^ II, 102G, 482-90).

ScHiAPARELLi\s DacuniPHti Rouiaui (see Ju'urnaly x, 1G8^ has Wn reviewed by P. M. Meyer {Z, vergL

Reehtsir., LI, 1925, 286-7).

I). Bassi gives an account of the Latin papyri foiiuJ at Herculaneum, luMtiiig other scholars to

examine them '‘e a vedere se e possibilo cavarne cpialcosa di })Ui.' It is good new- tli.it the veto previously

imposed on foreigners as regards these papyri is now removed. I Ptigu'i Kreohmesi Latin in Aeggpt'ts^

VII (1926'), 203-14. In another article Ba.ssi gives a pluUograph of two rolls whic-h .still have the wooden

cylinder in the middle. Papiri Ercobnipsi ad uifindrtito, ibid., 220-2.

A. KOrte sliows from P. Berl. 13045 Tlemades dialogue) that Ohly (^ee the article I’efeiTcd to in

Journed^ XI, 104), with whose arguments in general he agrees, was wrong in generalizing them ; sometimes

not the normal but the actual lines were numbered. Zvr antikiat liuniutrie^ in Heriurs^ lx (1925),

259-60.

A. Mentz has published an elabor.itc .study of (Ti-eek tachygraphy, W’lth tables of signs, which sin add

be extremely useful and mark a real step forward in this ditficult subject. Die helhnhtische Tachggraphiey

in Archir^ viii, 34-59.

M . N. Stearns has read a paper on the protocol in P. Oxy. xvi, PL iii. A note of it, but without

indication of contents, is given in Pruc. Am. PJnL lv (1924), xxxii.

G. Karo reviews Kuhn's Rehreihgi^rat {Or. Ld.-Z., xxviii, 1925, 69 .

J. IIasEBRoek, as an a<klendiim to his Signaltnimt., calls attention to Suet., Aag. 65, 3, which show.s

(1) that the practice of gi\ing such descriptions existed (Hitside of EgyjJt, (2; that a regular scheme of

arrangement was followed. Zurn antib n Sigmdttunnf, ni H^ rinea, LX (1925), 369-71.

Exler's Form of the Anrdnt Greek Letter has been reviewed by C. Clssi fjuU. Fit. CL, xxxi. 1924,

65-6
; favourable), H. A. Hamilton f'latss, Phil., xxi, 1926, 183-4), and J. Simon ^A/luL XLiii,

1925, 415-16).

8. Lexicography and Grammar.

Papyi‘ologists, even more perhaps than other (ireek -cholars, will welcome the long-expected new
edition of “Liddell and Scott," edited by H. Stuart Jones with the assistance of R. ^Iackenzie. The

eighth edition of the famous work had long been out of date ;
almost every new c»»llection of papyri or

inscriptions brings its quota <)f new words or old words used lu new connexions, and indeed the old lexica

are really of little u.se for the student of papyri. The new edition, to which many scholars contribute

material, makes full use of documentary papyri and inscriptions, besides the newly -discovered literary

texts, and is furtlier enriched by a systematic exploitation of literary woi*ks already known but not fully

utilized in the earlier editions. By a drastic process of com[>res^iou, particularly in the form of the refer-

ences, it has been pos.sible Loth to include the new words and senses and to augment considerably the

number of references, wuthout substantially increasing the number of pages. The work is being issued,

unlike previous editions, in parts, of which two have already appeared. A Greek-English Lexicon. Oxford,

Clarendon Press, Part 1 : A—a 7ro,3aAa>, 1925 ;
Part 2 : a 7ro,3uXXa)—SiaXcyco, 1926.

Part VI of Moulton and Milligan's vocabulary has ap[)eared, bringing the work down to pu>vi>vgL
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(pp. 473-566). The Vocahulary of the Greek Testament. London, Hodder and Stoughton, 1926. net.

A review will follow.

A reference may also be made to the second edition, by W. Bauer, of Preuschen’.s Gricchi.sch-

Deutsches Worterhuch zu den Schriften des Senen Testaments. Five parts have so far appeared, reaching

Karayoa. Giessen, A. Topelmann, 1925-6. vii pp. + 640 col. Reviewed l)y A. Deissmann (D. Lit.^Z.., N.F.,

II, 1925, 1105-9
;
high praise

;
Preuschen’s work was very unsatisfactory, both in plan and execution,

but Bauer has completely remodelled it and his work is excellent ; one or two small points criticized).

The late Fr. Preisigke’s Worterhuch.^ seen through the press by E. Kiessling, is proceeding rapidly.

Part 3, ending Yol. i, and Parts 1 and 2 of Yol. ii, bringing down the work to cri-rof^a, have appeared

during the period under review. A portrait of the lamented author is a}>pended to Part 1 of Yol. II.

Worterhuch der grlechischen Fapyrusurkunden u.s.w. Berlin, Selbstverlag der Erben, 1925-6. (To be

obtained from Friiiilein Grete Preisigke, Grobzig in Anhalt.) Reviewed by AVilcken {D. Lit.-Z.., N.F.,

ir, 1925, 1353-9
;

first two parts
;
high praise

; approves plan, and defends the work against criticisms),

ScHUBART {Or. Lit.-Z.^ XXVIII, 1925, 17-19
;
Yol. i), Crunert {(Jnomon, i, 1925, 2S9-94

;
Yol. i : ‘‘Der

Grundgedanke vortrefilich, der Arbeitsplan nicht genugeml, die nach dem gewahlten Plane vorgenommene
Au.sarbeitung fast ganz zuverlassig und ziemlich erschopfend, dor schnello, sauberc Druck lobenswert,

Beseitigung der mancherlei, besonders spraehlichen INlangel diirch oincn Erganzungsband dringend

erwiinscht, das 5Verk schon jetzt eiu notwendiges Rustzeug tiir den Philologen ’’

;
an important review,

with many suggestions in detail), Fr. Bilabel {Phil. Woch.., xlvi, 19:^6, 6U3-6
;
Parts 2 and 3), and

F. Zorell {Bihlica, vi, 1925, 482-5
;
Parts 1 and 2 ; critical but appreciative).

Prelsigke’s Xamenhach is reviewed by YTlcken {D. Lit.-Z.^ X.F., ii, 192.5, 253-<'^ i.

I know only from a review by K. F. W. Schmidt {Phil. Woch., XLV, 1925, ,326 a doctoral dissertation
b^ B. IMeiner.smann entitled iJe papyiorum vocabulis lutiJLis graecf^ tra ftsrnptis eorv napie rattoinhos gram-
maticis. JJeutschcr Auszag. Munsterer Dokturdissertat ion, 1924. Pp. 8

In lettei xx\ iii to Calderini {Aegyptos, vi, 36-S; G. Lumbkoso discusses ancient ulossaries and
manuals of con\ersation for stiangers not con\erstiiit with foreign languages, enumeratin’*’ four such
known to him. I may here refer to the Greek-Coptic glossary of Dio^corus mentioned in § 3 above, and
to LuMBROSO^s Alexandrian glossary mentioned in ^ 4.

B. Olsson, whose valuable collection of private letters I mentioned in 3,hasbecii doing useful work also
on various linguistic points. In one article he collects examples of substantives in the result being to
confirm, with a high degree of probability, the meaning ^ Lohn ' oder ‘ Kosten ’ fur etwas already sug-
gested by the present writer {Aegyptns, ii, 284). Die Sahstanfiva ovf -rpov in dmi Papurh in Aegyptus, vi
(1925), 289-93. In another he calls attention to a Latin gratfito which contains ociianL apparently in the
sense ‘‘hurrah," “bravo," found in several papyrus texts. He does not doubt that or 'QKmaval is

vocative of
^

QKeaiAs . I2KEANE, in Aegyptos, vi, 295-6. In a third ho collects in.stances of trade-names in
-as (all are of the Roman or Byzantine period). Die Geirerhenarnen anf -a? in d^o> P<(py,o\ in AapipUns vi,
247-9. In a fourth he deals with the following words :—Trepuiyeiv (P. Edgar 33

; rjerfL (P. Lonil. iii, 1170
verso

; ;
ri) nu^a ilyx^peda (P. Bond. V, 1674, 21, correcting an error in Preisigke'.s W>rter-

buch); peXXoKohpLa (P. Oxy. XII, 1484); appoK { ), ), (f^apaKp '

) (B.G.U. I, 344).
Sprachliche Bemerkungen zu eiolgen Papyrusstelhn, in Aegyptus, vn ^1926), 108-12. Finally in another
he explains the Xela in Hesych. 4, 284, s.r. xm Edgar 15, 7; iio^rlov (Hosych. 4,'

7) as~^a><TzW,
P. Stud. Pal., XX, 67, 35 S B. 1160-4, from the same)

; d\\a^tpLiipLoi> JJu Gauge), cf P Stud.
Pal, XX, 245, 25, dXa^ipdpLo. 5, “ Wechselskleid ”

;
so too P. Cairo .Hasp, 67006 verso, 66, dXaAaudpviou.

Drei Glos.^en, in Symholae Osloeases, iv (1926), 62-3.

P. Kretschmer, seeking to determine the earliest date at which the modern meaniticr “l.read” can l.e
traced f<,r and quoting papyri, fixes “chro 400” as the teruuna, </ .jm [But'he is wromr- cf
P. Lond. 1914, 49, 52 {.levs and Chrutians ai Egy^.t, p. 60), wliore the meaning is clear.! Scot vnd'wAi
ini A eugriechischen, in Glotta, xv (1926 , 60-5.

^

H_. \VIESMAXX publishes a note on 'l-MeT^noi^ (-Corpom ct capitis iucUnati.M.s, as in Du Cange)
111 Zeitschr. f ag. ^pr., lxii (1926), 08.

’ 5 /

L0MBROSO 1.1 letter 73 to Wilcke.v {Archiv, viii, 73) discusses the common expres.don or Smira,-
e* MfyuXwr .ca-Srreor, which he tliiiiks wa.s a stock phrase used particularly of peril by sea
G. Flore discusses the meaning of with reference to P.S.I. 906. Sod a'psi 000 in

Aegypius, vii (1926), 271-4.

W. Spieoelbebg in his AgyptolorjUchc Alitieiluagen (see
§ 4 al.ovc) devote.s

§ u to the subject den
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(jnechisched I htrsetzuugen ayyptischer Eigeroiaiam^ showing that in double names one is often a transla-

tion of the other. He gives interesting examples. In another article, on the identification of the dead with
the hawk, he deals with Greek names with the prefix TLaxog-^ which belong to this class, even when applied
to living person.'^. This use was either prole})tic or perhaps due to the fact that the persons so called were
mvstae of some hawk-god. Die Folkeahezeirhiiung des Verstorhenen in der Spatzrit^ in Zeitsehr, f, ag. Spr.,

LXII (1926), 27-34.

H. P. Blok discusses the Greek loan-word>s in Coj^tic. Die griechischen Leh inverter im Ko'ptischen, in

Zeitsehr, f.
ag. Epr., LXii, 49-60.

K. Sethe points out that the Egyptian h at the beginning of words should not be written in transcrip-

tions of the (h*eek forms of such words. Zur Wieilergahe des aggptiselea h uni Wortunfa ,ig dureh die

Grieehen, in G.G.X.^ 1925, 50-6.

E. Mayser has at last published a continuation (not vet accessible to me) of his invaluable grammar
of Ptolemaic papyri. Grcunnuftik der grieckische/t Pupgri ecus dtr Ptoltniderz^'it^ niit Eutschlnss der gleick-

zeitigea Ostraka und der in Aegiipten verfa.sAten Lisehriffen, Baiai 2 : Satzlehre. AmAgtiseher Teil, Halfte 1.

Pp. XX 4- 390. Berlin, Walter de Gruyter, 1026. Mk. 45. Reviewed by D. G. Hesselino Leiden,

xxxiii, 1925-(;, 256-8).

In Proe. Am. Pkd. Lv (1024), xxix is given an abstract of a pa])cr by R. C. Horn entitled Te.rtnnl

and Graniimitieal Comments on Certain Popgri.

B. Olsson shows that the nominative was often used instead of the accusative to indicate time in the

X.T. and LXX. He quotes papyrus examples. Akuniinatic hei Zeithtstinimvng in den Ha/^^//’qin Aegyptns.^

VI (1925), 294,

G. Ghedini has undertaken a useful piece of wmrk in a study of the language of Marcus Aurelius,

which illustrates and is illustrated by the papyri. La lingua greca di Marcu Anrelio Antonino. Parte
Priraa : Fonetica e ^forfologia. (Pubbl. d. LTiiv. Gatt. del Sacro Cuore, S. iv, Vol. v.) Milano, "‘Vita e

Pensiero,*’ [1926], Pp. xv-f-90.

9. General IVorks, Bibliography, Miscellaneous Xotes on Papyrus Texts.

W. L. M^estermann publishes an interesting and suggestive popular re\iew of papyri regarded as
historical material. The Greek Papyri as Historical Material, in Class. ^YeAly, xix (1925), 51-5, 59-62.

M. Hombert has published his inaugural lecture of the Doctoral en Philologie classique on 27 Oct.

1925, in which he gives an account of the history and scope of papyrology. La Papyrologie greerpie, in

llei\ de I C niv. de Briucelles, xxxi (1925—6), 168-89.

K. Kalbfleisch publishes a popular lecture given at the 150th anniversary of the Wormser Zeitung

on 7 Feb. 1926, in which he deaH with the human as[)Oct of papyri. Three of the P. land, are given in

facsimile. Griechische Fa ndlienpapiere ans Agyyten. Worms, E. Kranzbuhler Gebr. Gnyrim [1926]. Pp, 9,

2 Plates.

J. A. Nairn publishes a popular account of life as revealed by the papyri. It is an interesting paper,

but not always up to date in the texts used, and it does not take sutheient account of the differences

between the Greek and the Egyptian parts of the population. Illustrations, from Papyri, of the Mantiers

and Cnstanis of Graeeo-Rorna n Egypt, in Trans. Roy. Soc. Lit., xxx. Pp. 23.

The last edition of Deissmann's Lieht coni Ostea is reviewed by J, Behn (Or. Lit.-Z., xxvi, 1923, 577-8)

and E. Schwartz {Byz. Z., xxv, 1925, 154-6; unfriendly
;
points out various uiisconceptions).

Schubart’s Jahrtausend is reviewed, along with his Agypten, by AY. Otto iPJdl. iror/<., xlv, 1925,

328-31). His Papyruskunde (in Gercke and Xorden) is reviewed by E. Kuhn {Or. Lit.-Z., xxix, 1926, 113
;

high praise).

J. G. AIachen reviews AlEECHAii’s Light from Anciejtt Letters {Princeton Theol. Rec., xxiii, 1925, 675).

There have been many references in this bibliography to the Raccolta Lumhroso. The full reference to

this valuable collection of articles, largely papyrological, ^^eems appropriately to bdl under this section :

Raccolta di scritti in onore dt Giacomo Lumhroso {ISJfJf-FAo). Pubbl. di '‘Aegyptus,” S. Seientifica

:

\o\. in. Milano, 1025. Pp. xlvii + 538. Reviewed by AY Arangio-Ruiz {Aegyptus, vii, 1926, 154-62).

P. Al. AIeyer reviews Aegyptus, iii-v, with notes on other publications, in Z. cergl. Rechtsw., li (1925),

282-5. Reference may here he made to three useful bibliographies: the admirable Bulletin Papyrologique

of S. DE Ricci {Rev. et. gr., xxxvii, 1924, 83-113), Hunt’s in The Years ]york in Classical Studies,

1923-4, 67-76, and that in the Byz. Z., xxv, 403-512.
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W.C-R.-iNKHT makes vaUua.lo coutril.utions to the text and interpretation of the following

WiLCKEN-, Cluvit. 1; Chrest. 401; the -‘rLirse of Artemisia’ ;
letters 2, ,,

s, 10 lx IJ, - > - -
“

Deis.sm.vxss Lkht rma O.te., He is always aeute and write.s from a vast fund of learning.

too ready to till in lacunae, for eicperieuec has shown that even the greatest acutenes.s and the widct

learning can rarely l>o trusted to restore accurately a text ^\Llch l^ very mipeifect un e.'.s ai y c

parallels are available. De critici in popjris ^xerceuda, in RaccuUi 439-o34.

G ViTELLi issues some corrections to various papyri in the >eries P.S.I. ^ oZ'e/e. e ptipitOMjt''

Aegifptus^ vir (1026), 2()9-'70.

ileforence may }>e made here to R. C. Horn’s paper noted in ^ 8.
^ ^

H. Gerstinger, stating that Ibscher has worked on various p.ipyri at A ivnna, cleaning am Piecing

tocrether fragments, communicates a number of new reading, which he and (fm* the - Topierorakel }

L. Radermacher have obtained in conseipionce. .1//. drr Ihc/C/- r^fppnt-'^'^annidat^ijRm IHc/iC/ di.x itt
^

NLiv 1 1924-5), 218-20.

With the belp of B.G.r. vi, 1270, D. Cohen neatly supplies some lacunae in

Mnernosgue, Liv (1926), 81-2.

:\L Besnier calls attention to the Latin document of ^ale, P.S.I. 72!), and make-

on it (currency, the Roman corps mentioned, rpiestion^ of citizoudiip 35>0' xir h

Societa Italiana, in C'.-/u laser, tt B.-L., 1925. 124-8.

H. HeNNE ^uves reason to date P.S.L 33 in the .lutunin of either 150 or 1*3 A D.

P. Tebt. I, 100, in

. various comments

; ~'U <h:s Papiri della

so.r f<j. dut^ d*-

P.S.L Caire in Aeggptus, vii (1926., 2*5-(;.

Lumbuoso in letter 72 to Willken :Arr/dr, viii, 6i>-2'. su-gcsts that in P. Grenf. ii, 73, “citizen' being

an honourable title, ttoXitlk^ may be a de..cri 2
>tive epithet, not a name.

J. MussEHL, in a note on P. Oxy. in, 471, iiiake.> two attractive ..ugge-tion.^ for reading... Zn P^ip. Oxp.

111. Jpp in Henaes, LXI (1926y 111-12.

W. Sfiegelberg point, out that = which occurs in the (4reek4 ’optic glo^^ary ol

Dioscoriis (see above, 3), is exi^laiiied by a pas.age in Epitihanun, which .diows tliat veffxod was an

Egvptian word for Kpo^cncViXo?. ^Soul” This the god Xeplioto mentioned in S.-B. 23,=^‘Xil-

Zeus mit Beinamen Xephotes’' [but would not this bo expressed by rm" K<i\<,vixivuv or roC ^al kA].

Kvi€pin'jTr]s Ne/v\oD ill that text i. a priest. Per Bolt Xtphotts Xfr-htpy n/fd der KvA^pvijrrjs des Xils, in

Zeitschr. f. og. Apr., LXII (1926;, 35-*,

10. Miscellaneous and Personal.

A. E. R. Boak gives an account of the first season’, re.ult.. in the University of Michigan's excavations

at Kbm XVashim (Karans}. The Uairersitg of Miehigan's Exearatiofr< ot Kor^nd.s: 7924-7, in Jourt^^B^ xii

M926', 19-21. Plate ix I'air photograjih . I niay mention that last ..ea^<jn, thouch les^ tn'oducti\e than the

first, vielded .some valuable ''fimls, ’ and that the present one i-^ still more .successful. Valurible, however,

as .some of the objects found I'liot merely papyri. Imt glass, pottery, textiles, basket-work, etc. ' may be, the

main importance of the dig lies in the fact that for the first time a purely Griecodloinan town i. being

.scientifically and thoioughly excavated, not merely for the sake of the papyri whicli may l)e found there,

but for its own sake, in order to plan its streets and houses and to obtain .in idea of the life lived in it.

H. HeNne gives an .iccount of the excawitions of the Institut fraiicms d’Archeologie orienLile at Tell

Edfu in the seasons 1921-2, 1923, 192 4. At present only the Muslim town has been touched. Sonie good

finds have been made: an Arabic bot^k, two big Arabic contracts on g.izelle's .skin, besides fragments,

Uoptic pa[)yri, Greek, Coptic and Arabic ostraca, etc, Tdl Edf<j>i, in A^ggptas, vi s 1925
,
285-8.

Xy. ScHUBART gives his impressions on a ivcent visit to Egy[)t and Palestine, with some remarks on

the state of the papyrus market. Ans Aggpten lutd P^histiaa, in Unotiwn, ii ^1926;, 61-3.

Our science has suffered heavy losses during the 2)eriod under review, Grenfell, Lembrosg, Partsch

and JoRS arc names familiar t<^ all who are interested in pat>yri ;
E. CusTA was first and fiu'emo.st a

Roman jurist, but he h<id done valuable work al.o on pa})yrus texts.

Grenfell’s break-down in health had for some years remr>ved him fi-mu the ranks of active workers in

the field, but hojic. h.id been entertained that he might yet recover and return to the .studies which he

had so much at heart, and the news of iiis death came as a .shock to all. To those jirivileged to know him

it was doubly grievous; a singularly attractive tiersoiiality, a loyal friend, a generou. and magnanimous

soul has been taken from them. An obituary notice ]>y J. G. Mii.ne has ap2>earcd in i\u^ Journal., and

another, by Wilcken, has been 2)ubhshed in Buomoa^ ii iT926;, 557-60.
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Lumbroso died shortly before the appearance of the Festschrift designed to celebrate his eightieth

birthday. In the natiu‘e of things he could not long have continued his labours, but up till his last illness

his hand had lost none of its cunning, and the stimulating and suggestive letters, full of curious learning

and of a surprising freshness, which he contributed to the Arekiv and other periodicals, will be sorely

missed. The Rciccolta which bears his name contains an obituary with a bibliography and a portrait

(pp- xi-xviii, obituary by Calderini, xix-xlvi, bibliography by A. Lumbroso), Notices of him have been

published also by E. Breccia {BulL Soc, Arch, d\ilex.^ No. 21, 86-91
;

portrait) and W. Schubart
{Gnomon, i, 1925, 54).

Partsch and Jors had both done work of great importance on the juristic side of papyrology. The
former in particular had for years devoted his penetrating intellect wuth enthusiasm to the elucidation

of the many legal problems offered alike by the Greek and the Demotic papyri, and a whole series of

masterly studies remains to be a memorial of his activities. Obituaries of him ha\'e been published by
P. DE Francisci

{Aeg^ptus,
v, 1924, 333-6) and O. Lenel {Z. Sai\~St., xlv, 1925, v~xx)

;
of JuRs by

E. ScHONBAUER {ibid., XLVi, 1926, vii-xiii). A. Albertoni publishes an obituary, wuth bibliograi^hy,

of E. Costa {Aeggptus, vii, 1926, 285-94).

Journ, of Egypt. Arch. xiii. 16
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IS^OTICES OF RECE]SrT PUBLICATIONS

Etvd^s de naiitique egyptieyine. Vart de la navigation ea Egypte jiisgiCa la fin de Fancien empire. Par

Charles Boreux. Mem. de Flnst. Franc. d’Arch. Orient, du Cairo. Tome cinquanti^me. Le Caire :

]>i‘emier fascicule 1924, deuxieme fasc. 1925. Pp. vii + 569.

The need of a classical work on Egyi)tian ships and navigation has lung been felt. As M. Boreux Sc\ys

in his preface, Reisner's Models of Ships and Boats and Assmann’s study of the representations of ships

from the monuments of Sahure^ deal—not always in accordance with his views, but conscientiously—with

hmall areas of a large field. Graser, who attempted to take in as much as was visible in Das Seeicesen der

alten Aegypter^ wrote nearly sixty years ago. Hitherto ReisnePs book has been by fiir the most useful,

even for the general character of Egyptian ships. But when we are told that the two volumes under

review are only the first ]>art of a complete study of the subject, we may reasonably expect to find the

Models of Ships and Botfts relegated completely to the position of the catalogue which it was originally

intended to be. The tragedy of a monumental work such as M. Boreux’s is, that to be what it is, it must

take in so much material, to a great extent of a technical nature, that it assumes too much the character

of a reference book, in which the wood cannot be seen for the trees
;
hence the work is never re^id as a

whole, though its pre.'^ence for consultation is necessary to every student. Here perhaps the reviewer can

be of service to the student (as well as to the author), by saying emphatically that M. Boreux’s book does

not deserve such a fate.

The whole of the first volume, with the exception of a few pages, reads without a suspicion of the

catalogue, and alth<Righ there are over a hundred pages in the second confined to the discussion of

technical details of the parts of the ship, the main the.sis of the book is kept steadily in view till its

.summary at the finish. (One may add that the separate publication of the volumes with a year s interval

between them is misleading to this extent, that fase. 1 is useless without its fellow. Indeed they divide

a sentence, and the preface—by this and other tokens— written after the whole work was finished and

ready to print—is found at the beginning offasc. 2.)

It must be admitted that the interest and importance of M. Boreux’s Etudes de nautigne igyptienne for

Egyptologists lie largely in the fact that he is not concerned only with nautical matters. From this

starting point he has adventured into long excursions in the field of religion, e.g. his very important study

of the feast and on a larger scale, his exposition of the preservation of the horien type

of boat in religious affairs as a reminder of the early victories of the god and his followers in ships

of that type. But it is his own valuation of the material as primarily historical evidence that sustains our
interest. His thesis, as we shall see, is as important for the light it throws on the early history of Egypt
a.'^ for its maintenance of a logical evolution of the Egyptian ship.

The two principal races which, added to the indigenous African inhabitants, went to the making of

hir^toric Egypt appear to have i)Ossessed essentially different types of boats, each of which predominated
according as the one or the other people was successful in the prehistoric period. The first to arrive was
that race one of whose most characteristic cultural features was the buff pottery with designs in red
fre<iuently bearing representations of boats of a certain fixed type. This type, from its common occurrence
at Xakadah is called by Boreux naqadien. It was made of reeds or light wood, and from certain details,

notably the branch in the prow, i.s shown to have come from the east; but so anciently, that for

practical purposes it must be considered indigenous. As such it characterizes the whole of the prehistoric

period proper. The second invasion also comes from the east, but not from so far afield as the first.

M. Boreux has no difficulty in identifying its source as Mesopotamia, and its route with that suggested by
Frankfort, on other evidence, namely the Persian Gulf and the Red Sea. (As both these authors’ Studies ”

appeared at the same time, neither could make use of the other’s evidence.) The principal god of this new
race was the falcon which gives Boreux horien as his term for the second main type of Egyptian ship. It

is known to us from comparatively few examples from Egypt, the most familiar of which are the “foreign”
boats in the Hierakonpolis paintings, and the well-known representations on the Gebel el-‘Arak knife.

The boats were made of wood, and were decked and keeled. From the moment of their arrival—towards
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the end of the prehistoric age, in what Boreux calls the predynabtic—the horiea people had to

struggle with tlie, by now almost indigenous, naqadien and sethien civilizations which it found in south

and north respectively; the representations of the boats reflect this struggle. In spite however of the

horien conquest, the naqadien hull, so much more fitting to the nature of the river and marshes, rapidly

predominated, till, by the beginning of the Old Kingdom, it had supplanted its rival in all kinds of vessel

except certain religious boats which kept up the ancient ritual of the race. The cunous fact that the Sethi*nis^

themselves probably of the same stock in Asia as the Horiens^ should be using the tia<[ad(en type of boat,

is probably accounted for by M. Boreux’s suggestion that as they came into Egypt by the land route

—

over the Isthmus of Suez—they had no ships of their own with which to oppose the yaqudie/h'< when they

arrived, and were therefore ready enough to take those over. But in any case their arrival seem.N to have

been by way of infiltration rather than invasion, and they would thus be less likely to fierce such an im-

portant cultural element as a new method of navigation into the place of an already >ucces^ful one. But

while the naqadien hull prevailed for all civil purposes the conquering lloriena retained their own

rigging, and the ordinary boat thus assumed a composite form, which was stereotyped in the hieroglyph

of the boat found in the Pyramid Texts.

So far the evolution of the ship, illustrating the history of the laud, is tolerably clear. But with the

Memphite Dynasties it is seriously confused by the displacement of the horien rigging in the north, and

the appearance of an essentially different mast and sail whose form resembles that of certain Far-Eastern

ships. M. Boreux is not prepared to press this resemblance so closely as he is in the case of the naqadien

vessels—the similarities are, of course, between diflerent things in the two cases, or the problem would be

much simpler—and his frank inability to explain, or account for, this divergence is the one weak ^pot in

his argument. It remains inexplicable, and we can only state that the type must have been in existence

in the Delta—whatever its origin—for a considerable time to have been of sufficient importance to compel

the Iloriens to assimilate it into their culture. It is clear however that in spite of the unification of Egypt

under Memphite rule the type of vessel used was not the same throughout the land, for the Horien

^

of the

south retained their native ship—i.e. horien rigging and naqadien hull. More important still, whenever

we find the southern tribes pushing up into the north, e.ij. at the end of the Sixth Dynasty and at the

beginning of the Middle Kingdom, we find also the horiea type of boat reaj)pearing in the north. Indeed

the vessel with Far-Eastern masts begins to lose ground in the First Intermediate Period, and later dis-

appears for good, its place being taken by the Theban boats of horien type, which from the beginning of

the New Kingdom became general throughout the country.

Thus if we put on one side the mdt-chevre and its peculiar sail, the evolution of the Egyptian .sliip is

a steady logical progression, drawing its improvements from the genius of the country, and owing nothing

to Mediterranean influences until the great increase of relations with foreign peoples—notablv the

Phoenicians—in the fulness of the New Kingdom.

Such is the outline of the historical theme of M. Boreux^s book. In detail it is full of suggestions,

which, as they are no more than that, hardly come into the main theme. Historically the most intei*estin»j-

period is the earliest : the difficulty is to discover how far we may consider the first invaders indigenous.

On this point I am not certain that M. Boreux is himself quite clear as to his view. The earliest

invaders, coming from a Far-Eastern country, used for that journey ships of wood—at any rate of

larger proportions and stronger material than the raft-like boats to which the name is given when thev

arrived in Egypt. This he admits. Moreover, he says that their naqadien type of boat was so naturally

adapted to the peculiarities of river-life in prehistoric Egy})t that it could not but have been continued in

use there. But elsewhere he seems to suggest that the indigenous boat was so obviously the right boat for

the conditions, that the invaders automatically adapted their boat to its character. But in that ca.Ne, whv
call the boat actually used in Egypt naqadien I

The paucity of remains for the study of early sea-going vessels must acctiunt for the comparatively

small space given to that side of Egyptian navigation. The main concluMon in regard to the boat.s is that

in general they resemble the river-boats, the differences being chiefly in incidental details, due to the

unusual size of the sea-faring ship
;
with one important constructional variation, namely the u>e of a

thick rope fastened from nose to stern passing over a crutch in the centre (if the hull, wliich thus aflbrded

a safeguard against the possibility of the boat breaking her back on a reef, or in heavy seas. A precisely

similar rope was used in the building of papyriform river-boats, in order to bend the W(jod into shape, and

to hold it so while work was in progress on the bull. But in this case the purpo.so ended with the com-

pletion of the boat.

16—2
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By the exhaustiveness of his references, the number of years that he has devoted to this particular

study, and his obvious familiarity with its technical details M. Boreux puts himself almost beyond the

reach of criticism. One does not, however, require a special knowledge of nautical matters to have

stronger doubts than his as to the nature of the instrument in the hand of the man in Fig. 171, p. 408.

It is surely inconceivable that a man should point a megaphone in the opposite direction to that in w-hich

he is trying to make himself heard ! Again, in speaking of what he calls houees-tumpons Boreux rightly

di^tinguiishes the anchor weight hanging from the stern and the other wooden object tied to a shorter rope

which hangs from the bows, both of which Reisner called ‘‘bumpers” or “buffers.’’ When making notes on

the model boats in the British Museum I had considered the objects in the stern to be bumi^ers and

those in the bows to be mooring-buoys. The evidence from the earliest times onwards brought forward by

M. Boreux shows that the former must be anchors ; but the term hondes-tampons seems to be confusing, if not

incorrect for the latter. The word hoiide—as far as I can discover—always means buoy, and hoiiee-tampony

buoy-fender, is a mixture of terms which conveys an impracticable idea. It is clear hoTvever that M. Boreux

considers thcvse objects to have been used as fenders pure and simple. Yet their form, examples of which
he gives in Figs. 177 and 179, certainly suggests that they are made of w'ood “reconvert ou non de peau,”

rather than the alternative—“des outres de toile ou de sparterie, qu’on bourrait de fibre vegetale ou de
toute autre matik’e.” This and their conical tops (reminiscent of our own buoys) and evident attempt at

clear markings, are strong arguments, to my mind, f(;r seeing in these objects buoys for mooring purposes,

rather than fenders.

M. Boreux has taken full advantage of the generous method.s of the Institut Fran9ais, and has provided
the largest possible number of indices, including an elaborate cross-reference index to important notes.

The list of errata is apt to be overlooked at the end, and \vould have been better placed at the beginning
of the book. The author would not then run the risk of being misjudged. Both volumes are very fully

illustrated, chiefly with excellent line drawings by Mile Jeanne Evrard. But the very much smaller
number of photographs are not so successful; Fig. 2 is a good example of how poorly they are reproduced.
They take away very little, how^ever, from an invaluable work.

S. R. K. Glanville.

Leipzig : J. 0. Hinrichs. 1925. Pp. 52.
Judm und Griecken im Romisehen Alexandreia, Von H. I. Bell.

2 plates.

The quarrels between Greeks and Jews at Alexandria have taken up a substantial i)roi)ortion of the
recent literature dealing with Graeco-Roman Egypt, not without reason, as they throw much light on the
life and character of the city ; and as we have partisan statements from both sides at various periods
some of them only fragmentary, as well as one important pronouncement of an Emperor, it aflords an
interesting subject for study to piece together the bits of information and form an estimate’ of the merits
of the controversy.

The first two chapters of this pamphlet give an excellent summary of the history of the Jews in Egypt
under the Ptolemaic dynasty and their standing as an organized community, to which there is little^ to
add : it might however be suggested that more stress should be laid on the relation between the growth
of Alexandria as a trading centre and the increase in the importance of the Jewish colony in this pLod

Mr. Bell then reaches his main theme, and describes fully what is known of the strugMe whiJh con
tinned for a century, from the reign of Caligula to that of Hadrian, between the Greeks and Jews with
specially violent outbursts from time to time which led to action by the central Government at RomeHe rightly connects the antisemitism of this period with the anger of the Greeks'at finding themselves
deprived of their privileged position in Egypt, while there had been no derogation from the” standing of
the Jew.s: the situation might be summed up briefly by saying that the Greeks, not daring to attack”theRomans directly, vented their .spleen on the Jews, whom they regarded as favourites of the°Romans H’-
account of the tangled web of intrigue that is partially revealed by the documents that have been iires'erv,^
is admirably judicious. 1

After the reign of Hadrian the Jews appear but seldom in the records of events in Egypt fll th
ovitbreak of rioting under the auspices of the patriarch Cyril at the beginning of the fifth century wJhwhich Mr. Bell closes his story: and here it may be questioned whether his

’

adequate. Cyril had assumed the place of the gymnasiarchs of the first century as /eader of th
Roman party in Alexandria, and followed the example of his predeces.sors by attacking the
through the Jesvs : but, while his massacres and confiscations may have been

Government
more extensive than theirs,
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and the civil and military authorities were certainly much less able to control the situation, it seems to

be ascribing too much to his credit or discredit to suggest that he accomplished the extermination of the

Jews which the Greeks of the first century had failed to do. The Jewish colony had revived repeatedly

after the persecutions of the former period, and would probably have revived again in the fifth century,

if it had been worth the while of the Jews to remain at Alexandria: but the importance of the city as

a commercial centre had been waning for some time, and when Cyril had spent his force there was nothing

to attract the Jewish traders back. Similar instances of the disappearance of a Jewish colony cimcurrently

with the decay of mercantile prosperity can be found elsewhere : this review is written where a flourishing

community of Jews existed under the Angevin kings
;
but, as the grip of the Uni\'ersity throttled the local

trade of the city of Oxford, the Jews just vanished.

It may be noted that ^Ir. Bell’s pamphlet adds to its merits of scholarship and judgment that of being

readable.
J. G. Milne.

Kulturgesckichte des Altertums : ein Uherhlick iiher neue Erscheuiunge/i. ^ on alter Otto. Muncheii

:

C. H. Beck. 1925. Pp. x + 175.

It is necessary to add the sub-title of this work, or its nature and scope might easily be misconceived.

The author explains in his preface that it grew out of a series of reviews, which he thought it advisable to

use as the occasion for a summary review of the development of ancient culture as illustrated by various

recent works. Yet the result is far more than a mere review or bibliograt)hical survey. The volume con-

tains a brilliant and readable, if necessarily rapid, sketch of the course of civilization in what is now called

the Nearer East and the Mediterranean lands from the dawn of history to the colLipse of the Homan Empire.

Beginning with a general introduction, in which he discusses the conception of ancient history (which he

regards as ending at about the reign of Justinian) and of ‘‘Kulturgeschichte,’' the author proceeds to trace

in chronological order the various cultural spheres and iieriods, with constant reference to recent works

bearing on the single problems referred to.

To have ranged over so wide a field and to have coiutiressed so huge a mass of material into a work

of this size is in itself an amazing achievement
;
and Professor Otto has moreover produced a volume

which is throughout stimulating and full of interest, and which contains very many acute and some

illuminating remarks. A certain over-definitene^s— I had almost said cocksureness—of statement on

subjects still under discussion was perhaps inevitable in a summary review, but naturally the author’s state-

ments will not always pass without challenge, and the authority which his ojiinions can claim must vary,

since no one man can be an expert on so many subjects as are here dealt with. Probably several scholars

would question his placing of Greeks in the M3menaean period, for example
;
and his treatment of Home,

which he regards too much as a mere department (T Hellenism, is not wholly satisfactory. His views on

Roman art (p. 124) are likely to provoke vigorous dissent
;
and, despite his arguments to the contrary,

I still think it better to end the Hellenistic period not later than the end of the Homan reiiublic. Otto

probably over-estimates the unity of Hellenismus.”

Despite some disputable and one-.'^ided statements, however, the book is an extremely valuable contri-

bution to the literature of the subject, which students cannot aftbrd to neglect. Interestingly written, it

nevertheless sufters a little from the author’s fondness for long and rather involved sentences. It is, by

the way, a little curious that he says nothing of Malta, where remarkable lemains of prehistoric culture

have been discovered in recent years.

H. I. Bell.

The Monastery of Epiphanius at Thebes. Part I, The Archaeological MaUo'ial., by H. E. MTnlock
;
The

Literary Material., by W. E. Crum
;
Part II, Coptic Ostraca and Papyri^ Edited with Transititions and

Commentaries, by W. E. Crum
;
Greek Ostraca and Papyn, Edited with Translations and Commentaries,

by H. G. Evelyn White. 2 Vols. in fob New York. 1926. xxvi-p276 pp. and 35 plates
;
xvi-}-386 pp.

and 17 plates.

Those who for many years past have made a study of western monasticism must be filled with

admiration—tinged i^erhaps with jealousy—when they see the increasing excellence and sumptuousness

of the successive volumes devoted of late years to Egyptian monasticism. After Bawit, Sakkarah and Der

el-Abyad we now have a fresh field, the Mona.'stery of Epiphanius, and by comparing these works one is

able to obtain some idea of the precision with which they depict the history and customs, in a word the

monastic community and its civilization.
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L ndoubtedly the sand has constituted itself the ally of archaeology in the preservation of many objects
of no mone} value, but nevertheless of exceptional interest for what they reveal to us of the daily life of
the people. It is in [larticular the sand of the Egyptian desert which has rendered us this service ; the
sand of Africa has scarcely jireserved anything except the monastery of Tebessa, while as for our own
countries in Europe, the severe climate, fires, inv^asions and floods have succeeded in destroying all sav'e
the meveHt traces. The social, artistic and literary importance of St. Denis, Ciuny, Mont Cassin, Bobbin,
SauitAhill, Iona and Lindisfarue is not to be compared with that of Egyptian monasteries whose names
are scarcely known, and yet detailed monographs and magnificent albums prefer to treat of these humble
houses which sheltered a community of monks for scarcely a century or two. We may rejoice at this
when we think of the definitely dated facts which these investigations have established in the historv of
monasticisni as it existed in the humbler establishments.

The New York Metropolitan Museum of Art has jurt published the archaeological results of the
Egyptian Expedition of 19li and 1914. The excavations of these years revealed several monasteries not
far distant from each other situated west of Thebes, between the Valley of the Kings and the Valley of
the Queens. The most important, or at least the most fully investigated of these monasteries forms the
subject of the present publication.

The Christian town of Jeme, on the site of which Medinat-Habu stands to-dav, was situated to tlie
west of Thebes and formed a civil settlement around which as a centre the monastic estal.lishments lay
scattered on the mountain. Hermits lived tliere in isolation at a date impossible to determine, as they
have left no traces save a name, an initial, and occa.sionally a short prayer inscribed on the rock : one less
penurious than the rest wrote in red.

Towards the sixth and seventh centuries the cenobito system was so firnilv established in Egypt that
he number of monasteries greatly increased. Tliough ancliorites were not scarce, it seems that many
ook advantage of the mitiption of hardships afforded by life in communities. The niona.stie retreats in
the neighbourhood of Thebes were intended to accommodate only .small communities; their dimensions
are restricted and their cemeteries small. Her er-Rumi and Der el-Medinah were contemporary with the
monastery of Epiphanius and never contained more tliau a few monks. These holy men lived modestlyand econoimcally compel ed to do their own work in turn as gardeners, cooks, masons and tailors; for the

the" walk
to the length and breadth of their garments had been traced on

Other monasteries must have differed but little from these
;
DO- el-Bahari, where a dozen .raffiti haveb en discovered; Der |urnat Murray, of which nothing but ruins remains the monastery” r^.riaow i ch wa.s a commnmy of hermits where fourteen lettem on papyrus were found, six of which wriaddres.sed to Cynac, and Imally Der el-Bakhit.

^

The monastery of Epiphanius had left no memory in the native traditions
;

in the nineteenth centurytravellers and .saYiits periodically recalled its existence to scholars; fortunately a will of the seventhcentury compiled by two monks, Jacob and Elias, has preserved for us some useful information re“n.he site and history of he establishment. From this we gather that Epiphanius was not the first ablrbut probably imtslione his predecessors by his talents or virtue, for his chaniher was preserved and visited’maipv of the vusitoi^ liavi.^ inscribed their names on the walls, together with an occLional prayerThose parts of the bmkimg.s which were excavated proved to be small in extent, the moLs preferrimrsolKhty to magnificence Two towers of unequal size provided some sort of habitidion for thiinent the Lirgei of the two towers rose to three storeys. The site of the chapel has not vet Wna-scertaaned with any certauit.w ,S„me of the cells are outside the enclosure wall, doubtless Sell Zywere added at a later date. The monastery was provided with a subterranean crilar. Nile mnrbelS
::i“ r: r:? rem rr
balusters, and a lock of sycamore wood; another had perhaps made the paverent coLStinTtfTkindof parquet. Large covered jars on which had been drawn chrisms and j.alms were founrin“the larwhere also some grams of barley, some beans, and even onion skins have survived to this L a
the most mteresting of the relics must be mentioned a well made instrument of wood shaped iketXilflail, for threshing gram; it is made of acacia wood and measure.s 2'17o
were also sieves, the earthen pots of a water-wheel for di-iwincr f ^h

^ length. There

i„o„k, ,1,. .-ovo „,l, .,,,1 talher A 'i I ® tU u”
’’

.s„ b, „..d. „ b,,k.„
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No person outside the monastic community could be buried in the cemetery, for its small dimensions

made this impossible. Only eleven graves have been excavated
: six of tlies.e were empty, three partially

empty, while two contained the mummies of male adult.s of not more than forty yeais of age. Tn the

centre of the cemetery a small mausoleum, the four corners of which still stand, wa> originally surmounted

by a spherical dome about 3*40 metres in diameter.

One would like here to give a summary of the valuable chapter of 60 pages devoted to the monks and

their customs, Thehctn Hermits utid their Life^ and mention should also be made of their literature, but as

these texts fill a large folio volume, one can only add that this admirable work contains more than seven

hundred texts published complete with translations. Among the Coptic liturgical texts are >omc puiyers,

a hymn, a homily of St. Athanasius (the (4reek text of which is unknown}, various extracts from Apa

Shenoute, sermons, letters and homilies on papyrus and ostraca, contracts, receipts, wills, several hundreds

of letters—the correspondence between Eioiphanius and Pesenthius of Kuft. Mention must also be made

of a very valuable list of books, medical prescriptions and aphorisms or transerijotions of students.

The arrangement of the matter is perfectly clear. A summary is given here: Arcluh'ologicnl MaferinJ

(by H. E. Wiiiiock). Introduction. 1. The Topography of Western Thebes in the sixth and seventh

centuries a.d. from the existing Christian ruins. 1 1. The Monastery of Epiphanius, as shown by the

excavations. III. Trades and occupations at the Monastery, as shown by the excavations. Literary

Material (by W. E. Crum). IV. History and Chronology. V. Topography as recorded in the Texts.

VI. Theban Hermits and their Life. VII. Writing Materials VIII. Literature. IX. Epiphanius and

Pesenthius. X. The Language of the Texts. List of Texts in Part II as cited in the present volume.

Indexes'. Names, Places, Coptic, Greek and Latin, Arabic. Subjects. Plates.

This summary gives a glimpse of the wealth of Volume ii, which is chiefly the work of Mr. W. E. C'rurn,

whose extensive and reliable knowledge has enabled him to give to each one of these fragments its full

biblical, liturgical, administrative and philosophical value. From the hundreds of letters which he has

had the learning to read and the patience to translate and annotate historians of Christian Egypt during

Coptic times will obtain valuable information. From the point of view of asceticism and discipline one

can only refer to a proportion of the letters taken at random
; for example, No. 106, a promise of obedience

to Epiphanius, which is, however, not a formal monastic declaration; a similar promise (No. 113), which

is, perhaps, only a formula appearing to mean more than it really does. A demand for pardon (No. 114}.

A disciplinary measure taken against a deacon deprived of his office (No. 158}. Apologies for em})loying

an ostracon in default of papyrus (Nos. 141, 172). In a general way, the tone of these correspondents is

marked by a deference that is almost obsequious.

It is perhaps superfluous to add that this work, emanating from the Cambridge University Press, is

presented in an irreproachable form. The print is clear, the marginal notes which accompany the text

facilitate reading and reference, the illustrations are good and the measurements are given in the metric-

system. Altogether this monograph adds to our knowledge a group of monasteries which, though lacking

in splendour, yet for this very reason give us an exact idea of a large number of the Egyptian monasteries

of the seventh and eighth centuries of our ora. Archaeology gains by this work, while as for learning and

literature, each time that an archaeologist or a historian o2)ens the book he wjll disc(.>ver more than he

ever thought to find.

H. Leclercq.

Handbook of the Egyptian Collection: Art Institute of Chicago, By Thomas Georoe Allen. Chicago. 1023,

The Art Institute of Chicago has produced a very acceptable Handbook of the Egyptian Collection of

the Institute, by Mr. T. G. Allen, Secretary of the Institute and of the Haskell Oriental Museum, with

the assistance of Dr. J. H. Breasted, Director of the ^luseiim. The collection appears to be a large and

representative one, and includes many objects of first-rate artistic and archaeological interest, belonging to

ail periods. The guide is well written, and is entirely up to date in its information. And the collection itself

appears to be arranged in a most useful manner. The reader is taken in easy conversational miinner

through the whole gamut of a representative Egy[>tian collection, from coffins and their accessories

through sculpture, pottery, minor arts, bronzes, metal-work, amulets, scarab.s, and papyri to Graeco-

Egjptian paintings. It is not a mere list, but is in itself quite a useful book on Egyptian antiquities,

and it has a good index.

H. R. Hall.
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The Monasteries of the ^Vadi^n-Natrxuu Part L New Coptic Tejt:ts from the Monastery of Saint Macarius.

New York. 1926. Pp. xlviii + 299. 28 plates. By H. G. Evelyn White. Appendix by G. Sobhy.

This book is described by the lamented editor, the late H. G. Evelyn White, as comprising “ a selection

of the more important of the leaves and fragments found by me at the Monastery of Saint Macarius in the

course of archaeological investigations carried out in 1920-1 on behalf of the Egyptian Expedition of The

Metropolitan Museum of Art” (vii) of New York. The production of the work, so far as letter-press,

paper, and illustrations are concerned, can only be described as of superlative excellence. Its publication

on these lines has been made possible by the generosity of a private donor to whose interest and encourage-

ment the Museum’s Egyptian Expedition already owes much.

The Introduction (pp. xxi-xlviii) contains a general history of the library of the Der Abu Makar, some

of the details not quite clear until the forthcoming volume, The History of the Monasteries of the Mount of

Nitria and ScetiSj is available. The library dates from some period subsequent to 817, when the monasterj-

was sacked for the fifth and List time. It was after this sack that the new “ Sanctuary of Benjamin ” was

consecrated in 830, and the editor thinks that the text numbered XXI D may be part of a discourse

pronounced on that occasion. Somewhere about 1350 a great disaster took place and led to the decay of

the monastery and, the editor assumes, of the library as well. This ‘^disaster” is not specified in the

present volume, but perhaps may have been the great plague which reached Cyprus in 1347 and England

in 1348, and is generally known as the Black Death.” Whether this theory is right, that the Black

Death was a great cataclysm from which dates the decay of the Coptic and all the other oriental churches,

is as yet an open question. Such a decay did occur in the latter part of the fourteenth century : it might

have been due to the influence of Islam, intermittently hostile after the Crusades, or it might have been

due more directly to the Crusades, which were definitely hostile to the oriental churches. In this volume

H. G. Evelyn White is extremely cautious and avoids specifying what the great disaster was : either he

felt weak points in the theory he had formed as to the devastation being due to the Black Death, or he has

reserved his arguments for the History of the Monasteries.

After the disaster ” the library fell into decay, though tliere was a period of book repairing in the

seventeenth century. It should, however, be noted that there was a considerable output of liturgical books

in the eighteenth century.

Apparently Gilles de Loches (1633) w^as the first to bring news to the west of the contents of the

library, and the first manuscript from that source was the polyglot Barberini Psalter. Huntington visited

the monastery in 1682-3, and possibly some of the Huntington Coptic MSS, in the Bodleian came from

its library. On the Bohairic texts relating to St. George (p. 73; we read that “the Bodleian MS. (dated

1293) belonged to ‘ the church of the Virgin in the monastery of Baramus,’ and may have been brought

thence by Huntington.” It is necessary to refer to Budge’s volume on St. George to find what particular

Huntington MS. is here cited. The foot-note here and note (7) on p. 75 refer to Introduction., § 5, by an

error for § 6. In 1715 Assemani “obtained manuscrqks of the highest quality... in the Coptic tongue.”

These are now in the Vatican Library {Copt, i, v, xxxv, lvii-lxix, of A. Hebbelynck, Inventaire

soramaire (1924), 49). In 1839 other MSS. were procured by H. Tattam, some of which are now in the

British Museum, others having found their way to the John Rylands Library, Manchester. Later visitors,

Tisohendorf in 1844, and Evelyn White in 1920-1, have procured only fragments, but these often of con-

siderable value. The present volume gives a selection of these fragments, completed by Tisohendorf

fragments, and in some cases by Vatican texts. Here, for example, No. XVI contains 6 folios, of which
I, 3, 4, 5, were brought away by Tischendorf, 2, 6, are now added. No. XVII, also 6 folios, 5, 6, procured

by Tischendorf, 1, 2, 3, 4, by Evelyn White. No. XVIII, of 7 folios, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, procured by Tischendorf,

1, 6, by Evelyn White. These fragments, interred in a vault, seem to have been regarded by the monks in

the light of sacred relics and many obstacles had to be faced by those who sought to disturb them, though,

I understand, even greater obstacles have been placed in the way of those who have since tried to make
any enquiries.

The texts here published comprise Apocrypha (Nos, I, III-VIII), where fresh material appears only in

minor details, encomia on well-known saints (IX-XIII), martyrdoms (XIV-XXII) of Egyptian saints already
known in general outline from the narratives contained in the Synaxarium. XXIIl contains a group of texts
relating to 8t. Macarius, some of which properly belong to the bifnar^ or to the Doxologia usually attached to
the Theotokia. XXI^ consists of odes to the Saints of Scetis, one (137) apparently brought from the
monastery of St. John the Little after its decay. It seems that the monks of St. John’s removed to the
monastery of St. Macarius hut retained their separate corporate life so that in the oflfices there were two
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choirs, one of St. John, the other of St. Macarius, whose relative functions are occasionally noted in the

rubrics. Most of these odes seem to belong to the Difnar or similar work. They, as well as the various

homilies comprised in XXV-XXXVI, are more definitely af?sociated with Scetis, and in them occur most

of the historical and topographical references which are amongst the most useful features of the collection.

XXXVII is a group of Biblical fragments. The liturgical material is mostly gathered under XXXVIII,
though a Difaar hymn appears as II, as well as the obviously Dif/iar pcu’tions in XXIII, XXIV, Most of

the space here is taken up with 25 leaves of the Greek liturgies of St. Basil and St. Gregory which supply

the Greek text of several passages of which only the Coptic-—and in some cases Ethiopic—has hitherto

been knowm” (200). The Dipiar fragments (XXXVIII, Fj seem to have been brought originally from

the monastery of St. John the Little. No. XXXIX contains fragments from ten vocabularies which give

the Arabic equivalents for Coptic and Greek words. Twelve leaves of the same manuscript, recovered by

Tattam, are now in the John Hylands Library. The editor contents himself with a de.scriptioii of these as

well as of the Difnar, etc. fragments—indeed it was not found practicable to insert all these in full. The

Supplement contains three texts of which two (B, C) probably belong to the Difnar. This and such like

material would perhaps repay further research as here are found commemorations of local saints. The

Doxologia contains a selection of the most usual hymns icf. Vatican, Cod. Copt, xxxviii, from the Wadi

en-Xatrfin, with a good share of local saints); the Difaar contains a complete series for every day of the

year, differing from the Doxologia only in its completeness
;
the Synaxarium gives in prose the same lives

and is presumably the source from which the Difnar is drawn
;
the various lives and martyrdoms, usually

in the form of homilies for the saint s day, are apparently the material from which the Synaxunum was

abridged. All these are co-related and should be studied together.

Appendix I contains portions of an Arabic MS. in Coptic script, edited by Dr. Sobhy : to it belong two

leaves recovered by Tischendorf and now in Cambridge University Library Add. 1896 17. The document

throws very important light on the hi&tory of the phonology of Egyptian Arabic—it is probably of the

thirteenth and fourteenth century. In one place Dr. Sobhy notes that - 5, a.s in Turkish (and Persian)

and asks “was the influence of Turkish already acting in Egypt at the date when the MS. was written

(231). It might be pointed out that the influence of Turkish begins to appear in technical terms of theology

more or less connected with the darwish orders, originally Turkish societies, which were introdviced by
Saladin, as Maqrizi informs us, and became extremely popular amongst the Egyptians : thus hadit

{=hadith) “conversation," but hadis “religious tradition,*’ dikr
{
— dhikr) “memory,’’ zikr “a relit^ious

exercise of the darwishes,” etc. Turkish influence connects with the darwish movement, not with Turkish

rule. Kesults need to be checked by the MS. published by Galtier {Bull, de I'last.^ v, 87-164) where Coptic

is written in Arabic script, and by an examination of the translitei^ation of proper names in the Difnar

and Theotokia where the names stand side by side in the two scripts. One of the most characteristic

marks of Egyptian dialect to-day is the use of the demonstrative adjective idd^ di) after the substantive,

but ill this !MS. (fo. 6 av^o, 7) we find in the literary style, whilst tanicin occurs throughout,

though it must have been long « Lsolete in the vernacular. Xo doubt then, as now, men were reluctant to

write the real speech of the people. To the texts are added very full indice'^ and 28 plates illustrating the

diflerent kinds of script employed. The wliole is an excellent piece of work and renews our regret at the

untimely loss of tiie scliolai ly editor.

De Lacy O'Leary.

Die audxartifje Bevolktraag im Ptolenao rrtrrh. V(Ui Fritz Heichelheim. ^A7m, xviii, Beiheft.) Leipzig:

Dieterich’sche Verlagsbuchhandlung. 1925. Pp.vi -1-109. Mk. 7.50.

The Egypt with which the Greek papyri make us accpiaiiited was an Egypt })rofoundly changed in

administration, culture and even race by the influx of foreigners. However important the native Egyptian
heritage, overlaid though it was by Hellenism, might be, the civilization—using the word in its widest

sense to cover all the social life of the country—which the science of pa}>yrnlogy has revealed was in

considerable measure non-Egyptian, mainly of course Greek. It is therefore of importance to discover of

what race the settlers were, in what proportion various races were represented, in which centres they were
chiefly found, and what were their relations to the Egy^flian p< qiulace. A classLfie<l list of foreign settlers

was compiled some years ago by the Scuola Papirologica at Milan (Studt della Scuvla Papirolvgka^ iii,

3-85), and the subject has now been treated more fully and with a wider range by Dr. Heichelheim in a

volume which is u good example of the German monograph, thorough, painstaking and showing consider-

able acuteness. It has also the defects of its genre ; there is rather too much detail and too little attempt

Journ. of Egypt. Arch xiii. 17
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to present any general picture of the position and importance of the foreign element in the population. It

seems, for example, hardly necessary to mention in the body of the work every local occurrence of a foreign

settler, as the author does on pp. 43 flf. Where a regular colony seems in question {e.g. the Gyrenaean

settlement in Tholthis and Takona, p. 44) it is right to call special attention to it, but the presence of a

single Chalcedonian at Oxyrhynchus (p, 49^) can have little significance. To collect statistics of the

foreigners recorded in Egypt has an object, but it is in most cases of minor interest where they were

found, and the useful Appendix, which contains a prosopography of foreigners with the places of their

occurrence, serves the purpose sufficiently.

Dr. Heichelheim, in a %’alual)le section, discusses the Epigone and the problems concerning it. He
accepts Woess's view that the use refers to exemption from the right of asylum, but rejects,

probably with justice, his idea that this exce2>tion was due to the atrocities of Cambyses. He holds that

apart from Macedonian.'^, Cretans, Persians and Mysians the ethnic names even of late Ptolemaic 2>upyn

can be regarded as genuine.

There are some oversights
;

thus he regards P. Lond. Inv. Xo. 2243 'Arc/iit\ vii, 19) as from the

Arsinoite iiome {e.g. jj. 81), whereas it was very jjrobably written at Alexandria. On the whole however

his work is excellently done, and the volume will be extremely useful. It is more than a collection of facts

and evidence, for in several ])articulars it makes a real addition to knowledge.

H. I. Bell.

Fo/ftes historiae religionis aeggptiacae^ collegit Theodores Hopfner. 5 parts. Bonn. 1922-5. Pp. 932.

This estimable Latin comj^ilation forms
2)art of the series of Fontes historiae r*‘liqv>auni e.r n^irtorilais

gra.eeis et latinis collecti, edited by Dr. Karl Clemen. It contains all known descri 2
)tions of and refer-

ences to Egyptian religion in the classical authors, both Greek and Latin, from Homer to the

mid-Byzantines. The captions are in Latin, as is also the very fully documented index. There is really no

more to say of a book of this kind, which will of couise be of the greatest use to all .'students of Egyptian
religion.

Die BUitezeit des Pkaraonenreiches. Yon G. Steindorff. Monographien zur WeltgObchichte. Lei
2
)zig :

Velhagen u. Klasing. 1926. 2nd edition.

The second edition of Professor Steindorffs well-known work naturally a^Jpears in an enlarged form.

The original edition was of only 170 pages, 3 coloured jdates, and 140 figuj’es; the new one has 221 pages,

8 coloured plates, and 185 figures. This expansit)n may indeed be said to corresijond to the exj^ansion of

our knowledge since 1900, the date of the first edition. In twenty -six years much water has flowed
beneath the bridge of Kasr en-Xil. The addition is fitly heralded by the substitution as frontispiece for the
British Museum head of Amenophis III of the lately discovered Berlin head of Xofretiti. The new book
generally follows the lines of the old one. It will 1)6 remembered that Professor Steindorffs theme I',

simjfiy the Eighteenth Dynasty, which in 19(30 could certainly with justice be regarded as the fine flower

of Egyptian civilization, as it certainly marked the apogee of Egyi^tian temporal dominion. Time alters

our outlook, and in 1926 one wonders whether after all the Twelfth Dynasty, or even the Fourth is not
to be regarded as more truly the Bhftezeit of Xilotic culture than the Eighteenth, with its foreicm
influences from Crete and Mitanni and its conquered Syria

;
it strikes one a^^ a trifle rococo this art of

the Eighteenth Dyna.sty compared with that of the Twelfth; and, after all, the much betrum
2)eted artistic

revolution of Akhenaten was as unnatural and as artificial as the ^‘modernist” movements of to-day whose
votaries aftect to admire it so much. The Egypt of the Eighteenth Dynasty—or at all events the later half
of the period—was more than a little geputzt and/brc/^V: she was, after all, getting on in years. But she
was not yet old : she was not yet the

2
)ainted hag of the Ramesbide ijeriod and the days of her second

chihlhood under the Saites were yet a thousand years oft'. And she was stately, magnificent, as she had
ever been. For hitherto her splendour had been reserved for the gaze of her own people : now she was
the cynosure of the world, and from far and near the chiefs came to court to bow down before Pharaoh
now truly ‘‘lord of the Xiiie Bow

2)eopleb,'’ as he had never been before. The seeds of decay were set
amidst this glory, in the shape :as so often hapi^eiis when the juju-men are not forcibly compelled to
mind their own bubiness) of the growing and insolent domination of the priests of Arniin, against which
Akhenaten justifiably, but madly, tactlessly, ineftectually revolted. However, this rotten some'thinc^ in the
state was hidden by the

2
)anache of the Empire, the obvious power, prosperity and pride of king and
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people and their chief god. The attention of the man in the street has of course of late been ver y
effectually drawn to this worldly magnificence by the discovery of the tomb of Tut^ankhanuin, with its (to

the man in the street) hitherto undreamt-of treasures. Students of Eg}^t of course knew well that such

things were, and for them Tut^ankhamun provided after all few absolutely unexpected surprises. The

layman had never imagined a whole sarcophagus, like a bath, of massy, solid gold
;
but we knew what

Burraburiyash of Babylonia had said to his fellow-king Akhenaten : "^Gold is as the dust in thy land, my
brother !” There was not yet too much gold about, as there was in the decadent days of the Bamessides,

but there was quite enough for good taste, and rather more perhaps than would have been considered in

good taste in an earlier and simpler age. It is this magnificent age of the Egyptian “rois-soleiV’ this

Versailles-period of Egyptian history, that Professor Steindorff described in the fiisst edition of this book,

and now expands by the inclusion of the new material which the work and discovery ot the past quarter

of a century have brought to light since its original appearance. The list of the additional matter is for-

midable, comprising as it does not merely the discoveries in the tomb of Tut^ankhamun, but also those in

the tombs of Yuyaand Tuyu and of Tuthmosis IV, and that of Tiyi(^ ', discovered by the late Mr. Ayrton,

the wonderful treasures of the art of Akhenaten^s time from the House of the Sculptor at ^Amarnah, now at

Berlin, the famous Cow of Hathor from Der el-Bahri, at Cairo, many fine objects in the Carnarvon

collection, and the new light shed from abroad on the art and foreign relations of the time by Evans’s

discoveries at Knossos in Crete and Winckler's finding of the Boghaz Kyoi tablets in Anatolia. Pro-

fessor Steindorff has had much of the greatest importance to include in his new edition, and he has done

the work admirably. Among the more interesting less known objects of art that he figures may be noted

specially the remarkable open-work bronze vase-stands at Leipzig (Figs. 132, 133', which, ordinarily, one

would have said were Ptolemaic. We note that the fayence beakers with relief decoration of the type so

well exemplified in the Eton College Museum are dated (by a Carnarvon example, Fig. 137; to the Eigh-

teenth Dynasty by Professor Steindorff rather than to the Twenty-second, a moot point on which it is

difficult to make up one’s mind until further definitely recorded tiiuL occur. Why Fig. 20, a female sphinx,

should be of Hatshepsut does not appear : it might almost be of the later Middle Kingdom. The head

of Amenophis II at Cairo (Fig. 33) is a welcome appearance as a portrait of that king. That of Tuthmosis IV
(Fig. 35) is not like him, as we know from his mummy, and can only be regarded as a state portrait without

any^ pretence to be a likeness. The format of the book is the same as before, the illustrations are of the

same type, many of them, of course, repeated from the original thinner volume. But the colour-plates

have been notably increased by finely produced additions, and the printing altered by the abolition of the

original double columns in favour of a unified page : Gothic type is, however, preserved.

H. R. Hall.

Die Mimiamhen des Herondas, Von Otto Crusius. Zweite Auflage, von Rudolf Herzog. Leipzig:

Dieterich’sche Verlagsbuchhandlung. 1926. Pp. xvi -1-206.

Professor Rudolf H(erzog) has published (1926, Leipzig, Dietericlvsche Verlagsbuchhaiidlung) wffiat he

calls a second edition of C(rusiiis/ Mimiambs of Heroudas in German with introduction and notes.

A Greek text (not of a critical character) is given and several plates and photographs. So thorough is H.’s

redaction that little remains in many places of Crusius, and even the translation is often changed into

more correct and metrical South German where the text i^ the same. The publisher lias economized

somewhat severely in the quality of paper.

H. occupies a somewhat curious position among those who have attempted to edit Herodes. Writers

of the extreme left like the present critic hold that Herodes is nothing I)ut artifice and archaism
;
and that

any contact of his work with the facts of life or of his time is due solely to the accuracy or contemporaneity'

of his sources. There is even a dark suspicion that in his proverbs, e.g. oyTm <aTa g.v6s, irposTe kvo-os 4>hci

and 01 Axyc oaaoicoc tov al?iT)pov rpcoyovcriv^ the cloistered student has placed in the proverb words which

properly^ belong to the paroemiographer whom he emph^yed. Herodes, in short, to us is a normal, learned

remote Alexandrine. The view of the extreme right, which cannot be sustained, is that Herodes picked

up his mimes from the street, language and all, and employed art only in the arrangement of his material

for scenic action before the vulgar l\v a troupe of actors. This view can be disregarded at once and by iuie

instance out of thousands. Take the sentence iv, 73 sgq. It is certain that this is cultured art criticism

:

but far more is it certain that no poor Greek woman ernpLwed a dialect which admitted (in the same

sentence I) of the forms k€luos and

The view of the extreme right may safely^ be left to the red^tctio <td ahsurditui of Terzaghi’s edition
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(Turin, 1925). Eut where does H. stand? H. is a scholar of German and English type (unlike Crusius),

not deeply read and with no great experience of the humiliations of work on papyri, but with considerable

sense and discernment, clever and tireless in profiting from the work of others. The sentence, p. xiii, 1. 6

:

“Herondas hat in einem literarischen toten Dialekt gedichtet’’ need not be criticized by the extreme left.

Still less the view that the Mimiambs are for acting by one man to a select audience, which is very near

the present writer’s position. The difference is that H. regards Herodes as a solitary figure in Coan-

Alexandrine (and we may add in the whole world’s) literary history. His language is the language of

tradition: but his facts (and much else) are actual and living. “So ist Herondas ein Kind seiner Zeit

aber...doch ein Eigener, ein Aussenseiter.” Do such writers exist? And, if they do, are they, by the

wildest chance, preserved to posterity ?

However paradoxical H.’s position is, it has at least one alleviation. In all that concerns any efforts to

restore or expand a corrupt or deficient text he is so far on the side of the angels. Unfortunately, he has

yet to rid himself of Crusius’ absurd deference to one of the most corrupt of papyrus texts and to the

grossly careless first hand. With C. this position was due to a sheer preference for illiteracy : with H. it

can be due to no other motive than subconscious piety. But where the work is that of restoring a few

letters or reading doubtful ones H. is always closer to the papyrus and obtains better sense without often

hitting the exact mark. But Geos av ixovos tovt exot yepas. Our only real hope is a necessary cliche or

literary parallel. In any case Herzog’s work is a vast improvement on Crusius’.

To descend to some minor criticisms. At i, 43 H, errs with the C(ambridge) E(dition) : the true read-

ing is (Bell). 47 is unsolved. At i, 80 H. errs with all of us. The slip or rather slips of papyrus on

the right must be moved both upwards and outwards. The reading H. adopts in 85 is possible, 81 is dos

TTiflv, T. Gyllis KoXas. In 82 §€ 1^01/ ou[k] eyca (or ov{8)€ yap) irdpirav becomes necessary. In i, 84 the

punctuation of the Cambridge Edition is certain by comparison with v, 73, vi, 15, iii, 58 : the final appeal is

always cut short (with or without change of speaker). H.’s verses ii, 6 sqq. are very unsatisfactory : in 15

yv<dcr€T oto) (C.E. crit. app. and p. 75) remains true despite Mr. E(dmond)s’ theft of the same. In 78

Kaibel’s reading is quite impossible. In vii, 7 sqq. the spacings which the present writer attained from

Hdl.’s vovSeTqparwv (11) was confirmed from the wormholes by Kenyon (rightly, despite E.’s assent):

vovSerypaTav may therefore rank as certain: in 7 explain aKavSav with Hdl. and read K'Kdjj (see

Jacobsen, Patr. Ap. ii, 590 on K-qpvK^^: esp. Eccl. Sm. did €7rip6vov KoXao-ewy and J.’s citation from
Bede). About vii, 27 H. is good : but in 31 Xoyw 6’ dpvvpi ndpG' has a very fair chance of being

right as against H.’s clumsy reading. In vii, 106 and 108 H. is deceived by bad mounting. In viii, 27 pcDC

eiKOTtos is quite impossible. Apparent but unreal gaps occur only after rounded letters like co and v. Read
KoXop /laX* eipa pe^pt- rSip 7roda)p. VIII, 34 and 35 are very poor stuff. aWpiov (jipLKTjs is certain enough from
Hesychius’ (Soph.) aXe^mOpiop. In viii, 36 H. first adopted the present writer’s reading €K(p€p€tp top

Xwo-rov and then changed it to e^eveyKc'iv rdv XSarop, despite warnings that this was utterly impossible:

here, and it is pleasant to say here only, H. follows the principles one associates rather with Mr. Edmonds.
VIII, 44 contains H.’s most solid contribution to the study of Herodes. In viii, 48 it is conceivable that he
is misled by the present writer

:
perhaps the cheers w^ere for the leading-in not the winning post : Ka\

(fyXao-av dp(f>" SpoifjLP ola piKapra. For the rest, H.’s notes are pleasant, if occasionally deceptive: we rub-

our eyes at i, 51 where H. solemnly gives the years in which Mr. Fatpig may have won his matches,

A. D. Knox.
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HEA^D OF A MOIS'ARCH OF THE TUTHMOSID HOUSE,
m THE BRITISH MUSEUM

By H. E. hall

With Plates xxvii—xxx

Plates xxvii—xxix show a remarkable portrait-head of a king in the British Museum
(No. 986), now exhibited in the Fourth Egyptian Eoom. It was previously shown in

Bay 23 of the Egyptian Sculpture Gallery, with the exhibition number 873 in addition

to its inventory number 986^. It is not inscribed, and formerly it was considered to be

simply a head of Osiris or of a king of Saite date, following an attribution by the late

Dr. Birch; but several years ago I formed the opinion that it was really, whether intended

primarily to represent Osiris or not, a portrait of a king of the Tuthmosid house, and so

of Eighteenth, not Twenty-sixth Dynasty date. The likeness to the Tuthmoses was too

evident to be ignored. Personally, I have always believed the king represented to be

Tuthmosis III, and this is the opinion of M. Capart, who had noted it independently and

on a recent visit to London examined the head with great care and renewed my interest

in it. He unhesitatingly pronounced for Tuthmosis III, but this opinion is not alto-

gether shared by Professor Newberry and Dr. Howard Carter, who, while fully admitting

the great likeness of the head to the well-known portrait-head of Tuthmosis at Cairo

consider that there are just differences enough to preclude a definite identification with him.

Professor Newberry considers that it is undoubtedly a portrait-head of one of the earlier

Tuthmosid monarchs, and although Tuthmosis II has also to be taken into account, he

thinks that it is definitely to be identified as of Hatshepsut : while Dr. Carter is strongly

of opinion that the person represented is Hatshepsut. Mrs. Brunton agrees. This is a

very interesting conclusion, since portraits of Hatshepsut are rare (since as many as

possible will have been destroyed by Tuthmosis), and this would be the finest known.
Professor Schafer and Mr. de Garis Davies agree that the head is certainly Tuthmosid,

and think it most probably a more conventional Tuthmosis HI.

The resemblance of our head to the Cairo head of Tuthmosis III is undoubted, as will

be seen from a comparison of the two profiles (Plate xxx, figs. 2 and 4). But there are

minor differences. The nose of the Cairo head (obviously from its idiosyncracy a magni-
ficent portrait) is more prominent than that of the London head, though its bridge is of

the same contour, as are also the brows. The upper lip and mouth are the same, but the

angle of the lower part of the face is different: that of the Cairo head retreating at a

more definite angle. Unluckily the chin of the London head cannot be seen well owing to

the false beard, which has been restored, but Plate xxx, fig. 4 shows it with the beard

painted out. We have to consider whether these differences are sufficiently great to pre-

clude the identification with Tuthmosis III, The likeness is still great, and one might be

inclined to regard our head as simply a less characterized and more conventional portrait

of the king. Good and full of character as Egyptian portraits often are at the time of

^ Budge, Guide to the Ee^yptian G(dlerios (Sculpture), p. 2 :30 .

“ Hall, Anc. E^ist. Neur East

^

PI. xvi
;
Cuiob, Auc. Hist, F*lotrs, r, 133 0.«).

Juurn, of Kgy[>t. Ai*ch. xm. 18
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the Twelfth Dynasty , at the end of the Eighteenth iinder Amenophis III and Akhenaten,

or in the early Saite period ^ this is not always the case under the Eighteenth Dynasty

until the time of Akhenaten. The Cairo head of Tuthmosis is very remarkable for its

obvious truth of portraiture. Most portraits of kings before the time of Amenophis III

are not much characterized, and I should be inclined to consider our head to be just

what an ordinary good portrait of the young Tuthmosis would be. The salience of the

profile is toned down If we look at the other profile, taken from the right side

(PI. xxviii), I think the resemblance to the Cairo profile is, while toned down, unmistak-

able. Mr. Winlock’s heads of Hatshepsut in Bull. Met. Mus. N. F. 1923, ii, Figs. 27, 28,

tell us little. The nose is prominent as it also is (restored) in the Berlin sphinx-head^

of Hatshepsut. The Eome sphinx, sometimes assigned to her (Bissing-Bruckmakn, PI. 37

;

Steindorff, Blutezeif^, fig. 20) is, in my opinion, of the Twelfth Dynasty and has

nothing whatever to do with Hatshepsut. The face bears no resemblance to a Tuthmosid.

Dr, Carter also considers the full-face view of our head to be more like Hatshepsut

than Tuthmosis. The rather coarse and unimpressive portrait from Der el-bahri given by

Petrie, Hist. Eg., iii, 80 {cf. Maspero, Hist. Anc. Or. Class., ii, 238; Naville, Deir el

BaJiari, PI. xiii), is not so successful, one would think, as those shown in the drawings by

Dr. Carter in Naville, Deir el Bahari, iv, Pis. xciii and cvi, which are extremely like our

head. But so is PI. c, which represents Tuthmosis. And so is the profile head of Tuth-

mosis from Der el-bahri illustrated in Plate xxx, 3. The fact is that Hatshepsut and

Tuthmosis seem to have been very much alike, and Tuthmosis II was of the same family

facial type. I am then unable to pronounce definitely in favour of either identification,

though, with Professor Schafer, I am inclined to accept the identification as an “idealized”

Tuthmosis III, which is supported by M. Capart and, so far as he can judge from a

quick inspection, by Mr. Davies. But it is quite possible that it was intended for

Hatshepsut or Tuthmosis II. Dr. Carter’s strong feeling that it is really Hatshepsut

must be accorded great weight, in view of his acquaintance with the royal portraits of

the time, and of course more especially those at Der el-bahri, and Professor Newberry’s

agreement is, given his special knowledge of the dynasty, important.

A point to be noted is the similarity in the two heads of the treatment of the ears

and of the uraeus. Though the upper parts of the two ears are set at slightly different

angles and the ear of the London head is rather larger and not so broad as that of the

Cairo head, yet the fashion in which they are represented is identical and peculiar, and
confirms the contemporaneity of the two. But this is of little use to decide the identity

of the London portrait, since Hatshepsut and Tuthmosis were themselves contemporaries.

All it proves is the Eighteenth Dynasty date of the head, if further proof were needed.

Whether the London head represented the king (although a woman, Hatshepsut
ought correctly of course to be described as king, not queen) ^ as Osiris or not, it is

difficult to say. He may be wearing the White Crown merely, with no Osiride intention.

The beard was restored in the past as that of a king, not an Osiris. The material is a

green basalt; the height 1 ft. 6 ins. (*0457 m.).

1 See Journal, xiii, 29.

2 In a colossal head like No. 15 in the British Museum, true portraiture is almost entirely lost. It is

of course not certain that this head is of Tuthmosis III at all
; see Budge, Guide {Scidpture), p. 105.

3 Ausftihr. Verzeichfiis, 1899; Alb. 22, p. 113. Cf. Maspero, Hist. Anc. Or. Class., n, 239, and Bissing-
Bruckmaxn, Text, 40 b, which gives a much nobler impression.

^ She called herself king, and probably bad no conception of herself as a “ queen regnant.”



Plate XXVIII.

Tuthmosid royal portrait-head.

British ^luseum.





Plate XXIX

Tuthmosid royal portrait-head

British Museum.





I, 2. Head of a statue of Tuthmosis IIL Cairo.

3. Painted relief of a head of Tuthmosis III (?). Der el-Bahri,

4 Head of a Tuthmosid monarch. British Museum, No 986,
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THE ALEXANDKIAN COIXAGE OF AUGUSTI S

By J. GEAFTON MILNE

With Plate xxxi.

The classification of the Alexandrian coins of Augustus has one element of un-

certainty which is unusual in the series struck for Egypt under the Eoman emperors,

in that the earlier issues are not dated. But it is perhaps possible to arrive at a closer

approximation than has yet been published as regards the sequence of these is^^ues, and

at the same time to investigate the policy of Augustus as shown in his treatment of the

Egyptian currency.

A few coins which have sometimes been ascribed to Augustus will be excluded

from consideration^. They are all of small size, and do not bear either the portrait of

the emperor or his name: such are D. 19 (crescent; star; 9 mm.), D. 20 (lotus-flower;

star; 10 mm.), D. 50 (ibis; crocodile: 15 mm.). The reason for their exclusion is that

there is no certainty that they are of the time of Augustus, or even that they are

official issues: in the case of D. 50, the only one which is at all common, the specimens

vary considerably in fabric, and some are struck from unadjusted dies, while others

appear to be cast, both of which facts point to the pieces in question being unofficial;

it is true that they are dated LKA, but dates occur similarly on pieces which are

certainly unofficial, such as the leaden tokens of the third century a.d.- The same
considerations apply to several of the small coins without names which have been

attributed to later emperors, and notably to one or two of those which have been given

by Dattari to the reign of Caligula, such as D. 112 (heron: bull): so that it seems safer

to follow the British Museum Catalogue in placing them apart, and to sav that, while

some of them may have been struck about the time of Augustus, others of the same
types are most probably much later and unofficial, and they cannot be used to establish

any conclusions as to the currency of his reign

First group. It has been generally recognized that the first issue of Augustus in

Egypt consisted of bronze of two denominations, but with the same types, only

differentiated by a letter in the field of the reverse. The obverse bears the legend

©EOY YlOY across the field, with a bare head to right: the reverse has KAIZAPOl
AYTOKPATOPOl, with an eagle standing left on a thunderbolt, in front of it being

a cornucopiae, behind the letter fi on the larger coins and M on the smaller. The larger

coins are about 26 mm. in diameter, with an average weight of 17
'2 gm. (10 specimens

weighed): the smaller about 21 mm., with an average weight of 8-3 gm. (7 specimens).

These are obviously in continuation of the bronze issues of Cleopatra VII, which have

1 Eeference.s for the types are given wherever possible to Dattari, Numi Alexaiidrini [D.] as the fullest

catalogue of the series: other references are to the British Museum catalogue [BM.], Feuardent's catalogue

of the Demetrio Collection [F,] and Mionnet [Mi.]. I am indebted to Dr. Regling fur information about
coins at Berlin and to the late Dr. Miinsterberg for those at Vienna.

“ See iY.C. 1908, 287 ;
Ancient Egypt^ 1915, 107.

3 These small coins, and imitations of them, continued to be used in Egypt until the end of the fifth

century: see ffi.C. 192G, 43.

18—2
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the same reverse type, symbol, and letters, and are about the same average weight and

size: the 38 specimens of the coin of Cleopatra catalogued with weights by Svoronos

average 17*8 gm., the 28 specimens of the M coin 8*5 gm. A similar adoption of

previous types in the first issues of Augustus is to be found at other important

commercial centres in the East, e.g. Ephesos and Smyrna—and this accords with his

general policy of carrying on local administrative traditions wherever possible until he

was sure of his standing.

Second group. These two types were presumably struck before the title of Augustus

was formally conferred on the emperor in 27 b.c. : after this come several coins, still

with the bare head, but bearing the legends (as before, across the field) dEBALTOC on

the obverse and KAIEAP on the reverse. The reverse types are oenochoe [D. 9], temple

of Mars Ultor [D. 14], triumphal arch [D. 13]—all three of about 2G mm. diameter—and
pontifical instruments [D. 10]—of 21 mm.: wdth these may be grouped coins with the

head of Livia and the legend AlOVIA CEBACTOV on the obverse, the reverse-types of

which are cornucopiae [D. 57] (2G mm.) and eagle [D. 56] (21 mm.). All these, like the

first group, are of the thick fabric characteristic of the Ptolemaic bronze, and the marks
of value n and M are continued on the coins of Livia, though not on those of Augustus.
Some smaller coins, of about 15 mm., evidently belong to the same group, as they are

of similar fabric and have the square form of the letter C which is usual on most of the
larger pieces: the legends of obverse and reverse are those of the coins of Augustus,
though his portrait does not appear, the types being in one case (obverse) circular altar

and (reverse) cornucopiae [D. 45], in another (obverse) prow and (reverse) wreath enclosing
legend [D. 48]. These pieces have also on the obverse the letter K, which must be
a mark of value, like fl and M on the larger coins ^

: as thev represent a new de-
nomination, there was more reason for indicating what this was. A still lower denomination
may be found in three smaller coins of about 12 mm. : one with bare head on obverse
and star on reverse [D. 12], w*hich the bare head seems to mark as belonging to this

group, the others with star and prow respectively as obverse types and the legend
EEBALTOE in two lines on the reverse [D. 18 and 21], which the form of the letter C
connects with this group. The average weights are, for the 26 mm. size, 13*2 gm.
(20 specunens); for the 21 mm., 6*4 gm. (10 specimens): for the 15 mni., 3*5 gm.
(14 specimens), and for the 12 mm., *9 gm. (5 specimens). The date of this group,
which may have begun to be issued any time after 27 b.c., comes down to 17 at least,
as the t^^pos of the temple of Mars Ultor and the triumphal arch are obvdously copied
from those of silver cLtophori struck at Ephesus which are dated in the year 18/17
(Plate xxxi): a comparison of the coins leaves no room for doubting that the Alexandrian
en^aver had before him the Ephesian pieces and reproduced their types in a clumsy and
unintelligent manner^; and they may well have been a year or two later.

1 The meaning of the letter on these coins was first explained by Parazzoli (Rev. Num. 1903, 255).
VogPs argument Minxzen. 12; that K must be a date because it is placed on the altar on
D. 4o instead of in the field as on the fl and M coins does not account for the fact that on D. 48 it is in

the field. There is no analogy for a date-letter without the year-symbol L on Alexandrian coins : and there
is no obvious reason why a mark of value should not have been placed on the type-object, especially as it

is the most conspicuous and convenient place. An Egyptian used to understanding R and M on bronze
coins as marks of value would certainly take K in the same sense.

2 The clumsines.s of the copies can be judged from the fact that Poole and Dattari did not recognize
the standard m the temple of Mars Ultor on the Alexandrian coins, but took it for a thymiaterion ; the
origin of the type was first pointed out by Yogt.
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Third group. The introduction of a laureate, in place of a bare, head as the obverse

type of the larger coins of Augustus marks the commencement of a new series: the

coins are still undated^, and the legends are normally KAIZAP on the obverse and

ZE6AZTOZ on the reverse, around the types: on one, which has as reverse type the

head of Gains Caesar with his name, the title ZEBAZTOZ naturally goes to the obverse.

With these may be grouped some coins of Livia, which have her head, but no legend,

on the obverse. These pieces are of thinner fabric than those of the two preceding

groups, though the diameters are about the same: the types which can be definitely

referred to this group are, in the largest size (25 mm.), the head of Gains [D. 1] and, on

coins of Livia, the bust of Euthenia [D. 58J, both rather rare; in the third size (15 mm.),

ibis [D. 7], crown of Isis [D. 8], and crescent and star [D. 11], all three of fairly

frequent occurrence: some further tvpes which are known only from single examples

[D. 5, 6; F. 546, 547, 548] may also belong here, but their rarity and the fact that they

are mostly of rather abnormal design suggest that they were experimental issues. The

average weights show a marked fall as compared with the second group: they are, for

6 specimens of the larger size, 8*3 gm., for 23 of the smaller, 2*5 gm. The commencing

date for this series is not likely to have been before 10 b.c., as the introduction of the

laureate head on the imperial coinage most probably took place in that year, and the

Alexandrian mint throughout its history constantly borrowed its designs from other

mints. The head of Gains would not be placed .on the coinage before 8 b.c.

Fourth group. The first certain instance of dating is on coins of year 28, i.e. 3/2 b.c. :

these are all of the smaller sizes, and do not bear the head of the Emperor. The
commonest is one of 15 mm. diameter, with the legend KAtCAPOC and a circular altar,

on which is the date LKH, on the obverse, on the reverse CEBACTOV in a wreath

[D. 47]: there are single examples of two little pieces of about 10 mm., both of which

have the date in a wreath on the reverse, and on the obverse one a crescent [F. 558],

the other a star [Berlin], which may have been issued in this year, but cannot be

definitely assigned to Augustus in view of the absence of a legend. The fact that on the

coins first mentioned the legends are in the genitive, which is rather unusual in the reign

of Augustus, suggests that a common coin, w'hich has very similar types and the same
pecuKarity of legends, belongs to the same group: on this, which measures about 21 mm.,
there is an altar flanked by laurel branches, with ZEBAZTOV in the exergue, on the

obverse, and on the reverse KAIZAjPOZ in a wreath [D. 16]: the same consideration

applies to two smaller pieces of 15 mm., one with KAIZAPOZ and a capricorn and star

as obverse type, CEBACTOV and cornucopiae as reverse [D. 17], the other with a

crocodile as obverse, CEBACTOV and staff as reverse [Paris (Mi. 34)]. These coins of

year 28 are probably earlier than a series which is undated, but has the legend CIATHP
riATPIAOZ with the laureate head of Augustus on the obverse: as the title of Pater

Patriae was only conferred on him on Feb. 5 of his 28th Alexandrian year, and it would
take some wrecks, in the winter, for the news to reach Alexandria, this series, even
if struck at once in honour of the event, would only come out late in the year. It

includes coins of the two larger sizes (25 and 20 mm.): the reverse legend is ZEBAZTOZ,
and the types are, in the first size, capricorn with star [D. 53] and six ears of corn

[D. 51]^, in the second the ears of corn again [D. 52], cornucopiae [D. 55], and two pilei

surmounted by stars [D. 54]: of the first size there is also a coin of Livia, which

* The small coins with date LKA are ruled out for reasons already given : the coin of Livia with the

same date [D. 64] requires verification.

2 This is another instance of a type copied from Ephesian cistophori.
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obviously belongs to tbe same series, witb AlOVIA ZEBA2TOV and her head on the

obverse, HATPOZ flATPIAOZ and double cornucopiae on the reverse [D. 72]. All these

are fairly common, and of the same fabric as the third group: the weights are very

irregular, varying in the first size from 13'1 to 6*8 gm., in the second from 6*5 to 4*1,

and in the third from 4*3 to 1*6: the averages are respectively 10*7 gm. (24 specimens),

5*6 (14 specimens), and 3*1 (10 specimens).

Fifth group. The large undated issue, if not made in the latter part of year 28, may
have been in year 29: in year 30 (1 B.c./l a.d.) dated coins reappear, but at first rather

spasmodically: the types vary considerably, and specimens are rare, till year 39. Those

of year 30 are, in the two largest sizes, obv. laureate head, rev. bust of Nilus [D. 32 (24 mm.),

33 (19 mm.)], in the smallest size, obv. laureate head, rev. oak wreath enclosing date

[D. 36], and obv. star, rev. lEBAi^TOV round date [Oxford], In year 35 the only issue

seems to have been of the smallest size, with obv. crescent, rev. similar to the last-

mentioned of year 30 [D. 49]. The larger sizes recurred in year 38, all with laureate

head on obverse: the reverses are, in the first size. ZEBAITOV, bull butting r., in ex.

LAH [D. 35], and capricorn r., in ex. ZEBAZTOV, to 1, LAH [O. 34]: the latter type is

also found in the second size [Paris (3Ii. 16)]: in the smallest size there is a coin of the

same types as that of year 35 [Berlin], The evidence as to weights in this group is too

scanty to make any conclusions of value : so far as it goes, it agrees generally with the

averages of the fourth group.

Sixth group. In year 39 a more regular series began, and continued till the last

complete year of the reign of Augustus: there are coins with his laureate head, or the

head of Livia, in the three larger sizes, with several reverses, one being shared by the

Emperor and Empress: the types are, for Augustus, bust of Euthenia r,, with EYGH NIA
across field, and date in exergue, and Nike flying 1., with date in field; for Livia, modius
flanked by torches, with date in exergue, and Athene standing 1. holding Nike and
resting on shield, with date in field; for both, oak wreath enclosing datek The occurrence

of these varieties, most of which are fairly common, may be shown best in tabular form.

Size 1 (24 mm.) Augustus Eutlieni<i

Yi:ap, 39

1). 22

Yeak 40

D- 24

Y'eak 41 Year 42

Xike — T). 25 T). 28 D. 30

51 wreath D. 37 D. 40 T). 42
Livia luodius D. 69 —

55 Athene E. .575 1). 61 D. 03
5 ?

wreath D. 66 BM. 31 D. 67
Size 2 (19 mm.) Augustus Eutheuia D. 23

Nike — D. 27 D. 29 D. 31
wreath D. .38 D. 41 D. 44

Livia modius 1>. 71 —
55 wreath D. 65 BAI. 32 D. 68

Size 3 (14 mm.) Augustus wreath D. 39 BM. 15 Hunter 16

The average weights of the three sizes are 9*0 gm. for 46 specimens of the first,

4*2 gm. for 11 of the second, and 1*9 gm. for 14 of the third: the flans are much thinner
than those of the earlier groups, though the diameters of the various sizes are not
much reduced.

The values attached to the different denominations in the various groups remain to

1 The coins with rec. date in wreath described by Dattari as of Tiberius [D. 73—77] and by Poole as of
Driisus [BM. 35] are certainly of Augustus, as pointed out by Vogt {op. cit. 15).
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be determined: and for this purpose the weights are only a rough guide, as the coinage

was purely a token one : but, taken in conjunction with the sizes, they offer some clue.

The first and last groups provide most material for consideration, and can accordingly

be taken as a beginning.

The first issue of Augustus, as already noted, was a continuation of the latest

Ptolemaic bronze coinage, of two denominations, marked respectively fl and M, which,

as demonstrated by Regling^, represented 80 and 40 copper drachmas. These, for

purposes of reckoning on the silver standard, would serve as obols and half-obols, as the

rate of conversion from copper to silver was normally about 480 : 1 at this time.

The latest series is clearly one of three denominations, and by size and weight

is linked to the bronze issues of Tiberius and Claudius, which represented the diobol,

obol, and dichalkon of the silver standard-. The superficial sizes of the two larger

denominations are not seriously reduced from those of the first issue, but the weights

are much lower.

It appears therefore that during the reign of Augustus a change was made in the

basis of the bronze coinage : and the point at which it was made, and the purport of

the change, may be ascertained more readily by setting out the average weights for the

various groups as detailed above: the fifth group is omitted as offering no definite

evidence.
1 Size 2 Size 3 Size 4

Lst grou[) 172 8-3

2nd group 13*2 6-4 3-5 9

3rd group 8-3 2-5

4th group 10-7 5-6 3-1

6th group 9-0 4-2 1-9

The second group is on the same basis as the first, as the marks of value are

continued on some of the coins, notably on the new denomination of 20 drachmas : but

there is a considerable reduction in the average weights. In the third group there

is a further fall in weight. In the fourth, however, there is some recovery, though the

weights are still below those of the second. The sixth again shows a drop, and also the

average weight of size 3, instead of being rather more than half that of size 2, is less

than half. It may be suggested that the explanation of these facts is that in the second

group the old values of 80 dr. = 1 obol and 40 dr. =4 obol continued, with a 20 dr. ^ di-

chalkon and a small piece, possibly of 5 dr. = 1 chalkus^, and the first and third of these

denominations were still issued in the third group: but the weights had gradually gone

down to about half of what they had been at the beginning of the reign, and in the

fourth group, which is one of the more extensive issues, the values of sizes 1, 2 and 3

were doubled, making them represent the diobol, obol, and half-obol, with some increase

of weight, though not proportionate to the increase in value: in the sixth group the

diobol and obol continued, the weights again falling, but the lowest denomination was

the dichalkon instead of the half-obol, as in later reigns. There was probably no use in

Roman times for anything smaller than the dichalkon^.

Further, it is to be noted that in the reign of Augustus the Ptolemaic system of

accounting in ''copper drachmas'’ disappears almost entirely from the statements in

^ Zeitschr.f. Xum, 1901, 115.

2 See Liverpool Annals^ vii, 59.

^ The 5-drachiiia piece wiis known under the Ptolemies: see Liverpool Aniwls^ i, 38.

^ See Liverpool Annah\ vii, 57.
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papyri and ostraca, and the normal method of reckoning is on the silver standard:

isolated instances of the old formula occur down to the beginning of the second century,

but in all probability they are only archaistic survivals such as are found in many other

connections in documents of the Roman period from Egypt This fact, taken in con-

junction with the disappearance of the marks of value on the bronze coinage and the

presumed revision of the valuation, points to the conclusion that Augustus directed

a reorganization of the bronze currency on a silver basis, which took effect somewhere

between 8 and 2 b.c. : his intention was doubtless to bring the Egyptian monetary

system into a fixed relation with that of the Empire generally, and to stabilize the

exchange, although he did not touch what was the key of the latter problem—the

depreciated silver tetradrachm of the Ptolemies—and so the real difiiculty remained

unsolved.

^ For instance, the dating in the third centurv at Herakle()p(dis by the ^Macedonian months {P. Srud.

PaL XX, 28, 35, 47) or by the old Ptolemaic formula of the eponymous priests {P, Stud. Pid. xx, 25, 20;.
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CHRISTIAN NUBIA
By J. W. CEOWFOOT

With Plates xxxii—xxxv.

§ 1, The Approach,

The chronicles of Christian Nubia, which have been compiled by patching together

the relevant extracts from medieval writers who were primarily concerned with things

Egyptian, make melancholy reading^. One gets an impression of the same kind from a

string of quotations from the classical writers who had occasion to refer to this country

in the centuries before the introduction of Christianity. In neither case does the

character of the archaeological remains of the two periods give any colour to the dreary

impressions which we get from the literary records. In the records there is some confusion

and, wherever figures are given, some exaggeration, but the apparent contradiction

between the two sources or, as one may describe it, the distorted perspective suggested

by the writers, is due mainly to the accident that most of the extracts have to do with

exceptional moments when Nubia was either in trouble and appealing for help or else

herself making trouble for Egypt. That these moments were abnormal is proved by
the long duration of Christianity in the country. We must discount our first im-

pressions. therefoie, if we wish to see things as they really w^ere, and start rather from

a fresh standpoint.

There are one or two preliminary observations to be made before we turn to the

Christian remains.

In the first place, Nubia is one of the few countries in the old world which adopted

Christianity without having passed under the discipline of Eoman law, because after

some hesitation the Komans wisely decided that it was too poor and remote to justify

the cost of conquest and administration. The old native cultural organization which

had been disturbed in Egypt by a succession of foreign conquerors—Persian, Macedonian
and Eoman—was here relatively intact: some relics of divinity still hedged the king

and gave a traditional stability to the body politic. Greek and Eoman trade, on the

other hand, had brought new luxuries into the country —much finer objects have been

discovered in the tombs of the royal family at Meroe than ever reached the shores of

Eoman Britain—but no coins were minted here and very few stray ones have been
found, nor any of the mosaic pavements which are so characteristic of the regular

Eoman civilization—both economically and politically the land was in the stage of

pre-Ptolemaic Egypt

^ The literary evidence has been excellently summarised hy Roeder in Zeitsch. f. Kirchengeschickte,

XXXIII, 364 ff. Most of the evidence will be found also in MacMichael, J History of the Arabs in the

Sudan, vol. i, and in Budge, The Egyptian Sudan, ii, Ch. 12 and Ch. 15. The classical evidence for the

centuries preceding the introduction of Christianity has been collected in a convenient form by Woolley
and MacIver, Karanog, Text, 99 ff.

2 Photographs of .some of the finer objects found by Reisner at Meroe will be seen in the Boston

Museum of Fine Art Bulletin, xxi, April, ami xxiii, June. See also Dows Dunham, Tu:o Royal Ladies

of Meroe, in Boston Museum Cornrnunieation to the Tru_stfu^s^ vri.

J^nirn. of Byypt. Arch. xiii. 19
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Secondly, on the intellectual side the people were, and for centuries had been, what

we must call a cultured race: some Greeks regarded them as the first parents of all

civilization, and Herodotus himself felt no qualms about equating the gods of Ethiopia

with his own. They had been long familiar with hieroglyphics, and about the beginning

of our era they invented a script of their own: a little later, but before the general

introduction of Christianity, both Blemyan and Xubian kinglets were aping the cere-

monial of a Byzantine court and keeping legal records in execrable Greek, If they had

not been a civilized race and had not impressed other civilized races as such—if, for

example, they had been an uncultured negroid tribe ^—can anyone who knows anything

of the Greeks imagine that the Church in Constantinople would have sent missionaries to

convert them to Christianity ?

At the time of their conversion the Nubians were in possession of an ancient and

complex culture: much of this culture had come originally from Egypt, much of it they

shared with the nomad tribes in the desert, with whom we find them frequently acting

in concert during the .Christian period; some new acquisitions had come from recent

contact with Mediterranean peoples. The humbler elements of this complex have per-

sisted beneath a veneer of Islam down to the present day, and so, when \ve turn to the

ancient material, we shall find that, with our knowledge of what went before and after

Christianity, we can place the accidental and fragmentary finds of the archaeologist in a

more vivid context, and thus still further correct and amplify the written record.

§ 2. The character of Nubian Christianity.

In the Northern Sudan Christianity lasted for some eight centuries or more, and
extended over a vast area: ruins of a church have been found as far south as Gebel
Segadi. near Sennar, and for a long time Christianity must have been the religion of the
bulk of the settled inhabitants from the frontiers of Egypt to those of Abyssinia. In
this long period and over this wide area it doubtless passed through many phases, but
about these probably we shall never know much. In the south, in the medieval kingdom
of Aloa, we know, from the type of pottery found on post-Meroitic sites in the Berber
pro\dnce and on the Blue Nile, that there was an early decline in culture : very little
painted or wheel-made ware >as been found on late sites here, and the preponderant

1 With regard to the racial quebtion, the available material does not seem buth.-ieiit to enable us to
say in what degree dittbront races have contributed to form the present population of the Northern Sudan
but it has not been proved yet that negroes were ever dominant north of their present northern limits'

far south of Khartoum. Junker has di^c‘U>sed the racial character of the people livin- in earlier davs
south of the Egyptian frontier vii, 121), and to the evidence he has collected the following mav
be added :

° ^

in) About 700 to 500 B.C. the population of Gol.el Moya, about Lat. X. 13= 30', in described on good
evidence by Reisner as “a mixed race with negroid characteristics not greatly unlike the present in
habitants of that district" OVarfoa AoA. and Records, n, 65., which means that’there were at that time
peo{)le ^^ho were not negro as far south as this.

(^) Although it is the fashion to refer to the Ethiopian dynasty as negro or no-roid the hb^hlvindividualised portraits of Tirhaka and other early kings of this dynasty found at f^bel' BaLl forh.dpig as they are, show no negro traits and the family claimed a Libyan origin (A 3’ R „ .TLuschairs yiews about the Nubians of to-day (in MEI^-H0F, Die Sprad.e der Ha:nUen, Hamb; 1’ iSiare qu, e untenable : contrast with them the remarks of SEu.MAtt, .r. Nuba, in Hasting,
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ware is the hand-made stuff with textile impressions similar to that which is in use

today. The decline is particularly noticeable at Meroe itself, as may be seen in the

certainly late grave-groups excavated by Garstang and mistaken by him for early works

on account of their primitive character h This decline took place before the conversion

to Christianity, and one is tempted to connect it with some change in the ruling class

at Meroe, such as might result from an Axumite invasion or the quarrels of '*Red'' and

‘•Black'’ Xuba, which are apparently referred to on the Axum inscriptions published by

Littmann in the volumes of the Deutsche Aksiitu-Expedition. but this is purely hyx)o-

thetical: what is certain is that the southern kingdom, though the richer in natural

resources, was further than Dongola from the good and evil of Egypt, from the wealth

and the stimulus which Egypt could give in the days of her prosperity, and from the

dangers threatening when she was unable to control the disorderly tribes within her

borders. To this geographical fact I should attribute therefore both the earlier decline

of civilization in the south and the longer survival there, by a century or two, of

Christianity. In what follows we shall be primarily concerned with the northern kingdom,

though much thcxt xve have to say will be applicable also to the south.

In order to get the background of our picture, we will first glance briefly at some

of the common social customs, practices and material objects, which were in vogue in

pre-Christian days and have lasted on to the present.

Among the contributory causes of the downfall of the kingdom of Dongola, Ibn

Khaldun^ noted the rule of matrilineal succession which still obtained there: the same

rule still holds in remote parts of the Sudan, in parts of Darfur, for example, and on

some of the Xuba hills, and the oral traditions of many tribes prove how prevalent it

once was before the establishment of the Islamic canon : its survival in Christian

Dongola is a forcible reminder that we are outside the pale of Roman law, in the

presence of a more primitive organization. Another survival, also now found only in

remote parts, is the cotton cap with two horns stuffed with straw which is still worn at

Rashad, in the Xuba mountains, as a symbol of kingship: a similar horned cap was worn

by a Xubian king depicted in the church at Old Dongola—the painting has only perished

recently—and by kings represented at Faras and at Shekh 'Abd el-Kader, opposite Haifa,

and it is mentioned as a princely attribute by Abu Salih^. With this cap Abu Salih

mentions also the golden bracelet, and a bracelet, now usually of silver, is one of the

ornaments regularly worn by bridegrooms and boys when they are circumcised, both

ceremonies being assimilated to coronation rites in popular thought. The golden bracelet

has survived also, as already noted by MacMichaeH, in the name of a great native

family, the Sowar el-Dhahab, and the site of Old Dongola actually still belongs to one

branch of this family.

The survivals just mentioned, being concerned with what may be called the public

life of the community, have been driven into the wilds by the new governmental in-

stitutions established in the Sudan during the last hundred years, but in the domain
of private life survivals are everywhere more numerous. The picturesque and elaborate

rites, for example, which are observed on the occasions of births, circumcisions and
weddings, have so much in common with those observed among Christian tribes in

^ Garstaxo, Meroe^ 1911, 32. See also S. A. and R.^ vii, 27.

- Ibx Khaldun, History/ of the Arahs^ v, 429 (in Arabic).

3 See Griffith, Llcerpool Annals, xiii, 77 ; Freshfield, Cellae Trichoreae, ii, 164, and Evett^ and
Butler, Abu Salih, 260.

Op. tit., I, 177.

19—2
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Eritrea and contain so many features that are obviously pre-Christian^ that we may

be certain they played also a great part in the life of Christian Nubia. Another primitive

custom which has persisted through several dispensations is the barbarous custom of

female infibulation: it is called the Pharaonic rite and hitherto’ has resisted the efforts

of Islam to end it; one wonders whether Christian bishops also protested against it in

their day.

On the material side the same phenomenon of persistence meets \is. The most im-

portant articles of domestic furniture in these parts today are the stools and bedsteads

with mortised legs and a webbing of string or leather which have survived at least since

the Kerma period, 2000 b.c.^ Similarly, the coiled basketry, the plaited mats, the plain

white woven cotton {damur). the girls' leathern skirt {rahat), the water-wheel and shaddf,

persisted from earlier days throughout the Christian period.

The background being thus outlined, we can try to fill in the picture with details

which archaeological research has shown to be characteristic of the Christian age in

particular.

The building traditions in brick, burnt and unburnt, which formed part of the ancient

inheritance were now developed on new lines. Mr. Griffith has published the plans of

three churches which he cleared at Faras and these, with the churches already published

by Mr. Mileham and Mr. Somers Clarke^, show how much their builders owed to the

new plans which were being used by Christian architects elsewhere. The most character-

istic plan in Nubia is that of a small basilica with entrances from the north and south

aisles, a stairway to the roof at the south-west corner and a small room of unknown use

at the north-west corner, and at the east end three internal apses, often with a narrow
passage behind the central apse connecting the prothesis with the diaconicoii: remains
of seats round the central apse, of a screen corresponding to the modern iconostasis, of

an altar and an ambo, have been found in some churches. This is the type which with
slight variants is found in Lower Nubia, in Dongola province at Wadi Ghazali and Gebel
Bakhit, for example, and in the far south at Segadi. The new plans were introduced, of

course, by those who were responsible for the evangelisation of Nubia.
The church at Old Dongola, now used as a mosque, is so different in plan that

Mr. Somers Clarke refused to regard it as a church at alD: the upper storey of this
building, the present mosque, is approached by a fine stairway which occupies the centre
of the western portion, and contains a square chamber round all four sides of which a
broad ambulatory runs . the central chamber has a fiat roof supported on four columns,
one of them wooden; the walls of it were once covered with paintings, now partly
destroyed, partly hidden under coats of plaster, and it was entered from the ambulatory
on the north, west, and south sides: in the east wall of this chamber there is a small
niche and in the external wall of the church behind the niche there is an apse which has
been reconstructed. On the ground floor, immediately beneath the east and west sides
of the ambulatory, are galleries which are joined together by five dark narrow aisles
which can hardly have served as anything but stores. As I have elsewhere pointed out 5,
the upper floor closely resembles the plan of an Abyssinian church near Adowa, and if a

1 On these rites see S. N. and B,, v, 1—:^8, and ii, 85 ff.

2 Reisner, Kerma^ ii, Ch. 27.

3 Griffith, op. ciU; Mileham, Churches In Lower Xithia, Philadelphia, 1910;
Christian Antiquities in the Nile Valley^ Oxford 1912.

^ Op. cit..^ 43, 44.

5 The Island of Meroe {E. E. F. Arch. Survey), 40.

Somers Clarke,
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connection between the two could be established it might throw light on the later history

of Nubia, for the Dongola building belongs certainly. I think, to the later part of our

period. Many of the churches in this district were built of red bricks, and have con-

sequently been much more destroyed by seekers after building material than the

mud-brick churches in the north, but the plans could probably still be recovered by
careful excavation, and. until this has been done and the plaster also has been scraped

off the walls at Old Dongola, it would be wise to keep an open mind on the subject.

On another point we can speak with more confidence: the sites of old churches

hereabouts are often marked by granite capitals and columns as well as red bricks. Now
the Ethiopian and Meroitic builders used only the soft and perishable sandstone of the

locality for the columns and capitals of their temples: the Christians, therefore, were

taking a notable step in advance when they employed granite and other hard stones for

these architectural members. The late columns and capitals, several of which, said to

have come from Khalewa, have been collected in the garden of the District Commissioner

at Dongola, while others are to be seen at Old Dongola, on Ganetti Island, and in the

Latti Basin, are roughly carved but accurately enough to serve their purpose: a popular

type of capital with broad palm-leaves at the corners^ was derived from contemporary

Egypt, where it is not uncommon.

Like the buildings, i:he pottery of the period shows that the Christian craftsmen not

only maintained but developed the crafts they had inherited. Mr. Griffith had the good

fortune to find a potter's kiln and workshop with several unbroken pots, some of them
waiting to be baked: these pots clearly belong to the last days of Christian Faras and
though, as the finder says, they show some of the skill displayed in the proto-dynastic,

C-group and Meroitic periods, they are not really much better than the best painted

ware now made in Upper Egypt-, Fragments of much finer ware, dating probably from
the earlier Christian centuries, are to be found in large quantities at Wadi Ghazali and
elsewffiere in Dongola province: on some of these the paste is finer, the slip harder,

and the decorations more carefully drawn and more varied than on Meroitic ware, and
one sees motives which point to Byzantine influence, a floreated cross and a vine with
bunches of grapes, for example, side by side with old Meroitic patterns. The Meroitic

connections are so plain that we must assume that ^'Meroitic'*’ pottery w^as made for

a considerably longer period than previous writers have allowed, though not necessarily

in the cemeteries with which they were concerned. It is, perhaps, because the natives

valued their own products that we find so little that looks like an import from Egypt;
I can recall no fragment of the ware with metallic lustre so common at Fustat, and
only one or two pieces with the green or orange and brown Mamluk glaze, all of them
found either at Old Dongola or Meilnarti, the medieval Isle of Saint Michael, near Haifa,
the two places most often mentioned by Arabic writers.

The frescoes at Faras rescued by IVIr. Griffith and his assistants are doubly welcome
because so few paintings have been preserved, and yet paintings, if not wffiolly con-
ventional, are likely, far more than architecture or pottery, to bring us into touch with
the spirit of the people. The most interesting of the Faras paintings represent a Nativity,
a cross transfixing Adam’s head, a military saint on horseback, a Nubian king and a
bishop. These pictures all come from church walls, and so it is natural that conventional
elements should predominate: judged as conventional church pictures, they are, like so
many other paintings in this category, in both east and west, of no great artistic merit,
but they show that Nubia had reached a respectable level in the representation of

1 Cf, Griffith, op. ciL, Pis. xxxvii, xxxi.x, Ixii. 2 MacIver, Journ. Anthr. Inst., xxxv, 1905.
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symbolical subjects and in the portraiture of dignified ofiicials. The artist, however,

was not always and everywhere trammelled by convention: there are one or two of

the smaller figures, for example, the angel and shepherd in the left-hand corner of the

Nativity and the kneeling figure on Plate lx, which show real feehng for movement, and

even in the stifi row of Apostles on Plate xxxvii there is a liveliness of expression which

one does not see on the works of every pictor ignotus. The same sense of movement is

seen in the picture of the horseman, which reminds one of the Persian vase-painters

or the mosaics of Koman Africa more than of Coptic ikons. Mr. Griffith truly writes.

These pictures can hardly be paralleled from Egypt, and seem to have a closer affinity

to Byzantine than to Coptic art,’’ but the Byzantine affinities, I submit, were confined

to the conventional elements; it seems to me that the details to which I have drawn

attention are expressions of the spirit which occasionally peers out in the Meroitic

period, when the artist escapes from other conventions, Egyptian or Greco-Roman.

Most of the Meroitic tomb and temple sculpture in the late Egyptianising style is dreary

stuff, the representations of cattle, oddly enough, being particularly feeble, and when the

Meroites attempted something in the Greco-Roman style—the figures in the round, for

example, which were unearthed in the town of Meroe—they produced the most horrible

salad imaginable: but if we turn from these to the fantastic reliefs at Masowwarat
el-Sufra or the curious figures on the outer wall of the temple in Wadi el-Banat^, we
find ourselves in another world where things are freshly conceived and truthfully executed.

At first sight one thinks some amusing Pompeian artist must have found temporary
employment here, but when one notes occasional glimpses of the same spirit among the

generally careless and incompetent drawings on Meroitic pots and again on these Christian

paintings, one is tempted to ask whether all three are not expressions of the same African

genius. The material unfortunately is so scanty that one cannot do more than pose the
question. One feels that one is ** burning,” but one cannot quite grasp the quarry.

To turn to the inscriptions, three written languages at least were in use in medieval
Nubia—Greek, Coptic and Nubian—which is in itself a proof of considerable intellectual

activity. The translation of religious works into the vulgar tongue and the reduction of

this to written form is what one might expect of people who had alreadv devised an
independent script of their own, but for some unknown reason, except at Soba, only
Greek and Coptic seem to have been employed on gravestones, the former the more com-
monly. No one who has read many late inscriptions from other parts of the ancient
world, especially from places where Greek was not the vernacular, will be surprised at
the errors in grammar and spelling which occur in many of these epitaphs : the correctness
of a few of them, both Greek and Coptic, is much more surprising and shows that for
a time at least there were good scholars in the land. Several of the inscriptions are
dated, the dates ranging from the ninth to the thirteenth century. Women as well as
men were commemorated in this way. The feature, however, which throws the most
instructive light on the psychology of the time is the impersonal character of the in-
scriptions: like so many medieval epitaphs in Europe, they contain nothing but the
name, age and, sometimes, date of the deceased, with prayers to God and recommendations
of the departed to His mercy and forgiveness. In a few cases the ecclesiastical office of
the deceased is mentioned, but there are no biographical details, no cursus honorum
such as one sees in some ancient Egyptian tombs and regularly on Roman epitaphs in
the western provinces of the Empire: in the eastern provinces, where “other worldly”
religions like that of Osiris were prevalent, the funerary inscriptions even in pagan times

1 Budge, The Egyptian. Sudan, ii, 149 ff.
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were much less interesting. Our Nubian inscriptions do not refer even to the parentage

or descent of the deceased like the almost equally jejune Arabic inscriptions of the same

time. It shows how much religion and preoccupations with the hereafter counted for in

Christian Nubia, the more so as these inscriptions are by no means niggardly in length.

From a combination of these different data with the meagre records of contemporary

writers we can draw a fairly coherent picture of Christian Nubia which, I submit, differs

profoundly from that which exclusive attention to the written word has suggested to

others. In the Christianity they professed the Nubians were much like the rest of the

then civilised world; they had. of course, deacons, priests and bishops, and they built

many churches and monasteries. They were as barbarous as people were elsewhere, but

there is no evidence to show that they were more so: kings tortured and blinded their

enemies in Nubia as in Constantinople or England, but here, as there, kings also retired

into monasteries and engaged in amiable theological arguments with Muslim envoys. To

judge from their inscriptions, they were as deeply concerned about the salvation of their

souls, and the knowledge of religious texts and liturgies was as real and, at least, as

widely diffused. Their art-conventions were in most respects the conventions of the

Orthodox Church in other lands. Where they differed from other Christians was in

the character of the old culture on which their Christianity was grafted. They adopted

a new script and, naturally, adapted their building traditions to the needs of the new
cult, but a durable equilibrium between new and old was reached without revolutionising

every department of life: the old house-crafts were carried on much as before: in their

homes they celebrated the same charming and elaborate festivals {rites de passage) at all

the great turning-points of human life: they did not change their customary rules of

inheritance and succession: their kings slipped easily into the niches which their pagan

predecessors had filled, and figured as conspicuously in churches as the latter on temple

walls. One apparent innovation, the common but not invariable adoption of new personal

names like Zakaria, Cyriacus and George, is parallel to the practice of modern missionaries

who christen their dark converts such names as Stanislaus, Ercole and Barnabas: in both

cases it has been imposed by the old African belief in the magic of a name which some-

times makes a new name necessary at each new stage of life: it is therefore another

expression of their conservatism. It was because Christianity was identified so intimately

with the more important forms of the old native organisation, and in particular with the

kingly office, that it survived so long in the Sudan after it had fallen in the Romanised
provinces of North Africa. The kings had a double part to play: they were the centre

of the native state and the source of its stability, they were also the channels through

which its contacts with the outside world were made: so long as they remained staunch,

and only so long, was the country secure from relapsing into African barbarism.

§ 3. The end.

In the northern 8udan the end of Christianity as the religion of the native ru ling
class came in the fourteenth century. A sharp light on the last throes of Christianity in

Dongola is shed by a chapter in Ibn Khaldun's History of the Arabs, which was written

towards the close of the same century: Ibn Khaldun is a political thinker of such pene-

tration that his account deserves the closest attention, and it is unfortunate that the

book has not been translated into a European language, and the latest English discussion

of this chapter contains an inadequate version of the most important sentences in it^.

^ Ibn Khaldun, dt. There is a goovt discussion and traixslation of part of the chapter in an article

by C. H. Becker, Der Islaniy i, 159.
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According to Ibn Khaldun, the beginning of the fourteenth century was a troubled

time in Nubia: one of the princes turned Muslim, the royal house was divided against

itself, and bands of Juheina Arabs swooped down from Upper Egypt, raiding far and

wide, much as the Nubians themselves had been wont to do in Egypt. After some

fruitless efforts at resistance, the Nubian princes came to terms and some of them gave

their daughters in marriage to Arab sheikhs, just as the Beja tribes in the desert had

intermarried with the Rabi^ Kais Arabs a few centuries earlier. As the same matri-

lineal rule of succession was in force among both Beja and Nubians, in both cases half-

Arab children became the lawful heirs of great native families. Among the Beja the

consequences were not serious; there was little that the Arabs could destroy and they

were soon absorbed completely in the native tribes who have clung to their special

tents and their own Bedawi language to the present day. The Arabs did not even

introduce the common Bedu methods of spinning and weaving: the Beni 'Amer women
use a spindle without a whorl and the Hadendowa weave blankets without a heddle, As

an Arteiga sheikh from Suakin once told me, there is nothing Arab about these people

now except their pedigrees and their religion.

Among the Nubians on the river it was very different: here Christianity had been

established for some centuries and there was a developed polity rooted in still more

ancient traditions. The passing of this polity is described by Ibn Khaldun in the

following significant sentences: ''Their kingdom was torn in pieces and the Juheina

Arabs took possession of their country. No kingly government or policy was possible

by reason of the ruination which prevented any union between the princes and split

them into factions at this time. Not a trace of kingly authority remained in the country,

and the people are now become Bedu, following the rains about as they do in Arabia.

Not a trace of kingly authority remained in the country because intercourse and union

with Bedu had changed it and dyed it a Bedu hue.” In these rhetorical phrases

Ibn Khaldun gives free vent to his dislike of the Bedu as destroyers of culture and
incapable themselves of building any stable and disciplined state, but his prejudices

guided him to a true sense of the real character of the Arab conquest. The Arabs did

not overwhelm the country by their numbers, but by dethroning the kingly houses they

dealt a mortal blow at the heart of the old polity and all the higher cultural mani-
festations which had flourished round the throne. As a written language, Nubian
disappeared, roofs with brick arches were no longer built, painted wheel-made pottery

(made perhaps hitherto in royal or princely factories) died out, and the churches in

which the kings had figured so prominently gradually fell into ruin after the fall of the
kings. On the other hand, the commoner crafts and processes and social customs
remained, as a spoken language Nubian survived, and, pace Ibn Khaldun, the people
of Dongola did not turn nomad, following the rains about,” because in Dongola there
are rarely any rains to follow: the Arabs and half-Arabs who yearned after Bedu ways
must have moved further south to realise their ideals in Kordofan or east of the Nile.

We do not know whether or how long the people in Dongola kept up any Christian
practices, but there is a little evidence about the southern kingdom, and a few references
to Nubians in general are to be found in the records of pilgrims to Palestine published
by the Palestine Pilgrims' Text Society. About 1180 Jacques de Vitry refers to Nubian
Christians as still practising circumcision^: a hundred years later, in 1280 Burchard of
Mount Sion refers twice ^ to Nubian pilgrims, and it was probably in the same century
that they acquired possession of the place in the Church of the Holy Sepulchre known

1 P.P.TS., 1806, 73. 2
1806, 3 and 104.
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as Adam*s Chapel, where Adam’s skull was believed to have been found. This chapel is

called the Chapel of the Nubians by Ludolph von Suchem in 1350^, but before the close

of the next century it had passed into the hands first of the Armenians and then of the

Georgians, though Felix Fabri, who gives this information, still (c, 1480) calls it the

Chapel of the Nubians-. The same pilgrim also on two occasions mentions meeting

Christian Nubians in Jerusalem^.

In the south it seems that the Christians maintained a precarious ascendancy until the

beginning of the sixteenth century when Soba, their capital, fell before a combination of

Fimg and Arab. In the third decade of the same century Alvarez, a Portuguese missionary,

says that the Nubians sent to Abyssinia to beg for '* priests and persons to preach and

administer the sacraments to them,” and stated that they had often sent to Rome for a

bishop, but as they had received no assistance in this respect, they, little by little, lost all

knowledge of the Christian religionh” The envoys may have been exaggerating when

they spoke of repeated missions to Rome, but there is no reason to suppose that the

people immediately embraced Islam. It may be doubted whether their conquerors, Fung
or Arab, took much interest in any religion, but the conquest created a medium more

favourable to the growth of Islamic than of Christian characters: the first Mohammadan
doctors and ^'holy men” came from Egypt, Bagdad and iVIorocco. just about the time

to which Alvarez refers, and the schools of learning which they founded were the centres

from which Islam and the Arabic language were diffused over the country. The majority

of these holy men” settled along the Blue Nile in the direction of Sennar. but over

twenty'five of those whose lives are told in the Tabal'at wad Deifidlah^ taught in Dongola

province. Against their enthusiastic preaching Christianity, without external help, its

old foreign contacts having broken down, had nothing to set but the force of inertia

or natural conservatism, which, as we have seen, was strong enough to keep alive only

what was not specifically attacked by Islam. The only certain relic of Christianity which

I can detect in the life of the people today is the use of the sign of the Cross as an

apotropaic talisman: I have seen it on the great earthen vessels used for storing grain

in Dongola and on gourds in the White Nile province, and in many parts it is painted

on the foreheads of newborn infants and on the bodies of children when they are ailing.

But has our own medieval religion left many more survivals in English village life?

Notes ox Plates.

PL xxxii, 1. Three pots found about 1902 by the late Major G. J. Ryan in a

grave at Abu Haraz, oh the west bank opposite Berber, and now in Khartoum Museum.

The grave was of the cave type, the cave being approached by a sloping passage: with

the pots were found a small bronze bell with a chain and some bones; the skull, which

was preserved, is not negro in type. Of the pots shown, two are wheel-made; on the

third, the central one in the photograph, the textile impressions are clear.

2. A selection f?om a large number of pots which were found accidentally in a grave

at Shendi in 1923. A few of the smaller cups and saucers, probably grease pots,

were wheel-made, but the greater number of pots were of the large hand-made beer-jar

^ P.P.T,S., 1895, 103. Their possession of this chapel lends added interest to the painting found hv
Mr. Griffith in the river-church at Faras (CrRiFFiTH, op. 80, and Plate Iviij,

- P.P.T.S., 1892, r, 373 and 435. - Op. at
,

ii, 123 and 209,

^ I quote from Budge, op, cit., ii, 307, as I have been unable to consult the original.

" An account of these is given by MacMichael, op. ii, 217 ffi

Jouni. of Egypt. Arch. xiii. 20
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(dullang) type like the two bigger pots on the photograph, which resemble those found

in such numbers by Garstang at Meroe. For a note on the way these pots are made, see

Sudan Notes and Records, vii, 1924, 20. In Khartoum iluseum.

3 and 4. A selection from the pots accidentally found by the Irrigation Department

at Wad el-Haddad on the Blue Nile in 1908. The four jars in no. 3 show the same

technique though the shapes, in particular the flaring mouths, are peculiar; the three

dishes in no. 4 are black in colour and faintly incised; the others are red.

Note, Another grave with pots of the same type has been found at Makwar on the

west bank of the river, just below the dam, but I have had no opportunity of seeing

these. All these pots come from accidental finds, but they are of the same class as those

found at Meroe in graves which had been walled up with rough doors partly made of old

Meroitic inscriptions; they are obviously later therefore than the Meroitic period, but

are earlier probably than the introduction of Christianity into these parts, as it is

unlikely that Christians would bury such an enormous number of beer-jars with the

dead. They might be assigned roughly to the fifth to seventh centuries of our era.

PL xxxiii, 1. A photograph of Old Dongola church taken from the south-west. The
lower storey, which occupies two-thirds of the whole, is built of mud bricks and has

a heavy batter: red bricks are used in the upper storey. Photograph taken in 1926.

2. A photograph of a capital just dislodged from its column, which is almost entirely

buried in the sand. It is about two miles north of Old Dongola church, and about a
mile east of the mouth of the Latti canal. I am indebted to Mrs. Charles Nevile for

this photograph.

3. A photograph of the Mek or King of Rashad in the north-east of the Nuba
mountains. The king is wearing the cap of royalty, with somewhat attenuated horns:
for the rest the king claims Arab blood and dresses accordingly. The photograph was
taken in 1925.

PL xxxiv, 1. Fragments of pottery foimd at Wadi Ghazali, near modern Merowi, and
now in the Khartoum Museum. These are some of the finest pieces of Christian pottery
that I have found in the Sudan: the largest piece, that with the cross and grapes,
measures 11 centimetres in height, the ground colour is a bluish white with a fine glaze,
the cross is dark grey, the grapes dark red: the paste of this and of one or two other
pieces is very hard and whitish in colour. The best of the dated inscriptions belont^ to
the ninth or tenth century a.d., and the finer pottery might perhaps be referred to'^the
same time.

PI. xxxiv. 2 and PI. xxxv, 1 and 2. A series of pots, now in the Khartoum Museum,
which were brought into Wadi Haifa by a native of Sarras about the year 1905. He
informed me that he had foimd them in a ruin upon an island near Sarras. called Difinarti—
the island of the ruin. The ruin in question struck me as very late and the pottery belonas
I think, to the very end of the Christian period; it is coarse, heavy stuff, but still made
on the wheel and painted. The ground colours vary from whitish to orange, and the
colours of the designs from purple through brown to black. The designs, bands and
lozenges filled with lattice patterns, concentric circles, nebule bands, etc” represent the
last stage of Hubian pot-painting; the barrel shape is, so far as I know, a’ new one- the
other shapes were common in earlier days.

’



Pottery of the Christian Period from the Soudan.

1. From El Ghazali. ^cith f.

2. From the island of Difinarti. j.
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THE EPIKRISIS RECOKD OF AX EPHEBE OF
AXTIXOOPOLIS FOrXD AT KARAXIS

By a. E. R. BOAK

The papjTus which forms the subject of discussion in this paper is one of a large

archive of legal documents from the second and third centuries of our era unearthed by
the University of Michigan's expedition at Karanis (Kom Aushim) in the season 1924 25.

It has been assigned temporarily the inventory number P. Mich. 2895. The papyrus is of

a grayish-brown colour, and measures 25 by 12*4 cm. There is a margin of 1*8 cm. at the

top, one of equal width at the left side, and one of 6*2 cm. at the bottom. The writing,

which is in red ink and along the fibres, is in a typical business hand of the late second

century and presents no palaeographic difficulties. A double border of overlapping curved

lines, the inner row facing outwards and the outer row facing inwards, forms a sort of

ornamental frame at the top, bottom, and left side of the document. The papyrus was
folded anciently in four folds from left to right, with the result that it is somewhat cracked

in the creases of the folds although not sufficiently to make the reading uncertain at any
point. The verso contains a short docket in the upper left-hand corner. This is written in

black ink in a very small hand which 1 have not deciphered satisfactorily. The interest of

the papyrus lies partly in the link which it provides between Karanis and Antinoopolis,

and partly in its contribution to our knowledge of the ephebeia in general.

The text reads as follows :

1 iTTiKpicreco^ 0 (eroa?)

AvprjXicoi' Wvtcjovlvov

Kal Ovfjpov, pL€r' dWa,

wv 01 TTarepe? OcreLpavTt-

5 VOiho<^. pL€T €T€pa, TdiO^ ’lofi-

Xio? Aovyetvo^; Ta'/ov 'IovXlov

pi7]Tpo{^) nroWcitSo?,

[irdiv) lS pi7][vdiv) f i)pLe{pas;) a. yv(0(TTi]pe<;*

Paio? OvaXepLO^ Sep?;z/09

10 ^€povcdvio<; 6 Kal 'Ecrrmieu'?,

Tdig^ TouXio? UplaKO^i

JlavXeLifLO^ 6 Kal IcrtSem?,

Aovklo^ \Xkv\lo<; UroXefJbalo^

^OaeipavTLvoeLo^ 6 Kal AleXeixopm?.

15 dvriypa(^ov v7roypa(j>y]<i Aovkk€-

Lov '"OcfyeWidvov rov i7riaTp{ar7]yov)

ovTQ)^ i')(ov(xif]<^ TTapeSe^^T/.

2nd h. 'AfipLcopio^ ^ov\€v{Tr}^)

^\LO<f>v\{a^) TToXeft)? aear^pLiO)-

20 flat.

'20—2
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Translation: ''From the epikrisis of ephebes of the ninth year of the deified Aurelii,

Antoninus and Verus. After other (names), those whose fathers are of the tribe Osirantinois

:

after other (names), Gaius Julius Longinus son of Gains Julius Niger, his mother being

Ptollois, aged fourteen years, seven months, one day. Witnesses: Gaius Valerius Serenus,

of the Ner\danian tribe and the Hestiaian deme: Gaius Julius Priscus, of the Paulinian

tribe and the Isideian deme; Lucius Aquilius Ptolemaius, of the Osirantinoian tribe and

the Melitorian deme.

"A copy of the subscription of Lucceius Ofellianus, the epistrategus, reading thus: He
was enrolled.

'*!, Ammonios, a councillor, bibliophylax of the city, have certified it.’’

For purposes of examination we may divide the document into the following six parts:

(1)

11. 1-3, description; (2) 11. 3-5, reference to the tribe 'Oaecpaurtvoi^;; (3) 11. 5-8, the

name, parentage, and age of the person whom the document concerns: (4) II, 8-14, the

names of three witnesses to these facts; (5) 11. IS-IT, the copy of an original endorsement

of the epistrategus; and (6) 11. 18-20, the signature of the ofiicial who certifies to the

correctness of the document. It will be convenient to examine each of these sections

separately.

(1) The document is described as coming from the epikrisis of ephebes of the ninth

year of the emperors Marcus Aurelius and Verus, /.c., 168 69 a.d. As such it falls into the

same category as the dvrlypacpov iiriKplo-eco^; with its ypa(f>^ 'Trathow cited in P. Flor. 57,

1. 67 ff. = WiLCKEN, Clirestomathie, 143, and the extract in BGU. lO^^ = Chrestonu_itkie, 146.

Since the Aurelii are styled Oeoi, "gods,” the abstract was made presumably after the

death of Marcus Aurelius in 180 a.d., cf, Wilckex. Gnindzuge. 117. As is well known, the

admission to the ephebeia followed the satisfactory inspection of the record of the candidates

who presented themselves each year from those who had already been admitted to the
gymnasium and were called the ol dvr6 rod yvpivaatov, cf. P. Oxy. 1292, 1452 with com-
mentaries, and JouGUET, Vie miinicqmJe, 150 ff. This inspection is the eTrUpLat^ €<f>7]/3o)i^

of 1. 1.

(2) These lines reveal that the list of the ephebes admitted each vear was arranged
according to the tribes in which their fathers were registered. Under the headin<y of each
tribe the order of names was probably alphabetical. If the names were grouped by demes
under each tribe, it is likely that we should have had some reference to it here. The tribe

^OaeLpavTij^oh here mentioned is one of the tribes of Antinoopolis listed by Kenyon, Phyllae
and Demes in Graeco-Roman Egypt, in Archie, ii, 70 ff.

; Joxjguet, ibid.\ and Kuhn
Antinoopolis, 124. The derivative adjective is 'OaeLpavTivoeto^:;, cf. 1. 14 below and the
references just cited. It is the mention of this tribe which shows that although our
document comes from Karanis in the Arsinoite it concerns citizens of Antinoopolis in the
Antinoopolite nome.

(3) Here we have the names of one of the ephebes of Antinoopolis of the year 168 69 a.d.
The name Gaius Julius Longinus indicates a Roman, as does that of his father, Gains
Julius Niger, while his mother's name UroWwi^ is distinctly Greek. The age of the'ephebe
was just one day over fourteen years and seven months. This furnishes additional support
to the view that the attainment of the fourteenth year was the qualifying limit for
admission to the ephebeia, cf, Wilcken, Grundzilge, 141; Jouguet ibid * P "oxv 1^99
note on 11. 19-21.

’ - —
(4) Here we have the names of the three witnesses to the qualifications of the youn^r

ephebe. Like him and his father, they also bear Roman names, but here the important
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thin^ is their citizenship in Antinoopolis which is evidenced hy the names of the tribes and

demes to which they belong. The three tribal names, ^€povidpto<;, TlavX€Lvio<^, and

^OcreLpai’Tiroeio^, are already well attested, cf. the lists referred to in (2). The deme name
of the tribe ^epoviavy']^ is probably the same as that which appears in BGU. i,

399, 2. as 'Ecmalo^, and should be 'Eartev^, Schubart. Archil', v, 9-1:: IvdHX, 124. However,

the other deme name^, of the tribe HavXeiva and XleXetropio^ of the tribe

^OaetpavTii’OL^, are, no far as I am aware, not found elsewhere in the papyri referring to

Antinoopolis. however, appears as a deme name in Alexandria : Schubart, Archiv,

V, 82. Its Use in Antinoopolis is easily accounted for, since the emperor Hadrian’s sister

Paulina, who was deified as vea^'iat^, was the patron deity of the Paulina tribe; Weber,
VnfcrHUchiuigrn zur Geschichte dcs Kaiser Hadrians, 252-53. I am unable to suggest any

explanation of the name XleXtropto^, although it must be connected with Osiris, the patron

deity of the Osirantinois tribe, with whom Antinous was identified; Weber, op, cit., 250.

The Roman citizenship of the ephebe, his father, and the three witnesses, is readily

explained. All citizens of Antinoopolis were qualified for admission to the Roman legions

in Egypt and would consequently receive Roman citizenship upon their enlistment;

cf, Kuhn, Antinoopolis, 162. In addition, a large number of the veterans discharged under

Antoninus Pius became citizens of this town and were called overpavol Wnrinoets ; Kuhn,
op, rit., 82 3. Thus a large number of the Antinoites probably were Romans by 168 '69 a.d.

However, the occurrence of the name Gains Julius in three out of the five cases suggests

that we may have to do with descendants of persons who had received Roman citizenship

in the Augustan period, either as legionaries, veterans or fieedmen.

(5) Lucceius Ofelliauiis is already known to have been epistrategus of the Heptanomia,

which included the Antinoo[)olite nome, in 166 a.d.; V. Martin, Les epistrateges, 182. Our

reference extends his term to 168^69, so that he probably functioned until succeeded by

Aemilius Capitolinus. who was in ofiiee shortly after 26 November. 169: Martin, 183. It

seems to me that the word TrapeSex^Vy cited from the endorsement of the epistrategus,

shows that this official conducted the final eirLKpLai^ of the ephebes in the metropoleis.

The editors of P. Oxv. 1202 (217 a.d.) feel that the fact that this petition, complaining of

the omission of a boy's name from the list of candidates for the ephebeia, was addressed

to the deputy epistrategus does not imply that the epistrategus conducted the etaKpLai^

(iiTLKpiaL^;), However, the word TrapaUxogaL is the technical expression for enrolment in

the ephebeia, cf. P. Flor. 79, 9: Oxy. 477, 24; Preisigke, Worterbiicli, And since the sub-

scription of the epistrategus is cited as warrant for the enrolment, it is hard to avoid the

conclusion that his irapeUxdv (possibly TvapaSexOprco in the original) rendered the final

judgment in the examination. For the ephebes of Alexandria, however, the eVf/cptj-i? was

probably conducted by the Prefect of Egypt, as Wilcken suggests, Grundzuge, 142.

(6) The signature of the is additional evidence that all epikrisis records

were kept in the hr^poaia ^L^XioOgKT] under the supervision of these officials, who issued

and certified all abstracts made from them ; cf, Wilceen, op, cit., 201. Ammonios describes

himself as l3ovXevTi]<^^ i,e, a member of the jiovXi], an institution which Antinoopolis

possessed from the date of its foundation in 130 a.d. The TroXt? referred to can only be

Antinoopolis, so that the document before us is an abstract from the SrjpoaLa ^t^XioOgfcg

of that metropolis.

The presence at Karanis of this extract from the epikrisis register of Antinoopolis need

occasion no surprise. The Fayyum supplied many of the colonists for Antinoopolis, and in

fact the majority of the known overpavol ^Avrivoeh have property in the Arsinoite nome;
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cf, Kuhn, op. cit., 83 £F. BGU. ii, 148 (c. 150 a.d.) offers the example of an Antinoite veteran

who inherited the property of his father, a landholder of Karanis, cf. Kuhn, ibid. In all

probability further examination of the Karanis papyri at Michigan will show additional

instances of WvrivoeU who are connected with this town in the Fayyum.

It seems justifiable to conclude that Gains Julius Longinus himself lived at Karanis

and had this certificate of his ephebeia placed in the local record office as a guarantee of

the rights and immunities to which his station entitled him.
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ON TWO MUMMIES FORMERLY BELONGING
TO THE DUKE OF SUTHERLAND

By WAEREN E. DAWSOX

With Plate xxxvi

On the 15th July. 1875, the late Dr. Samuel Birch unrolled a mummy at Stafford

House belonging to the [third] Duke of Sutherland. This mummy had been presented to

the Duke by General (later Sir Edward) Stanton, when British Consul in Egypt.

Immediately after the unrolling, the Duke of Sutherland presented the mummy to the

Museum of the Eoyal College of Surgeons. As the soft parts were in poor condition, the

Conservator, the late Sir William Flower, had the bones cleaned and articulated, and the

mounted skeleton was duly installed in the osteological series in the museum. In

November, 1875, Flower contributed an account of the skeleton to the Society of

Bibhcal Archaeology b and at the same time Joseph Bonomi made some observations

upon it-. A year later, Birch published an account of the mummy and of the cartonage

in which it was contained. The greater part of this account is devoted to a description

of the case and its decoration; concerning the mummy itself, Birch says®:

The munimy was enveloped in a eartoiuigc, or linen covering', covered with stucco and laced up like

stays behind. The original cord had been replaced by modern string, but it was otherwise intact, and did

not appear to have been previously opened. The period of the mummy was apparently about the XXVIIIth
Dynasty, if not even later, as the paintings were far inferior to those of an earlier date, and the hieroglyphs

confused and illegible, the mummy by no means belonging to a time when the process of embalming was
in great perfection. The body was with some difliculty extracted fi’orn the cartonage, and found to be

swathed in bandages of rather a dark colour, and by no means so full and numerous as is usual in the later

class of mummies, altlnuigh packed with some care. X'o inscription occurred on them, nor was any amulet

or other object found to give a clue to the embalmed person, the only object discovered being some white

leather placed about the back of the head, either a hypocephalus or else a sculbeap, namnu, but it was too

far gone to determine its character and use. The body was very thin, the skin excessively brittle, the

hands crossed over the pubes, giving the usual arrangement of a female also; a later examination of the

skeleton has led to the conclusion that it was the mummy of an old man. It had not been prepared

by the bituminical process, but resembled the later class of mummies as were made as late as the Koman
Empire. It diil not, however, exhibit any given Egyptian characteiistics, and was evidently an Egyptian,

although not of high rank or wealth, as evinced by the absence of amulets and other paraphernalia of the

upper classes. It was s.xid to have come from Thebes, probably from some of the recently discovered

tombs in that locality.

To this account of the mummy we can add some further particulars from the

description of it in the museum catalogue^.

Tlie mummy was prepared without bitumen, and the ethmoid bones were intact, showing that the brain

had not been extracted through the nostrils in the manner described by Herodotus, and txs is generally the

case with mummies from Thebes. tXhen divested of their \\vappings, the soft parts of the body were all

dry and perfectly friable, separating from the bones and crumbling at a touch. The hair that remained on
the scalp was fine, soft and wavy, probably originally white or grey, but now stained to a yelhxwish-brown

^ Transactions^ iv (187G), 2o3. - Ihid., 251. - Op. cit., v J877), 122.
^ Royal College of Surgeons Museum, OsP‘ologicoJ Catnlognc^ Part i, 2nd ed. 1007

,
1.31-32,
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colour, much the same hue, in fact, as that of the dried flesh and bones and the cloths in which they were

enveloped. The hones were very light and brittle, hanng lost much of their animal matter, and could only

})e made firm enough to hear the wires neces.'^ary for articulation by imi»regnation with gelatine. The

skeleton is that of a man of short stature and considerably advanced in age.

Miss Tildesley, of the Eoyal College of Surgeons, has succeeded in tracing the present

whereabouts of the cartonage of this naummy, and also its wooden coffin, which Birch

does not mention^. On archaeological evidence, the coffin must be assigned to the

Twenty-third Dynasty, or possibly to the end of the Twenty-second, but the mummy it

contained was certainly not that of its original occupant, nor can I agree with Birch

that it is as late as the Twenty-eighth Dynasty. The mummy was not prepared in

accordance with the technique which was in vogue between the end of the Twenty-second

and the beginning of the Twenty-sixth Dynasty. During that period, the brain was

always removed, and resin was used in the preparation of the body, which rendered it

firm and durable 2
. Although the elaborate technique introduced in the Twenty-first

Dynasty, which involved the packing of the limbs, had fallen into abeyance, as had also

the custom of replacing the viscera in the body-cavity, the condition of mummies
belonging to the period between the Twenty-third and Twenty-sixth Dynasties is usually

very good, and shows evidence of care in their preparation. In the case of Birch's

mummy, it is expressly stated in the account above quoted that the brain had not been

removed, and that no bitumen (resin) had been used in the preparation of the body.

These facts, taken in conjunction with the relative paucity of bandages, and the friable

condition of the flesh and bones, make it appear very probable that the Arabs who
discovered the coffin had taken away the well-made mummy winch had orimnallv

occupied the cases, and had substituted for it an Eleventh Dynastv mummy, for there

are many Middle Kingdom tombs in the vicinity of Der el-Bahari, from whence, as we
shall presently see, it is most likely that the coffin was obtained. Moreover, such
fraudulent substitutions by Arab dealers in antiquities are common. Such scanty details

as we have of the mummy accord entirely with the state of affairs revealed by the

Theban mummies of the early Middle Kingdom and do not in the least tally with the

methods in use during the period indicated by the coffin. In this connection, Birch's

statement that the original lacing of the cartonage had been replaced by modern strin<y

is very significant.

We will revert to a consideration of the evidence afforded by the coffin, after havinty

described the second mummy.
This second mummy was presented to the British jMuseum after the death of the

third Duke of Sutherland (died 1892), by his successor, in 1893. It w^as contained in
a wooden case, to which reference will be made later. The name on this coffin is

Ankhpekhrod, the son of Ankhefenkhons, a prophet of 3Iont (Menthu), Lord of Thebes
This coffin is briefly described by Sir Ernest Budge in the official guide-book, and
it bears the number 21,958^. It is stated that:

The mummy found in this cofliii was unrolled hy tlio late Dr. Birch, at Stafford House, on 15th July
1875: but it was probably not that of its original occupant, for, judging ])y the a)>senee (Monuments, it

must have been a poor person, or one of inferior rank. The mummy is exhibited,. .in the Thinl E^ryptiaii
Room....Presented by the Duke of Sutherland, K.G., 1893.

^ See Miss Tildesley’s note, below.

- A detailed description of a mummy of this period will shortly appear in Tol. 61 of tlie Proceedifigs of
the Sodet^ of A ntiquaries of Scotland,

3 Guide to the First, Second and Third Egyptian Rooms, 3rd ed., 1924, ,93,
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On referring to the appropriate place in the guide-book (p. 115), I was surprised to

see that the mummy is there described definitely as that of ‘Ankhpekhrod. the son of

‘Ankhefenkhons. This statement is at variance with that quoted above, in which it was
suggested that the mummy was probably not that of the original occupant of the cofiin.

By the kind permission of Dr. H. R. Hall I was recently allowed to make a thorough

examination of this mummy, and Dr. Hall was kind enough to have it removed to

a private room where every facility was given to me. On removing the coverings.

I foimd myself at once in agreement with the suggestion that the body was not that of

'Ankhpekhrod. for I found it to be that of a woman. It was not unrolled by Dr. Birch

but by Sir Richard Owen, and it is certainly not the mummv described by Birch, which,

as we have seen, was that of a man, and which was presented in 1875 to the Royal

College of Surgeons, whereas the present mummv was not given to the British Museum
until 1893.

I cannot agree that the body was that of a poor person, or one of inferior rank,

as the mummy has been very carefully prepared. At the period with which we are now
concerned, the absence of ornaments from the mummies of priests or priestesses is not an

indication of poverty. The bodies of the priests and priestesses of Amun of the Twenty-

first and Twentv-second Dvnasties from Der el-Bahari had no jewellery; they were

provided with nothing but a heart-scarab and a uniform set of small amulets of no

value, tied round the neck bv a string. After the Twenty-second Dynasty, the amulets

maintained their uniform character, and were laid under the outermost wrappings,

according to an arrangement which in course of time became schematic and con-

ventionalized^.

The mummy (Xo. 24,957) is that of an elderly woman of short stature (height

4 ft. lU in.) lying in a fullv extended position, with the arms pressed against the sides

of the body: the hands, with their fingers extended, being placed with their palmar

surfaces resting on the lateral aspects of the thighs. The head is covered with hair

of a light brown colour, cut short like a man's, and revealing a bald patch, about two

inches across, on the crown of the head. The hair was probably grey, and has been

stained to its present colour bv the embalming materials. The eyelids are not com-

pletely closed, and beneath them is no packing material the eyes having merely shrunk,

and collapsed into the orbits. The jaws are closed, but the lips do not quite meet, and

reveal the much-worn lower incisor teeth. The right corner of the mouth is depressed,

but this is probablv due to the pressure of the head bandages, and does not indicate

any pathological condition such as facial paralysis. The ears are small and well

separated from the head, but their lobes do not appear to have been pierced. The

brain has been removed through the left nostril, the ethmoid being perforated, but the

septum is undamaged, and there is no packing in the fossae. By inserting a probe,

I was able to ascertain that the greater part of the cranial cavity is empty, only

a small quantity of packing material having been inserted, and this was lying in the

occipital region.

The thorax and the abdominal cavity had been emptied of their organs through

a vertical embalming-incision, 12 cm. in length, in the left lumbar region, the top of it

being on a level with the navel. No attempt had been made to close the wound, which

was elliptical in shape and gaped to the extent of 8 cm. The lower part of the pelvic

cavity was filled with a hard mass, consisting of a thick paste, now solidified, composed.

^ See Journal^ i, PI. xxxii, Fig. 2 ;
Petrie, A/aulets, Pk. 1-lii

;
Rhixd, Thebes, its l^onihs and theie

Tenants, PI. vii.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. XIII. ill
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of resin, linen and coarse wood-dust. The upper part of the cavity was devoid of

packing' as was also the thorax. The embalming-wound was not wide enough to permit

of a complete exploration of the body-cavity^ but a wooden lod, inseited in the

direction of the neck, encountered a solid body lying on the spine beneath the sternum,

about as large as a hen’s egg. This mass was, most probably, the shrunken remains of

the heart, which, following the usual custom, was not removed by the ernbalrners, but

left in the body attached to the great vessels. The breasts must have been full, as is

indicated by the deep wrinkling of the skin in their area, but the nipples are so shrunken

as to be scarcely perceptible. The pudenda has been pressed inwardb and smeared with

a thick coating of resin which has rendered them inconspicuous. In removing the lower

pelvic viscera, the embalmer cut round the anus, which now appears as an elliptical

opening about 5 .. 3 cm, wnth clean-cut edges. This opening has been plugged by a pad

of linen soaked in resin.

The thighs are deeply wrinkled, but uo packing material ha.s been inserted in them.

The hands have been treated in the usual way: that is to say. the epidermic lia^ been

cut round each finger so as to form a thimble of skin to

support the nail. Threads are wound round each digit to

hold these thimbles in position. The nails are lung and

untrimmed. The feet have been treated with the same end

in view as in the case of the hands, i.e. the preservation of

the nails: but instead of cutting the skin of each toe, the

skin of the w^hole of the anterior part of the foot has been

cut so as to leave a kind of glove of epidermis ending

about half way up the instep (Fig. 1). Except on the

fingers and toes, and on the head, the whole of the

epidermis has been removed from the body by macera-

tion.

The whole surface of the body is of a reddish-brown coloui', lic|uid resin liavfing been

carefully applied with a brush, and not poured over in a molten condition, as was the

custom in Ptolemaic times. The resin used was of a very good quality, and has not

caked into solid masses. The skin is semi-fiexible and resembles parchment. On the

anterior surface of the abdomen, lying obliquely, are the remains of an oblong linen

package, which has adhered to the body-wall and has subsequently been torn off. This

probably contained the cuttings of the hair, or the shed epidermis of the body: these

are frequently found wrapped in linen and placed in this position on mummies. The
mummy has been very carefully treated throughout, and is a good specimen of the

technique of its period. From the details of its treatment, I should place it not later

than the early part of the Twenty-sixth Dynasty, nor can it be very much earlier.

Whether the mummy of this woman was put into the coffin in which it was found by
the Egyptians of antiquity, or whether it was the act of their modern successors, we
have no means of knowing, but in any case the mummy and the coffin are contemporary,

or nearly so.

e must now revert to a consideration of the coffins in which these two mummies
were found. The name and titles on the second one (that of Ankhpekhrod) associate it

quite definitely with the series of coffins and mummies of the priests of Mont discovered

by Mariette at Der el-Bahari in 1858. This find comprised a large series of wooden
sarcophagi and coffins, all belonging to one family, and covering about ten generations,

from the end of the Twenty-second Dynasty to the early part of the Twenty-sixth. The
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genealogy has been worked out by Baillet^ and more fully by Moret*^. There were three

persons bearing the name of ‘Ankhefenkhons in this series, and 'Ankhpekhrod, whose
coffin contained the second of the Duke of Sutherland's mummies, was most probably
the son of the third of the name, who lived in the time of the fir^st king of the Twenty-
sixth Dynasty.

It is one of the melancholy instances of the lax methods of the earlier excavators

that no adequate records of Mariette's discovery were kept. He found his great series

of coffins and mummies in the inner chambers of the great temple of Der el-Bahari,

which had fallen into ruin and was used as a cache to hide the mummies of the priestly

family to which reference has been made. Many similar caches of mummies have been
found in the Der el-Bahari dL'^trict: notably those of 1881 containing the royal mummies,
of 1893, containing a large series of mummies of the priesthood of Amim of the Twenty-
first and Twenty-second Dynasties, and of the last ten yeais, discovered by the

expedition of the Metropolitan Museum of New York, It is quite evident from the

accounts of the early diggers, ^uch as Salt, d'Athanasy and Ehind, that many other such

finds were made, the contents of which have now pa>sed into various museums. Brugsch

attributed to Ma tinier the discovery of sixty mummies in nine shafts at Der el-Bahari,

but it seems that he was confused, and had in mind Maiiette's haul of 1858. Wiedemann,
however, who repeats Brugseh's attribution to Maunier, states that some of the mummies
tvere not taken to the Bulaq Museum, but were left at Luxor The whole find purported

to have been moved to the Museum, although some of the coffins were taken to the

Paris Exhibition of 1867, but out of the original number, said to be sixty, the coffins of

only thirty-two persons now exist in the Cairo Museum. Most of the mummies had each

a rectangular sarcophagus containing two anthropoid coffins, some had a sarcophagus

and one coffin, some two coffins and no sarcophagus, and others again, a single coffin.

None of these objects was entered in the Journal Jentree of the Museum, and many of

them, owing to lack of exhibition room, were stored in the magasins at Bulaq. Some of

them have disappeared from this store-house, others probably never got there, but were

purloined by the natives in transit. In any case it is abundantly clear that the find was

exploited by the natives, and many of the coffins found their way into private hands.

All the mummies seem to have disappeared. The Cairo collection, large as it is, is now
much reduced, and consists of forty-one sarcophagi and thirty-one coffins, representing

the equipment of thirty-two persons'*.

The coffins of 'Ankhpekhrod were evidently amongst those stolen by the Arabs.

One of the coffins was sold containing the mummy of its rightful inmate, the other was

evidently traded ofi to another buyer, and in it was put a mummy which had been

taken from another coffin, perhaps one of those which reached the Museum empty.

Hence the mummy which has been described in detail above is most likely that of one

of the priestesses whose coffin now forms part of the Cairo collection.

It is very likely that the other (which contained Birch’s mummy) has a similar

history. It is considerably earlier in date than the last mentioned, but not too early to

belong to Mariette’s find. It is a simple coffin of the type which was in vogue during

the Twenty-second and Twenty-third Dynasties, and which preceded in date the

* Rec. de Trai\, xviii (1896;, 187 ff.

* Sarcophages de 1Epoqiie Bubustite d VEpoq^m 1913 (table following the Introduction \

’ Brugsch, Zeltschrift f. d. Mor<f< //land, xiv ,1860;, 8; WiRDUiiAXX, Agiiptische (Jeschichte

d884), 332; Gauthier, Cereneih unthrupoide^ pdtres de ALuifou. vii.

^ The.se objects have been described ra exteaso by Moret and Gauthier, op, cit. supra.

21—2
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‘^pedestal" cofl&ns wliicli came into use in the Twenty-fifth Dynasty, of which the Cairo

series has many examples. It is possible, however, that it canae from another deposit in

the same district, and in order to make it more saleable it was provided with a mummy
from elsewhere, probably, as above suggested, from an Eleventh Dynasty tomb. Birch

read the name on the cartonage as Nebset, but that on the coffin is clearly Nesmut,

daughter of Amenkha. It therefore seems that the body of one person, the cartonage of

a second, and the coffin of a third have been combined, probably by an Arab dealer, to

make up one ''lot.'’

SUPPLEMENTARY NOTE

By M. L. TILDESLEY

(1) Mummy given to the Royal College of Surgeons

In the course of preparing a new catalogue of the Human Osteological Collection in

the Museum of the Eoyal College of Surgeons of England, I was working in 1925 upon
the Egyptian section, and wished to ascertain whether a modern verdict would confirm

the date (Twenty-eighth Dynasty) assigned fifty years earlier to the mummy unwrapped
by Dr. Samuel Birch at Stafiord House on July 15, 1875, and presented that same year

by the then Duke of Sutherland to this Museum. As the mummy had been reduced to

a skeleton and articulated on its reception here, it was no longer possible to examine
afresh the method of mummification in the light of more recent research; so an enquiry
was addressed to His Grace the present Duke of Sutherland, in the hope that the late

Duke his grandfather might have retained the casing while giving away its contents, and
that the casing might serve to date the mummy. This hope was fulfilled to the extent
that not only the cartonage casing but also the wooden coffin were found to be in the
museum of Dunrobin Castle, and permission was very kindly given for these objects to
be examined and photographed. I have to thank the generous kindness of Professor
Arthur Eobinson, of Edinburgh University, for obtaining the photographs herewith
reproduced (PL xxxvi, figs. 2 and 3). Professor Sir Flinders Petrie was good enough to
examin e these records, and the date to which he assigned the coffin and casing was 'Tate
Twenty-third D} nasty, about <50 b.c. As he pointed out, however, the mummy found
in the case was b} no means necessarily its original occupant, as funeral furniture was
an article of commerce second-hand.

In cases where a fresh mummy was enclosed in a second-hand coffin, the date of the
latter gives at least a limiting date to its contents : they cannot be of an earlier period
than the coffin. In the case before us, however, the method of mummification is hardly
consistent with a date subsequent to the Twenty-third Dynasty, and this fact together
with the use of modern string to lace the cartonage, make it pretty clear, as Mr. Dawson
points out, that it was the modern Arab who effected the change in occupancy of
the coffin.

We still have, therefore, to fall back upon the descriptions of the method of
mummification left by Dr. Birch and Prof. Sir W. H. Flower for the main evidence
in dating the remains : and it is on the basis of these combined with other clues
that the date Middle Kingdom (Eleventh Dynasty?)” is arrived at, for which our
thanks are due to Mr. W'arren Dawson.
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(2) Mummy at the British Museum

In the above paper, Mr. Dawson points out the error made by Sir Ernest Budge in

identifying the mummy presented to the British Museum by the Duke of Sutherland in

1893 with that unrolled at Stafford House on July 15, 1875. A water-colour sketch

preserved at Dunrobin Castle, and lent to me for reproduction by kind permission of

His Grace the Duke of Sutherland, serves to identify the mummy in question. This

sketch (PL xxxvi, fig. 1) depicts a mummy partly unwrapped, and though very rough and
imperfect in its execution it shows clearly the left arm extended with palm pressed against

the thigh: the long and gaping embalming-incision in the left side, the top of it level

with the navel; the hair cut short; and, by its inscription, the fact that this was
a woman. All these points correspond with Mr. Dawson^s description of the mummy
presented by the Duke of Sutherland to the British Museum, and the legend appearing

above the figure supplies the details as to when and by whom it was unwrapped. This

reads: ''Mrs. Pharaoh,^' as she appeared )vhen presented nt Stafford House hy Professor

Owen, 16 Jidy, 1873. [The appearance of the mummy as shown in the sketch is exactly

in accordance with that of the original specimen in the British Museum.—W. R. D.]
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COPPEE IX AXCIEXT EGYPT

By A. LUCAS

In view of the statements that have been made that copper was probably not

discovered in Egypt, but in Asia (1, 2)U and that the Egyptian copper mines could not

have supplied the amount of that metal used in the country anciently (2, 3), it seems

desirable to summarize what is known about the Egyptian copper deposits and their

early working. Copper ore occurs within the geographical limits of modern Egypt in

two different localities, namely in Sinai and in the eastern desert. The amount, how-

ever. is not sufficiently large to warrant mining at the present day, since copper may

be obtained in much greater quantity and in more easily accessible places elsewhere.

The evidence for ancient copper-mining in Egypt is twofold, first, the existence of

ancient mines with ruins of mining settlements and mining debris, and second, in-

scriptions in the neighbourhood of mines, left by mining expeditions.

Sinai.

Ancient workings, some of which are of considerable size, and which admittedly

were either for copper ore or for turquoise, exist at Magharah and at Serabit el-Kliadim,

both of which are situated in the south-west of the peninsula (2, 4, 5, 6).

That some of these workings were not for copper ore, but for turquoise (which was

much employed for jewellery in both the Old and Middle Kingdoms and even as early

as the Predynastic Period), there can be little doubt, since at both places turquoise

is still found, and at Magharah turquoise-mining is carried on by the local bedouin

at the present day, the main workings extending for about two kilometres on the west

side of the valley (2 a, 4, 5. 6, 7). At Serabit el-KhMim, although turquoise occurs, it

is only found at the present time in small quantity and is not now worked (4, 5, 6, 7).

In addition to turquoise, however, copper ore also was undoubtedly mined anciently

at Magharah, since ruins of mining settlements exist, dating principally from the Old
Kingdom, but also from the Middle Kingdom, in which have been found copper ore,

remains of furnaces, copper slag, broken crucibles, part of an ingot mould and a mould
for casting the blades of weapons (2 a, 4).

At Serabit el-Khadim the proof of ancient copper-mining is less evident as the
workings have never been carefully examined from this point of view, but copper ore

occurs in the immediate neighbourhood and a crucible for melting copper has been found
in the temple (4).

The copper ore mined anciently, both at Magharah and at Serabit el-Khadim,
was largely the green carbonate (malachite), with a little blue carbonate (azurite) and
a little silicate (chrysocolla), only small quantities of any of which now remain (2a, 5, 6).

The inscriptions left by the mining expeditions were^ at Magharah, in the valley
and mines near Serabit el-Khadim, in the temple of Serabit el-Khadim and the approach
to it, and in the Wadi Xasb (8, 9).

1 The hgures in brackets refer to the works quoted in the Bibliography at the end of the article.
2 The word is employed in the past tense as many of the inscriptions have either been destroyed or

removed.
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At Magharah there were 4:5 records, consisting of 36 inscriptions on the rocks,

8 graffiti and 1 stela (whether free-standing or not is not stated). These began
in the First Dynasty (1 inscription) and were continued in the Third Dynasty
(3 inscriptions). Fourth Dynasty (3 inscriptions). Fifth Dynasty (8 inscriptions)! Sixth
Dynasty (2 inscriptions). Twelfth Dynasty (13 inscriptions), Eighteenth Dynasty
(1 inscription) and Xineteenth Dynasty (1 inscription). There were also 5 inscriptions

of the Old Kingdom and 8 of the Middle Kingdom that cannot be assigned to any
particular dynasty.

In the yalley and mines near Serabit el-Khadim there were 15 records, consisting of

13 inscriptions on the rocks and 2 stelae (whether free-standing or not is not stated).

These were of the Twelfth Dynasty (10 inscriptions) and Eighteenth Dynasty (3 in-

scriptions), with 1 of the Middle Kingdom of which the dynasty cannot be recognized

and 1 of doubtful date.

In the temple and it:^ approach there were 288 inscriptions, principally on loose

blocks of stone, statuettes, free-standing stelae and other objects, but including a number
of inscriptions on walls and pillars. These consisted ut une inscription with the name of

Sneferu (which is almost certainly of later date than the reign of this pharaoh and
is probably not earlier than the Middle Kingdom) together with the following-named:

Twelfth Dynasty (72 inscriptions). Eighteenth Dynasty (75 certain inscriptions and
11 less certain), Xineteenth Dynasty (30 inscriptions) and Twentieth Dynasty (22 in-

scriptions), also 38 certain inscriptions and d less certain of the Middle Kingdom,
18 certain inscriptions and 2 less certain of the Xineteenth to Twentieth Dynasties and
15 inscriptions of which tln^ dates were altogether doubtful.

In the Wadi Xasb there wa< one inscription on the rock of the Twelfth Dynasty,

The inscriptions in those case^ where there was any reference to the nature of the

actiyities undertaken, frequently made mention of malachite^ and once of copper, but

they were very unsatisfactory for use as a history of Egyptian mining. Thus the earlier

ones (First, Third, Fourth and beginning of Fifth Dynasties respectively) merely recorded

the names and titles of the pharaohs, then references to the leaders and officers of the

expeditions were included (Fifth Dynasty) and at later dates statements of the objects

of the expeditions. Although there can be little doubt that all the expeditions were for

the purpo.se of mining either copper ore or turquoise, there is no direct proof of this

from the inscriptions themselves in the case of the earlier ones, which might have been

merely records of punitive expeditions, though they are believed to have been more.

In addition to the workings at IMagharah and at Serabit el-Khadim, already

mentioned, ancient workings for copper ore exist at the following-named places, all in

the neighbourhood of Serabit el-Khadim:

() Gebel (Mount) Umm Rinna, situated X.X.W. of Serabit el-Khadim, where there

is an excavation some 20 metres wide, 1 to 2 metres high and about 50 metres long.

The ore extracted was malachite, traces of which still remain (5).

() Wadi (Valley) Malha. These workings are close to Gebel Umm Rinna, Wadi
Malha draining the eastern flank of the mountain. The ore mined was malachite, small

quantities of which still exist (6).

(c) Wadi (Valley) Kharig, called Wadi Halliq by Barron. This is situated to the

west of the northern portion of Wadi Xasb. Here there is an excavation about
100 metres long, 10 metres wide and 2 metres in average height. The ore extracted

was malachite, which has been practically exhausted (5).

^ It i.s .suggested that the translation should read turquoise instead of malachite.
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In addition to the old workings there are also a number of slag heaps resulting from

the smelting operations carried out anciently. The largest of these heaps is in Wadi

Nash (called Wadi Nasib by Ball), which is situated north-west of Serabit el-Khadim

(4. 5, 6, 10). In this wadi, as already mentioned, there is an inscription of the Twelfth

Dynasty. In continuation of this heap there is much scattered slag all the way up the

path to the stela of Amenemmes IV (4).

Similar, but smaller, ancient slag heaps exist at the south side of Seh Baba (the

lower part of Wadi Xasb), which is situated to the south-west of Serabit el-Khadim (4).

Another ancient slag heap is at Gebel (Mount) Safariat, south of Gebel Hebran (6).

In the >south-east of the peninsula ancient workings for copper ore and ancient slag

heaps exist in two places, namely:

() Near the plain of Senned. The working here is in the nature of a dyke wdiich

has been excavated for nearly two miles and is ’’exceedingly rich*' in the blue carbonate

(azurite) (11).

() In the hills west of the Aebk-Sherm plain. Some of the ore is malachite and
possibly this alone was worked anciently: a deposit of chrysocolla has however been

found by modern prospectors at Wadi Samra (sometimes called Wadi Samara) (11).

Eastern Desert.

Copper ore exists in several localities in the eastern desert, namelv:

(a) In Wadi (Valley) Araba, which is situated almost due east of Beni Suef (about

Lat. 29^ K.) near the Gulf of Suez. The ore is chrysocolla and the amount is only
small; there is no evidence that it was mined ancientlv (12),

(b) At Gebel (Mount) Dara (approx. Lat. 28' N.: Long, 33" E.). where there are

ancient workings. The ore is chrysocolla (12, 13).

(c) At Gebel (Mount) Atawi, which is situated a little south of the latitude of

Luxor, but nearer to the Red Sea than to the Nile. There are ancient workings, but
the nature of the ore is not stated (12).

(rf) In the Dungash gold mine, which is situated east of Edfu (approx. Lat. 24" 50' N..
Long. 33° 45' E.). The nature of the ore is not stated, nor whether it was worked
anciently; the amount of copper ore, however, is probably very small (12).

(e) Among the low hills south of Wadi (Valley) Gemal (Lat, 24° 35' N., Long,
34° 50' E,). The ore is malachite, but it is not stated whether there are ancient
workings (12, 14).

if) At Hamish (Lat. :32' N., Long, slightly E. of 3t=). There are old workings
with three main shafts. The ore is chalcopyrite (sulphide of copper and iron). The
sides of one shaft are incrusted with blue copper compounds formed from the
pyrites (15).

{g) At Hamamid, which is situaced due east of Khattara (approx. Lat. 24° 12' N.,
Long. U° 29' E.). There are extensive ancient workings with several shafts, one of
which is about 80 feet deep. The ore is malachite (7, 18).

(k) At^ Abu Seyal (sometimes wrongly called Absciel) in Lat. 22^ 47' JS'. (12, 14,
16, 17). Wells reported that the ore occurred in the form of pyrrhotite (iron pyrites)
associated with copper pyrites (copper .sulphide), but although there may well be copper
pyrites at some distance below the surface, the ore exposed i.s chrysocolla (18). The
mine was worked ‘’extensively” in ancient times (17). Some at least of the ore was
smelted at the mine as there are remains of ancient furnaces and slag (18).
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(i) Isolated specimens of malachite have been found in two localities, namely in

a valley west of the Sufr range of hills (west of Jemsa) and at Wadi (Valley) Sibrit in

Lat, 24° 43' N., Long. 33° 58' E. (12, 14).

In addition to the various ore deposits and ancient workings a large ancient slag

heap resulting from the smelting of copper ore exists at Kubban on the east bank of

the Nile opposite Dakka(16, 19) (Lat. 23° 10' N.). The origin of the ore smelted is not

certain, though it is often assumed to have been that from the Abu Seyal mine. As

already stated, however, part at least of the Abu Seyal ore was smelted at the mine

itself as the remains of ancient furnaces and slag attest.

Amount of ore extracted.

Unfortunately the examination of the ancient workings does not show, even

approximately, the amount of ore extracted, and any estimate based on the size of the

workings would be fallacious, as the ore occurs in veins which have been largely worked

out. All that can be stated is that the quantity of ore originally present was probably

not large and that it was so precious that the poorest seams have been followed up and

exhausted.

Unfortunately, too, very few analyses of Egyptian copper ores have been made and

the only ones that can be traced are the following;

Sinai, (a) South-western mines. This ore yields from 5 to 15 per cent, of copper

according to Rickard (10) and up to 18 per cent, according to Riippell (20). (6) South-

eastern mines. A specimen of ore analysed by Professor Desch gave 3 per cent,

of copper (21).

Eastern Desert, (('z) From \\adi *Araba two specimens analysed by the Chemical

Department, Cairo, gave 36 and 49 per cent, of copper respectively (22). (b) It is stated

that the Abu Seval ore yields on an average well over 3 per cent, of copper and that in

places it is very rich and may yield as much as 20 per cent. (17).

It may be mentioned that, separated from the extraneous matter with vhich it is

found associated, malachite yields theoretically 57 per cent, of copper, azurite 55 per cent.,

chrysocolla 36 per cent, and chalcopyrite 35 per cent.

Some evidence for the amount of ore dealt with in certain districts may be obtained

from the dimensions of the ancient slag heaps, but the data are very incomplete and

even if it be assumed that all the heaps still exist and are known, which is almost

certainly not the case, many of them have neither been measured nor examined.

The various slag heaps that are known have already been mentioned, but the only

ones of which any particulars are given are those of Vadi ^^asb, Seh Baba and Kubban,

which may now be considered.

Slag heap at Wddi Nash. The dimensions of this as given by Petrie are 500 ft. long,

300 ft. wide and 6 or 8 ft. high (4). Petrie, however, quotes Bauerman (an English

geologist who explored the district in 1868) for very different dimensions, namely,

250 yds. by 200 yds. (4), while another writer gives Bauerman' s dimensions as being

350 yds. by 250 yds. by 8 or 10 ft. (23). Bauerman's own statement, however, is that

the slag forms a roughly elliptical heap, about 350 yds. long and 200 yds. in breadth,

the depth being very variable and probably not more than 8 to 10 ft. at the most, but

that over the greater part of the area the slag forms only a thin covering to the rock (24).

Petrie’s estimate for the amount of slag present is 100,000 tons, but Rickard, taking

Bauerman’s measurements, makes the amount only 50,000 tons (10), which is much too

small for the dimensions given.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xill. 22
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In order to arrive at the weight of slag it is necessary to know not only the

measurements of the heap, but also the specific gravity of the material, and this does

not seem to have been determined, but only guessed. In the absence of specimens of

the Wadi Nasb slag the writer determined the specific gravity of five specimens of

similar copper slag from Seh Baba, which was found to vary from 3*1 to 3*5 with a mear
of 3*36 and this will be assumed to be approximately correct also for the Wadi Xasb
slag. On this basis the calculated weight of the slag is as follows

:

() From Petrie’s dimensions, 98,000 tons, which is very close to Petrie's own
estimate of 100,000 tons.

() From Bauerman’s dimensions, not less than 100,000 tons.

Rickard states that the slag contains the equivalent of 2*75 per cent, of copper

h

which on 50,000 tons of slag represents 1375 tons of copper; he assumes this to be one-

third of the amount of copper the ore was capable of yielding, which is thus estimated
at 8*25 per cent, and therefore that two-thirds of the possible copper in the ore or

2750 tons was recovered. As already stated, 50,000 tons for the slag is too small an
amount and probably the estimate of 8*25 per cent, for the copper content is also too
small, since malachite when separated from extraneous rock yields 57 p(*r cent, of

copper. In order to be on the safe side, however, let 8*25 per cent, be accepted as the
yield of copper and that only two-thirds of this was recovered, then the slag heap
represents about 5400 tons of copper.

Sluy hcci'p cit Sch Bubo., The dimensions of one heap as given by Fetrie are 80 ft. bv
60 ft. (4), but another estimate is 50 ft. by 50 ft. by one foot (18). The specific ijravity
of the slag, as already stated, is 3*36. The weight of the slag therefore is as follows:

{a) According to Petrie’s dimensions, 450 tons.

{b) From the alternate dimensions, 235 tons.

The amount of copper represented by this slag would be either 25 tons or 13 tons,
according to which dimensions are accepted.

Slag heap at Kubhdn. This heap is 105 ft. long by 13 ft. broad (25), but the height
cannot easily be measured on account of the accumulated sand. Let it be assumed'^to
be 2 ft. The specific gravity of two specimens of the material determined by the writer
was 2-9. The total amount of slag therefore is 220 tons. If the amount of copper in the
original ore and the proportion recovered be assumed to have been the same as for Sinai
this heap will represent 12 tons of copper.

On the evidence of the slag heap at Wadi Nasb the amount of metallic copper from
the Sinai mines amounted to a minimum of 5400 tons, but probably more excluding
that from the smeltings at Magharah, Seh Baba, Gebel Safariat. the plain of Senned and
the hill region of the extreme south-east, which together may have been considerable,
but for which, except for a portion of that at Seh Baba, no estimate can be made As
a working hypothesis, let it be assumed that the total amoimt of copper obtained
anciently from Sinai was 8000 tons. To this must be added that from the eastern
desert for which the only basis for an estimate is the slag heap at Kubban, which
almost certainly represents only a very small fraction of the ore smelted Let theamount be assumed to be 2000 tons, which makes a total of 10,000 tons for all EgyptJudged by present day requirements, 10,000 tons seems very little, but it should not

.A specimen probably from the Wadi Xasb, analysed by Sebelien [Ancient Egypt, 19-n) contained21-60 per cent, of copper. This slag, however, is not uniform in composition and co.2 me'talhc ZZtboth in large pieces and as coarse grams and unlp^^ nrr.TxoY.ix- i ^ u
meiaiuc copper,

of an isolated specimen is likely to be misleadim^.
^ ^ ^ ^ "" competent person an analysis
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be forgotten that Egypt was, as it still is, a comparatively small agricultural country,

and that at the beginning of the period under discussion copper had only recently been

discovered and was just coming into use and must have been both scarce and expensive,

and that throughout the whole period by far the greater proportion of the population

did not use copper. But, allowing all this, is it possible that some such comparatively

small amount as 10,000 tons was the total quantity employed from predynastic times

until about the Twelfth Dynasty, a period of approximately 1400 years ? In the

Eighteenth Dynasty, when mining was resumed after an interval of about 200 years,

increased demands were admittedly met by importation from abroad, and even about the

Twelfth Dynasty, bronze, an alloy of copper and tin, which replaced copper for many

purposes, was beginning to be imported.

In the writer's opinion 10,000 tons were quite sufficient for all the needs of the

country and had there been any very urgent demand for more, the mining expeditions

would have been much more frequent. Thus during the period in question only 169 in-

scriptions are recorded, which is at the rate of one about every 8 years and many

of these are connected with turquoise-mining and not with copper-mining. Even some

5200 years after the beginning of the period mentioned and some 3800 years after it had

terminated, namely in the year 1800 a.d., or only 127 years ago, when copper was

employed for many more purposes and very much more extensively than in ancient

Egypt, the entire world's production of the metal was only 10,000 tons (26). It may be

mentioned, too, that the weight of copper objects from ancient Egypt for the whole

period of 1400 years that have been found, the greater proportion of which are now in

various museums, does not amount to more than a few tons.

Date of first mining.

Sinai. It has already been mentioned that the earliest mining expedition that left

any record in Sinai was of the First Dynasty. At this date metallic copper had been in

use in Egypt on a small scale for a considerable time, since it has been found in graves

of the Middle Predynastic Period, and malachite, the ore from which copper was

principally obtained, had been employed still longer, having been found in the earliest

predynastic graves. It is reasonable to suppose therefore that before the first mining

expedition, that of Semerkhet, went to Sinai it was known that malachite existed there,

otherwise the fitting out and sending of an expedition to Sinai would not have been

undertaken. It should not be forgotten, too, that, as shown by the inscription, it was

not a small private venture, but one sent by or in the name of the pharaoh and

consisted of a party numerous enough to fight and overcome local opposition.

How the knowledge of malachite and the first specimens of it reached the Nile

valley there is nothing to show, but a few facts that may throw some light on the

question may be mentioned. First, the Sinai malachite deposits are not on or near the

routes to either Syria or Arabia, and therefore trading caravans would not be brought

into contact with the ore; second, the ancient inhabitants of the Nile valley were

probably as much afraid of venturing far from the river as their modern descendants,

who even today do not go into the desert except for short distances in certain districts

to obtain stone, gypsum, nitrous earth and sometimes to search for and rob ancient

tombs; and third, the desert has its own inhabitants, the nomad tribes. It is suggested

therefore that malachite from surface deposits was first observed and collected by

nomads, possibly on account of its green colour, and traded by them to the Nile valley

(where it was used as an eye paint) exactly in the same manner as the Magharah
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turquoise mines are worked at the present day by the local bedouin who sell the

product to merchants at Suez. Thus a small irregular trade in malachite would spring

up which would be stimulated and increased when this material began to be in demand
for making copper. The place of origin of the malachite could hardly have been kept

secret for long and eventually the urgency for a larger and more regular supply would
lead to the dispatch of mining expeditions, the earliest of which appears to have been

in the First Dynasty.

Eastern Desert. So far as is known there are not any inscriptions in the eastern

desert in connection with copper-mining such as those occurring in Sinai, the expeditions

to this region that left records on the rocks being for the purpose of obtaining stone,

and the inscriptions being at or near stone quarries. Too much stress, however, should
not be laid on the absence of inscriptions, since neither are there any inscriptions at the

gold mines, though there are inscriptions referring to gold and gold-mining in other
places, for example in the Wadi Hammamat and in the temples of Bir Fowakhir and
Wadi Abad respectively (27).

It may be mentioned, too, that in the enumeration of the tribute taken by the
Egyptians at various times from the peoples who dwelt to the south, as in Genebteyew,
Kush, !^egro Lands, South Countries and Wawat, there is no mention whatever of

copper (8).

Strabo possibly refers to the eastern desert of Egypt when in describing Ethiopia he
states that There are also mines of copper, iron and gold ’ (28), but the geography of
Strabo’s time was very vague, and Southern Ethiopia, which is in the Sudan, or even the
Sudan generally, where such mines exist, may have been meant rather than the northern
part of Ethiopia, which is in Egypt.

The sole indication at present known of any date in connection with copper-mining in
the eastern desert is that furnished by the slag heap at Kubban, the fort there having cer-
tainly been occupied during the Empire, hut not earlier than the Twelfth Dynasty (29, 30).

The only attempt to fix a date for copper-mining in the eastern desert is one made
by Professor Elliot Smith, who refers the discovery of copper to Upper Egypt, thus
claiming for the eastern desert mines priority in date over those of Sinai (31)' The
evidence adduced, however, is not sufficient to support the contention and consists of
the statements, first, that a copper ore (malachite) has been found in predynastic gravesm Nubia, and second that in the Wadi Alaki in Nubia there is an ancient copper mine,
from wfuch presumably the malachite was obtained.

Malachite, however, is very common in all Egyptian predynastic graves that have
yet been discoveted not only in Xnbia, but also in other parts of the country, for

Tn?™ “ Balias (32) (near Knf(), at Abydos(33), at Nag-

L'ourio M£s‘(U'cSi
"*P»tively, the latter of u-hich is only

The iNubian copper mine referred to is presumably the Abu Seyal mine that has
already been described, it is not however in the Wadi ‘Alaki, but some distance to the
north, and so far as can be ascertained there are no copper mines in the wadi itself andthe ore is not malachite but chrysocolla. It is possible, too, that the exploitation of the

(1313 toTifBc rfnfT-"
Nineteenth Dynasty, when Seti I(1313 B.c. to 1 9. B.c.) and his successor Ramesses 11 (1292 b.c. to 1225 b.c.) both sentexpeditions to this region for gold (8), and it does not seem unlikely that copper milgmay have been undertaken at the same time.

i^opper mining

Although not tenable so far as the Wadi ‘Alaki is concerned, Professor ElUot Smith’s
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argument might, however, be held to apply to the eastern desert generally and therefore
this point needs to be considered. There is no doubt that malachite does exist in the
eastern desert and it may have been mined at an early date, but on the other hand
it may well be that the malachite found in the Nubian predynastic graves, if indeed it

was obtained from the eastern desert, may have consisted of isolated specimens that had
been picked up without mining in the neighbourhood of the deposits.

Copper-mining in the eastern desert never appears to have been on nearly so
extensive a scale as in Sinai and apparently there were no government mining
expeditions and no records are known, either in the vicinity of the mines or elsewhere,
that would indicate that any great amount of importance was attached to the Upper

copper ore. It should not be forgotten, too, that when the pharaoh Semerkhet
of the First Dynasty (who probably resided at Thinis near Abydos in Upper Egypt)
required copper ore it was to Sinai he sent and not to the eastern desert.

As already mentioned, if copper-mining was being conducted in a systematic manner
and on a large scale by the government in Sinai in the First Dynasty, as apparently
was the case, this means that it was not merely for the sake of malachite to be used as

an eye paint, but for the far more important copper, and it also means that there must
have been mining of some sort in the same place at an earlier period, though possibly

on a much smaller scale and by the local tribes, thus throwing the date of the mining
of copper ore in Sinai back to predynastic times. If predynastic copper-mining and the

predynastic production of copper be referred to Nubia, this means two separate dis-

coveries of copper, one in the north and another in the south, much about the same
period in two different and widely-separated parts of the country, a conclusion that
seems improbable and one that would tell strongly against Professor Elliot Smith's main
argument for a single centre for the knowledge of copper.

Discovery of Copper.

The evidence for copper-mining in ancient Egypt and the probable amount of copper
produced having been discussed, the question of the discovery of copper may now briefly

be considered. An ore of copper, malachite, was employed in Egypt as an eye paint in

the earliest Predynastic Period of which graves have been found (at least about 4000 b.c.)

and no such early use of malachite, or other ore of copper, is known outside Egypt.
Malachite, as has been shown, occurs both in Sinai and in the eastern desert, and since

an expedition was sent from the Nile valley to obtain it from Sinai during the First

Dynasty, this material must have been known from that locality at an earlier date.

Since from malachite copper may be produced by the very simple process of heating it

in a wood or charcoal fire, it is highly probable that the first production of metallic

copper was by accident from this ore.

The use of malachite as an eye paint would present innumerable opportunities
for its accidental heating in a manner that would produce a small quantity of copper,
whereas no such opportunities would occur in countries where malachite, or other
copper ore, was not employed. Metallic copper was known in Egypt in the Middle Pre-
dynastic Period. In the earliest graves in which it has been found it was in the form of

small articles, such as rings and needles, and only in graves of a later period were there
weapons and tools, that is to say, copper did not appear suddenly in a comparatively
highly-developed form, as would have been the case had it been imported, but all

the stages of evolution from the simplest objects to the more complex have been found
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in proper sequence, and unless it can be clearly proved that copper was known outside

Egypt at a period anterior to its use in Egypt, which has not yet been done, it is only

reasonable to credit the Egyptians with the discovery.
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ALEXAXDELV

By H. I. BELL

In the autumn of the year 332 B.c. Alexander of Macedon with his victorious army,

fresh from the defeat of the Great King at Issus and the capture oi Tyre, entered Egypt

from the East and marched on Memphis. Only a few years had elapsed since the

country, after a century of independence, had been reconquered by Persia; and

Alexander, greeted as a deliverer by the Egyptians, had no difficulty in securing its

submission. He was crowned king of Egypt at Memphis, and already, by sacrifices to

the local gods and by gymnastic and musical contests in the Greek manner, he showed

himself in the role of reconciler between Orient and Occident. He spent the winter

in Egypt, during which time he visited the oracle of Ammon and was hailed as son of

the god. On his way thither he passed down the western or Canopic branch of the Nile

to the little fishing village of Rhakotis. Some archaeologists have traced on the site the

remains of early harbour constructions, but others dispute their inferences; and in any

case there can have been little to attract the attention of the traveller in the village of

the fourth century b.c. A low. sandy coast with a small island lying off it. an un-

important village of poor fisher-folk—there was in this nothing to suggest the future

glories of Alexandria. Yet this was the site which Alexander, already conscious of his

mission as the disseminator of Hellenic culture in the lands of the East, chose as the

site of the city which he had resolved to found on Egyptian soil. It is of course easy

to infer that because Alexander was one of the supreme geniuses of history and

Alexandria one of the greatest cities of the ancient world the success of the city was

due entirely to the genius of the man; and equally easy for those who are never happy

except when reversing some received opinion to argue that the importance of Alexander s

foundation was the result of causes quite beyond Alexander s ken. No doubt the truth

lies between these extremes. For all his impetuosity and daemonic force Alexander

possessed a cool judgement and a clearness of vision which few statesmen ha^e equalled,

and we may be quite certain that he chose the site of his new city for sufficient reasons.

He may have been influenced, as has recently been suggested 2
,
by a certain resemblance

which the position bore to that of Tyre, the city whose role of mercantile and naval

centre he designed his new foundation to assume; but it had more solid advantages.

^ This paper is a lecture given for the Society on Feb. ^3, 1027, as one of a series under the general

title “Cities of Egypt.'’ It is published here in response to requests from several of those who heard it,

with a minimuni of references, chiefly to recent publications or to Greek text^. Aiiioiig books which may

profitably be used for the history and topography of Alexandria in general are . E Breccia, Alexandria

ad Aegyptuni (Engl, ed., 1922); J. P. ^^Fahaffy, A History of Egypt under the Ptolemaic Dynasty (2nd ed.,

1914); J. G. Milne, A History of Egypt under Roman Ride (3rd ed., 1924) ;
V. Ehrenbero, Alexander and

hypten {Beihefte zum Alten Orientf 7); W. Schubart, Agypten von Alexander dern Grossen his auf

Mohammed (1922G P. JocGUET, Eimperialisnie macedonien et Vhellenisation de I Orient (1 926, see indexX

For the constitution and classes of population, see P. Jouguet, La vie rnfimcipale dans I Egypte romaine

(1911) and W. Schubart, Alexandrinische Urkunden aus der Zeit des Augustus^ in Arch, f, Pap.^ v, 35-131.

2 See the article by B. A. van Groningen, A propos de la fondation dWexandrie, in Raccolta di

scritti in onore di Giacomo Lumbroso^ 200-211.
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The splendid harbours so familiar in Hellenistic and Roman times were rendered possible

only by extensive works, but the configuration of the coast and the island off the shore

suggested and facilitated these undertakings. The Mareotic Lake behind the site,

communicating with the Nile, offered the chance of a fresh-water harbour accessible from

both sea and river. The set of the current in the Mediterranean eastwards involves for

the other coastal harbours a constant tendency to silt up from which Alexandria is free,

a fact probably made known to Alexander by the Greeks of Naucratis. Lastly, there

may also have been a reason of a political kind. Rhakotis had no special associations

or prestige, and a Hellenistic foundation there could develop its Hellenic culture

unthreatened by the weight of native tradition.

There can be no doubt that, as I have said, Alexander intended his new foundation

to take the place of Tyre; but it has been suggested^ that his ideas in this matter

changed, and that had he lived he would probably have restored Tyre to its old

position—that in fact it was only the death of its founder which secured to Alexandria

its pre-eminence. This is quite possible; in 331 Alexander, however much he may have
realized the need of union between East and West, was still first and foremost King of

Macedon and Captain-General of Hellas, the champion of Europe against Asia; but as

his conquests spread further eastwards he came to feel himself the successor of the

Great King, and Greece and Macedon were now but a small part of his dominions,

so that a port communicating directly with his Asiatic possessions might seem more
useful than one so far away as Alexandria. However, the Mesopotamian fever removed
the decision from his hands; and when he died in 323 the new city still held the field

as the destined successor of Tyre in the mercantile supremacy of the eastern ilediterranean.

Alexandria did not fall behind her destiny. Settled by a people then full of energy
and the spirit of enterprise and always distinguished by special commercial capacity,
commanding a country proverbial for its fertility and inhabited by an industrious
population, connected with the routes that led to the Red Sea and the spice-producing
countries, with a harbour which, after the completion of the necessary works, could rank
with the best in the world, the city was obviously fore-ordamed to be the mercantile
capital of the East. Of its earliest history we know very little. Alexander had apparently
no idea of making his foundation the capital of the country, and it was probably from
Memphis that his representative governed; nor did his death at once produce any
change in this respect. The prudent Ptolemy son of Lagus, esteeming a bird in the hand
worth two in the bush, instead of wrangling with the other marshals for the position of
regent of the whole empire, contented himself with the fat province of Egypt; and he
further secured the body of the great conqueror. Armed with this precious mascot, he
set off for his province, leaving his colleagues to fight out their differences in Asia, and
took up his residence at Memphis, where Alexander^s body was at first buried. It was
not till several years later (the date is uncertain) that Ptolemy transferred the capital to
Alexandria. This step was probably due to a change of policy 2

. At first he seems to
have followed Alexander s lead in favouring the amalgamation of Greek and Egyptian
but if so he abandoned this policy later and adopted towards the natives the attitude
of conqueror to conquered which was to be maintained by his successors until the
growing weakness of the dynasty compelled them to make concessions to their Egyptian
subjects. The removal of the seat of government to Alexandria was the outward sign
of this new course, and the more discerning natives can hardly have failed to draw the

^ By Groningen, op, dt,, 210 f.

See Kornemann, Die SatrapenpohtiJc des ersten Lagideiu in Raccolta Lumhroso, 235-245.
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right conclusion. Other measures in the same sense followed. Alexander, to mark his

desire for friendly relations with the Egyptians, had founded a temple of Isis at

Alexandria. Ptolemy, who had made the new god Sarapis. evolved at Memphis, the

meeting-point of Greek and Egyptian and in some sort the national god of his

dominions, pre.sently established the centre of the cult at Alexandria, where it seems to

have taken on more definitely Hellenic forms. Further, his son removed to Alexandria

the body of Alexander, which, laid in a splendid tomb, became the object of an

elaborate cult, with its eponymous priest, and a relic to be visited for centuries by
votaries and tourists.

When Ptolemy transferred his capital to Alexandria the city must already have

emerged from the chaos and confusion of a new foundation, but much labour was

certainly required to transform the desolate sand-hills and the village of Ehakotis into

the Hellenistic city. Designed by Dinocrates on the regular plan, with straight streets

intersecting at right angles, so i)opular in Hellenistic town-planning, it was built on the

comparatively narrow neck of land between the Mareotic Lake and the marine harbour.

The lake, connected with the Xile, which was itself linked by a canal (completed by

Ptolemy Philadelphus) with the Eed Sea. had a connection also with the harbour, so that

it served as a fresh-water haven. A mole was built to join the island of Pharos with the

land, and the construction of further works on tlie east side produced a safe and ample

marine harbour. On the west was a second harbour, the so-called Eunostus Haven, the

only one now used. From east to we^t of the city, which was more long than wide, ran

a great street over a hundred feet broad, intersected about the middle of the city

by another street running from north to south: and the other streets, which were

regularly named, were parallel to these. At either end of the main street were the two

principal gates, of which the eastern was called in later times the Gate of the Sun and

the western the Gate of the Moon. Colonnades, giving protection from the sun. ran the

whole length of the street.

From the first Alexandria seemed destined for its role of a melting-pot in which East

and West, Greece and Egypt and Asia and countries as yet hardly known, could meet

and contribute their several quotas to a hybrid culture. There were of course Macedonians,

who at a later time certainly and possibly from the first were not a part of the regular

citizen body but formed a special class of the population with their own privileges.

Their recognition of a new king was at least formally necessary, and they seem to have

corresponded in some measure to the Janissaries of a later day. The mass of the

ordinarv citizens were doubtless Greeks, though they ma}^ have included Hellenized

representatives of non-Greek races: but they were certainly drawn from many parts

of the Greek world, and many different dialects must have been heard in the streets,

until the single dialects gave place to the so-called Jcoute or lingua franca of the

Hellenistic age. Attic at bottom but with elements derived from other dialects. Besides

the full citizens there were, not perhaps at first but certainly later, other Greeks not

enjoying the Alexandrian citizenship. Then there were, from the very foundation of the

city, Jews, whose numbers in later times grew very greatly! They were not citizens in

the technical sense but formed a community within the community, a politeuma as it

was called, with its own organization, its council of elders, its officials, and its archive

and notarial office, enjoying moreover to some extent its own laws. The Phrygians

formed yet another politeiiynci] and there were also the Persians of the Epigone, though

^ For the Jews of Alexandria, see my Judeii und Orkchen mt jv^nhicheti Alejy.radrev^
'

Beihefte zirm

Alien Orient^'^ 9, 1926) and the literature there referred to.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch, xill. 23
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they can hardly have been an original element in the city. Finally, there were the native

Egyptians, not only those of the old village but also the inhabitants of Canopus, whom

Alexander ordered to be removed to his new foundation. They were entirely excluded

from the citizenship, though individuals from time to time acquired it. Marriage was

not of course recognized between Greeks and Egyptians, but irregular unions must have

been common enough, and cultural intermixture, the borrowing of native usages and

beliefs, was inevitable. Already at the end of the third century b.c. the Alexandrines

were a mixed race, and it cannot have been a very long time before the population

ceased to be predominantly Greek or 3Iacedonian and was reduced to that unprepossessing

amalgam we can only call Levantine. Ancient authors do not speak with enthusiasm of

the later Alexandrines. Fickle, excitable, unruly, at once industrious and pleasure-

loving, flippant and sharp of tongue, irreverent yet subject to fierce bursts of religious

fanaticism, and always liable to accesses of rage and cruelty, they were for centuries

a thorn in the side of whatever power had the responsibilitv of keeping order.

The city was divided into five quarters called after the letters of the Greok alpliabet.

The Delta quarter was assigned to the Jews; the native quarter was in the west.

About the constitution of Alexandria we are not well informed. We do not even

know whether it possessed a senate, that halbniark of self-government. It is certain that

it had none under the Eomans until the time of Septimius Severus, but it is matter of

controversy whether Augustus found there a senate, which he abolished. On the whole,

the most probable hypothesis is that Alexander gave the city a senate, which some
Ptolemaic king took away, perhaps after one of the civil wars in which Alexandria

espoused the losing side. There was no doubt an ecclesia or po])ular assemblv, of course

with httle real power, and there were the usual magistrates, among whom I mav mention
the gymnasiarch or head of the gymnasium, the exegetes, a higli official with various

functions, including that of keeping the register of citizens, tlie eutheniarcli, in charge of

the food supply, and the cosmetes, the leader of the ephebi or voung citizens. It was
through enrolment among the ejjhebi that citizenship was secured, and an attested
record of such enrolment was as useful a document as our birth-certificate. Several
documents of this kind have been found: it may be worth while to quote one. of the
Imperial period^:

Date of entry among the ephebi 13th year of Imperator Caesar Titus Aelius
Hadrianus Antoninus Augustus Pius, 12th Sebastos [Thoth]. Theon son of Theon of
the Propapposebastian tribe and Althaean deme, thirty years old, and his wife Sarapias
daughter of Dion, citizeness, thirty years old, with her legal guardian assigned her by
minute of the prytaneis dated in the prytaneum the current year and month, namely
Theon son of Tryphon of the Musopaterian tribe and Althaean deme. fifty-eight years
old, of Arsinoe Nike Street, stating that they are united in a marriage without contract,
[enter] their son Theon, one year old. in the 29th year of Imperator Caesar Trajanus
Hadrianus Augustus, Pharmouthi 22 .

..2 of the detachment of Ptolemy son of Antipater."
Naturally citizenship, which carried with it substantial advantages, both material

and social, was much coveted, and fraudulent enrolment of youths not entitled by birth
to the honour was not uncommon. The regulations of the department of the Idios Logos
under the Eomans provide for the confiscation of a sixth of the income as a penaltv for
this offence^.

^

^ WiLCKEX, Chreatomothie, 146. It

which suggest that this form was used
2 The meaning here is uncertain.

should be added that in all the extant example.-, there are features
only in certain special cases.

‘^CHUBART, Der Gi^omon des Idins 22 11. 121 f.).
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As will have appeared from the document just quoted, the citizen body was divided

into tribes each subdivided into denies. A favourite way of doing honour to a ruler and

his family, at least in the Roman period, was to rename a tribe after him. Thus, on the

accesadon of Claudius one tribe received the name Claudian^.

Alexandria had its own law-courts and its ovai code of laws. These laws, known in

their totality as 6 ttoXitlko^ ro/j^o^ or '’the civic law,*' were recognized even in the

royal courts. They were founded to a large extent on the Attic law but with modifica-

tions partly derived from other systems and partly due to the special circumstances of

Alexandria. They were supplemented from time to time by decrees of the citizens, and

the inhabitants were of course subject in addition to the royal decrees. Besides the

strictly civic officials there were also royal officials, so that the city, as a royal residence

and the capital of the empire, was in a somewhat hybrid position compared with the

self-governing cities of Asia Minor.

Once made the capital of Egypt and under the active and enterprising rule of the

first two Ptolemie.s, Alexandria rapidly grew in beauty and splendour. On the island of

Pharos rose the famous lighthouse, the prototype of all such buildings, and reckoned one

of the wonders of the world. Designed by Sostratus of Cnidus, it was inaugurated early

in the reign of Ptolemy II Philadelphus and dedicated to Ptolemy I and his wife under

the title "the Saviour Gods.** It rose in three storeys to a height of some 120 metres,

was provided with lifts in addition to the staircase, and had a powerful light visible thirty

miles out at sea. It .seems moreover to have had something in the nature of a telescope,

perhaps worked by refracting mirrors. The royal palace stood on the east side of the

eastern harbour and, as king after king added new buildings, came to form almost

a separate quarter. In the same quarter were the Museum and the Library, of which

I will speak presentlv; and a little to the west was later built the Caesareum. This

building, begun by the famous Cleopatra as a temple to Antony, was completed after the

Roman conquest as one in honour of Augustus. The Jew Philo, in the middle of the first

century, gives a well-known description of it“: "There is not in the world such a precinct

as the so-called Sebasteum, the temple of Caesar patron of mariners, which rises

conspicuous opposite the excellent harbours, very large and noticeable and unmatched

for the wealth of its votive oflerings, being surrounded with pictures, statues, silver and

gold. In the extensive precinct are porticoes, libraries, men s apartments, sacred groves,

propylaea, open spaces, halls open to the skyi in fact it is embellished in the most

sumptuous way and gives hope of safety alike to those who set out and to those who

disembark.” Other famous buildings were the tomb of Alexander, the precinct or

mausoleum of the Saviour Gods, the Brother Gods and the other deified Ptolemies, the

huge gymnasium, and the temple of Sarapis, which, as befitted the shrine of a god

intended to provide a meeting place for Greeks and Egyptians, stood in the west of the

city, near the native quarter. There were many parks and gardens, for the Alexandrines

shared the Egyptian love of flowers, and the flower-sellers and sellers of garlands were

a familiar sight in the streets. Ptolemy II Philadelphus seems to have carried out

a systematic renaming of the streets in honour of his dead sister-wife Arsinoe, equating

her in each case by means of a cult title with some goddess. Thus we hear of a street of

Arsinoe the Queen, that is, Arsinoe in the role of Hera Basileia or Hera, Queen of

Heaven, Arsinoe the Compassionate, a title borrowed from the cult of Aphrodite, Arsinoe

the Eleusinian identified with Demeter Eleusinia, and Arsinoe of the Brazen House

identified with Athene Chalkioikos, the patroness of Sparta^.

* P. Lend, 1912, 41. - Leg, ad Gavmt, 22, 151. ^ Journal, xii (1926;, 247.

23—2
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The Ptolemies did not neglect for material splendour the aesthetic and intellectual

life of their capital. It was famous above all for the Museum and the Library. The

former, ostensibly a temple of the Pluses with a priest of the Muses as president, was in

fact a great university or college very similar in constitution to an Oxford or Cambridge

college to-dav. In it were gathered scholars of various kinds receiving a salarv from the

royal treasury which, with the conimou revenue of the Museum, enabled them. a> teaching

was not obligatory, to devote themselves to research. In the Library they had close at

hand an ample literature. The Library was the greatest in the ancient world, and bv the

Koman period its contents were counted by hundreds of thoiHands of rolls. Ptoleniv II

made the most .strenuous efforts to collect books from all over the Greek world: hi-^ son

Euergetes is said to have issued an (uxbu that all travellers disembarking at Abexandria

should deposit any books they had with them, which were then taken for the l.ibr.irv.

the owners receiving in exchange an official copyb Xor was the collection contined to

Greek literature: translations of works in other languages were als (3 acquired. Rut it is

a myth that the Septuagint version of the Bible was made by command of Rtoiemy II.

It was produced gradually, for the use of the Hellenized Jews of Alexandria, more
familiar with Greek than with their mother tongue.

By the middle of the third century b.C. Alexandria was already the gr(>ate.''t city and
commercial centre in the Greek world. Scholars, poets, .scientists, merchant-, mariners,

soldiers, agriculturists, and mere sightseers flocked to it from all parts, whether to settle

there or to go on to Middle or Upper Egypt, where Greek enterprise and the enlightened
policy of the king were bringing much derelict land under cultivation and increasing
everywhere the iwoductivity of the soil. Products from many parts of the world were
to be seen on the quays. Ivory, ebony, gold and sfiices came from Africa, even the
products of India were not wanting, in later times at least silk from Ghina was on sah'

there, while from the Greek lands came oil and wine, honey, figs, pickled fish and meat,
sponges, etc. The corn of Egypff was carried down the Xiie on boats to the great corn-
market of Alexandria: and in the city itself many articles were t)roduced, iif particular
glass, linen, and papyrus. The population must have shown as many racial types as
modern Cairo. In a papyrus vhich contain.s a contract for a commercial e.xpedition
to the land of Punt to buy spices'^ we find among the parties and their sureties men
from Sparta. Elea in Italy, Carthage, and Marseilles, and one who from his name may
be a Roman; and in a contract of loan dated in b.c. 2-52 ^ occur a Persian of the royal
guard, a Roman, and three men of Barca. One is reminded of the altercation in the
15th idyll of Theocritus, where the stranger, exasperated by the chattering of Praxinoa
and her friend, exclaims: -My good women, do stop that everlasting prattling like
a couple of doves! They wear me out with their broad Doric," and Praxinoa replies'
‘•Good gracious, where does the fellow come from? \Vhat is it to vou if we do prattle^
You buy your slaves before you order them about. Ifs Svracusans you're givina orders
to. I'd have you know we’re Corinthians by extraction-like Bellerophon vou know
we talk Peloponnesian.

_

I suppo.se Dorians are allowed to talk Doric?"
Of course this meeting of laces and peoples meant a great mingling of cultures and

religious ideas. From Alexandria the cult of Isis and Sarapis spread throimh the whole
Graeco-Roman world. In Alexandria was made the Septuagint ver.sion of the Bible in
which for centuries the Greek Church has read the Scriptures and from which they uWe
translated into Coptic, Spiac, Armenian, and other languages, not to mention the Old

1 Galen (ed. Kchx), xvii, i, 606.

2 Published by Wilckex in Zeitschr. /. Spr., lx, 86-10:^. ^ ArcJdc, vi-i, 19f.
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Latin version. In Alexandria Philo worked out his doctrine of the Logos, so important
tor Christian theology. And Alexandria was one of the chief centres of the syncretism,
the combination of various cults into a body of Pagan theology, which supplied the
sinews of war for the last struggle between Paganism and Christianity, Xo wonder; for
in the streets of Alexandria votaries of Sarapis. of Astarte. of the Great Mother, of the
rider god of Thrace, of Olympian Zeus and Jupiter Capitolinus and Carthaginian Tanit.
yes, and of deities stranger and more mysterious. Celtic and African and Asiatic, jostled
one another continuallv.

Her commercial and industrial importance, and her role as a centre of religious
and cultural syncreti>m. did not exhaust the importance of Alexandria. Alexandrian
literature will not bear comparison with that of the classical period, but it has a real
importance. It is true that the word Alexandrian has come to suggest pedantry and
artificiality, ami certainly the writers of the school had too much learning for the comfort
of their readers. A fragment of the of Callimachus^ gives us an interesting glimpse
into his workshop and shows him at a ban([uet eagerly collecting from a chance
acquaintance out-of-the-way lore for use in his poem, and the incident is characteristic.
The Alexandrines were too much dominated by the classics of the great age as regards
the forms of tlnu'r poiUry, while to balance this they aimed at novelty in the matter of
theme and treatment: they were continually pouring new wine into old bottles, some-
times with distressing roults. The well-known epigram of Callimachus contains the very
essence of Alexandrini'-m : "I detest the cyclic epic and love not a road that bears manv
hithiT and thither. I hate a common love and drink not from a fountain: I loathe all

that belongs to tht‘ generality. '* The penalty for such an attitude is preciosity and
affectation, and the Alexandrines did not escape it. Yet the hymns of Callimachus and
the epic of A])ollonius Ehodius have very real merits if we will accept what they give
and do not look for qualities they never aimed at: and the experiments of the
Alexandrines were of ]H*rmanent value. They gave us in the idylls of Theocritus a new
genre and a handling of it which has never been equalled since: and the theme of

romantic love, discovered but not adequately exploited at this period, was to affect the
whole course of European literature.

But the services of the Alexandrines to literature were not confined to their own
productions. The scholars of the Museum invented the science of textual criticism.

Their practice of it was not impeccable, but we owe them an immense debt. It was
always held, and the evidtmce of papyri confirms it, that the texts of several of the
classical authors had grown very corrupt by the third century B.c., and it is to the
editorial work of the Alexandrian scholars that we owe, in substance, the texts we read
today. And who knows how much even of the Greek literature we possess might have
perished but for the zeal with which they searched for MSS. I

Perhaps, however, it was in science and mathematics that Alexandria stood highest.

Its medical school was famous, particularly in anatomy and surgery, in which it advanced
far beyond the Hippocratean school. In biology it was less illustrious, though biology
was studied there, helped no doubt by the Zoological Garden established by the Ptolemies.
Its greatest triumjihs were in the realm of mathematics and mechanics. At Alexandria
Aristarchus anticipated Copernicus by the discovery that the earth moves round the sun,

Eratosthenes measured the earth's diameter, arriving within 50 miles of the true length,
and Euclid wrote his Elements; and among others who worked or studied there were
Archimedes, Apollonius of Perga. Ptolemy, and Heron, who invented (or at least

1 P. Oxy. XI, 1:362.
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described) the steam engine and the penny-in-the-slot machine. Only the curious

deadness and desiccation which fell upon the Greek genius a little before the beginning

of the Christian era prevented the Greeks from anticipating many of the marvels of

modern science and led to the neglect of those already discovered.

It is obvious that in a single lecture it is impossible to deal adequately with the

history of a city which was the scene of so many important occurrences, and in any

case I have left myself little time for this. I must content myself with a very summary
sketch of the main course of events^ dwelling only on a few incidents in passing.

During the third century b.c., while the power of the dynasty was at its height,

Alexandria experienced few vicissitudes. Pageants, festivals, visits of foreign ambassadors

were the outstanding events. A recently discovered papyrus contains a letter from the

Finance Minister of Ptolemy II ^ to his agent in the Fayyum informing him of the coming

of the envoys from Argos and the ambassadors from Paerisades, apparently a king of

Bosporus, to see the sights. An embassy came, we know, from Pome, and even one

from India; for the Buddhist Emperor Asoka sent his missionaries also to Ptolemy II

to preach the good news of deliverance from the wheel of things. Did they, one

wonders, find any response in the heart of the voluj^tuous king, sated with pleasures

and glory?

With the accession of the debauchee Ptolemy IV Philopator a change began.

There was first the scene so dramatically presented by Plutarch, when the noble exile

Cleomenes, King of Sparta, weary of his captivity, broke from his gilded prison with

a handful of followers and called upon the citizens to win liberty, only to find that the

word left them unmoved and to die on his own sword. Then, after the death of

Philopator, occurred the great riot, when the king’s vile mistress and her brother, after

murdering the much-loved queen, appeared before the populace with the ashes of the

royal couple and a fiood of mock tears, and the mob rose against them. Tlie rising

was abortive until the Macedonians revolted, when the two criminals were torn to

pieces. The history of the second century b.c. was largely a chronicle of domestic

feuds among the members of the royal family and of civil war, with occasional inter-

ventions, as time went on, by Rome, and the Alexandrines must have seen their fill of

fighting. During the reign of Ptolemy VIII officially known as Euergetes, ‘'the

Benefactor,” though his loving subjects called him Physkon, “Fatty,” the king

massacred so many of the citizens in the constant disturbances that the character

of the population seems to have changed considerably. Polybius, who visited Egypt at

this period, gives the following account of Alexandria: ‘‘The city has three racial

elements: the Egyptian and native race, smart and civilized, the mercenary troops,

overbearing, numerous and licentious (for they have long been accustomed to maintain
armed mercenaries, who have been taught by the worthlessness of the kings rather

to rule than to obey), and third the Alexandrian element, even that not really civilized

for the same reasons, though better than the others; for although of mixed race, they
were of Greek origin, and had not forgotten the common characteristics of the Greeks'^.”

But this part of the population, he goes on to say, had been wiped out—doubtless
an exaggeration.

By the first century b.c. Egypt had become little better than a protectorate of

Rome, and when the worthless spendthrift Ptolemy XIII, nicknamed “the Fluteplayer”

1 The letter is to be published in the forthcoming number of Sijmholae Oslopnses, It is ho[)ed to include

u facsimile of it in the next part of the Xew Palaeographical Society’s series.

2 Polybius, XXXIV, 14, 2-5.
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from his favourite occupation, was driven into exile by his subjects, (Tabinius, the

Roman governor of Syria, restored him and occupied Alexandria. Later canie Julius

Caesar in pursuit of Pompey and, falling a victim to the fascinations of (.leopatra, was
besieged in the royal palace by the adherents of her brother. For a time he was in

the gravest danger, and in the desperate fighting that ensued parts of the city,

particularly near the palace, suffered severely. But it is not true, as often stated, that

the Library was destroyed.

The independent history of Egypt ended with the joint reign of Antony and
Cleopatra, and when that passionate episode was concluded by the death of the two
lovers, Octavian annexed the country to the Roman empire, ^yhile at Alexandria he
settled the affairs of the city, granting an amnesty and confirming its privileges; and
according to Dion Cassius “he bade the Alexandrines conduct their affairs without

a senate owing to his suspicions of their volatile character,'’ This has been interpreted

to mean that he abolished an existing senate, but does not necessarily imply this, and
some recently discovered evidence seems to me to make against the supposition L
However this may be, there can be no doubt that Roman rule was bv no means popular

with the Alexandrines, who could never reconcile themselves to the loss of the city's

position as the capital of an independent country, and always looked upon Rome as

an upstart. They were from henceforth in a position of permanent hostility to the

government, and even the presence of the strong Roman garrison, which occupied

a large camp to the east of the city, could not prevent constant disturbances. A whole

class of literature grew up expressive of this nationalist feeling. It consists of reports,

modelled upon and perhaps in part derived from the official Acta, but worked up in

a strongly propagandist sense, of legal cases tried at Rome in which Alexandrian

magistrates were concerned, and from its resemblance to the Christian niartyrologies

has received the name “Pagan Acts of the Martyrs. As these disputes frequently

concerned the Jews this literature is strongly anti-Jewish, but the primarv enemv
was Rome,

The Jews, with their religious ideas which precluded them from taking any part in

tlie ordinary life of the city, had never been popular, and their unpopularity was
increased by the fact that they had abandoned the Ptolemaic dynasty and made their

peace with Rome. They were moreover agitating for yet greater privileges than thev

possessed. In particular they desired the full Alexandrian citizenship and even to be

admitted to the public games, though orthodox Jews regarded the athletic exercises of

the Greeks, in which the competitors appeared naked, with abhorrence. The mutual

hostility grew during the early part of the fiist century, and in the reign of Gains,

better known by his childish nickname of Caligula, the storm burst. Agrippa, tlie

grandson of Herod the Great, a well-known spendthrift and the boon companion ot

Caligula, was made by him king of a portion of the ancestral dominions, to which

he came, following the exainple of the Assyrian of old, with his cohorts “gleaming

in purple and gold," with a body-guard of splendidly apparelled soldiers; and on his

way he called at Alexandria. His previous visit to the city had been in the role of

a bankrupt fleeing from his creditors: and the sight of the ex-bankrupt with his comic-

opera guard escorted through the streets by the cheering Jews proved too much for the

excitable Alexandrian mob. Laying hold of a well-known idiot, they dressed him in

mock-royal robes, surrounded him with a burlesque body-guard, and escorted him to the

^ See my and Christians m Eanpi, S-io. On the other J, (t Milxf, Hist, of vtah>r

Roman RaJe, .3rd ed., 282-286.
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gymnasiuni, where they greeted him with cries of Mann. "Mann, a Syrian word for

king. Was there anyone present, one wonders, who had witnessed a similar scene a few

years earlier at Jerusalem, when Eonian soldiers and the Jewish rabble bowed the knee

in mockery to One whom they hailed as ''King of the Jews '?

It was a glorious rag; but when it was over the jesters remembered that Agrippa

was the intimate friend of the Emperor and that it was ill jesting with the master of

the world. A brilliant way of escape from the danger that threatened them offered

itself. Caligula had proclaimed himself a god and ordered his subjects to worship him:

the mob, to put itself right with him, called upon the Jews to obey his commands, and

when they refused and the prefect, already under the Emperor's displeasure and afraid

to interfere, remained inactive, the cry was raised to place the Imperial effigy in the

synagogues and to drive the Jews, who had greatly increased in numbers and spread

through the city, back to the Delta quarter. The Jews resi^ted desperately and a terrible

struggle followed, in which several of the synagogues were destroyed and the others

desecrated and pillaged. The mob, having tasted blood, was now quite out of hand,

and all the horrors familiar in later pogroms were witnessed, the Jew.s, even women and

young girls, beaten to death, roasted over slow fires, and robbed of all they possessed.

These atrocities lasted several days and led eventually to the famous Jewish embassv to

the Emperor so graphically described by Philo, himself one of the envoys. But they

got no satisfaction, and their synagogues remained closed till the accession of Claudius.

He also was a friend of Agrippa and lost no time in issuing an edict confirming all the

privileges of the Jews. The latter meanwhile had risen against their oppressors and
a second desperate struggle had taken place which required all the energies of the

Roman authorities to suppress. A recently discovered letter of Claudius to the

Alexandrines^, in reply to a complimentary embassy of theirs, alludes to this affair,

exhorting both sides to keep the peace in future and threatening the aggressor in any
new outbreak with the severest penalties. The Jews he warns against agitating for any
further privileges, adding ‘’otherwise I will by all means take vengeance on them as

fomenting a general plague for the whole world.'^ The Alexandrines had, it appears,
asked the Emperor for a senate, and in this letter he shelves the matter by referring it

to what we may call a royal commission.

The loyalty of the Alexandrines was not increased by these events, and their
hostility to the Jews was greater than ever. There were constant collisions between the
two races in succeeding years, and under Xero, shortly after the revolt of Judaea,
occurred a battle so desperate, the Jews being this time the aggressors, that 50,000 of
them are said to have been killed before the prefect could suppress them. It will
perhaps be of interest to quote a characteristic passage from the nationalist literature
to which I have referred, relating a trial at Rome before Claudius, as it well shows the
factious and insolent spirit of the Alexandrines. Isidorus the gymnasiarch had brought
an action against Agrippa II

:

“ Claudius Caesar ; You have killed many friends of mine, Isidorus. Isidorus ; I listened
to the commands of the late Emperor. And you, tell me whom vou wish and I will
accuse him. Claudius Caesar: Truly you are the son of a chorus girl,’isidorus. (Isidorus:)
I am not a slave nor yet the son of a chorus girl but gymnasiarch of the famous city
of Alexandria. As for you, you are the cast-off bastard of the Jewess Salome So
Lampon said to Isidorus: Well, what can we do but give way to an insane monarchr’^

^ P. Lond. 191:^ {Jeu:s and Ckristians in Egypt^ 23 ft’.).

- WiLCKEN, Chrestomathie, 14.
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It is not surprising to learn from another fragment of the saint* literature that
Lampon and Isidorus were put to deatli.

We hear of a further conflict in the reign of Trajan, and latt*r in tin* saint* ivign
Alexandria^ passed through a still more terrible exjierienct* during tin* givat Jt‘wisli
revolt, which, beginning in Cyrene. spread at onct* to Kgypt and laTt*^ to bvprus.
Alexandria with its garrison (much weakened indeed by the withdrawal t>f troops toj‘ tin*
Parthian war) was at first exempt: but when the local forty's. ln*avilv d*dVatt‘d bv tin*
invading Jews of C>Tene, had fled to Alexandria, thev wreakt*d t]n‘ir fnrv on tin* Jmvi.sh
population of that city. In the struggle that followed the acciunubit(*d r(*.M*ntment of
a whole century was given free play. Much of the city was laid waste, the J(*wish
quarter and the principal synagogue were destroved. while the Jew^ on tln*ir side burned
the temple of Nemesis and did much other damage. Even when tin* ivvoll was ov(‘r. so
far at least as Alexandria was concerned, further disturbances oc(*urrt*d brtwetm the two
parties, and the Alexandrines, discontented at some Imperial ortler, expre>><‘d their
dissatisfaction in lampoons on the new Em])eror Hadrian which, sung about the str(‘(‘ts.

led to wholesale arrests. Those hard-headed Romans were so inse]]si})le to Alexandrian
humour! The city had to be in large part rebuilt, and. much to the di>gust of tin*

Greeks, the Jews were allowed to return to their old ([uarters. A tew vears lat(*r

Alexandria was once more in an uproar over a religious disj)ute among the Egyjdians:
but Hadrians visit in 130 had an excellent effect, and for a goofl manv v(*ars atterwar<ls

the excitable ])opulace seems to have ke])t the peace.

We have several descriptions of the Alexandrian people at this ])eriod. Giie is

contained in the lay sermon preached to them by the pagan so])hist Dion ( hrvsostorn in

Trajan's reign, in which he deals with them very faithfully. He lays great stress on
their passion for music, to which other writers also allude, and on tht*ir frivolitv. ‘*It is

not easy/’ he declares, ‘’for a stranger to endure the clamour of so gieat a multitinh* or

to face these tens of thousands unless he comes provided with a lute and a song. For
this is the antidote against your populace. ..and I myself, if I weo* a mini(*al mau.
should never have come hither without some song or airh*' And again he savs- ”You
spend all your time in heedless mirth, and are never at a loss for s])ort and plra.Mua* and
laughter: for you are given to jesting yourseIv(*s and you havt* manv who can ])iovi<le

you with jests, but I see in you an utter want of se^iou^nes^-.'' Another })icture is to

be found in the letter of Hadrian quoted by pise us. It is ])robabIy spin ious ur at

least interpolated, but the writer clearly knew the (‘ity well, tliough hi> ideas about

Christianity are strange: ''The worshippers of Sera])is are Chri>tians and those who
style themselves bisho})s of (*hiist are devoted to Serapi>. Tlieie is then* no liead

of a Jewish synagogue, no Samaritan, no Christian iiresbytei*, who is not an aMrolog(*r.

a soothsayer, a ring-master.. . .It is a mo<t seditious, frivolous and (‘rinnnal ])opulace.

living in a city rich, 0[)ulent. productive, in which iiom* lives idle. Some are glas^-

blowers, some makers of papyrus, some linen-weavers, all have some art or other. The

gouty have something they can do, tin* blind likewise, not oven those with gout in the

hand are idle. Their one god is money: this the Christians, this th(* Jews, thi*- all alike

venerate^.’’ Towards the end of the century, St. Clement gives manv vivid pictures

of Alexandrian society, coloured no doubt hy his hortatory pur])Ose, Ap.ut from graver

faults and vices, which apjiarently even the Christians shared, he inveighs against the

extravagance and frivolity of the women, against (I quote him verbatim) “their adorn-

^ Dien Chrys., Onitio .xx.xii, '1^^ 'Z\. - /A^r/ p

Vopist Sftfyrn. 2 7 Amy, y\\\

Jeurn, (»f Egypt. Arch. \in.
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merits and dyed wools and variegated colours and wrought stones and gold jewellery,

their artificial hair and wreathed tresses, their paintings under the eyes, their plucking.s

out of hair and rougings and cosmetics and dyeing of hair and all such evil arts of

deceit... their gold-wrought fabrics, their Indian silks and overwrought silken stull's.”

"Why. their bodies,” exclaims the exasperated father, "if they were on sale, would not

fetch a thousand Attic drachmas, but they will spend a thousand talents on a single

dress. So do they confess themselves of less worth and les.s utility than their own
clothing^ I

It must not be thought indeed that Alexandria was entirely given up to frivolity and
amusement. At this very time St. Clement was founding the great school of Christian

theology among whose great names is Origen. the profoundest of early Christian thinkers,

and which was to have so immense an influence on the thought of the Church; and
pagan philosophy still flourished in the city.

I have little time for the later history of Alexandria, and it will be best to select

one or two incidents only. Let us come down to the fourth century, when Christian

theology begins to take the place of older causes of controversv. We are in the midst
of the great persecution, probably in the year ;305. Many Christians, bishops, priests and
laity, are in prison at Alexandria. Others however have proved of le.ss constancy and
have sacrificed to idols. Among the pri.soners has arisen a dispute as to the attitude to
be taken towards these weaker brethren. Peter. Bishop of Alexandria, would treat them
leniently; Meletius, Bi.shoj) of Lycopolis, is for sterner treatment. The dispute grows
furious; neither party will give way. “When,” says Epiphanius. “the Archbishop Peter
saw that the party of Meletius, carried away by godly zeal, resi.sted his humane opinion,

he made a curtain in the midst of the prison by spreading out his garment, that is to
say his coverlet or his cloak, and proclaimed by the voice of a deacon; ‘Let those who
are of my opinion come over to me and those who agree with Meletius to him.’" The
majority, in no mood apparently for compromise, went over to Meletius. but a small
party adhered to Peter L So began the Jleletian schisiu. which was to last in Egypt for
four centuries and in its earlier days was to ]day a very important part owing to the
alliance of the Meletians with the Arian partv.

A recently published papyrus shows us some of the consequences of this dispute. It
is a letter written in May 335 by a Meletian in Alexandria to the heads of a Meletian
community in Middle Egypt describing the sufferings of the sectaries at the hands of
St. Athana.sius. who was at this time under summons to attend the Synod of Tyre
called to try the charges brought against him by the Meletians. The letter is too loim'
to quote at length, but parts of it will be of interest; "On the 24th of Pachon Isaac
the Bisho]) of Letopolis came to Heraiscus at Alexandria, and he desired to dine with
the BishoiJ in the Camj.. 8o the adherents of Athanasius, hearing of it, came bringiim
with them soldier.s of the Duke and of the Camp; they came in a drunken state at the
ninth hour, having shut the Camj). wishing to seize both him and the brethren So
certain soldiers who were in the Camp and had the fear of God in their hearts hearim^
of it. took them and hid them in the store-chambers in the Camp; and when thev could
not be found they went out and found four brethren coming into the Camp- and thev
beat them and made them all bloody, so that thev were in danger of death and cast
them forth outside Nicopolis. Then they departed again to the Gate of the Sun to the
hostel in which the brethren are entertained, and they seized five others th^e and

' Cleui. Ale.x., /W. ii, 10 P.,jr. O',-., viii, 521, 52.5 .5:56)
- Epiphainus. Adv. Ilo,r. lxviii, 3 (Migxe. Patr. dt'., XLii.’lSSc
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confined them in the Camp in the evening, and they shut them up till the commandant
came out to the guard-room towards morning: and the commandant and the scribt^

took them and he ordered them to be cast forth out of Xicopolis: and Heraclides the

keeper of the hostel they bound and maltreated, threatening and enjoining hiin : ’For

what reason did you admit the monks of the Meletiaii party into the hostel C...

Athanasius is very despondent. Often did they come for him. and till now he has not

left the country: but he had his baggage embarked at sea as though he would go, })ut

till now he has not gone.... He carried off a bishop of the Lower C’ountry and shut him
in the Meat Market, and a priest of the same region he shut in the lock-up. and a deacon

in the principal prison... and on the 27th he caused seven bishops to leave the country^."

It is a vivid picture of the great Athanasius, anxious and irresolute whether to obey the

Imperial summons, which as he knew was insj>ired by his bitter emmiie^, yet resol V(‘d

while still in Egvpt to strike quickly and hard at the local opjmsition.

Now let us come down some tw(mty years later, when the po^'ltion was r<‘versed.

Athanasius is indeed still in possession of the see of Alexandria, but his deposition has

been decreed by the Arian E]n]>eror Constantius and his successor (bawge i^ ap}>oint(‘d.

A large congregation—for Athanasius was popular in the city—is kee{)ing vigd in the

great church of Theonas in prepairation for a .service on the morrow. Suddenly Syrianus

the Duke of Egypt surrounds the cliurcli with a large body of soldiers. Athanasius ha.s

left us a vivid picture of the scene that followed: "He encircled the church, porting his

soldiers near, so that none could escape ])ast them. I, thinking it unreasonabio at Mich

a crisis to leave my flock and not rather to face the danger on their behalf, sat down on

my throne and bade the deacon read and the people hear the Psalm ’For His nuu’cv

endureth for ever' and then all of them de])art home-." But "as the lection was

proceeding/'—I quote now from the letter of complaint written by the Alexandrian

laity—''they broke down the doors: and when by force of number'^ the doors were

opened [the Duke] gave the order and some began to shoot and others to raise the war

cry, and the clash of arms resounded, while the swords flashed in the light of the lam])s.

The inevitable horrors followed: virgins ravished, iiiany people tram])ied under foot,

falling one upon another under the charge of the soldiers, and men dying from the

arrows^." Not until the soldiers were ali-eady round the sanctuary was Athanasius

hurried away by the clergy. In >uch forcible ways did men debate in ancient Alexandria

the nice philosophical (piestion whether tln^ rSon is or is not of one >u]>stance with

the Father.

Earlv in the fifth century occurred two events of which one Acas of immediate

importance while the other had at least a symbolic significance. The fiist was the

violent expulsion of the Jews, with seizure of their synagogues and confiscation of their

propertv, by a Christian mob led by the able but turbulent and unscrupulous Patriarch

C}Til; the other, shortly afterwards, the brutal murder of the woman philosopher

Hypatia by another Christian mob led by a lector and at lea^t not nqirinianded by the

Patriarch. The philosophic school of Alexandria was not of much importance now. but

the event was. as I have said, symbolic. M hat ])lace was there for "divine ])hilosophy

"

in a city dominated by ignorant monks and terrorized into a narrow orthodoxy^ The

orthodoxy indeed did not long endure: for Cyril's successor Dioscorus, as overbearing as

he but less subtle, was condemned as a heretic, and the great mass of the Egyptian

^ P. Lend, 1914 ond Ch t'tMvnis m .)Sa.

- Athanasius, d*‘ :^4 E

r

. ,\x\, U7U .

Athanasius, A rim* Si Mu.nk, dr., xxv, 79:1 .
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people followed him into the Monophvsite heresy. From this time the glory of Alexandria

as a centre of thought and learning was over. The Egyptians themselves had no

capacity for abstract thought; the solid phalanxes of fanatical monks were content to

follow their leaders in what to them was primarily a struggle against the alien power of

Byzantium, and the leaders occupied themselves in endless splitting of trivial theo-

logical hairs.

Alexandria was still an important commercial and administrative centre, but its days

even as such were numbered. Occupied by the Persians when they conquered Egypt

and recovered by the Imperial forces, it received as its Patriarch, intended to win back

Egypt to orthodoxy, a certain Cyrus, who was at the same time given the position

of Augiistal prefect. The choice was disastrous; Cyrus's fierce persecaition of the Mono-

physites made the name of Byzantium more hated than ever, and when the Arabs,

Hushed with victory, invaded Egypt under ‘Amr. the Patriarch showed himself quite unfit

for his position. The conclusion of the Treaty of Babylon, which surrendered that

fortress and indeed the greater part of Egypt to the Arabs, was perhaps explicable,

though the Emperor banished him for it: but when, restored to his ])o.st by Heraclius’s

successor, and finding Alexandria invested by the army of ^\mr. he concluded a further

treaty by which the Roman army was to evacuate the city after 11 months’ armistice,

it is difficult to understand such poltroonery except on the supposition of actual treason.

The Arabs held most of Egypt, but, as they had not yet developed a naval power,

Byzantium commanded the sea, and Alexandria could have held out indefinitely. When
the citizens learned, by the arrival of an Arab force to collect the promised tribute,

what had happened, the Patriarch’s life was in considerable danger, but it was too late

to undo what was done: and on Sept. 17. 642, the Roman army sailed out of the

harboirr. Meanwhile an Arab messenger, despatched to the Khalif, had reached Medina.

Arriving at the hour of the midday siesta, he made his camel lie down at the door of

the mosque, which he entered. A maid-servant, coming out of the Khalif ’s house, asked
him his name. He told her, adding that he brought news from \Amr. He was quickly

summoned to Omar's presence. ‘AVhat news?" said Omar. ‘'Good news, 0 Commander
of the Faithful," was the answer: "God has opened Alexandria to iis.” On Sept. 29
the Arab army marched into Alexandria, wondering at the magnificence of the palaces
and the marble colonnades ; and though the city was recovered a few years later by the
Komans, the Arabs soon retook it. They had transferred their capital to the new town
of Fustat. and though Alexandria continued for a time to have some importance as
a naval centre, it gradually sank into decay. Used as a quarry for stone, its great
buildings one by one disappeared; earthquakes shook the soil and lowered the level

until much of the old city was under the sea : and it was not till the nineteenth century
that it rose again to importance. At Athens the temple of the virgin goddess, shattered
indeed but even today a thing of beauty, still dominates the city ; at Eome one cannot
move far without seeing some relic of ancient days; at Luxor are to be found everywhere
reminders of the glory of ‘'hundred-gated Thebes'’; but of ancient Alexandria, except
for fragments of sculpture and inscriptions in Museums, of Alexandria, the metropolis of
the universe as her citizens delighted to call her, hardly a vestige remains.
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MHN APOYZIAAHOS

By a. E. Pv. BOAK

The Michigan papyrus roll. Inventory No. f)22, clescribi-d in the Jounmh ix, 164—07,
contains in the abstracts of contracts on the recto two references to a month called
Apov(TiWf]0(;.

The first- reference occurs in Col. II, ix. an abstract of an ofio\oyia dppa^Mvo^. In 1. 2
we read: e<^ w TrpoafCopLtofxevo'^ o 'Xap{oyvi(i>v) nrapd rov HaTpMVo{^) ra^ \(oLira^) uvrep t/Js"

Tiprj{<;) apy{vpiov) (Spay^/ias") \4>^ ea>9 tz/v TT] tov ApovcriW/jov rov irearMTOs:
6TOi;9, fcrX,

The second comes in Col. IV, ii, an abstract of a lea^e of land, where in 1. 3 it is stated:
iravrwv re roiv^e €f«l)6piop UTroSoirco) iv prjVL Spovai\X7j{rp), ktX.

The name ApovaiXXpo^ at once suggests Julia Drusilla, sister of Gains Caligula, and
leads us to place it among the honoraiy names of the months of the Egyptian year
introduced by that emperor. This is in harmony with the date of the roll, which is the
second year of Claudius. 41/42 a.d., sulficiently close to the principate of Caligula to
account for the use of a month-name introduced by him but apparently not retained by
his successors. It is only to be expected that Caligula would in this wav do honour to his

favourite sister, who was deified at her death, whose cult wuis joined to that of Venus, and
for whom divine honours were recpiired in all the cities of the empire;

(;f\ the article Julia
Drusilla" in B.E. iv, 935-37.

Grenfell and Hunt, in their commentary on P. Eyl. 159. 10, give a list of eight
month-names introduced by Caligula, and suggest the following equivalents among the

= Phaophi. = Choiak or Tubi, = Pachon,
Apyateifi ~ Pauni, and Kaiaapeio^ = Mesore. They find the evidence insutlicient for

assigning Egyptian equivalents to the names Ntpwz'eio?, and (*^€oy€PCiio'^.

J. \oGT, Die alexaiidri tnsclicn Milnzeii, 28. n. 71, ventures upon a more complete list of

equivalents, but without leferring to any fresh evidence. His list, arranged in the order
of the months of the Egyptian year, runs thus

:

(1) ©607€mto9 = Thoth.

(2) 'Soyrijp = Phaophi.

(3) ra4i}o9 = Hatliur.

(4) = Choiak (confirmed by P. Mich. Inv. no. 1285, unpublished).

(5) to (8) Caligula’s names unknown.

(9)

TeppavLKetus = Pachon.

(10) Apovaiev'i = Pauni.

(11) ^€po)V€io<: ~ Epiph.

(12) J^acaapeio^ = Mesore.

If Vogt’s identifications be accepted, then we must place the month ApovatXXyjo^ as

one of the months falling between Choiak. the fourth, and Pachon, the ninth Egyptian

month. However, such an identification does not agree with the evidence from the

references cited above.
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It is true that no inference regarding the position of the month in question can be

drawn from the second reference (Col. IV, ii, 3), for the payment of the rental referred to

here is to take place in the month Apovo-iWip^ in the coming four years, and so we can

say nothing about the relative order of Apovat\\j]o^ and T€ppiavt/c€LO<; (Pachon), on the

26th of which this lease was concluded. But the case is different with the reference in

Col. II, ix, 3. The agreement summarized here was drawn up on FeppLavifceio^ 18 = May 12,

A.D. 42, and the residue of the money owed is to be paid by the 18tli of the month
ApovatWfjo^ of the same year. This can only mean that ApovatWijo^; fell after Teppiavi-

Kelo<s*

Now the three remaining months of the year are Pauni, Epiph, and Mesore. But it

seems certain that Apovaiev^ corresponds to Pauni. and Kaiaapeto^ is the equivalent of

Mesore. This leaves Epiph as the only possible equivalent for ApovaiWyjo^. But Vogt, as

we have seen, equates Epiph Vvuth 'Sepcovelo^i. However, Grenfell and Hunt {loc. cit.) have

stated that there is no direct evidence as to Nepco 1^6 ^09 , and I have been unable to find in

the more recent pubucations anything to support Vogt’s suggestion. Consequently, I feel

that N6pct)z^eto9 must be assigned to the interval between Choiak and Pachon, while

ApovcriX\y]o<; is to be equated with E])iph.

[In P.S.I. 908, 19 occur the words uTroScoaco ev pirfin Apvai ’E^etTr. Apv<Ti must be
meant for Apovaiel and thus yields the equation Drusieiis = Epeiph. Mr. J. G. Tait had
previously suggested to me privately (in an unpublished conjectural list of Gaius’s month-
names which differs somewhat from Vogt’s) that Apovatevs' was either Pauni or Epeiph.
It appears from P.S.I. 908 that the identification with the former was fallacious. Hence
ApovaiW^of; must be Pauni. H. I. Bell.]

[In acknowledging Mr. BelTs kindness in supplying the identification of Drusieus =
Epiph, I may add that this is confirmed by B. Olsson, Papyrusbriefe der friihesten
RoMcvzat, 28, p, 8/, n. 12, a work accessible to me only after the preceding paper had
been written. A.E.R.B.]
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.SOME PHILOLOGICAL AXD OTHER NOTES

By AYLWAED M. BLACK^IAX

1. A XOTE ox PhIXPE HaRDEDEF’s SALUTATrOX TO THE S\CrK DeDI,

FApyjiCS WAsrrjn, 7. 17 ff.

In footnote 4 on p. 70 of his Literatur der Argupfer Professor Erman says: "In

diesen Begriissungen des Prinzen und des AVeisen versrich t der Erzahler einen hohereii

Stil und wird uns dabei schwer verstandlich." In the course of lecturing on this text to

students, and also while preparing the English version of it for my translation of

Professor Erman's above-mentioned book, certain ideas occurred to me which, I venture

to think, make it possible for me to ])resent readers of this JoutAud with a more in-

telligible rendering of Hardedef's salutation than has hitherto appeared in any publication.

Three translations are known to me:

(1) That of Erman, which is the latest Ergelien gJeicht einew Lcben vor dem

Altwerden mid vor (1) dent Alter, der Stdtte des Ahseheidens, der Stdtte des Einsargens, der

Stdtte des Beerdigens ; (dti hist nocli) einer, der in den Tag hineinschldft, frei von Krankheit

und ohne in Ekel alt zu iverden, Sei mir gegriisst, du Ehnviirdiger!

(2) That of Sir Gaston 3Iaspero in his Popular Stories af Ancient Eggpt (translated

by Mrs. C. H. W. Johns from the fourth French edition), p. 32:

—

Thg condition is that of

one ivho lives sheltered front old age. Old age is nsuallg the arrival in port, it is the putting

on of bandages, it is the return to earth; but to remain thus, well advanced in gears, without

infirmity of body, and without decrepitude of wisdom or of good judgement, is truly to be a

fortunate one.

This may be described as not so much a translation as a very free, and far from

accurate, paraphrase.

(3) That of Professor Griffith, appearing in Petrie. Egyptian Tales, i, '2i^:—Thy state

is that of one who lives to good old age
; for old age is the end oj our voyage, the tune of

embalming, the time of burial. Lie, then, in the sun, free of infirmities, without the babble of

dotage: this is the salutation to worthy age.

The main difficulty unquestionably lies in the words

which Erman renders "ohne in Ekel alt zu werden." Maspero '‘without decre])itude of

wisdom\” and Griffith "without the babble of dotage.” Erman and Maspero, despite the

determinative have taken khkht as a derivative of "become old,’ and

while the former scholar renders sryt by "Ekel,” having in mind various occurrences of

the word in medical papyri, where it has been rendered "vomiting,” "retching, ’ the

latter evidently connects it with
; ^ "foretell,” "declare.”

In a recent article B. Ebbell^ has shown that the word sryt, written

means "cough.” The last of the four writings of

sryt, except for the substitution of — for 1, is the same as that in the passage in

Pap. Westcar, where the word must also mean "cough.”

i Maspero takes nd-hrt as al.^o dependent on khkht, translating it “ good judgement,’’ which is impossible,

' Zeitsckr. f. iig. Spr., 59, 144 ff.
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In view of the determinative ^ , it is impossible to connect hhkht with khkh, ^'grow

old/’ as Erman and Maspero do. Moreover, such a meaning does not make sense, if srijt

means cough,” as it surely must do in the light of Ebbell's article. The determinative

clearly points to some meaning connected with action of the mouth or voice, as has been

recognized by Griffith in his translation ‘‘babble.”

Gardiner in his Egyptian Grammar^ § 274, points out that ‘‘verbs signifying continuous

or repeated human actions, habitual occupations, sounds, colours, and violent movements,

are apt to be created from bihteral or triliteral stems by the repetition of two of the

radical consonants.” Thus khklit must be a derivative from a verb ^kJikh^, meaning to

make some sort of noise or perform some action with the mouth or throat repeatedly;

in view of the context it must mean to “cough” or “hawk repeatedly.”

Apart from the fact that combination of the consonants kh suggests the sound of

coughing or hawking, it is to be noted that the Arabic verb kahh also means “to

cough,” and from it is derived the substantive kahhah, “a cough." It is highly

probable that the Egyptian and Arabic words are etymologically related.

Nn khkht nt sryt is therefore doubtless to be translated literally “without repeated

hawking of the cough,” i.e, “without bouts of coughing."

I might add that I have noticed that old men of the peasant class in Egypt are

markedly subject to violent and prolonged fits of coughing.

Erman and also Sethe^ take hr in line 17 to be the preposition, and not as I. following

Professor Griffith, always supposed, the particle “and,” ‘‘further.” Erman accordingly

renders it ‘‘vor,” which is not one of the meanings assigned it in the “hmited set of

uses” enumerated by Gardiner in his Egyptian Grammar. § 167.

On the other hand, the sense is greatly improved by taking hr not as the preposition

but as the particle, here introducing a non-verbal sentence with nominal predicate and
nominal subject. The construction is defined by Gardiner, op. cit., § 125, as that of

direct juxtaposition, the subject introduced by preceding the predicate. When the sub-

ject of a non-verbal sentence with nominal predicate is a noun, direcd juxtaposition is, as

Gardiner points out, practically obsolete in Middle Kingdom texts, but he notes a few
instances and refers to others in note 6. In the passage under discussion occurs apparently
the only known instance of this type of sentence being introduced by hr^.

Erman renders st miny st krs, etc., ‘‘die Stiitte des Abscheidens, die Statte des
Einsargens,” etc., which gives an unsatisfactory meaning, seeing that “old age” is a state
not a locality.

In his admirable review of Weill, Decrets royaux. in Proc. Soc. Bibl. Archaeology,
XXXIV, 261, note 14, Gardiner points out that when prefixed to words meaning some
member of the body expresses the activity of that member. Thus st-ib nfeans
“affection,” “wish,” st-hr “supervision,” st-r ‘-activity." The force of st in this Pap.
Westcar passage, where it is compounded not with a member of the body, but with the
infinitives of verbs of action—to die, to encoffin or enwrap, to bury—is to impart to these
infinitives a sense of present activity, to assign them a concrete mthei than an abstract
sense.

‘ a participial or substantival fora, of what is probably the otherwise unkuowi. simplex of
*khkh, occurs in a to me unintelligible passage in Pap. Et>^>rs, 39. 3.

2 See his Aegyptiseke Lesestucke, p. 29.

S See Gardiner, 133, note 6. For the use of h> as an introfluctory particle in such sentences
i.e. 4* noun + participle, see GARDI^^ER, § 12.'i, obs.

'
’
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“(Du bist noch) einer, der in den Tag hineinschlaft ” is an impossible rendering of
sdr r ssp (lines 18 f.). Surely sdr is imperative and the words are to be translated: “Sleep
on until daylight (free from malady, etc.),” which affords excellent sense and requires no
textual emendation.

FinallVj e(]|^ually impossible is the translation of Hd-hft lyyi^hy 'pic bv "^Sei mir ^egriisst,
du Ehrwiirdiger.’' These words form a non-verbal sentence, of which pw is the logical
subject placed after the logical predicate nd-hrt inuhy, ''the salutation of (or 'enquiry
after’) one who is venerable^.” The phrase can only mean: "This is the salutation for
(or 'proper to’) one who is venerable.”

The whole of the passage, therefore, should be translated: Thy cof^ditio}) is like life

before becoming old —for old age meaneth death, enwrappmg, burial (whereas you, though so
old, are still hale and hearty). Sleep on until daybreak, free from malady-, ivithout bouts of
coughing! That is the salutation proper to one who is venerable.

2. A Note on Papyrus Westoar, xi, 6 ff.

In this passage Rerwoser is represented as saying to the goddesses who have delivered
Rud-djedet of her three children:

—

My ladies, what can I do for you! Pray, give this one
measure of barley to your chairman (?), that ye may take it to you ^ ^

The signs here read r swnt tnmw have till recently been read r si^ r Bissing^
has taken the supposed word — be the same as

, which occurs in

the Annals of Tuthmosis III^ with the meaning '’vats,” but has a different determinative.
There are three objections to the reading r swnt r nmu\

(1) For some time past I have felt very doubtful about the transcription
,

for the sign above the — looks much more like ^ than <=:>: and I now see that Sethe in

his Aegyptische Lesestilcke, p. 30, actually reads

(2) If we are to translate as Erman (also Maspero®) following Bissing does, als Lohn in

(e^ire) Behdltnisse. we must supply ” after nmu\ for "as recompense into the receptacles”

is hardly sense; "your receptacles” is plainly required. Professor Griffith', however,
avoids this difficulty by rendering "that ye may take it as your reward to the brew-
house,” also evidently having in mind the word nmw "vats,” and supposing them to be
here the great jars in which the newly made beer, or the semi-liquid mash from which it

was manufactured, was placed to ferment.

(3) Swnt means "purchase-price®” rather than "recompense.”

If tnmw be, as I think, the right reading, what is the meaning of the word, which, it

must be owned, occurs in none of the dictionaries?

In ch. 169 of the Book of the Dead^ mention is made of a goddess
l

along

with the hsH~Govr, the former being associated with hnkt, '’beer,” and the latter with

milk. In a text in the temple of Edfu^®, a version of part of the above-mentioned ch. 169,

the name is mis-spelled The goddess is mentioned in yet another Edfu text^^.

^ See Gardiner, op. oit., § 128.

- See ZeiUchr. f\ ug. Spr., 42, 28 ;
Proc. Soc. Bibl. Arch.^ xxxv, PI. 31: but see also Gunn, Syntax.

p. 113(24). / .

3 The determinative and three plural strokes
^ y ^

are quite clear in the photographic plate in Erman's

edition of the Papyrus Westcar (see Moller, Pahiograpkie, i, no. 506).

^ Zeitsckr. f. ug. 41, 90. ’ Sethe, Urkundeo, iv, 685, 12.

Popular Stories of Ancient Egypt, p, 39.
" In Petrie, Egyptian Tales, i, 38.

® Erman-Grapow, Handivorterhuck, p. 143. ® Naville, Todtetthuck, i, PL cxc, line 7.

Junker, Stundenwachen, p. 82. The woman’s head is surmounted by a 'v? -shaped object,

12 Rochemonteix, Edfou, I, 204.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xiil. 25
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also along with the fe/^-cow, her name being written Here, while the hs^t-cow^ is

again associated with milk, our goddess is associated not with hnkt but with d&rt, which

is, however, a kind of beer^.

Accordingly, as Junker asserts^, Tnmyt was evidently a beer-goddess, a view which

finds further support in the occurrence of the jar-determinative O in the waiting of her

name in the Eighteenth Dynasty version of ch. 169 of the Booh of the Dead. The name

looks like a nishe-loxm from tnmw (cf. rsy, fern, rsyt, from rsw^ “south wind”), meaning

“She of the tnmw.''' Since the feminine nisbe-loim of this word is a beer-goddess, the

word tnmw must mean “beer,” in which connection it is to be noted that the sign O, like

O, is commonly employed as the determinative of liquids accompanied, as here, by the

three plural strokes mi. 'It4n n4n sw r swnt tnmw is therefore to be rendered “that ye

may take it for you as the price of beer,” that is to say either the goddesses were to

purchase with the barley^ the beer which they should have received as payment for their

work, but which was not handy, or else “the price of beer” means a “pourboire,”

“Trinkgeld.” The latter, despite the rather modern sound, is the meaning to which I

personally incline.

3. A Note on Eloqcext Peasaxt, B 1, 168-171 = Vogelsang, KiKMMEXTAii, page 139.

This passage is translated by Dr. Gardiner in Journal, ix, 14:

—

Behold, thou art a

wretch of a washerman, one rapacious to damage a companion, forsahing{'t) his partner {\)

for the sake of his client; it is a brother of his who has come and fetched.

The subject of this note is the last portion of the passage in question, which in the

Egyptian reads which Gardiner renders: “it is a brother of

his who has come and fetched.” He comments on these w^ords in a footnote as follows:

“/.c. he regards the client as a brother?”, indicating by the query that he is doubtful

as to what the words really do signify.

In a number of temple reliefs the words '‘He who hath brought is come, he

who hath brought is come,” are assigned to the w^r^priestess^, who is depicted greeting

the king with outstretched hands as he enters the temple, and who schematically repre-

sents the whole body of musician-priestesses who would actually have welcomed the

king on such an occasion with shouts of joy, the beating of single membrane drums, and

the rattling of sistra®.

This formula “He who hath brought is come,” etc., implies of course that the

priesthood of the temple expects the king’s \dsit to mean a great oblation to the divinity

enshrined there, probably the presentation of valuable gifts as well, and possibly even

an increase in the endowment.

A similar meaning, i.e. a coming associated with gain to the person visited, must

surely be attached to the words iy in nf in the above-quoted passage in the Eloquent

Peasant.

1 In the only complete version which we possess of ch. 169—that published hy Naville, and dating

according to him {Einleitung, pp. 97 f.) from the Eighteenth Dynasty—A Apis, has been written by the

scribe instead of hs^t. But that hsn i^ the correct reading is shown by the corrupt writing

in the Edfu version of this passage, and by the correct writing in Rochemonteix, Ibid.

2 vSee Erman-Lange, /•//>• Lmsing
, p. 129. 3

^ C^)rn was a recognized f<»rm ot currenc\ in Ancient Egypt, and is still employed for making certain

payments m that country at the present day (see e.g. . S. Blackman, J'ha Fellahin of Upper Egypt,

London, 1927, pp. 80, note 1, 173 f., 180, 310 f.).

See Sethe in Borchabdt, Das Grahdenkmal des Konig.^ p. 102.

See Blackman, Jo ^real ^
vii, 8, 0 and 14.
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The washerman is obviously held up as a type of a nuNio aixl in(T(‘(‘]iarv fallow, but

neither the words cwn-ib hr hdt huns nor bf{l) mh^kj' h iummI ji.‘(*r,svanly 1 m* lakru

to refer to him. A perfectly satisfactory meaning i.s obtained if Uicv ar<' in.idr to refer

to fu\ i.e. Rensi. Then sthf pw uj In >0/ must aL^o ref(‘r to Reiisi, wliieli ;^i\es a mueh

better point to the whole sentence. He is so venal tliat he will throw o\er hi- boxuu-

companion for no matter how humble an individual, provid(‘d that jier^on has brouLdit

him a gift to bribe him withal!

The passage should therefore be rendered’ Lo, thou art a ^r/utch n fni^ht . anv

rapacious to da tna(je a coutradc^ one ivho dei)<'rteth(^
)
his j>ar(nir[^) jnr fn^ dijnnduhi : /e'

ivho hath come and brought him (sonu'ivhat) is his brother.

4. Stlla, link 1.

An interesting point in the first line <d this famou.s in-cription »*-eape(i tin* uotjrr of

Professor Breasted, w^hen he made the translation publi-'hed in hi< Aoentif Jtt^ords, iv,

418 ff.

The passage containing the point with wliicli I j)roj>o^(* to (b*.il i-> .i- follow-’ lot

nsic tijt ntr Ssp-rnh n itm - ^ Lii- ]> rondrrorl bv

Breasted: I am a king, dieine emanation
,
hrmg image oj AtanA, aim laiin jntfh Jr<on th*

womb adorned as ruler, of lehom greater than he irere afraid

The word mtn ^vhich Breasted translates 'adorned” really mean- in-erilM-d-/' a-

indeed the knife-determinative indicate.-. Breasted, thinking it nnj^o-^-ilde for a

human being to be born wdth an inscription on him. ha> niodihed the moaning to

‘‘adorned,” but thereby ha:> destroyed tlu^ Nignificance of the p.i—age.

The Pharaoh, it must be remembered, W’as regardetl a- a siiporhiinian, or rather

supernatural, personage from his very birth. Tliu- in an in^eripti^ni of Rame^-*- IJ at

Abu SimbeD Ptah is made to say to him: I hare irronght thg bndif nf gold {dr„n, thg hntn ^

of copper, thij vessels of iron [bihn-pt]. Similarly, as pointed out by me in JonmaJ, x. Ra;.

the Pijramid Texts speak of the bones of the recon>tituted body of tin* dead IMiarrioh .i-

being of copper^; and in the much damaged de.-eri]>tif)n nf the fa-hioinng of tin* de.ni

Pharaoh's new body^, C(>j>per (6/y) i^ di-tinctly -tated to be one of tin* m.itenal-

emploved, and Sokar is said to .-•melt bjr the decea.-ed hi- bom**,. Sueli -tateinent-.

orifyinallv onlv made in reference to the Pliaraoli, alive or dead, beeanie (luring tie* Mr-t

Intermediate Period applicable also to a subj(*et. when lie or -he wa- dead^’.

The passages quoted show' that the idea - it might be ealle<l a religion- fietion pre-

vailed that the king's body w'as not of the -tuff that ordinary mortal bodie- are made

of. A remarkable instance of this occur- in the de-cription in Papams \\i-i<ai ' of the

birth of the divinely begotten children of Rud-djeder; 77/^ ehihi .Aipjnd pofh nt> to hi r

hands, a child of one cubit irifh strong honr^: the rogal fifnbirg of hi< hnih> a a- *f gold, a to!

his head-dress of true lapis lazuli.

As Ekmax. The Literature of the Aneimt Eg/jpfians lEngli-h tran-1.;, p. to. ])oint> out.

the children are described as coming into the w'orld w'earing the blue and yelhnv -triped

royal head-cloth, and as liaving their tith*-, wdiich ev(*ry Egyjuian Pharaoh a-,-unu*d on

attaining the throne, inlaid in gohl on tli^ir limlx. i.e. they are eom*eived of a- inlaid

bronze or copper figures.

^ S?ee tivRDlNKH, AeA //m’ Sfi'/'// <0 Sn<'d>C. pp. IM li .

- Ermax-Gkapuw'. U o/-e / /ee //, })p. loG.

^ Pgr., U
See Jinirno/, x, tm. rU.

’ L., />., ill, lot. ]o

” Pgr. . s > 1 nuu— 1 1 .

' ]o jog.
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This of course is what is meant by the word mtn in the above-quoted passage in the

Pi'onkhi Stela, Accordingly pr m ht mtn m h^h is to be translated ‘'who came forth from

the womb inscribed as ruler,” that is to say Pi'onkhy, like the divinely begotten children

of the Papyrus Westcar story, was supposed to have been born with his royal titles inlaid

on his arms.

The occurrence of this or similar ideas in the Pyramid Texts, in religious texts of the

First Intermediate Period, in a folk-tale of the Middle Kingdom, in a Nineteenth
Dynasty royal inscription, and finally in a royal inscription of the Twenty-third
Dynasty, shows that the fiction that the king was born with a non-human body was
maintained unbrokenly, anyhow in certain circles, for more than 2000 years—a remark-
able illustration of the continuity and unchangeableness of Egyptian religious ideas and
practices. It is a warning, too, against our supposing that because some religious con-

ception or practice is known to us only from a late text, the conception or practice itself

is late. On the contrary it may be as old, or almost as old, as the Egyptian religion

itself

!





Plate XXXVII.

Stela of Seti I at Xauri.

r. The X^auri rocks from approximately W.S.W'

2. The eastern rock. The inscription is on the left above
the terrace, marked by a white X.
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THE ABYDOS DECREE OF SETI I AT NAURl

By F. Ll. GRIFFITH

With Plates xxxvii—xliii

Downstream of the Third Cataract the Xile, after flowing steadily northward, makes

a distinct westward bend, turns north again, and then bends almost at right angles to

the east on either side of the large island of Ardiian; after this the reunited stream

flows east to just above the Kagbar Cataract, whence its course is Tiorth-eastward past

Dalgo. On the south (right) bank of the reunited Xile. just beyond the east end of

Arduan Island, lies Xauri^, at about 35 kilometres north of the Third Cataract as the

crow flies and 25 kilometres west of the Kagbar Cataract. Two steep rocky sandstone

hills ^ rise here out of the level plain, about 500 metres apart according to the particulars

furnished by Mr. Addison. The western rock is the larger and may be about 400 feet

high; on its north side (towards the river) are the remains of a mediaeval fortress. The

eastern rock is about 300 feet high
;

at about one-third of the height and facing north-

west (diagonally across the river) is the great stela here published (PL xxxvii).

The existence of this stela had been known from native report for some years past

to Mr. J. W. Crowfoot as Director of Education in the Sudan, and to Dr. Eeisner. whose

work in the Xubian part of the Sudan is so famous. In January 1924 Mr. Terence Gray

coming from the south arrived at the spot with a moderate supply of s(|ueeze-paper for

the express purpose of securing a copy of this unrecorded inscription. For a stela of

ordinary size the supply would have been more than ample, but Mr, Gray found himself

faced with an inscribed surface of five square metres, much of it very difficult to reach.

With the help of scraps of blotting-paper and other substitutes he was able to secure a

squeeze of practically all except the scene at the top, the first seven lines of the original

stela, and the first eighteen lines of the supplementary inscription. These he copied by

hand in positions of great discomfort, drawing what he could reach sign by sign. The

result was not elegant, but considering the circumstances the difficult and painful task

was accomplished with wonderful success, the squeezes indeed being remarkably good.

Mr. Gray proceeding on his journey northward showed the inscription to Dr. Reisner

who was then working at Semna, and Dr. Reisner suggested that it might be handed

over to me. On his return to England Mr. Gray most generously gave me his hard-won

squeezes and copies, with a key-plan to the highly composite material, and from these

I was able to recover almost the whole of the surviving text. We discussed the pos-

sibility of making a joint expedition in the following winter to obtain a complete squeeze

of the stela and follow up certain indications that Gray had observed, but this plan fell

through as unfortunately did another for an expedition through the cataract region with

Mr. and Mrs. Crowfoot, before Mr. Crowfoot’s retirement from the Sudan Service last

year. But so far as our stela is concerned, all turned out happily. Mr. Crowfoot having

1 The name is given on Mrtp of Africa in the >erier? of the Surrey ot the Egyptian Su<^ati^ sheet 4.3 a,

.scale 1: 2.30,000, dated 1.920, but not on earlier i.s,sues.

- Marked on the raa[> as ‘^Two Virgins.''
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requested Mr. Addison, now the Inspector of Antiquities, to procure a squeeze, the latter

sent me a complete squeeze together with interesting details of which I have made use

above, and the photographs of "The Virgins.” llr. Addison writes: "There is no difh-

culty in scrambling up to the stela and taking squeezes of the lower portion, but the

sill or platform at the bottom is broken away and affords only a precarious foothold.

Even from this sill it is impossible to reach the top of the inscription effectively, so

I had to get a dom-log and make a sort of stage on which to stand. The squeezes of

the offering scene were made by a tall native as I myself could not reach the top^.”

To try to photograph the inscription was useless. Apart from the fact that the stela

never receives any vertical or side lighting, but only the full sun in the late afternoon,

it would be impossible to place a camera for an undistorted photograph. Mr. Addison,

however, obtained two foreshortened views from below.

Each of the series of squeezes is far from giving a perfect reproduction of the stela,

but with the help of the occasional overlaps they remedy each other’s defects to a

remarkable degree. The copy in the plates was made as follows: separate photographs
on the scale of one-third were taken of each sheet of the Addison squeezes, the back of

the squeeze being photographed for clearness and reversed in printing; the prints were
drawn upon in Indian ink and faded out, the result in black and white being afterwards

corrected, pieced together, and again corrected many times. In correcting it was found
that the dark shadows in the print had often misled us as to the amount of ink we had
put upon it; but this method assures at least truth of position for each sign in the
inscription. The shapes are evidently bad and iU-defined in the original, and are only
approximately copied.

As originally designed the stela was of the usual round-topped form with straight
sides 2-80 metres ( = 9 ft. 2 in.) high X 1-56 metres

(
=5 ft.) wide, i.e., five and a half

cubits by three. The curved top. overhung by the rock above, is occupied by a scene of
Seti I offering to the principal deities of the Empire, and the rest by an inscription of
fifty-nine lines, the last eight of which are progressively shortened at the end owing to
an ancient fissure which forms an oblique boundary to the smoothed surface. The docu-
ment to be recorded was very lengthy and far exceeded the limits of the original stela,
where the inscription ends in the middle of a sentence. A very unusual device was resorted
to to obtain the necessary space (PI. x.xxviii). The rock face adjoining on the left of the
stela was smoothed on a slightly different plane

;
the added surface begins not far below

the top of the original stela in a wider curve carried on from the old one and reaching
down to the same fissure at the bottom. All this space was filled with inscription in
sixty-nine lines

;
at the beginning the lines are very short, but they lengthen out quickly

in the new curve and at about the eleventh line (line 70 of the whole) the full normal
width of -525 metre = 20| inches, i.e., one cubit very exactly, is attained. This continues
but with very gradual expansion, to about -615 metre = 25 inches at line 114 after
which the lines shorten again at the left-hand end owing to the fissure, until the text
triumphantly ends in the last line (line 128), where there was space for no'more than five
characters. It seems that the scene was designed and engraved before the stela was
enlarged, and the curved boundary line for the top was also completed; this line appears
to have been continued on the right-hand side as far as line 19 of the inscription while
on the left it stopped at line 2. It is thus probable that little or none of the inscription
had been drawn in or engraved before the enlargement was decided on and prepared.

I Much detail i.s invi.sible in this i.art of the .squeeze and is recoverable only from Gray’s sketch con-
firmed by analogous representations.
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The entire stela was sunk below the irregular surface of the rock, which thus forms

a protective frame for it. The inscription of the original stela is almost complete, though

there are cracks and breaks and pits and worn places here and there; the addition to it

is less perfect, particularly for about thirteen lines below the middle where the surface

to the right, being particularly prominent on the slight angle between the two faces,

must have been exposed to severe sand-wear so that the lines have lost about two-thirds

of their length.

The Scene\ PI. xxxix.

The king Seti I stands on the left making offerings to Amen-rer. Rar-harakhti and

Ptah, the gods respectively of Thebes, Heliopolis and Memphis, revered as the principal

deities of the Empire. It is noteworthy that, although the inscription is the record of a

decree which appears to be for the benefit of a temple of Osiris, that deity is not figured

in the scene.

The king wears a head-dress consisting of a pair of horizontal horns of a ram-,

supporting a pair of ostrich feathers with disk and two uraei, the news cap with iiraeus,

loin cloth with tail at the back and elaborate falP in front, and on his feet sandals. In

his left hand he presents a figure of Me<'it^, nc., Right and Justice, perhaps symbolizing

a promise of just rule and actions, Me<"it being a food on which gods live. Over his

head are his two cartouches, Lord of the Two Lands Men-mac-ree
,
Lord of Glorious

Appearings, Seti Maineptah, followed by Given life like Rec
;

in front is written. Pre-

sentation of Mecit to the Lord of Me^it, Amen-rec, Lord of the thrones of the Two Lands.

Lord of Heaven, and behind him All protection and life about him like Rec for ever.

Between the king and Amen-reC stand four lettuce plants conventionalized to the

shape of trees and between them the stems of three altars or stands supporting a

mat or tray. On this lie two oblong cakes or joints of meat flanked by two cucumbers,

three circular loaves, and, resting on the last, two flaming pans, censers, or lamps®.

Over the altar in two lines to the left is Live the good god, I^ord of the tu:o lands. Men-
mae-ree. Giving Merit to his father. Lord of the thrones of the Two Ijunds. and in three

lines to the right. Speech hg Amen-rer, Lord of the thrones of the Two Lands: I have given

to thee eternity as king of the Two Lands, everlastingness while doing thy heart's desire, like

Rer for ever and ever, thou Lord of the Two Lands. In front of Amen-re'" is / hare placed

for thee the South and the North together beneath thy say^dals.

The other gods have an inferior role. In front of the second deity is his name
Rar-harakhti, Great god, Lord of heaven, and below this I have giveyi to thee all life ayxd

strength all health, like Rer. In front of the third, at the level of his head, may have

been the name \Ptah\ the inscription then continuing in a column behind his back,

Beautiful of face, presiding over the Great Place {i.e., the shrine).

^ The scene has been beautifully redrawn from our reconstruction by Mr. X. de G. Davies, Pis. xxxviii,

xxxix.

Ovis longipes, see Durst and Gaillard in de Trcic., xxiv, 44.

3 Restored from Gray’s sketch by comparison with other examples (L, D., ni, 141 h, cf. ih. 143 a, c)
;
the

squeeze took badly here.

* The flat base is indicated in Gray’j^ sketch and seems to have confirmation in Ro.sELLIni, Mon. Stor..

cxx, 1=:Champ., Mo)i., cxiv (Menephthcis) ; but the figure of Me^it is usually on a basket

^ See Keimer, Die Gartenpflaazea im alien Ayypten, i, 1-6.

® The shape of the pans, indicated in part by the squeeze, is taken from Bissing, Denkmaler, ir, 7H

(Tuthmosis IV offering to Osiris\ L., />., in, 141 t'Seti I offering to Khnum}.
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The Date, PI. xl.

(1) \
Y(>a]r 4. first wonth of winter, day 1, beginning of a perpetuity in receiving

happiness, Joindreds of thousands of years of peace, millions of jubilees upon the throne of

the Horizon-god, an eternity of the reign of Atiim,

with the Majesty of Horus, Mighty Bull Shining in Thebes, who mahes the two lands to

live. Belonging to the Two Goddesses, who repeats births, strong of arm. repressing the Nine

Bow-tribes, Hawh of Gold, repeatmg manifestations, rich in bowmen in all lands, King of

Upper and Lower Egypt, Men-maC-re<'
,
Son of the Sun, (2) [Seti-Maineptah, living for ever

to] eternitij. beloved of Amen-reC hing of the gods, manifested upon Horus throne of the living,

like his father Rec each day.

The date of vear 4, not 14 or otherwise, seems certain, for although the remnant of

a sign preceding the units might indicate either n or there is not room for ^ or any

additional numeral to be read; the fragment of is in the correct position for forming

the group
|

- as can be seen from in line 3.

Between the date and the name and full titles of the king are a number of phrases

expressing the idea (or pious wish) that here was the beginning of an eternity of the

king's beneficent reign. I do not know of a parallel instance, and it may be attributed

to the pleasing exuberance of spirit and language which is observable in this and some

other inscriptions of Seti I.

The King and the Gods, PI. xl.

Behold his Majesty was in the city of Hakeptah^. doing the good pleasure of his father

Afnoi-rec Lord of the thrones of the Two Lands, m Eptesut {Karnak); Rec-harakhti, Alum
Lord of the Two Lands of Oyi; Ptah the Great. South of his Tiall. Lord of the Life of the

Two Lands; Sakhmi the Great, Beloved of Ptah; Ptah-Sokar-Usiri in Shetait; Nefertem;

Neb-ko; Har~heken ; Horus (3) [Isi]s Mother of a god. Lady of Heaven, The Great

Sorceress; Thoth Lord of Words of God; and all the gods and goddesses of To-mur^, even

as they give to him millions of years, tens of thousands of years (f peace, fvith all lands and

all countries and the Nine Bows slam beneath his feet; may he be joyful with his ka like

Rec etenodly.

The lacuna at the beginning of line 3 may probably have contained the names and
titles of two more divinities. The list begins with the three principal gods of the Empire,
Amen-rec of Thebes. Atum of Heliopolis, and Ptah of Memphis, and continues with the

local divinities of Memphis and those of other localities associated with them. Like

the scene above, it seems to have no connexion with the decree except as a preliminary

tribute to orthodoxy and the hierarchic powers before the king indulges his own pre-

dilections.

The King, Rightful Successor to Osiris, approved by the Gods, PI. xl.

The good god, son of Osiris, avenger of Onnophris, profitable seed of the Lord of the Sacred

LartcL (4) [His father (0 destined him to ru]le when he came forth from the womb, decreeing^

his reign {while he was yet) on the hands of Ists. Mother of a god: he gave to him the throne

of Geb, the goodly office of Him that is in the sky. Rer formed his Majesty, it ivas he that

1 Hakeptah ‘‘House of the ka of Ptah," a name nf Mt>mplii>, anj accurding to Bmgschs suggestion,
probaVdy the origin of the name Aeg\ptus.

“ One of the names of Egypt.

"
J

for
I

as u.-iiially in this text.
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created his beauties, he recognized him as one to be chosei^ from a million^ to be king of
Upper and Lower Egypt in his place, he moulded him as a champion (5) noble.,..

Every god rejoices in him, Upper Egypt and Lower Egypt lay their foreheads to the ground
for him. The things which are about him are moulded {]) for Jtim, the circuit of the Aten
is uyider his supervision. The gods have united to protect him and to pacify the heart of
Onnophris, they have conducted him into the noble palace. The Ennead goes about rejoicing,

their hearts glad, they take pleasure, (saying) Come thou, (6) Horus (?) son of Onnophris,
thou shall inherit; thou avenger of thy father Osiris Khentnmenthes, thou art Jmrc (i)

established on his throne unto the ends of the limits of eternity. Clad is the heart <f the

Lord of the necropolis when he seeth thee on the dais- like AVr; for thou art on earth

organizing the two lands and making festive the [tem]ples (l)^.

This section cunningly forms the necessary transition from general [)iety towards the

gods to Seti’s special devotion to Osiris, given with the approval of all tii(‘ deities. The
king doubtless had, like the god Horus, an hereditary right to the throm^ which his

father and predecessor Harnesses I probably had not posses>ed. Moreover there was
the somewhat delicate subject of his name, compounded as it wa^ with that of the too

equivocal Seth. Perhaps both of these considerations urged him from different points

of view to cultivate the favour of Osiris.

The King’s piety to Osiris of Abydos and his vast foundation there, PL xl.

The separation of this section from the preceding is somewhat artificial and the

section is far from homogeneous in structure. The beginning continues the speech of

the dmnities, addressing the king in the second person, but after a number of phrases

descriptive of the royal foundation the king is referred to in the third person at line 20,

and finally in line 27 appears as speaking in the first person.

Thou scion^, thou settest Abydos protected (7) again, and them who are in it flourishing

by that which thou hast decreed. Thou buildest his^ House like the horizon of heaven, its

beams glistening in the face. The shapes of the Lords of Teu'-irrr^ are modelled, the divine

figures resting on their seats, their forms true as (in) the time of /A"r, mid (irith) valuable

stones mingled in their barks'*

;

(8) thou givest to them Merit each day, for that it is on

which they live; cooling gifts are made for them of sprigs
{ I

)
and jloirers upon the offering-

cakes, and thou hringest them running"^ water to the place he^ wishes, to provision the Lords

of the Sacred Land. The palace within it^ is much embellished ivitii fine gold true and fresh

from the workings^^. When is seen, hearts (9)^- erult and all people make obeisance.

^ Apparently a popular raying, introduced by m, to chrtracterize the person nr situation lit. '‘according-

to-the-saying-that ‘A person of a million is ahead’" ;
compare ‘'I .'sailed up a'^ the .son of the count," etc.,

ni Idn s It-f Uvjw OD-the-principle-that hi man takes the place of his father grown old,' " Bt vd Ha$<ox, i,

PL viii, line 8. So also without the ni in Sharpe, Eg. ii, 84, line '’A man doe" not betray

his chief.”

- A throne on a raised platform with canopy. ^ The word written incompletely b.

^ Or ‘‘ Born, that thou niaye.'^t set."

I.e., Osiris, a chief subject in the precious .section, under the names Onnophris, etc.

The .sacred quarter of Abydos. " Their proces.sional hark'' bejewelled

Lit. down-stream. Feminine, pntbably referring not to Abydos. but to the ’'House" of lim‘ 7.

Lit. “of the desert /'or foreign land ,” apparently meaning gold fre.sli from the workin^rs as opposed

to that which had been used and re-used by jeweller^ in Fgypt,

The lost pronoun would be feminine referring to the " Hou.'^e," like tho^e which follow.

1- Gray's squeezes begin at line 9.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch, xiii,
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Its nobility is that which gives it splendour, like the horizon of Re<‘ at his rising. The

platform within it is like a plain of silver glistening when one looks'^ upon it. Its gates

exceeding great are of pine of the forest, their bodies'^ (10) are gilded with fine gold and
bound (?) with bronze at their back parts; one is invigorated^ when he sees their form.
The great pylonAoivers are of stone of cAnu^, the crestings{'l

) of granite, their beauties join

the upper support^, they reach^ Rec (11) in his horizon. The lake in front of it'^ is like the

Great Green {sea) whose [ciry^uit is not known, when one gazes upon it bright like the colour

of lapis-lazuli, its middle part of papyrus and reeds, and lilies abounding daily, and lo

a swan{'l)^ enters to move about; surrounded by (12) trees reaching to the sky, that are

set like the pine on its {native) land. The great neshemt-barge^ enters its lake to convey {li )

the Father-of-his-Monument^^ ivheyi he is rowed thereon^^. Behold he is in exultation and his

crew rejoice; the Followers of Horus they too{1)'^‘^ cry ^^Give unto him^^ an eternity of
Sed-festivals, to double (13) his [years of life] upon earth, accomplishing the reign of Atum.'^

The halls of natroyi'^^ are greatly purified, they pour forth fresh water anew; encompassed
ivith stone in excellent wor[kmanship], their mysteries attain the height of the first ( ? )

heaven
so that one is enclosed therein with ivilling heart; sprinkling water which is received in^^ the

conduit {1

)

(14) each day without ceasing for it by the hands of skilled ritual-priests, their

mouths select, with converse and phrases that please his^^ heart, to provision the Tei^'^ for
Him^^ who rests therein, and{1) his Ennead endued with breath of life. [The treasuries'l]

are filled {'I
) with [val]uables, silver and gold in heaps on the ground, (15) royal linen and

clothing in {different!) counts, millions of oil, incense, wine, honey, without limit in counting
their abundance; as to the frankincense therein of Pwoni^^, it is measured by heaps.

There are inducted for him^^ prophets and priests, offerers {! )^® (16) a voice

ayinoimces the functions {!) Lords of the whole of Kher-neter^^, aivakened at every
dawn to perform the Revealing of the Face of the Father^^, millions and hundreds of thou-

sands of every thing pure and good without limit, to offer to the august Father out of that

uliich hs very own son gives to him, the functions in (?) (17) this temple {!). glorifying
the Horizon-god'^- m his horizon; they give praise to them that are in heaven, to overthrow
the enemy by his path, directing the favourable breeze for Khepri^^, placing his bark [on]
this pool{!). The crew of Rec are in jubilation, their hearts are content with Mef’it.

The storehouses (18) therein contain fat things, the endowments multiply by millions;
the slaves therein are of the children of the princes whom he^^ captured in the land of Retnu^^,
causing each individual to know his duties in all the rules of purity.

He-^ hath offered to him^^ a bird-farm in his marshes, their number like the sands of the
shore (19); one sees his^^ House like the marshes of Chemmis clamouring with fattening {!)

^ A small hole in the rock here seems to have been left blank so that no sign is missing.
A curious use of this word for an inanimate object. s “ grows crreen.”

^

I.p.. tine Mokattam limestone. » Or “ support of the sky.‘‘
. snso, cf. Brugsch, Wdrterhuch, 1254, or perhaps sns/} [n]-sn (not kr-sn], “ Re^ associates with them."
/.e., the Residence. « Appyarently a new bird-name; read -pv\
The bark of Osiris at Abydos.
Perhaps a designation of Osiris, or of the king as builder.
Or to sail, and the Father of his Monument is rowed therein."

The king.

Lit, “upon.
For purification, or for embalming?
Osiris. 17 Underworld.

!!

“ tf'ie men.” 20 Or perhaps “ the commands of.”
A form of the sun-god.
The campaign that which was begun in the first year of the reign.

‘S “Punt” or Arabia.

The necropolis.

23 The king.
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and breeding fowl, every bird of the birdfarm; and roasting-birds {1) are 'produced for him^
in his house'^. The stalls are full of fat bulls, kine and oxen^, goats, and oryxes; calves^

are therein in hundreds of thousands; there is no standard ( ? ) for counting (20) their

abundance, taxed [for offerings^] at their dates by the rule of divine matters the ordi-

nances [of] his Fashioner. He^ has put forth Mecit to his'^ ka that he^ may offer to him"^

the circuit of the Aten besides the serfs of his^ temple.

He has made to abound for him all stocks of all animals which traverse the earth: the

bulls (21) mount, the herd{]) receives increase; the herbs multiply in leafage, the stalks (t)

come^ in due season, they multiply millions, ayid their numbers increase ayuor, given to

theyyi outright {t) ayiew^. The herdsyyien look after their gayigs, uyider their Jwutd ('2'2) froyn

son to son for ever and always. There is given to theni herbage in goose-retreats [1) and iyt

marshes, leaves and flowers; this layid is left to thon as roay)ii)tg-ground’^ , yioyte is ever

comyyiandeered {1) upoyi it^. Bulls ayid oxen are scattered m the hushes ayul {o)i the) baytks

;

the old class {]) (23) is filled {I
)

with theyyi ayid the herds are full with droppiyig of young,

calves following after their yywthers belongi-yig to them.

Fleets [1) of boats are created for hun^ to cause drug-herbs to ahoiuid iyi his teyyiple, their

nuynbers have covered the Great Green and the river yyiouths are crowded with boats (24) ayid

[k]erer-*5A^j95, provided with their crews, each one of a huyidred cubits, the[ir'] freights of

drug-herbs of God's Layid^ ; they moor at the yioble f[uay{]) to provision the desert-borders {1)

of Ta-wer^^.

He^ has yyiade for hiyyG lists iyi himdreds of thousayids, of low ground, (25) islands, high

grouyid, all layid profitable for crops, that he yyiay couyit theyyi offered to his ka.

He has ynade for hiyn ^erei-ships to coyivey each crop. The granaries are swollen with

coryi, ayid their heaps reach the sky.

A decree has beeyi yyiade and ordinayice given for^^ (2G) its^"^ serfs throughout the districts

of Upper ayid Lower Egypt; all its people are privileged and protected^^ like the fox-geese^^

oyi the bayiks that they desiy'c, all their occupatioyis beiyig devoted [^o] his ka upon the great

yioyne{'t) that he loved; they shall not be comyyiayideered by others ayid there shall be no

iyiterfereyice with theyn, (27) from soyi [to son, established iyi their occupations to the ends

of the liynits of eternity.

have purified yyiy House yyiillioyis of times ayid I have privileged those ivho are iyi it

agaiyi. I have set the serfs, whoyn I have produced, iyi yny House; I will not separate froyyi

theyyi. I began therein fro yn yyiy childhood until (28) yyiy rulership(]) I gave

^
0.-5iris. “ Or “ estate."

^ The meaning of the different terras for cattle is difficult to define. ^ The kiui:.

Or “the old stocks sprout." *’ Or “there are given to them ...s again.’*

‘ See Spiegelberg, Israel ^tela. line 24, Gardin'kr, 67. s 0/i 1, 26.

^ Arabia. The Thinite nome in which Abvdos lay.

Lit. perhaps “have been commanded,” “regulated” or “commended to protection," “safeguarded*’

:

sec lines 30, 83, 98.

1- Fern., f.e., “of the House.*’

13 For these words and for references in the inscriptions to protective decrees, see Spiegelberg, Ziir

GeschichOi Tenipels des Ilurkh^'idei'lithn zn Athrihi.^ in Ilec. de Trav., xxix, 53-57. There is nothing

to prove that the jirotection accorded by the decrees was definitely extended to malefactors or even to

runaway slaves [of. Herodotus, ii, 113 for a pre-Ptolemaic instance), but it is obvious that the punish-

ment of such, if they attached tlicm-^elves to a temple, would be surrounded with difficulties for anyone

outside it.

1^ Sacred to Amun, and by nature wary and elusive.

13 The king here speaks.
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unto him the entire land of Upper Egypt as food (1)^ for his kas. I will not tire, I will

not forget any of the ordinances, on water or on land, surely and fixedly for ever (29) and

eternally.

The Decree, Pis. xl—xliii.

Lines 29—end. Two squeezes are practically complete for all except lines 60-67, for

which Gray gives only a hand-copy,

A fragment of a similar decree, probably of the time of Eamesses III, is on a block

built into the quay at Elephantine^; the beginning of the decree (which was in favour

of the local temple or temples) is helpful in establishing the injured formula in the

present case.

In spite of many worn and injured passages, innumerable repetitions make most of

the inscription easy to copy and complete, so that few sentences are left in which remains

of writing are visible but are not yet restored with certainty; to reach the full and
exact meaning of the titles and technical terms employed in the decree is not yet

possible.

Decree addressed in the Majesty of the Royal Court L.P.H. on this [dayl unto^ the

wazir, the high officers and courtiers, the judicial council^, the viceroy^ of Gush, the chiefs

of foreign contingents, the superintendents of gold, the mayors and the controllers of camps

^

of Upper and Lower Egypt, the equerries, the chiefs of the stable, the fan-bearers, every

inspector ^

(30) belonging to the king's estate, and every person sent on a 7nission to C\iish\

The decree saith:

His Majesty hath commanded that ordmance be ynade for the House^ of Millions of
Years of the Rush and Bee-King Men-mae-rec

,
the Heart is at Ease in Abydos^j"^ on

water and on land throughout the nomes of Upper (31) and Lower Egypt

to prevent interference with any person belonging to the House (etc,, full name) in the

whole land, whether man or ivomayi;

to prevent interference with any goods (32) of this estate in the whole layid

;

to prevent [the taking of any peo]ple belonging to this estate by capture from (one)

district for [another) district by corvee^^, as impressed{l) for ploughing or impressed for
harvesting, by any viceroy, (33) any chief of foreign contingents, any mayor, any inspector,

or any person on a^ missioyi [^o] Cush;

to preveyit their boat beuig stopped the water by ayiy patroU^

;

the original possession of liis Jco.. - See lielow, p. 207.
" Rouge indicate^ m [kruM^i a in the Elephantine decree where Jequier corrects to ,n hr n, but the

latter is an improbable reading. Our text ib indecisive.

^ Of. ZdUchr.f. ag, :Spi\, xvii, PI. i, line 16 ;
ht. “council of hearers’' or perhaps “councils and judges.”

’ Lit. ‘^kiiig'b soir : this and the next two classes, appropriate to Nubia, are omitted in the Elephantine
decree, which follows on with “the mayors” etc.

*• Le., mayors of towns and controllers of Bedawi camps.
/.e., “steward” or “factor” of a Linded estate.

iloie literally “ thfit the House be caused to be sanctioned (?) by law.”
^ To .sive wearisome repetitions the name of the House is suppressed in the translation, this full form

of the name being marked as “letc. full name)” where it occurs, and the usual short form (line 44}
indicated by “ (etc

j <ilone : see below, p. 205.

0^^’' Ly corvee of ploughing or corvee of harvesting”; see Burchardt
^dtkuii. FremdworU’, 365, also the new Worterhivjh, i, 465, 467.

^

Or ‘ prohibited from,’' 12 see Gardiner, Grammar, 301.
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to prevent interference vnth any land belonging to the Hoiij^e (34) of Men-niac-rec the

Heart is at Ease in Abydos^f in the country parts [//^] their [joiirneysl]'^, by anjf

Viceroy, any chief of foreign contingents, any inspector belonging to the house of i}ispection

(sic)3 of the king's estate, or {any) person sent on business to

to prevent kine, (35) asses, dogs, goats, a)nj single aititnal^ belonging to the House (etc.,

full name) being taken either by robbery or by way of pririlfge[ ])'\ by any Viceroy, any

chief of foreign contingents, any mayor, (36) [any] equerry, any [chief] of the stable,

any chief of Nubians, [any] inspector [belonging to the king's estatel] or any person sent

on business to Cush;

to prevent interference with any catcher belonging to the House (etc., full name) (37) on

his trapping^ marshes and his fishing ivaters" and on the laiid to annoy {{) him: to prevent

approaching unto any fishermayi belonging to the Residence (etc.) (38) on his fishing pools

tvhich are in any part of the land^ of Cush, by ayty Viceroy, amj chief (fforeign contingents,

any mayor, any inspector belonging to any part of the land'^ of Cash;

to prevent interference with any underlings belonging to the House (39) (etc., full name)

who are in the land of Cush, whether men or women, whether guardians of land, inspectors,

bee-keepers, cultivators, gardeyiers{^:), viyitners{\), (40) bargees^, jmekers^, foreign traders,

staff of the gold-washing^^ ayid{]) boat-building^^, or any one who carries oyi his occupation

in the House (etc., full name); but rather that they shall be (41) privileged ayid protected,

each oyie of theyyi pursurng his calling, ivhich is carried on in the House (etc., full name)

without their being disturbed by any Viceroys (sic) (42) (f Cush, any chiefs of foreigyi con-

tingents, any high officers, ayiy equerry, ayiy chief of stables^ any fan-bearers, aynj army officer

or ayiy person sent on a niission to Cush.

As to^^ any Viceroy of Cush, any chief cjf foreigyi coyitinijcnts, any mayor, (13) any

iyispector or any persoyi who shall take ayiy person belonging to the House (etc.) by capture

froyyi (one) district for (aywther) district, by corvee {{ )
as i ynpressed ( ( ) for ploughing (44) (or)

impressed for ha r vest ing

;

likewise he who shall take any woman or any person belonging to the House (etc .)~^like-

wise their slaves—by capture to do any work (45) whatsoever^'^

:

likewise any equerry, any chief of the stable, ayiy person belonging to the king's estate

seyit oyi any ynission of Pharaoh L.P.H. uho shall take any person of the House (etc.)

(46) froyyi (one) district for (another) district by corvtwCi), as iifipressed for ploughing or

iyyipressed for harvesting—likewise to do any (kind of) work—

,

punishyyient shall be done to him by beating him with two hundred^^ blows and five^^

pierced wounds (47), together with exacting the work of the person beloyiging to the Residence

(^tc.) froyyi him for every day that he shall spend with him, to be given to the House (etc.).

^ This is the short form of the name. - Or “ i*y [train[>ling
?] them.'

Apparently a scrihal mistake is here in the original; r>ne would expect only ‘'any inspector of the

king’s estate.”

^ Or ‘‘any kind of animal.'' Or '‘of wantonnes.s,” or “of taking a liberty," ‘‘of appropriation.”

^ I.e., ‘‘fowling.” ' Xot ?/'-/' as in the next line: a[)parently

^ Lit. “the whole land.' The tir&t element in each of the>e coni])ound> is uncertain.

See Rec. de Tr^n\, xrir, PI. li, line> '1, U, ete.~Jo)!r/ad, iv, :247. Or ‘'joinery.”

scribal error for Lit. “that is in the whole land.”

Perhaps for the sake <»f clearne.ss, hundreds are written in multi [ile^ (*f ten Pi throughout this text.

The
I
at the end of the line is not to be counted, live being the regular number of wounds in

punishment; see also the Decree of Haremhab, line ’2^^. In an oath, EiniAX, Ahtensturke, p. :33.*> {cf

Blackm.\n in Jounial, xir, 17b', “ lOtJ bl()^\s, 50 wounds” seems to occur: if correctly read it might be

an exaggeration of the typical numher or a mistake of writing.
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As to (48) any Viceroy, any chief of a foreign contingent, any mayor, any inspector, any

high officer, any person sent on a mission to Cush who [shall] stop any boal^ belonging to

the House (etc .)—likewise any boat of any inspector belonging to this estate—and (49) moor

it for even"^ one day, sayina, will take it as commandeered from him for certain^ business

of Pharaoh

punishment shall be done to him by [beating him] with two hundred blows and five

pierced wounds (50), together with exacting the work of the vessel from him for each day that

it shall be moored, to be given to the House (etc.).

Now as to any high officer, any superintendent of land belonging to this estate, any

keeper (51) of plough-oxen^, any inspector who shall interfere with the boundary of lands

belonging to the House (etc.), to move their boundaries,

punishment shall be done to him by cutting off his ears, (52) he being put to be a culti-

vator in the Residence (etc.).

Likewise any person in the whole land who shall attack^ any catcher belonging to the

House (etc.) (53) at his trapping-marshes or at his fishing pool,

punishmeyit shall he done to him by beating him with a hundred blows and five pierced

ivounds,

Noiv as to every person who shall be found (54) stealing any goods belonging to the

House (etc.),

punishment shall he done to hitn {by) heating him with a hundred blows and exacting

the property belonging to (55) the House from him as stolen property [1)^, at the rate

of a hundred to one.

Likewise his majesty hath decreed that ordinance he made for the stock of kine, the stock

ff (56) goats, the stock of asses, the stock of dogs, the stock of geese, the stock of. ’

belonging to the Hmise (etc.), on water (57) and on land,

to prevent interference with any individual of a herd of them,

to prevent interference with their ^ herdsmen,

to prevent the taking of cattle, asses, (58) dogs, goats, any individual of a herd of them,

by commandeering or by privilege,

to preveyit any superintendent of [cattle], any superintendent of hounds^, any herdsman

belonging to the House (59) (etc.), taking ox, ass, dog, or goat belonging to the House (etc.),

^ The parallel in line 33 gives the reading of as hn
;

see also the Elephantine decree, line 4.

Presumahly this value belongs to in some earlier instances.

- Lit. “ only.’' ^ Lit. “ any.”

^ my Asiatic ?) of ploughing ”
;
probably the earliest instance of this interesting word in connection

with cattle and ploughing, a common use in demotic, cf. Spiegelberg, Rec. de Trav., xxvm, 201.

Or drive off...from his trapping-marshes.”

Or "‘as forfeit ” (?;. So also Decree of Haremhab, line 28, and cf. the phrase quoted in Spiegelberg,

Studien uad Materialiea znm Recktsicesen des Pharaonenreiches at the top of p. 77,

One might expect “every animal” here, but such a reading seems impossible.

^ This curious form of the 3. pi. suffix pronoun ~sny (cf. nsn-lmy) occurs also in the Elephantine decree

hn-sny "'their boat,” line 4, n-sny “belonging to them,” line 5, and is seen in a good period of the

Eighteenth Dynasty in the proper name Nb-sny. Of. also ynwt-sn Iry in line 23.

The word translated “hounds” in this title is probably Iw (see line 94, also lines 64, 74), and is

different from that rendered “ dogs ” in the lists of animals in lines 35, 56, etc., which is but it is not
clear that either name is specially applicable to hunting dogs.
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[to give it by defalcation] to another^; or causing (60) it to he offered to {some) other deity

and not be (61) offered to Osiris their Lord in his (62) noble House tvhich his Majesty

hath made;

to prevent attach on'^ any herdsman (63) belonging to the House (etc.) at his herbage

(64) /or cattle by any high officer, any mayor, any superintendent of cattle, any agent, any

superintendent of hounds, (65) any person ivhatsoever;

[to] prevent the taking of their women (66) or their servants, captured, in any work oj

Pharaoh L,P,H.

As to anyone who shall transgress (67) this decree and take a herdsman belonging to the

House (etc.) by (68) capture, or from {one) district for {another) district in any work, and

the herdsman shall say “ Verily since such an one took me (69), loss has resulted in my herd

of one head of animals or two or three (70) or four,

punishment shall be done to him by beating him with two hundred blows and exacting

the head of animals (71) belonging to the House (etc.) from him [a^] stolen, at a hundred

to one.

Liketvise, (72) he who shall he found taking any head of animals belonging to the

House (etc.),

(73) punishmeyit shall be done to him by cutting off his nose and ears, he being put as

a cultivator in the House (etc.) (74) in exchange {I
) for his crime {'t )^, and putting his wife

and children as serfs of the steward of this estate.

And as to any keeper of cattle, any keeper of hounds {]), any herdsman (75) belonging

to the House (etc.) who shall give any head of animals belonging to the House (etc.) (76) by

defalcation to another; likewi[se] he who shall cause it to be offered on another direction {^.),

and not be offered (77) to Osiris his Lord^ in the House (etc.),

punishment shall be done to him by casting him down and placing him on (78) the end

of a stake^, forfeiting {I
)

his wife and children and all his property to the House (etc.)

(79) and exacting the head of ayiimals froyn hifn to whoyn he shall have [giveyi] it as stolen

from the House (etc., full name) (80) at the rate of a hundred to oyie.

And as to ayiy persoyi that is in the whole land (81) ivho shall assault a herdsyyian

belongiyig to the House (etc.) on his herbage (82) /or cattle,

puyiishyneyit shall be done to hiyn by beatiyig hiyn with a hiaidred blows and five pierced

wouyids.

Moreover his majesty has decreed (83) that ordinayice be /node for the fleet of the tribute

of Cush belongiyig to the House (etc.)

to (84) preveyit any superintendeyit of a fort who shall be over the fort of Seti-Mauieptah

which is in Sekheyyit^ froyn taking away ayiythiyig (85) froyn theiyi of gold, of pelts'^ {'\), of

[any {kiyid of)] trilbute't] of a fort, of any goods of in the ynaymer of privilege {I

)

(86) /or ever and ever:

1 For the restoration see lines 74-76. The first part is very obscure.

- Or “driving off of any herdsman...from his herbage.’

3 Or “to drive (0 his plough (?).” ^ Or “its owner.”

Impaling as a punishment is referred to also in Pap. xlbbott, vi, 12-13, “ITimes punishable by

mutilation and impaling’’; Rosetta, dem. 1. 16 = Nebireh, 1. 23.

® Apparently not otherwise known. The initial sign can hardly be anything else than a variety of the

sistrum shm.

'
:<d, hardly mh “ dax.’*
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likewise to pr€[vent the takiyi]g of any sailor belonging to a barge of the tribute of the

(87) House (etc.) to put him \to do] work on another route;

likewise to pr[event] interference by any Viceroy, (88) any chief of a foreign contingent,

any chief of Nubians belonging to the land of Cush, with a boat belonging to the House

(et[c.]), together [idth^ their [sic?] (89) crews {"I).

As to any superintendent of the fortress, any scribe of the fortress, any inspector be-

longing to the [fortress ivho] (90) shall go on board a boat belonging to the House (etc.) and

shall take gold, [ivory; ebony]], (91) skins of leopards, skins of sLawashti^, giraffes' tails,

giraffes' hide, (92) -herbs, any goods of Cush which are brought as tribute to the

House (etc.),

puni[shmeyit sJiall^ be [doyie to him] by beathig hhn (93) with a huyidred blows, and the

things‘^ shall he exacted froyn hiyn as forfeit C) of the House (etc.) at the rate of eighty to one.

(94) Noiv as to every Viceroy, every superintendent of dogs, every iyispector, every scribe

belonging to the land of Cush who shall yyiake free of a vessel belonging to the House (etc.)

ayid (95) take any goods froyn it—likewise he tvho shall take ayiyC-)^ officer of a barge be-

loyigiyig to the House (etc.) to (96) despatch hiyyi oyi business —

,

piDiisliyyieyit shall be doyie to hiyyi ayid the goods shall be exacted froyyi hwi as the forfeitO
to the House (etc.) (97) and the [day{]) of the captain] shall be exacted [froyyi hiyn at the

rate of. days for]] every [day] which he shall spend with hiyn.

Likewise his yytajesty hath decreed (98) that ordiiiance [be ynade for the ] priests,

lectors, teynple workers, (99) [the whole staff of the ] in all their kiyids,

to prevent iyiteiference (100) [ivith them, their people or any of their property by anyone

ill the land];

[to preveyit the takiyig of ayiy one of theyn, likewise] their woineyi and their slaves (101) [by

capture froyn one district for another district by corvee as iynpressed{^ for ploughing or

iyyipressed[]) for] harvestiyig by any yyiagistrate, any mayor, or any person yvho (102) [is in

the whole layid].

[.46* to any one in the whole land who shall iiiterfere] ivith theyn or ayiy of their people or

any of their property,

(103) [puytishyyieyit shall be doyie to hiyyi by beatiyig hiyn with a huyidred blows and five

pieyxed wouyids]].

But if there result a loss of ayiy goods beloyigiyig to the House (104) [(etc.), the loss must
be ynade good]];

[and ij] any person beloyiging to the House (etc.) [coyyiplain] (105) [to ayiy council that

IS in ayiy city{]) sayiywj] a certain [iyispect]or
,
a certahi equerry, a certain chief of stables,

[a certain] officer (106) [hath iyiterfered with yne, and hath taken yyiy goods froyn me, they
shall exact] the thuigs which shall be deficient froyyi hiyyi, (107) [and he shall recover the goods
from the man who has] interfered with him.

But his majesty hath avoided causing^ (108) [hiyyi that ynolested them to be cast on the
ground and] put on the end of a stake, desiring to let him be convicted in any council (109)
of any city to which they go.

I

III this new word it seems impossible to decide whether hawashti or shaicaskti is to be read (there is
a similar doubt in line 28)

; ^ o^.ciirs in lines 17, 21, 38, 53, 5^ in lines 18, 22, 35, 37, 53, 56, 58, 69.
^Ioreo\er the s* ^=3 i?, ,>niall and pos'^ibly accidental.

I't for the usual ni't, also in line 106.
Or an officer, omittin" the uncertain ^^37. ^ Lit. not caused.'*
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[And as to] any people in ike ivkole land to tvliom any person belonging to the House

(etc.) (110) has come^ saying [“a certain ] interfered [with rne] and took my ox;

tooh the ox*, or he took (111) yyiy goat or any thiyig which is stolen froyn people." or

^'siich an one, the inspector, has taken yyiy yyiayi (112) by capti(re{'i) to do sontc work" and

they fly not at his word to have his opponeyit brought in haste in order to fry (113) hiyn,

Osiris Khentaynenthes. the owner of the person, the owy^cr of the goodi<. shall pursue hiyn-

and his ivife and his children (114) to blot out his yiayytc, to ayinihilate his souL to preveyit

his corpse froyn restmg in the necropo^

,

But{'\) as to a yyieyy)ber {1) of any court{]) (llo) that is in any city to whon( any jyerson

belonging to the House (etc.) shall ^ go (116) to coyyqdaiyt to hiyy} and he turyi not^ his face

to hiyn, so that he fly not at the voice to try (117) ids r(fnse^ siriftly. p}inis]nnent shall be

done to him by beatvig hiyn with a huyidred blows (118). he being deprived o/(?) his office

and put as a cultivator ifi the House (etc.) (119).

Epilogue. (Lme> 120—end.)

His yyiajesty has doyie this as his acts of piety for his father Osins Kheyitayyicnthes (120)

Lord of Abydos, desiriyig to privilege theyn for him. for the noble thing that 1 (sic^) have

doyie for hiyyi ifi (121) for hiyyi; for{l) Abydos is destined to coyiciliate hiyn, to con-

tent (122) his ka, in the daily course of each day. to cause him to (123) '0?(^) the

two lands theyyi who are m their shriyies. (Vl-i) that they ynay rest in their places (125),

rejoiemg iyi all he^ has doyie; that they may give (126) to him the duratioyi of ReC^ the rule

(127) of the layid, twice []) lasting ayid eyiduring (128) /or crer.

The final phrases seem to have been clumsily shortened to fit the space; properly

expressed they would have run somewhat thus

:

‘'That they yyiay give to him the duration of Bev, the rulr of Atum over the two lands{l),

lastiyig {twice) ayid enduring {twice) for ever ayid ever."

The purpose of the decree is to safeguard the rights of a great royal foundation,

and of all individuals and property connected with it. But the precise nature of this

foundation is not quite clear.

First as to the name and situation. The luuiu^ of it is written in the decree itself

fully
I il-'jl i V L ^ '"O. ;](i. ;5'». 40 , 11 ami

79-80) or with the omission of c- (lines 30. :>1, 37. 40), but in line 31 and everywhere

after line 41 (except lines 79-80) it is always abiireviated to ' / ^ r”

with only graphic variant^. In the full form it appears as if -- were to b(‘ taken with

the masculine word lb "heart** as opjjosed to with tlie fiuninine w<wd but at

this period the masculine form of gender cannot be treated as an altogether safe guide,

especially as y is here separated from by long effithetal phrase. Two translations

thus are possible, either "The House of millions of years of king y[en-maf"-re<", ‘Hearths

ease/ in Abydos/' or The House of millions of years * The Heart of king 31en-ma<'-re<'

^ The text has ‘‘ with whom any peiv.ai etc. interfered'’: evidentlv a scribal error substituting

for s.
* * These words should probably be omitted an erroneous repetition.

- A similar curse terminates the decree of Seti I at Wadi el-AbbAd >(tuuii and (Urdincr in Jovnmb
IV, 248).

•" <=> for unless !*> intended, hath gone.' {\f\ line luU.

^ The word means “be deaf,” and A is presumably a false traiveript of the hieratic dgn for ..T

.

Lit. “do his trial'’ or perhaps “do his bu^ine.s.><,'

Joiirn. of Egypt. Ar<‘h. xiii op
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is at Ease ’ in Abyclos,” and for the short form “ The House of Men-mar-rer ‘ Heart s

ease’ in Abydos,” or “The House ‘ The Heart of Men-mar-ref is at Ease m Abydos^

The seals from the Ramesseum (see below), enclosing the royal name in the sign o

“ House ”
PI,

turn the scale in favour of the first rendering. \\ e may further question

whether “ m Abvdos ” is to be taken as describing the situation of the House or of the

“heart” at “ease.” and I do not see any decisive argument in favour of one jersion

rather than another. In the last alternative, such a name as “ The House of Jfen-

mar-rer ‘Heart’s ease iiii Abydos’” might have been given to some estabhshmen o

the king at or near Nauri, commemorating his contentment in distant Abydos and this

would agree with the fact that the decree at Elephantine concerns the loca temples,

air. Gray indeed saw at Nauri the remains of an ancient settlement, and for all we know

Seti I mav have chosen Nauri a.s the site for his principal monument in Nubia, even as

Amenophis III chose Soleb and Tutankhamun Faras. Notwithstanding all this it ^eems

fairlv certain that the "Residence ’ of the Nauri decree was reall} at Ab\dos, or

long description of the king’s work for Osiris in the earlier lines contains no reference

to aiiv establishment elsewhere, and it would be a natural precaution to post up t is

protective decree in Nubia if Seti's great foundation at Abydos collected thence larp

revenues of gold and other products of the South. W e may take it in fact t at t e

‘‘House ’ of the decree itself is identical with the ‘‘House at Abydos described, thoug

with no special name, in the preliminary matter. Here the first mention is in line 7,

“Thou buildest his House/’ i.e,, the House of Osiris, and “his House" occurs similarly

in line 19, but in line 27 the king speaks of “the House of Men-mar-rer” very naturally

as “mv House.” and he uses the same words in the inscriptions on his temple at Abydos

and on the temple at Wadi el-Abbad^, each of which had the name
^

the House of

Men-niar-rer/' In the decree itself (line 62) we read once “his (Osiris) noble House

which his majesty made.” It is curious that the expression “God s House, usual

for a great temple-establishment, does not occur in the inscription, but it seems clear

that ’'the House” includes the temple with all its appurtenances. Within it was a

“palace” (line 8). presumably for the king’s accommodation.

The widl-known temple of Seti I at Abydos, dedicated to Osiris, is celebrated for its

fine seulpture and good preservation, but the description of the Residence on the stela

would hardly tally with it: in particular we cannot fit in the granite ivmt of line 10

(whatever they were) as the whole temple is built of limestone. Moreover the name of

the ’’House ” on the stela is not found amongst the names given to Seti s temple in the

published inscriptions from that monument^. The stela is dated in the year 4, when

the temple can hardly have been more than begun, for Ramesses II had to finish it

after his father s death: one might indeed suppose that the description of the great

foundation was a vision of the future rather than a reality. On the other hand Frank-

fort s researches for the E.E.S. have showm that Seti I also built the so-called “Osireion.

It is quite likely that he made his own residence at Abydos and rebuilt, refurnished

and re-endowed the ancient central temple on a magnificent scale after the neglect of

the Akhenaten period, and then later began his funerary(?) temple. Thus the de-

scription on the stela might be referred to the earlier of these great undertakings at

what was now a royal city.

^ Not “ GoHL-erniiig,'’ which would be expressed by
- See the tiMiisl.itions hy (Junn and Gardiner in Jounir/K iv, 247, 248.

*’ It is 'seen elsewhere only on two sealings of oil-jars—for and ncheh oils— from the Ramesseum

.

t Qi'IHKi r, PI, xi, 9, 10.)
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The Decree of Elephantine.

Some sixty years ago the Vicomte E. de Eouge copied the inscription on a temple

block built into the quay wall at Elephantine^, part of a decree safe-guarding the

temple or temples of the local god Chnum, apparently emanating from Ramesses III.

It was translated and commented upon by Spiegelberg in 1892“. In the following year

de Rouge's copy was reproduced by de Morgan in his survey of the monuments in

Upper Egypt about the First Cataract^. In 1902 Sethe retranslated it, recognizing that

it contained references to the border-land of Yubia, afterwards known as the Dodeca-

schoenus, under the name of ‘‘The Field*' or ‘‘The Country In 1906 Breasted

published a translation of it in his Anciei'it Recor(h'\ The complete decree of Xauri

puts this fragment in a clearer light; for the present translation I have utilized some
corrections of the copy furnished by Jequier^; a collation with the original and a search

for further fragments would be very desirable.

The block shows portions of eleven horizontal lines of which the first two belong to

the introduction, the decree itself beginning in th(‘ third line at the middle of the block.

A restoration of the first paragraph (lines ;3-I) on the analogy of the Xauri inscription,

though questionable in detail and jierhaps too long, serves to show how small a portion

of each line survives.

Decref^ adilressed in the Maiestij of the Royal Court o)i day" unto the ivaur, the

high-offcers, the courtiers, the j}aJicial council, the mayors and the controllers of camps [of

Upper and Lower Egypt, the equerries and the chiefs of the stable, the fan-bearers, every

inspector {I
)
belonging to the l:i}^g's estate and all persons sent on a mission to the Countrij^.

The decree saith :—

]

[His Majesty hath commanded that ordinance be made for the temples of ChDun I^ord

of Elephantine ly

4 [to prevent the taking of any people belonging to these temples by any viceroy, any mayor.]

any inspector belonging to the king's estate or any person sent on a mission to the Country

to prevent their boat being stopped on the water by any patroU^^

to prevent taking a boat belonging to them by comynandeering to do any b)ysiness of
Pharaoh by any jwrson seyit on a mission [to the Coiyntry]

[etc., etc,, etc.]

5 [to prevent taking any cattle], any head of aiiiyytals belonging to thon by commandeering
or {I

)
by robbery or by(i

)
privilege

{
I by any yytayor. any inspector, any officer seyit on a

mission to the Country.

As" to anyone who shall do it, there shall be esacted from him the head of animals which

he shall have taken

[etc., etc., etc.]

^ E. DE Rouge, Inscriptions httroylyphli[des, CCLVI—ccLVii.

- SeiEGELBERG, Stadicii und Mfiterialien zuni Rechisn-pscn des Phoraonenreichps, 94-96.

- Catalogue des uLonuments et inscriptions, i, 118, block c.

^ Sethe, Untersuchungen, ii, 82-84 (Dodecaschoinos, 26-28). ’’ Egypt, iv, 85-87,

Spki/ur, XVI, 3-6 (1912), ' So de Rouge
;
Jeqnier's correction m hr n is very improbable,

as in lines 4, 5. The Xauri decree has ^‘Cush'' where this has “the Country "
: Sethe must ])e

no.irly if not quite right in identifying the latter with the Dodecaschoenus.

Cf. Xauri, lines 29-30. That the local teia[4os were <lealt with in the decree is clear from line 6.

1" Xauri, line 33, wh(‘re ^dven as tlie full spelling of

u Xauri, Ime 49. Xaiii i, lines 57-58.
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6 [to guard ayul 'protect any serfs belonging to these temples, whether men or women,

whether ] fishers, fowlers, natron-gatherers or salt-gatherers or any that pursue their

callings for { \ )
the temples of the Father of all gods and goddesses^, ivithout permitting them

to he molested- by [any'] people [in the whole layid]

[etc., etc., etc.]

7 [^.? to any sufs any] hee-heeper{1 ) or any person belonging to the god's Residence

who shall be interfvred with, and shall say certain inspector or a certain officer interfered

fvith me: he it is that caascd the loss which has taken place^d’ they shall give{^) the

which shall hare been taken, as forfeit, to the god\s Residence of the Great God.

Also to prereia the assembling [1) [etc., etc., etc.]

8 their oteners, cnltivating for them, unto their divine offerings.

Also to prccott any or any person from taking any person or any belonging

to any god or any goddess, to give him{ ] )
to another by exchange or by way of robbery [etc.,

etc., etc,]

9 shall be exacted from him as forfeit ("I
)

lAkewise his Majesty hath decreed to prevent any future {"1) wazir{‘\) demanding {t)

anything fro}n{{) any pro2jhet{l) belonging to these temples, of silver, gold, fine linen,

clothing, unguents [etc., etc., etc.]

10 hkew ise anffthing that is stolen from theyn; hut that all the people beloyiging to

the teynphs stay established in their places, pursuhig their callmgs {for) their gods therem^

[etc., etc,, etc.]

11

without yny{l) giviyig hiyyi ayiything as their equivaleyit{1). If robbery shall

take place in regard to any property beloyiging to any prophet
{

I ), ayid he shall produce a
tvntiyig it shall be exacted froyn hiyyi, or if people belongiyig to take ^

The above is block c in de Morgan’s Catalogue. Block a corner block, shows on
one face scraps of nine horizontal lines, the third containing the phrase

"'to prevent the taking of kme, asses ”

and on another, nine vertical lines of inscription, the first two of which are from the
end of a decree and are followed by a long epilogue.

1 [ayiyoyie leho has taken ayxy pjersoyi beloyigmg to] cuiy god's House to put him under
hiyyi ui any business of his, punishyyieyit shall be doyie to hiyyi, he being put

“ goods or any persoyi froyyi theyyi. His Majesty did this in seeking
out profitable things

^ forming good works after justice was established in this land, to 'oacifu the
gods, to satisfy

Block i, one side of which is shown again as block tZ = de Rouge, cclviii'^, is another
corner block with ten and nine horizontal lines on the two sides; it probably belongs to
the record of the same decree, and gives the name of Ramesses III.

^ Khnum : M‘f3 Skthe, dt., 83, Lanzoxe, Dizlonarlo mitol., 9b7.

:
3 cf. Xauri, line 105.

The last line shown only in .Tequier’s copy and is very obscure.
Mom,AX, C<tt<flof/ut', I, 1:^0; corrections in Jequier, ibid., 8.
<’oiTection.-3 in Jm^uiEU, ibid., 8.

^ Cf Naiiri, line 41.
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PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE EXCAVATIONS
AT TELL EL-CIMARNAH, 102G-7

By H. FRANKFORT

With Plates xliv—liv

The time at our disposal this year for work at Tell el-‘Amarnah was very limited,

for a large amount of collating and copying had still to be done at Abydos in the

Cenotaph of Seti I. We remained at 'Amarnah for just over two months, and that the

most could be made of that short period was due to the fact that the expedition was

fortunate enough to include amongst its members Mr. S. R. K.Glanville and Mr. H. B. Clark,

both thoroughly acquainted with the peculiarities of the site. Moreover, Professor

Whittemore assisted us for several weeks while completing his notes on the North Palace.

Mrs. N. de Garis Davies, and for some time also Mr. Davies, stayed with us to finish

their facsimile copies of the unique paintings from the Harim of the North Palace, and

as we had decided to attempt the removal of these paintings it seemed best to confine

our activities entirely to the northern part of the site.

Of this part of Akhetaten little was known (PI. xliv). The North Palace can hardly

be said to lie in the town, for nowhere near it are buildings grouped with sufficient

density to allow us to speak even of a suburb. Its nearest neighbours are large detached

villas in their own gardens; these extend up to the northern limit of the bay, where an

important but difficult group of buildings was excavated by Professor Whittemore^. The
arrangement of the large court with its surrounding offices suggests a police- and customs-

station where persons and goods e}) route towards the city were examined. The city

itself is not clearly limited towards the north, but the great Aten Temple divides it into

two unequal halves and thus provided us with a well defined starting-point from which
we decided to clear systematically northwards.

The Aten Temple.

The Aten Temple had to be included in our scheme. Sir Flinders Petrie and
Dr. Howard Carter had excavated there in 1896, but their work was admittedly not final.

Thus every excavator of Tell el-'Amarnah is under an obligation to complete this work
and to attempt to gain a better insight into the main characteristics of a building which
in the mind of the founder of Akhetaten must have been its very centre. Our investi-

gations there are not yet finished and are beset throughout with appalling difficulties,

for the temple has been so thoroughly destroyed that not even the pavement is left in

its place. Moreover large open areas within the enclosure and numerous brick walls

suggest that the building never passed beyond a provisional stage of completion and that

much of what the representations would lead us to expect was either never executed at

all or in a temporary manner only. This discrepancy between the preconceived plan of

Akhetaten and its actual execution was already surmised by Mr. N. de Garis Davies
and our work bears out his perspicacious interpretations of the tomb-pictures ^ in yet

1 Jfjiirnal^ xii, 10

2 X. DE Garis Davil-s, The llork Tomh^ of d A manta, u, rUitl v, 2i)\ ak<> iSenxEi'KR in

Sitzuagshenchte Akad. 1010, 47s
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another point ; the Aten sanctuary differed entirely from the traditional type of

Egyptian temple in that it did not contain within its temenos-wall one coherent structure

with its annexes, but a number of congeries of buildings with much open space between.

Thus the sanctuary as a whole seems to have had rather the character of an open air

temple, and its plan may well have been a greater break with tradition, a more

fundamental innovation, than one realizes.

While at present we must refrain from more definite remarks on the architecture of

this important building we may mention here the objects found in its ruins as an

immediate reward of our labour. In the first place there are a number of sculptured

blocks of limestone too fragmentary to indicate anything more than the excellent quality

of the workmanship. They show parts of the bodies of the king and queen, boldly

modelled, strongly coloured and finished in great detail: their ornaments still showed

traces of having once been covered with gold foil. A number of smaller fragments of

sandstone are of rougher workmanship, though this did not show originally, as they were

covered with a fine white plaster to which the finishing touches were no doubt applied.

The finest block of all, of limestone, is shown here (PL xlv, fig. 1). It belongs to the best

relief-work known from 'Amarnah. Charioteers, soldiers and priests ‘'stand at attention ’ in

the true oriental way which apparently does not interfere with the activity of musicians,

who continue to produce with flute and lute the tune required by the occasion. To the

left was shown no doubt Akhenaten in some ceremonial act.

The destroyers of the temple have often gone down to below floor level, and so we

struck a deposit which otherwise might well have remained hidden. We found huddled

together six bronze vessels (PI. xlvi) inscribed with the cartouches of Akhenaten, Nefertiti

and the Aten, the latter once in the old and once in the late form. The finest vase, with

the later form of the Aten name, is “Dedicated by the standard-bearer of the legion

Sehetep-Aten, Eamose,” •

The vases are obviously not all of the same date, and as some were not perfect it

may be that they were buried when they were replaced by others, for there is evidence

elsewhere, for instance in the Egyptian temple at Byblos, which seems to point to the

fact that objects once consecrated for ritual use in the temple were never removed from
there, but were buried within the temple precincts when they were no longer thought
worth keeping among the treasure.

On the other hand it is just possible that the vases were hidden when the temple
was left, for the remains of a doorway which had been bricked up proves that the

temple stood closed for some time before it was actually destroyed. This fact shows
even more strongly than the similar closing of the better private houses that there must
have been in the beginning of the Restoration a short period of uncertainty during which
it was not yet realized that the return to Thebes implied the irrevocable end of the
Akhetaten episode. One feels inclined to ascribe this period of uncertainty, during which
the temple stood empty but intact, to the reign of Tutrankhamun, for we found again
traces of the succeeding reign in the sanctuary, in the shape of fragments of a limestone
sphinx inscribed on its base with the cartouches of Horemheb. Interference from that
quarter at Tell el-’Amarnah could hardly have been other than destructive. Even if we
are not able to decide whether the sphinx signifies that Horemheb erected some con-
struction to honour an Aten now reduced to its former insignificance, or whether he
established in the very centre of the heresy a small monument to Amen-Re<', it seems
most probable that the thorough devastation of the great temple was his work, and it

may yet appear that in his pylon at Karnak were incorporated blocks not only from
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Akhenateu's temple at Thebes but also from Tell el-‘Amarnah. The abnormally small

quantity of stone found on the site of the great temple would be best explained if it had

been used as a quarry on a large scale and not merely locally, and the period to which

such organized and wholesale quarrying may most reasonably be attributed is obviously

that at which took place the destruction of the sanctuary so amply testified by the

condition of the remains.

Panehsy’s Official Residence.

Immediately south of the temenos-wall of the temple there rose an isolated hillock,

of promising height and obviously not disturbed in recent centuries. The complex of

buildings it contained is shown in plan in Fig. 1 and their situation on Plate xliv T 41.

It puzzled us somewhat at the time of its discovery because, though it was well built

and luxuriously appointed, the number of private rooms is small and hardly exceeds

the indispensable north loggia (reception room), central hall (living and dining room),

clothes cupboard, bedroom, bathroom and lavatory. Women’s quarters there are none,

while the unusually extensive magazines are built up against the house on three sides.

These exceptional features suggested to us that the house was not an ordinary dwelling-

place but the official residence of some high temple official. This hypothesis was supported

bv the discovery that the bricks of the building were stamped with the royal cartouches,

and, in the case of the outbuildings and enclosure walls, with two ranich-signs. But

our supposition became a certainty when we discovered some fragments of the stone

door-jambs giving the names and titles of the occupant: Panelisy, first servitor, and

superintendent of the cattle of the Aten. Now we not only know the tomb of this high

dignitary, but Professor Griffith also formd in the southern part of the town a large

estate which was his. There we see all the comfort and elaborate accommodation required

by a wealthy Egyptian of the 14th century b.c., and the buildings we discovered this

vear will only have served on those occasions when special ceremonies and celebrations

made Panehsy’s continuous presence at the temple imperative.
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The grounds were entered at the north-west corner. The large gateway had been

bricked up when the place was left; just behind it was the porter’s lodge. To the right

was a verandah supported by one column. Here, where the scribes would sit and keep

account of the movements of goods, one entered the magazines which surrounded the

house. Those on the west seem to have been subjected to secondary alterations. In the

southern one we found a large number of flints, in that on the east a mass of rough

garnet and some rough carnelian. Remains of cattle, horns and bones, cropped up
everywhere, and it thus seems probable that these rooms served for the preparation of

Fig. 2

the sacrificial animals, for which Panehsy, as superintendent of the cattle of the Aten,
was responsible. This adds importance to a small find made in the east buildings, namely
some sherds of a rough red vase in the shape of a buU. The mouth seems to have been
used as an outflow, and between the horns there seems to have been a sun-disk with a
uraeus. It is highly probable, in view of the place where this vase was found, that it
was a ritual vessel, and, while I do not remember an Egyptian parallel, bull-rhyta are
extremely common in Asia Minor in this period and later. Without therefore jumping
to the conclusion that the ritual at Tell el-Amarnah contained Asiatic features we may





Plate XLVIII.

\"ie\vs of the Hall of Foreign Tribute.

1. From N.E. : at a, entrance into N.E. block ; at b, platform with pillar bases

for canopy over throne. In foreground, subsidiary building in N E. corner.

2. From N.E. : in foreground, screen-walls of Royal Robing Chambers. At a,

central point of building. At b, southern platform.

3. From S.W. over lustration slab in N.W. block.
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note the importance of our find as a possible link in an argiunent which later discoveries

may either prove or disprove.

The most important finds in Panehsy’s ofl&cial residence however were the remains of

a sculptured limestone altar in the shape of a small shrine (Fig. 2 and Pis. xlvii, xlv,

figs. 2 and 3). In the central room, against the southern waU, and thus facing the

entrance, there was a plaster foundation for a square platform of limestone blocks, with

a miniature stairway leading up to it. One block with a piece of the sloping railing was
stUl in position and enabled us to reconstruct the whole. PI. xlvii, fig. 1, shows Mr. Clark’s

reconstruction (see also Fig. 2). Lying about in the room we found the sculptured stones

of the top part, which had been thrown aside, wMle the ordinary blocks which could be

re-used immediately had been carried away by hunters for building materials. Similar

altars were already known to us, but they were made of mud-bricks and only carried a

stele. Here, however, we have the model in limestone of a small sanctuary; the stones

we found represent the entrance, the so-called ''interrupted arch.” Underneath the inward

projections on both sides are grooves for the spills of the double door of wood, and certain

roughnesses on their sides prove that two little walls, crowned with a cornice, connected

the entrance-arch with the south wall of the room at the back of the platform, and thus

formed the sides of the shrine. We do not know whether a statue of Akhenaten stood

behind the wooden doors or whether the inside was empty; the latter would be natural

if it were intended to picture a sanctuary of the disk, of which no sculpture in the round

could be made.

The extant parts show on the two sides of the door scenes which are identical in

essentials though pleasingly different in details. Akhenaten, Nefertiti and Meritaten are

shown offering to their god, who sends down rays ending in hands both to the offerings

of food, flowers, incense and water, and to the royal worshippers. The name of the

Aten is given in the later form. The sculpture is a fine example of the style of

"Amarnah though the drawing shows a tendency to accentuate in an exaggerated way
physical characteristics of the royal personages, which in its most extreme manifestation

produces what seem to us caricatures. The modelling of the relief en creux, however, is

very delicate; moreover the right half retained most of its colouring, which we at once

fixed with celluloid. Even the hieroglyphs were painted, often with more than one

colour for the different parts of each sign. The reconstruction of the missing stones as

shown in the photograph was done by the Department of Antiquities, which has retained

the shrine.

The Hall of Foreign Tribute.

Up against the north side of the temenos of the Aten Temple we noticed a slight

elevation which also extended within the enclosure (PI. xliv, S. 39) and for which we thought

that the fallen bricks of the wall could not account. On investigation we found indeed

that it contained architectural remains. They were of the scantiest possible nature,

fragments of walls and pavements, standing at most two or three bricks high, while,

strange and paradoxical circumstance, stairs seemed to crop up everywhere. Pis. xlviii

and xlix show both the actual state of the building and the plan, which we reconstructed

with considerable difficulty but which is in all points based on the remains and may be

considered as certain. It has, to my knowledge, no parallel in Egyptian architecture,

and its discovery is of the more importance as a representation in a tomb enables us to

identify it. If we leave out of account the separate building in the north-east comer

and the details inside our building we may say that it consists of four platforms, each

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xm. 28
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accessible hy three stairways and connected by two roads which cross at right angles.

The four platforms differ from each other in their secondary features. Those in the east-

west axis are bare; the northern one possessed two, or perhaps four columns, of which

two bases survive in situ and one more near by. The platform opposite was the only

one in which a door-sill was found and which therefore was closed by a door in the

middle.

Now we find in the tomb of Huya^ a scene represented which is of extreme

importance, as it is one of the few instances where the tomb-pictures give us a

glimpse of what happened during Akhenaten’s reign besides praying and rewarding the

faithful. Here we see the king and queen carried in the state-palanquin from the palace

''to receive the tribute of Syria and Nubia, the west and the east; all the countries

Fig. 3 (after X, de Garis Davies).

collected at one time, and the islands in the midst of the sea, bringing tribute to the king
Throne of Akhetaten for receiving the imposts of every land, granting to them

the breath of life ” The scene is dated in the twelfth year. The building (Fig. 3) which

k
ceremony, to which the captives and slaves are conducted and

to w 1C t e tribute is carried, is rendered in a diagrammatical way and the draughtsman
pictures t ere neither persons nor proceedings. But there can be no doubt to anyone
acci^tomed to the conventions of Egyptian representation that he figured the very

^ ^hich we discovered the remains. Thus in his drawing we see four platforms,
an ey are differentiated in the same way as those of our building: those in the vertical
axis are simply platforms with a heap of offerings on the top, and the two platformsw 1C le in the axis at right-angles with them show, on the right the columns of our

^ Davjes, op. cit.y III, PI. xiv.
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north platform, and opposite one which has a door in the middle, like our southern one,

where alone we found a limestone door-sill. There can be no doubt that the platform
' with the columns was the Great Throne of Akhetaten for receiving the imposts of every

land.’’ Here the king must have presided over the ceremony, and the actual situation

on the site enables us to reconstruct the whole ceremony with a very high degree of

probabihty. If a review was held, or the tribute inspected, this would have been done in

the open space north of our building, which is admirably adequate for such a proceeding.

We have to imagine Akhenaten and Nefertiti carried in the gold palanquin along the

rows of slaves and the heaps of gifts. Then they would enter our building at the north-

east corner, either by the separate little dwelling or directly by the stairs to the platform.

They would not, however, proceed directly to their thrones under the canopy which was

borne by the columns, but enter by a special door which leads with one step from the stairs

into the north-east block (PI. xlviii, 1, at a). These are no doubt the robing chambers,

for in the palace of Ramesses III at Medinet Habu, and apparently in the palace of

Amenophis III at Thebes, we find an exactly similar arrangement: there are at Medinet

Habu no fewer than three thrones (one also with columns for the canopy), all three having

robing chambers with a lustration slab in their immediate neighbourhood with which

they are directly connected. Mr. de Garis Davies has already remarked in discussing

the picture in Huya’s tomb that the bound sacrificial animals ''show that a religious

ceremony of some magnitude was contemplated,” We know, too, that in such cere-

monies lustrations were essential not only for the king, but also for the priests before

they could officiate. For their benefit the whole of the south-east block is arranged; it

merely contains in front of the two small rooms one big lustration slab, of such size

that the columns necessary to carry the roof rest on bases included in it. The north-

west block, otherwise meant, as it seems, to provide the priests with a place to which

they could retire, contains also two lustration places (PI. xlviii, fig. 3), and in all these

cases the sinks are put in the ambulatory so that servants could empty them without

interfering or even being seen; in the case of the royal robing chambers a special

angular wall screened the ambulatory from the little door through which the king would

enter from the north-east stairs, and through which he also would leave the block to

take his place under the canopy. The actual position of our building, half inside and

half outside the temenos wall of the Aten Temple, suggests the nature of the ceremony.

No doubt Akhenaten here transferred to his god with solemn ritual the tribute he had

received from the foreign countries. One imagines that it was brought in piece for piece

and, while the king presided, heaped on the western and eastern, and perhaps also on

the southern platform. Whether the latter may be included depends on the interpreta-

tion of the tomb-picture : it may be that the platform with the door there bears a heap

of offerings; it may also be that it is meant to represent a stele. On our arrival villagers

offered us a piece of a quartzite stele on which Akhenaten and Nefertiti were shown offering

to the Aten, and which they claimed to have dug up near our building; this might

conceivably be a fragment of the stele which stood on the southern platform. The south-

western block seems to have been a magazine
;
the tribute may have been deposited there

after the ceremony was over, or it may have been removed to the temple storehouse.

It is further important that our building was to all appearances especially constructed

for this purpose and therefore the phrase ''the Great Throne of Akhetaten for receiving

the imposts of every land” may have been its official designation. Where the temenos

wall continues to the west of our building there are clear signs that it had been broken

through and that it did not originally contain therefore the Hall of Foreign Tribute. To
the east of the hall there is a broadening which can best be explained as one half of a

28—2
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small pylon gate. Apparently when the order came to put the haU on the north temenos

wall of the Aten Temple, the architect started where there was already a break in the

wall, i.e., a small gateway. From there onward he broke away as much of the wall as

was necessary to fit the hall in.

Of the decoration hardly anything was recovered. The outer walls were plastered

white and may have had polychrome designs higher up, such as we found in the private

houses. Here we found just a few scraps of painted plaster outside. Inside the doors

and niches were painted in yellow and white. Remarkable are, in the southern royal

robing chamber, two screens of mud plastered white which are an exact replica of bronze

clamps with a central rib such as might form the feet of a modern fire-screen (PI. xlviii, 2).

A few questions may close the preliminary discussion of this most important building.

It is remarkable that it should be pictured in the tomb of the one high official who was
particularly connected with the Queen-Mother Ty. Was it Ty, weU versed in imperial

matters, who suggested to her son on her arrival in Tell el-‘Amarnah that a public

demonstration of undiminished power over the dominions was sorely needed to maintain
the prestige of the dynasty? Did Akhenaten utilise this practical suggestion of Ty
ad majorem gloriam of the Aten, and as a new demonstration of the universalism of

that god? And, most important question of all, what were the conditions in Asia at

the moment the demonstration took place
; does the ceremony represent a temporary

success obtained by a rally of the Egyptian forces, or was it merely a sham, a weak
attempt to save the position in Egypt and intimidate the opposition by a display of

power which had no longer any basis in reality?

The Northern Part of the Town.

The ground immediately north of the temple seems not to have been inhabited. It
slopes down rather steeply in a wadi, and on the northern edge of this, due east of the
village of Et-Till, lies the part of the town which we began this year to excavate (PI. xliv).
We cleared a narrow strip of houses from east to west, thus obtaining the extent of the
habitation and a clear basis from which in a future season we shall continue to work
northwards. As always, the discovery of a number of houses revealed many interesting
details. On the whole the houses are less sumptuous than those known in the
southern part of the town. The plan of the district now under excavation is similar
to that from the south in that two large roads run through it from north to south. On
these the best houses, often with a garden in front, are situated. Between are very closely
packed middle-class houses and huts, corn bins and bazaar-like courts aU connected
by a fascinating maze of crooked alleys. A fuU discussion of all these matters will be
better in place when we have completed the excavation of this part of the site and can
treat it as a whole It may be said here, however, that we obtained this year more
material than was found in any former campaign on this site for the reconstruction of
the domestic decoration Numerous fragments of painted plaster were recovered and
careMy treated with celluloid so that they could be handled and the designs recon-
structed. This pamstakmg work was done by Mr. Glanville, and our newly gained insight
into the appearance of the reception- and living-rooms of the period will appear in
the reconstructions to be embodied in the second volume of The City of Ahhenaten.
which will be a comprehensive memoir on the northern part of the towm Some of the
decorative desipis, however, large garlands of petals and flowers combined with bunches
of hanging ducks, are of such artistic value that they will be pubHshed in full colours in
the Neirton Memorial Volume, Murd Pa^nt^ngs of Tell eWAmarnah, which the Society is
noping to issue in tne course of next year. ^
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Plate LII,

Portrait head in red quartzite of one of Akhenaten’s daughters.





Plate LI II

Portrait head of one of Akhenaten’s daughters
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We may just mention a few of the objects found in the houses. Considered in their

entirety they give us hope that the continuation of our work here may provide us with

the badly wanted material to link up the ‘Amamah period with what immediately

followed, for it seems that this part of Akhetaten was inhabited in the latest period of

the town’s existence. We found a number of ring-bezels with the name of Smenkhkere^

and some of Tutrankhamun, one actually with the name in this form.

The small finds allow us again a further insight into the life of Akhenaten’s sub-

jects. Most important seems to me the discovery in one house of two representations of

the crocodile-god Sebek, one broken, of fayence, but clearly showing an opening in the

head to take the feathers, and the other of bronze, possibly a stamp (PL 1, fig. 2),

We know that certain minor gods like Hathor, Bes, Taurt and Uazit were not pro-

scribed, or at least tolerated. Perhaps they were merely considered as friendly genii, the

existence of which might be admitted without infringing on the prerogatives of the Aten.

Perhaps also they were so familiar to the people that it was impossible to proscribe

them without risking a popular rising which the annihilation of the ojficial pantheon

had not. brought about. We foimd again this year not only glazed amulets but also clay

statuettes of those deities (PL 1, fig. 5). But with Sebek the case is entirely different. He
is one of the great official gods and certainly there was as little room for him in Atenist

theology as for Isis, Nephthys, Selket and Neit^. Here then we have for the first time

proof of what one hked to surmise already, namely that not all the inhabitants of

Akhetaten adhered with conviction to the new faith, though few had apparently the

courage to risk their safety and success by continuing to worship their old gods, as the

inhabitant of house U. 36. 12 apparently did.

Of the other smaU objects little need be said here. There are some particularly fine

fragments of polychrome fayence tiles, not only of the well-known lotus pattern, but

much more elaborate, showing, e.g,, a young bull amongst rushes (PL li, figs. 1, 2). There

are the objects of daily use, such as a pair of razors, obviously lost on the staircase of a

house, wrapped up in linen. Unique was a baby’s rattle of pottery ornamented with

a gazelle’s head (PI, 1, fig. 4), and a remarkably well preserved limestone stamp for

sealing wine jars (PL 1, figs. 1, 3).

Quite by itself stands the most beautiful object we found (Pis. lii, liii). It is a

small portrait head of one of the daughters of Akhenaten, in red quartzite, modelled

with great sensitiveness: see the smooth forehead and the exquisite curving-in of the

temples,^ the fine cheeks, the large sad eyes under the heavy hds and the painful grooves

on each side of the mouth which one is surprised to find in so young a face and which

bring home to us the pathetic humanity of those frail children with whom the dynasty

came to an end. A little projection where the head has been broken off shows that it

formed part of a group; probably the little princess stood in front of a throne on which
her parents were seated. It remains uncertain where this group was originally placed.

The head was found in the grounds of House U. 37. 1, which had a comparatively large

garden on the East Eoad, one of the two main thoroughfares, and in that garden we
found the foundations of two kiosks, which may have been chapels, while up against the

wall of the house there was a remarkable terrace. Here such a group might well have
stood. But on the other hand there were no chips of quartzite lying about, and as we
know that this material was frequently used in the official stelae and statues in the

temple, the little head may have been picked up almost anjrwhere after the monuments
^ Schafer has shown that these goddesses, which were usually pictured at the four cornera of the royal

sarcophagi with wings outstretched in protection of the dead, were displaced at Tell el-‘Amamah by royal

women, e.g. the queen on the sarcophagus of her daughter Meketaten. {Zeittckr^f. ag. LV, 3 ff.)
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had been destroyed by the reactionaries, to be eventually thrown down where we found

it. It is cleanly broken ofE and quite perfect.

The Paintings from the North Palace.

The discovery by Mr. Newton in the North Palace of paintings which are the only

examples of purely secular art which we possess from Egypt and which at the same

time are of the highest artistic value, put our Society under a very great responsibility,

for once discovered they had to be preserved, and their condition was such that preserva-

tion under any circumstances seemed almost hopeless. The paint had been put on the

mud plaster without any interposed layer. But the chopped straw in the plaster had
attracted the white ants, who had tunnelled through substituting dust for straw as they

went. The loosely adhering film of paint had moreover lost what firmness it possessed

in itself because the occasional rains had cracked its surface all over. Before we roofed

the room last year with wood the high winds of February and March constantly brought

down little fragments.

The easiest thing was to leave the paintings in the room under cover, even though
that cover had of necessity to be light, as one could not expose the paintings to the

shocks and vibrations which the erection of a permanent building would involve. But
then wood is valuable; the villagers have no scruples, and the police supervision of the

site, which is directed from the other bank of the Nile and moreover pertains to two
different mudiriyas, is highly inefficient. The stealing of the wood would certainly bring
about the destruction of the paintings, even if these W’ere not wilfully broken up as were
the pavement discovered by Sir Flinders Petrie and the sculptures of the rock-tombs.
Everybody agreed, in fact, that the paintings were doomed if they were left where they
were. Me therefore decided to attempt their removal. Mr. A. Lucas came and stayed with
us for a few days to experiment wfith various materials, and the method then accepted
was further improved in the actual work, which was carried out by Mrs. Frankfort.

First the paintings were cleaned with alcohol and next sprayed with a solution of
celluloid in amyl acetate; it was found that this was the only material which strengthened
the fabric without spoiling the colours. When this had been done four or five times the
film of paint was strong enough to stand some handling and at the same time it was
waterproofed. Fine, soft cotton material was then pasted on the face of the paintings,
and when it was certain that all the fragments adhered, padded boards were brought
up against it, and the material was nailed over the top. The boards were then supported,
and the waU at the back of the paintings could with great care be broken away. It
was next necessary to remove as much mud as was possible from the back of the paint
as It had no coherence and would crumble away in transport and thus leave the
pamt-film without support. Then the back of the paint was waterproofed and
strengthened with celluloid, and all the holes were carefully filled in with a mixture
of mud and chopped straw which we made as similar as possible to the original
substance Thus we could pour plaster of Paris on the back, without the risk of its
ru^ng through on to the face. After this the paintings could travel safely to Cairo
and London. The Society is now preparing a special volume devoted to The Mural
Paintings of Tell el- Amarnah. It will be dedicated to the memory of the late Mr. Francis
G Newton. The text will deal comprehensively with this remarkable art, and the
coloured reproductions of Mrs. de Garis Davies’ facsimiles, together with the other
drawings and plates will make the book a lasting record of these admirable works.

PI. h, fig. 3 is from the original of one of these paintings, while PI. Hv is a photo-
graph of one of Mrs, Davies facsimiles.
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A PARALLEL TO WILCKEN, Chrest. 144

By W. SCHUBART axd H. I. BELL

[In connection with my publication of a papyrus recording the admission of a youth

among the ephebi {Journal, xii, 245 5.) Professor Paul M. Meyer informed me that there

was an interesting ephebic document at Berlin
;
and on my writing to Professor Schubart

for information about it and suggesting that he might publish it in the Journal he kindly

agreed to do so. Unforeseen circumstances having prevented him from doing more than

copy the papyrus, he was good enough to send me his transcript and critical notes (here

translated into English) with a request to me to undertake the necessary editorial work.

The time at my disposal does not permit of any elaborate commentary
;
I have contented

myself with translating the document into English and writing some brief notes and a

few lines of introduction. H. I.B.]

The value of the document published below lies in the fact that it is a very close

parallel to W. Chrest, 144 (=P. Oxy. 477) and therefore helps to fill up the lacunae which

left the concluding formulae doubtful. There is one important difference between the two

documents, since whereas P. Berol. 13896 is addressed to the exegetes alone, W. Clirest.

144 is addressed, like P. Tebt. II, 317, to the exegetes and roh Kaiaapeiot^ Kal Tot[<;]

TTpordveai (see Wilcken’s note ad loc,)] but otherwise the agreement is exact.

Both documents are Alexandrine. The difference just mentioned finds analogies in census

returns, which are sometimes to one or two, sometimes to several officials. P. Berol.

13896 at last gives us the complete formula for this class of document, and at the same

time provides further proof (if proof were needed) of the perspicacity of Wilcken, who
had correctly divined the true reading in 1. 17 and the sense, though not the actual

wording, in 11. 19-20 of the Oxyrhynchus document.

P. Berol. 13896, a.d. 186.

A[.
.]

. . . « AoyyivLM Aoyylvcp

r[<p /fa]t ^A'TToXKoyvLfp lepel i^rjyr]-

rf) [/cjai 7rpo9 rfj empeXia tmv

'^p\r]\paTL(JTd)V fcal royv aX\(ov Kpt-

5 T7}\_pt](ov

nrapd TcrzScipa? t^9 ’AttoXXo)-

viov acrT^9 perd fcvplov rov

inTLavp^Koa-avTOi; avrfj aV-

S[p]o9 "Ayadov AaLpovo<; rov

10 A[p'\p(oviov rov ^eo^evov 2 ft)-

ai\_K\o(TpLov rov koX 'AXOaie-

G)[9] rdyv ro 6Kr(OKeh€Ka-

rov eT09 6eov AlXiov 'Avr(i}{vivov)

i(l>7)j3evK6ro)v. Y^ovXopevrj

1. Large initial letter like A, but M is also possible. Too little space for Avpr)\l<^. MdpKco is also unsuit-

able. 8 begin. : I can conjecture only €itl but do not understand it (a reference to a se^'ond marriage ?).
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15 IcTKpLVaL h TOV^ TO IcTlOV I-

y3S[o]/xoi' Kal ei/coaroif €T09

[AvTo^Kpdropo^i Kaiaapo<i ^dpKo{v)

[Au/077]Xto[l/] K.O/jLp6SoV ^AvTC07/(Lvov)

E[ucr6y8ov9 E]uTt';)^o09 ^e^acrrov

20 ^A[pp€VLa/c]ov AItjSlkov Tlap6{iKov)

['S.apparLKOv r€]ppavifCOV M€y(lo-rov)

^[^peravLKo^v e(j>'q^ov^ rov

76[7o]i'[oTa /xo]fc eK @ea)i^09

t[oi}] ©eCOI/09 TOU @6 &)i/09

25 2[cit)cr4-]Acocr/iioi; ToO /cat AX^ate-

^>[9 T^thv TO TpKTKehkKaTOV

6[to9] Oeov AIKlov 'Avtcovlvov

e[(/)77]/Sev/coTft>z/ 09 peri^X-

\[a];^6^' vlov AiSvpov d^i~

30 w a\yvTd^ai\ ypii'y^rai TOi9 7rpo{^)

TovTOL^ ovat [X]ay5oi)(7t />tou

/oo7[/?]a^taz/ 7re/3t tou dXrjOri

eZj/[a]t ra irpoKipaiva uttIv

ols \^fc\aOrjKet XPVf^^'^L^LV

35 /ioi reXtovarj rd 77/009

L<7KpL(TLV Kal i<f>r]0LaV TOV TTpO-

yeypappevov pov vlov Aihv-

pov ypdpfjLara evrcra rw
T6 K\o^ap7}Tfj Kal T<p jvpvaa^i-^

40 dp^(p rot<^ oval TrpoaBi^a-

aOat aoT[o]i^ t9 T009 i^r}-

/3ov9, JV w[] vacaL

30. Obliterated
; one can only recognize with certainty the infinitive ending before roly.

33 end . €in€iv no doubt meant, though ypayp-ai would be more suitable.
38. 677tra is not certain

; a especially'’ is questionable.

4^
end. a com})aiison with A\ . CAr. 144, where the same formula is clearly to be supplied, suggests

l 7r{€(f)iXav 0pQi 7r 7ffj.evr;)],

The lower lines, from about 33 onwards, are appreciably worse written, but I believe they are by thesame haiiri r-ovif
’ J J

, ,

Longinius Longinus also called Apollonius, priest, exegetes and superintendent
o

_

e clirematistae and the other courts, from Isidora daughter of ApoUonius, citizen,
with her guardian her second (1) husband, Agathodaemon son of Ammonius son of

of DiViis^AeV A
Althaean deme, ephebus in the eighteenth year

Augustus^ Armen-
Marcus Aurelius Commodus Antoninus Pius Felix

fhe^fn bo^rto r''% A r Sarmaticus Germanicus Maximus Britannicus

ribe and Sthaea
'
d

'^\Theon son of Theon son of Theon, of the Sosicosmian

namely Di^mus ^
^^rteenth year of Divus Aelius Antoninus,

nstructmg them to take from me an oath testifying to the truth of the foregoing state-
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ments and to tell the proper officials to deal with my case on completion by me of the

document for the enrolment and ephebate of my aforewritten son Didymus, and then to

tell the cosmetes and gymnasiarch in office to receive him among the ephebi, in order

that I may (obtain my desire).”

1. Apparently unknown,

3. 1. eVi^eXeia. Thi^s title is normally that of the archidicastes (see e.g. Jouguet, Vie muaicipale^ 168,

Oertel, Die Liturgie, 354 jff.), and perhajjs been accidentally omitted here
;
or Longinus

may, like the exegetes in P, Oxy. 1472, have been rh Kara rrjv dpytStKao-riaj/.

8. €TTicrvfi^ioi)aravTos
’ in the translation I have adopted Schubart’s suggestion that the eVi- refers to a

second marriage; the son concerned was by Theon (1, 23^’i, not by Agathodaemon.

12. 1. OKTcoKaideKaTOV.

15. 1. fla-Kpivai etff, elaiov.

26. 1. rpeKrKaideKarov.

30. In W. Ckrest. 144, (rwra^ai. Is there room here for o-[e

31. 1, x^^poyp<i(f>iov.

33. 1. TrpoK€ip€va, VinViv (sec critical note). The word is almost lost in ^X. C/irest. 144, 18, where ypd\^a]t

is the accepteid reading. Should it be etTretJi/ ? In P. Tebt. 317, 30 (Irreiv is certriinly to be read.

34. 1,

35. 1. TfXeiova-p. In W. C/irest. 144, 19 reXeto]i'i/rt is to be read. Wilcken had divined the correct sense,

though not the actual wording.

36. 1. ela-KpLO-iVy i(^r}pCiav. In XV. CItrest. 144, 20 read rri[v flaKpio-Lv kqI €(j)r}(^]€jav.

38. 1. €7r€iTa. In W. C/irest. 144, 22 read [pcovos ypdppara eVetra].

40f. In W. C/irest. 144, 24 read [ovai TTpoa-bi^aa-Oai airdjy (or avrov 7rpoorSc|a(rd]ai ?) is rovs tv’

Q> Trei^tXavQp^toirir^pivri)^. (This suits the space marked better than ti^
]

o) 7r[e(p.).)

41. 1. 61?.

Journ. of Eg}"pt. Arch. xili. 29
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HUMPED BULL OF lYORY

By G. D. HORNBLOWEE

With PI. Iv, Fig, 2

The vigorous little ivory bull, just over three inches long, shown in PI. Iv, fig. 2,

was apparently a knife-handle; it may be compared with an ivory handle in the Louvre
Museum shaped as a calf lying down, neither labelled nor numbered. It was bought from
a Cairo dealer in 1925 and there is no record of its origin, but its characteristics are

clearly of the Eighteenth Dynasty, The ears are represented in the typical Egyptian
manner with lines incised in the interior of the lobes, probably to represent the protective

hairs. The attitude is charging, the hind legs stretched straight back, tail afloat. It

recalls, of course, the Minoan presentment of animals, especially of bulls, and belongs to

the class of objects of the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Dynasties which appear to show
Cretan influence in the treatment of swift movement.

A striking feature of this bull is the hump which dates the object almost certainly
to the Eighteenth Dynasty, for in monuments earlier than that all cattle are shown as

level-backed
5
they sometimes have high crests, like those of Spanish fighting-bulls^, but

this is a different thing from a hump, being due to the development of the spinous
processes of the neck-vertebrae while the true hump, probably developed under domesti-
cation, is a mass of fatty tissue serving, like the cameTs hump, as a nutritive reservoir
in case of need^.

Of African cattle the Ankoli or Uganda breed is considered to be the origin of the
ancient Egyptian race"; they are level-backed, while the Blue Nile ox has the true
ump, ike that of many Indian breeds; it is possible that the hump was developed, or

introduced, in a comparatively late period.

The origin of the humped breed shown in our ivory must be sought outside Africa
and wiU be found in Western Asia. In several Theban tomb- paintings of the Eighteenth
Dynasty Asiatics are represented as bringing tribute of humped cattle. In the tomb of
Amenmose (No. 19) temp. Tuthmosis III*, two miniature humped beasts appear; their
size as depicted need not be taken as real, for it sometimes suited the painter to draw

- “ Kingdom the ox led by

(II, Pk. XV and xxxWi).“ThrKew Empir™aTnt uf h J’
Bmi Easan

of which I will indicate but one, in Five Theban rLbs^il^
The^frti’conttedrihtr^^^^^^^ %

ii, PaMofogicaf Section, 227-231.

and is specially interring Jint,; oral'^uiTf^

£

many inaccuracies are current.
a subject on wmou

Figl.
23'’” (^''‘tural Hnstory), Gnide to Domesticated Animals, 11, and, for humped cattle,

^ Wkeszixski, Atlas^ i, PL 168.
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1. Head of a god, from a stela of Ur-nammu found at Ur.

2. Galloping humped bull, in ivory. Scale l.

3. Fragment of a tusk, predynastic, with tip carved as a hippo-
potamus. Scale ].

4. 5. Hippopotamus in marble, predynastic. Scale
\
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animals small, as may be seen in pictures in the Middle Kingdom tombs In tomb
No, 19 of Abd el-Kumah, of the first half of the Eighteenth Dynasty, in the cross-room 2

,

the hump is not so high; it is still less so in the tomb of Senemioh, No. 127 of Sheikh

Abd el-Kurnah^, but is clearly marked; possibly a hybrid is represented between the

humped and level-backed breeds. An excellent example was on the wall of a Theban
tomb now destroyed^, the humps are as imposing as on the finest Indian specimens (see

Fig. 1). No humped cattle are displayed in what remains of the chamber in Karnak
temple where are figured the plants and animals brought from Syria by Tuthmosis III,

but one ox is very high-crested^. In the Amarnah age some splendid humped cattle

from the royal herds are depicted in the tomb of Meryre^®; they might well pass for fine

Gujeratis (see Fig. 2). They are in the company of others of the level-backed type and

the breed had evidently become, at this time, established in the royal stables. An equally

striking specimen is carved on the stela given by the scribe Nebwawi for the tomb of his

master Any This beast seems to have been provided out of the king’s stables to grace

the funeral of the deceased, a favoured official. Mention may be made of a small

carnelian amulet, in my possession, figuring a couchant calf with a hump rising well

up over the shoulders but not yet fully developed; the workmanship is that of the

Eighteenth Dynasty.

Fig. I Fig. 2 Fig. 3. Scale 1:1

Turning to Mesopotamian remains, we find the hump exhibited in very early times.

In L. King’s Sumer and Akkad, 69, Fig. 21, is shown a bull with a small but regular

hump, from a relief of the best period of Sumerian art. A very early example is a small

bull in marble, bored for use as an amulet, which was found at Ur by the Joint Expedi-

tion of the British Museum and Pennsylvania University Museum, 1925-6 (U. 6926); it

is dated about 3900 b.c. (Fig. 3, from a drawing). A truly remarkable specimen is the

bull, no. 116686, in grey-black stone, from Sinkarah, the ancient Larsa, presented by
Major Mocatta to the British Museum, where it is now in the Third Babylonian Room,
table-case 3®, Below it is placed a small humped bull in rock-crystal (No. 1135), seemingly

of the same period.

The breed was apparently not a common one
;

it hardly figures on seals of the great

Louvre collection, though a cylinder there, of the 3rd millennium b.c.®, gives humps to

mountain-sheep, recalling the gypsum rams from Ur which display high crests amounting

^ E.g. Beni Hasan, i, PL xxxv. ^ Wreszixski, op. cit., r, PJ. .340.

3 Wbeszixski, op. ciL, PI. 345.

^ From A. Kosteb, Schiffahrt u. Handelsverkehr des ostlicken Mittelmeeres, Hiurichs, 1924, PL ii.

® Wreszinski, op. ciL, PL 8.

® Davies, The Rock Tombs of El Amarnah, r, Pis. xxv and xxvii.

‘ Davies, op. dt., v, 10 and PL xxi.

® See Sidney Smithes article in The Illustrated London News, Nov. 13th, 1926, p. 945.

^ Delaporte, Mus^ du Louvre, Catalogue des cylindres, cachets, etc., i, PL 26, no. 7 ; but see also, for a
difference about dating, Schafer and Andrae, Hie Ku7ist des Alton Orients, 452, no. 7, add note on p. 633.

C. Leonard Woolley, The Antiquaries^ Journal, vi, PL liii.

29-^2
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almost to humps ;
from these we might gather that this feature was highly esteemed.

In the Louvre collection is a finely worked seal of the Persian period

ploughing with a pair of oxen which carry humps of the true Indian type. tto e er

has published two cylinders engraved with the same subject, one from the Pennsylvania

University Museum^, dated to the second half of the 14th century B.C., and t e o er,

No. 497, now in Berlin, about the beginning of that century. That the breed was maim

tained till well into the Christian era is proved by a seal in the Morgan co ec ion ,

attributed to the Sassanian period.

The above examples all belong to Mesopotamia, but it is apparent, on perusing

Contenau s La glyptique syro~Mttite, that humped cattle had spread to neighbouring

regions: they appear in nos. 128, 157. 161, 173 and 242, taken from various collections

A much earlier example is the relief depicting cattle with true humps on the fragmen

of a black asphalt vase dug out from the necropolis of Susa of the archaic period ,
one

more witness to links at a very early period between Mesopotamia and Susa another is

the laiinakes^.

Another region where they seem to have been known is Palestine, where Professor

Petrie’s expedition, 1926-7, unearthed some small limestone altars on which were scratched,

in rough childish fashion, various figures, including one of a humped ox; I am indebted to

him for permission to reproduce this in Fig. 4. It is dated to about the 7th century b.C.

At the same place were found several small crude figures of animals in baked clay, of

which two have large humps and though, like the scratched figure, they are somewhat

unrecognizable, they can hardly be anything but oxen.

Finally, thanks to the recent discoveries in city-mounds on the banks of the old

Indus, we can take into our purview the cattle of that ancient India whose culture is

^ Delaporte, op. cit., no. 21.

2 Altorientalisrhe Si^f/elbilder^—Der Alte Orient^ years 17 and 18.

^ Xo. 496, after Clay
;
Puhhcatioas of the Babylonian Section, ii, 66.

^ W . H. A HD, Cylinders and other ancient Oriental Seals, no. 312.
’ Mem. de la Deley, en Perse, xiii, PI. xxxiv.

Mem. de la Deleg. en Perse, xrii, PI. xl, 7 and 8.
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described by Sir John Marshall as ''Indo-Sumerian”^. On one of the seals unearthed

is engraved a magnificent humped bull, while the fragment of another ^ depicts the same

hump and horns. Other cattle are represented as level-backed
;
the humped breed seems,

on the evidence so far available, to have held the same place among cattle in general as

in Mesopotamia.

In Beluchistan also, at a period supposed by Sir John Marshall to be contemporaneous

with the Indo-Sumerian culture, humped cattle existed, as appears from a fragment of

painted pottery from NaP.
In which country the hump originated cannot of course be yet decided. In the case

of the red jungle-fowl imported into Mesopotamia and thence into Egypt, as tribute, in

the Eighteenth Dynasty‘s, India was the benefactor, through Persia.

In our days there are no humped cattle in Egypt, but cattle experts consider that

the present race shows signs -of cross-breeding with a humped variety; thus has the

tribute of old Pharaohs left its trace till to-day. I have observed that the fellah prefers,

for work, a beast with a boss on his shoulders, for he takes the yoke better; perhaps,

too, an animal with some of this old strain in his blood is stronger than others. In

Mesopotamia, as Mr. Sidney Smith tells me, humped cattle are brought from the Zagros

Mts. for purposes of work, the native beasts being too weak and light.

^ Archaeological Survey of Indium Report for pp. 47-54: for illustratioirs see The Illustrated

London Apexes, Feb. 27th, 1926, p. 346, and A. K. Coomaraswamy, History of Indian and Indonesian Art,

3-4, and PI. ii.

2 Illustrated London News, Sep. 20th, 1924, p. 532, and Arch. Surrey of India, Report for

PL xix, no. 7.

3 Sir J. Marshall in the Illustrated London News, March 26tli, 1926, pp. 398-400 and Fig. 11.

^ Howard Carter, Journed, ix, 1-4, An ostradon depicting a red jungle-fov'L To the Mesopotamian

seals recorded there a.s depicting the domestic fowl may be added one in Berlin, published by Weber,

op, dt., no. 493.
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FIYE GKEEK INSCKIPTIONS FROM NUBIA

By J. W. CEOWFOOT

With Plates Ivi and Ivii

The Christian inscriptions from Nubia have been discussed at length in a valuable paper

which Junker has contributed to the Zeitschr,/. dg. Spr., lx, and the general characteristics

of the group are well established. The great majority of the known inscriptions come from

Lower Nubia, especially from the excavations of Junker himself, of Griffith and of Firth,

and it is probable that most of the certainly Nubian inscriptions of unknown origin in

European museums also come from this region : the number which come, like those before

us now, from farther south is very small. Of the five inscriptions which follow, four were

found in Dongola province and on one an island a little upstream of Wadi Haifa: three

of those from the former province come from villages in the neighbourhood of Old Dongola,

the medieval capital of the country, and show a much higher literary standard than the

example from Haifa : they may be grouped with the three inscriptions from Old Dongola
originally published by Burkitt (/.T.S., iv, 586 ff.).

1. The first of these inscriptions is in the local museum at Merowi, the capital of

Dongola province. It is carved on a marble slab measuring 44 centimetres high by 38 wide.

The slab has been broken from top to bottom and the top right-hand corner is missing.

The stone was found by Mr. G. E. lies, late Governor of the province, at Nawi, a village

some twenty miles down-stream from Old Dongola, and brought by him to Merowi four or

five years ago.

The fracture at the corner leaves a number of letters varying from about eleven to four
to be supplied at the ends of the first five lines (see Plate Ivi, fig. 2).

Line 1. About eleven letters are missing. The last letters before the break are almost
certainly t? (on the photograph the i has disappeared in a fold of the paper but two-thirds
of the stroke are clear on a squeeze which I owe to the kindness of Mr. A. D. Home, and
the form of the bottom half of the next letter forbids us to read it as part of a k) and the
inscription will begin with the curious and unparalleled phrase kui The
word is quoted by Liddell and Scott 5.^;. dXcfyr) from the Glossaria of H. Stephanus,
and the phrase apparently means - Reward and Gain” which might be interpreted as a
general Christian sentiment, - Death and Paradise are the wages of life,” or with a specific
personal reference, - This epitaph is the reward of the deceased.” On the analogy of other
inscriptions, the lacuna following this exordium may be filled with the words [Kara
TTpOVOl].

letter legible is o and it appears to be followed by a ? ; we may therefore
read o? e^ovjaLai/,

Lme 3. Some word like aVeVrT? which occurs in a parallel phrase elsewhere (LefbbvBE,
Inscriptions grecques^chretiennes d^Egypte, no. 634) must be read.

Lme 4. The last letter of the line was probably the article qualifying paKapirri^ in the
next hue and the last letters before the break are rpu We propose to read either TpL^d!>v
om rptpq or rpi^oiv from rptySo?. The same word should be restored, I suggest, in the

inscrip ion a ove quoted from Lefebvre for whose reading Katcdov Junker proposes irovripdiv.





Plate LVI

1. Greek inscription from Khalewa, Soudan, ^calec. ^
2. Greek inscription from Nawi, Soudan. Merowi Museum.

Scale c, 1
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Line 5. is obvious.

The inscription accordingly may be transcribed and translated as follows

:

Transckiftion.

H-Tepa? K(aX) a\(f>7}<Tt^ [/cara TrpovoiJ

av t(o)u iXei^fxovo^ 6{eo)v o[9 e^ou]

criav ^coTf^ re /c(ai) 0avdT{o)v q^Trearr}^

arro r{wv) wSe ’7ro\vaT€vdKr{o)v) Tpi^cp[^p o]

5 p,aKapLr7}s Vedop^ios iv prjvi %o[ia/c]

I arro KoapL{ov) rvMe aTro Se rrj^ r{d)v ')({picrrd)v

rrapovaia^ coIh utto ^LOK\r)T{iavov) ^
OA o ^(eo)? dvaTTavcrov r(^v)

avr{o)v iv KoXirots ’A^paap fc{al) ’Icraa/c /c(at) ’I

lO afC(io/3 iv TOTTft) (pcoTivd iv tottco

nva'^vl^e<jd<i evQa (irreSpa 68i5

VT) fc(aL) XvTTT) fc{al) arevaypio^ • ttclv cipidp

TTjfLa rrpa'xOev q \6y(p ?; epycp

7] Kara Scdvotav dve^ arvy

J 5 '^(op7]a’ov rd Trapairrcofiara av

rov ct)9 dyaOh^ K{al) (f>tXdv{6p(t)7r)ofi ^(eo)?

irpe(T^eiaL<^ TTavr{wv) r{d)v) dyiODv oroi/

+

rd 8e err} t(^?) avr{o)v tth +

Traj^slatiox.

Reward and gain.

By the ^providence of the merciful God, Who hath power over life and death, there departed

from these very lamentable tribulations the deceased Georgios on the tenth of Choiak in the year

of the World 6345 andfrom Ghrisfs coming 868 and froyn Diocletian 574.

0 God, give rest to his soul in the bosom of Abraham and Isaac and Jacob, in a place of
light, in a place of refreshment, from which pain and grief and lamentation have fled away:’
every sin committed either in word or deed or thought forgive and remit, pardon his offences as

^ ^

Thou, God, art good and dost love men, by the intercessions of all Thy Saints.

The years of his life were 88.

The inscription falls into four parts : after the opening formula we have the mention of

the name of the deceased with the date of his death, then the recommendation of his soul

to God, based on the Byzantine Euchology, and, last, the age of the deceased. The inscrip-

tion presents the following features which Junker {op. cit.) has singled out as characteristic

of Nubia in distinction from Coptic Egypt : the stone is a plain one without the marginal
decoration common on Coptic stones, the age of the deceased is given in the last line and
not earlier as in Egypt, there is no calling on the dead, and the wording of the recom-
naendation comes from the Byzantine prayers for the dead. Characteristic Nubian features

which do not occur on our stone are the invocation to God, which often precedes the
mention of the deceased, and a final doxology. The phrase in lines 2 and 3 ‘‘ Who hath
power over life and death” occurs, as Junker points out d propos of an inscription found
by Firth, in the Sacramentarium of Serapion of Thumis and is taken originally from the
Book of Wisdom, xvi. 13.
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Apart from the unique opening formula the only peculiarity which calls for further

comment is the use of three eras in lines 6 to 8. There is no other instance, I think, of the

use of three eras on a single stone, nor of the use in Nubia of any era except that of

Diocletian, and it is unfortunate that we cannot reconcile together the three dates given

on our stone. The year 574 from Diocletian corresponds to 858 a.d., which is probably the

correct date of Georgios' death, but the Coptic year of Christ 868 is our 876 a.d. and the

year of the world 6345 according to the common Alexandrian era of Annianus is our

853 A.D. Either the lapicide, who was in other respects a careful worker, has made two

mistakes here, each affecting two letters, or the Nubians adopted dates of their own for

the Creation and the coming of Christ. Georgios, the man commemorated, is described

simply as “the deceased,” he was therefore presumably a layman with no official rank:

tlie uame was borne by more tban one of tbe kings of Nubia.

The lettering of the inscription is fair, and tbe language and spelling are good: the

order of the letters in the abbreviation of Diocletian s name is wrong, but the use of <f)0)Tivw

for (j}o)T€Li>M and of the same contraction for the accusative and the genitive can hardly be

considered mistakes at this time. From this standpoint our inscription compares most

favourably with Christian inscriptions of a much earlier period in other places, and shows

that in Nubia scholarship had improved vastly since the days of Silco. In Coptic also

Nubian scholarship was not contemptible: Steindorff describes a text, from Sai Island,

dated probably 085 a.d., as ‘‘auhallend gutes, fast fehlerloses Koptisch ” {Zeilschr. f.

Spr., XLiv, 72).

2. The second inscription was found at a village called Shekh ‘Arab Hag, which lies a

few miles north of Old Dongola on the east bank of the Nile. The inscription is cut on a

small block of greyish marble, 22 centimetres high by 17 wide: there are three crosses at

the top and three at the bottom and 22 lines of inscription, the letters measuring on the

average about 5 millimetres in height. It runs as follows^:

Transcription.

_+ + +
o 9c TQ)v TTvarcov ^ 'Tracrj^

capKo<; o rov Oavarov Karap

'-j rov a^rjv KarairarT)

ca? ^ ^o)r)v rod atoc/xcd

5 capevo^ avarravcrov rrjv yjrv

ayyeXocfco) ev roirw (sic)

(fioyrivoy ev rwTro) ava-xlrv^eo)^ (sic)

€v9a aTrehpa ohvvrj Ij Xvttt) ^ c

revaypof; irav apaprrjpa 'Trpaj(^

10 6ev Tj Xo7&> T) epyo) 7) Kara Stavot

av 0)9 ayaOo^ ^ (juXavo^ crvv'xpd (sic)

p7)(Tov on ovK eartv avdf; 09 ^7}
cerat ^ ov)(^ apaprT^cet cv yap ei

povo<i TTaCTjt; apapna^ e/cro9

15 VTrap-^et^ kul 77 Si ^ oavvrjccov (sic)

BiKaiocrvvr} et9 tov atwva Ice o \oyo{^) crov (sic)

^ I have placed dots under letters which are faulty or doubtful.
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7] aXrjOeLa cv yap ei avarrava^ rcov ccoi^

SovXov cov ayyeXocKco fco/xarc e')(wv

^ a01 T7)v aveixircopuev t(d ttJoI ^ rco (sic)

20 VO) Kat TO) ayio) ttiTl vvv r aet Kat €t<;

rove ato)va<; rcov atcovcov ^6 qrify (?)

gyrot ecrev eri] tt;? fci)?;? ^6 (?)

+ + +

Translation.

God of spirits and of all flesh, ^yho didst bring death to nought and trantple down Hades

and didst give life to the world, give rest to the soul of Angelosho in a plas-e of light, in a place

of refreshment, from which pain and grief and lamentation have fled awag: every sin com-

mitted either in word or deed or thought forgive as Thou art good and dost lose )nen, because

there is no man who shall live and not sin, for Thou art alone, Thou art without sin find Thy
justice is eteriial justice. Lord, Thy word is the truth, for Thou art the rest of Thine own

{servants. Give rest to) Thy servant Angelosho Komatiekhon. And to Thee we snug glory, to

Father and Son and Holy Ghost now and for ever and for ages of ages. Amen, ? / ^ The

years of his life are 69.

This inscription contains the commonest of all the formulae on these Xubian grave-

stones, what Junker calls das wichtigste Gcbet, complete with invocation and doxology.

There are only two small points which call for comment

:

Line 18. I have translated it as if the last ten letters formed a single otherwise unknown

Nubian name, and the word dvairavaov is to be supplied from the previous phrase: is it

possible, however, that the name was Komati and that the last four letters are the present

participle of the verb governing 8ov\ovl

Lines 21, 22. I can make no sense of the letters after the numerical symbol for Amen
and the first five letters of the last line.

The Greek is tolerably good, though there are slips of grammar or spelling in lines 6, 7,

11, 15, 16, and 19.

3, The third inscription (Llate Ivi, fig. 1) was given me about tveiity years ago by

the ‘Omda of Amentogo, who said that it had been found at Khalewa, a village on the west

bank from which several architectural blocks have come. The stone is of greyish marble,

broken at the bottom; 16 lines are preserved with portions of three others the last line

of the doxology and a line giving the age of the deceased are all probably that is missing.

The greatest width of the stone is about 10 centimetres.

It is unnecessary to transcribe or translate this inscription as it is legible in the photo-

graph and is almost identical with the one preceding, and it will be enough to draw

attention to the few points in which it differs.

It is in commemoration of a lady named Genseoua whose name occurs at the beginning

of line 6: this name has been jireviously read Genseousa, but there is no other example of

a ligature in the inscription and Genseoua is the most probable reading. In lines 6 and 7

the three patriarchs are mentioned as in the Georgios and so many other stones. In line 11

the phrase runs For Thou alone art without any sin,’' not as in the Angelosko inscription,

and in no. 5 below and in one published by Griffith. In line 17 the phrase ran ** Thou art

the rest and the resurrection" followed by the accusative.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch, xiii.
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The lettering is better than that of Angelosko but less good than that of Georgios: the

use of dots between phrases is, I think, a rare feature: in line 10 what looks like an iota

subscript has been rather unfortunately supplied after rj; the word kul is written

throughout uncontracted.

4. This inscription, Fig. 1
,

is a mere fragment which General Sir Herbert Jackson

showed me in a village called Debeiba, about two miles south of Merowi. The stone is of

marble and was lying in the village cemetery in a circular enclosure round a grave. I had

no measure with me and my copy was made hurriedly while the sun was sinking, so it is

only a rough repre jentation, but I question whether I could have improved it much with

more time at my disposal. The stone was originally much larger than the other inscriptions

and it must once have belonged to a tomb with a different superstructure. Only the ends

of the four bottom lines and the ends of three lines cut on the broad border of the

stone remain, and this is tantalising because these few letters show that the formulae

I N N o ^ p Nw H ^ j c •

^

ly-

Fig. I

on this epitaph were different from those with which we are familiar elsewhere. The writer
apparently prayed that He Who was slow to condemn (?) would grant that the deceased
might enter heaven with a band or choir of virgin saints, and on the last of the vertical

lines asked God for pardon. A parallel to the choir of virgins, with the substitution of

angels for virgins, is cpioted in the Dictionnaire (Varcheologie chrelienne of Cabeol and
Lecleecq, s.\ . limo

i
ptions (col. 683). Le ch tur des anges apparait sur une formule

barbare, posterieure sans doute a I'invasion arabe, a Antinoe: 'O 6»€09 Avairavaea,^ rgv
iruxm’ avrod Kal toO xopov t&v dyylXcov. L’Eucologe Byzantin a I'equivalent:—eV (jxoTt

Kardra^ov (tvv ral^ ')(opoaTaaiaL^ a77eXroi^ croc.
^

Geographically, this inscription be'ongs to the same circle as the inscriptions collected
by Lepsius at Wadi Gbazali.

5. The fifth inscription (Plate hdi) was taken to Khartoum from Mailnarti more than
twenty years ago. Mailnarti is a small island occupying a strategic position in the river a
few miles upstream from Haifa: a battery was placed here during the Dervish campaign,
and the name seems to be a corruption of Mikailnarti or the idand of S. Michael which is

often mentioned by medieval writers. This inscription therefore carries us to an entirely
different region and belongs to the Faras-Serra group.
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The stone is of sandstone, and the lettering, as will be seen from the plate, is extremely

bad and full of mistakes which it is hardly worth enumerating : the lapicide cannot have

had more than the barest smattering of Greek, if that. The usual formulae occupy the

first 17 lines: in line 18 we get the name of the deceased which reads apparently Mash-

shouda Eisminna eicMinne.; then, after the doxology, we find his age and date

in the last few lines which I read as follows:

TTvc afiTjv €Tt avrov
r

Tffxepa i airo pap o) Tra^wi/

povo<^ ^ ceWevv if ctva

Traucoi^ ^eiaKi^^L o 0c

^077^09

and translate

—

The years and days of his life were 60 (years) and 10 (days) From the ynartyrs

800 years the 1th of the month Pachon and the 13^^ htnar day. Give rest to Kheiakishshi, God

our helper.

The date will therefore be about 1080 a.d. Kheiakishshi, a new name, may be the name
of the writer of the inscription or that of another person buried in the same grave.

I have to thank Mr. F. Addison, Conservator of Antiquities, Sudan Government, for

photographs of inscriptions 2, 3 and 5. The photographs were taken, I believe, by

Mr. P. Drummond several years ago.

€Ti for er?;

povo^ for p7]vo^ zeWevT} for ceX^vj]

30—2
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THE MATHEMATICAL LEATHER ROLL
IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM

By S. E. K. GLANVILLE

With Plates Iviii—Ixii

In 1864 a series of papyri^ were bought by the Trustees of the British Museum
from Mr. David Bremner, into whose possession they had passed from the collection of

Mr. A. H. Ehind, on the latter’s death. They were obtained by Mr. Ehind at Thebes,
some by excavation in the tombs of Shekh ‘Abd el-Kurnah; others he had bought in

1858. The latter were said to have been found by natives in a room ‘‘in the ruins of a
small building near the Eamesseurn'’^. One of these was the famous Ehind Mathematical
Papyrus^: another was a hieratic leather roll (PI. Iviii, fig. 2), also of mathematical con-
tent, and is the subject of this paper There seems no reason to doubt the statement of

its provenance.

The presence of the leather roll in the British Museum was common knowledge at

the time of, or at any rate immediately after the publication of the first complete study
of the papyrus^, for Eisenlolir states the fact when describing the papyrus, and adds that
the leather was too brittle to unroll. Some years later Professor Griffith saw the roll

and recognized a fine hand in the beginnings of numerical signs which could be seen just

inside the edge. So that although there was still no means of unloosening the coil, there
were yet no grounds for the curious scepticism as to its actual existence on the part of one
of the most learned of living Egyptologists®. The question of unrolling was again brought
up last year by Professor Griffith, who had heard, in Berlin, of a new treatment for
softening ancient leather. In the interval between his first sight of the roll and his
chancing on this German process, that whole department of archaeology which consists
in the restoration and preservation of antiquities” had been organized, and the brilliant
successes of Lucas in the \ alley of the Kings were being matched at home by research in
the laboratory attached to the British Museum, and by the regular Eeports of its

\
They include, beside the well-known mathematical treatise, one other published work : the Papyrus

of Xesi-Min, P.M. 10188, Budge, Facsimiles of Egyptian Hieratic Papyri in the British Museum, 1910.
Budge in Facsimile of the Rhind Mathematical Papyrus^ Preface,

3 Peet, The Rhind Mathematical Papyrus-, q.v. p. 1 for bibliograph)-. In Journal, xii, 123 f. a long and
exceedingly important review of Feet’s book by Gunn forms an invaluable appendix to it.

* The roll is numbered B.M. 102.50. I have to thank Dr. Hall, by whose permission and at whose
instance it is now published.

By Eisexlohb, Eia niathematisches Handhuch der alien Aegypter, 1877.

. 13
-

121, the note to pp. 6-7.” lYhy Gunn queried the statements as to its existence, made
by Birch and repeated by Ei.senlohr, one does not understand. Ho ha», by the way, been far from just (apart
rom le ina^ er o i s aiiangement) to the British Museum facsimile of the papyrus, which Peet rightly
describes as the admirable and almost perfect facsimile.” In reproaching the facsimile with being “by nomea s an improvement on its predecessor,” he ignores the fact that it was the original of the latter.

by BirchTp^Jl'J sSy"'



Leather roll, B.M- 10250; unplaced fragments.

Leather roll, B.M. 10250, before unrolling.







Plate LIX,

Leather roll, B.M. 10250
; cols. I and 2.
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Director, Dr. Alexander Scott, F.R.S., on the museum objects submitted for treatment.

It was therefore possible to reconsider the unrolling of the leather roll. There had
been no previous experience of inscribed leather in this condition, for ancient leather has

usually ‘‘run'’ and is altogether in a far more glutinous state than that of the mathe-

matical roll. Even with the most f>romisiug theories there was bound to be some risk.

However Dr. Scott undertook to carry out the operation, and his account of the process,

given in an addendum to this article (pp. 1^38 -9), shows how completely he succeeded.

From the scientific point of view it can hardly be denied that the dissemination of the

knowledge of this chemical treatment of the leather is of greater value than the publication

of the contents inscribed on it^.

For Eisenlohr’s optimistic suggestion- as to the nature of the roll makes the reality

appear almost ridiculous. In place of the hoped for treatise on Egyptian mathematics

which was to explain all the difficulties in the Rhind Papyrus, we have a copy in duplicate

of 26 sums in addition of fractions 1

The immediate nature of the text, of which a transcription and translation follow, is

clear. It was complete, or virtually so, when it was discovered, and can still be restored

with very few doubtful readings. It must be judged on its own merits, as it stands: it

was not a part, however elementary, of a mathematical handbook. The alternative is an

exercise (or ‘"table”), the work of a junior official, not of a schoolboy, for the writing is

far too good. But it is difficult to be sure of the reason for the exercise. Columns 3 and 4

have obviously been copied directly from columns 1 and 2, without any attention to the

calculations set forth. This is suggested by the repetition of the error^ in the answer to

the tenth sum (cols. 1 and 3, 1. 10). The proof of the purely visual nature of the second

copy is the omission of fiv from the last sum of the series in each case (col. 2, 1, 9 and

col. 4, 1. 7). The omission in the first instance can only be explained psychologically,

and the ease with which it might occur will be familiar not only to copyists but to all

who have laboured under a certain type of “imposition.” A less obvious point of the

same kind, but one equally within the experience of all, is the tendency to pack more

and more writing into a page as the copying becomes more irksome. We are perhaps not

ascribing too human a nature to the Egyptian if we see in the disparity between the

number of sums in col. 1 and col. 3 a sign of his growing impatience with the task before

him. It is, however, unlikely that the copying of this table twice over was imposed on

the scribe as a punishment. He would be too old for such treatment. At the same time

the reason for the double copy is not obffious.

Some help is to be obtained from the absence of any working out of the sums even in

the more complicated examples, where at least we should expect notes of the quotients

' Cf. an account of the process hy Dr. Scott in the British Museum Qwirtprly^ ii, No. 2.

“ Op. cit. 1
,
“perhaps the leather roll is the original of the ]>apyrus roll.” He ()bviously had no

idea of the size of the former
;
but in any case his argument was based on a theory, which, if true, is at least

only a partial statement of the case, that the use of leather as a writing material preceded that of papyrus

in ancient Egypt. Most of our leather codices are as a matter of fact of the New Kingdom or later. (But

cf. the evidence quoted by Birch, Zeit. t\ ug. 1871, 103 f. and 117 f.) Taking into consideration the

fact that the papyrus is a self-admitted copy of an earlier document, Eisenlohr’s hypothesis, on the evidence

before him, was not unreasonable.

3 Those of col. 3, 11. 16 and 17, are also almost certainly repetitions: there is not room in col. 1, 1. 17,

to in.sert the necessary fraction (see Commentary, p. 237) A ^>etween the restore<l) and the

existing It is therefore reasonable to assume that the error in the answer to this sum also existed in

the first copy and was responsible for that in the second. Similarly one may as.sume that the scribe wrote

instead of in col. 1, 1. 16, in order to account for the corresponding error in col. 3, 1. 16.
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under the denominators, as in the Ehind Papyrus passim. This at first suggests that our

text is an answer to a short examination paper, for which the (simple enough) rough

work was to be done in the head or on a piece of broken pottery. But this would not

account for the duplicate copy and must therefore be counted out. It is quite improbable,

however, judging from the Ehind Papyrus, that in some of the examples given the

ordinary scribe would arrive at the answer without some preliminary jottings, and the

sums as stated in our text must therefore have been taken from a fuller edition of the

series. This might mean that the scribe had studied the fuller statement of the

sums and had made his first copy to test his knowledge of them—his second copy

in this case would be simply an aid to memorizing the result of the first—a not very

satisfactory explanation, for he would naturally have corrected the first copy from the

original before proceeding with the duplicate. Or it might simply mean that he had

made himself an abridged version of the series of sums, to be used as a table of reference

in his official calculations, and that for convenience he required two copies of it—perhaps

later to be divided, a consummation which may well have been given up when somebody
pointed out the errors in three of the sums. Certainly the errors are more likely to have

arisen in the course of copying than to be mistakes of memory. Thus the erroneous 6

in 1. 10 and 3. 10 might easily have been read from the answer to the sum in the next

line; while the omission of one cypher—whether a 10 or a unit—which is responsible for

two of the remaining three errors, is one of the easiest that copyists can make. The
remaining error—the omission of the third term out of four (assuming my restoration to

be correct) is equally intelligible when we see that the three preceding sums each contain

only three terms. In each case a moment’s thought given to the actual calculations

would have shown that there was something wrong. If the sums had been memorized
parrot-wise the mistakes could not have arisen at all: if memorized intelligently the

intelligence would have been called in and the mistakes detected. The only conclusion is

that they are the mistakes of the copyist. Our roll must therefore have been copied from
a textbook as a practical guide, or table, in future work. Its real mathematical interest

lies in discovering what would have been the use of such a table to the person armed
with it, and further what was its relation, if any, to the Ehind Papyrus with which it

was discovered. Such an inquiry must follow a more detailed discussion of the text itself.

The condition of the leather roll, the extreme measurements of which are 17| by
10^ in., is described by Dr. Scott in his addendum. The writing, which is brilliantly clear

throughout, except where (4. 4 and 7) the first signs are partly obscured by a dirty stain,

closely resembles that of the Ehind Papyrus and is therefore of much the same date, i.e.

the Hyksos period or at latest the beginning of the Eighteenth Dynasty (Pis. lix, lx).

The story that the papyrus and leather rolls were found together seems then to gain
plausibility, and suggests, though it does not imply, that they were connected in some way.
It might be more reasonable to suppose that the house they were found in belonged to
a mathematician or to an accountant.

As Pr. Scott points out, a large number of fragments have been unavoidably broken off
one end of the roll since its discovery owing to its extremely brittle state. Many of these
fragments were inscribed, and after the unrolling it was possible to fit some of them in
their places, where they are shown in the photograph (PI. lix). A considerable number
of smaller fragments still remain unplaced, and the larger of these are arranged in the
p otograph on PI. Iviii, fig. 1. The three upper rows are recognizable signs, but as they
would all fit several lacunae in the text, and it is impossible to decide between these from

e e ges of the breaks, I have not felt justified in attempting to place them.
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Translation.

Cols. 1 and 2. PL Ixi.

1 .

2 .

3.

4.

5.

0.

14.

15.

16.

17.

10 40

Column 1.

it is

1

5

1
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'
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Teanslation.

Cols. 3 and 4. PI. Ixii.

Coluiuu 3. Column 4.

1*
1 1

10 40
it isl 1.

1 [1]
18 36

it i«

2.
1 1

0 ^
1

4
2.

1 1
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1
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3.

1 1 1
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Commentary.

It will be seen that the same formula is used throughout. This is again in favour of the

theory that the text is a table. The formula, though simple enough, is unusual. Ordinarily

in setting out simple sums of this kind the Egyptian did not use any term or sign for —

,

but merely juxtaposed the numbers concerned. On the other hand when stating a more

complicated problem the whole process might be described in literary rather than numerical

writing; but in that case where we should say he used the phrase hprf (or A",

''it becomes A/’ or hpr hr A, ''A results^” To distinguish the formula of our text from the

full one and from the simpler unexpressed ^ of the Egyptian, we might translate by the

school-book formula -
-h ~ makes but for the sake of accuracy the literal rendering of thexyz

Egyptian is retained in the above translation.

Cols. 1 and 3, 11. 10, read yk for ^ in the answer. The of the following answer is probably

responsible for the mistake.

Cols. 1 a^id 3, ll. 16, read rV

Cols. I and 3, U. 17: The restoration here is not so obvious. The three terms of the sum

as stated here not only do not make the answer given, but total up to y^^ = a number

which cannot be stated as a single fraction in Egyptian notation. It would be possible to

alter the sum so as to produce the given answer, but this would mean a radical change in

the factorisation of the denominators, which on the face of it is highly improbable.

If we assume on the other hand that the denominators are correct as they stand, and

that 196 was originally the highest, then the denominator in the answer must consist of

one, or a combination of two or more, of the factors of 196. And since the addition of the

fractions actually stated amounts to roughly yV, it is probable that the denominator in

question is somewhere in the neighbourhood of 16. The factors of 196 being 2“ y the

nearest solution on these lines will be 2 x 7—in other words the answer is Ay instead of yX.

Then since the given fractions amount to yrp^. and yy^y (= Ay) is required, the difference.

— must be inserted in the statement of the sum. The sum then should in my opinion

be restored: -gV
^ stands as stated, and the two

errors are of a kind which we have already seen to occur elsewhere in the text and know to

be the common snare of copyists.

Although the formula has been stated as
^

4-
^
= y, it is clear that the object of the text

was not merely to supply a ready-made table of the addition of certain fractions, for the

denominators in almost every case are all multiples of the first term of the sum in question.

Such an elaborate table would only be worth while in the case of fractions whose l.c.m. (or

its Egyptian equivalent, namely—with few exceptions—the largest denominator) was less

easy to manipulate. Moreover this self-evident factorisation of the denominators hints at

the existence of a longer process of which our sums are abbreviations conceded for the sake

* Berlin Pap. (ZeitsckK f. ag. Spr., xxxvm, 136, passiw is quoted by Feet, op, cit., 14, for an example

of subjectless hpr'kr m and paralleled by Gexx, Journal xn, 12o. Peet nhid.) also notes two examples

in Rhind of the more elaborate formula, common in the Iwelftli D\ nasty isee Guuhth, Hieratic Popyrt

from Kahun and Garoh^ Pi. viii, hprt ha pir A, ‘‘A is what results from it. In this and in our

formula, X pw^ X is the logical predicate, and it is possible that the shorter phrase is an abbreviation of

the longer, although pir as impei’sonal pronoun (in the latter^ has a slightly different grammatical function.

Joum. of Egypt. Arch. xiit.
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of succinctness in the table. Thus the first two sums can be expressed as
1

or
y

= i. Similarly the last eight sums can be expressed by the equation l\x= From

the two equations quoted it will be seen that the multiplicator of the first term is not the

same throughout. The writer takes a fraction and then adds one or two more fractions (in

one or two cases vulgar fractions) of that fraction to it. In other words he is multiplying

his original fraction by some number greater than (because it includes) itself. But there is

apparently no system in the choice of this multiplicator; nor in the choice of the multiplicand,

except where the answer of one sum has obviously suggested itself for the beginning of the

next, or a whole sum is a replica of its predecessor except for the doubling or halving of the

denominators throughout, etc. In calculations where the notation and measures demanded

such constant use of aliquot parts and factorisation, a table like ours, giving a series of

common fractions added to fractions of themselves with conveniently small fractions in the

resulting answers, must have been of considerable practical value. Here comes in the logical

if not the actual connection with the Rhind Papyrus. The equation found in cols. 1 and 3.

IL 12 of our text, gives precisely the same sum as the No. 11 in Peet, op, cit., 56. This occurs

in the first group of ‘‘Examples of completion" [skhi), and is there written out in full. Thus
in the papyrus we get

:

1 f
1

. 11
2 T4

i -h

Total

where I is multiplied by 1 -r J and the total correctly made to come to j. This is

precisely the same as the leather roll’s ‘'y it is J,” except that in the latter the multi-

plication step is implicit in the setting out of the sum. Our table thus resolves itself into an
abbreviated series of -examples, the originals of which must have been exactly compar-
able to the simpler problems contained in PL G of Peet’s edition of the papyrus {cf. Pis. vii

and viii of the B.M. Facsiniile). Whereas the papyrus gives the working of the sums with
a title describing their nature, the leather roll is content with the shortest statement of the
sum that the figures will allow. The one is the teacher’s text-book: the other is a handy
table for popular use.

Addendum.

Dr. Alexander Scott, D.Sc., F.R.S., supplies the following information on the method
used in unrolling the manuscript :

—

The leather on which the B.M. Manuscript 10250 is inscribed is of a pale cream
colour and extremely brittle. Its brittle state had resulted in considerable damage to
the ends of the roll and the formation of many small fragments. It was obvious that
none of the ordinary methods recommended for softening hard leather, such as impreg-
nating with oil 2 or vaseline, would be of any avail here. The only chance of success in

Ourected fiom whence the erroneous which should read (An error of the same type as our
own above,

'

lliat rucoiimjfiided to Professor Griffith - see above, p. 232; was of this nature.
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unrolling the manuscript lay in finding some binding material which in itself would supply

a tough and transparent film to the particles of the leather. The point on which there

seemed to be some risk of failure was the possible case of the occurrence of excessive

moisture in the atmosphere before the leather had been completely treated. Work on the

roll was therefore not undertaken until the early part of this summer.

Solutions of celluloid of such limpidity that they could thoroughly penetrate the

substance of the roll were found to be without any action on the writing, and to dry

readily in the leather. By giving several coatings of a 2 per cent, solution of celluloid in

equal volumes of amyl acetate and acetone by means of a soft brush in such a manner

as to prevent the convolutions adhering to one another it was possible to build up

a strong and continuous film of celluloid in the pores of the leather. To give additional

strength, and to enable the roll to be handled more freely, arrangements were made to

fasten it to a length of butter muslin'' which had also been prepared with a similar

celluloid film. To accomplish this a much stronger celluloid solution (about 6 per cent.)

was applied to act as the cementing material. As this dried it tended to contract con-

siderably and this, aided by a slight expansion of the celluloid in the roll due to the

penetration of some of the solvent, led to the complete unrolling of the manuscript

without difficulty and without a break in its continuity. During the unrolling its progress

had to be carefully watched and the strong solution applied so as to prevent warping and

to ensure uniform uncurling. Finally when almost flat it was pressed betveen two glass

plates and dried in this position. When quite dry it remained flat and, as it is now

practically waterproof, it should remain so indefinitely in spite of weather variations.

Examination under the microscope proves clearly that the material is an animal skin,

many of the hairs and their roots being easily seen. It may be possible, therefore, on a

more thorough examination, to identify the animal species fiom "which the skin v\as

derived. It is remarkable that no gelatinization of the leather had occurred. The

process used originally to preserve the skin is unknown^ but the experiments made so far

seem to indicate that it w^as not by means of tanning as we understand this term.

There seems little doubt that the method described abo\ e might be employ ed foi

strengthening and unrolling ancient manuscripts on papyrus and similar materials. The

photographs show the roll before and after the operations.

31—2
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SOME PEEDYNASTIC CARVINGS

By G. D. HOENBLOWER

With Plates Iv, figs. 1 and 3—5, and Ixiii

Plate Ixiii represents a hippopotamus tusk^, 5| inches long, carved at the tip with a
man s head, with heavy beard

; it was bought in Cairo and is now in the Royal Ontario
Museum of Archaeology, Toronto, to the Director of which, Professor C. T. Currelly,

I am indebted for permission to publish it.

The best known examples of the kind are in the University College Museum, London,
and are illustrated in Petrie, Prehistoric Egypt, PI. i; Cairo Museum has none. The
Sequence Dating period suggested for them by Professor Petrie is 35 to 40 {op, cit.,

par. 13).

The specimen here illustrated exhibits more clearly defined features than others, and
is for that well worthy of record. Its general features are the same as those of Pigs. 4
and 5 of the plate mentioned, though the beard is heavier; the nose is broad, the lips

coarse and the upper lip shaven. The type is apparently Northern Semitic and very
similar to that of the gods of the Sumerians, who, though themselves clean-shaved,
represented their gods as heavily bearded and, apparently, as Semitic These gods also

exhibit shaven upper lips, as in the Vulture Stela of the Louvre 2
.

Of other predynastic figures known, there can be little doubt that the heroic figure,

between two lions, carved on the famous knife-handle of hippopotamus ivory, found at
Gebel el Arak and now in the Louvre^, is of the same race as the men of the tusks,
though the smallness of the object, combined with the ravages of time, make it im-
possible to define precisely the character of the nose and mouth. Full recognition has been
given to the Mesopotamian elements figuring on this object and to their parallels in Upper

remains, the heraldic pose of man and lions and the Mesopotamian dress®.

Mau} of the mailer ancient Egyptian objects in museums catalogued as of ivory are really carved
from hippopotamus tusks. The distinction is of some importance; objects of the latter material must
have originated in Egypt, since countries in AVestern Asia having elephant ivory at their disposal would
not import such small masses of material as hippopotamus tusks afford. The origin of the Gebel el Arak
knife-handle, on this count alone, must be set down as Egyptian.

It would be well if the material of all such objects in museums were properly ascertained.
2 L. AV King, A History of Snmer and Akkad, 47-8 and Fig. 12. Later researches show that the

earliest Sumerians known to us did not shave off their face-hair. For a general survey of beards worn in
the ancient East, Dr. Frankfort has drawn my attention to Hugo AIotefindt, Zur Geschickte der Bart-
trocht im Alien Orient

^

3 Heuzey, Antiquites chaldeennes, Xo. 10, D 2 ;
see also no. 25.

^ Momt,neats et meaioires, Fondatioa E, Plot, xxir, Part 1, Fig. 16, and Ancient Egypt, 1917, Part 1,
29 and Fig. 4.

of a tomb; see Hierakonpolis, ii, PI. Ixxvi; also J. Capart, £es debuts de Vart en Egypte,
1904, 200 and Fig. 146.

« On a palette in the British Museum
; see Capart, oip. cit., 232, Fig. 163

;
the ivory figure in the

British Museum of a First Dynasty king, see Ahydo., ii, PL xiii, and Capart, op. cit., 15^ Fig. 112; on



Plate LXIIl.

Hippopotamus tusk carved at the tip with a man’s head
;

predynastic. Scale ],
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but one detail seems to have been hitherto passed over, namely the race of hounds,

very un-Egyptian but recognizable in the breed roughly sculptured on an early Meso-

potamian vase in the British Museum, No. 118,466'^.

The knife-handle also bears witness to the influence of another country, Somaliland,

for the Hons are heavily maned, as in all early Egyptian art, and show affinity, not to

the Mesopotamian variety, which has a poor mane, but to that of Somaliland, the

thickest maned of all^. Connection with this country is shown again in another Egyptian

monument of about the same period : on the fragment of a carved palette in the Ash-

molean Museum® is a long-necked animal identified by the authorities of the British

Museum, Natural History Section, as the gerenuk*, a member of the gazelle race found

only in Somaliland. This palette bears a further element of present interest, the date-

palm, which was the special product of Southern Mesopotamia® and may have been

thence introduced into Egypt.

In early Sumerian monuments an excellent parallel to the type represented on the

tusk and knife-handle is seen in the head of a god on a monument of Ur-nammu

(Ur-engur), founder of the Third Dynasty of Ur. It appears in the lower register of his

great stela foimd at Ur and described by C. Leonard M'oolley in The Antiquaries

Journal, v, 398-9, and PI. xhdii®, to whom I am indebted for permission to reproduce

it in PI. Iv, fig. 1. The type is general at this period.

A later head, of the proto-dynastic age, resembling that on our tusk in every point

except the nose, is that of the captive on a long ivory slip found by Petrie at Abydos'^;

the nose is much curved and it would seem that by this time the lordly new-comer

ail ivory plaque from a royal tomb of the Dyiuisty at Abydos, .-.ce Phi'RiE, Uoyil Tonihs, ir, PI. iv,

and Capart, op. oil., 245, Fig. 174 (in this case the m.iu wearing the rolio ha> a long beard}. In all these

examples the robe is embroidered, as if for persons of high dignity.

In the British Museum is an ivory figurine, Xo. 3214.3. of a woman carrying a child, illustrated in the

Guide to the Egyptian CoVeetioa^, 1909, Fig, 9, and Capart, op. cit., 102, Fig. lis. Her dress is long and

folded over one shoulder in a Mesopotamian style
;

it is adorned by long pointed strips, as a fringe, on the

upper edge, as in some early IMesopotamian dresses; see M. Avdr.ie, I)ie archaieche Isehta.r-l.einpel ni

Assur, PI. 37, where the long woman’s robe, which however coiers botli shoulders, has, round the top

edge, three or four rows of the pointed .strips c'f the he/n.iia.hes ,this is apparently a cloth dres.s adorned

with strips, often pointed, of fleece or cloth i. The long robe covering only one shoulder is seen in Fig. 75,

p. 101, of the same work, here quoted because it deals with a very early period. The object figured in

Prehistoric Egypt, PI. 1, Fig. 3, may also represent in a rough manner a skirt or dress of the kaxiaakes

type. A Mesopotamian marble statuette in the British Museum, dated about 2800 b.c., shows the long

pointed strips at the bottom of a plain robe. (Illustrated London Xem, Xov. Loth, 1924, and Report of

the National Arts Collection Ftind for 1924, Xo. 479; it also appears on other e.irly monuments, such as

that alluded to on p. 245, n. 2.)

^ The Bntish Museum Quarterly, ii, 1, PI. vi 6.

2 I owe this information to Captain Hollman, of the British Museum i'Xatural History i, who suggested

that the impos.sibly extended mane with which the eirly monuments endow lions may have been sug-

gested by the thick upper fur of the Hamadryad Baboon, found in Arabia and Somaliland, also in

Abyssinia. The artist of the Gebel el ‘Arab carving may perhaps have selected the Somali lion, though

knowing well the other, for its greater impressiveness.

3 Capart, op. cit, 231 and Fig, 164, which illustrates the lower part.

Guide-book to Great Gctni*^ xiuimids, 1913, 39, Figs. 21-22.

5 The Cambridge Ancient History, i, 207, 361 and 543 ff.

® Published in the Illustrated London Aev:s ot April 18th, 1925, on a laigei scale.

7 Petrie, Royal Tombs, i, 23-4, Pis. xii and xvii. It is of course possible that this captive came by

way of Palestine and is from a different region of Western Asia from that whence came the men of

our tusks.
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of the tusks and of the Gebel el ‘Arak carving had descended to the rank of a mere

foreigner, to be warred with when necessary, and that at least some of his race carried

the prominent nose early impressed on the Northern Semites by intermarriage with

Armenoid neighbours or immigrants.

The strange basalt figure from the MacGregor collection^, now in the Ashmolean
Museum, wearing the harnata, is of a vaguer type, unlike those dealt with above, yet

not of Egyptian character; the head has a general resemblance to early Sumerian ones,

such as that from Assur now in the Berlin Museum, illustrated in W. Akdrae, Die
arckdische Ischtar-Tempel in Assur, Pis. 30-31, or those in L. King, Sumner and Akkad,

pp. 40 and 42. The false beard and karnata are significant elements, showing that the

person had adopted, or been born into, Egyptian customs. The beard, we have seen,

was a sign of divinity in Sumerian representations; it is curiously emphasized in the
beautiful gold amulet of a bull lying down, found last winter at Ur by the Joint
Expedition of the British Museum and the Museum of Pennsylvania University, This
creature, which is dated at about 3100 b.c., has a false beard, gloriously curled, fastened
by a string bound round his nose; thus is he identified with the Divine Bull. In later

times this unsophisticated method of indicating divinity was abandoned and the bulls

were given men's heads, with equally splendid beards ^ The beard, then, was connected
in the earliest times of ^lesopotamia with divinity and, especially, with gods of Semitic
type, and we know how it was esteemed in ancient Egypt, being retained ceremonially
by the kings and nobles of a shaven people—perhaps at first by kings only, as a mark
of their divinity. Even at the present day, in the Near East, the beard, though little

worn, is an object of consideration, and one of the commonest oaths is ‘'by the life

of my beard.”

If we look for modern heads of the type here dealt with, we shall find them among
the Arabs, for example the Kababish or the Arabs of Zanzibar of aristocratic Maskat
lineage, as recorded in papers by Professor C. G. Seligman^, both of whose examples
bear great likeness to the features of our tusk. The Kababish are a mixed race, but the
general type, as shown by Professor Seligman, is fairly near to the specimens I have
mentioned.

The suggestion has been made by Professor Petrie ^ that these tusks formed part
of a medicine-man’s equipment and are perhaps of the nature of ‘‘soul-catchers”- in
this he is seconded by M. Capart, who adds a modern example from Africa, the tusk
being hung to a womans neck and called by her ‘‘her soul”^. Dr. W. Max Muller
describes them as ''bearded deities, much used for amulets”®.

A much simpler view was taken by de Morgan, who says': “With the tusk-shaped
pendants we must class the long hollow ivory sticks clumsily representing the figure of
a man; the wider part was closed with a stopper of a resinous substance and the hollow
contained colouring matters, such as sulphide of antimony.” This view is corroborated
by the fact that most of the known examples show grooves cut round the tusk close to

‘ No. 10-1 and I'l. xlv in the Sole Cotaloy„e, 1922 ; see also Capxht, op. cit., 44 and Fig. 20.Heczea, up, >os. l:20<\iid and The A ntniuanes* Journal iv PI xiixa

4
Journal of the Royal

i-1 xi' 9
’ Zanzibar Arabs, xrvii, 1917,

* Xaqada and Ball is, 47.

Egyptian Mpthohigg, 22, Fig. 2.

* Recherckes sur les origines de 1'Eggpte, 33.

* Capart, op. cit., 191.
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the hollow end, probably to allow of a membrane or piece of cloth or leather being tied

round the open mouth to secure the contents^.

Comparison may be made with the tip of a pre-dynastic ivory tusk, recently bought
at Abydos and now in a private collection; it is carved into the shape of a standing

hippopotamus (PI. Iv, fig. 3). It is unfortunately a mere fragment; the top is missing,

and it is impossible to say whether it was furnished with a groove near the rim, or with
holes bored through the rim; if the latter, it may supply an explanation of the small

hippopotamus figures in ivory or stone, of the predynastic age, which have on the back
a raised ring, pierced horizontally with holes These rings may well be the vestiges of

an original tusk-vessel and the object, from being a vessel held in special consideration,

has become a mere amulet—a not unusual process in antiquity. The hippopotamus
would be chosen as being, in some parts of Upper Egypt, a sacred animal.

If we may take modern parallels as support to this view of the use of the carved

tusks, we can point to an African example in the University College Museum itself,

W’here Professor Petrie has placed a modern tusk, carved at the tip wfith a human head,

for comparison with the predynastic ones; it was used to hold snuff. Professor Selig-

man, in a letter, instances the antelope horns used by many African tribes, which are

hung round the neck to hold "'medicines,’’ and thinks that this was the use of our

carved tusks. The plain tusks of predynastic age^ were almost certainly used as

vessels, having either holes bored near the rim or a groove cut just below it—some
examples have both—the holes, as 3Ir. Glanville has suggested, were perhaps for sus-

pension. These tusks, too, have given rise to amulets; see Petrie, oj). dt.. PI. xxxiii.

They are of early date and probably precede the carved examples.

The carved tusks must have been, from their material and decoration, valuable

objects, intended for rare and precious contents, such as the life-giving incense^, im-

ported eye-paint and the like; the heads carved may be taken to represent the type

of men, of a higher culture, who imported these rarities, receiving from the nativ^es

special consideration and even veneration. Coming from Mesopotamia, these men must

have had organized settlements in South Arabia and Somaliland; they probably im-

ported other valuable articles not found in Egypt, such as lapis lazyili from Persia and

obsidian from Somaliland. Their own purpose in trading would be to procure those

objects of great desire, gold and copper^, perhaps, also, stones lacking in their own
country, such as basalt and the like, and oriental alabavster, for luxury purposes. They
appear to be of Northern Semitic origin. Their intercourse constituted a peaceful pene-

^ If the -substatice referred to by de Morgan wa^ indeed ^iilplnde of antimony, it %Ya,'s intended f>>r

black eye-paint. Thiii substance is not native to Egypt, and niu^t have been imported and precious. The
usual material for eye-paint was galena; t-ee A. Lucas, Aacitnf: Ey/iptian AfaterioJa^ .jy-bl. The paint

itself must certainfv have had a magico-religious virtue
;

it ha^ always h<id special value in the Near East,

sustained in later days by reported sayings of the prophet Mohammed.
- See, for exami^les in ivory, PrefiutoriG Eyypt, PI. ix, Figs. *29-31, and GapART, oy, ciV., Fig. 1*25. The

objects there are flat and thin; lu a note at the end of this article will be found an account of an exam])lc

ill marble in the full round. I have not been able to trace a perfect specimen of a tusk-vessel carved with

a hippopotamus
;
perhaps the publication of this fragment will lead to the discloMire of some.

^ Prehistoric Egypt, 33, and PI. xxxii.

^ For South Arabia as the home of incense, reference should he made to W. >SchoFf’s translation of

the Periplus^ New York, 1912, 117-119, 120-12G, and 144-14G. Of special interest are the religions tabus

and rites connected with its harvesting, as recorded hy Pliny (p. 125 \ and, in modern times, by J. T. Bent

(pp. 142-3} ; also the observathais of \V. Robert^ai Smitli in The tiefi^iion the 427.

H. Frankfort, Studies tu Endy Pottery ir the Seor Eost, i, 37.
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tration of the higher culture of the Mesopotamians, accentuated in the latter part of the

predynastic age. The consequent enhancement of culture in Upper Egypt made possible

the conquest of the Delta, whose culture was, as many think, higher than that of Upper
Egypt in the remoter periods. The recent discoveries at Ur will be generally held to

fortify the theory^ of higher Mesopotamian culture, especially if the doubts as to chrono-

logy can be cleared up.

There is much well-known material evidence for very early intercourse between
Egypt and Mesopotamia—cylinder-seals, brickwork, beasts with serpentine necks inter-

laced, etc.; it has been admirably summarized and weighed by Dr. H. Frankfort^,

whose contribution of special value is his treatment of the important matter of the

shipping used^. To him the reader is referred for an account of these points; it will be
seen that he reaches, in general, the conclusion outlined above.

In further support of this conclusion, other points of evidence may be adduced, as

follows.

The prevalence of brachycephalous skulls in South Arabia has been noted by
Professor Seligman in one of the papers above mentioned®; it may be held that they
are accounted for by ancient settlements of Mesopotamians in that country. Again,
all the few cylinder-seals known bearing Sabaean inscriptions are in the purely Meso-
potamian style of art^, and, coming to modern times, it is perhaps not without
significance that the ancient Mesopotamian fashion of wearing the beard and shaving
the upper lip is still maintained in South Arabia and Somaliland^.

Turning again to Egypt itself, in the primitive statues of the god Min found by
Petrie at Koptos^ there is a significant detail in the nakedness of the god, clad only
with a girdle. Now, in early Mesopotamian art the hero known to us as Gilgamesh is

naked or girt with a belt', sometimes with ends hanging down as in the statues of Min.
Min, too, like Gilgamesh, is bearded. On the statues are figured Red Sea shells, the
significance of which has always been fully appreciated; it is accentuated by the numbers
of these shells found in predynastic graves, for example, in Petrie, Six Thehan Tombs,
the lists of shells found in such graves give 25 species from the Red Sea and Indian
Ocean, ten from the Jsile and only three from the Mediterranean—there are two species
of land-shells. This fact indicates with some certainty that in predynastic times Upper
Eg\ pt had greater trading connection with the Red Sea than with the Delta, which was
perhaps of a somewhat hostile disposition and had developed cultural connections of its

own, by way of the Mediterranean.

Some minor details may be mentioned, such as the technique of inlay in stone or
shell, so marked m the treatment of eyes in early Egyptian monuments, face-shaving,
the use of face-paints®: singly, these details may be of small significance, but, coming
together with the rest of the evidence, they may be surely taken as corroborative.

^ H. Frankfoht, cit., llB-142.
" For a full treatment of the question of .hip., see Ch. Boreux. Etudes de nautique egyptienne, Mem.

de I Intt. t ntnr. d Archf'oJorjie Orunit. dn C<nrp, tome L, fasc, 1 and 2.
3 -The Physical Characters of the Arab,." J. of the R. Aathropologkal last., XLvir, 220-224.
*

. H. \\ ARD, Cyhnders and other aaeieat Orkatal Seals. 115, and Xo.. 26!J and 270
Motefindt, op. cd., 39 ff.

-
interesting account is given by Capart, op. cit, 216-219.

' These fe.dures are we 1 shown in the very early sculptured vase in the British Museum, No. 118465,
in f/ie British Museum (^lurrtprhp ii, Part 1, PL xh.

'C. L WooLLEV. Exeacatoas at El 'oheid, in The Aniiquoaries Jouraal, iv, .345. In Mesopotamia
cockle-shells seryed as palettes.

^
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Thus far we have been dealing with material forms of evidence. Of religious links

I will adduce but one, primitive and essential.

The publication of M. Naville’s great work on the Temple of Der el-Bahri moved
M. Alfred Boissier to draw a striking comparison between Hathor, so prominent in that

temple, and Nin-khur-sag, goddess of Sinner^. Both are primitive cow-goddesses: Hathor
is ‘'Queen of the Gods*’ (Naville, Deir el Bahari, passim) and Ximkhur-sag ‘^^Vlother of

the Gods’’; both are called "Lady of the iVIountain,'* both give sacred milk to the kings

of their respective lands; Nin-khur-sag is "Mother of Kings.” The inlaid frieze with

limestone figures found at Tell el-'Obeid in the season of 1923-4, by the Joint Expedition

of the British Museum and the Museum of Pennsylvania University, in the temple of

Nin-khur-sag^, shows the preparation of the sacred milk for the king’s use; Egypt has

given us no such material scene, but many imaginative ones of Hathor, as a cow,
suckling royalty.

The primitive status of these goddesses was unique: when. later, others gain

ascendancy, they were either identified with the original "Mistress of All,” as Ishtar

with Nin-khur-sag, or the city-goddesses of Egypt with Hathor^, or they usurped their

attributes, as Isis did the cow’s horns of Hathor. Hathor, like Nin-khur-sag in the

shape of Ishtar, became, as early as the Middle Kingdom, the Goddess of Love^; she is

at times confused with Isis, as, for example, when she is recorded as nursing Horus in

the marshes; in very late times she has even taken the place of Osiris in the formula

for the dead: "0 Hathor N.N.^”

Finally, may the suggestion be hazarded that in the remote times, as yet all mist,

the Semitic element in the language may have come from Mesopotamian Semites settled

in South Arabia who crossed over to Somaliland and established a colony there, mixing

with the Hamites of the country and eventually producing a specific culture which spread

later to the Nile valley? There is, of course, no material evidence for this suggestion;

enlightenment might result from exploration in South Arabia, when possible, and in

Somaliland, which contains ancient ruins as yet imexplored. At least the hypothesis

is compatible with the high veneration shown by the ancient Egyptians to Punt, the

"Land of the Gods,”

Note on a Marble Figurine of a Hippopotamus. (See p. 243, n. 2.)

The little hippopotamus, of predynastic period, displayed in PI. Iv, figs. 4 and 5,

was bought in Cairo; it is carved in blue-grey Egyptian marble, length 1| inches. It

has a special technological interest as pointing to a possible origin of the theriomorphic

1 0,LZ., May, 10o8.

2 c. L. Woolley, PI. xlii. For points conceniini,^ Xiii-khur->;)g I am i^OMtefully iiideFteil

Messrs. Sidney Smith and A. C. Gadd.

2 E. Wallis BliktE, T/tt' O'ods of the i, 431.

^ A. M. Blackman, Thp Rock Ton}hs of Me Ir, i, 2n.

^ Schiaparelli, Libro dei funeral i, ii. 13stt. The ])apyrus, now in the Louvre, ivcordim^ tlii> extra-

ordinary variation from old tradition, is written in a peculiar form of hieratic; it is attributed to the a^e

of the Antonines, when the ancient religi(ni had long been confused and degrade<l as the result of the

breakdown of the old social order and the ingress of toreign idea?'. But this .seeming freak may perhaps

indicate that, in .spite of the developments and changes undergone by the st-ite religuai in the course of

thousands of years, the primitive reverence for Hathor laid 'survived among the populace and, in the case

of the lady Sais, for whom the papyrus was written, was so strong tliat she would liave none l)ut the

‘‘Goddess of Heaven” to protect her in the life-after-death. The original meaning id the Osirian formula

may have been very vague, or even lo.st, to her, as. perhaps, to many of her eon temporaries.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xiii. 32
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vessels so fully discussed by Mr. S. R. K. Glanville in Journal, xii, 52 Fig. 6

shows the manner of hollowing out the ring on the animal’s back; the surface within

the ring is rough and unfinished, and forms a concave depression 2
. Here, possibly, we

may find an origin for theriomorphic vessels in stone, for it is but a step to continue

the hollowing into the solid figure, which thus becomes a vessel. The tubular horizontal

lugs would be an early addition, for purposes of suspension, and the holes in the rim,

often unnecessary, especially in the larger vessels, would be suppressed.

To the claim that pottery preceded stone in this innovation it may be opposed that

predynastic pottery-forms at the time now under survey were mostly founded on stone

and, in the earlier period, on basketry^; that the inspiration of basketry should be

followed by that of stone shows that the potters had not yet attained sufficient freedom

in technique to produce independent plastic forms, nor is there in the pottery that has

come down to us any intermediate stage of manufacture, such as that indicated above

for stone vessels, that would suggest to the artisan the step to theriomorphic modelling

—

and suggestion is an important element
;
probably, then, the stone-carver showed the way.

1 See several examples in Miss M. A. Murray’s paper in Historical Studies, ii, Pis. xxii and xxiii.

- This feature is found in the early theriomorphic stone vases of Susa {Mem. de la Delegation en Perse,

VII, 18-19), which are only slightly hollowed on the back and can contain almost nothing. This is a

strange detail, and we cannot see in it an accident or a mere freak
;
either some evolutionary process was

at work, such as that described above for Egypt, or, in the absence of that—and none has yet been

traced—we must suppose some foreign influence, which seems to have been Egyptian, directly or in-

directly. Thus, probably, the general rule is again proved good, that a product of art originates in the

country where is found its highest development, and the exception suggested for this case by Dr. Frank-

fort (op. cit., 113) may really not exist.

3 Prehistoric Egypt, par. 25, and Frankfort, op, cit., 94 and 97.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY (1925-1926): GREEK INSCRIPTIONS

By MARCUS N. TOD, M.A.

The following Bibliography, which continues that }>ublished in this Jourmd, xi, 327 ff., and follows the
same general lines, relates to books and articles issued in the years I1J25 and 1926.

The SctTHTnelhuc/i of F. Pretsigke has, despite the lack of any systematic arrangement of the documents
which it contains, been found so useful that the Strassbiirger 'Wissenschaftliche Gesellschaft has deter-
mined to continue its publication and F. Bilabel has edited the first half of a third volume {Sani)neU»ich
griechiscker Urkunden aus Agyptea, ill, 1, Berlin, 1926), comprising 824 texts, of which about 350 are
inscriptions and graffiti.

Attention may again be drawn to the new periodical, Supplementinn Epigraphicum (Jraenm^ edited by
J. J. E. Hondius, assisted by an international committee, the purpose of which is to record all contribu-
tions to the progress of Greek epigraph ical study, whether in the form of new inscriptions or in that of
corrections, I’estorations or interpretations of documents already known ; the Egyptian texts in vol. i of
this collection number thirty-one, in vol. ii thirty-six, several of them with improved readings or comments
due to W. Cronert or other scholars.

Four further works may here be mentioned, which, though they deal i)rincipally with papyri, also take
account of inscriptions and ostraca found in Egypt. F. Preisigke’s invaluable M^urterhueh has now (if for

a moment I may overstep the chronological limit of this Bibliography) been completed: a third part of
the first volume, bringing the dictionary down to the word Koxpos, appeared in 1925 and the second volume,
edited by E. Kiessling, has been issued in three parts, published in 1925, 1926 and 1927 respectively : the
author had, before his death, completed the MS. of the work as fiir as the w'ord t^uXdfra-o), and the editor

has been responsible for the remainder. To the merits of the book H. 1. Bf:ll has paid a high tribute in

this Journal, x, 349. The appearance of the first half of a second volume of E. Mayser’s (Jramrnatik

griechiscken Papyri aus der Ptolemlierzeit (Berlin and Leipzig, 1926) is an event of no small importance:
it contains the “analytic section ” of the study of syntax and shows the same thoroughness and exhaustive-

ness which has secured for the first volume, published twenty years previously, recognition as a standard
work. The long article contributed by 5V, CrOnert to the Festsrhrift presented to G. Lumbko.so {Rxrcolta

di scritti in onore di G. Lumhroso, Milan, 1925, 439 fil) is concerned with the critical restoration of papyri,

but the author quotes (p. 489 fi‘) a number of epigraphical examples to illustrate the language of the

TrpocTKVprjfiaTa and corrects (p. 492 f.) an epitaph from El-Gabawat in the Great Oasis {CJ.G. 4958= Kaibel
Epigrammata Graeca, 1024). M. Ghaine has emphasized the inq)ortanoe of exactitude in the datim: of
inscriptions and has attempted to assign to their true date.>. all the texts in Leeebvre's Recued des

inscriptions grecqves-ckretiennes d/Egypte which are capable of chronological determination {Jouru, Sor. Or.

Research, x, 293 ft'.). B. A. van Groningen^s careful study of the oftice and functions of the evmnasiarch
in the principiil cities of Roman Egypt also makes use of the limited amount of epigraphical evidence
available for this subject {Le gymnasinrque des mkropoles de VEgypte roiaaine, Pans, 1924

; cf. P, Jouguet>
Ren. Et. Anc., xxvii, 261 ft*., J. G. Milne, J.R.S., xvi, 132;.

E. Breccia inaugurates a new series entitled Afomnnents de VEgypte grko-romaine^ published at

Bergamo under the auspices of the Archaeological Society of Alexandria, with an abundantly illustrated

volume which falls into two parts, dealing resi>ectively with the ruins and monuments of Canopus and
with Theadelphia and its temple of Pneferos : in both these sections, more especially in the second the
considerable epigraphical materials di.scovered on these sites are utilized and a number of texts are printed

in full (see pp. 15, 51 ft*., 100 ft*., 126 f.)b

Of the famous “Rosetta Stone’’ H. R. Hall has given <i brief and lucid account (J. A. Hammekton
Wonders of the Past, iii, 1227 f.), while H. Sottas has reported the discovery, in the course of excavations

* This work is inaccessible to me and I base the above remarks on notes kindly supplied by Mr. H. I. Bell and
on a review by A. Caldekini in Aeyijptas, vii, 325 ft.

32—2
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conducted at Elephantine by the late C. Clermont-Gaxneau, of three fragments, among which the Greek

is the most important, of a duplicate of that trilingual document {Comptes Rendus Acad. Liscr.^ 1924, 199).

C. C, Edgar has published two further epitaphs from Tell el-Yehfidiyah, that of a Jewess named

Sabbation and that of three children, whose names—Xardion, Teteurion and Sabbataios—illustrate the

intermixture of Greek, Egyptian and Jewish influences in the life of the community {Anyi. Serv.., xxvi,

102 flP.). A smal], elliptical eucharistic table of marble, found at Tell Ebshan in the district of Tanta and

published by G. Lefebvre {Ann, Serv, xxv, 160 ff.), bears an admonition addressed to communicants.

A metrical dedication by a Halicarnassian to Ajhrodite-Hathor, discovered at Terenuthis (Kom Abu
Billu; and assignable to the early Ptolemaic period, has been added to the Cairo Museum and published

by C. C. Edgar {Bull. Soc. Arrh. Ale.r., v, 115 f.).

In rny last Bibliography I referred (Journal, xi, 328) to the remarkable trilingual stele unearthed in

April, 1923, at Tell el-Maskhutah, near Abu Suwer, and taken thence to the Museum at Cairo. H. Gauthier
and H. Sottas have now published this monument ( Cn deeret trilingue en Vhonneur de Ptolemee 7E, Cairo,

192.5; with text, translation and commentary : both editors have collaborated on the Greek version (p. 65 flf.,

PL ix', of which unhappily only two fragments survive, corresponding to 11. 27-31 and 39-42 of the demotic
Aersion, and have received help in their task from M. Holleaux. An attempt has also been made (p. 72 f.)

to restore, by aid of the Egyptian versions and other similar documents, the preamble and date of the
much more seriously mutilated copy of the same decree found at Memphis in 1902. Of W. Spiegelbekg’s
cuntribution to the study of this monument little need be said here, inasmuch as he deals primarily with
the demotic version, as being the best preserved, although he prints the Greek text in footnotes (p. 10 flf)

;

he agrees with Sottas in regarding the Greek version as the basis of both the others {Siizitngsherichte d.

B<tyei\ Ahach d, Wissenschaften, Philos. -philol. u. hist. Klasse, 1925, Abh. 4; cf. the summary in Klio, xxi,
10 < f.j. EL-aewhere cit., 1926, Abh, 2) he adduces the evidence of a new papyrus from Elephantine to
pIo^e that the annual festival commemorative of Ptolemy’s victory at Raphia was to be celebrated at
Alexandiia, while W . Otto has investigated in detail the question of the meetings of the Egyptian priests
in the Hellenistic period {ihid,, p. 18 fl*.).

An iiifeciibed grave-relief in the Cairo Museum has been discussed by O. Rubexsohx {ArchCwl, Anzeiger.^
xxx\iii-ix, 330), and the inscription on a Hadra vase in the same collection has been more correctly
deciphered by C. C. Edgar {Bull. Soc. Arch. Alex., v, 116 f.).

1 he .same scholar has also published a long and elaborate love-charm from Hawarat el-Makta in the
now prc:^er\ ed at Cairo : it is engraved upon a twice-pierced leaden tablet and is designed to

secure for a certain Poidonius the full possession of Heronous, the object of his passion {Bull. Soc. Arch.
^ .ej., M, 4., ff ,.. K. Preisendaxz has emphasized the interest of this text, which reproduces a recipe
lem t le -,ie<it Palis Magical Papyrus, 11. 355-384, as showing that the magical formulae of such papyri
were current in Egypt during the early centuries of our era {Gnomon, ii, 191 f.). A. Vogliano {Boll. fil.
t ^v>., xx.yr, 1, ) and the present writer {Jounod, xr, 328, note 2j have suggested some corrections in the
madmg of a metrical epitaph from the Fayyum, which has been republished in Sappl. Epigr. Graeeum, ii,

^4. ^ 11 inteii .'^tin^ dedication of a gateway to Zeus, Athena and the (hitherto unknown) Trohlrcvfia t^v
’ Medinat el-Faxyum and now in the Institute of Papyrologv of the University of Paris,

has published by H. Hexxe {Bull. Inst. Fr. Arch. Orient., xxv, 179 ff., 189 f.).

pointed out that the last word of a Christian epitaph of Mer (Lefebvre, Recueil,
^.^J|^nmst )e read rpan,(,irov rather than veu>ripov (Izvest. Ros.9 , Adad. htor. Mat. Knit, iv, 93).

. BEL as called attention {Archir f. Papyrusforsekung, viii, 62) to the occurrence of the divine

.
. ]

^Gcond-ccntury dedication from Ptolemais
[ Saminelhuch, iii, 6184) and has restored

p, 1

^ ceitiinty in another (^Sammelhuch, i, 3448), while S. de Ric’CT hcis finally assigned to
o uuais a lecon o a certain XlToXeyaios arparr^yhs TroXfcos, which is now at Alexandria (Breccia, Iscr.

Al 1 HIM It
^

been held to relate to that city {Raccolta di scritti in onore di G. Lambroso,
Aliian, lUZ.'), 1:9.; n. '.

f ti'-.

two interesting inscrij)tious from DenJerah, the ancient Tentyra. One
, !

.
,

H.ithor and transferred to C.iiro, is engraved on a stele bearing a relief

7!i.'n'r''-Lri,“’’
i-ei.re.>euted worshipping Egyptian divinities: the inscription, dated

‘
7 r"; I C ^^“Pletion of the reconstruction of the walls of the temple of Aphrodite

b'n tnhnLrn ‘T'." I'’'’
^iid now preserved in the Cairo Museum,

sot', of Pins' wpirr'''".'’
Augustus, in which the a-rparriyos Ptolemy

) mown to us from a series of other monuments, records the grant of certain open lands
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(yjAcXol roTTOi), the position of which is carefully defined, to Isis-Thermouthish The demotic version is

complete, but of the hieroglyphic little remains; the Greek record has survived almost entire and shows

a version independent of the two Egyptian texts (i/jidy 148 ft’.).

Three inscriptions acquired at Luxor,—the first of which the editor inter[)ret^ as the record of some

association and the third as a late TTpocrKvi’-q^a^ while the second, now at Alexandria, was erected in

honour of a o-rpaTTjyos of the Theban district by an unnamed ttoXi?, perhaps Diospolis M^igna,—have been

pubhshed by H. Henne {BuU. Inst. Fr. Arch. Orient,^ xxv, 184 ff.). J. M. Edmonds has ja'ovided us with

new and improved readings, based upon squeezes, of the four [)oems in the Aeolic dialect com]»osed by the

comt poetess Julia Balbilla to celebrate the visit paid by Hadrian and the Empress Sabina to Memnon

in November, a.d. 130 {Class. Her., xxxix, 107 ff.).

A very notable undertaking has been brought to a succe>sful conclusion by the issue of the third and

fourth fascicules of J. Baillet’s Inscriptions grccqucs ct Ia tines <h\s tomtxnrox (Fs nns on springes a Thtbes

(Memoires de ITnstitut Frangais d'Archeologie Orientale du ('aire, xr.ii, 3, 4, Cairo, 10:25-0). Tn the.so the

editor publishes the Greek graffiti^ ninety-one in number, of Syringes 10, 11 and 15, and the twenty-one

inscriptions reported by previous travellers which he has fidloil to rediscover, togethor with a considerable

list of addenda and corrigenda, elaborate indexes and an introduction dealing with such subjects as the

history of the tombs, the graffiti, chronology and calend.ir, single visitors and caravans, the names, home.s,

professions and p.sychology of the tourists, famous visitors, and the grammatical and paleographical

peculiarities of the records. Of the ^>econd fascicule of this work fcf. Journal, xi, 329 f.) A. H. Sayce has

given an appreciative account {Journal of the liogal Asiatic Societg, 1925, 721 f.), while I have suggested

corrections or restorations of eleven of the graffiti which it contains {Journol, xi, 25(1 ft’.).

G. Rouillard has republished (Melanges G. Schlamherger, 85 ft!
;,
with new ro:^turations and a detailed

commentary, two inscriptions of the sixth or seventh century a.d. engraved on the two faces of a stele from

Ombos (Kom Ombo), now in the British Museum (Lefebvre, Recneil, 561, 562 i. She has also discu'^.sed

the meaning of the term decurio in an inscription 584; commemorating the repair of the defences of

the island of Philae in a.d. 577, which refers to the ffiXavOpoiTrla O€o8o)pov rof Travevtpffiav b(Kovpio)i>tis <a\

bovKos Koi avyovaraXiov rijs QrjAaaov ^copa^ \ after examining and rejecting the interju’ctations put forward

by Letronne and J. Maspero, she concludes that the title refers to the otfice held by Theodorus at the

Byzantine court, where the decuriones were functionaries of the same nature as, but superior to, the

silentiarii {Byzantion, ii, 141 ffi).

A, Wilhelm has examined the inscription on a limestone mould in the British Museum, supposed to

have come from Egypt {Anc. Gl\ laser, in the B.M., 1079), and has supported the view that the word

SIKEA represents a variant of biKaia, rather than Ni<€a {Giotto, xiv, 71 f.), and S. de Ricx'I has sought

{Rendic. Pontif. Aeead. Rom. di Arch., 8er. iii, ii, 87 ff.i to c>tabli''h the Egyptian provemnee an

inscription found at Pompeii (C.I.G., 5866c= i.G., xiv, 701 =/. 6^.75 /m., i, 458 ,

Turning now from Egypt to Nuhi.i, we imiy note the puhheation hy U. Moxneret de Villard of a

Christian epitaph from LAnibah {Aegyqitus. vi, 25{>i, by 4. Li.. Griffith of a Christian invocation, a long

epitaph dated a.d. 1181, an ostracon witli a nrigical text, an in--cnbt*d lintel and a large number of grotjiti

found in the investigation of Rivergrite Church ^ at Faras (J^irerpool Annals.^ xiii, 82 ff. and Pis. Ixni— lxv\

and by H. Junker of a clay sealing and five tomb-iiiscriptions discovered at Ennennc {Denkschriften der

Akademie in ^y^en, Phil.-hist Xlasse, lxvii, 1, 122, 14s ff. y The last-n.iiiuMl scholar lias also devoted a

long and detailed article to the Christian epitaphs of Nubia, which, he maintains, are much more

markedly distinct from those of Egypt than has been hitherto recognized riiid reflect the origin of the

Nubian Church and its development under the various inftiionces—Byzantine, Coptic and Nubian—which
helped to mould it {Zeitschr. ag. Bpr., LX, 111 ft'.). After a geograplucal survey of the available m.iterial

(p. 1X2 ff.) and a revision of the text of certain important examples, lie discussc'^ (p. 122 ff.) tlie form of

the stones, the formulae of the inscription^., alike Greek and Coptic, and the special devnfiopnients

characteristic of certain districts, compares 'p. 135 ff.; the Nubian with the Egy[ftiaii tornh-stoiies, estimates

the influence of Byzantium and summarizes (p. 143 ff.) the results of his enquiry.

1 The editor seems to have misunderstood a pas'.ago in the Greek text, for he tran^late^ UroXe,uaioj XluvaTos b

(TTpaTrjybs Kai iTvl rurv irpocrbow^ rod TtfvTvpirov by Ptoleniee. tils de Pdiia^, le stnitej^^e, (a consaci’e), aux abords du

temple de DenderalG’ and refers to the “terrains qui etaient situes iiri tC)v Trpoubbuiv du temple,” The -phrase

must mean “Ptolemy, son of Punas, the crTpaTri'fb^ and chief re\cnue officer of the district of Tentyra.” For the

simultaneous exercise by one man of the functions of crrparTjyb^ and of iirl tQv Trpoa-bowv rf. MitteI’^-Wilcken,

Grundziige, i, 149, and the Index to Tihtunis Bapyri, i.
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W. Bannier {Philol. Wochenschrift^ xlvi, 540 f.) and E. Harrison {Class, R€v,yXL^ 140, Cambridge Univ,

Reporter^ 1925-6, p. 624) have made suggestions for the reading or interpretation of the graffiti of the

Greek mercenaries at Abu Simbel (Dittenberger, Sylloge\ 1). Yet more interesting is the article in

which G. Lefebvre examines the Egyptian evidence for the career of Pedisamtaoui “chief of the Hanebu,”

i.e. of the Greek contingents, proves that he is identical with the IIoracrt/ira> who, according to the Abu

Simbel record, was in command of the foreign troops (dXoyXaxrous 5’ IIorao-t/Ara>), and so finally identifies

the expedition in question as that conducted by Psammetichus II, the Psammis of Herodotus, ii, 161

{Bull. Soc, Arch. Alex., vi, 48 ff.).
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BIBLIOGKAPHY : CHRISTIAN EGYPT
(1926-1927)

By DE LACY O’LEARY

T. Biblical.

Burmester-Devaud, Psaltei'ii vers. Mempkitica (cf. Journal^ xil, 3G6), has been reviewed by S. A,

Mercer in J. Soc. Or. Res., 1926, 317-25, by W. Sfiegelberg in O.L.Z., 1926, 345, by H. Thompson in

Journal, xii, 140, by AY. E. Crum in 1926, 734-5, by C. Schmidt in TkeoLL.Z,^ li (1926),

474, by T. G. Allen in Amer. Jour, of Sem. Lang, and Lit., 1926, 290, by U. Bissing in Forschungen v.

Fortschritte, 1926, 79, and in Phil. Woch., XLVi (1926), 932-3. The editors announce Les Proverhes de

Salomon for this year, the text after Cod. 8 of the John Rylands Library at Manchester with variants from

four MSS. of the Biblical text, and 19 liturgical MSS.: to this will be added an introduction and two

photographic reproductions of the Manchester manuscript. For this year also they announce Le Lection-

naire ou Katayneros pascal, ‘‘ nous donnerons, en outre, h part, le texte comjilet, avec variants, des pericopes

empruntees au Katameros de la Semaine sainte, dont la forme est enti^rement distincte de celle du texte

biblique”: this will follow the codex Brit. Mus. Add. 5997 (of a.d. 1274). They hope to publish Le

Pentateuch, in two vols., (i) Gen., Exod., (ii) Levit., Numb., and Deut., from Cod. Copt. 1 of the Vatican

Library in 1927-8. In 1928 these are to be followed by Les Petits Prophkes, Japres le Cod. Or. ISI4 die

British Mus. (a.d. 1374), Les Grands Prophetes, in two vols., after Cairo MSS. in the libraries of the

Jacobite and Catholic Patriarchs, and Pericopes des Hires historiques et des livres sapientiaux, after various

manuscripts.

AY. Till has prepared a new and corrected text of the Minor Prophets in Akhriiimic. The text is

already printed and the book will be published, in all probability, before this bibliography appears.

H. A. Sanders, An early papyrus fragment of the Gospel of Matthew in the Michigan collection, in

Harvard Theol. Rev., xix (1926), 215-26, gives Matth. xxvi. 19-52, from Gk. Pap. 1570 of the University

of Michigan, of date 200-350 (?).

H. A. Sanders, Papyrus fragment oj Acts in the Michigan collection (1927), 19, gives a fragment which

shows Acts xviii. 27-xix. 8, and on the reverse xix. 12-16. The editor suggests that the document belongs

to the middle of the 3rd cent.

N. Reich, Go^el of St. John in Coptic, in Amer. Jour. Sem. Lang
, 1926, 211, is an account of

H. Thompson, Gospel of St. John (cf. Journal, xi, 320). Sir Herbert Thompson’s edition has been

reviewed by S. A. Mercer in the J. Soc. Or. Res., x (1926), 108-10.

H. G. Evelyn AA'hite, Monasteries of the Wadi ^n-Natrun, I [cf. sect, viii Wow), contains (no. x.\xviii

= pp. 195-9) a description of various Biblical fragments, including Exod. xxxiv. 29-35, xxxv. 1-10, xxxix,

30 sqq., xxxvi. 8 sqq., xxxv. 38, xxxviii. 9-18, numerous fragments of the Psalter, six nearly complete

folios of the gospels, with a number of fragments, five leaves of the epistles ('chiefly Romans), and two

leaves of a catena. The editor gives a list of variants from accessible printed texts.

AY. AV'illcox, The Four Gospels in Egyptian, hitroduction, St. Matthew, St. Mark, is announced as

issued by the Nile Mission Press, Cairo (1925), and has been noticed iu Ch. Q. Rev., c (1925), 366-8.

I have not seen a copy, but no doubt it is in the excellent type now used by that press.

II. Apocryphal, Gnostic, etc.

(a) Apocrypha.

n. G. Evelyn AYhite, Monasteries of the Wadi ^n-Xatrihi, i (see sect, viii below), contains several

apocryphal pieces, including a fragment on Adam (i, 3-6), ajx)cryphai acts and martyrdoms of the apostles

(vi-vii, 27-51), and texts relating to the ATrgin (viii, 31-65).

H. P. Blok, Die koptischen Ahgarhriefe des Leidener Museums, in Acta Orientalia, Leiden (1927), 238-51,

discusses the text already published by AA’'. Pleyte and P. A. A. Boeser, Manusc-rits copies, Leiden (1897).
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C. Schmidt, Studien zu den alien Petrnsakten, il. Die Komposition, in Z. fiir Kirchengeschichte, 1926,

481-513, deals with the materials and structure of the Greek and Latin apocryphal acts of Peter, but as

these figure prominently in Coptic literature their inclusion here seems justified.

(6) Logia.

E. Riggenbach, Das Wort Jesu im Gesprdch mit dem pharisdischen Hohenpnester nach dem Oxyrhynchus

Fragment T, no, S40 ,
in Z. Neut Rm., 1926, 140-1, contains philological observations, notes on parallels

in the canonical gospels, etc.

E. Burrows, Sote on Oxy. Logioa {1007) F, appears in J.T.S,^ xxviii (1927), 186.

(c) Gnosticism.

F. Mitzka, Gnostizisnius v.nd Gnadenlehre, in Z. /. Kath, Theol..^ 1927, 60-4, is a brief essay.

P. Alfaric, Gnostiques et Gnostieisme, has a2
')peared in Rev, de riiist, des relig.y 1926, 108-15.

E. DE Faye, Gnostiques et Gnostieisme (cf. Journal,^ ix, 227), has been reviewed by P. Monceaux in

J. X.S., XXIV (1926), 38, by F. Loors in TheoLL.Z., li (1926), 361-8, an exceptionally full criticism

of the book, and by A. D. Nock in Journal^ xil, 316.

C. Schmidt, Pistis Sophia (cf. Journal., xi, 321), has been reviewed by H. Grossmann in Theol.

Blatter,, 1925, 7, by B. S. Easton in J. Soc. Or. Res.,, x (1926), 228-9, and by B. Violet in Theol. L.Z.,, lii

(1927), 1.

K. E. Tristax, Die Gnostiker oder die unsichtbare Kirche, Bad Schmiedberg (1925), viii+ 179, figs., 1 ph,

is announced, but I have lieen unable to see a copy.

P. Hendrix, De alexandrijnsche Haeresiarch Basilides. Eene Bijdrage Tot de geschiedenis der Gnosis,,

Dordrecht (1926;, xiii+ i2G, is a thesis presented in the Hiiiv. of Leiden. It has been reviewed by

J. CopPENS in R.H.E., xxiii (1927), 73-5, who says that “son travail est pen original. ..il broiiille de

nouveau les traits des diverses ecoles gnostiques que M. de Faye avait reussi a grand’peine k distinguer,”

though “quelques articles sont riches de promesses.”

L. Cerfaux, La gnose siynonienne. Abs principales sources, appears in R. sci. relig., xv (1925), 489-511,

and XVI (1926), 5-20, and is continued as Culte et doctrine in ih. 265-85. It is to be continued further.

(
d) Man ich eeism .

E. Waldschmidt und IV. Lentz, Die Stellung Jesu im Manichdisrnus, Berlin (1926), 131, 4 plates, is

fasc. 4 of AhhandL Preuss. Akad., Phil. -Hist. Klasse. S. A. Cook, Religion of the Manichees, is published

in J.T.S,, XXVI (1925), 382-90.

III. Liturgical.
(a) Euchologion.

G. Graf, Litnrgische Aniceisiingen des koptischen Patriarchen Kyrillos ihn Lahlak aus dern Arabischen

iibersetzt, in Jahrb. jur Liturgieudssen., v (1925), 119-39, deals with the liturgical use of the Piitriarch Cyril

(a.d. 1235-42) as given in Vat. Cod. Arab. 117.

A. Rucker, Onentahsche Liturgie seit dem 4- Jakrhundert, in Jhh. f, Liturg., v (1925), 371-82, treats

in a general way various liturgies, the church calendars, hymnology, and church music.
The same writers Denkmdler altarmemscherr Messlitv/rgie, 4' Die Anaphora des Patriarchen Kyrillos

von Alexandria, in Onens Chr., xxiii (1926), 143-57, has an indirect bearing on the Egyptian liturgy.

H. G. Evelyn White, Monastemes, etc. (see below, sect, viii), contains (xxx\dii, A: 200-13) portions
of the Greek liturgies of S. Basil and S. Gregory which supply the Greek text of several passages hitherto
known only in the Coptic version;—(xxxviii : 213) briefly describes fragments of the Coptic Anaphora of
S. Basil

;
(xxxviii, C : 213) describes the fragments of a Coptic ordinal.

S. Euringer, Die Anaphora der 818 Recktglauhigen athiopisch u. deutsck, after the MS. Berlin 414,
appears in Z. fur Semitistik, 1925-6, 61-2, and, like all Ethiopic liturgy, has direct bearing on the liturgies
of the Coptic Church.

H. Fuchs, Die Anaphora des monophysitischen PatHarchen Jdhanndn /, in Zusammenhang d. gesammten
jakobitischen Anaphorenhteratur untersucht, Munster (1926), Lxxxii, 65, is a contribution to the study of
the Jacobite liturgy.

S. Euringer, Die dthiopische Anaphora des keil. Epiphaiiius, Bischofs der Inset Cypern, in Oriens Ghr.,
XXIII (1926), 98-142, also has a bearing, though indirect.

(5) Horologia n.

H. G. E\elyn Vs hite, Monasteries, etc. {cf sect, viii below), contains short descriptions of fragmentary
Horologia (xxxviii, D : 214), and of a Pascha or hours for Holy Week (xxxviii, E : 214-15).
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(<?) Theotokia, Difadr, and other hyrans.

H. G. Evelyn White, Monasteries^ etc. (sect, viii below), gives brief descriptions of a Difnar (xxxviii, F),

a book of hymns {ih. G), and a Psalter {ih. H—all pp. 215-16) : it also contains the full text of an acrostic

hymn on the Nativity (ii : 7-9) obviously from a Eifnar, as well as odes on S, Macarius (xxiii, A, (\ D:
120-4, 127-35), on the saints of Scetis (xxiv: 135-41), and other hymns (SuppL B, C : 226-8), all of which
appear to belong to the Difnar.

W. H. P. Hatch, Three Coptic Fragraents from Fitria, in Annual of Amer. Schools of Or. Res. for

(1926), 108-11, gives fragments which were found by the editor at the J)cr Abu iMakar in 1923. Of tliese

the second and third are Theotokia fragments.

H. Leclercq, Hijnuies, in Diet, trarch. chret., vi, 2 (1925), 2^^2(5-928, devotes several cohunns (2893-97;
to Coptic hymns.

D. O’Leary, Theotokia (cf. Journal^ ix, 227), has been reviewed by A. Mallon in BilJiaf^ vii i'L)26),

339-41 : the same editor’s Fragmentary C(>ptic Hymns (cf. Journal.^ x, 325; is reviewed bv P. P(eeteiis)

in Anal. Boll.., XLIII (1926), 165-6, and his Coptic Difiwr (cf. Journal^ xii, 307) by P. P(eetehs) in

Anal. Boll., nliv (1927), 156-8, by W. E. Crum in J.ll.A.S., 1926, 736-7, by S. (Iaselke in Bnll. Sch.

Or. Stud., Lond., 1926, 406-8, and by S. A. B. Mercer in d. Soc. Or. x (1926), 317.

8. Grebaut, Lc Syna.caire Etidopien, IV. ALns de Tshclutsrji >‘t Yakalif, which continues the Ethiopic

Synaxarium from Patr. Orient, ix, fasc. 4, and will form a 5tli fasc. of P.(l. xv, is now in the }ires^ and

will appear shortly. The Ethiopic Synaxarium has, of coui*se, a very close relation to that of the Coptic

Church.

O. Ursprung, Der Ifymnus ati.s Qj'yrhynchos (Ende dcs A . J<thrh. agyptischcr Papyiomfmid) im Rahnmn
luiserer kirchenrnusikalis<hea Fruhzeit^ in Th<^ol. u. (ilauhc, xviii (1926), 397-419, is a further stud v on the

hymn fragment in P. Oxy. 1786 (cf. Jonrnal, ix, 227), and so is II. Albert, Da.^ dhcsl' Ih’nknvd der

christlichen Kirchenmusik, in Die Antike, ii 51926), 282-90, dealing especially with the old Greek ch.iracter

of the music.

lY. Church Literature and Theology.

{a) Patres Apostolici.

H. Duensing, Epistula Apostolor^nn nach dem athiop. a. koytischen TcMc (cf. Journal, xii, 307), is

reviewed by M. J. D. in Mel. Unir. S. Joseph, x (1925), 232-6, by S. A. E. Mercer in J. Soc. Or. Re.^., x

(1926), 325, and by C. Schmidt in Theol.L.Z., li (1926), 474-5.

K. Bihlmeyer, Die a postolischeii Vater \ Journal, xii, 308;, has been re\iewod by E. Klostemann
in O.L.Z., XXX (1926), 501. O. Clemen, ApostoUsche Voter, Frankfurt (1925), 32, has been reviewed by

W. E- in Hist. Z., UXXXU (1925), 351. Kik>opp T^ake, Shr^J^erJ of Jlcrmas, appears in Harrard Thcol . H r.,

XVIII (1925), 279-80. A. Xeppi-Moduna, Svoro con tribe to Jci papiri per la eonosooiia degli anfa'hi

cristiani, appear.^ in Bdychnis, 1926, 161 74.

(6) haler Patristic ^Ynters.

W. H. P. Hatch, Fragment of a /o.s/ }rork on Dio.'n'oro.-^, in Ilarrttrd Theol . Rer., xix (I926i, 377 s]

gives a fragment, probably of the 14th cent., procured by the writer from tlie Der A]>u iMakar in 1923.

This fragment is also published and di^ciLs^ed, by the same writer, as the first of 77/ /w* Oopfic Fra<jnmnt$

from Sifria, in the Ann. of Amer. Seh. tf Or. Res., 1926, 108-11.

W. Bannier, Fin Papyrusfragment d. Chronik <//'.>• Ili^)pnlyti/s, a[>peared in Phih>hujus, lxxxi 1925

123-7, and dealt with P. (Oxy. vi, 870.

A. d’Ales, Les correspondants de Pahhf Paphneei^, in Rer. d^-s tpo-nf. hist., uiii (^1925\ 110- 1 8, aive.^ a

French translation, with commentary, of the correspondence published in H. I. Bell, Jev)s and Ckn'Utians

(cf. Journal, x, 327).

H. G. Evelyn White, The Monasteries, etc. (cf. sect, via below;, gives (n. xxxv: 178-01) homiletic

fragments of which one is ascribed to Severian of Gabala, another to Gregory Theclogus, and seven
fragments of monastic or ascetic precepts xxxvi : 192- 4).

J. Zellinger, Stiidien :u Severian von Oahala, Munster il926;, viii-fi82, contains (3) an Ethiopic

homily, and (4) Syriac, Arabic, and Coptic homilies. A full note on the contents of this work is criven bv
C. W. in Byz. Zeit., 1927, 443-4.

M. JuGiE, Homelies Mariales Byuaitincs, l\(). xix, fasc. 3, Pans (1927;, 289-526, is continued from
P.O. XVI (cf. Journal, x, 326), the former volume being reviewed by A. E. in Byz. Zeit. 1926 170-1

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xiii.
;3

;»
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and by A. d’AlIis in Etudes^ Paris (1927), 357. Though not directly connected with Coptic literature, these

homilies illustrate the Coptic Theotokia.

Th. Lefort, La regie de S. Packome {nouveaux docurnents\ in Museon^ XL (1927), 31-64, deals with

material in Paris B.N. Copte 129/12 (4-6), Musee du vieux Caire 390, Mus. Eg. du Caire 9256, and gives

parallels from S. Jerome and from the Greek of Jerusalem Cod. Sab. 662, etc. W. Bousset, Apophtkegmata

(cf. Journal^ X, 326), is reviewed by R. Melcher in Theol, Rev., xxv (1925), 447-9.

(c) Ethiopic Literature.

J. M. Harden, hitrod. to Ethiopic Christian Lit. (cf. Journal, xii, 308), is reviewed by P. P(eeters)

in An. Boll., XLiii (1926), 398.

(d) Theology.

M. Jtjgie, Theologia dogmatica christianoruin orientaliunx ah Ecclesia Catholica dissidentium, i, Paris

(1926), 727, is entirely occupied with the theology of the Greek-Russian Church and will be followed by a

second volume of the same character. A third volume will deal with the Monophysite bodies. This first

volume has been reviewed by R. Draguet in R.FI.E., xxiii (1927), 93-8, and by V. GrUxMEL in Echos

dOrient, xxx (1927), 122-3.

V. History.
ia) General.

M. Chaine, Chronologic (cf. Jonrmd, xii, 308), has been reviewed by S. A. Mercer in J. Soc. Or.

Res., X (1926), 315-16, by V. GRUiiEL in Echos dOrient, xxix (1926), 116-18, and by P. P(eeters) in An.

Boll., XLIII (1926), 144-7. M. Chaine, La chronologic de quelques inscr. grecques-chretiennes dEgypte,

appears in J. Soc. Or. Res., x (1926), 293-9.

K. Janin, lues e'glises orientates et les rites orientaux, Paris (1927 ;, xii + 655, 58 illust., 8 maps, is a second

edition of this work. It has been reviewed by L. Jalabert in Etudes, Paris (1927), 358. The same writer’s

De hodierna statu ecclesiarum et rituum orientalium appears in Bogoslovni Vertnik, Ljubljana (1927), 42-54,

and his Chronique des eglises orientales in Echos dOrient, xxx (1927), 107, etc., the first part (107-10)

dealing with the Greek patriarchate of Alexandria. A. Fortescce, Uniate Eastern Churches (cf. Journal,

XI, 323), has been reviewed by J. Simon in An. Boll., XLiii (1926), 135-9. N. H. Baynes, Alexandria
and Constantinople, a study in ecclesiastical diplomacy, appeared in Journal, xii, 145-56.

H. I. Bell, Jews and Christians (cf. Journal, x, 327), has been reviewed by E. Breccia in Bull, de

la Soc. arckeol. dAlex., 1925, 117-30. A German version has appeared as Bell, Juden und Griechen irn

romuchen Alexandria, Leipzig (1926), 52, 2 figs., and has been reviewed by A. Calderini in Aegyptv^s, vii

(1926), 336-7. It is reviewed also by W. Otto in Phil. Woch., xlvi (1926), 6-15.

P. Jernstedt, Zu den koptischen Bnefen an den Meletianer Paieu, in Comptes rend, de Vacad. des sci.

de I U.R.S.S., Leningrad, 1927, 65-8, is a critical note on the Coptic letter on pp. 91 sqq. of Bell’s Jeios

and Christians.

H. I. Bell, The episcopalis audientia (cf. Journal, xi, 324), has been reviewed by U. Wilcken in

Archiv, viii (1926), 101.

. Enslin, Ein Prozessvergleich unter Kleriken vom Jahre 4S1, in Rhein. Museum, Lxxv (1926), 422-46,
gives an interesting account of a law suit between clerics of the diocese of Siut in 481, wfith text from
Pap. Princeton 55,

A. Ralsbach, Die altkirchliche Einrichtung der Diakonissinnen his zu ihrem Erloscheii, Freiburg i. B.

(1926), 112, devotes several pages (32-46) to the history of deaconesses in Egypt and deals incidentally
with problems raised in the Didascalia.

G. Bard\, La vie chrHienne aux Ille et IVe siecles dapres les papyrus, appears in Rev. apoloqet., XLII
(1926), 643-51, 707-21.

L. Duchesne, LEghse au Vie siecle, Paris (1925), viii + 663, deals incidentally with the missions to the
S.E, (Arabia, Xubia, etc.) and the rise of the Monophysite Church. As the preface announces, the contents
have been carefully revised by H. Quentin. It is reviewed by P. P(eeters) in An. Boll., xliii (1926), 406-7.

A. D ALfcs, Apollinaire. Les origines du monophysitisme, in R^v. apologetique, xlii (1926), 131-49, gives
a brief account of the rise of the Jacobite churches.

J. Maspero, Eist. des patriarches dAlexandrie (cf. Journal, x, 327), is reviewed by J. Lebon in
R.H.E., xxii (1926), 592-4.

H. Leclercq, Iniasion arabe, in Did. darch. chret., vii, 1 (1926), 1919-52, is largely concerned with
the Muslim invasion of Egypt.
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D. Gorge, Les voyages^ Vhospitalite^ et les belles-lettres dans le monde chretien des J^e et 6e siecles^ Paris

(1925), x + 294, is supplementary to his Lectio Divina (see below): it has been reviewed by A. iVALhs in

EtudeSy CLXXXIX (1926), 75-9, and by the same writer in Reek, de sci. r^lig.y xvn (1927), 70-1.

J. Stiglmayr, Pseudo-Afakarius u/id die Afterinystih der Mess<dianery appears in Z, f. hath. TheoK^ xlix

(1925), 244-60. In G. L. Marriott, The Alessallans and the discovery of their ascetic hooky in Uarcard

TheoL Rev.y xix (1926), 191-8, the author returns to a subject in which he has already done good work.

Both these work on the lines now well established by the labours of Villecourt and Wilmart (cf. Jouraaly

VIII, 179).

Ch. Beaug^, Un reforniateur copte au av/*^ 'siecle^ in R, des quest, kist.y cv (1927), 5-34, deals with the

same subject as G. Graf’s Reformrersuck (cf. Journal

y

x, 328), and giv'es an account uf the schism

started by Markus ibn al-Qanbar which the writer treats as a nationalist movement. Nothing material

has been added to Graf’s work. Graf’s book is reviewed by P. P(eeters) in An. BolLy xliii (1925),

439-40.

A. Kammerer, Essai (cf. Journal

y

xii, 308), dealing with the history of the daughter church of

Abyssinia, is reviewed by P. P(EETERSt in An. Bull.y XLiii (1926), 399-400. Other recent works on Abys&inia

are L. d’Arce, EAhyssiniey Etude d'actualite 792?-^, Avignon (1925), which is reviewed by L. Jalabert

in EtudeSy CLXXXV (1925), 251, and P. Alype, Vempire des NeguSy de la reine de iSaba d la i^oeitte des

NationSy Paris (1925), xiv+ 312, ilhist. map, also reviewed by L. Jalabert in the course of the same article.

(6) Alonasticishi.

H. Bremond, Les Peres du Dhert, Pans (1927), lix + 318 (one vol. in two, continuous pagination), is a

description of Egyptian monastic life which is chiefly distinguished by its attractive literary form.

A popular summary appears in C. de Chantemerle, loir du desert, in Rev. apologet.y XLiii (1927),

252-531.

D. Gorge, La lectio dirinay des nrigiues du ceaobitisme d saint Benoit et Cassiodore. i. Saint Jerome et

la lecture sacree dans le mdieu ascetique romainy Paris (1925), xxxvi4-398, is reviewed by A. d’Al^s with the-

same writer’s Les voyages (see above). These two works were theses offered for toe doctorate in literature

at Paris and make only passing reference to the Egyptian monastic fathers.

Th. Lefort, S. Pachvme et Amen-en-opey in Museon, XL fl927), 65-74, touches lightly upon the possible

continuity between the literature of ancient Egypt and that of Christian times. The evidence given in

this essay is not very convincing.

H. WiESMANX, Zu zivei Schenute-Stellen . appears in Z.A.S.y lxii G926), 67.

E. v. WOESZ, ’Ao-uX/a, appears in Z. dvr Savigny-Stift., XLVI G926), 32-64. The same writer’s Das

Asyhvesen (cf. Jonrncdy Xi, 323) is reviewed by vax IMeuks in Tijdschrift roor Reehtsgvschtedenisy lAudeii,

1925, 347-53.

(c) Hagiography and Biogr<tphy.

G. Bardy, Clement dAlexandrie, Paris G926;, 319, is one of a series dealing with ascetic and moral

theology: it is principally concerned with Clement’s moral teaching. F. Prat, Projets htteraires de CLment

dAlexandriSy appears in Estudis FranciscanSy Sarria, xxxvi (^1925), 144-60, and the same writer, using the

same title, also contributes to the Reck. sci. relig.y xv (1925), 234-57.

F. Andres, Die Engel- und Damoaenlefire des Klemens con AlexandrieUy appeal^ in Riimische

Quartalschr.y XLiii (1926), 13-27, 129-40, and 307-29.

H. Delehay'E, Les recueils antiques (cf. Journaly XI, 324 and XII, 309), has been reviewed by

A. E. in Byz. Zeit.y xxvi (1926), 178-9. H. Delehaye, Sanctus. Essai sur le culte des saints dans Vantiquidy

Brussels (1927), viii + 265, though not primarily concerned with the usage of the Coptic Church, contains

material which has important bearing ujion Egyptian hagiography.

F. Cavallera, Paul de Thebes et Paul dOxyrhynquey appears in Rev. dascet. et de mystiquey vii (1926),

302-5.

H. Delehaye, Cue vie inedite de saint Jean VAiimOniery in An. BolLy xlv (1927), 5-74, gives a new text

of the life of this seventh century patriarch of Alexandria from the MS. Graec. 349 of the ll-12th cent,

in the library of S. Mark’s, Venice, which differs from the text of H. Gelzer (1893). The editor regards

this new text as a combination of the biographies by Leontius of Nea|>oIis and Sophronius.

P. Peeters, La passion arabe de S'. ’’Abd al-Ma.dhy in An. BolLy XLiv (1926), 270-341, deals with an

Arabic translation from the Syriac, but one which shows marked resemblances to Egyptian passions

(cf. p. 273),

33- 2
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tH. (jr. Eveltx HITE, The Monastei'ies^ etc. (sect, viii below), gives several encomia upon saints
(ix-xiii: 66- 1 3), not of any historical importance, a group of texts relating to Saint Macarius (xxiii;
120-35), a series of martyrdoms (xiv-xxii; 75-120, and suppl. text A, 225), and more or less fragmentary
lives of Abba Apollo Theodore the disciple of S. Pakhom, Ephraem Syrus, Abba Pidjimi, Shenouti, Apa
Hor, etc. (xxv-xxxiii: 141-75). These latter, including the accounts of local .saints, are naturally of
con.siderable interest.

Th. Lefoet, S. Pachomii Vita (cf. Journal, xii, 309), has been reviewed by P. P(eeters) in An. Boll.,
XLV (1927), 154-6. .

J '. / >

Dom V. liAVDOT, DictionHa{re Jhagiographie, Paris (1925), 662, makes some use of Coptic as well as
other oriental material. It has been reviewed by A. Allgeier in O.L.Z., 1927, 374, by E. de Moreau in
La rec. Brus.sels, vii (1926), 5-6, and by J. Simon in An. Boll., xliv (1926), 383-4, who points
out that insufficient use has been made of recent research, “beaucoup de notices ne sont pas meme
accornpagnees de references ’’ (384).

F. G. Holweck, Biographical Dictionary of the Baiatit, St. Louis (1924), xxix+ 1053. Here again
the results are hardly in line with present knowledge. It is reviewed by J. Simon in An. Boll., xliv
(1926), 381-.?, who remark.s that “ le choix des sources, avant tout, devrait etre plus sevhre.”

\ 1. ^on-Literary Texts.

^
. E. CRUii and H. G. Evelyn White, Monastery of Epiphanius at Thebes, Part ii (1926), xvi+ 386,

1/ plates (e/. sect, viii below), gives Coptic ostraca and papyri (texts 3~]17, trs. 105-298), Greek texts
(119 39, 29J-325), Coptic graffiti (141-3, 326-8), Greek graffiti (144-7, 329-30), texts (fresco) from tomb
at Daga, both Coptic (148-52, 331-41) and Syriac (152, 342), whilst Appendix iii reproduces a will relating
to this monastery.

^

H. I. Bell and W. E. Crum, Greek-Coptic Glossary (cf. Journal, xii, 310), has been reviewed by
• W. Cronert in Gnomon, ii (1926), 654-6, and more briefly noticed by F. Z. in Byz. Zeit,, xxvi (1926), 162-3.

S. Eitrem, Papyri Osloenses, fasc. 1. Magical Papyri, Oslo (1925), iii+ 151, 13 plates, has been reviewed
by L. Deubner in Gnomon, ii (1926), 406-12, by A. Boulanger in Per. de Vhist. de relig., 1926, 321-2, by
M. Gaster ill JALA .S,, 1927, 400-2, by E. Peterson in T.L .Z., 1926, 508-10, and briefly noted by
F. Z. m Byz. Zeit., xxvi (1926), 160.

Ghedini, Lette/e cristiane (cf. Journal, x
, 232), has been reviewed by R. Mouterde in Mel. Univ.

S. Joseph, X (1925), 236-7, and Worrell, Coptic MiSS. in the Freer Coll. (cf. JournaL x, 329), is
reviewed by F. Z. in Byz. Zeit., xxvi (1926), 176-7.

H. Leclercq, Inventaires liturgiques, in Diet. Jarch. chret., vii, 1 (1926), 1396-1418, deals (1410-16)

^

pfic m\entoiies, (\ii) Pnv. JAshmunain, giving text from Hylands MS., (viii) Inv. cHune eglise
yyptienne (^/ Cat. Coptic MSS. in J. Rylands Libr.,^ 117-19), and Coptic material is used in
(v) inv. de Veglise dlhion (1405-7).

Horn A. Kropp i.s preparing a selection of Coptic magical texts which will be ready for publication in
the near future. ^

Q. r PL
made a very valuable collection of colophons of Coptic manuscripts, in

Sa idle, Aohainc, and Arabic, and is now preparing a manual dealing with this subject.

VII. Philology.

Beyrouth (1926), xviii + 192, is the third edition of this well-known

the flniliL Wk
" corrections, but this edition is substantially a reprint of

interesLnifn2;f^r''1-''^‘r
in Z.A.S., lxii (1926), 49-60, contains some

"I 7
changes which have taken place in words borrowed from the Greek.

leaves of Contic Lrahie*"’
^ (®ee below, sect, viii), contains a description (222) of fifty-two

Si 69)^il nlTon
in the D5r Abh Makar, and Appendfx i, by Dr. G. Sobhv

Libr Irfd 1896 I" V
Coptic script, portion of the same document as Camb. Uiiiv.

Dr S^BHv airn^tel^rc^ .
Tischenixirf from the Wadi ’n-Xatrhn, and to this text

Egyptian nam-t of tmr D
Egyptian Arabic phonology. G. Sobhy, The tranditeration of the ancient

(19-0), repiinted Cairo (1926), conUins further notes on phonetic changes. The examples tend to
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show tliat ill Arabic these names of towns were not
2)ronounced according to rules at all. It was entirely

a question of usage and hearing, ’

E. Devaud, Coptica, in Z.A.S.y LXII (1926), 109-11, gives two short articles, (i) sur la substitution de

^ a *
25. en boharique, and (ii) sur les mots coptes o-xi (ll) et wo^ts. (S.A.F.H.) et leurs correspondants

egyptiens.

A series of philological notes by AV, SiUEGKLBEiKi ai>pears in tiie Z.A.S
^
Lxn (1920): 44,

Bachtrog” itnd AdwKAie Brorken'' \ 44-0, treihliche i^ualitatio oeiT gemacht^' : 45-6, cfiovi

Schiller : 46 7, agypthche Prototyp von ^toA: .^loA : 47, ^inneq^lrTTreuf : 47 H, Lh r

111111niassliche miindartliche (Interschied der koptischcn vnd : 48, ri'fcvq cc (A) tst es' :

48-9, -^sc-^iite: ^"beivegen^ hcugrc" I).

H. ^YlESMANX has contributed to the Z.A.S.y lxii (1926; : 66, AiuTi^q ecioTM cr kaan nicht horen

67, Priesy Wcrt P\ in which he endeavours to maintain this me.ining as against W. E. Crum in

Journaly viii, 187: 67-8, ForUetzung tines Fielativsatzes dnj'ch cine HaapUatz- bzw. Demonstraticsatz-

konstniktion iin Koptischen : and 68, ’^'AiCTiMioiss.

Studies in Coptic etymology also appear in E. Zyhlarz, Koptiscfu' EtymologieHy in Wiener Z, f, d.

Kunde d. AforgenlandeSy 1925, 169-78, dealing witli B. iitoTc bekampfeti'' and fecTC Krieg'" \ zitr

Erklarimg von A*.CAid-TnoTT : B. ‘xcmtcwt icahrsageid' : zar (Jrnndbedcatang con and
:
^Aei

^^jeinandy etu'cis: nichts^' and ‘xiujhav. : (^iu^^hav axihrsagen.
'

An important note on the Coptic absolute pronoun appe.irs in W, Till, Dtc Uebcrrestc des albigypti-

scheii iiiibetoiite it (giltereit^ Prnnonien absolatiint im Eoptischet*

y

in ^\ien. Z. f. d. I\aixde des ^Potgcn,^ 1926,

125-30.

W. Till, Achnihiiische Berlchtigungcn and Ergnnza.ngen za Sptegelbergs Koptischen Handiiorterhiuhy

in Z.A.S, LXiii (1927), 115-30, gives additions and corrections to Spiegelbergs Dictionary (1921).

\Y. Spiegelberg, demire Uhcrscha:em-inung"‘ {=kogt. eA\Hpe mit Artikel)^ appears in Z. j\

Semistiky 1925-6, 61-2.

Steinhorff, Karzer Ahriss (cf. Journal, viii, 184;, has been reviewed by J. Schleifer in Uott, Uel.

Anz.y CLXXXI (1925), 4-6.

P. Jernstedt, Bie graniniatische and lexikalisrhe Stcllang des koptischen Verbuins geheiiy'' in

Comptes-llend. de VAcad. des Sciences de I U.R.S.S,, 1927, 33-5, is based on an examination of no. 39 of

Spiegelberg’s ‘‘Kopt. Etymologien/’ and the same writer's Bas koptische Praesens and die AnknnpfungS’

arten des naheren ObjektSy ib, 69-74, on Spiegelbeko’s ‘‘Kopt. Miscellen,'’ no. 36.

VY. Till has made arrangements with Messrs. Hinrichs for the publication of his Akhmimic grammar,

which may be expecteii shortly.

tH. Sottas, Les mesures itineraires ptofemaiyaes et le papijras deniotigue 7,?<s'P de Heiddbergy in AeggptuSy

VII (1926), 237-42, dehnes the Coptic terms ujennog^, ct^w'Aiou, ®qu), hkhmc.

K Sethe, Zar Wiedergctbe des ogyptische

n

li am \\ ortaai fung durch d, O riecheiiy in Aach. d. tiesellsch.

der Wissen. zu Gottingeny Phil.-Hist. Kb, 1925, 50-6, deals with the transmission of the h .sound as affected

hy passage through the Greek ami shows the regular loss of initial h in Boh., e.g, Arab. haivgal =

Ar. — ^vAt^K.

K. Sethe, Ber Meusch denkty Gott lenkt ” bei den alten Agypteniy in Each. Gesell. U7.sjfc/L GnttiageUy

Phil -Hist. Kb, 1925, 141-7, deals with the transmission of this proverbial expression and in sect. 2

(144-5) treats the etymology of ( ’optic otct- and the expres.sion of difference as in “one, ..the other....”

5Y. F. Albright, Another case of Egyptian a = Coptic iy in Z,A.S.^ lxii (1927), 64-6, in which the writer

argues that Eg. /7/r=Heb. /-bomr = Copt. “harp.”

VIII. Archaeology.

(t^) Exploration,

Several works of exce[)tional importance have appeared during the past year. Amongst these is

\Y E. Crum, H. E. Winlock, and tH. G. Evelyn White, The Monastery of Epiphanius at Thehesy

two parts, N.Y. (1926), i, xxvi4-278, 35 plates, 51 figs, in text : ii, xvi + 386, 17 plates. In Part i, H. E.

cjves an account of the expedition to Thebes, the t<q)ograpli\ of the momistery, the excavations,

and of the carpentry, agricultural instruments, textiles, leather work, etc., found there (i-xxi, 1-97)

:

W E Crum describes the literary material, the history of the monastery, the writing materials, etc., and

<7ives an account of Epiphanius and Pesunthius (98-256). In Part ii are the texts, the Coptic edited by

W E Crum, the Greek by B. G. Evelyn AYhite ;
to these reference has been made in sect, vi above.
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The work has been reviewed by H. Hyvernat in Amer, Hist. Revim\ 1927, 565-8, by Th. Lefort in

Museon, XL (1927), 153-4, by A. Boak and W. H. Worrell in J. Amer. Or. Soc.^ xlvii (1927), 85-7, and

cursorily in the Times Lit. Suppl. for Jan. 27, 1927, 53.

H, G. Evelyn White, Monasteries of the Wadi ^n-NatrUn : Part i, Ne%o Coptic Textsfrom the Monastery

of Saint Macarius^ N.Y. (1926), xlviii + 299, 28 plates. Append, i by Dr. G. Sobhy. The introduction

(xxi-xlviii) gives a very full and interesting history of the monastery library from which so many European

collections have been enriched. ^lost of the texts are fragmentary and in many cases they are comple-

mentary to other fragments already j^ublished by Tischendorf. The texts include apocrypha (nos. 1, 3-8),

encomia on saints (9-13), martyrdoms (14-22), texts relating to St. Macarius (23), hymns from the Difnar

and kindred books (2, 24), homilies (25-36), Biblical fragments (37), liturgical fragments (38), and vocabu-

laries (39)^ with three supplementary texts. Many of these are not reproduced in full, but merely described

with lists of variants from texts already published. There are two appendices, (i) by Dr. Sobhy, giving

portions of an Arabic MS. in Coptic script (<?/. sect, vii above)
;

(ii) an account of the lesser monasteries

of Scetis. It is reviewed in the Times Lit. Suppl, for 23 Sept. (1926), 631, by Th. Lefort in Mttseony XL

(1927), 151-2, and by D. O’Leary in Journal, xin, 128-9.

W. H. P. Hatch, A visit to the Coptic Concents of Nitria, in Annual Amer. School of Or. Res. for 192Ji,~5

(1926), 93-137, 6 illustr., describes the present condition of the monasteries which the writer visited in

1923.

U. MonXEret de Villard, Rapporto preUminare sagli scavi al Monastero di S. Sirneone presso Aswan,

1924-5, in Rend. Acad. Lincei, 1925, 289-301, 1 tav., and the same writer’s Descrizione generals del

monastero di San Sirneone presso Asicdn, in Ann. Serv., xxvi (1926), 211-42, 2 plates, give an account of

his excavations in and around the remains of an 8th cent, church of the monastery of St. Simeon near

Aswan. In the latter work he gives a Coptic inscription (227) and notes, dates of graffiti, etc.

The second volume of U. Monneret de Villa rd, Les convents pres de Sohag, it, Milan (1926), 135

-L addenda + index, figs. 113-222, has appeared (for former vol. cf. Journal, xil, 311) and continues

the historical account, architectural details, etc. of the White Monasteiy. The earlier volume has been

reviewed by A. Gabriel in Syria, vii (1926), 98-9. Supplementary to this is L". Monneret de Villard,

Una pittura del Dayr el-Ahiad, in Race. Lurnbroso, 1926, 100-8, Throughout the author’s interest is

mainly confined to the White Monastery.

F. LI. Griffith, Oxford Excavations in Euhia, is continued in the Liverpool Annals of Archaeology

and Anthropology, xiii (1926), 17-37, Plates 12-30
; and 47-93, Plates 31-65. Ch. XL deals with Meroitic

antiquities at Faras and other sites, xli with the fortified enclosure at Farys. Ch, XLiv gives a history

of Christianity in Nubia, XLV deals with the Christian antiquities found at Faras (Pachoras). These

include a few Greek and Coptic tomb-stones and graffiti in the churches, a long Coptic inscription

frr>m the cell on the edge of the desert, numerous frescoes and architectural details. “As to the western

boiAer of Faras, the inscriptions,, .are purely Coptic from the eighth to the tentii century....One may
conjecture that at that time in the population of Pachoras, the provincial capital, there was a distinct

Coptic religious element with a special quarter or settlement in the west, and the arrival of this element

before 739 may be connected with the dispatch of Monophysite teachers from Egypt ” (56). Ch. XLVi

deals with Christian remains in and about the enclosure, including several churches, and xlvii with the

church by the rivergate. Plate 63 gives an inscription, 64-5 graffiti, frescoes are reproduced in 34, 35,

54-61, and types of pottery, terra cotta and sculpture in 38, 39, 52, 53, 62, 64, 44, and 45.

H. Junker, Ermenne. Bericht ilher die Grahungea...auf den Friedhbfen con Ermenne {Xuhien) im
Winter 1912-13, Wien (1925), 175, 9 plates, 17 illustr., and map. Some of the remains described belong

to the Christian period. Nine fragmentary inscriptions are in Coptic (150-2). Incidentally the writer

deals with the (fiiristian period in Nubia (136, 155, 166).

H. Junker, Toschhe, Wien (1926), 157, 1 plan, 38 plates, contains no Christian or Coptic material.

H. Junker, Das Kloster am Isisberg (cf. Joarned, ix, 233), is briefly reviewed by E. W. in Byz. Zeit,,

XXVI (1926), 207-8.

M. Chaine, Veglise de Saint~Marc a Alexandne consincite par le patriarchs Jean de Samanoud, appeared
in R.O.C., 1924, 3 j 2-86. Reference to this church occurs in the Synaxarium for 4 Abib.

(6) History of Art and Architecture.

0. M. Dalton, East Christian Art (cf. Journed, xii, 311), has been reviewed by J. Simon in An, Boll.,

XLiii (1926), 389, by C. Diehl in Byz. Zeit., xxvi (1926), 127-33,—a very full review with notes on
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some errata (133),—by M. Conway in Burl. Miuj.., xlviii (192();, 20G-11, by S. R. in Her, arch.., xxiii (1926),

94-5, and by H. Lietzmann in Dent. L. Z., X.F. 4 (1927;, 914-17.

C. Diehl, Manuel dart hyzantiu, 2nd ed., 2 vols., Paris (1925-6), i, xv-f480, ir, 481-946, contains

references to Egyptian ecclesiastical art. \5)1. i, ch. 3 {60-86; de<iLs with '‘les origines egyptienncs” and

makes use of Coptic illustrations (61-2, 65, 73, 76, 81, 83 ) : VoL ii has hut few references to Coptic material

(cf. 618). It has been reviewed by L. Brehier in Rer. HUt.., cxlviii ;1926;, 252-4, and by H. D(elehaye)

in Ann. Boll.., XLiii (1926), 389-94.

J. Strztgowski, Origins of Christtan Art, translated by 0. M. Dalton (cf. Journal., x, 330), has been

reviewed by J. Simon in Aa. Boll., xliii (1926), 384-6.

(c) Sculpture., Pottery., etc.

G. Lefebvre, Une table eucharUtaiue, in Ann. Sere., 1925, 160-2, dc'seribes a table found at Tell Ebshan.

H. Leclercq, Ivoires, in Diet, darch. chrit., vi, fisc. 76-7 (1927;, 1925-87, devotes some space (1979-80)

to Coptic ivories.

A. J. Butler, Isla)tiic Pottery, Loud. il926 i, 179, 92 pL, 22 in colour, devotes ch. iii to the state of arts

before the Arab conquest but does not touch on Coptic material save incidentally.

X. A. Krzizanovskaja, Die koptischen Leoelder der Eremitage, appears in Shornik der Erernitage., iii

(1926), 70-87.

G. Stuhefauth, Die apokryphen Petrvsij*>sc}dehten in der (dtehnsthehen honst (1925), i.\-i-139, has been

reviewed by J. Waoenmann in T.L.Z., 1926, 345-6.

{d) Textiles.

T. Dillmont, Eart chretien eii Egypte: nodfs de hroderie e<ipt<‘, 2 vols. 1 1924;, 25, 30 tigs, and 21,

30 figs., unfortunately escaped notice m previous bibliographies.

O. WuLFF u. 5V. F. VOLBACH, Spoto (dike und koptuehe Stofe a us aegyptischen G(\ihfunden in dein

Staatlichen Museum Kaiser Friedr., Berlin d926
,
xiii-j-159. has been reviewed by G. Boeder in Lit. Woeh.

(1926), 1256, and by J. STRZYcmwsKi in Z. r. Bihl. Kuust, Lx (1926-7), 91.

M. Dimand, Die Ornainentik d. agypt. W oV u'lrkerein (cf. Journal, XI, 326\ h«is been noticed by

H. Kees in Deut. L. Z., X.F. 3 (1926), 6.

(c) Magic.

{Cf. also “ Magical Texts in Sect. \i above. ;

'

F. Lexa, La magie dans VEgypte antique de Voncien empire jH.sqv'a ripnque copte, 3 vols., Pari.s (1925),

I, 200; II, 235; ill, atlas of ix pages and 71 plates, devotes a considerable part to Coptic magie (vol. i,

chs. 6, 7), and gives a series of Coptic magical and other texts (voL ii;
including 'Tommies, en ancien copte,

du grimoire grec de la Bibb Xat. a Paris, papyrus magiques copies, livres de medecine copte... Apophthe-

gamta Patnim Aegyptionim, la luttc de Tapa Moise c(Uitre le demon Bes. . .biographic de Tapa Shenoute,” etc.

It has been reviewed by A. Calderini in Aegyptvs, vii (1926), .338-40, by M. A. M. in Ancient Egypt,

1927, 27-8, by A, Werner in Bull. School Or. Stud., iv (1927), 661-3, and by P. P(eeters) in An. Boll.,

XLiv (1927), 129-32. The latter points out that the writer uses the term maguc ” in rather a loose sense,

counting all religious rites as magic, with the single exception of prayer. “A cote de rites propremen

t

magiques que les chretiens copies paraisseiit bien avoir empruutes aux sorciers Je rancienne Egypte, on

voit figurer pele-mele des recettes de charlatans et des ‘miracles’ tires de la vie des Peres du desert” (132).

Marcus Simaika Pasha is preparing a catalogue of the contents of the Coptic Museum which has

recently acquired some interesting pieces of ancient church furniture.

The Catalogue general des antiquites eg. du Musee du Caire (1925), viii + 181, 24 plates, ha.s been reviewed

by A. in Rei\ Bibl., xxxvi (1927), 145-7 : it is not concerned with Coptic material.

Dr. G. SoBHY, Coptic Museum in Cairo, in Ancient Egypt, 1927, 10-13, 7 figs., is a general description

of the collection in whose formation the writer has taken a leading part.

With regret we notice the death of Professor H. Goussen of Bonn, who was known as a Christian

Orientalist and in former years did some Coptic work—an edition of St. John’s Gospel in Sa^idic and
various liturgical studies.
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ADDENDA.
#

L Biblical.

PoRcHER, Lirre de Job (cf. Jovriud^ XI, 320), is reviewed by W. Spiegelberg in O.L.Z., 1927, 358-9.

On p. 83 oi Journal^ xiii will be found an emendation of the text in H. Thompson, Gospel of St, John,

III. Liturgical.

G. Mercati, JJn framiaento della liturgia Cleiaentina sn pnpiro^ in Aeyi/ptus,^ viii (1927), 40-42, is an
identification of ate.xt published by Wessely, in xviii, 434.

E. L. Bapp, Zirei Koptische Hymuen far das Epiphanienfest,^ appears in J, Soe, Or, Res,^ xi (1927),

145-1.51.

V. History.

AA . E. Drum, Soniv further Meh tiaa dncunif^nts^ in Journal,, xili, 19-26, deals with Brit. Mus. P. 2724,
Clarendon Press 50 fo. 2, and an Oxyrhynchus frag. H. 1. Bell, Tiro ofieial letters of the Arab period,, in

Journal,, xii, 268-81, contains a reference to a Theban monastery's failure to pay the poll-tax. Lefort,
S. Poehohui \ ito (cf. Jovraai^ xii, 309\ has been reviewed bv AV. E. Crum, in J.T,S., xxviii (1927 i,

326-8.

E. Breccia, Jnifs et Chretiens de Vancienae Alexaadrie, Confth-ence, Alexandrie, 1927, is reported in

Aegyptus, viii iT927), but I have not seen a copy.

ScHLBART, Aegypten con Alexander— bis auf Mohanimed (cf. Journal, ix, 230), is reviewed bv J. R.
Lukes, in Listy Filolog., mi (1926), 291-3.

IvAMMEREK, Ei^sai (cf. Journal, xii, 308 i, is reviewed ])y A. ViTTi, in Biblica, viii (^1927), 238-41, and
by S. A. B. Mercer, in J, Soc. Or. Res., xi (1927), 152-3.

VI. Non-LiterARY Texts.

Eitrem, Papyri Osloenses {ef. above), ha:^ been reviewed by S. R. in Rer. Arch., xxiv (1926), 96, by M.
Hombert in Rev. Delg. Phil., v (1926), 546-7, by K. Preisendanz in Phil. Woch., XLVi (1926), 401-9, and
by the same writer in O.L.Z., 1927, 99-100.

CtHedini, Lettere cristiane (cf. Journal, x, 329), has been reviewed by F. Bilabel, in Phil. }Voeh.,

XLVi (1926), 492.

VII. Philology.

AA . CzERMAK, Rhyfhrnus und ( inhildung mi Agyptisch-Koptisrhen^ appears in Z.D.M.G.,, xxxix (1927).
H. (tEHMan, The eomptf rison of nieqioflity in Coptic, was a lecture delivered to the “Linguistic

Society ot America ’ at the (Vmbridge (U.S.A.) convention in Dec. 1926 (cf. La ngaage, in (1927), 37).

VIII. Archaeology.
AA iNLoCK-(_ RUM- A\ HITE, Monastery of Epipha niiis

[<f. above), has been reviewed by H. Leclerco, in
Journal xiii, 125-7, and, with AVhite, Monjfsteries of Me Wadi 'n-Xatrhn aj. above) bv F i* Burkitt,
in J.T.S., XXVIII (1927), 320-5.

‘ ^ .

liRiiiiTH, Oxford Excac. in A ubia {cf above) is reviewed by A. AA'iedemann, in O.L.Z., 1927, 168-9.
Eoptische Friedhnfe cf. Journal, xii, 311), is reviewed by G. Stuhlfauth, in O.L.Z.,

1Jl7, 356-8. ^1. DE \ ILLARD, Les aoirents pr*s de Sohag^ ii (cf. above i, is brietiv noticed bv A. CYalderini),
in Aegyptu^i^ viii (1927), 204.

H. Mvxter, Remarqae, sur la stile capte lliO'.) du Musd- dlAkxav.drk, pp. 5, is a reprint from Hull. Sou.
Arch. clAlex. xxii ^926).
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It was a misfortune for the Society that the Council of the Society of Antiquaries
was unable to allow the holding of our usual exhibition of anti(juities in its rooms at

Burlington House in July, a favour which has been granted for many years past and
very greatly appreciated by our members. Xot only is the position a central one and
likely to attract visitors, but also the courteous welcome and ungrudmng assistance

extended to us by every meml)er of the stah have added considerably to the success of

former exhibitions.

The season of 1926-27 at Tell el-‘Amarnah was short: consequently the finds were
not numerous, and the Committee therefore decided to hold the exhibition at the offices

in Tavistock Square, Dr. Frankfort contributes in another part of this Journal an
article describing the work and illustrating some of the objects found, and thus little

detail need be given here: suffice it to say that Dr. and Mrs. Frankfort, both indefatigable

in the interests of the Society, worked haul to make the exhibition both attractive and
interesting to all who visited it. On one screen were set out photographs of all the

objects retained by the Egyptian Government for the Cairo Museum. Among the

objects shown were bronze ritual vases from the Temple of the Aten, bearing cartouches

of the Aten, the King and the Queen, fragments of statuary of excellent qualitv,

but alas fragments only, examples of the typical Tell el-'Aniarnah coloured potterv,

besides smaller fayence and glass objects such as rings, pendants and beads. One
important feature was a collection of pieces (jf fresco-work from which it will be possible

to reconstruct the typical house decoration of the 'Amarnah j>eriod. The choicest of

these were the coloured frescoes discovered by the late Mr. F. G. Xewton in the women's
quarters of the North Palace and removed by Mrs. Frankfort, after having been copied

by Mrs. X. de Garis Davies, whose beautiful copies were on >how, as well as those

portions of the original frescoes which we were aliowe<l to bring to thi^ country.

The exhibition was open from July 5th to July 22nd, and since its close the

antiquities have been packed and despatched to the various museums at home and

abroad to which they have been allotted by the Distribution Committee.

In the present state of the Society’s finances it is impossible to send out an expedi-

tion during the coming winter. While expenses of travelling, transport and labour have
increased, the special donations to the excavations have fallen olf considerablv, and the

annual income derived from subscriptions only suffices to ])rovide for the administration

of the Society and for the Jounnih The Committee has therefore decided to do no
field-work during the winter 1927-28, but to ask Dr. Frankfort to concentrate on working
up the results of his two seasons in Egypt so that their publication may be hastened.

In particular the volume to be called The Mural Paintiyajs of Tell €l-\lynar)}ah will be

put in hand at once. The two concessions of Abydos and El-‘Amarnah are still to be

retained, and it is hoped that more donations may be forthcoming in the near future, so

that field-work may be renewed in the winter of 1928-21),

The work of photographing the scenes and inscriptions in the Temple of Seti I at

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xiii.
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Abydos has been placed under the Archaeological Survey branch of the Society’s activities,

and Dr. Alan Gardiner has been appointed Editor to this branch, Professor Griffith still

retaining his position as Director. Mr. R, 0. Faulkner and Mr. H. Felton brought home
a large series of excellent photographs, and at present these are in the hands of

Dr. Blackman, who, with the assistance of Miss Calverley, is preparing them for publica-

tion. It will be necessary for Dr. Blackman, or some other philologist, to go to Abydos
and there collate the schematic drawings with the original texts once more before any
publication will be possible, but no date has yet been fixed for this work.

The series of lectures for 1927-28 is to deal with some Great Personalities in

Egyptian History.” The dates have not all been arranged at the moment of going to

press, but the following lectures have been promised: Tuthmosis III by Dr. H. R. Hall:

Amenophis III by Mr. S. R. K. Glanville; Akhenaten by Dr, H. Frankfort; St. Atha-
nasius by Mr. Norman H. Baynes: Ptolemy II by Mr. W. W. Tarn: and Ramesses III

by Mr. Walter B. Emery. They will again be held in the Meeting Room of the Royal
Society, a privilege for which we are much indebted.

It is very much to be regretted that the Bibliography of Ancient Egypt which
Professor Jean Capart has very kindly undertaken to prepare in place of Professor

Griffith, who has done this heavy task for a great number of years, cannot, owing to the

shortness of the notice given to him, be ready in time for printing in this number. It

will therefore be held over until the first double number of the next volume.
Historically speaking our Bibliography of Ancient Egypt is a gradual development

of the article called Progress of Egyptology which appeared in the earliest number of

the Archaeological Report issued by the Society in 1892-93. From that date until 1926
Professor Griffith has devoted some part of his time each year to the compilation of this

bibliography, as to the high value of which all students of Egyptology are agreed.
Useful, however, as this work may be there is other work of a more specialized kind
awaiting him, to which he is anxious to devote his time and thought, "work which can
be done by few, if any, except by him. While therefore we regret his decision to
abandon the bibliography we cannot doubt that he is right. We trust that he will look
back not without satisfaction to the rather tedious days spent, over a period of thirty
years, in preparing a work which has considerably lightened the labour of one and all

of his colleagues.

Oxijrhjncus Papyri Part XYII by Professor A. S. Hunt, F.B.A., being VoL xx of
the Graeco-Roman Memoirs issued by the Society, is now ready. It contains ninety-two
texts, thirty-nine of which are literary, the principal novelty consisting of further impor-
tant fragments of the Aetia of Callimachus, to the remains of which this series has
already made such striking additions.

Among extant classical authors Pindar and Lycophron are represented, and more of
the valuable MS. of Thucydides, of which pieces were published in Part I, has come to
light. In the non-literary section, which includes several documents of special interest
and importance, a return has been made to the Roman and early Byzantine periods.

The volume is intended as a memorial to the late Professor Grenfell, and contains a
])ortrait of him and a Memoir written by Professor Hunt.
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The Society has received from the Department of Antiquities in Egypt permission to

sell casts of the head of a princess found last year by our expedition at Tell el-‘Aniarnah

and illustrated in this number in Plates lii and liii. These casts, which are now avail-

able, may be obtained for half a guinea, carriage paid, from the Secretary at the

Society’s offices.

The Seventeenth International Congress of Orientalists will be held at Oxford in the

coming vear during the week beginning August 27th. The Secretary of the Congress,

Mr. C. N. Seddon, Indian Institute, Oxford, will be glad to send to any who may ask for

it a circular Bulletin with full information as to membership, arrangement of sections, etc.

We regret to have to announce the death of Dr. E. S. Hartland. Dr. Hartland began

his career as a solicitor in Swansea in 1871. but migrated in 1889 to Gloucester, where

for many years he took a jirominent part in municipal affairs, and held the Mayoralty

in 1902. Despite the preoccupations of so busy a life he found time to devote to hi.s

favourite study of anthropology, in which he rapidly acquired a name for himself,

becoming President of the Folk-lore Society in 1899. In 190G he presided over the

Anthropological section of the British Association. He delit ered the fir.^t Frazer Lecture

at 0.xford in 1922, and was invited to give the Huxley Lecture in 192.3, an invitation

which ill-health prevented his accepting. He was a Fellow of the Society of Antiquaries,

and an Honorary E.S.A. of Ireland. In 1917 he received an honoiary LL.D. at

St. Andrews, and in 1924 an Honorary D.Litt. from the Univei'sity of Wales. His be>t

known publications in the anthropological field are The Science oj luirij Tales (lo90).

The Legend of Perseus (1894-5-6), Primitice Paternity (1910), Ritual and Belief and

Primitive Law.

Professor A. E. E. Boak sends us the following notice of the late Professor Kelsey,

a scholar well known in this country and on the continent, whose death leat es a gap not

easy to be filled:

On May 14th, after an illness of several weeks. Professor Francis IVilley Kelsey

of the University of Michigan died at Ann Arbor just a few days before the completion

of his sixty-ninth year. In spite of the fact that he had been under medical care since

his return from Egypt in April, his death came as a great and unexpected blou to all his

friends. A graduate of the Lniversity of Eochestei, Professor Kelsey vas called to the

chair of Latin Language and Literatme at Michigan in 1889 and held this position until

his death. Although his work as an editor of classical te.xts, as a translator (Mau-Kelsey,

Pompeii, 1889; Grotius, De lure Belli et Pads, vol. i, 1927), and a contributor to classical

journals earned him a well-deserved reputation as a scholar, it was mainly as a pro-

tagonist of the position of Classics in education that he became so prominent a figure in

American University life. In 1907 he had the unusual honour of holding the presidency

both of the American Philological As.sociation and of the Archaeological Institute of

America, and he continued to serve as president of the latter societr until 1912. As

editor (since 1904) of the Humanistic Series of the University of Michigan Studies he

greatly stimulated the work of re.search among .scholars both of his own and other

universities. Since 1919, Professor Kelsey’s main efforts had been devoted to the promotion

of research in the historv and civilization of the ^ear East. The fruits of these labours

.34—
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are to be seen in the work of the University of Michigan Expeditions—to the Near East

in 1919, to Antioch in Pisidia in 1924, and to Karanis in Egypt, where excavations have

been conducted continuously since 1924. It is due to his vision and energy that the

University of 3Iichigan has acquired its papyrus collection (now of nearly 5000 inventory

numbers), the Burdett-Coutts collection and many other classical manuscripts, the

major portion of the oriental library of the Sultan Abdul Hamid, and a large and

valuable collection of Greek and Eoman archaeological material. In planning his

activities Professor Kelsey never thought of himself or his own interests, but ever

of the scholars of the present and future generations who would profit by the material

which he assembled and made accessible for their interpretation, and he displayed

a remarkable appreciation of what needed to be done and what could be done in many
different fields. By his death, the University of Michigan has lost one of the foremost

members of its faculty, the friends of the study of ancient civilization an enthusiastic

champion, and his associates an inspiring leader and a loyal friend.

It is with peculiar pleasure that we welcome the appearance of Dr. Alexander

Scott, D.Sc., F.E.S., as a contributor to this number. Dr. Scott is the Director of the

Laboratory of the British Museum and is one of the foremost exponents of a new
science, that of preserving and restoring objects whose condition has deteriorated owing

to centuries of existence in unsuitable surroundings, a science in which another of our

contributors, Mr. Lucas, has also made a name for himself. The literature of this science,

which has a very high importance for the archaeologist, is as yet very small both in

England and abroad, and we trust that both Dr. Scott and Mr. Lucas will add to it in

the pages of the Journal.

When in our last number we regretfully announced Mr. Eobert Mond’s intention to

withdraw from active excavation in Egypt we expressed a hope that this did not mean
his retirement from work of every kind in the Egyptian field. This hope was not vain,

for Mr. Mond is already making arrangements for the publication of the tomb of Eamose,
one of the finest in the Theban necropolis, a tomb partly excavated bv Mr. Mond him-
self and in great measure restored by him to its original form and magnificence. It is

not yet finally decided who is to be responsible for the various parts of the publication,

but no effort will be spared to make it worthy of the subject. It will probably be
published by the L^niversity Press of Liverpool.

During the summer Mr. Mond held in Liverpool an exhibition of antiquities found
by him during his twenty-five years of excavation in Egypt. In addition to many of the
finest objects from Mr. Mond’s own collections the exhibition contained models in card-
board of the various tombs excavated and preserved by him, with small scale photo-
graphs showing in position on the walls the various sculptured and painted scenes. With
the aid of these models and a very carefully arranged catalogue it is possible at once to
find the reference number of any particular negative required among the large series of
record photographs which Mr. Mond has put together.

The exhibition was opened by the Acting \ ice-Chancellor of the University of
Liverpool, Professor Wilberforce, and attracted a large number of visitors in the fort-
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night during which it was open. Mr. Mond himself took part in the opening ceremony,

and afterwards entertained at dinner a number of those connected with the University

and more especially with one of its departments, the Institute of Archaeology, in whose

name Mr. Mond's excavations have for the last few years been carried on.

During the next few days the publishing house of Messrs. Bocca in Turin will issue

the first fascicule of the first volume of a publication of the famous Turin jiapyri. The

volume contains photographic reproductions of the papyri, hieroglyphic transcriptions,

translations, and very short introductions and commentaries. It is devoted entirely to

the more considerable portions of the Diary of the Great Necropolis of Thebes towards

the end of the Twentieth Dynasty. In this work the Editor of the Jour/nd has had the

privilege of taking a part, the other collaborator being Dr. Giuseppe Botti of Turin.

If we announce the volume here it is partly because, as the first instalment of the

long awaited publication of the Turin Papyri, it marks an event of some interest and

importance, partly in order to take this opportunity of doing justice to the work of

Dr. Botti and of Signor Baglioni, to whom the calligraphy of the transcriptions is due.

Dr. Botti has for some years, in the spare hours snatched from an arduous profession,

been working at the reconstruction of some of the Turin papyri from the thousands of

fragments. The success which his patient efforts have met will be realized by those who

will examine the sketch of the reconstructed poition of the Journal of Year 17 published

in the first fascicule. Signor Baglioni is the ofiicial draughtsman to the Turin 3Iuseum.

At very short notice and with little opportunity for practice he has succeeded in

producing a hieroglyphic script which is already in some respects the be.'^t which has yet

been seen in a publication, and which, with more exi)erience, should become very close

to the ideal in this difiicult art. The volume is dedicated to Professor Schiaparelli, the

Director of the Museum, who has encouraged the work and the workers from start to

finish.

The month of September found quite a large group of Egyptologists at Turin.

M. B. Bruyere, Director of the French excavations at DtU el-3Iedinali, was working at

the material found on that site by Professor Schiaparelli some years ago. Drs. Uerny

and Botti and the Editor were all three busy with the necropolis papyri. Dr. Gardiner

spent a few days there doing preliminary work on the Papyrus of Kings, with a view

to reporting on the possibility of obtaining a better grouping of the fragment^, based

possibly on the study of the text on the back. His present work was limited to a

rigorous collation of both faces. M e may add that his collation of the King List itself

was not altogether unfruitful and that he has at least two pleasing surprises for

Egyptology.

Dr, Hall sends the following note with regard to his article in the last number of the

Journal on the Head of an Old Man, No. 37883, in the British Museum (xiii, 27 ff..

Pis. xi, xii):— inadvertently omitted to mention in my article the previous publication

by Sir Ernest Budge of photographs of the head No. 37883, first in his History of Egypt

(1901), III, 131, and then in the Guide to the Third and Fourth Egyptian Rooms (1904), 95.

In the first case no description was appended, and in the second it was of necessity very

short. Dr. von Bissing has shortly discussed the date of the head, without giving any
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picture of it, in v. Bissing-Bruckmann, Denhnaler dgyptischer Skulptur, Text, Taf. 26 a,

note 21, and Taf. 27, note 10, with much the same result as I: he calls it ‘Saite,’ chiefly

owing to the treatment of the eyes, which indeed seems to me to be very definite evidence

of its date. I should fix the attribution more precisely as * Saite-Theban ’ or Tate

Theban of the Saite period,’ not, therefore, Saite in the usual acceptation of the term^.

I had not seen Dr. v. Bissing’s reference to the head when I wrote my article, so that

our similar conclusions are independent. In describing it as of ’krystallinischer Kalk-
stein’ Dr. v. Bissing is in error: it is not crystalline limestone, but white quartzite

sandstone. Dr. v. Bissing discusses it with reference to his illustration (PI. 26 a) of the

well-known beardless king’s head, bearing the white crown, in greenish-black slate, in

the Ny-Carlsberg Glyptotek at Copenhagen, which has usually been described as of

the Twelfth Dynasty, whereas I have always been of opinion personally that it is

late Saite, in which view I am glad to find myself in agreement with Dr. v. Bissing

and with A\eigall. I however would say that it is very late Saite, possibly in reality of

the Sebennytite period (4th cent, b.c.), whereas Weigall would make it a portrait of

Amasis ID. The face to me does not seem and never has seemed to be anything like

real Twelfth Dynasty work. Its spirit is totally different. It is archaistic. It has an
artificial rawness, a sham ferocity and vigour, quite easily distinguishable from the genuine
energy of heads of the Middle Kingdom. The treatment of the surface of the face,

of the eyes especially, and the form of the crown are for me distinctly of the Saite-

Ptolemaic epoch, and would consequently make me date it later than Dr. v. Bissing
or M eigall, with whose arguments concerning it I am otherwise in agreement. It does
possibly, as von Bissing says, shew an attempt at archaizing in the style of a period much
earlier than that of the Twelfth Dynasty, namely the Second-Third; c/. the head of the
sitting figure of Khasekhemui in the Ashmolean Museum. Its inspiration is from the
Old as much as from the Middle Kingdom, and the early Old Kingdom at that. But that
it is as a matter of fact archaistic, and archaistic of a late period, there seems to me
to be no possible doubt. I believe it to be a portrait of Achoris or some other late
king. The old man s head in the British Museum, however^ can hardly be described as
archaistic. Its resemblances to Twelfth Dynasty or Eighteenth Dynasty style hardly
amount to conscious archaism. The Saite-Theban style, while of course influenced by
Memphite archaism, seems to me to have been a natural local artistic development.”

Prof. W. L. Westermann, having seen in MS. the article, A Parallel to Wilcken,
Chrest. 144, published above, has been kind enough to check the suggestions there made
for readings in P. Oxy. 477, which is now in the library of Columbia University. He sends
the following notes

:

1. 19. T€\€io]vvri fills the space better than ttoiovvtlj which leaves | in. of the lacuna
unfilled.

1. 20. rrjly eiafcptatv Kai e^7?^]etai^ is better than Trj\y iaofxevr^v e^7)j3\Lav because
of space.

1. 22. {fxwvos ypdfip^ara eWira] exactly fills the space.
1. 2-t. [oiiai irpoahi^aadai avT6]y fills the space. The first letter after the lacuna is

better read v. The iotas are aU slightly longer than the first stroke after the lacuna (which

‘ EUiALL, Ancient Egyptian Works of Art, p. 320, assigns the same date to it a.s I
- 76/ c/., p. :322.
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I should read as v), as the next letter (iota) shows. I see no trace of the a of the editors

except a spot which is better read as the middle stroke of v,

L 25. [i<f>7]/3ov<; Lv d> 7re(^L\av9p^(07r{riiJbeviri) exactly fills the space, iv] cv 7r(6<^.) cannot

be read because of space.

Mr. N. de G. Davies writes:

I should like to note in reference to my article in Jof/rnal, xii, p. 110, that I was

ignorant when I wrote it that Frau Klebs in her excellent book Die EeUpf.<^ Malereio^

des Mittleren Reiches, p. 65, had already reached the same conclusion from a study of

TyloFs. publication alone. The merit of the observation, therefore, is hers.
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Hei'nietica. The ancient Greek and Latin writings which contain religious or philosophic teachings

ascribed to Hermes Trismegistus, edited with English translation and notes by Walter Scott.

Volume II. Xijt'sa on the Corptts Hennetirn rn. Pp. ISd. Oxford: University Press, 1925.

Scott s text of tiie Her/netica, noticed in Joanial^ XI, 126 ff., is SLi))jeetive in a high degree. His com-

mentary, of which we have here the half concerned with the Corpus i>roper, does not carry conviction as

far as lu.-s rewriting of much of the tractate'- is concerned. At the >anie time, it is a work of corfsiderable

value. ScM)tt studied tiie writings of Hermes with a resolute conviction to tiiid sense in them; Avhen he

found nonsense, he says so, and gives reasons. To have formulated so many difficulties is a service, even

though further study may well show that not a little which Scott found intolerable in logic or language is

nevertheless the kind of thing which men wrote in Egypt under the Em])ire. On the linguistic sale this

has been pfiinted out and well illustrated by H. J. Rose, Classical Uene}f\ xxxix (1925), 134. The main

weaknesc^ of the commentary is that Scott regarded this literature too much from the stand])oint of

philosophy—too little from the standpoint of religion and theosophy. When he says, p. 97, ‘‘In the

Mithraic cult the Xorth Pole seems to have been of great importance, and refers to the so-called

Mithr<fsJitif,’fj)p as proving this, he shows a striking unfamiliarity with the real nature of that document.

On much in these texts Reitxenstoin's incidental observxrtions in the new edition of Dip hellenistisehea

MpsVo'ien rehgionen. and in his review uf this volume (in Gaoiaon, 1927) provide a better commentary.
Nevertheless it must be said that we have here a very useful collection of materials for an edition.

A. D. Nock.

Dxs Alexonclerrekh aufprosopographiseher Orundlaye. By Helmut Berve. 2 voU.

As its title shows, this large and useful buuk is not a regular history of Alexander, but is in general

a description and study of his environment, private and political. The first volume is <livided into three

sections dealing witli the court, the army <Lnd the administration of the Empire, while the second is a sort

of biographical da tioriaiy, giving a critical account of every person mentioned in rincieut records in

connexion with Alexander. The book, however, is far from being a liare collectic)n of material; for the

scope of the work gives the author occasion to discuss many disputed problems, such as the origin and
purpose of Alexaialors deification, and to emphasize his cuiiee})tion of his hero by his criticism of the men
who came in contLict with him and of their reaction to his influence. About Egvpt there is remarkably
little in either volume and notlnng noteworthy.

C. C. Edgar.

Limpervdisrae ranredoam) et VltelUalsation dn V Orient. Avec 7 planches (9 figures) et 4 cartes hors texte.

Par P, JounuET.

This new contribution to the series called L e eolation dn I hunietnite is an excellent study, on broad lines,

of the history of the Hellenistic period, well arranged and clearly written, learned and yet readable.

In the hr'-t part the author gives an account of the conquests of Alexander, his political views and the
organization ol his Empire The second and third parts describe its dismemberment among the rival

diadochi and the furtunes of the new kingdoms down to the establishment of Roman supremacy. The
fourth and largest section treats of the Helleiiisation of the East, and the fact that two-thirds of this

portion of the book are devoted to Egypt is a measure of the debt which history is beginning to owe to the
papyri. Egypt indeed is the only^country which possesses the requisite material for such a study. Need-
less to say, the editor of the Papyrus grecs de Lille is eminently qualified for this part of his task. He gives
Us a lucid and well-documented survey of Ptolemaic Egypt, the history of the dynasty, the administrative
organization of the c(;untry, its economic system, the political status of the foreign and native elements of
the population, thihr reaction on each other and the gradual growth of a mixed Graeco-Egyptian class of
inhabitants thnmghout the ycopa. How meagre in comparison is our information about the corresponding
conditions in the other oriental kingdoms (})p. 403-53).
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In accordance with the plan of the serie^s the book is intended primarily for the general reader, not for
the specialist, though the latter also may derive considerable profit from it. In a work of this range it is of
coui-se impossible to avoid conflict with the views of other historians

;
and with regard to such large

(questions as the character and aims of Alexander there will be different o2)inions until the end of time.
But in dealing with disputed points, as for instance the personality and rank of Ptolemy the governor of

Ephesus (p. 222), M. Jougiiet is cautious and reliable
;
he says enough to show that he has weighe<l the

evidence, but he does not indulge in controversy or in elaborate footnotes which would disturb the flow of
hivS narrative.

C. ('. Edgar.

Papyri riissischer ui>d georgiSisher Sam lalungen [P. Ross,-G€orgJ], Herausgegeben von Gregor Zereteli.

TV. ' Die KonxC'Aphrodito-Piipyri dtr Ramniiuitg Licharor. Bearbeitet von Peter Jernstedt. Tiflis

:

Universitatslithograiihie. 1927. P^). viii 130. 3 2
)latos.

The usual fate of any large collection of pa
2
>yri found by natives is to be divided among the finders and

eventually dispersed in various directions. So it was with the earliest extensive find, the Serapeuin
2>a 2

>yri,

now re-edited in a single volume by 'Wilcken
;
so it was with the Ileroninus archive I'lAU’tions of which are

in Horence, London, etc.), the AbinnaeiiN archive dlenev.i and London), the Zeno arcliivc ^(7<iiro, Florence,

London, and many other places); and so also it was with the A 2)hrodito papyri of the early eighth century

found in 1901. The first i^ortion of this archive to be published (by Becker; consisted of Arabic and Greek-

Arabic 2>^t2>yri at Heidelberg (P. Schott-Reinhardt
;
with others at Strasbourg. On the

2
>ublicatiou of that

volume the present writer recognized that several of the im
2)crfect texts there edited were comtfieted

by fragments in the British Museum, which had actjuired the major portion of the find, com
2
>rising Greek,

Arabic, Coptic and bilingual documents. The Greek and Co
2
>tic 2^a 2

)yri of the British Museum were later

published in VoL iv of the Museum Cotologue^ the Arabic ones, as well as others at Cairo and Constantinople,

separately by Becker. One Greek document of the collection a2>2^eared in Vnl. iir of Mas
2
>ero's edition of

the sixth-century A
2
Jhrodito Cairo

;
and others remained in t^rivate hands, several having been

acquired in recent years by the British Museum, a whole collection of small fragments in 1926. The

volume under review shows that a
2
^ortiun of the collection found its way (some fragments via Paris) to

Russia. The volume contains only Greek texts, but Jernstedt states in his 2>Teface that the Lichacov

collection includes also Arabic and (.\>ptic fragments.

The iuqiortance of this archive, at tu’csent our
2
>riiici

2
>al source of inform.Ltion as to the administration

of Egypt under the L^mayyad Khalifs, is so great that the
2
^Rblicatit)n of a further

2>ortiun would in any

case be very welcome; but this volume is the more acce
2
fiable in that several of the Lichacov fragments

belong to texts 2>ublished in a very im2>erfcct form in the British Museum Catalogue, and that two at least

of the letters which it contciins are of a novel kind .ind e\cc2
>tionally inqiortant. The findcr.s scorn, for the

imrposes of division, to have cut many rolls in twu, su that the right and left Lilves vere sold .sejiarately

and in several cases found their Avay into difi'erent collections. The 02 )
2
>ortunity thus offered, after the

laiise of many years, of conqiaring tlie conqfiete texts with liis own conjectural restorations of the missing

2
)ortions, is an interesting and salutary, if snmewhat d<iin2>mg, extierience for .ui editor. Experience of the

London texts enables the reviewer to a
2

i

2
)reciate both the difficulties which the editing involves and the

ability which Jernstedt has displayed in his handling of them. There are 2'oints in which his judgement is

o2
>en to challenge and others in which a re-examination of the London texts makes it

2
>ossible to correct

him; but a detailed study of the volume serves only to strengthen the im2>ression given by the first

examination, that these texts were entrusted to the right hands, and that the editunal work is of very high

quality. The volume is a most valuable addition t< the series of which it forms
2>art.

The first section consists of letters to the pRgardi, sup2flementary to those in P. Lend, iv. Of these

nos. 1, 3, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12 and 14 fit letters in the London collection. Note^ on 2>oint> of detail follow
; I have

had the advantage of discussing these iby corres
2
)oiidcncc; with Jernstedt

1, 1-5. The Rus.sian half (right) of this letter is taller than that in the British Museum, so that the

left half of these lines is missing. I feel some doubt as to the correctness of J.’s sU2q3leinents and a good

deal as to his interpretation of the clause beginning ear oXcos J. 6', which he takes as governed by

[ypdyirov] in 1. 3 : “schreib uns...was du bereits...getan hast... — ob der iiberhaupt,'’ etc. This construction

seems to me very improbable, and out of kee
2
>ing with the u^ual style of tliese letters. Probably the clause

should be taken in connexion with thnt which
2
'^Tecedes ; '‘to send back those who remained in your

Journ. of Egy
2
>t. Arch. xiii. 35
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district (if indeed you did leave any in it at all)/' (J. accepts this interpretation.) In 1. 7 which J.

reads in the London half^, is impossible; at most Ac[a]t could be read, but I think ^ alone is probably the

true reading, nplv ^ being used for irpiv alone. In 1. 14, where the Russian half has suggests

that €T€pais may be the true reading in the London half, ch hepas is however certain
;
hence rrayapxiats

is a mere slip of the pen.

In translating 2 J. seems, by the insertion of an exclamation mark after ‘‘denn” (yap, 1. 12), to indicate

that this clause is a non sequitii/'. The yap is however quite in order, if we understand an ellipse: “tell

them to pay the ^avravr) (not the pio-Oos), for we are arranging for the latter ourselves.” (J. accepts this.)

3 In the footnote (p. 11) J.’s correction for P. Lond. 1341, 9 {xpvorLo[v] auvcrov for ;(pua-/o[v] rroa-ov) is

correct His supplement then follows. In 1. 9 he renders dca a-rparas “ auf der Strasse,” i,e. “ overland,” in

l)lace of my ‘‘immediately.” This seems clearly right. In 1. 11 7r€pi(Tvvo[v] is to be read in the London

fragment (P. Lond. 1334, Treptcrcp, J. 7r€pL(rvi'{ov)), So too in 1. 13 J.’s ^pyacriav is right.

4, introd. J.’^5 Miggestion of da7rdv]iriv in P. Lond. 1366, 9 is right. In 1. 8 of no. 4, J. now thinks that

ai-ToJy] is possible; it certainly suits the context better.

5, the left half of a long letter relating to naval requisitions, has analogies to the letter (P. Lond.

1393+ Iiiv. no. 2586) published by me in Journal, xii, 275 ff., which may be used in places to reconstruct

the missing portion. Thus, in 11. 16 ff. one may read avrmv peVroi] 7Tap€xdiVT(ov rd 5/ a[v]r[wi' Br)p.6<Tid re Kai

(KCTTpaopdii'a^ Kara plprjaLV rcdv r[otovra>v (^), rrlpniov irpos T)pds to] KaTdypa(l>ov ktX. * in 11. 22 f. tovs

e^eXOdvras [yirep rwv Idicjv x^P^^^ wcraurajy Ka\ tovs p[tO’dcodeVras vnep irepaiv x^P^^^ (?)] »
the

sense, though not the wording, of 11. 27-33 can be paralleled in 11. 47-49, 52-53 of the London letter 2. In

I. 43 we may probably read at the end d^[orpo{<f)^s) (see P. Lond. 1366, 15, note). The next line is un-

intelligible as it stands. The true reading is pi{T)v(dp) /3 eV vo{pi(rpLaTos) a ro(pio-/xaTa) t (icai) [; i.e. “for

2 months at 1 solidus each, =10 solidi, and...^.”

6, which is made up of P. Lond. 1391 and a Lichacov fragment, is in more than one respect a very

important document. It shows the procedure adopted to secure the supply of skilled labour necessary for

the upkeep of the dockyards. Basil is here ordered to requisition youths who are to be apprenticed to the

crafts of carpenters and caulkers. Secondly, since it specifies that the requisition is to be made from “the
city, contributory villages, and notables of your district,” it shows (1) that Aphrodito (and therefore,

a fortiori, other capitals of pagarchies) was officially a nd\is, (2) that the magni possessores, the old feudal

nobility, who in Byzantine times enjoyed the right of avroTrpayla, still formed, for certain purposes,

a distinct taxable unit—a highly important addition to our knowledge. In the endorsement, extant only
in the London half, 1 now read iT iv{a) 7rap(ao-)x(e^®o'n/) ei(s) r{ovs) actX. (xai) [eVep(oi;ff)]. This has
helped J. to correct the reading of 1. 10, which should be rijs dioiKi](r€<Ds o-ov 5e]5[a 1]^ [Trajidta ktX.

€p(l)av€is is therefore used absolutely—“notables b” Can P. Baden 93, which Bilabel, quite impossibly,

calls a “ Verzeichnis von Knabennamen des Epheben.standes,” be a list of such boys? As regards the word
TvoXts applied to Aphrodito, J. suggests in an excursus, very plausibly, that KdygTj had now l>ecome part of

the place-name, KOipr} ’A^poStro) not implying the status of a village.

7 is interesting as showing (1. 5) that the av\Tj rov \\pipa\povpvLP at Fustat was situated by the
harbour. In 1. 6 I conjecture [irapd rdv rroTapop], further specifying the position {of P. Loud. 1378, 7).

8, 2. «J., who reads 7r[^flpay]y6tX^ov, tells me that tt is certain. In the London portion however the first

letter visible is very decidedly more like r than y. There was perhaps a blunder in the original. In 1. 9 J.

reads r]KqvT<pp. The first two letters only are in the Russian portion; in the London half ovto) is quite
impossible. The reading is ^ Ka\ nv av (J. confirms this, as part of the at is visible in the Russian
fragment’), and we must suppose an accidental omission, perhaps TropaKovcrps twp before ypaggartov, as
J. suggests; or the sense may be “if you require fvrtker letters from us.”

10 is an important document, as it completes P. Lond. 1387 and shows that the relation between that
letter and 1386 was even closer than 1 had supposed in my edition. The concluding passage (paralleled by

1 These and similar suggestions by J. were made without seeing the originals.

- In 1. 16 of that letter my a]i’r(o?s) is to be corrected to a]uT(oi>s) (c/. P. Ross.-Geoig. 4, 6; 5, 15) and the note
altered accordingly. In 1. 10 read et n adrtav (J.). In 11. 20 f. read ei/ t[S Siao-roXy dXXd
Tr€pi€pxdp.€Pos] T7}v diOLKTjcrip <TOV Kal iwLtTKfTrropepos Trdvrcop (J.).

» Dr. .Jernstedt has kindly sent me a photostat of these lines, from which the above readings were made.
^ J. remarks that in P. Lond. 1345, 6. also is probably to be taken absolutely, in apposition to

wpocwirtop ,
not as an attribute to it.

® J. has kindly sent me a photograph, which fully bears out what is said above.
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1386
,
8-11

) still remains very difficult J. may well be right in explaining (sec his excursus) as
to call upon, i.e, to collect a tax from, but I cannot believe that awaov can refer to anything but

the collection of a tax or, consequently, accept J.'s explanation of the passage. (He writes that he himself
now regards it as impossible.) I should understand vavXov after ro in 1. 13. There may have been a special
vavAor-tax associated wuth the embola, which could also be used for freightage charges generallv

;
but the

point is very obscure b In 1. 6 perhaps ^[oi^poroi/ aAXcor], Kovpa-ov being lued absolutely of the annual
raid (cf, P. Lond. 1354, 3; 1349, 16).

15 is a very important text, and stands quite apart from the others in its character. The subject
is that of inheritance. Apparently the local officials had ventured illegally to confiscate a percentage of
the estates of deceased persons, and Kurrah is here warning Basil and his sul)ordinates against the
practice. Unfortunately, not only has the letter lost the beginning and a portion from the middle but every
line is imperfect on the right

; and a comparison of the composite texts in this volume with the i>ortions

of them edited in P. Lond. iv will show how difficult it is to till extensive lacunae even when the subject
and formulae can be paralleled elsewhere. In this case, since the letter is unique in subject, the difficult

v

is increased, and as a matter of fact several of J.’s supplements are open to grave doubts. Particularly is

this the case with 11. 6f. ;
nor do I see how, even granting the supplement, J/s translation can be got out

of the Greek. We can only hope that more of this letter may yet be discovered.

16 is of even greater general interest, as it contains a pnjhibition of torture by the use of vinegar and
chalk—a prohibition dictated, it may be added, not by humanity but by ecoinjinic consiilerations, :>ince

this form of torture was more apt than others to render the victim dviarou kql dpyoi'. Here too only half

(the right .side) of the letter is preserved, but the supplements can be regarded with greater confidence

both because the portions preserved give rather more guidance, and because an analogv furnished by a

letter republished by J. (who had edited it previously in the BuH. de VArnd. d. >Vc. 1921) in an
appendix. This extremely interesting and important document gives an acc<uint of the writer s suHering'^

at the hands of the Persians, who i^ao-dviaev (1. -adv) poi dno (1. d^diov) Kai pappdpov 1 1. papfidpo>v)

€ts rdi (1. ro) (TTopa kol els prjvav (1. plvav), marble here taking the place of chalk. Mr. Xock has pointed

out {Class. Rev. xLi, 58) that the same form of torture is referred to in the Frogs of Aristophanes : eVi F
is rav pivas o^os iy)(i<j)v (1. 618).

The second section consists of accounts and lists, which are of less interest than the letters or than the

London accounts. It may however be pointed out that no. 20 is quite certainly the bottom of the left

portion of P. Lond. 1416 (cols. «— A) and 19 is no doubt the bottom of A, col. //i, of the same. 21 recalls

P. Lond. 1426, though duiypa((l>ris) is followed by tivo columns of figures instead of one as in the London
account; and 23 might conceivably be part of P. Lond. 1429. In 20 recto, 8 J. informs me that the

impossible figure should really be ,/3r7rr, and that at the end of the line pr] over a deletion is

probably to be read
;
in 27 ii b, 3 C]nH-~ vTrnvpypy is to be read. In 24 A I read the name in 1. 23 ,, from a

photograph sent me by J.) ntafti9oAf
;
in 1. 19 it appears to be written Iltoe^oXf. The following suggONtioiis

made by J. for correction of the London accounts may be accepted. P. Lond. 1420, 11 ,4. p. 81'

nKoparas can be read
;
in 1481 Xhcaparas is just po.ssible. In P, Lond. 1481 ,J. p. 81 r^^aXioo is possible.

At the end are collected some small fragments, and after the appendix already

indexes.

leferred to are the

H. 1. Bell.

The Vocahvdary of the Greek TestaniCiit illustrated from the Pojpj7'i and other Xon-Litcrary Sources. By
J. H. Moulton and G. Milligan. Part vi by G. Milligan; TrayiSeuw to piovwpi. London: Ilodder

and Stoughton. 1926. 10i\ 6^/. net.

This valuable work is now nearing completion. Undertaken by Moulton and Milligan in collaboration,

it has had to be carried on, since the former's death, by Milligan singly, though he has been able to make
use of Moulton’s notes and references. The present part, which is almost entirely devoted to the big letter

77, including the prepositions irapd, jz^pp npo, illustrates as well as any the amount of labour which
has gone to the making of this dictionary, the wealth of material contained in it, and the quality of the

execution. As is well known, the work is far more than a vocabulary of New Testament Greek
;
for though

the w’ords treated are taken exclusively from the Xew Testament (though under them derivatives not there

found are frequently dealt with in further illustration of the main word), yet the citations arc drawn from

^ lu P. Lond. 1.386, 13 J., very plausibly, suggests r[oe r^s vr\. on the analogy ot P. Bo^s. -Georg. 10, 13.

35 2
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many sources, and the book is a perfect quarry of material for the language and usages of inscriptions and

papyri, particularly the latter.

The treatment is remarkably full and the material in general well arranged. Naturally, criticisms of

detail may be made here and there. For example, several references are made {e,g, under TrefXTra) to the

“letter of Psenosiris” under the supposition (due originally to Deissmann) that that letter refers to the

banishment of a Christian woman during the great pei‘secution. Mention should however have been made

of the rival theory (now strongly reinforced by Cronert, Eaccolta Liimhroso^ 515-528} that the reference

is merely to the transport of a mummy for burial. Under 7r\7)po(f)op€(o the use seen in P. Lond. 10^5, 18

(ill, p. 282) should have been cited : n€7r\r)po<p6pr]p.ai yap aa(f)as on ov avrou (ivai cttI to(tovtov

dv€yK€(j)a\ov, “for I am fully ^enuaded that you do not wish him to be so brainless.*’ Under irpaypa

reference might have been made to the semi-prepositional use of the W’ord in conjunction wuth et pj in

P. Lond, 1348, 3 : ei p to npdypa Taj[i^= (practically) dv€v tcov. Lender TTpoacorrovy prepositional phrases,

might be cited P. Lond, 1360, 5 6 [Q)]r...fK Trpoo-dyTrto (1. npoa-oiTrov) crou, “your deputy”
;

c/*. P. Grenf. ii,

100, 5 BiKTopL €K7rpocrdi7r(o “Victor representing Joseph.' The references under ttotc are not very

well arranged
;

it would have been better to separate the definitely temporal meanings, like t6v nore

jjyovp(€vov), from those in w^hich the notion of time is practically lost, like ds nvl Trore dnoo-Tfpr^Trjij “like

some defrauder or other

f

oo-« Trore ovv niv di^aXcocrT;?, “whatere/* you spend,” virovoavpai dn 7rdvT<os irdkiv

ri TTore npos ere, “I suspect that he must certainly have some further claim or other against you.”

In the very full and useful bibliography it seems strange to refer to the 1910 translation of Light from the

Ancient East and not to Deissmann’s latest edition
;
and Olssen’s Papyrushnefe should have been

included.

But these are very minor points. This part, like its predecessors, is a godsend to students of the

Greek language. H. T. Bell.

Die Griechen in Agypten. Von AViLHELii Schubart. {Beihefte zurn Alten Orient^ Heft 10.) Leipzig:

J. C. Hinrichs. 1927. Pp. 54, 2 plates.

This sketch of the history of Greek settlement and Greek culture in Egypt shows all the ripe scholarship

and gift of attractive presentation which ^ve have learned to expect in Schubart’s work. In the interest of

easy reading no references are given, and the scope of the volume does not admit of minute detail, but

Schubart s name is sufficient warranty for the trustworthiness of his statements, and he shows, here as

always, an unusual power of comj^ressing a vast amount of material into .small space without detriment to

the readableness of his narrative. The book will be of gioat utility to the non-specialist as a masterly

presentation of the main course of development, based on first-hand study of the evidence ;
and even the

specialist w’ill find it a stimulating and suggestive study. H. I. Bell.

Ennenne, Bericht iiher die Grabiingen der Akadeniie der Wisseaschaften in Wien auf den Friedhofen von

Erraenne {Xuhien) iin Winter 1911-12. By Hermann Junker, with a contribution by Hans Demel,

plan, nine sheets of line drawings and sixteen plates {Denkschriften d. Akad. d. in BVew, Bd. 67,

Abh. 1). 1925.

This well-filled memoir represents but half of the results of an excavation completed in one month in

Lower Nubia, the other half being dealt with in the companion memoir Toschke (see below). The digging

was done by a force of twenty-three skilled Kuftt excavators and some locals, of whom certain negroes were

the most effective, the photography by a native Egyptian trained in Dr. Beisner’s camp, and the super-

vision and recording by the energetic Professor and his sister, Fraulein Maria Junker. The present

instalment describes an interesting series of cemeteries at Ermenne on the east bank of the Nile, one being

of the “C-group,” representing the native population at the time of the Middle Kingdom, one of the New
Kingdom, one of the Meroitic period and three of Christian times k

1 The sheet of plans at the end of the volume has no explanatory lettering or description, and demands some

research to interpret it. It is therefore worth w^hile to point out that the large plan in squares of ten metres is of

the cemetery of the New Kingdom, reaching to and partly overlapping the Christian cemetery I at top left; the

gi'aves in the squares 10-12, i-l are all Christian. The small plan is that of Christian cemetery II. Graves shown
in these plans are referred to in the memoir by square and number as 12. h. 7. There are no plans of the C-group,

Meroitic and Christian III cemeteries; for these the graves are distinguished simply by numbers- One misses

dimensions and scales for many of the objects figured in the plates.
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In the C-group cemetery the stone superstructures had beeix removed for building, but happily the
graves themselves vrere little plundered and yielded a good series of contracted skeletons (heads E.) with
potterv and interesting accompaniments, more es2)ecially a series of leather sandals of a new and character-
istic ty2)e. Junker places this cemetery late in C-groiq) time.

The graves of the New Kingdoin were also fouinl in good condition, with extended skeletons (X. to S.)

and amongst the accomixaniments a characteristic “Keriiia” type of razor of iron in place of the usual
bronze, to put beside the iron spear-head of the same early period found by Maciver at Buhen (Haifa);
as Junker 2»oints out this confirms to seme extent the late Dr. Schw^einfurth’s suggestion that iron working
came from Central Atrica to Egy2)t. Not a few of the boi^lies were un-Egyjitian and some were negroid,

and an occasional mixture of contracted skeletons with pottery and sandals of C-grouj) type amongst the
<^1* Egyptianized burials i)roves the 2>ersistence of a certain ami)uut of the Xubian culture

into the Eighteenth Dynasty. The de^axsits in the Xew Kingdom cemetery appear not to go lower than
the first half of the Eighteenth Dynasty.

The yieroitic cemetery w'as badly pluiulered, but the finds described by Herr Demcl comprise some
objects of interest. Those that are figured belong to classes B, V and D, Le. to the Middle and Late
Meroitic and Blemmy-Xubian [leriods, as defined in Liveriiool xi, xii. It is noteworthy that

the hand-made black waares of F.iras and Buhen wore very scantily re[)resenteti at Ermenne as at Anlba,

proving their southern origin. There are some ->erious errors of descri2>ti<m and misunderstandings in the

account of the grave of a child, numbered 40, which it seems worth while to clear up, as tlie analysis given

of it, if correct, w'ould com^fietely upset ray classification. The chief difficulty met with by Herr Demel
seems to be in regard to the two little metal cups

;
they aie described as being of lead {Bhi) wLich should

probably be corrected to jievvter {[Ltrtzian), a mixture of tin and lead, and the design in the centre of the

ornamental one, figured on Tafel xii, Xo. 143, is attributed to the beginning of the fourth century a.d. on

the strength merely of im^^erial busts, etc., on coins. The photograph, how’ever, shows that the bust on the

cup is moulded from a coarsely engraved gem of the commonest kind and could not be seriou.sly judged by

coin standards. To fortify my nwn inexpert oiiinion I submitted the figure first to Sir Arthur Evans, who
pronounced it “a bu.st of Isis of coarse wurk, wfiiich might be as early as the third century ac. or might be

as late as the fifth century a.d.,^' and secondly to Dr. J. G. Milne, wdio would date the gem either from

the second century B.c. or the second century a.d. Milne having examined as an exjiert not only the

hoards of coins found in recent excavation.^ in Egy^it but also several batches of seal imiiressions from the

same, his verdict on the age of this somewhat content >tible and therefi>re jiarticularly characterle.^s

example is of quite special value. The figures and de.'^criptions of the a.ssoci<ited objects leave little doubt

that the grave belongs to my 2>eriod B, to wdiich i^ given the date first-second century a.d. (it i^ 2>erhaps

worth noting that the “rings’' figured on PL xii, Fig. 144 not Fig. 140 as stated—are the earrings of the

child). Thus all seems well for my classification as far as grave 40 at Ermenne is concerned.

The depo.sits in the graves of Lower Xubia are fir richer and more varied than those of the Roman
period in Egypt; since many of the objects Avere imported from the north it i.s desirable to establish

a chrouokygical series if only to illustrate and confirm the ciassificatiou of Roman antiquities in the ea.st

and in the west. The duration of the Meroitic graves at Fara.^- a2>2)ears to include about two centuries and

a half of unbroken prosperity, during wdiich the characteristics of successive [leriods must shade off amongst

themselves almost imperceptibly. In putting forward a somewhat vague classification of these remains

I felt that it wmuld require very critical handling, but that in jxrinciplo it must be right, being based on

particularly abundant material.

The Christian cemeteries at Ermenne are carefully described iu Professor JunkerN memoir so as to dis-

tinguish the varieties of burial and tumulus. A number of graves in Cemetery III were covered by kiosf^ues

like those iit Ibrtm and Gebel Adda; five stelae in Greek and nine in Coptic \vere obtained, all very

conaiptly written, and wuthout titles or interesting names. Several laiiq^s were fi)und in niches but none

was inscribed.

The intended publication of a re^MU’t on the valuable anthro^Hjogical material obtained from the

different cemeteries is, unfortunately, not yet possible owing to the death of the tw'o experts, T(»ldt

and Poch, who had undertaken to prepare it, but use has been made of sixme notes by the former on the

skulls from the Xew Kingdom cemetery.

Professor Junker is as industrious in exiJoring and exhibiting the literature of a subject as in recording

his own discoveries, so that his conclusions are arrived at after a particularly full weighing of the available

evidence. It is interesting that he assigns to the Xobadae the X-groiq) or “Byzantine period” culture, and
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to the Blenimyes certain barbaric tumuli in the desert behind Kalabshah; this is in agreement with

Mr, Firth’s attributions. Further he ascribes to the Blemmyes some tumuli at Ibrim and, near ShellM,

KeisneFs two “£-group” cemeteries, Xos, 7 and 14.

F. Ll. Griffith.

Beschrijving van de Egyptische Verzameling in het Rijksynuseitm van Oudkeden te Leiden^ deel xiii; de

Monumenten van het Nieuwe Rijk en van den Saitischen Tijd, Lijkvazen en Lijkvazenkisten door

Dr. W. D. VAN WiJNGAARDEN. The Hague, Mcartin NijhofiP. 1926.

The latest of the annual volumes wherein the great collection of Egyptian antiquities in Leyden is being

systematically published is devoted to the Canopic jars,” nearly a hundred and twenty in number,

including two chests and many isolated jar-covers. The Museum contains an interesting group of three nested

coflS.ns with cartonuage-mummy, a chest and four Canopic jars, all belonging to a Theban priest named
Pnehas and dating from about the Twenty-sixth Dynasty. They were published by Leemans in the old series

of Leyden Monumenten^ where they filled a special livi^aison (iii livr. 7) of ten plates; the set of vases is

peculiar, having the head in one piece with the body and no cavity. There are besides five complete sets of

inscribed vases in the collection. Amongst the persons named on the inscribed specimens are (No. 5) the

princess Hat-nefer, not otherwise known, Gauthier, Livre des rois, iii, 228
;
(No. 37) the princess Tshenesi,

daughter of Tadeesi, perhaps a daughter of Amasis II, of whom three jars are in the Vatican, Nos. 102, 104,

105 of Marruchi’s Catalogo
;
(Nos. 24-26) a remarkable series of three in limestone with the name Takellothis

in a cartouche but without royal title
;

(Nos. 85-87) the vizier Ptah-mosi (temp. Tuthmosis III or

Amenophis III, IiVeil, pp. 78, 82). The three uninscribed specimens in finely marbled alabaster figured on

PI. ix, two of them with knobbed covers, must be early b

The photographs are good, and are helped out by hand-copies of the inscriptions which, however, are

not quite accurately made. Many of the painted inscriptions have disappeared, but in these cases copies

made nearly a century ago by Leemans are generally utilized
;
one would have liked to have his copies also

of 27 and 28 which are mentioned but not reproduced. It strikes one as a serious defect in this fine

publication that there are no references to the very useful drawn plates in the old Leemans-Pleyte series,

no cross references to objects from the same find, nor any identifications or comments on names, titles, etc.

These matters, dealt with concisely, would add but little to the printing but would be of gi-eat value and

interest to the student, and only the last of them w’ould entail serious research for the editor.

F. Ll. Griffith.

Die Aektung felndlicker Fursten^ Vvlker und Dinge aitf altdgyptiscken Tongefassseherhen des Mittlerefn

Reiches^ nach den originalen ini Berliner Museum heraiisgegeben und erklarb von Kurt Sethe. Aus
den Ahhaadl. d. Pren.^s, Akad. d. Jahrgang 1926, phil.-hist. Kl., Nr. 5, mit 33 Tafeln.

Professor Sethe here records in full a most interesting discovery, that of a simple contrivance employed
by the Ancient Egyptians for the confounding of all the king’s enemies. To this end names or descriptions

of the objectionable people and things, individually or collectively, were written upon platters and bowls

of pottery and the vessels afterwards broken up to annihilate or at least upset the rascals. A number
of inscribed fragments of pottery obtained by the Berlin Museum prove to be the remains from such a

performance.

The formula employed, restored from all the fragments, runs thus :

I. “The prince of Cush A, born of B, born to C, and all his familiars that are with him (and five more
Ethiopian princes similarly).”

“All Nahsn [i.e. dark skinned peoples) of Cush and of Muger (and of twenty-one other places).”

“Their mighty men, swift-runners, allies and associates, who shall rebel, intrigue, fight or talk of

fighting or intriguing in any part of this land {ie. Egypt).”

II. “The prince of Ay^ank, D, and all his familiars that are with him (and another prince of the same
locality, and princes of fourteen other localities in Asia in groups of from one to four for each locality).”

“All Amu \i,e, Asiatics) of Byblos (and of nineteen other places in Asia) their mighty men (etc.) who
shall rebel (etc. as in I).”

1 A plain terra*cotta jar with similarly knobbed cover was found in Tomb 8 at Serra in Nubia (Liverpool
Annals, viii, 98) and is probably as late as the Se\enteentb Dynasty.
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III. ‘‘Abongines (?) in Telienu, all Temhu (i.e. later comers into Libya) and their princes, their mighty

men (etc.) who shall rebel (etc. as in I).^'

The Libyans are thus disposed of summarily without naming individuals or sub-tribes.

IV. “All (Egyptian) people (nnt, rhpt'\ all males, eunuchs (^\ women, nobles, who shall rebel (etc.).”

“May Ameui, tutor of Situbasti and controller of Sithathor-Nefru, die I (and Senwesert and six other

Egyptians).”

V. “Every evil word, evil speech, evil slander, evil thought, evil intrigue, evil fight, evil disturbance, evil

plan or (other) evil thing, evil dream or evil sleep."

The king is not named, but the writing belongs obviously to the period of the Twelfth Dynasty. Sethe

argues that the historical moment may be when the founder «)f the Twelfth Dynasty at Thebes was

becoming dangerous to the last ruler of the Eleventh Dynasty at Hermonthis. It is possible too that such

a curse on the kings enemies was performed ceremonially by rule on certain occasions, for the formula

contains expressions that were probably traditional long before the names Ameni and Senwesert had been

thought of.

In the mass of fragments Sethe recognizes remnants of about eighty .separate inscribed vessels falling

into three types. Of one vessel, a platter, abcnit two -thirds lias been recovered, but others may be repre-

sented by single small pieces. On some platter^ the whole of the text was written either in full or in an

abbreviated form, in other cases the five sections were distributed over a set of four bowls. The writing

varies greatly from a good clear literary hieratic to a ra})ul business hand in which the distinctions between

many signs were entirely lost or greatly obscured. Evidently a large number of people went through the

performance.

Sethe has worked out the material most elaborately and yet with singular compactness. He gives full

tables of the forms of the hieratic signs and combinations of signs, hand -copies of the text .“showing variants,

and three plates of photographic facsimiles. The result of all his ingenuity and learning is to restore to us

practically the whole of the comminuted text with the exception of some names of localities and foreign

princes and their filiations.

Our knowledge of the peoples in contact with the Egyptians during the Middle Kingdom is very small,

and this text furnishes an extensive contribution to it. It reveals Asiatic neighbours under the rule not

of monarchs but of groups of princes or sheikhs; Sethe aptly compares Oreb and Zeeb, Zebah and

Zalmunna, the dual kings of Midian in Judges vii-viii. Unfortunately few of the districts or tribes or

cities, whether in Ethiopia or in Asia, can be recognized as being mentioned elsewhere.

We learn incidentally from the memoir that the great find of Middle Kingdom papyri made in 1806 by

Mr. Quibell in a tomb at the Kamesseum, including a leading text of the Story of Sinuhe, is to be dated

early in the Twelfth Dynasty, Sethe having found that one of them belong.s to the reign of Sesostris I

;

this confirms the original dating of the grave in QuibelPs work.

E. Ll. Griffith.

Toschke^ Berickt Uher die Grabungea d. Akad. d. in \Xko. avf dem Friedhof von Toschke {Xuhien) im

Winter 1911-12
,
von Hermann Junker, mit Beitragen von H. O. Antonins and G. Gruber Mennitiger

{Akad. d. in Wie?i, phil.-hi.st. Kl., Denkschriften^ 68, Band, 1. Abh.), 1926. AVith plan and 38 plates.

The C-group may be set by the side of the Meroitic as one of the most interesting and characteristic

of the archaeological periods in Lower Kubia. It was first isolated and named in 1907 by Reisner, who

correctly assigned it to the age of the Middle Kingdom in Egypt. But all that Reisner found of it had been

very badly plundered and it was not until Dakkeh was reached by Firth in the southward progress of the

Survey of Nubia that well-preserved cemeteries of the C-group were met with. Toshke, twenty miles north

of Abu Simbel and in 1889 the scene of Lord Grenfell's crushing victory over a Dervish force despatched

from Omdurman to con(^uer Egypt, has furnished Professor Junker with a large and important cemetery

whence he adds substantially to our information on the subject. The C-group cemeteries are marked by low

fiat-topped cylindrical tumuli of stone covering most of the graves, the pottery ofierings being generally

placed not inside the graves with the crouched body, but against the east or north side of the tumulus

(Junker finds that the position varied to agree with the direction of the head of the corpse). They have now

been traced northward by Junker to Kubanieh, a few miles below the First Cataract, and southward by the

Oxford Expedition to Faras, only twenty-five miles from the Second Cataract.

There are many points on which light is required. bile cemeteries are frequent and extensiv'e on either

side of the Nile between the two cataracts and are well furnished with antiquitiC/S, as yet no habitations of
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the period have been identified unless the ‘‘ Castle ” at Areika (Er Rika) belongs to it. The people were

doubtless of nomad origin, but one would expect to find them settled in villages, especially in their later

stages when they used crude brick walls and vaulting in the construction of their graves. Egyptian objects

found in C-group graves are attributed to the Intermediate Period between the Old Kingdom and the Middle

Kingdom and thence onward to the New Kingdom. Some years ago I tried to explain the C-groiip

historically as having risen with the fall of the Old Kingdom in Egypt and come to an end with the conquest

of Nubia by Sesostris III. But the evidence of its continuance in prosperity to the Eighteenth Dynasty is

now too strong to set aside
;
in fact it seems that the expeditions of the Twelfth Dynasty made no serious

impression upon it and brought no ill results to the C-group people. May not the mother of

Amenemmes I have been of them ? Anyhow they must have kept on good terms with the Egyptians while

preserving their own peculiar culture, and it was the people of Cush beyond the Second Cataract whom
the Egyptians fought against, temporarily overcame, and yet feared as is shown by the mighty fortresses

which they erected throughout the region of the Cataract.

The chronological and other relationships of the C-group to the Cushite civilisation of Kerma need to

be defined. Remains of the latter have as yet been found in abundance only at its centre in Kerma itself

;

in Lower Nubia and in U})per Egypt they appear only in isolated graves of about the Hyksos period and

the Seventeenth Dynasty, probably belonging to detachments of mercenary soldiers in the emt>loyment of

the government of Egypt. Junker sees traces of the influence of Kerma in some of the products of the

C-group.

Amongst the best points made by Junker and his helpers in Toschke must be counted a good series of

C-grou]) skulls thoroughly worked out, showing little that is negroid
;
the determination of the bucrania as

belonging to a small race of Bos j^niaigenius and of the “goats ” as being in reality of the ancient Egyptian

race of sheep ; several examples of pierced pottery stands, etc. (while of the known types of pottery exception-

ally fine specimens were secured)
;
and the recognition that the wheel-made and Egyptianizing pottery was

of local manufacture. Every aspect of the finds is considered in this excellent piece of work, which is also

very fully illustrated by drawings and photographs.

Distinct from the C-group burials a separate patch of three graves was found, lined with stones but

shallow, the body contracted
;
one of these, intact, contained beads and a bronze bowl, attributed to the New

Kingdom, having a swing handle attached by two loops with palmette bases.

F. Ll. Griffith.

La fiscalite romaine en Egypte aiLv trois premiers siedes Je ^Empire, Pai- Victor Martin. Geneve

:

Librairie Georg et Cie. 1926. Pp. 31.

This pamphlet reproduces a lecture delivered by Professor MaHin at Geneva, which deserved to

be recorded in a permanent form it is the best summary that has yet appeared of the policy pursued hy
the Roman Emperors in Egypt from the date of their conquest of the country, and exposes the pitiless

elaboration of the machine for extracting every possible penny or grain of corn from the Egyjjtians, which,
as Professor Martin points out, was only modified by the better emperors so far as not to kill the goose
which laid the golden eggs. The indictment is well supported by quotations from papyri, and the argument
clearly and convincingly put : it goes far towards shattering the picture which has been drawn by some
historians of a prosperous and contented Egypt under the two first centuries of Roman rule.

J. G. Milne.

Kings of the Uittites. By D. G, Hogarth. London : Oxfoni University Press (for the British Academy).
1926.

Kings of the Hittites represents the Schweich Lectures delivered by Dr. Hogarth in 1924. We have in
them the matured conclusions of the excavator of Oarchemish, and as might be expected they are full of
suggestion and new light. The main conclusion is especially gratifying to myself as it agrees with the con-
clusion I had reached on philological grounds. On the archaeological side Dr. Hogarth makes it clear that
the authors of most of the Hittite hieroglyphic texts and the art connected with them were not the older
Hittites of Boghaz Keui but the Muska or Moschians of the Assyrian inscriptions, who formed a chief
element in the peoples of “ the North ” that destroyed the First Ilittite Empire and invaded Egypt in the
time of Ramesses HI. They made Tyana the centre of their power and established what I have called the
Second Hittite Empire. It is termed the Cilician Empire by Solinus, whose description of it has now been
traced to the reliable authority of Timagenes.
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The name Hittite {Kkattu) in Assyro-Babylonian corresponds with “ Asianic” in English or “Pelasgian

in Greek. It denoted the ^populations of eastern A.'sia Minor, whatever might be their ethnic or linguistic

affinities, as well as their subject populations in Syria and Palestine. Esar-haddon for instance describes

the kings of Sidon and its neighbourhood as “kings of the Kbatti’’ and Sargon speaks of Syria as “the

country of the Hittites of the land of the Ainorites.’' Elsewhere he sums up Western Asia as consisting of

“Egypt and the Moschians, the Amorites and the Rittites.^’ So, too, in Genesis Heth is the second son of

Canaan, w'hile Ezekiel traces the foundation of Jerusalem to Hittites and Amorites, the Mitannians being

meant under the latter name.

The larger jpart of Dr. Hogarth’s book is devoted to a careful examination and comparison of “Hittite*’

art in its various forms, whether found in Asia Minor or in Syria, and is abundantly illustrated by photo-

graphs. He is inclined to refer the origin of it to Xorthern Mesopotamia if not further north “beyond the

Euphrates.” At all events he draws a clear line of distinction between what he calls the “Hattie” of

Boghaz Kelli and the later Hittite art of Syria as found at Tell Khalaf, Zenjerli and Carcheinish. But

here again a distinction must be made
;
at Zenjerli and Tell Khalaf we find a first artistic stage of rude

and primitive chaiucter which forms a contrast to the later art of Zenjerli and Carchemish. It is with the

second class of Carchemish sculptures that “the parallelism with Zenjerli begins.” “The original culture

had difiered on the two sites” however, and if the pioneers in ‘^Zenjerli were Arameans we must infer tliat

the Carchemish pioneers were of another stock. And the inscriptions associated with the sculptures show

that they were Hittites, or more exactly Moschians, called Kaskians and Urumayans by Tiglath-pileser I.

But it must bo remembered that besides the Moscho-Hittite states of Syria there was also at least one

state that was Hittite in the narrowest sense of the term. This was Khatti-na, “the Hittitedand,” in the

Plain of Antioch, whose kings bore the names of tlie old Hittite kings of Boghaz- Keui, Lubarna, Sapalulmi,

and the like, while we also meet with the name of Mutalhs among the neighbouring kings of Gurgum and

Komagene. Here, therefore, the old stock must have survived.

Upon one point Dr. Hogarth’s statements need modification. “ The earliest script characters,*’ he says,

“appearing on monuments of a later class ^than those of Euyuk) are moridiologically so primitive that, if

the origin of the Hattie script be presumed of earlier invention than the sculpture of the Second Cappa-

docian Stvie, it must have been remarkably slow in development.” But the much earlier characters incised

on mv tablet from Boghaz Keui, wdiich contained the first part of the inventory of the objects in the royal

treasury, are very beautifully formed while those fouiul at Yasili Kaya are also fairly good, whereas on the

other hand those written by the “ lady-denti>^t ” AVattitis on a tablet now at Berlin are equal to tlie very

worst type of linear script that has been discovered anywhere. Where cursive forms of script are con-

cerned it is impossible to base chronological systems on inscriptions found in cliflbrent localities : a script

borrowed by the possessors of a lower civili^^ation from a people of higher culture is likely to be degenerate.

I believe that the hieroglyphic inscriptions of the Thinite Dynasties in Upper Egypt as compared with

those of the Third and Fourth Dynasties in Xorthern Egypt are a case in point.

A. H. Sayce.

Die Waffen der Volker des alien OrienU. Ton Hans Bonnet. Leipzig : J. C. Hinrichs’sche Buchhandlung.

223 pp. 107 Abbildungeii.

This book deals with a hisciiiating subject, and was planned originally with an interesting purpose.

The author intended to illustrate the mutual exchange of the material products of civilisation in ancient

times in one limited field, and chose weapons as his s^ubject because the technique of m, iking weapons wms

best calculated to serve his purpose. L'nfortunately, as the author found, the evidence in our ])osscssion

is not sufficient
;
there is no unbroken series of types from the different countries, and concliUNions ba'>ed

on insufficient material are lietter avoided. The hook is rather a collection of the evidence, with hints on

the history of the development based on the comparative method. It is well written, is laudably free from

the acerbities of criticism now too common, and provides a good conspectus of the subject. The present

writer has learnt a great deal from it, and is under a considerable debt to the author for many illuminating

remarks.

The weakness of the book—and it is a w^eakne^s soon felt—is that the material available to the author

seems to have been purely book-material ; he has not jiersonally examined some of the largest and most

important museum collections. Thereby .-ome errors have cre[)t into his work. Thus in dealing with the

iiicxce he Sciys “In spater Zeit tritt zuweilen <iuch ^Ictall an die Stelle des Steines*'* (p. 5). The British

Museum has copper (?) mace-hoads inscribed with the name of Hammurabi, 87. Again, in the

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xiii. 36
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section on the shield, some stress is laid on the importance of the number of arm-hoops, whether one or

two, and it is stated (p. 193) “sind doch Schilde mit zwei Biigeln den Ydlkern des alten Orients iiberhaupt

imbekannt.'’ But the largest and best-preserved of the ornamental Urartaean shields from "Wan is still

studded, to prove that it once had two arm-hoops, whether they were made of leather or metal. Or we

may turn to a point of more interest. In a long and interesting discussion of e-shaped axes, the author

2)oints out that this form occurs in Egypt in predynastic times, and was popular throughout the Middle

Kingdom period (p. 27), that in Kew Kingdom times it was chiefly emjDloyed by ‘‘ Semites ” from Palestine

and Syria, but that the axe now has a cast socket (p. 31). The conclusion is thus stated (pj). 31-2)

:

Entwickelungsgesehiehtlich sind diese Axte von grossem Interesse, denn deutlich fliessen in ihnen Anregungen

des agyptischeu wie des babylonisch-hethitischen Kulturkreises zusammen. Diesem ist die Schiiftung mittels einer

Tiille entlehnt, jenem ist die Form der Klinge entnommen. Denn dass diese nicht etwa eigenes Gut ist, sondern

auf das Vorbild der agyptischen halbkreisfurmigen Klinge zuriickgeht, steht sicher. Sind doch unter den nicht

ganz wenigen Axt-klingen, die sich in palastinensischen Ruinenstatten gefanden haben, rundliche so selten

anzntreSen, dass sie sich deutlich als Import kennzeichen

But these e-shaped axes are re^wesented in collections from Mesopotamia of uncertain date. One excavated

at Ur in 1922-3 seemed to belong to a
2:>eriod not later than 2000 B.C.

;
its socket was not cast, but con-

sisted sim^dy of the three tabs ju'oloiiged and bent cylinder-wise. Even so, Herr Bonnet’s argument might

liobl, but ho should have recognized the existence of the e-shaiied axe in ^Icsopotamia : if it is
2>urely

Egyptian, the fact is important. It is j^ossible however to doubt this, and also to doubt the “typology”

argument connected with it. That argument runs, that the e-sha2)ed axe was derived from the simple crescent

shape, for the .^ake of simpler hafting. Xow Sargon of Akkad’s soldiers carried the crescent-axe, not later

than 2500 n.c. (see Rfjvve dAs^iyriohtgie, xxr, p. 73, fig. 8) ;
but a relief recently discovered by Mr. Woolley

at Ur, unquestionably contemjjorary with or earlier than the First Dynasty of Ur, about 3000 b.c., shows
two e-sha^^ed axes in the weapon-carrier of a chariot. Besides these types of axes, the adze-like axe was
in regular use from very early times. The proposed development of the tyj^os is against the evidence.

The question then is a comidicated one. The same may be said of any one of Herr BonneUs sections.

AVe may instance that on the thruw-stick. The question whether the ancient East used <a throw-stick

that returned, a boomerang, is dealt with on pp. 112-3, and one conclusion of the author,—“ Eine andere

Frage ist aber, ob man die Eigenschaft des Bogenfiuges schatzte und bewusst herbeizufuhren suchte. Sie

ist in we>entlich sicherlich zu vorneinen ’’—can hardly stand if M. Thureau-Dangin’s translation of

^nfurtu as “baton de jet qiii fait retour” {Recue cVAssyriologie^ xxr, 142) is correct. But there is

a furtlier (|iiestiun : on cylinder seals and elsewhere men hold objects sha^jed in exactly the same wav as

the object called a throw-stick, but in attitudes which suggest that the object had a knife-edge. It is fairly

certain therefore that not everything is a throw- stick which has that shaiio, and the enigmatical cojq^er

2)ieco^ found by Mr. Mackay, Rf^port on the Excavation of the “A” Cemetery at Kish^ Part i, PI. xvii and
yt. 39, obscure our undcrr>tauding rn(.)re.

It would be possible to deal with every one of Herr Bonnet’s sections in this way. His book is a
\ aluable intK^duction to a most difficult subject. Perhaj^s he himself will be able to carry his study
farther. In that ca'^e wc would ask him to con.sider the effect of craftsmen’s guilds on these industries.

In the modern East the smiths have their own quarters, their own manners, their own traditions : in the
desert they are treated as a t^eojAe apart (the Slebi or Suluba), having curious j^rivileges such as the right
of trespassing on tribal areas, and some still more curious disabilities, ex/, they do not own camels. In the
ancient East much the same conditions prevailed ; and far more is to be exjdained from the wandering of
individual members of guilds than we are perha

2
)s ready to allow.

Sidney Smith.

les statues vivantes: Introduction a retude des statues egyptiennes. Par M. AVeynants-Ronday, preface de
Jean Capart. Bruxelles, Edition de la Foiidation Egyptologique Reine Elisabeth. 1926.

The beliefs concerning the “animation” of statues have always interested Professor (’apart, and one of
his pupils, Alme A\ eynants-R(Dnday, inspired by his lectures, has made the theme the subject of a disserta-
tion vhich has deservedly won for her the degree of Doctor of the History of Art and Archaeology. This ^
dissertation is now before us in book form, one of the well-produced juiblications of the Queen Elisabeth
Egy2

>toIogical F ( )undation

.

The author adoptc-.l the^ comparative method in developing her thesis, that to say she has cited
numerous instances of parallel ideas and beliefs amongst various ancient or primitive peoples to illustrate
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and to suggest explanations of the Egyptian ideas relating to statues. Unfortunately the com2)arative

method has hitherto been but little used in Egyi)tologieal studies. In the domain of medicine and magic,

the present reviewer has often found the medical literature of other ancient nations extremely v<iluable

and suggestive in attempting to understand and interi)ret the often obscurely phrased ideas of the Egyi)tians;

and what applies to medicine apjdies equally to other de2)artinents of human thouglit and acti\ity. The
author has quarried extensively into the rich veins of FrazeEs Golden Dovgh and de (droots lidigloKS

System of China and has thereby produced a most interestiiig and readable volume. In the widespread

idea of a se])arately-existing spirit or soul residing a^^art from the corporeal body in a statue, tree, or (»ther

vehicle, numerou.s j^arallel ideas are cited, but the greatest caution is necessary in com2>arin'>- tlicse as

equal with equal; for so abstract an idea as soul, self, personality, s2)irit, double, or whatever else it mav
be called, is very variously understood and interpi’eted by primiti\’e 2'>eo2)les.

It is hardly suthcient to invoke the doctrine of unity'' to ex2>lain the striking MiniLintics and

analogies in the customs and beliefs of widely se2><irated peo2)les. This (htctrine, ni the reviewer's o] anion,

collapses on its own 2>remi.sses, for we find not unity, but infinite diversity, and in cases where the closest

analogies betw^een the thought or customs of various 2->eo2)les are to be found, there is usually tlie grctitest

2)0ssible ditference between the mental, 2>hysical and cultural circumstances of the one peo2-)le and the other.

Be this as it may, the author has made a good case for the vindication of the idea of the double as

the interpretation of the Egytitian ha 2>ru2)ounded by l\Ias2)ero, and her book is a valuable collection of

data and a most useful contribution to the literature of the subject.

\\b\RREN R. Dawson.

Kingship. By A. M. Hocart. Oxford University Press,
2 q>> x-f

This sincere, thoughtful and interestingly written book attem2its to establish that human society every-

where passed through a stage in which kings were worship2>ed. The Iielief in the divinity of the king is

the earliest knowui religion and the king is the equivalent to the sun. As far as I am concerned, I do not

think the thesis 2)robable in itself, but my main difficulty in criticizing the book i'. an in<djility to see that

the conclusions which the author draws from his facts necessarily follow'. Inter
2
)retation or inference, u2)on

which we are thrown back in difficulties, so often seem to the dispassionate observer, who has no 2>ro-

prietary interest in the conclusion, to distort the <lata. My reflection about the references to things Dreek and

Homan was how easy it is for secondary sources to mislead a highly intelligent reader. It is ccrtriin that

the author does not know this field in detail : about Fiji, on the other hand, he is undoubtedly an authority

and has some very interesting things to record. But, of course, I belong unashamedly to the race of

meticulous and timorous pedants against 'whose disbelief the author avow's himself to be 2>re2)ared. ‘‘Life

is short and the art long: the op2>ortunity fleeting: experiment is dangerous and judgment difficult."' But

if w'e ju^fer to plod on oiu* 2iatient w^ay attem2^tiiig to taece togethei fiagmentai\ facts, wo are not neces-

sarily blind to the courage and occasional utility of these bohl flights of imaginative reconstruction. Some

of them may turn out to be right some day, though I doubt very much whether this will be among them.

Mb R. HalLIDAY.

Egyptian Grammar., being an Introduction to the ^tudy of Hieroglyphs. By Alan H. ( Iardiner. Oxford,

at the Clarendon Press, 19^ 7 . 4to. pp. xxviii-f 595 .

An English journal should give a particularly hearty welcome to thi.^ magnificent l>ook. Although for

seventy years 2>3-st English students have been 2>rovided wnth elementary grammars successively by Samuel

Birch, Le Page Renouf, Sir Ernest Budge and Professor Margaret Murray', the first grammatical tre,itise

produced by an English Egyptologist vras Batti^conibe Gunn s Studies in Egyptian Syntax^ w'hich a
2
J
2)eared

in 1924 . Gardiner tells urin his 2>reface that he, too, planned originally for an elementary work, but tliat

after the first six lessons had been devised with Gunn s hel
2
> his eflfort took on another character. The

resulting book, in fact, may” be divided into tw'o 2
>t^i4 s. The Introduction and the fir^t six le''Sons orientate

the beginner in the history’ of the language, the nature of the waiting, the history' of decj24ierment and

the range of Egyptian literature, and start him in acquiring the values and uses of the hieroglyqdiic signs

and in translating and constructing Egy2>tian sentences ;
the rest is an exhaustive account of tlio grammar

and sy’ntax of Egyqitian in the 2>eriod of its highest develo2>ment while the hierogly2dnc w'riting w’as still

uncorrupted. This phase is the so-called Middle Egyqd-ian, the language of all w’riting.s, whether in hiero-

glyphic or in hieratic, betw’een the end of the Old Kingdom and the reign of Akhenaten, so that it includes

:3()- 2
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the bulk of the known literary and historical texts along with masses of religious and miscellaneous

material.

The Grainmar lies in the direct line of descent from ErmaiVs Grammatih and Sethe’s Verhum, and is

fully worthy of its high lineage. Dr. Gardiner, to whom we already owed grammatical discoveries of

great value as w’dl as masterly editions of difficult texts, has re-weighed all the evidences and re-considered

the classification and nomenclature with a perfectly independent mind, and so in miiny cases has reached

new conclusions and new terminology. From his exhaustive knowledge of the texts he has heaped up

telling examples, some of which he prints in full, and gives references for the rest. The work, in fact, is

a mine of grammatical information for the period named that will long retain its value. Egyptian copyists

are notoriously bad and there has been a tendency among some excellent scholars to accept the rules in

the third edition of Erman^s admirable Grammatil' as standards by which to correct the supposed erroi*s

of obscure but good texts, making too small an allowance for the incompleteness of our knowledge.

Gardiner and his ingenious friend and pupil, Gunn, taking such texts as they stand and reading widely

and noting diligently, have modified and added to the rules, penetrating deeper into the s})irit of the

language and the meaning of the phrases with the striking results that are seen, for instance, in Gunn’s

treatment of the negative and Gardiner’s of the sdm-f forms of the verb, perfective and imperfective.

Syntax is elaborately treated in Gardiners Grammar and remarkable results are attained. On page

after page we find clever reductions to rule of usages in some cases perha])s vaguely felt to exist but never

before set down, while in others they come xvith a shock of surprise or even serious doubt until tested by

the quotations and references and found to be correct. The nomenclature is put on a wider basis of

modern grammatical theory than before and is altered and elaborated accordingly. For instance, the

expression ‘‘ pseudo participle ” applied to a very interesting form of the verb first brilliantly defined by

Erman many years ago, seemed appropriate enough at the time, but has long been felt to be inadequate

and is now replaced by that of “ old perfective, referring to its origin and early use. So also the various

“non-verbal sentences” of Gardiner, ‘‘sentences with nominal, pronominal, adjectival and adverbial pre-

dicate
’*

respectively are a distinct improvement on the namas used by Sethe in his recent treatment of

the nominal sentence.” Owing to the absence of vowel-signs, the Formeuleh re remains very obscure, and

in this department Gardiner has not succeeded in materially improving on the results obtained by Erman,

Steindorft’ and Sethe.

Notwithstanding the wealth of detail, the requirements of the learner have been kept in view through-

out, so much so in fact as to sacrifice in part the logical arrangement of the material to a well-thought-out

course of training in theory, translation and composition. But cross references, and an elaborate table of

contents help to correct inconveniences felt at first in seeking information on particular points. Under

the circumstances a fuller index would have been a boon, and the student will find it indisi>ensable to make
a skeleton grammar for himself with references to the sections of Gardiner. To give the work its full value

for reference a key of this kind made b}" some qualified iierson should be printed
;
this could be done at

very small cost. After some experience in using the book one recognizes that to read successively its

“ Lessons ” and Excursuses, and translate its hieroglyphic exercises into English and its English exercises

into Egyptian is a training the benefits of which are obvious as far as the pupil is concerned hut are by no

means confined to him
;
the teacher also must admit that his own knowledge is enormously increased and

solidified and that endless difficulties are illuminated. The work is full of originality, critical thought and

sound and ripe scholarship. How excellent are the remarks in the Introduction on the unphilosophical

character of the language, and the comparison of its development in the New Kingdom with that of

French from Latin ! We realize that with Gardiner the exjiosition of Egyptian Grammar is no longer

confined to cataloguing its external features : we have been led on to contemplate the very constitution of

the language. Let no would-be reader be deterred by the bulk of the book. Let him realize tbcit it con-

tains not only the rules of Middle Egyptian grammar with ample illustrations, but also a great variety of

extjrcises in reading and translation, rich vocabularies Egyptian-English and English-Egyptian, and a vast

cntalngue rmsonne of over 700 signs with their nature and uses admirably explained, itself a concise study
in the archaeology and natural history of ancient Egypt. The Grammar, in fact, is a solid work of reference

as well as a learner’s manual. The systematic catalogue of hieroglyphs is one of the most remarkable
features of the book, supplying a long-felt want. And this brings us to the subject of the beautiful hiero-

gly}>hic type which Gardiner has provided for his great w'ork from the drawings of Mr. and Mrs. de Garis
Davies

;
happily it is now I>ecoming familiar to the readers of the Journal who can admire the neatness of

its adaptation to ordinary print as well as the beauty and truth of its delineations.
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It might seem invidious to point out tritiing defects in a really great work, especially for one to wlioin

the author has paid the delicate compliment of its dedication and who has the most pleasant recollections

of guiding his schoolboy steps in Egyptology. But Gardiner has a^ked me personally to criticize. T will

therefore set down such few points of detail as have roomed to me to be capable of improvement. To
anyone who has seen the book these remarks will serve to show ln>w dithcult it is to pick holes in

Gardiner’s work.

P. 44, sentence '9). The expression ^bsriils down" is inappropriate to a Nile voyage; ^Tares down” is

used elsewhere by Gardiner.

P. 65, § 84, p. 1:26, 163, 6.
P

“teach” seems to be constructed with as having the

fundamental idea of guiding or le<Lding; thus here should mean "‘to,” not “in regard to”;

“st.ar” must be fr(>m the same root.

P. 66, ^ 85. The inverted filiation common in the Twelfth Dynast}, could

hardly have been road Htnnhtp Xljrtf. ^eeiu'^ an “honorific transposition,"’ doing honour to

the father’s name, like “son of Amfin ‘ honouring a divine name; thus the })hrase mu.st rather

be recid XJiry Hainhtp, ‘'The son of Xehery, Khnemhotpe.”

P. 119, 1. 13. ^ alone for sic is hardly to be found, and in the pa'^sage (pioted (PI. 8 of Si^tj I. 313) it

was a mistake of my copy corrected to in the Errafx^ ibid., PI. 21.

P. 151, § 201. is transcribed Ira'p with mase. pi. agreement but on p. 246, 1. 13, )rtp without

such clear evidence. is not specially mentioned in the sign-list, p. 443, or in the vocabulary and one

would be glad of a statement from Gardiner on the subject. The Berlin i. 108, admits a

masculine ^ but leaves the question of the reading open.

P. 201. Ec “length” is required in the Y(>Ccd)iilary here and in the English-Egyptian Vocabu-

lary, p. 579.

P. 202. 1 should he inclined to translate the fourth line of the account “brought to him lor 'added

to it,’ be., the account) by royal decree, which (^amount'^; are brought (regularly t from the temple of Amun.'’

The present translation seems to represent the roy.d decree as brought from the temple, and that is

difficult to understand.

P. 260, 1. 10, p. 261, 1. 2. “ vetitive” n(4 “ vct.itive.”

P. 463, G. 47. “nestling” seems a better dosnaption ha* ^ than “open-mouthed chick.”

P. 555, 1. 10. Read see on this p. 4^7, bh 1.

„ 1- 11- „ „ p- Q- 1-

„ 1.1"). „ ,, „ p. I, X. 2.).

Dr Gardiner, who is nothing if not }>rogre^^slvo, has added to the preface three page> of valuable

“additions and corrections” observed by him in the course of pniiting, sduie of which laid already been

made use of in the later pages of the book.

The book has been printed with extraordinary care by the ( larendon Press
; its standard of correctness

is almost that obtained in the printing of the Bible. Amongst the thousands of references there mu.st

surely be a few wrong figures, but I do not prop<'sc to undertake a special i’e^>earch in order to <lisc<>ver

them ! The only misprint that I have detected is a dropped out at the end of the second hieroglyphic

line on p. 147. Egvptologists all over the world will be grateful to Dr. Gardiner for hi'> labours, tlie

brilliant results of which he has clothed in a Livuhly beautiliil dress and presented to them with a fine

disregard of its very heavy cost.
F. Ll. GiuEniH.

(JrandzUge der <iggptischen Vorge^cluchU. \oii Alex.vnder Scharff. (J/c/ycz/^u/uf, Heft 12. J. . Hinrichs,

Leipzig, 1927.)

The volume with which the '‘Beihefte zum Alton Orient’ become known as “MorgeiiLind is appro-

priately chosen. It begins at the beginning, and treats that beginning in a remarkably tre''h way. This is

not to say that Dr. Scharff’s 60 pages of text are packed from one end to the other with new fiicts. On Ins

own showing the book is written mainly for the general reader, and he claims to interest the Egsptologist

and prehistorian not so much by new discoveries as by a synthe.'>is of old ones; more especially by linking

up the palaeolithic and later prehist(U’ic periods in Eg}'pt.

Yet although the bulk of his facts are old—he is perhaps unaware that the Capsian cultui'e with its
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important connexions for Egypt, North Africa and Southern Spain have been sketched by Professor Myres

in the Cambridge Ancient History—he has succeeded in adding a number of convincing details and riders

to the general outline
;
as for instance in this very case of the Cai)sian culture, when he compares two

pottery shapes of the First Egyptian prehistoric period with two AYest-European forms, the Pokal and

Kielcase'^ respectively, which show the spread of the original Hamitic culture up through Sixain into

Southern France.

Similarly it is some years since Dr. Hall advanced in The Ancient Hhtory of the Hear East a theory

of two cultures existing in Upper and Lower Egypt respectively, with the eventual spreading of the latter

throughout the former. Scharff gives us much greater precision, assigning on the basi.s of the sequence

dating—but in more detail than Petrie himself—the exact material cbaracteristics, with their inferences,

to eiich civilisation. But his most important contribution in this respect is his suggestion that the two

cultures were contemporaneous (though separate) until about sequence date 38, when the objects found in

the northern cemeteries (of which Abusir el-Melek—later known as the Abydos of Lower Egyi)t is the

most prolific example) are found mixed with those of the First Culture in the south. This mixing in the

south represents the gradual conquest, or assimilation, of it by the north ; and the main argument for the

contemporaneity of the two lies in the observed fact that while this northern culture spreads to the south,

objects from there are never found in the north, although the type of culture in the south wms able to last

on in Nubia—as witness, e.g.^ the numbers of pots known as “C-group'^ jiottery—after it had disappeared

from Upper Egypt. Moreover, when the exceptional object ap2>ears which combines elements believed to

be exclusive to the resj^ective cultures—an examj)le of this in the British Museum is shortly to be published

by Dr. Scharfi’ in the Journal—it jirovides further jiroof of this contenqioraneity, since it suggests that, as

is to be ex
2
>ected, s

2)oradic contact took jdace between the two cultures before they were actually united.

It maybe objected that the game is too easy when two sets of contradictory facts are both used as evidence

for a theory, but at piesent there is no likelihood of these exceptional cases being sufficiently frequent to

become themselves a rule.

xA^nother attractive addition to our study of early Egyptian history is Scharff’s j^lea for a shortening of

the traditional length assigned to the Fourth and Fifth Dynasties. His tabular arguments for this on

])j>. 52, 53 are convincing. And we must certainly be grateful for his insistence on 2T81'-2776 B.C, rather

than 42-11-4236 B.C, for the institution of the calendar, and the ingenious attribution of its invention to

Imhotep under King Zoser. The latter is only
2
)o.ssible however if we can bring the First Dyna.sty down

to about 3000, as Scharff does. His grounds for this are that the 2
)redynastic and archaic objects which

show connexion with Mesopotamia, i.e. mace heads, lion-motiv^es and the like, indicate that the end of the

predynastic pjeriod roughly coincides with the oldest known civilisation in Mesojiotamia, and this, followdng

Eduard Meyer, he places round about 3000 b.c. This brings us to a serious objection to his book : the total

disregard of recent excavations in Mesopotamia other than those of x\ndrae. Neither the work of the

British Museum and the University of Pennsylvania at Ur and el H'baid, nor that of Professor Langdon

at Kish, has been taken into account. But reports of the work on both sites are available, and a study of

the.se would have bhown that the lowest date for the First Dynasty of L^r cannot be later than about

2900 B.C., and that a great deal of the material under discussion must go back at least two or three centiudes

earlier than this. x\s it happens the latest finds from Ur seem to jirove that forms (sijeaking now of classes

of objects which were indigenous each in their respective countries) may last much longer in Mesopotamia

than we are accustomed to exjject from Egyptian archaeology, and that while styles can be seen to have

changed with a generation in Egypt, they apjtear to have continued with little alteration for two or three

centuries in MesoiJotamia. It is therefore not impossible that the same tyjje of object was being carried

from Mesojiotamia to Egy^jt over a considerable period of time. So that 3000 b.c. may still stand as the

date of Menes. Similarly, however, in the opinion of the reviewer, the beginning of relations between Egypt

and Mesopotamia should be 2)ut further back than Scharff is prepared to go. Further L"r finds prove also

that Sumerian civilization was never more flourishing than at a date which at the latest cannot be i>ut

below 3000 b.c. and may well have been much earlier. In any case Scharff does not give sufficient weight

to the little evidence he does quote for a connexion between the two countries.

Dr. Scharff has given us a very useful survey of the subject, marred though it be in resj)ect of some of

his main theses by his neglect of Mesoi>otamia. It is full of interesting ^joints of detail for which the reader

must go to the book itself, and, as I have tried to indicate, it is a real contribution to our knowledge on at

least two of the most im^jortant 2)roblems in the subject.

S. R. K. Glanville.
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‘Alxl el Kunicih, tombs at, 223.

AbraLim, 227-

Abu Hciraz, pottery from, 149.

Abu Salili, 14-3.

Abu Scyal, 164, 165, 168.

Abu Simbel, inscription of Raniesses 11 at, 191.

Abvd(js Decree of Seti 1 at Nauri, The, F. Ll.

Griffith, 193-208.

Site of Xauri and descrij^tion of stela, 193-5.

The scene, 195-6.

Date, 196.

King and Gods, 196.

King, rightful succes.sor to Osiris, 196-7.

King's piety to Osiri.s of Abydos, 197-200.

The decree, 200-5.

Epilogue, 205.

Summary, 205-6.

Decree of Elephantine, 207-8.

Abydos, 79, 168.

Cenotaph of Seti I at, 209.

ivory carving from, 241, 243.

Osiris of, 197.

temple of Seti I at, 206, 261.

Achilles, 72, 73.

Administrative Letter of Protest, An, Alan H.
Gardiner, 75-78.

Introduction, text and previous translation of
letter, 75-6.

Criticism of earlier interpretation, 76.

New interpretation, 76-8.

Revised translation, 78.

Adowa, Church at, 144.

Aemilian, 15ff.

Aemilius Capitolinus, 153.

Agathodaemon, 220.

Agripj^a visits Alexandria, 179, 180.

Ahmose, 83.

Ahnaslyat el-Medinah, 2.

Ai, document of time of, 53.

Aion, 59, 60, 69, 70.

A^ba, 5.

Akhenaten, 54, 209, 210, 213, 214, 215, 216.
family groups of, 53.

lecture on, 262.

Alexander of Macedon, 171.

Alexander, patriarch, 21.

Alexandria, H. I. Bell, 171-84.
Foundation of city, 171-2.

Capital transferred to Alexandria, 172-3.
Elements of population, 173-4.
Constitution, 174-5.

Commercial and cultural development, 175-8.
Decline, domestic feuds, 178-9.
Jewish riots in Alexandria, 179-81.
Descriptions of inhabitants, 181-2.
Christian controversies, 182-4.
Persian and Arab occupations and decline, 184.

Alexandria, 60.

lecture on, 80.

letters from, 73.

Alexandrian Coinage of Augustus, The, J. Grafton
Milne, 135-40.

Types, 135-8.

Values, 139.

Summary, 140.

Alexandrian coins, 14.

Allen, Thomas Georue, Handbook of the Egyptian
Collection: Art Institute of Chicago (re-

viewed), 127.

Aloa, 142.

Althaean deine, 174.

Alvarez, 149.

Amasis II, portrait of, 266.

Amenernhet III, colossus of, 2.

Ainenemmes, stela of, 164.

Aiaenemmes II, hippopotamus figure of time of, 57.

Amenemo2)e, 47.

Arnenhotpe, 33.

Amenkha, 160.

Amenkhau, 33, 36, 37, 38.

Howtenufer, son of, 31, 32.

AmeninOse, tomb paintings of, 222.

Amenopenakht, 33.

Amenophis, 29.

son of Hapu, portrait of, 27.

Amenophis III, 80, 206.

lecture on, 262.

palace of, 215.

portraiture under, 134.

Ainentogo, 229.

Arnmotiius, 152, 153, 220.

Amosis, 5.

‘Amr, 184.

Angelosko, 229.

Anilla, 61, 71.

‘Ankhefenkhons, 156, 157, 159.

‘Ankhj)ekhrod, 156, 157, 159.

Ankhtuemdiamiin, 33.

Ankoli cattle, 222.

Annianus, 228.

Anoksunozem, 32, 34, 36, 37, 38.

Anoup, 20, 21.

Antinoopolis, The Epikrisis Record of an Ephebe
of, found at Karanis, A. E. R. Boak, 151-1.

Antoninus Pius, 152, 153, 174.

Antonius, 67.

Antony, 175.

disciples of St., distinct from Meletians, 22.

Any, 223.

Apa Dioscorus, 20, 21.

Apa Gerontius (?), 20, 21.

Apa Prow, 20.

Aperiu, 5.

Apollonius, 220.

of Perga, 177.

Rhodius, 177,
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Arab conquest of Egypt, 184.

Arabia, South, brachycephaious skulls in, 244.

Archimedes, 177.

Arduan, 193.

Argos, envoys from, to Alexandria, 178.

Aristarchus, 177.

Armenians, 149.

Armenian translation of Scriptures, 176.

Ai*sinoe, 175.

Arsinoite iioine, 152.

Asiatic tribute of cattle, 222.

Asiht, Jlelitius, bishop of, 22.

Asoka, 178.

Assur, carvings from, 242.

Assyrian sack of Thebes, 28.

Ata, Atat, 61, 74.

Athancisius, 1S3.

condemnation of Meletians, 23.

Athanasius, Saint, 182.

lecture on, 262.

Augustus, 174.

The Alexandrian (Vunage of, J. Grafton Milne,

135-40.

Aurelian, 16.

Aurelius, 17, 152.

Australian mummies, 44.

xA.xumite invasion of Xubia, 143.

B
Babvlon, Treaty of, 184.

BallKs, 168.

Barca, 176.

Baynes, Norman H., lecture by, 262.

Beja tribes, 148.

Bekenese, 33.

Bekenmut, 31, 33.

Bell, H. L, 63, 81.

lecture by, 80.

reviews by, 125, 129-30, 269, 271.

Alexandria, 1 1 1-84.

Jiide/i vnd Oriechen ha lioraischea Alexandreia

(reviewed), 124-5.

with A. D. Nock and H. J. M. Milne, Biblio-

graphv: Graeco-Roman Egypt. A. Papyri,

1924-26, 84-121.

with ScHDBART, W., Parallel to Wilcken, Ohrest.

144, 219-21.

Bellerophon, 176.

Beluchistan, humped cattle of, 225.

Beni ‘Araer, 148.

Beni Siief, 164.

Berve, Helmut, Das Alexanderreich avf prosopo-

graphischer Grundlage (reviewed), 268.

Bethshean, 5.

Bibliography: Graeco-Roman Egypt. A. Papyri

(1924-26), H. I. Bell, A. D. Nock and

H. J. M. Milne, 84-121.
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3. Publications of non-literary texts, 94-103.
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Numismatics and Metrology, 110-13.

6. Law, 113-16.

7. Palaeography and Diplomatic, 116-17.
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9. General Works, Bibliography, Miscellaneous
Notes on Papyrus Texts, 119-20.

10. Miscellaneous and Personal, 120-1.

Bibliography (1925-1926): Greek luscription.s,

Marcus N. Tod, M.A., 247-50.

Bibliography : Christian Egypt (1926-1927), De
Lacy O'Leary, 251-60"

1. Biblical, 251.

2. Apocryphal, Gnostic, etc., 251-2.

3. Liturgical, 252-3.

4. Church Literature and Theology, 253-4.

5. History, 254-6.

6. Non-literary texts, 256.

7. Philology, 256-7.

8. Archaeology, 257-9.

Addenda, 260.

Birch, Dr. Samuel, 155, 160.

Blr Fowakhir, 168.

Blackman, A. M., 262.

lecture by, 79.

Some Philological and other Notes, 187-92
Blemyan kings under Byzantine influence, 142.

Blue Nile ox, 222.

Boak, A. E. R ,
The Epikrisis Record of an E[)lirl»e

of Antino<q)olis found at Karanis, 151-4.

IVIHN APOY2IAAH02, 1 >^5-6.

Obituary notice of Professor F. W. lvels(‘y, -liVA

Bohairic version of Romans, 25.

Bonnet, Hans, Die Waffea d^r Vnlker dr.^ alhyn

Orients (reviewed/, 277-8.

Bonomi, J., 155.

Boreux, Charles, Etadrs de aaytiqvo e'gppti^aine.

IJart de aavigntioa eii Egppte jesgu.a la fin

de I'ancien empire (reviewed), 122-4.

Botti, G., 265.

Bubastis, 2.

portrait heads of King, from, 28.

Buck, Dr. de, 81.

Budge, Sir E. A. Wallis, 50, 156, 161.

Byblos, 210.

Byzantine affinities of Nubian art, 146.

influence on Nubian pottery, 145.

Byzantium, Eg\q )tian monks opjioscd to power of,

184.

C
Caligula, 135, 179, 18('), 185.

(5illimachus, 177.

Calverley, Miss, 262.

Canopus, 174.

Capart, J , 134, 262.

Carter, Howard, 133, 209.

Carthage, 176.

Cerny, j. and T. Eric Peet, A Marriage Settle-

ment of the Twentieth Dynasty, 30-9.
Christian Nubia, J. W. Crowfoot, 14"1-50.

1. The Approach, 141-2.

2. Character of Nubian Christianity, 142-7.
3. The End of Christianity, 147-9.

4. Notes on Plates, 149-50.

Chronology of the Roman Emperors from Valerian
to Diocletian, Notes on the, Harold
Mattingly, 14-18.

Introduction, 14.

Roman Imperial coins, and tribunician years,
14-15.

Alexandrian coins, 15-16.
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Issues of Viminacium and Dacia, 16-17.

Pajojri, 17.

Summary, 17-18.

Clark, H. B., 79, 209.

Claudius, 16, 17'3, 180, 185.

coins of, 130.

the martyr, 22.

Clement, Saint, 181-2.

(deomcnes of Sparta, 178.

Cleopatra, 179.

Cleopatra ^'II, coins of, 135.

Cnidos, Sostratus of, 175.

Constantine, Encomium of, 24,

gold citins of, 69.

of Sifit, 22.

Coiir^tantius, 183.

Copernicu.*^, 177.

Coptic translation of Scriptures, 176.

language in Xubia, 146.

Cornelius, 61, 71.

Cretan inlluence in art of Eighteenth Dynasty, 222.

Crowfoot, J. W., 193.

Christian Xu hi a, 141-50.

Five Greek Inscriptions from Xubia, 226-31.

Crum, W. E., Some further Meletian documents,
19-26.

TJtP Monastery of Epiphanius at Thebes, Part I.

The lAterary Matenal. Part II. Coptic Ostraca

and Papyri^ edited icitk Translations and
Corarnentaries (reviewed), 125-7.

Currellv, C. T., 240.

Cush, 200, 201.

Cyprus, 181.

Cyrene, 181.

Cyriacus, personal name adopted in Xubia, 147.

Cyril, 183.

Cyrils, patriarch of Alexandria, 184.

D
Dacia, coins of, 14, 16.

Dalgo, 193.

Damascenus Studita, 65.

Darfur, 143.

Daiid Hasan, 80.

Davies, X. de Garis, 47, 267.

Davies, Mrs. X. de G., 79, 209.

Dawson, Warren R., Making a mummy, 40-9.

On two mummies formerly belonging to the
Duke of Sutherland, 155-61.

review by, 278-9.

Dedi, 187.

Deheiba, 230.

Demetrius, 20.

Der el-Bahart, 2, 80, 156.

head ot Hatshepsut from, 134.

mummies of priests of Amun at, 159.

mummies of priests of Mont at, 158.

temple of, 245.

Dhouteinhab, 33.

Dhoutmose, 30, 33.

Dhoutnakht, Hori, son of, 33.

Didyrails, 220, 221.

DifinaiH, 150.

Dinocrates, 173.

Diocletian, 14, 228.

Diocletian, aurei of, 69.

persecution of Cliristians, 63.

Diodorus on process of making a mummy, 42 flf.

Dion, 174.

Dion Cassius, 179.

Dion Chrysostom, 181.

Dioscorus, 72, 183.

Dodecaschoenus, 207.

Dongola, 143, 226.

Dongola, Old, 144.

church at, 150.

Drusilla, Julia, 185.

Dungash, 164.

E
Edfu, text in temple of, 189.

Edgar, C. (h, reviews by, 268-9.

Edwards, Amelia B., 1.

Efenkhons, 33.

Egypt, lectures on Cities of, 79.

Eisminna, Mashshouda, 231.

Elea. 176.

Elephantine, decrees at, 200, 206, 207.

El-Kab, 80.

Emery, W

.

B., 82.

lecture by, 262.

Ephesus, mint at, 136.

Epikrisis Record of an Ephebe of Antinoopolis

found at Ivaranis, The, A. E. R. Boak, 151-4

description of papyrus, 151.

te.xt, 151.

translation, 152.

notes, 152-3.

summary, 154.

Epiphanius, 182.

Eptesut, see Kaimak.
Eratosthenes, 177.

Eritrea, 144.

Erment, 82.

Ethiopia, 142.

Et-Till, 216.

Eunostus Haven, 173.

Euthenia, 137, 138.

Evans, H. G., 57.

Exodus, route and date of, 5,

F
Family letters of Paniskos, The, J. G. Winter,

‘ 59-74.

Introduction, 59-61.

Text, translation and notes of letters, 61-74.

Faras, 143, 206.

frescoes, 145.

Faulkner, R, 0., 262.

Felton, H., 262.

Five Greek Inscriptions from Xubia, J. W. Crow-
foot, 226-31.

Frankfort, H., 79, 261.

lecture by, 262.

Preliminary Report on the Excavations at Tell

el-‘Amarnah, 1926-7, 209-18.
Fri^d^ricq, Madeleine, The ointment spoons in

the Egyptian Section of the British Museum,
7-13.

Fustat, 145, 184.

G
Gahinius, 179.

Gaius Caesar, coin type with head of, 137.
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Gallienufe, first Eg}’ptian year of, 14.

Gauetti island, 145.

Gardiner, Alan, 81, 262.

An Administrative Letter of Proto.st, 75-8.

Egyptian Granimar (reviewed'), 279-81.

Gaul, date of reconquest of, by Aurelian, 18.

Gebel ei-‘Arak, knife of, 240.

Gebei Atawi, 164.

Gebel Bakhit, church at, 144.

Gebel Dara, 164.

Gebel Hebran, 164.

Gebei Legadi, church at, 142.

Gebel Safariat, 164, 166.

Gebel Uram Rinna, 163.

Geuebteyew, 168.

Genseoua, 229.

George, of Alexandria, 183.

personal name adopted in Xubia, 147.

Georgios, 227, 228.

Gerzah, letters from, 59.

Gilgamesh, 244.

Glanville, S. R. K., 79, 209, 246.

lecture by, 80, 262.

review.s by, 122-4, 281-2.

The Mathematical LocXther Roll in the British

Museum, 232-8.

Note on the Nature and Date of the “ Pap\ ri

of Nakht, B.M. 10471 and 10473, 50-6.

Goshen, 1.

Graeco-Roman times, use of bitumen in embalming
not usual until, 46.

Gray, Terence, 193.

Greek language in Nubia, 146.

Greeks in Alexandria, 173.

Griffith, F. LI., 262.

reviews by, 274-6.

Griffith, F. Ll., The Abydos Decree of 8eti I at

Nauri, 193-208.

Gunn, Battiscombe, 75.

H
Hadrian, 181.

Hakeptah, 196.

Haifa, 143.

Hall, H. R., 7, 80, 157.

lecture by, 79, 262.

Edouard Naville, obituary, 1-6.

reviews by, 127, 130-1.

Head of a Monarch of the Tuthmosid House, in

the British Museum, 133-4.

The Head of an Old Man (no. 37883; in the

British Museum, 27-9.

Note on publication ofHead of Old Man, Jouriad^

XIII, 27 ff.

Three Hippopotamus figures of the Middle

Kingdom, 57-8.

Halliday, W. R., review by, 279.

Hamamid, 164.

Hamish, 164.

Hamite mingling with Semites, 245.

Hardedef, 187.

Haremheb, bier of, 42.

Hartlaiid, E. S., 263.

Hatshepsiit, excavations of temple of, 2.

head of, 133.

Head of a Monarch of the Tuthmosid House, in the

British Museum, H. R. Hall, 133-4.

Head of an Old Man (no. 37883) in the Briti.sh

Museum, The, H. R. Hall, 27-9.

Inscription, 27.

Analysis of chaiMcteristics—dating, 27-9.

Heigh ELHEiii, Fritz, Dd ansfcartige Bi’vofk'enfng

ita Ptoliinuvjrreieh (reviewed), 129-30.

Heliodora, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 65, 66, 69, 71 73.

Heliopolis, 69, 80, 175, 196.

Heraclides, 183.

H(*raclius, 184.

Heraiscus, 182,

Herakleopolis, 2.

leeture on, 79.

Herihor, 30.

Horn lias, 61-3, 72.

Herodotus, 40, 142.

on process of making a mummy, 42 ffi

Heron, 177.

Herzog, Rudolf, Die MiniinmJh'ti den Ilerondas^

von Otto (’nisiUN, Zwoite Auflage (reviewe<l),

131 -2.

Hestiaian deme, 152.

Hetephers, 82.

Hieracoiqiolis, SO.

Houart, a. M., Kit/gnhip (reviewed), 279.

Hogarth, 1 ). ( b, 2,

lecture by, 80.

Kingn of the llittites (reviewed b 276-7.

Hopfner, TheoDorUs. Fonten hinturiae rdigioidn

f Iegytiarfie (re i ewed
) ,

130.

Hnremheb, document of time of, 53.

sphinx with cartouche of, 210.

Hori, son of Dhoiitnakht, 33.

Hornblower, G. D., An Humped Bull of Ivorv,

222-5.

Some Predynastic Carvings, 24t)-6.

Hor.siese, 22.

Hostilian, 15.

Howtenufer, son of Amenkhau, 31, 32.

Humped Bull of Ivoiw, An, G. D. Hornblower,
222-5.

Description, 222.

Origin and representations in Art, 222-5.

Hunt, A. S., 262.

Huya, 214, 215.

Hyksos, facial characteristics of, 28.

peri()d, papyrus of, 234.

Hyi)atia, 183.

I

Ibn Khaldun, 143, 147.

Indus, humped bull of, 224.

Isaac, 227.

bishop of Letopolis, 182.

Isideian deme, 152, 153.

Isidora, 220.

Lsidorus, 180,

Issus, 17L

J

Jacob, 227.

Jcinsa, 165.

Jeroboam, 34.

Jerusalem, Chapel of Nubians iig 149.

Jews in Alexandria, 173, 179, 181 tf.

Jews <ippeal to Herod against Pilate, 23.

Josephus, 5.
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Judaea, revolt of, 180.

Juhema Arabs, 148.

Julius (^aesar, 179.
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der Alnde'mie der Wisseiuckaften in Wien auf
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Winter 1911-12 (reviewed), 272-4.
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Kabablsh Arabs, 242.

Kagbar, 193.
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Kashuti, 31.

Kelsey, F. W., 01>ituarj notice, 263 4.

ivhaleua, 229.

column fnan, 145.

Khartoum, 230.

Kliattara, 164.

Kheiakishslii, 231.

Kliufu, Hetephers, mother of, 82.

Knox, A. D
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review by, 131-2.

Koinatiiekhon), Angelosko, 229.

Kom Aushim, see Karanis, 151.

Koptos, 62, 71.

Koptos, letters of Paniskos from, 59.

statues of Min at, 244.

Koupiner, 74.

Kubban, 165, 166, 168.

Kus, 168.

Kush, 168.

L
Laelian, 18.

Lagus, 172.

Lampon, 180, 181.

Larsa, 223.

Latti Basin, 145.

Leclercq, H., review by, 125-7.

Letopoiis, Isaac bishop of, 182.

Livia, coins of, 136, 137, 138.

Longinius Longinus, 220.

Longinus, <1. Julius, 1.52.

Lucas, A., 218.

Copper in Ancient Egypt, 162-70.
Locality of Mines, 162-5.

Amount of t)re extracted, 165-7.
Date of first mining, 167-9.
Discovery of copper, 169-70.

Lycophron, 262.

Lycopolis, Meletius bishop of, 182.
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Macrian II, 17.

Magharah, 162, 166.

Mailnarti, 230.

Making a Mummy, Warren R. Dawson, 40-9.
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40.
^

EmbalmeFs workshop, 41.

process of embalming, 41-9.

preservative materials, 49.

Makwar, 150.

Manetho, 5.

Maraeotic lake, 172.

Marcion, 22.

Marius, 18.

Marriage ^Settlement of the Twentieth Dyna.sty,

J. Cerny and T. Eric Peet, 30-9.

Description and dating of papyrus, 30-2.

Text and Translation, 32-3.

Notes on Text, 33-6.

Summary, 36-8.

Ostracon dealing with similar case, 38-9.

Marseilles, 176.

Martin, V., Ln fiscalite roniaine en Egypte aux
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Ma.shshouda Eisminna, 231.

Masowwarat ebSufra, reliefs at, 146.

Mathematical Leather Roll in the Hriti.sh Museum,
The, S. K. K. Glanville, 232-8.

History of papyrus, 232-3.

Notes on Text, 233-4.

Translation, 235-6.

Commentaiy, 237-8.

Addendum, 238 4).

MattiN(4ly, Harold, Notes on the Chronology
of the Roman Emperors from Valerian to

Diocletian, 14-18.

Medina, 184.

Medina! Habu, palace of Rames.se.s III at, 215.

papyri from, 38.

Medfim, 168.

Mehamcd, 80.

Meilnarti, 145.

Meletian Documents, Some Further, W. E. Crum,
19-26.

Coptic letter B.M. P. 2724, 19-21.
Further Coptic references, 21-3,

Epi.stles of Athanasius, 23-5.

Fragment of Romans from Oxyrhyiichus, 25-6.
Meletians, Coptic references to, 21.

Meletius, bishop of Lycopoli.s, 182.

Melitius, 21.

Melitorian deme, 152, 153.

Memphis, 76, 195, 196.

taken by Ale.xander, 171.

lecture on, 80.

Mendes— Tmai el-Amdtd, 2.

MHN APOY2IA VH02, A. E. R. Boak, 185-6.
Meneptah, inscription of, at Abydos, 3.

Men-ma^-reC 196 tf.

Mensenu of Kheni, 33.

Menthu, 156.

Mentuhetep III, see also Neb-Iiapet-Re^, 2.

Mentumehet, see Montemhet, 28.

Mer, tomb of Pepionkh at, 41.

Meritaten, 213.

Meroe, 141, 226.

decline of culture at, 143.

pottery from, 150.

Meryre^, 223.

Mesopotamia, Southern, date palm from, 241.
Middle Kingdom, Three Hippo]>otamus fi2riii*es of

the, H. R. Hall, 57-8.
washing of mummy in, 44.
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